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Message from the 
FAST ’18 Program Co-Chairs

Welcome to the 16th USENIX Conference on File and Storage Technologies. This year’s conference continues the 
FAST tradition of bringing together researchers and practitioners from both industry and academia for a program  
of innovative and rigorous storage-related research. We are pleased to present a diverse set of papers on topics such 
as reliability, flash and persistent memory, cloud and distributed storage, coding and hashing, and traditional file 
 systems. Our authors hail from ten countries on three continents and represent academia, industry, and the open-
source community.

FAST ’18 received 139 submissions. Of these we selected 23, for an acceptance rate of 17%. The Program Com-
mittee used a two-round online review process and then met in person to select the final program. In the first round, 
each paper received at least three reviews. For the second round, 56 papers received at least two more reviews. The 
Program Committee discussed 40 papers in an all-day meeting on December 8, 2017, at Samsung Research Labora-
tory in Mountain View, California. We used Eddie Kohler’s superb HotCRP software to manage all stages of the 
review process, from submission to author notification.

As in the previous years, we included a category of short papers. Short papers provide a vehicle for presenting 
completed research that does not require a full-length paper to describe and evaluate. We received 26 short paper 
submissions of which 2 were accepted. In what we hope will become a new FAST tradition, we again included a 
category of deployed-systems papers, which address experience with the practical design, implementation, analy-
sis or deployment of large-scale, operational systems. We received 10 deployed-systems submissions, of which we 
 accepted 3. 

We wish to thank the many people who contributed to this conference. First and foremost, we are grateful to all 
the authors who submitted their work to FAST ’18. We would also like to thank the attendees of FAST ’18 and the 
future readers of these papers. Together with the authors, you form the FAST community and make storage research 
vibrant and exciting. We extend our thanks to the USENIX staff, especially Casey Henderson, Hilary Hartman, and 
Michele Nelson, who have provided outstanding support throughout the planning and organizing of this conference 
with the highest degree of professionalism and friendliness. Most importantly, their behind-the-scenes work makes 
this conference actually happen. We would like to thank the Poster and Work-in-Progress session Chairs, Anirudh 
Badam and Gala Yadgar, and the Test of Time Awards Chairs, Bianca Schroeder and Eno Thereska. Our thanks also 
go also to the members of the FAST Steering Committee, who provided invaluable advice and feedback, and to our 
Steering Committee Liaison, Keith Smith, for his guidance and encouragement on many issues, large and small, 
over the past year.

Finally, we wish to thank our Program Committee for their many hours of hard work reviewing and discussing the 
submissions and for taking time from their busy schedules to travel from around the globe to attend our PC meet-
ing in person. Together with a few external reviewers, they wrote 535 thoughtful and meticulous reviews. HotCRP 
recorded over 186,000 words in reviews and comments (excluding HotCRP boilerplate; 377K when included). The 
reviewers’ evaluations, and their thorough and conscientious deliberations at the PC meeting, contributed signifi-
cantly to the quality of our decisions. Finally, we also thank Mohammad Ataur Rahman Chowdhury, the scribe for 
the PC meeting. We look forward to an interesting and enjoyable conference!

Nitin Agrawal, Samsung Research 
Raju Rangaswami, Florida International University 
FAST ’18 Program Co-Chairs 
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Abstract

Fail-slow hardware is an under-studied failure mode. We

present a study of 101 reports of fail-slow hardware inci-

dents, collected from large-scale cluster deployments in

12 institutions. We show that all hardware types such as

disk, SSD, CPU, memory and network components can

exhibit performance faults. We made several important

observations such as faults convert from one form to an-

other, the cascading root causes and impacts can be long,

and fail-slow faults can have varying symptoms. From

this study, we make suggestions to vendors, operators,

and systems designers.

1 Introduction

Understanding fault models is an important criteria of

building robust systems. Decades of research has devel-

oped mature failure models such as fail-stop [3, 22, 30,

32, 35], fail-partial [6, 33, 34], fail-transient [26], faults

as well as corruption [7, 18, 20, 36] and byzantine fail-

ures [14].

This paper highlights an under-studied “new” failure

type: fail-slow hardware, hardware that is still running

and functional but in a degraded mode, slower than its

expected performance. We found that all major hardware

components can exhibit fail-slow faults. For example,

disk throughput can drop by three orders of magnitude

to 100 KB/s due to vibration, SSD operations can stall

for seconds due to firmware bugs, memory cards can de-

grade to 25% of normal speed due to loose NVDIMM

connection, CPUs can unexpectedly run in 50% speed

due to lack of power, and finally network card perfor-

mance can collapse to Kbps level due to buffer corrup-

tion and retransmission.

While fail-slow hardware arguably did not surface fre-

quently in the past, today, as systems are deployed at

scale, along with many intricacies of large-scale opera-

tional conditions, the probability that a fail-slow hard-

ware incident can occur increases. Furthermore, as hard-

ware technology continues to scale (smaller and more

complex), today’s hardware development and manufac-

turing will only exacerbate the problem.

Unfortunately, fail-slow hardware is under-studied. A

handful of prior papers already hinted the urgency of this

problem; many different terms have been used such as

“fail-stutter” [4], “gray failure” [25], and “limp mode”

[17, 21, 27]. However, the discussion was not solely fo-

cused on hardware but mixed with software performance

faults as well. We counted roughly only 8 stories per

paper of fail-slow hardware mentioned in these prior pa-

pers, which is probably not sufficient enough to convince

the systems community of this urgent problem.

To fill the void of strong evidence of hardware perfor-

mance faults in the field, we, a group of researchers, en-

gineers, and operators of large-scale datacenter systems

across 12 institutions decided to write this “community

paper.” More specifically, we have collected 101 de-

tailed reports of fail-slow hardware behaviors including

the hardware types, root causes, symptoms, and impacts

to high-level software. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the most complete account of fail-slow hardware

in production systems reported publicly.

Due to space constraints, we summarize our unique

and important findings in Table 1 and do not repeat them

here. The table also depicts the organization of the paper.

Specifically, we first provide our high-level observations

(§3), then detail the fail-slow incidents with internal root

causes (§4) as well as external factors (§5), and finally

provide suggestions to vendors, operators, and systems

designers (§6). We hope that our paper will spur more

studies and solutions to this problem.

2 Methodology

101 reports of fail-slow hardware were collected from

large-scale cluster deployments in 12 institutions (Table

USENIX Association 16th USENIX Conference on File and Storage Technologies    1



Important Findings and Observations

§3.1 Varying root causes: Fail-slow hardware can be induced by internal causes such as firmware bugs or device errors/wear-

outs as well as external factors such as configuration, environment, temperature, and power issues.

§3.2 Faults convert from one form to another: Fail-stop, -partial, and -transient faults can convert to fail-slow faults (e.g., the

overhead of frequent error masking of corrupt data can lead to performance degradation).

§3.3 Varying symptoms: Fail-slow behavior can exhibit a permanent slowdown, transient slowdown (up-and-down perfor-

mance), partial slowdown (degradation of sub-components), and transient stop (e.g., occasional reboots).

§3.4 A long chain of root causes: Fail-slow hardware can be induced by a long chain of causes (e.g., a fan stopped working,

making other fans run at maximal speeds, causing heavy vibration that degraded the disk performance).

§3.4 Cascading impacts: A fail-slow hardware can collapse the entire cluster performance; for example, a degraded NIC made

many jobs lock task slots/containers in healthy machines, hence new jobs cannot find enough free slots.

§3.5 Rare but deadly (long time to detect): It can take hours to months to pinpoint and isolate a fail-slow hardware due to

many reasons (e.g., no full-stack visibility, environment conditions, cascading root causes and impacts).

Suggestions

§6.1 To vendors: When error masking becomes more frequent (e.g., due to increasing internal faults), more explicit signals

should be thrown, rather than running with a high overhead. Device-level performance statistics should be collected and reported

(e.g., via S.M.A.R.T) to facilitate further studies.

§6.2 To operators: 39% root causes are external factors, thus troubleshooting fail-slow hardware must be done online. Due

to the cascading root causes and impacts, full-stack monitoring is needed. Fail-slow root causes and impacts exhibit some

correlation, thus statistical correlation techniques may be useful (with full-stack monitoring).

§6.3 To systems designers: While software systems are effective in handling fail-stop (binary) model, more research is needed

to tolerate fail-slow (non-binary) behavior. System architects, designers and developers can fault-inject their systems with all

the root causes reported in this paper to evaluate the robustness of their systems.

Table 1: Summary of our findings and suggestions.

Institution #Nodes

Company 1 >10,000

Company 2 150

Company 3 100

Company 4 >1,000

Company 5 >10,000

Institution #Nodes

Univ. A 300

Univ. B >100

Univ. C >1,000

Univ. D 500

Nat’l Labs X >1,000

Nat’l Labs Y >10,000

Nat’l Labs Z >10,000

Table 2: Operational scale.

2). At such scales, it is more likely to witness fail-slow

hardware occurrences. The reports were all unformat-

ted text, written by the engineers and operators who still

vividly remember the incidents due to the severity of the

impacts. The incidents were reported between 2000 and

2017, with only 30 reports predating 2010. Each insti-

tution reports a unique set of root causes. For example,

although an institution may have seen a corrupt buffer be-

ing the root cause that slows down networking hardware

(packet loss and retransmission) many times, it is only

collected as one report. Thus, a single report can repre-

sent multiple instances of the incident. If multiple differ-

ent institutions report the same root cause, it is counted

multiple times. However, the majority of root causes

(66%) are unique and only 22% are duplicates (12% re-

ports did not pinpoint a root causes). More specifically,

a duplicated incident is reported on average by 2.4 insti-

tutions; for example, firmware bugs are reported from

5 institutions, driver bugs from 3 institutions, and the

remaining issues from 2 institutions. The raw (partial)

dataset can be downloaded on our group website [2].

We note that there is no analyzable hardware-level per-

formance logs (more in §6.1), which prevents large-scale

log studies. We strongly believe that there were many

more cases that were slipped and unnoticed. Some sto-

ries are also not passed around as operators change jobs.

We do not include known slowdowns (e.g., random IOs

causing slow disks, or GC activities occasionally slow-

ing down SSDs). We only include reports of unexpected

degradation. For example, unexpected hardware faults

that make GC activities work harder is reported.

3 Observations (Take-Away Points)

From this study, we made five important high-level find-

ings as summarized in Table 1.

3.1 Varying Root Causes

Pinpointing the root cause of a fail-slow hardware is a

daunting task as it can be induced by a variety of root

causes, as shown in Table 3. Hardware performance fault

can be caused by internal root causes from within the de-

vice such as firmware issues (FW) or device errors/wear-

outs (ERR), which will be discussed in Section 4. How-

ever, a perfectly working device can also be degraded by

many external root causes such as configuration (CONF),

environment (ENV), temperature (TEMP), and power (PWR)

related issues, which will be presented in Section §5.
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Hardware types

Root SSD Disk Mem Net CPU Total

ERR 10 8 9 10 3 40

FW 6 3 0 9 2 20

TEMP 1 3 0 2 5 11

PWR 1 0 1 0 6 8

ENV 3 5 2 4 4 18

CONF 1 1 0 2 3 7

UNK 0 3 1 2 2 8

Total 22 23 13 29 25 112

Table 3: Root causes across hardware types. The ta-

ble shows the occurrences of the root causes across hardware

types. The table is referenced in Section 3.1. The hardware

types are SSD, disk, memory (“Mem”), network (“Net”), and

processors (“CPU”). The internal root causes are device errors

(ERR) and firmware issues (FW) and the external root causes

are temperature (TEMP), power (PWR), environment (ENV), and

configuration (CONF). Issues that are marked unknown (UNK)

implies that the operators cannot pinpoint the root cause, but

simply replaced the hardware. Note that a report can have mul-

tiple root causes (environment and power/temperature issues),

thus the total (112) is larger than the 101 reports.

Note that a report can have multiple root causes (envi-

ronment and power/temperature issues), thus the total in

Table 3 (112) is larger than the 101 reports.

3.2 Fault Conversions to Fail-Slow

Different types of faults such as fail-stop, -partial, and

-transient can convert to fail-slow faults.

• Fail-stop to fail-slow: As many hardware pieces

are connected together, a fail-stop component can make

other components exhibit a fail-slow behavior. For ex-

ample, a dead power supply throttled the CPUs by 50%

as the backup supply did not deliver enough power; a

single bad disk exhausted the entire RAID card’s perfor-

mance; and a vendor’s buggy firmware made a batch of

SSDs stop for seconds, disabling the flash cache layer

and making the entire storage stack slow. These exam-

ples suggest that fail-slow occurrences can be correlated

to other fail-stop faults in the system. Furthermore, a ro-

bust fail-stop tolerant system should ensure that fail-stop

fault does not convert to fail-slow.

• Fail-transient to fail-slow: Besides fail-stop, many

kinds of hardware can exhibit fail-transient errors, for

example, disks occasionally return IO errors, processors

sometimes produce a wrong result, and from time to time

memory bits get corrupted. Due to their transient and

“rare” nature, firmware/software typically masks these

errors from users. A simple mechanism is to retry the

operation or repair the error (e.g., with ECC or parity).

However, when the transient failures are recurring much

more frequently, error masking can be a “double-edged

sword.” That is, because error masking is not a free op-

eration (e.g., retry delays, repair costs), when the errors

are not rare, the masking overhead becomes the common

case performance.

We observed many cases of fail-transient to fail-slow

conversion. For example, a disk firmware triggered fre-

quent “read-after-write” checks in a degraded disk; a ma-

chine was deemed nonfunctional due to heavy ECC cor-

rection of many DRAM bit-flips; a loose PCIe connec-

tion made the driver retry IOs multiple times; and many

cases of loss/corrupt network packets (between 1-50%

rate in our reports) triggered heavy retries that collapsed

the network throughput by orders of magnitude.

From the stories above, it is clear that there must

be a distinction between rare and frequent fail-transient

faults. While it is acceptable to mask the former, the lat-

ter should be exposed to and not hidden from high-level

software stack and monitoring tools.

• Fail-partial to fail-slow: Some hardware can also ex-

hibit fail-partial fault where only some part of the device

is unusable (i.e., a partial fail-stop). This kind of failure

is typically masked by the firmware/software layer (e.g.,

with remapping). However, when the scale of partial fail-

ure grows, the fault masking brings a negative impact

to performance. For example, in one deployment, the

available memory size decreased over time increasing the

cache miss rate, but did not cause the system to crash;

bad chips in SSDs reduce the size of over-provisioned

space, triggering more frequent garbage collection; and

a more known problem, remapping of a large number of

bad sectors can induce more disk seeks. Similar to the

fail-transient case above, there must be a distinction of

small- vs. large-scale partial faults.

3.3 Varying Fail-Slow Symptoms

We observed the “many faces” of fail-slow symptoms:

permanent, transient, and partial fail-slow and transient

fail-stop, as illustrated in Figure 1. Table 4 shows the

breakdown of these failure modes across different hard-

ware types. Table 5 shows the breakdown of these failure

modes across different root causes.

• Permanent slowdown: The first symptom (Figure 1a)

is a permanent slowdown, wherein the device initially

worked normally but then its performance drops and

does not return to the normal condition (until the problem

is manually fixed). This mode is the simplest among the

four models because operators can consistently see the

issue. As shown in Table 4, this symptom (fortunately)

is the most common one.

• Transient slowdown: The second one (Figure 1b)

is a transient slowdown, wherein the device perfor-

mance fluctuates between normal condition and signifi-
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Figure 1: Fail-slow symptoms. The figure shows four

types of fail-slow symptom, as discussed in Section 3.3.

cant degradation, which is more difficult to troubleshoot.

For example, disk and network performance can degrade

when the environment is too cold/hot, but will recover

when the temperature is back to normal; occasional vi-

bration when many disks were busy at the same time can

reduce disk speed by orders of magnitude; and applica-

tions that create a massive load can cause the rack power

control to deliver insufficient power to other machines

(degrading their performance), but only until the power-

hungry applications finish.

• Partial slowdown: The third model (Figure 1c) is par-

tial slowdown, where only some parts of the device will

exhibit slowdown. In other words, this is the case of par-

tial fail-stop converting to partial slowdown (§3.2). For

example, some parts of memory that are faulty require

more ECC checks to be performed; some parts of net-

work router’s buffer that are corrupted will only cause the

affected packets to be resent; and in one incident, 40% of

big packets were lost, while none of small packets were

lost. Partial fail-slow model also complicates debugging

as some operations experience the slowdown but others

(on the same device) are not affected.

• Transient stop: The last one (Figure 1d) is the case of

transient stop, where the device occasionally reboots it-

self, thus there are times where the performance degrades

to zero. For example, a buggy firmware made the SSDs

sometimes “disappears” from RAID controller and later

reappears; occasional bit flips in SAS/SCSI commands

caused an host bus adapter to reboot repeatedly; and

nodes automatically rebooted on thermal throttle (e.g.,

when the fan firmware did not react quickly).

In one (hilarious) story, in the datacenter, there is a

convenient table for staging, and one operator put an of-

Symptoms

HW Type Perm. Trans. Partial Tr. Stop

SSD 6 7 3 3

Disk 9 4 3 5

Mem 7 1 0 4

Net 21 0 5 2

CPU 10 6 1 3

Table 4: Fail-slow symptoms across hardware types.

The table depicts the occurrences of fail-slow symptoms across

hardware types. The table is referenced in Section 3.3. The

four symptoms “Perm.”, “Trans.”, “Partial”, and “Tr. Stop”

represent the four symptoms in Figure 1.

Symptoms

Root Perm. Trans. Partial Tr. Stop

ERR 19 8 7 6

FW 11 3 1 4

TEMP 6 2 1 2

PWR 3 2 1 2

ENV 11 3 3 1

CONF 6 1 0 0

UNK 5 1 0 2

Table 5: Fail-slow symptoms across root causes. The

table is referenced in Section 3.3. The root-cause abbreviations

can be found in the caption of Table 3. The four symptoms

“Perm.”, “Trans.”, “Partial”, and “Tr. Stop” represent the four

symptoms in Figure 1.

fice chair adjacent to a storage cluster. The operator liked

to rock in the chair, repeatedly popping hotplug drives

out of the chassis (a hard correlation to diagnose).

3.4 Cascading Causes and Impacts

Another intricacy of fail-slow hardware is the chain of

cascading events: First, between the actual root cause

and the hardware’s fail-slow symptom, there is a chain

of cascading root causes. Second, the fail-slow symptom

then creates cascading impacts to the high-level software

stack, and potentially to the entire cluster.

Below are some of the examples of long cascading

root causes that lead to fail-slow hardware. A fan in a

compute node stopped working, making other fans com-

pensate the dead fan by operating at maximal speeds,

which then caused a lot of noise and vibration that subse-

quently degraded the disk performance. A faulty sensor

in a motherboard reported a false value to the OS mak-

ing the CPUs run slower in energy saving mode. A lack

of power from a broken power supply can cause many

types of hardware, disks, processors, and network com-

ponents to run sub-optimally. Power failure itself can

also be caused by a long cascading causes, for example,

the vendor omitted a 120V fuse that shipped with faulty
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capacitors that have a high probability of shorting when

power is cycled, which then caused minor electrical fires

that cascade into rack-level power failures.

Next, when a hardware becomes fail-slow, not only it

affects the host machine, but it can cause cascading im-

pacts across the cluster. For example, a degraded NIC,

from 1 Gbps to 1 Kbps, in one machine caused a chained

reaction that slowed down the entire cluster of 100 ma-

chines (as the affected connecting tasks held up contain-

ers/slots for a long time, and new jobs cannot run due

to slot shortage). In an HDFS HA (High Availability)

deployment, a quorum of namenodes hang when one of

the disks was extremely slow. In an HBase deployment,

a memory card at 25% of normal speed caused back-

logs, out-of-memory errors, and crashes. Similarly, a de-

graded disk created a backlog all the way to the client

VMs, popping up the “blue screen of death” to users;

3.5 Rare but Deadly: Long TTD

The fail-slow hardware incidents in our report took hours

or even months to detect (pinpoint). More specifically,

1% of the cases are detected in minutes, 13% in hours,

13% in days, 11% in weeks, and 17% in months (and

unknown time in 45%). Some engineers called this a

“costly debugging tail.” In one story, an entire team of

engineers were pulled to debug the problem, costing the

institution tens of thousands of dollar. There are several

reasons why the time-to-detect (TTD) is long.

First, the fact that the incidence of fail-slow hardware

is not as frequent as fail-stop cases implies that today’s

software systems do not completely anticipate (i.e., un-

dermine) such scenarios. Thus, while more-frequent fail-

ures can be solved quickly, less-frequent but more com-

plex failures (that cannot be mitigated by the system) can

significantly cost the engineers time.

Second, as explained before, the root cause might

not originate from the fail-slow hardware (e.g., the case

of transient slowdown caused by power-hungry applica-

tions in §3.3 took months to figure out as the problem was

not rooted in the slow machines nor the power supply).

Third, external environment conditions beyond the

control of the operators can prolong diagnosis (e.g., for

months, a vendor failed to reproduce the fail-slow symp-

toms in its sea-level testing facility as the hardware only

slows down at a high mountain altitude).

Finally, operators do not always have full visibility

of the entire hardware stack (e.g., an incident took days

to solve because the operators had no visibility into the

power supply health).

4 Internal Root Causes

We now discuss internal root causes, primarily firmware

bugs and device errors/wear-outs. We organize the dis-

cussion based on the hardware types (SSD, disk, mem-

ory, network, and processor).

4.1 SSD

Fail-slow SSDs can be triggered by firmware bugs and

NAND flash management complexities.

Firmware bugs: We received three reports of SSD

firmware bugs, admitted by the vendors. First, many

individual IOs that should only take tens of µs were

throttled by exactly multiples of 250µs, as high as 2-

3ms. Even worse, in another report, a bad batch of SSDs

stopped responding for seconds and then recovered. As

mentioned before, an operator found some SSDs “dis-

appeared” from the system and later reappeared. Upon

vendor’s inspection, the SSDs were performing some in-

ternal metadata writes that triggered hardware assertion

failure and rebooted the device. In all these cases, the

reasons why the firmware behaves as such were not ex-

plained (proprietary reasons). However, other incidents

below might shed more light on the underlying problems.

Read retries with different voltages: In order to read

a flash page, SSD controller must set a certain voltage

threshold. As flash chips wear out, the charge in the ox-

ide gates weakens, making the read operation with the

default voltage threshold fail, forcing the controller to

keep retrying the read with different voltage thresholds

[10, 11]. We observed as high as 4 retries in the field.

RAIN/parity-based read reconstruction: Further-

more, if the data cannot be read (i.e., is completely cor-

rupted and fails the ECC checks), the SSD must recon-

struct the page with RAIN (NAND-level RAID) [1, 41].

Three factors can make this situation worse. First, if

the RAIN stripe width is N , N−1 additional reads must

be generated to reconstruct the corrupt page. Second,

the N−1 reads might also experience read retries as de-

scribed above. Third, newer TLC-based SSDs use LDPC

codes [40], which takes longer time to reconstruct the

faulty pages. We observed that this reconstruction prob-

lem occurs frequently in devices nearing end of life.

Moreover, SSD engineers found that the number of bit

flips is a complex function of the time since the last write,

the number of reads since the last write, the temperature

of the flash, and the amount of wear on the flash.

Heavy GC in partially-failing SSD: Garbage collec-

tion (GC) of NAND flash pages is known to be a main

culprit of user SLA violations [23, 28, 41]. However, in

modern datacenter SSDs, the more advanced firmware

successfully reduces GC impacts to users. In reality,

there are SSDs shipped with “bad” chips. We witnessed

that as more chips die, the size of the over-provisioned

area gets reduced, which then triggers GC more fre-

quently with impacts that cannot be hidden.

Broken parallelism by suboptimal wear-leveling:

Ideally, large IOs are mapped to parallel channels/chips,
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increasing IO parallelism. However, wear-leveling (the

migration of hot/cold pages to hot/cold blocks) causes

the mapping of LPN to PPN changes all the time. It has

been observed that some rare workload behaviors can

make wear-leveling algorithms suboptimal, making se-

quential LPNs mapped behind the same channels/chips

(less parallelism). Furthermore, the problem of bad

page/chip above also forces wear-leveling algorithms to

make sub-optimal, less-parallel page/block mapping.

Hot temperature to wear-outs, repeated erases, and

reduced space: Hot temperature can be attributed to ex-

ternal causes (§5.1), but can cause a chain reaction to

SSD internals [31]. We also observed that SSD pages

wear out faster with increasing temperature and there

were instances of voltage threshold modeling that are

not effective when SSDs operate at a higher temperature

regime. As a result, after a block erase, the bits were

not getting reset properly (not all bits become “1”). Con-

sequently, some blocks had to be erased multiple times.

Note that erase time is already long (e.g., up to 6 ms),

thus repeated erases resulted in observable fail-slow be-

havior. Worse, as some blocks cannot be reset properly

after several tries, the firmware marked those blocks un-

usable, leading to reduced over-provisioned space, and

subsequently more frequent GCs as discussed above.

Write amplification: Faster wear-outs and more fre-

quent GCs can induce higher write amplification. It is

worthy to report that we observed wildly different levels

of amplification (e.g., 5× for model “A”, 600× for model

“B”, and “infinite” for certain workloads due to prema-

ture wear-outs).

Not all chips are created equal: In summary, most of

the issues above originated with the fact that not all chips

are created equal. Bad chips still pass vendor’s testing,

wherein each chip is given a quality value and high qual-

ity chips are mixed with lesser quality chips as long as

the aggregate quality passes the quality-control standard.

Thus, given an SSD, there are unequal qualities [10, 36].

Some workloads may cause more apparent wear-outs on

the low quality chips, causing all the issues above.

4.2 Disk

Similar to SSDs, fail-slow disks can also be caused by

firmware bugs and device errors/wear-outs.

Firmware bugs: We collected three reports related

to disk firmware bugs causing slowdowns. There was a

case where a disk controller delayed I/O requests for tens

of seconds. In another problem, the disk “jitters” every

few seconds, creating a problem that is hard to debug.

In a large testbed, a RAID controller on the master node

stalled, but then after restarted, the controller worked but

with occasional timeouts and retries. Finally, there was

an incident where a single bad disk exhausted the RAID

card resources causing many IO timeouts (a failed case

of bad-disk masking).

Device errors: Triggered by extensive disk rots, a

RAID controller initiated frequent RAID rebuilding dur-

ing run time; the fix reformatted the file systems so that

bad sectors are collected and not used within the stor-

age stack. Disk errors can be recurrent; in one case,

disks with “bad” status were removed automatically from

the storage pool but then added back when their status

changed to “good,” but the good-bad continuous transi-

tions caused issues that affected user VMs. Some oper-

ators also observed media failures that forced the disks

to retry every read operation multiple times before re-

turning to the OS. A recent proposal advocates disks to

automatically disable bad platters and continue working

partially (with reduced bandwidth) [9].

Weak heads: This issue of disk “weak” heads is com-

mon in troubleshooting forums [17, 38], but the root

cause is unclear. A report in our study stated that gunk

that spills from actuator assembly and accumulates be-

tween the disk head and the platter can cause slow move-

ment of the disk head. As disks are becoming “slimmer,”

the probability of trapped gunk increases. This problem

can be fixed by performing random IOs to make the disk

head “sweep the floor.”

Other causes: Fail-slow disks can also be caused by

environment conditions (e.g., noises and vibrations from

fans operating at the maximum speed) or temperature

(e.g., disks entering read-after-write mode in a colder en-

vironment [19]), which will be discussed later (§5).

4.3 Memory

Memory systems are considered quite robust, but we

managed to collect a few evidence showing that mem-

ory hardware can also exhibit fail-slow faults.

Device errors: In cases of partial memory errors,

there were reports of custom chips masking the errors

and not exposing bad addresses. Here, as more errors in-

crease over time, the available memory size decreases,

causing higher cache misses. Unlike disk/SSD usage

where out-of-space error is thrown when space runs out,

memory usage is different; as long as the minimum

memory space requirement is met, applications can still

run albeit with slower performance due to more frequent

page swapping from the reduced cache size.

External causes: There were two cases of memory

cards slowing down due to the environment condition

(specifically a high altitude deployment that introduces

more cosmic events that cause frequent multi-bit up-

sets) and human mistakes (an operator plugged in a new

NVDIMM card in a rush and the loose connection made

the card still functional, but with slower performance).

Unknown causes: There were other fail-slow mem-

ory incidents with unknown causes. In an HBase deploy-
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ment, a memory card ran only 25% of normal speed. In

another non-deterministic case, low memory bandwidth

was observed under a certain benchmark, but not under

different benchmarks.

SRAM errors: Much attention is paid to DRAM er-

rors [37] and arguably DRAM reliability is largely a

solved problem – most errors can be masked by ECC (by

sacrificing predictable latency) or lead to fail-stop behav-

ior of the impacted program. Besides DRAM, SRAM

usage is pervasive in device controllers (e.g., FPGAs,

network cards, and storage adapters). Unlike DRAM,

SRAM works by constantly holding the voltage of each

memory cell at the desired level; it does not incorporate

refresh cycles that can cause read/write to stall. It is most

commonly used by circuits that cannot afford to incur

stalls or buffer data between RAM and the combinatorial

logic that consumes the data.

SRAM errors on data paths are typically transparently

masked; they ultimately lead to a CRC validation error,

and the network packet or disk I/O is simply retried.

However, SRAM is also incorporated in control paths.

We observed SRAM errors that caused occasional re-

boots of the device from broken control path (among

many other problems), inducing a transient-stop symp-

tom (as discussed in §3.3). SRAM per-bit error rates un-

fortunately have not improved [8]. Therefore in practice,

SRAM errors are a regular occurrence in large-scale in-

frastructure, a major culprit of service disruptions.

4.4 Network

Network performance variability is a well-known prob-

lem, typically caused by load fluctuations. This paper

highlights that fail-slow networking hardware can be a

major cause of network performance degradation.

Firmware bugs: We collected three reports of “bad”

routing algorithms in switch firmware. In one case, the

network performance decreased to half of the maximum

performance due to a dynamic routing algorithm on stock

driver/firmware that did not work “as promised [by the

vendor].” Due to lack of visibility to what is happening

in the firmware, the operators must hack the kernel to

perform ping between the switches, which consumed a

long time. In another story, MAC learning was not being

responsive and special types of traffic such as multicast

were not working well, creating traffic floods. The third

story is similar to the first one.

NIC driver bugs: Four instances of NIC driver bugs

were reported, dropping many packets and collapsing

TCP performance. In one story, 5% package loss caused

many VMs to go into “blue screen of death.” Another

NIC driver bug caused a “very poor” throughput and the

operators had to disable TCP offload to work around the

problem. In another case, the developers found a non-

deterministic network driver bug in Linux that only sur-

faced on one machine, making the 1 Gbps NIC card

transmit only at 1 Kbps. Finally, a bug caused an un-

expected auto-negotiation between a NIC and a TOR

switch that capped the bandwidth between them, under-

utilizing the available bandwidth.

Device errors: In one interesting story, the physical

implementation of the network cards did not match the

design specification – there is a distant corner of the

chip that is starving from electrons and not performing

at full speed; the vendor re-manufactured all the network

cards, a very costly ramification. Similarly, a bad VS-

CEL laser degraded switch to switch performance; this

bad design affected hundreds of cables. In one deploy-

ment, a router’s internal buffer memory was introducing

occasional bit errors into packets, causing failed end-to-

end checksums and subsequently TCP retries.

External causes: Some fail-slow networking compo-

nents were also caused by environment conditions (e.g.,

loose network cables, pinched fiber optics), configura-

tion issues (e.g., a switch environment not supporting

jumbo frames such that MTU size must be configured

to 1500 bytes), and temperature (e.g., clogged air filter,

bad motherboard design that puts NIC behind CPU).

Unknown causes: There are other reports of through-

put degradation at the hardware level or severe loss rates

without known root causes. For example, a 7 Gbps fibre

channel collapsed to 2 Kbps, a 1 Gbps throughput de-

graded to 150 Mbps with just 1% loss rate, 40% of big

packets were lost (but no small-package loss), and some

observed error/loss rates as high as 50%. TCP perfor-

mance is highly sensitive to loss rate.

4.5 Processor

We find processors are quite reliable and do not self-

inflict fail-slow mode. Most of the fail-slow CPUs are

caused by external factors, which we briefly discuss be-

low, but will be detailed in the next section (§5).

External causes: We observed fail-slow processors

caused by configuration mistakes (e.g., a buggy BIOS

firmware incorrectly down-clocked the CPUs), environ-

ment conditions (e.g., a high-altitude deployment made

the CPUs enter thermal throttle), temperature issues

(e.g., CPU heat-sinks were not in physical contact with

the CPUs, a fan firmware did not react quickly to cool

down the CPUs), and power shortage (e.g., insufficient

capacitors in the motherboard’s power control logic did

not deliver enough power when the load is high).

5 External Root Causes

We now describe external root causes of fail-slow hard-

ware such as temperature variance, power shortage, en-

vironment condition, and configuration mistakes. These

external causes complicate troubleshooting because the
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symptoms can be non-deterministic and only repro-

ducible in the same online scenario, but not observable

in offline (in-office) testing.

5.1 Temperature

To keep temperature in normal operating condition, fans

or heat-sinks must work correctly. Below are root causes

of temperature variance that went undetected by the

monitoring tools.

Clogged air filter: In one report, a clogged air filter

caused optics in the switch to start failing due to a high

temperature, generating a high 10% packet loss rate. Af-

ter the air filter was cleaned, the switch returned to nor-

mal speed but only temporarily. It is likely that the high

temperature had broken the switch’s internal parts.

Cold environment: Cold temperature can induce fail-

slow faults as well [19]. In one deployment, some of the

disks went into read-after-write mode. Upon inspection,

the machine room had a “cold-air-under-the-floor” sys-

tem, which was more common in the past. The disks at

the bottom of the racks had a higher incidence of slow

performance. This suggests that temperature variance

can originate from deployment environment as well.

Broken fans: Cooling systems such as fans some-

times work as a cluster, rather than individually. There

was a case where a fan in a compute node stopped work-

ing, and to compensate this failing fan, fans in other

compute nodes started to operate at their maximal speed,

which then generated heavy noise and vibration that de-

graded the disk performance. Again, this is an example

of cascading root causes (§3.4).

Buggy fan firmware: Fans can be fully functional,

but their speeds are controlled by the fan firmware. In

one condition, a fan firmware would not react quickly

enough when CPU-intensive jobs were running, and as a

result the CPUs entered thermal throttle (reduced speed)

before the fans had the chance to cool down the CPUs.

Improper design/assembly/operation: A custom

motherboard was “badly” designed in such a way that

the NIC was soldered on the motherboard behind the

CPU and memory. The heat from the CPU affected the

NIC causing many packet errors and retries. In a related

story, due to bad assembly, CPU heat-sinks were not in

physical contact with the CPUs, causing many nodes to

overheat. In another case, new disks were plugged into

machines with “very old” fans. The fans did not give

enough cooling for the newer disks, causing the disks to

run slowly.

5.2 Power

Reduced power can easily trigger fail-slow hardware.

Below are some of the root causes of power shortage.

Insufficient capacitors: In one custom motherboard

design, the capacitor on the motherboard’s power con-

trol logic did not provide adequate voltage to the CPUs

under certain load. This put the processors out of spec-

ification, causing corruptions and recomputations. The

diagnosis time was months due to the fact that the prob-

lem could not be reliably reproduced. To fix the prob-

lem, a small capacitor was added to each motherboard

on site for thousands of nodes. In a similar story, an in-

adequate capacitor caused voltage drop, but only when

multiple cores transition from parked to turbo-boost si-

multaneously (a corner-case situation). Thus, indepen-

dent testing of the updated BIOS and software did not

reproduce the issue.

PCU firmware bugs: In one scenario, the firmware of

the power control units (PCUs) entered a “weird” state

and did not deliver enough power, and the whole rack

failed off the power control. This was a transient fault

that sometimes can be fixed by resetting the controller,

sometimes by re-flashing the firmware, and in rare in-

stances, by replacing the PCUs.

Fail-partial power supply: In one deployment, every

four machines share two power supplies. However, when

one power supply failed, there was not enough power to

run all the four machines at normal capacity, thus throt-

tling the CPUs on each machine by 50%. The problem

cascaded as the machines were used for indexing service

and could not keep up with the number of requests. The

problem took days to solve because the operators had no

visibility into the power supply health. This problem is

also interesting as two power supplies do not imply that

one of them is a full-working backup, but rather a re-

duced power, enough to keep the machines alive.

Power-hungry neighbors: Some nodes were running

slow because other nodes in the same rack were drawing

more power, causing the rack power supply to go unsta-

ble, and dropping power to various parts of the rack. It

took months to diagnose the problem as it was not rooted

in the slow machines and only happened when power-

hungry applications were running in neighboring nodes.

Faulty motherboard sensors: After a long period of

debugging a slow machine, the operator discovered that

the motherboard had a faulty sensor that reported faulty

value to the OS, making the OS configure the CPUs to

run in slower speed in energy saving mode.

5.3 Environment

Fail-slow hardware can be induced by a variety of envi-

ronment conditions, as listed below.

Altitude and cosmic events: One of the most inter-

esting reports we collected is from a deployment at al-

titude of 7500 feet. At this height, some CPUs would

become hot and enter thermal throttle (reduced perfor-

mance). Apparently, the fault was not in the CPUs, but
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rather in the vendor’s cooling design that was not pro-

viding enough cooling at such a high altitude. In another

report, still at the same altitude, some memory systems

experienced more frequent multi-bit upsets than usual

(increased ECC checks and repairs), which then were

shipped back to the vendor and re-assembled with more

memory protection.

Loose interconnects: Loose network cables and

pinched fiber optics caused network delays up to hun-

dreds of milliseconds, making the storage cluster behave

abnormally. It took several days to diagnose the problem,

as the symptom was not deterministic. The reason behind

loose/pinched cables can be vibration or human factor.

In some other cases, loose PCIe connections between the

SSDs and the PCIe slots made the device driver layer

retry the operations multiple times. In another story, an

NVDIMM was not plugged in properly when the opera-

tor was rushed in fixing the machine. The machine was

still functional albeit with a much lower speed.

Vibrations: The performance of some disk drives col-

lapsed to 100 KB/s when deployed in the racks, but

performed maximally 100 MB/s when tested in office.

Apparently, faulty chassis fans surrounding the nodes

caused such a strong vibration, making the drives go

into recovery mode. The solution was to add vibration

dampers to each of the eight hard drive screws and re-

place roughly 10% system fans in all nodes.

Environment and operating condition mismatch:

In one institution, a system was configured correctly at

the advertised clock rate, temperature range, and voltage

range. However, due to an unknown environment condi-

tion, it was not working optimally, and the solution was

turning down the clock slightly, putting a software mon-

itor on processor temperature and voltage, and killing

the node if voltage/temperature got close to the edge of

the binned values (i.e., a dead node is better than a slow

node). Time to diagnose was months due to not reliably

able to reproduce. In another case, a switch environment

did not support “jumbo frames” and caused the 10 Gbps

throughput network to have a poor throughput. The fix

was to reconfigure the MTU size to be 1500 bytes.

Unknown causes: In one interesting report, billions

of SAS errors simultaneously reported by all the inde-

pendent drives in the cluster, lasting for five minutes.

The report stated that this happened when a technician

was performing maintenance on another machine.

5.4 Configuration

While hardware typically runs in default configuration,

today’s hardware has “knobs” that allow configurable pa-

rameters. Such configurations can be modified by hu-

man operators or software/firmware layers (e.g., BIOS).

In our findings, fail-slow hardware can be induced by the

following misconfiguration mistakes.

Buggy BIOS firmware: In one institution, one of

the systems typically ingested 2.8 billion metrics per

minute, however at one time the metric write time in-

creased, taking more than a minute to process all the

metrics from previous minutes. The operators added

more nodes (thinking that it will load balance the request

spikes). Counter-intuitively, adding more nodes resulted

in increased write time. The diagnosis spanned a month.

The root cause was the BIOS was incorrectly down-

clocking the CPUs of the new machines being added

to the database cluster. These machines were “limping”

along but were assigned the same number of load (as if a

correctly clocked machine). Similarly, as reported else-

where [16, §3.6], a buggy initialization configuration can

also disable the processor caches.

Human mistakes: Regarding SSD connections, not

all PCIe slots have the same number of lanes. Mistakes

in mapping PCIe cards to PCIe slots with different num-

ber of lanes had occasionally been made by human op-

erators, which results in under-utilization of full connec-

tion bandwidth. In a different case, an incorrect parame-

ter set in xtnird.ini, a network configuration that man-

ages High Speed Networking (HSN) over InfiniBand,

was not set up properly and the network was throttling.

There is plethora of related work on configuration mis-

takes [5, 42]. We believe there are many more instances

of configuration mistakes that trigger fail-slow hardware,

not recorded in production logs.

6 Suggestions

In addition to cataloguing instances of fail-slow hard-

ware, a goal of this paper is to offer vendors, operators

and systems designers insights about how to address this

poorly-studied failure mode.

6.1 To Vendors

• Making implicit error masking explicit: Fail-slow

hardware can be categorized as an “implicit” fault, mean-

ing they do not always return any explicit hard errors, for

example due to error masking (§3.2). However, there

were many cases of slowly increasing error rates that

would eventually cause cascading performance failures.

Although statistics of error rates are obtainable from the

device (e.g., number of ECC repairs, corrupt packets),

they are rarely monitored by the overall system. Vendors

might consider throwing explicit error signals when the

error rates far exceed the expected rate.

We understand that this could be a far-from-reach re-

ality because vendors often hide internal statistics (e.g.,

most recent SSDs no longer expose the number of in-

ternal writes, as some users were upset to learn about

the write amplification). In fact, the trend of moving to
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white-box storage makes the situation worse. That is,

black-box storage such as commodity disks and SSDs

conform to some standards (e.g., S.M.A.R.T data), how-

ever as more institutions now compose the entire hard-

ware/software storage stack (e.g., fully host-managed

flash), the hardware designers might not conform to ex-

isting standards, making software-level error manage-

ment more difficult.

• Exposing device-level performance statistics: Two

decades ago, statistical data of hard errors was hard to

obtain, but due to user demands, modern hardware now

exposes such information (e.g., via S.M.A.R.T), which

then spurred many statistical studies of hardware fail-

ures [6, 7, 30, 34, 35, 36] However, the situation for

hardware-level performance studies is bleak. Our con-

versations with operators suggest that the information

from S.M.A.R.T is “insufficient to act on.” In some

institutions, hardware-level performance logs are only

collected hourly, and we could not pinpoint whether a

slow performance was due to the workload or the de-

vice degradation. With these limitations, many impor-

tant statistical questions are left unanswered (e.g., how

often fail-slow hardware occurs, how much performance

was degraded, what correlations fail-slow faults exhibit

with other metrics such as device age, model, size, and

vendor). We hope vendors will expose device-level per-

formance data to support future statistical studies.

6.2 To Operators

• Online diagnosis: In our study, 39% of the cases

were caused by external root causes, which suggests that

blames cannot be directed towards the main hardware

components. Some reports suggest that operators took

days or even months to diagnose, as the problems cannot

be reproduced in offline (“in-office”) testing. Thus, on-

line diagnosis is important, but also not straightforward

because not all hardware components are typically mon-

itored, which we discuss next.

• Monitoring of all hardware components: Today,

in addition to main hardware components (e.g., disks,

NICs, switches, CPUs), other hardware components and

environment conditions such as fan speeds and tempera-

ture are also monitored. Unfortunately, not all hardware

is monitored in practice. For example, multiple organiza-

tions failed to monitor network cables, and instead used

the flow of traffic as a proxy for cable health. The diagno-

sis took much longer time because performance blames

are usually directed towards the main hardware compo-

nents such as NICs or switches. The challenge is then to

prevent too much data being logged.

Another operational challenge is that different teams

are responsible for different parts of the data center

(e.g., software behavior, machine performance, cooling,

power). Thus, with limited views, operators cannot fully

diagnose the problem. In one incident, the operators,

who did not have access to power supply health, took

days to diagnose the reason behind the CPUs running

only at 50% speed. In another example, power supply

health information was available, but basic precautions,

such as adding fuses to the input line, were overlooked.

Another challenge to come is related to proprietary

full-packaged solution like hyper-converged or rack-

scale design. Such design usually comes with the ven-

dor’s monitoring tools, which might not monitor and ex-

pose all information to the operators. Instead, vendors

of such systems often monitor hardware health remotely,

which can lead to fragmentation of monitoring infras-

tructure as the number of vendors increases.

• Correlating full-stack information: With full-stack

performance data, operators can use statistical ap-

proaches to pinpoint and isolate the root cause [15].

Although most of the cases in our study were hard-to-

diagnose problems, fortunately, the revealed root causes

were relatively “simple.” For example, when a power-

hungry application was running, it drained the rack

power and degraded other nodes. Such a correlation can

be easily made, but requires process- to power-level in-

formation. As another example, when a fan stopped, and

to compensate, the other fans ran in maximum speed to

compensate, the resulting vibration degraded disk per-

formance. This 3-level correlation between fan sta-

tus, vibration level, and disk performance can also be

correlated. Future research can be done to evaluate

whether existing statistical monitoring approaches can

detect such correlations.

While the metrics above are easy to monitor, there

are other fine-grained metrics that are hard to correlate.

For example, in one configuration issue, only multicast

network traffic was affected, and in another similar one,

only big packets (>1500 bytes) experienced long laten-

cies. In these examples, the contrast between multicast

and unicast traffics and small and big packets is clear.

However, to make the correlation, detailed packet char-

acteristics must be logged as well.

Finally, monitoring algorithms should also detect

“counter-intuitive” correlations. For example, when

users performance degrades, operators tend to react by

adding more nodes. However, there were cases where

adding more nodes did not translate to better perfor-

mance, as the underlying root cause was not isolated.

6.3 To Systems Designers

While the previous section focuses on post-mortem

remedies, this section provides some suggestions on how

to anticipate fail-slow hardware better in future systems.
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• Making implicit error-masking explicit: Similar to

the error masking problem at the hardware level, error

masking (as well as “tail” masking) in higher software

stack can make the problem worse. We have observed

fail-slow hardware that caused many jobs to timeout and

be retried again repeatedly, consuming many other re-

sources and converting the single hardware problem into

larger cluster-wide failures. Software systems should not

just silently work around fail-slow hardware, but need to

expose enough information to help troubleshooting.

• Fail-slow to fail-stop: Earlier, we discussed about

many fault conversions to fail-slow faults (§3.2). The

reverse can be asked: can fail-slow faults be converted

into fail-stop mode? Such a concept is appealing be-

cause modern systems are well equipped to handle fail-

stop failures [12]. Below we discuss opportunities and

challenges of this concept.

Skip non-primary fail-slow components: Some re-

sources such as (e.g., caching layers) can be considered

non-primary components. For example, in many deploy-

ments, SSDs are treated as a caching layer for the back-

end disks. The assumption that SSD is always fast and

never stalls does not always hold (§4.1). Thus, when fail-

slow SSDs (acting as a caching layer) introduce more

latencies than the back-end disks, they can be skipped

temporarily until the problem subsides. However, con-

sistency issues must be taken into account. In one story,

the operators had to disable the flash cache layer for one

month until the firmware was fixed. Another sugges-

tion is to run in “partial” mode rather than in full mode

but with slow performance. For example, if many disks

cause heavy vibration that degrades the disk throughput

significantly, it is better to run fewer disks to eliminate

the throughput-degrading vibration [13].

Detect fail-slow recurrences: Another method to

make slow-to-stop conversion is to monitor the recur-

rence of fail-slow faults. For example, disks/SSDs that

continue to “flip-flop” in online/offline mode (§4.1), trig-

gering RAID rebalancing all the time, is better to be put

offline. As another example, if I/O communication to a

hardware requires many retries, the device perhaps can

be removed. We observed several cases of transient fail-

slow hardware that was taken offline but after passing the

in-office diagnosis, the device was put online again, only

to cause the same problem.

Challenges: While the concept of slow-to-stop con-

version looks simple, there are many challenges that im-

pedes its practicality in the field, which we hope can

trigger more research in the community. First, an au-

tomated shutdown algorithm should be robust (no bugs

or false positives) such that healthy devices are not in-

correctly shut down. Second, some storage devices can-

not be abruptly taken offline as it can cause excessive re-

replication load. Third, similarly, removing slow nodes

can risk availability; in one deployment, some machines

exhibited 10-20% performance degradation but if they

were taken out, availability would be reduced, and data

loss could ensue. Fourth, a node is an expensive resource

(e.g., with multiple NICs, CPUs, memory cards, SSDs,

disks), thus there is a need for capability to shut off de-

vices at fine-grained level. Fifth, and more importantly,

due to the cascading nature (§3.4), fail-slow hardware

can be induced by external factors; here, the solution is

to isolate the external factors, not to shutdown the slow

device.

• Fail-Slow fault injections: System architects can in-

ject fail-slow root causes reported in this paper to their

systems and analyze the impacts.

For example, one can argue that asynchronous dis-

tributed systems (e.g., eventual consistency) should nat-

urally tolerate fail-slow behaviors. While this is true,

there are many stateful systems that cannot work in

fully asynchronous mode; for example, in widely-used

open-sourced distributed systems, fail-slow hardware

can cause cascading failures such as thread pool exhaus-

tion, message backlogs, and out-of-memory errors [17].

Another type of systems is tail-tolerant distributed sys-

tems [16]. However, another recent work shows that

the “tail” concept only targets performance degradation

from resource contention, which is different than fail-

slow hardware model such as slow NICs, and as a result

not all tail-tolerant systems (e.g., Hadoop, Spark) can cut

tail latencies induced by degraded NICs [39].

Beyond networking components, the assumption that

storage latency is stable is also fatal. It has been reported

that disk delays causes race condition or deadlock in dis-

tributed consistency protocols [29]. The problem is that

some consistency protocols, while tolerating network de-

lays, do not incorporate the possibility of disk delays, for

the sake of simplicity.

With fail-slow injections, operators can also evaluate

whether their systems or monitoring tools signal the right

warnings or errors. There were a few cases in our reports,

where wrong signals were sent, causing the operators to

debug only the healthy part of the system.

Overall, we strongly believe that injecting root causes

reported in this paper will reveal many flaws in existing

systems. Furthermore, all forms of fail-slow hardware

such as slow NICs, switches, disks, SSD, NVDIMM, and

CPUs need to be exercised as they lead to different symp-

toms. The challenge is then to build future systems that

enable various fail-slow behaviors to be injected easily.

7 Discussions

• Limitations (and Failed Attempts): We acknowledge

the major limitation of our methodology: the lack of
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quantitative analysis. Given the reports in the form of

anecdotes, we were not able to answer statistical ques-

tions such as how often fail-slow hardware occurs, how

much performance was degraded, what correlations fail-

slow faults exhibit with other metrics such as device age,

model, size, and vendor, etc.

We initially had attempted to perform a quantitative

study. However, many institutions do not maintain a

database of hardware-level performance data. Many in-

stitutions that we asked to join in this community paper

responded with either “we do not have clearance” or “we

do not collect such data (but have unformatted reports).”

In the former category (no clearance), it is inconclusive

whether they have such data available or the nature of

this public study was not allowed in the first place.

An institution told us that they collect large perfor-

mance data at the software level, but direct inference to

fail-slow hardware is challenging to perform. In our prior

work, we only collected hourly aggregate of disk/SSD-

level performance data [24], but the coarse hourly gran-

ularity has limitations and the findings cannot be directly

tied to “hard proof” of the existence of fail-slow hard-

ware.

We also managed to obtain ticket logs (in unformat-

ted text) from a large institution, but searching for fail-

slow hardware instances in tens of thousands of tickets

is extremely challenging as the operators did not log the

full information and there is no standard term for “fail-

slow/limping/jittery” hardware. For example, searching

for the word “slow” produces hundreds of results that do

not directly involve hardware issues.

Indeed, we believe that the lack of easily accessible

and analyzable data is a reason that the study in this pa-

per is valuable. Regardless of the limitation of our study,

we believe we have successfully presented the most com-

plete account of fail-slow hardware in production sys-

tems that can benefit the community.

• “Honorable Mentions”: While this paper focuses on

fail-slow faults, our operators shared to us many other in-

teresting anecdotes related to data loss, which we believe

are “honorable” to mention as the details were rarely

mentioned in literature.

Triple replication is (sometimes) not enough: In one

large Hadoop cluster, many machines were failing regu-

larly such that data loss was unavoidable even with triple

replication. Apparently, this was caused by a large batch

of malfunctioning SSDs. The controller on this brand

of SSDs was “bad” and would stop responding. About

3-5% of the drives would be failing each week. Worse,

the servers would not shut down properly because the

shutdown required a successful write to the SSD to do

so. Thus, there were lower success rates because broken

machines with failed SSDs would try to serve traffic and

could not shut themselves down.

Single point of failure (in unseen parts): While at

a high level, datacenter operators ensures that there is

no single hardware failure (redundant machines, power,

cooling, etc.), there was a case of redundant EEPROMS

that rely on single capacitor (a part that was unobservable

by the operators and only known by the vendor). Un-

fortunately, the capacitor failed and triggered correlated

failures on both SAS paths, causing a complete 24-hour

outage in production.

In a related story, a healthy-looking system was ac-

tually miscabled, without apparent performance issues,

but the miscabling led to multiple single points of fail-

ure. There was no cable topology monitoring, thus the

technicians had to devise recabling strategies that main-

tain the expected redundancy level.

Failed NVRAM dump under power fault: To handle

write idiosyncrasies of NAND flash, writes are “per-

sisted” to NVRAM (capacitor-backed RAM) with the

promise that under a power fault the content of the RAM

should be flushed (“dumped”) to the non-volatile NAND

flash. However, there was a non-deterministic case

where in 1 out of 10,000 power losses, the firmware did

not trigger the NVRAM dump. Apparently, the FPGA

design assumed a pin was grounded, but the pin was at-

tached to a test pad instead, and the RFI led to propaga-

tion of “nonsense” from the pin into the NVRAM dump

logic. More studies of SSD robustness under power fault

are needed.

8 Conclusion

Today’s software systems are arguably robust at logging

and recovering from fail-stop hardware – there is a clear,

binary signal that is fairly easy to recognize a and inter-

pret. We believe fail-slow hardware is a fundamentally

harder problem to solve. It is very hard to distinguish

such cases from ones that are caused by software per-

formance issues. It is also evident that many modern,

advanced deployed systems do not anticipate this failure

mode. We hope that our study can influence vendors, op-

erators, and systems designers to treat fail-slow hardware

as a separate class of failures and start addressing them

more robustly in future systems.
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Abstract
We introduce protocol-aware recovery (PAR), a new ap-
proach that exploits protocol-specific knowledge to cor-
rectly recover from storage faults in distributed sys-
tems. We demonstrate the efficacy of PAR through
the design and implementation of corruption-tolerant
replication (CTRL), a PAR mechanism specific to repli-
cated state machine (RSM) systems. We experimentally
show that the CTRL versions of two systems, LogCabin
and ZooKeeper, safely recover from storage faults and
provide high availability, while the unmodified versions
can lose data or become unavailable. We also show that
the CTRL versions have little performance overhead.

1 Introduction
Failure recovery using redundancy is central to improved
reliability of distributed systems [14, 22, 31, 35, 61, 67].
Distributed systems recover from node crashes and net-
work failures using copies of data and functionality on
several nodes [6,47,55]. Similarly, bad or corrupted data
on one node should be recovered from redundant copies.

In a static setting where all nodes always remain
reachable and where clients do not actively update data,
recovering corrupted data from replicas is straightfor-
ward; in such a setting, a node could repair its state by
simply fetching the data from any other node.

In reality, however, a distributed system is a dynamic
environment, constantly in a state of flux. In such
settings, orchestrating recovery correctly is surprisingly
hard. As a simple example, consider a quorum-based
system, in which a piece of data is corrupted on one node.
When the node tries to recover its data, some nodes may
fail and be unreachable, some nodes may have recently
recovered from a failure and so lack the required data or
hold a stale version. If enough care is not exercised, the
node could “fix” its data from a stale node, overwriting
the new data, potentially leading to a data loss.

To correctly recover corrupted data from redundant
copies in a distributed system, we propose that a recovery
approach should be protocol-aware. A protocol-aware
recovery (PAR) approach is carefully designed based on
how the distributed system performs updates to its repli-
cated data, elects the leader, etc. For instance, in the pre-
vious example, a PAR mechanism would realize that a
faulty node has to query at least R (read quorum) other
nodes to safely and quickly recover its data.

In this paper, we apply PAR to replicated state ma-
chine (RSM) systems. We focus on RSM systems for
two reasons. First, correctly implementing recovery is
most challenging for RSM systems because of the strong
consistency and durability guarantees they provide [58];
a small misstep in recovery could violate the guaran-
tees. Second, the reliability of RSM systems is crucial:
many systems entrust RSM systems with their critical
data [45]. For example, Bigtable, GFS, and other sys-
tems [7,26] store their metadata on RSM systems such as
Chubby [16] or ZooKeeper [4]. Hence, protecting RSM
systems from storage faults such as data corruption will
improve the reliability of many dependent systems.

We first characterize the different approaches to han-
dling storage faults by developing the RSM recovery
taxonomy, through experimental and qualitative analy-
sis of practical systems and methods proposed by prior
research (§2). Our analyses show that most approaches
employed by currently deployed systems do not use any
protocol-level knowledge to perform recovery, leading to
disastrous outcomes such as data loss and unavailability.

Thus, to improve the resiliency of RSM systems to
storage faults, we design a new protocol-aware recov-
ery approach that we call corruption-tolerant replication
or CTRL (§3). CTRL constitutes two components: a lo-
cal storage layer and a distributed recovery protocol;
while the storage layer reliably detects faults, the dis-
tributed protocol recovers faulty data from redundant
copies. Both the components carefully exploit RSM-
specific knowledge to ensure safety (e.g., no data loss)
and high availability.

CTRL applies several novel techniques to achieve
safety and high availability. For example, a crash-
corruption disentanglement technique in the storage
layer distinguishes corruptions caused by crashes from
disk faults; without this technique, safety violations or
unavailability could result. Next, a global-commitment
determination protocol in the distributed recovery sepa-
rates committed items from uncommitted ones; this sep-
aration is critical: while recovering faulty committed
items is necessary for safety, discarding uncommitted
items quickly is crucial for availability. Finally, a novel
leader-initiated snapshotting mechanism enables identi-
cal snapshots across nodes to greatly simplify recovery.

We implement CTRL in two storage systems that are
based on different consensus algorithms: LogCabin [43]
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(based on Raft [50]) and ZooKeeper [4] (based on
ZAB [39]) (§4). Through experiments, we show that
CTRL versions provide safety and high availability in the
presence of storage faults, while the original systems re-
main unsafe or unavailable in many cases; we also show
that CTRL induces minimal performance overhead (§5).

2 Background and Motivation
We first provide background on storage faults and RSM
systems. We then present the taxonomy of different ap-
proaches to handling storage faults in RSM systems.

2.1 Storage Faults in Distributed Systems
Disks and flash devices exhibit a subtle and complex fail-
ure model: a few blocks of data could become inaccessi-
ble or be silently corrupted [8, 9, 32, 59]. Although such
storage faults are rare compared to whole-machine fail-
ures, in large-scale distributed systems, even rare failures
become prevalent [60, 62]. Thus, it is critical to reliably
detect and recover from storage faults.

Storage faults occur due to several reasons: media er-
rors [10], program/read disturbance [60], and bugs in
firmware [9], device drivers [66], and file systems [27,
28]. Storage faults manifest in two ways: block errors
and corruption. Block errors (or latent sector errors)
arise when the device internally detects a problem with a
block and throws an error upon access. Studies of both
flash [33,60] and hard drives [10,59] show that block er-
rors are common. Corruption could occur due to lost and
misdirected writes that may not be detected by the de-
vice. Studies [9, 51] and anecdotal evidence [36, 37, 57]
show the prevalence of data corruption in the real world.

Many local file systems, on encountering a storage
fault, simply propagate the fault to applications [11, 54,
64]. For example, ext4 silently returns corrupted data
if the underlying device block is corrupted. In contrast,
a few file systems transform an underlying fault into a
different one; for example, btrfs returns an error to appli-
cations if the accessed block is corrupted on the device.
In either case, storage systems built atop local file sys-
tems should handle corrupted data and storage errors to
preserve end-to-end data integrity.

One way to tackle storage faults is to use RAID-like
storage to maintain multiple copies of data on each node.
However, many distributed deployments would like to
use inexpensive disks [22, 31]. Given that the data in
a distributed system is inherently replicated, it is waste-
ful to store multiple copies on each node. Hence, it is
important for distributed systems to use the inherent re-
dundancy to recover from storage faults.

2.2 RSM-based Storage Systems
Our goal is to harden RSM systems to storage faults.
In an RSM system, a set of nodes compute identical

states by executing commands on a state machine (an in-
memory data structure on each node) [58]. Typically,
clients interact with a single node (the leader) to exe-
cute operations on the state machine. Upon receiving
a command, the leader durably writes the command to
an on-disk log and replicates it to the followers. When
a majority of nodes have durably persisted the command
in their logs, the leader applies the command to its state
machine and returns the result to the client; at this point,
the command is committed. The commands in the log
have to be applied to the state machine in-order. Losing
or overwriting committed commands violates the safety
property of the state machine. The replicated log is kept
consistent across nodes by a consensus protocol such as
Paxos [41] or Raft [50].

Because the log can grow indefinitely and exhaust disk
space, periodically, a snapshot of the in-memory state
machine is written to disk and the log is garbage col-
lected. When a node restarts after a crash, it restores
the system state by reading the latest on-disk snapshot
and the log. The node also recovers its critical metadata
(e.g., log start index) from a structure called metainfo.
Thus, each node maintains three critical persistent data
structures: the log, the snapshots, and the metainfo.

These persistent data structures could be corrupted
due to storage faults. Practical systems try to safely
recover the data and remain available under such fail-
ures [15, 17]. However, as we will show, none of the
current approaches correctly recover from storage faults,
motivating the need for a new approach.

2.3 RSM Recovery Taxonomy
To understand the different possible ways to handling
storage faults in RSM systems, we analyze a broad range
of approaches. We perform this analysis by two means:
first, we analyze practical systems including ZooKeeper,
LogCabin, etcd [25], and a Paxos-based system [24] us-
ing a fault-injection framework we developed (§5); sec-
ond, we analyze techniques proposed by prior research
or used in proprietary systems [15, 17].

Through our analysis, we classify the approaches into
two categories: protocol-oblivious and protocol-aware.
The oblivious approaches do not use any protocol-level
knowledge to perform recovery. Upon detecting a
fault, these approaches take a recovery action locally
on the faulty node; such actions interact with the dis-
tributed protocols in unsafe ways, leading to data loss.
The protocol-aware approaches use some RSM-specific
knowledge to recover; however, they do not use this
knowledge correctly, leading to undesirable outcomes.
Our taxonomy is not complete in that there may be other
techniques; however, to the best of our knowledge, we
have not observed other approaches apart from those in
our taxonomy.
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Figure 1: Sample Scenarios. The figure shows sample scenarios in
which current approaches fail. Faulty entries are striped. Crashed and
lagging nodes are shown as gray and empty boxes, respectively.

To illustrate the problems, we use Figure 1. In all
cases, log entries† 1, 2, and 3 are committed; losing these
items will violate safety. Table 1 shows how each ap-
proach behaves in Figure 1’s scenarios. As shown in
the table, all current approaches lead to safety violation
(e.g., data loss), low availability, or both. A recovery
mechanism that effectively uses redundancy should be
safe and available in all cases. Table 1 also compares the
approaches along other axes such as performance, main-
tenance overhead (intervention and extra nodes), recov-
ery time, and complexity. Although Figure 1 shows only
faults in the log, the taxonomy applies to other structures
including the snapshots and the metainfo.
NoDetection. The simplest reaction to storage faults is
none at all: to trust every layer in the storage stack to
work reliably. For example, a few prototype Paxos-based
systems [24] do not use checksums for their on-disk data;
similarly, LogCabin does not protect its snapshots with
checksums. NoDetection trivially violates safety; cor-
rupted data can be obliviously served to clients. How-
ever, deployed systems do use checksums and other in-
tegrity strategies for most of their on-disk data.
Crash. A better strategy is to use checksums and han-
dle I/O errors, and crash the node on detecting a fault.
Crash may seem like a good strategy because it in-
tends to prevent any damage that the faulty node may
inflict on the system. Our experiments show that the
Crash approach is common: LogCabin, ZooKeeper, and
etcd crash sometimes when their logs are faulty. Also,
ZooKeeper crashes when its snapshots are corrupted.

Although Crash preserves safety, it suffers from se-
vere unavailability. Given that nodes could be unavail-
able due to other failures, even a single storage fault re-
sults in unavailability, as shown in Figure 1(i). Similarly,
a single fault even in different portions of data on a ma-
jority (e.g., Figure 1(v)) renders the system unavailable.
Note that simply restarting the node does not help; stor-
age faults, unlike other faults, could be persistent: the
node will encounter the same fault and crash again until
manual intervention, which is error-prone and may cause
a data loss. Thus, it is desirable to recover automatically.
Truncate. A more sophisticated action is to truncate

†A log entry contains a state-machine command and data.
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E- Return Corrupted, L- Data Loss, U- Unavailable, C- Correct

Table 1: Recovery Taxonomy. The table shows how different
approaches behave in Figure 1 scenarios. While all approaches are
unsafe or unavailable, CTRL ensures safety and high availability.

(possibly faulty) portions of data and continue operat-
ing. The intuition behind Truncate is that if the faulty
data is discarded, the node can continue to operate (un-
like Crash), improving availability.

However, we find that Truncate can cause a safety vi-
olation (data loss). Consider the scenario shown in Fig-
ure 2 in which entry 1 is corrupted on S1; S4, S5 are lag-
ging and do not have any entry. Assume S2 is the leader.
When S1 reads its log, it detects the corruption; however,
S1 truncates its log, losing the corrupted entry and all
subsequent entries (Figure 2(ii)). Meanwhile, S2 (leader)
and S3 crash. S1, S4, and S5 form a majority and elect S1
the leader. Now the system does not have any knowledge
of committed entries 1, 2, and 3, resulting in a silent data
loss. The system also commits new entries x, y, and z in
the place of 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 2(iii)). Finally, when S2
and S3 recover, they follow S1’s log (Figure 2(iv)), com-
pletely removing entries 1, 2, and 3.

In summary, although the faulty node detects the cor-
ruption, it truncates its log, losing the data locally. When
this node forms a majority along with other nodes that
are lagging, data is silently lost, violating safety. We find
this safety violation in ZooKeeper and LogCabin.

Further, Truncate suffers from inefficient recovery.
For instance, in Figure 1(i), S1 truncates its log after a
fault, losing entries 1, 2, and 3. Now to fix S1’s log,
the leader needs to transfer all entries, increasing S1’s re-
covery time and wasting network bandwidth. ZooKeeper
and LogCabin suffer from this slow recovery problem.
DeleteRebuild. Another commonly employed action is
to manually delete all data on the faulty node and restart
the node. Unfortunately, similar to Truncate, DeleteRe-
build can violate safety; specifically, a node whose data
is deleted could form a majority along with the lagging
nodes, leading to a silent data loss. Surprisingly, admin-
istrators often use this approach hoping that the faulty
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Figure 2: Safety Violation Example. The figure shows the se-
quence of events which exposes a safety violation in Truncate.

node will be “simply fixed” by fetching the data from
other nodes [63, 65, 73]. DeleteRebuild also suffers from
the slow recovery problem similar to Truncate.
MarkNonVoting. In this approach, used by a Paxos-
based system at Google [17], a faulty node deletes all its
data on a fault and marks itself as a non-voting mem-
ber; the node does not participate in elections until it
observes one round of consensus and rebuilds its data
from other nodes. By marking a faulty node as non-
voting, safety violations such as the one in Figure 2 are
avoided. However, MarkNonVoting can sometimes vio-
late safety as noted by prior work [70]. The underlying
reason for unsafety is that a corrupted node deletes all
its state including the promises† given to leaders. Once
a faulty node has lost its promise given to a new leader,
it could accept an entry from an old leader (after observ-
ing a round of consensus on an earlier entry). The new
leader, however, still believes that it has the promise from
the faulty node and so can overwrite the entry, previously
committed by the old leader.

Further, this approach suffers from unavailability. For
example, when only a majority of nodes are alive, a sin-
gle fault can cause unavailability because the faulty node
cannot vote; other nodes cannot now elect a leader.
Reconfigure. In this approach, a faulty node is removed
and a new node is added. However, to change the con-
figuration, a configuration entry needs to be committed
by a majority. Hence, the system remains unavailable in
many cases (for example, when a majority are alive but
one node’s data is corrupted). Although Reconfigure is
not used in practical systems to tackle storage faults, it
has been suggested by prior research [15, 44].
BFT. An extreme approach is to use a Byzantine-fault-
tolerant algorithm which should theoretically tolerate
storage faults. However, BFT is expensive to be used in
practical storage systems; specifically, BFT can achieve
only half the throughput of what a crash-tolerant proto-
col can achieve [21]. Moreover, BFT requires 3 f + 1
nodes to tolerate f faults [2], thus remaining unavailable
in most scenarios in Figure 1.
Taxonomy Summary. None of the current approaches
effectively use redundancy to recover from storage faults.

†In Paxos, a promise for a proposal numbered p is a guarantee given
by a follower (acceptor) to the leader (proposer) that it will not accept
a proposal numbered less than p in the future [41].

Most approaches do not use any protocol-level knowl-
edge to recover; for example, Truncate and DeleteRe-
build take actions locally on the faulty node and so inter-
act with the distributed protocol in unsafe ways, causing
a global data loss. Although some approaches (e.g., Mar-
kNonVoting) use some RSM-specific knowledge, they do
not do so correctly, causing data loss or unavailability.
Thus, to ensure safety and high availability, a recovery
approach should effectively use redundancy by exploit-
ing protocol-specific knowledge. Further, it is benefi-
cial to avoid other problems such as manual intervention
and slow recovery. Our protocol-aware approach, CTRL,
aims to achieve these goals.

3 Corruption-Tolerant Replication
Designing a correct recovery mechanism needs a careful
understanding of the underlying protocols of the system.
For example, the recovery mechanism should be cog-
nizant of how updates are performed on the replicated
data and how the leader is elected. We base CTRL’s de-
sign on the following important protocol-level observa-
tions common to most RSM systems.
Leader-based. A single node acts as the leader; all data
updates flow only through the leader.
Epochs. RSM systems partition time into logical units
called epochs. For any given epoch, only one leader is
guaranteed to exist. Every data item is associated with
the epoch in which it was appended and its index in the
log. Since the entries could only be proposed by the
leader and only one leader could exist for an epoch, an
〈epoch, index〉 pair uniquely identifies a log entry.
Leader Completeness. A node will not vote for a can-
didate if it has more up-to-date data than the candidate.
Since committed data is present at least in a majority of
nodes and a majority vote is required to win the election,
the leader is guaranteed to have all the committed data.

CTRL exploits these protocol-level attributes common
to RSM systems to correctly recover from storage faults.
CTRL divides the recovery responsibility between two
components: the local storage layer and the distributed
recovery protocol; while the storage layer reliably de-
tects faulty data on a node, the distributed protocol recov-
ers the data from redundant copies. Both the components
use RSM-specific knowledge to perform their functions.

In this section, we first describe CTRL’s fault model
(§3.1) and safety and availability guarantees (§3.2). We
then describe the local storage layer (§3.3). Finally, we
describe CTRL’s distributed recovery in two parts: first,
we show how faulty logs are recovered (§3.4) and then
we explain how faulty snapshots are recovered (§3.5).

3.1 Fault Model
Our fault model includes the standard failure assump-
tions made by crash-tolerant RSM systems: nodes could
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Fault Outcome Possible Causes
D

at
a corrupted data misdirected and lost writes in ext

inaccessible data LSE, corruptions in ZFS and btrfs

FS
M

et
ad

at
a missing files/directories directory entry corrupted, fsck may

remove a faulty inode

unopenable files/directories sanity check fails after inode cor-
ruption, permission bits corrupted

files with more or fewer bytes i size field in the inode corrupted
file system read-only journal corrupted; fsck not run
file system unmountable superblock corrupted; fsck not run

Table 2: Storage Fault Model. The table shows storage faults
included in our model and possible causes that lead to a fault outcome.

crash at any time and recover later, and nodes could be
unreachable due to network failures [21, 42, 50]. Our
model adds another realistic failure scenario where per-
sistent data on the individual nodes could be corrupted
or inaccessible. Table 2 shows a summary of our storage
fault model. Our model includes faults in both user data
and the file-system metadata blocks.

User data blocks in the files that implement the sys-
tem’s persistent structures could be affected by errors
or corruption. A number of (possibly contiguous) data
blocks could be faulty as shown by studies [12,59]. Also,
a few bits/bytes of a block could be corrupted. Depend-
ing on the local file system in use, corrupted data may be
returned obliviously or transformed into errors.

File-system metadata blocks can also be affected by
faults; for example, the inode of a log file could be cor-
rupted. Our fault model considers the following out-
comes that can be caused by file-system metadata faults:
files/directories may go missing, files/directories may be
unopenable, a file may appear with fewer or more bytes,
the file system may be mounted read-only, and in the
worst case, the file system may be unmountable. Some
file systems such as ZFS may mask most of the above
outcomes from applications [72]; however, our model
includes these faulty outcomes because they could real-
istically occur on other file systems that provide weak
protection against corruption (e.g., ext2/3/4). Through
fault-injection tests, we have verified that the metadata
fault outcomes shown in Table 2 do occur on ext4.

3.2 Safety and Availability Guarantees
CTRL guarantees that if there exists at least one correct
copy of a committed data item, it will be recovered or the
system will wait for that item to be fixed; committed data
will never be lost. In unlikely cases where all copies of
a committed item are faulty, the system will correctly re-
main unavailable. CTRL also guarantees that the system
will make a decision about an uncommitted faulty item
as early as possible, ensuring high availability.

3.3 CTRL Local Storage Layer
To reliably recover, the storage layer (CLSTORE) needs
to satisfy three key requirements. First, CLSTORE must
be able to reliably detect a storage fault. Second,
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idi = <index(ei), epoch(ei), offset(ei), cksum> 
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log len
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Figure 3: Log Format. (a) shows the format and update protocol
of a typical RSM log; (b) shows the same for CLSTORE.

CLSTORE must correctly distinguish crashes from corrup-
tions; safety can be violated otherwise. Third, CLSTORE

must identify which pieces of data are faulty; only if
CLSTORE identifies which pieces have been affected, can
the distributed protocol recover those pieces.

3.3.1 Persistent Structures Overview
As we discussed, RSM systems maintain three persis-
tent structures: the log, the snapshots, and the metainfo.
CLSTORE uses RSM-specific knowledge of how these
structures are used and updated, to perform its functions.
For example, CLSTORE detects faults at a different granu-
larity depending on the RSM data structure: faults in the
log are detected at the granularity of individual entries,
while faults in the snapshot are detected at the granular-
ity of chunks. Similarly, CLSTORE uses the RSM-specific
knowledge that a log entry is uniquely qualified by its
〈epoch, index〉 pair to identify faulty log entries.
Log. The log is a set of files containing a sequence of
entries. The format of a typical RSM log is shown in
Figure 3(a). The log is updated synchronously in the crit-
ical path; hence, changes made to the log format should
not affect its update performance. CLSTORE uses a mod-
ified format as shown in Figure 3(b) which achieves this
goal. A corrupted log is recovered at the granularity of
individual entries.
Snapshots. The in-memory state machine is periodi-
cally written to a snapshot. Since snapshots can be huge,
CLSTORE splits them into chunks; a faulty snapshot is re-
covered at the granularity of individual chunks.
Metainfo. The metainfo is special in that faulty metainfo
cannot be recovered from other nodes. This is because
the metainfo contains information unique to a node (e.g.,
its current epoch); recovering metainfo obliviously from
other nodes could violate safety. CLSTORE uses this
knowledge correctly and so maintains two copies of the
metainfo locally; if one copy is faulty, the other copy is
used. Fortunately, the metainfo is only a few tens of bytes
in size and is updated infrequently; therefore, maintain-
ing two copies does not incur significant overheads.

3.3.2 Detecting Faulty Data
CLSTORE uses well-known techniques for detection: in-
accessible data is detected by catching return codes (e.g.,
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EIO) and corrupted data is detected by a checksum mis-
match. CLSTORE assumes that if an item and its check-
sum agree, then the item is not faulty. In the log, each
entry is protected by a checksum; similarly, each chunk
in a snapshot and the entire metainfo are checksummed.

CLSTORE also handles file-system metadata faults.
Missing and unopenable files/directories are detected by
handling error codes upon open. Log and metainfo
files with fewer or more bytes are detected easily be-
cause these files are preallocated and are of a fixed size;
snapshot sizes are stored separately, and CLSTORE cross-
checks the stored size with the file-system reported size
to detect discrepancies. A read-only/unmountable file
system is equivalent to a missing data directory. In most
cases of file-system metadata faults, CLSTORE crashes
the nodes. Crashing reliably on a metadata fault pre-
serves safety but compromises on availability. However,
we believe this is an acceptable behavior because there
are far more data blocks than metadata blocks; therefore,
the probability of faults is significantly less for metadata
than data blocks.

3.3.3 Disentangling Crashes and Corruption in Log
An interesting challenge arises when detecting corrup-
tions in the log. A checksum mismatch for a log entry
could occur due to two different situations. First, the
system could have crashed in the middle of an update; in
this case, the entry would be partially written and hence
cause a mismatch. Second, the entry could be safely per-
sisted but corrupted at a later point. Most log-based sys-
tems conflate these two cases: they treat a mismatch as
a crash [30]. On a mismatch, they discard the corrupted
entry and all subsequent entries, losing the data. Discard-
ing entries due to such conflation introduces the possibil-
ity of a global data loss (as shown earlier in Figure 2).

Note that if the mismatch were really due to a crash,
it is safe to discard the partially written entry. It is safe
because the node would not have acknowledged to any
external entity that it has written the entry. However, if
an entry is corrupted, the entry cannot be simply dis-
carded since it could be globally committed. Further, if a
mismatch can be correctly attributed to a crash, the faulty
entry can be quickly discarded locally, avoiding the dis-
tributed recovery. Hence, it is important for the local
storage layer to distinguish the two cases.

To denote the completion of an operation, many sys-
tems write a commit record [13,18]. Similarly, CLSTORE

writes a persist record, pi, after writing an entry ei. For
now, assume that ei is ordered before pi, i.e., the se-
quence of steps to append an entry ei is write(ei), fsync(),
write(pi), fsync(). On a checksum mismatch for ei, if pi
is not present, we can conclude that the system crashed
during the update. Conversely, if pi is present, we can
conclude that the mismatch was caused due to a corrup-

tion and not due to a crash. pi is checksummed and is
very small; it can be atomically written and thus cannot
be “corrupted” due to a crash. If pi is corrupted in addi-
tion to ei, we can conclude that it is a corruption and not
a crash.

The above logic works when ei is ordered before pi.
However, such ordering requires an (additional) expen-
sive fsync in the critical path, affecting log-update per-
formance. For this reason, CLSTORE does not order
ei before pi; thus, the append protocol is t1:write(ei),
t2:write(pi), t3:fsync().† Given this update sequence, as-
sume a checksum mismatch occurs for ei. If pi is not
present, CLSTORE can conclude that it is a crash (before
t2) and discard ei. Contrarily, if pi is present, there are
two possibilities: either ei could be affected by a corrup-
tion after t3 or a crash could have occurred between t2
and t3 in which pi hit the disk while ei was only partially
written. The second case is possible because file systems
can reorder writes between two fsync operations and ei
could span multiple sectors [3, 19, 52, 53]. CLSTORE can
still conclude that it is a corruption if ei+1 or pi+1 is
present. However, if ei is the last entry, then we cannot
determine whether it was a crash or a corruption.∗

The inability to disentangle the last entry when its
persist record is present is not specific to CLSTORE, but
rather a fundamental limitation in log-based systems. For
instance, in ext4’s journal async commit mode (where a
transaction is not ordered before its commit record), a
corrupted last transaction is assumed to be caused due to
a crash, possibly losing data [38,69]. Even if crashes and
corruptions can be disentangled, there is little a single-
machine system can do to recover the corrupted data.
However, in a distributed system, redundant copies can
be used to recover. Thus, when the last entry cannot
be disentangled, CLSTORE safely marks the entry as cor-
rupted and leaves it to the distributed recovery to fix or
discard the entry based on the global commitment.

The entanglement problem does not arise for snap-
shots or metainfo. These files are first written to a tempo-
rary file and then atomically renamed. If a crash happens
before the rename, the partially written temporary file is
discarded. Thus, the system will never see a corrupted
snapshot or metainfo due to a crash; if these structures
are corrupted, it is because of a storage corruption.

3.3.4 Identifying Faulty Data
Once a faulty item is detected, it has to be identified; only
if CLSTORE can identify a faulty item, the distributed
layer can recover the item. For this purpose, CLSTORE

redundantly stores an identifier of an item apart from the
item itself; duplicating only the identifier instead of the
whole item obviates the (2×) storage and performance

†The final fsync is required for durability.
∗The proof of this claim is available [1].
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overhead. However, storing the identifier near the item is
less useful; a misdirected write can corrupt both the item
and its identifier [9,10]. Hence, identifiers are physically
separated from the items they identify.

The 〈epoch, index〉 pair serves as the identifier for a
log entry and is stored separately at the head of the log,
as shown in Figure 3(b). The offset of an entry is also
stored as part of the identifier to enable traversal of subse-
quent entries on a fault. The identifier of a log entry also
conveniently serves as its persist record. Similarly, for
a snapshot chunk, the 〈snap-index, chunk#〉 pair serves
as the identifier; the snap-index and the snapshot size are
stored in a separate file than the snapshot file. The iden-
tifiers have a nominal storage overhead (32 bytes for log
entries and 12 bytes for snapshots), can be atomically
written, and are also protected by a checksum.

It is highly unlikely an item and its identifier will both
be faulty since they are physically separated [9, 10, 12,
59]. In such unlikely and unfortunate cases, CLSTORE

crashes the node to preserve safety. Table 3 (second col-
umn) summarizes CLSTORE’s key techniques.

3.4 CTRL Distributed Log Recovery
The local storage layer detects faulty data items and
passes on their identifiers to the distributed recovery
layer. We now describe how the distributed layer recov-
ers the identified faulty items from redundant copies us-
ing RSM-specific knowledge. We first describe how log
entries are recovered and subsequently describe snapshot
recovery. As we discussed, metainfo files are recovered
locally and so we do not discuss them any further. We
use Figure 4 to illustrate how log recovery works.
Naive Approach: Leader Restriction. RSM systems
do not allow a node with an incomplete log to become
the leader. A naive approach to recovering from storage
faults could be to impose an additional constraint on the
election: a node cannot be elected the leader if its log
contains a faulty entry. The intuition behind the naive
approach is as follows: since the leader is guaranteed to
have all committed data and our new restriction ensures
that the leader is not faulty, faulty log entries on other
nodes could be fixed using the corresponding entries on
the leader. Cases (a)(i) and (a)(ii) in Figure 4 show sce-
narios where the naive approach could elect a leader. In
(a)(i), only S1 can become the leader because other nodes
are either lagging or have at least one faulty entry. As-
sume S1 is the leader also in case (a)(ii).
Fixing Followers’ Logs. When the leader has no faulty
entries, fixing the followers is straightforward. For ex-
ample, in case (a)(i), the followers inform S1 of their
faulty entries; S1 then supplies the correct entries. How-
ever, sometimes the leader might not have any knowl-
edge of an entry that a follower is querying for. For in-
stance, in case (a)(ii), S5 has a faulty entry at index 3 but

with a different epoch. This situation is possible because
S5 could have been the leader for epoch 2 and crashed
immediately after appending an entry. As discussed ear-
lier, an entry is uniquely identified by its 〈epoch, index〉;
thus, when querying for faulty entries, a node needs to
specify the epoch of the entry in addition to its index.
Thus, S5 informs the leader that its entry 〈epoch:2, in-
dex:3〉 is faulty. However, S1 does not have such an entry
in its log. If the leader does not have an entry that the fol-
lower has, then the entry must be an uncommitted entry
because the leader is guaranteed to have all committed
data; thus, the leader instructs S5 to truncate the faulty
entry and also replicates the correct entry.

Although the naive approach guarantees safety, it has
availability problems. The system will be unavailable
in cases such as the ones shown in (b): a leader cannot
be elected because the logs of the alive nodes are either
faulty or lagging. Note that even a single storage fault
can cause an unavailability as shown in (b)(i). It is possi-
ble for a carefully designed recovery protocol to provide
better availability in these cases. Specifically, since at
least one intact copy of all committed entries exists, it is
possible to collectively reconstruct the log.

3.4.1 Removing the Restriction Safely
To recover from scenarios such as those in Figure 4(b),
we remove the additional constraint on the election.
Specifically, any node that has a more up-to-date log can
now be elected the leader even if it has faulty entries.
This relaxation improves availability; however, two key
questions arise: first, when can the faulty leader proceed
to accept new commands? second, and more importantly,
is it safe to elect a faulty node as the leader?

To accept a new command, the leader has to append
the command to its log, replicate it, and apply it to the
state machine. However, before applying the new com-
mand, all previous commands must be applied. Specif-
ically, faulty commands cannot be skipped and later ap-
plied when they are fixed; such out-of-order application
would violate safety. Hence, it is required for the leader
to fix its faulty entries before it can accept new com-
mands. Thus, for improved availability, the leader needs
to fix its faulty entries as early as possible.

The crucial part of the recovery to ensure safety is to
fix the leader’s log using the redundant copies on the fol-
lowers. In simple cases such as (b)(i) and (b)(ii), the
leader S1 could fix its faulty entry 〈epoch:1, index:1〉 us-
ing the correct entries from the followers and proceed
to normal operation. However, in several scenarios, the
leader cannot immediately recover its faulty entries; for
example, none of the reachable followers might have any
knowledge of the entry to be recovered or the entry to be
recovered could also be faulty on the followers.
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3.4.2 Determining Commitment
The main insight to fix the leader’s faulty log safely and
quickly is to distinguish uncommitted entries from possi-
bly committed ones; while recovering the committed en-
tries is necessary for safety, uncommitted entries can be
safely discarded. Further, discarding uncommitted faulty
entries immediately is crucial for availability. For in-
stance, in case (c)(i), the faulty entry on S1 cannot be
fixed since there are no copies of it; waiting to fix that
entry results in indefinite unavailability. Sometimes, an
entry could be partially replicated but remain uncommit-
ted; for example, in case (c)(ii), the faulty entry on S1 is
partially replicated but is not committed. Although there
is a possibility of recovering this entry from the other
node (S2), this is not necessary for safety; it is completely
safe for the leader to discard this uncommitted entry.

To determine the commitment of a faulty entry, the
leader queries the followers. If a majority of the follow-
ers respond that they do not have the entry (negative ac-
knowledgment), then the leader concludes that the entry
is uncommitted. In this case, the leader safely discards
that and all subsequent entries; it is safe to discard the
subsequent entries because entries are committed in or-
der. Conversely, if the entry were committed, at least
one node in this majority would have that entry and in-
form the leader of it; in this case, the leader can fix its
faulty entry using that response.
Waiting to Determine Commitment. Sometimes, it
may be impossible for the leader to quickly determine
commitment. For instance, consider the cases in Fig-
ure 4(d) in which S4 and S5 are down or slow. S1 queries
the followers to recover its entry 〈epoch:1, index:3〉. S2
and S3 respond that they do not have such an entry (neg-
ative acknowledgment). S4 and S5 do not respond be-
cause they are down or slow. The leader, in this case,
has to wait for either S4 or S5 to respond; discarding the
entry without waiting for S4 or S5 could violate safety.
However, once S4 or S5 responds, the leader will make a
decision immediately. In (d)(i), S4 or S5 would respond
with the correct entry, fixing the leader. In (d)(ii), S4 or
S5 would respond that it does not have the entry, accu-

mulating three (a majority out of five) negative acknowl-
edgments; hence, the leader can conclude that the entry
is uncommitted, discard it, and continue to normal oper-
ation. In (d)(iii), S4 would respond that it has the entry
but is faulty in its log too. In this case, the leader has to
wait for the response from S5 to determine commitment.
In the unfortunate and unlikely case where all copies of
an entry are faulty, the system will remain unavailable.

3.4.3 The Complete Log Recovery Protocol
We now assemble the pieces of the log recovery protocol.
First, fixing faulty followers is straightforward; the com-
mitted faulty entries on the followers can be eventually
fixed by the leader because the leader is guaranteed to
have all committed data. Faulty entries on followers that
the leader does not know about are uncommitted; hence,
the leader instructs the followers to discard such entries.

The main challenge is thus fixing the leader’s log. The
leader queries the followers to recover its entry 〈epoch:e,
index:i〉. Three types of responses are possible:
Response 1: have – a follower could respond that it has
the entry 〈epoch:e, index:i〉 and is not faulty in its log.
Response 2: dontHave – a follower could respond that it
does not have the entry 〈epoch:e, index:i〉.
Response 3: haveFaulty – a follower could respond that
it has 〈epoch:e, index:i〉 but is faulty in its log too.

Once the leader collects these responses from the fol-
lowers, it takes the following possible actions:
Case 1: if it gets a have response from at least one fol-
lower, it fixes the entry in its log.
Case 2: if it gets a dontHave response from a majority
of followers, it confirms that the entry is uncommitted,
discards that entry and all subsequent entries.
Case 3: if it gets a haveFaulty response from a follower,
it waits for either Case 1 or Case 2 to happen.

Case 1 and Case 2 can happen in any order; both order-
ings are safe. Specifically, if the leader decides to discard
the faulty entry (after collecting a majority dontHave re-
sponses), it is safe since the entry was uncommitted any-
ways. Conversely, there is no harm in accepting a correct
entry (at least one have response) and replicating it. The
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first to happen out of these two cases will take prece-
dence over the other.

The leader proceeds to normal operation only after its
faulty data is discarded or recovered. However, CTRL

discards uncommitted data as early as possible and min-
imizes the recovery latency by recovering faulty data at
a fine granularity (as we show in §5.2), ensuring that the
leader proceeds to normal operation quickly.

The leader could crash or be partitioned while recov-
ering its log. On a leader failure, the followers will elect
a new leader and make progress. The partial repair done
by the failed leader is harmless: it could have either fixed
committed faulty entries or discarded uncommitted ones,
both of which are safe.

3.5 CTRL Distributed Snapshot Recovery
Because the logs can grow indefinitely, periodically,
the in-memory state machine is written to disk and the
logs are garbage collected. Current systems including
ZooKeeper and LogCabin do not handle faulty snapshots
correctly (§2.3): they either crash or load corrupted snap-
shots obliviously. CTRL aims to recover faulty snapshots
from redundant copies. Snapshot recovery is different
from log recovery in that all data in a snapshot is com-
mitted and already applied to the state machine; hence,
faulty snapshots cannot be discarded in any case (unlike
uncommitted log entries which can be discarded safely).

3.5.1 Leader-Initiated Identical Snapshots
Current systems [43] have two properties with respect to
snapshots. First, they allow new commands to be applied
to the state machine while a snapshot is in progress. Sec-
ond, they take index-consistent snapshots: a snapshot Si
represents the state machine in which log entries exactly
up to i have been applied. One of the mechanisms used
in current systems to realize the above two properties is
to take snapshots in a fork-ed child process; while the
child can write an index-consistent image to the disk, the
parent can keep applying new commands to its copy of
the state machine. CTRL should enable snapshot recovery
while preserving the above two properties.

In current systems, every node runs the snapshot pro-
cedure independently, taking snapshots at different log
indexes. Because the snapshots are taken at different in-
dexes, snapshot recovery can be complex: a faulty snap-
shot on one node cannot be simply fetched from other
nodes. Further, snapshots cannot be recovered at the
granularity of chunks because they will be byte-wise
non-identical; entire snapshots have to be transferred
across nodes, slowing down recovery.

This complexity can be significantly alleviated if the
nodes take the snapshot at the same index; identical snap-
shots also enable chunk-based recovery.

However, coordinating a snapshot operation across
nodes can, in general, affect the common-case perfor-

Local Storage Distributed Recovery
Log granularity: entry;

identifier:〈epoch, index〉;
crash-corruption disentanglement

global-commitment de-
termination to fix leader,
leader fixes followers

Snapshot granularity: chunk;
identifier:〈snap-index, chunk#〉;
no entanglement

leader-initiated identical
snapshots,
chunk-based recovery

Metainfo granularity: file;
identifier: n/a;
no entanglement

none (only internal re-
dundancy)

Table 3: Techniques Summary. The table shows a summary of
techniques employed by CTRL’s storage layer and distributed recovery.

mance. For example, one naive way to realize identi-
cal snapshots is for the leader to produce the snapshot,
insert it into the log as yet another entry, and repli-
cate it. However, such an approach will affect update
performance since the snapshot could be huge and all
client commands must wait while the snapshot com-
mits [49]. Moreover, transferring the snapshot to the fol-
lowers wastes network bandwidth.

CTRL takes a different approach to identical snapshots
that preserves common-case performance. The leader
initiates the snapshot procedure by first deciding the in-
dex at which a snapshot will be taken and informing the
followers of the index. Once a majority agree on the in-
dex, all nodes independently take a snapshot at the index.
When the leader learns that a majority (including itself)
have taken a snapshot at an index i, it garbage collects its
log up to i and instructs the followers to do the same.

CTRL implements the above procedure using the log.
When the leader decides to take a snapshot, it inserts
a special marker called snap into the log. When the
snap marker commits, and thus when a node applies the
marker to the state machine, it takes a snapshot (i.e., the
snapshot corresponds to the state where commands ex-
actly up to the marker have been applied). Within each
node, we reuse the same mechanism used by the original
system (e.g., a fork-ed child) to allow new commands
to be applied while a snapshot is in progress. Notice
that the snapshot operation happens independently on all
nodes but the operation will produce identical snapshots
because the marker will be seen at the same log index by
all nodes when it is committed. When the leader learns
that a majority of nodes (including itself) have taken a
snapshot at an index i, it appends another marker called
gc for i; when the gc marker is committed and applied,
the nodes garbage collect their log entries up to i.

3.5.2 Recovering Snapshot Chunks
With the identical-snapshot mechanism, snapshot recov-
ery becomes easier. Once a faulty snapshot is detected,
the local storage layer provides the distributed protocol
the snapshot index and the chunk that is faulty. The dis-
tributed protocol recovers the faulty chunk from other
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shows results for random block corruptions and errors. (c) shows results for random corruptions with crashed and lagging nodes.

nodes. First, the leader recovers its faulty chunks from
the followers and then fixes the faulty snapshots on fol-
lowers. Three cases arise during snapshot recovery.

First, the log entries for a faulty snapshot may not be
garbage collected yet; in this case, the snapshot is recov-
ered locally from the log (after fixing the log if needed).

Second, if the log is garbage collected, then a faulty
snapshot has to be recovered from other nodes. However,
if the log entries for a snapshot are garbage collected,
then at least a majority of the nodes must have taken the
same snapshot. This is true because the gc marker is
inserted only after a majority of nodes have taken the
snapshot. Thus, faulty garbage-collected snapshots are
recovered from those redundant copies.

Third, sometimes, the leader may not know a snapshot
that a follower is querying for (for example, if a follower
took a snapshot and went offline for a long time and the
leader replaced that snapshot with an advanced one); in
this case, the leader supplies the full advanced snapshot.

3.6 CTRL Summary
The storage layer detects and identifies faulty data. Atop
the storage layer, the distributed protocol recovers the
faulty items from redundant copies. Both the layers ex-
ploit RSM-specific knowledge to correctly perform their
functions. A summary of CTRL’s local storage and dis-
tributed recovery techniques is shown in Table 3.

4 Implementation
We implement CTRL in two different RSM systems, Log-
Cabin (v1.0) and ZooKeeper (v3.4.8); while LogCabin is
based on Raft, ZooKeeper is based on ZAB. Implement-
ing CTRL’s storage layer and distributed recovery took
only a moderate developer effort; CTRL adds about 1500
lines of code to each of the base systems.

4.1 Local Storage Layer
We implemented CLSTORE by modifying the storage en-
gines of LogCabin and ZooKeeper. In both systems, the

log is a set of files, each of a fixed size and preallocated.
The header of each file is reserved for the log-entry iden-
tifiers. The size of the reserved header is proportional to
the file size. CLSTORE ensures that a log entry and its
identifier are at least a few megabytes physically apart.
Both systems batch many log entries to improve update
performance. With batching, CLSTORE performs crash-
corruption disentanglement as follows: the first faulty
entry without an identifier and its subsequent entries are
discarded; faulty entries preceding that point are marked
as corrupted and passed on to the distributed layer.

In both systems, the state machine is a data tree. We
modified both the systems to take index-consistent iden-
tical snapshots: when a snap marker is applied, the state
machine (i.e., the tree) is serialized to the disk. The snap-
index and snapshot size are stored separately. CLSTORE

uses a chunk size of 4K, enabling fine-grained recovery.
In LogCabin, the metainfo contains the currentTerm

and votedFor structures. Similarly, in ZooKeeper,
structures such as acceptedEpoch and currentEpoch

constitute the metainfo. CLSTORE stores redundant
copies of metainfo and protects them using checksums.

Log entries, snapshot chunks, and metainfo are pro-
tected by a CRC32 checksum. CLSTORE detects inac-
cessible data items by catching errors (EIO); it then pop-
ulates the item’s in-memory buffer with zeros, causing
a checksum mismatch. Thus, CLSTORE deals with both
corruptions and errors as checksum mismatches.

4.2 Distributed Recovery
LogCabin. In Raft, terms are equivalent to epochs.
Thus, a log entry is uniquely identified by its 〈term, in-
dex〉 pair. To fix the followers, we modified the Append-
Entries RPC used by the leader to replicate entries [50].
The followers inform the leader of their faulty log en-
tries and snapshot chunks in the responses of this RPC;
the leader sends the correct entries and chunks in a sub-
sequent RPC. A follower starts applying commands to
its state machine once its faulty data is fixed. To fix the
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leader, we added a new RPC which the leader issues to
the followers. The leader does not proceed to normal op-
eration until its faulty data is fixed. After a configurable
recovery timeout, the leader steps down if it is unable to
recover its faulty data (for example, due to a partition),
allowing other nodes to become the leader. Several en-
tries and chunks are batched in a single request/response,
avoiding multiple round trips.
ZooKeeper. In ZAB, the epoch and index are packed
into the zxid which uniquely identifies a log entry [5].
Followers discover and connect to the leader in Phase 1.
We modified Phase 1 to send information about the fol-
lowers’ faulty data. The followers are synchronized with
the leader in Phase 2. We modified Phase 2 so that the
leader sends the correct data to the followers. The leader
waits to hear from a majority during Phase 1 after which
it sends a newEpoch message; we modified this message
to send information about the leader’s faulty data. The
leader does not proceed to Phase 2 until its data is fixed.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate the correctness and performance of CTRL

versions of LogCabin and ZooKeeper. We conducted our
performance experiments on a three-node cluster on a 1-
Gb network; each node is a 40-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-
2660 machine with 128 GB memory running Linux 3.13,
with a 500-GB SSD and a 1-TB HDD managed by ext4.

5.1 Correctness
To verify CTRL’s safety and availability guarantees, we
built a fault-injection framework that can inject stor-
age faults (targeted corruptions and random block cor-
ruptions and errors). The framework can also inject
crashes. By injecting crashes at different points in time,
the framework simulates lagging nodes. After injecting
faults, we issue reads from clients to determine whether
the target system remains available and preserves safety.

We first exercise different log-recovery scenarios.
Then, we test snapshot recovery, and finally file-system
metadata fault recovery.

5.1.1 Log Recovery
Targeted Corruptions. We initialize the cluster with
four log entries, replicated to all three nodes. We ex-
ercise all combinations of entry corruptions across the
three nodes ((24)3 = 4096 combinations). Out of the
4096 cases, a correct recovery is possible in 2401 cases
(at least one non-faulty copy of each entry exists). In the
remaining 1695 cases, recovery is not possible because
one or more entries are corrupted on all the nodes. We
inject targeted corruptions into two different sets of on-
disk structures. In the first set, on a corruption, the origi-
nal systems invoke the truncate action (i.e., they truncate
faulty data and continue). In the second set, the origi-
nal systems invoke the crash action (i.e., node crashes
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(a) Snapshot Recovery (b) FS Metadata Faults

Table 5: Snapshot and FS Metadata Faults. (a) and (b) show how
CTRL recovers from snapshot and FS metadata faults, respectively.

on detection). For example, while ZooKeeper truncates
when the tail of a transaction is corrupted, it crashes the
node if the transaction header is corrupted. CTRL always
recovers the corrupted data from other replicas.

Table 4(a) shows the results. When recovery is possi-
ble, the original systems recover only in 46/2401 cases.
In those 46 cases, no node or only one node is corrupted.
In the remaining 2355 cases, the original systems are
either unsafe (for truncate) or unavailable (for crash).
In contrast, CTRL correctly recovers in all 2401 cases.
When a recovery is not possible (all copies corrupted),
the original systems are either unsafe or unavailable in
all cases. CTRL, by design, correctly remains unavailable
since continuing would violate safety.
Random Block Corruptions and Errors. We initialize
the cluster by replicating a few entries to all nodes. We
first choose a random set of nodes. In each such node, we
then corrupt a randomly selected file-system block (from
the files implementing the log). We repeat this process,
producing 5000 test cases. We similarly inject block er-
rors. Since we inject a fault into a block, several entries
and their checksums within the block will be faulty.

Table 4(b) shows the results. For block corruptions,
original LogCabin is unsafe or unavailable in about
30% ((738 + 793)/5000) of cases. Similarly, original
ZooKeeper is incorrect in about 30% of cases. On a
block error, original LogCabin and ZooKeeper simply
crash the node, leading to unavailability in about 50% of
cases. In contrast, CTRL correctly recovers in all cases.
Faults with Crashed and Lagging Nodes. In the previ-
ous experiments, all entries were committed and present
on all nodes. In this experiment, we inject crashes at
different points on a random set of nodes while insert-
ing entries. Thus, in the resultant log states, nodes could
be lagging, entries could be uncommitted, and have dif-
ferent epochs on different nodes for the same log index.
〈S1 : [a1, , ],S2 : [b2,c3, ],S3 : [b2, , ]〉 is an example
state where S1 appends a at index 1 in epoch 1 (shown
in superscript) and crashes, S2 appends b at index 1 in
epoch 2, replicates to S3, then S2,S3 crash and recover,
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Figure 5: Common-Case Write Performance. (a) and (b) show the write throughput in original and CTRL versions of LogCabin and ZooKeeper
on an HDD. (c) and (d) show the same for SSD. The number on top of each bar shows the performance of CTRL normalized to that of original.

S2 appends c in epoch 3 and crashes. From each such
state, we corrupt different entries, generating 5000 test
cases. For example, from the above state, we corrupt a
on S1 and b,c on S2. If S2 is elected the leader, S2 needs
to fix b from S3 (since b is committed), discard c (c is
uncommitted and cannot be recovered), and also instruct
S1 to discard a (a is uncommitted) and replicate correct
entry b. As shown in Table 4(c), CTRL correctly recov-
ers from all such cases, while the original versions are
unsafe or unavailable in many cases.
Model Checking. We also model checked CTRL’s log
recovery since it involves many corner cases, using a
python-based model that we developed. We explored
over 2.5M log states all of in which CTRL correctly re-
covered. Also, when key decisions are tweaked, the
checker finds a violation immediately: for example, the
leader concludes that a faulty entry is uncommitted only
after gathering bN/2c+ 1 dontHave responses; if this
number is reduced, then the checker finds a safety viola-
tion. We have also added the specification of CTRL’s log
recovery to the TLA+ specification of Raft [23] and con-
firmed that it correctly recovers from corruptions, while
the original specification violates safety.

5.1.2 Snapshot Recovery
We trigger the nodes to take a snapshot, crashing them at
different points, producing three possible states for each
node: l, t, and g, where l is a state where the node has
only the log (it has not taken a snapshot), t is a snapshot
for which garbage collection has not been performed yet,
and g is a snapshot which has been garbage collected. We
produce all possible combinations of states across three
nodes. On each such state, we randomly pick a set of
nodes to inject faults, and corrupt a random combination
of snapshots and log entries, generating 1000 test cases.
For example, 〈S1 : t,S2 : g,S3 : l〉 is a base state on which
we corrupt snapshot t and a few preceding log entries
on S1 and g on S2. In such a state, if S1 becomes the
leader, it has to fix its log from S3, then has to locally
recover its t snapshot, after which it has to fix g on S2.
S1 also needs to install the snapshot on S3. As shown in
Table 5(a), CTRL correctly recovers from all such cases.
Original LogCabin is incorrect in about half of the cases
because it obliviously loads faulty snapshots sometimes
and crashes sometimes. Original ZooKeeper crashes the

node if it is unable to locally construct the data from the
snapshot and the log, leading to unavailability; unsafety
results because a faulty log is truncated in some cases.

5.1.3 File-system Metadata Faults
To test how CTRL recovers from file-system metadata
faults, we corrupt file-system metadata structures (such
as inodes and directory blocks) resulting in unopenable
files, missing files, and files with fewer or more bytes.
We inject such faults in a randomly chosen file on one or
two nodes at a time, creating 1000 test cases. Table 5(b)
shows the results. In some cases, the faulty nodes in orig-
inal versions crash because of a failed deserialization or
assertion. However, sometimes original LogCabin and
ZooKeeper do not detect the fault and continue operat-
ing, violating safety in 36 and 192 cases, respectively. In
contrast, CTRL reliably crashes the node on a file-system
metadata fault, preserving safety always.

5.2 Performance
We now compare the common-case performance of the
CTRL versions against the original versions. In both Log-
Cabin and ZooKeeper, reads are served from memory
and the read paths are not affected by CTRL. Hence,
we show only performance of write workloads. The
workload runs for 300 seconds, inserting entries each of
size 1K. Both systems batch writes to improve through-
put. Snapshots are taken periodically during the updates.
Numbers reported are the average over five runs.

Figure 5(a) and (b) show the throughput on an
HDD for varying number of clients in LogCabin and
ZooKeeper, respectively. CLSTORE physically separates
the identifier from the entry; this separation induces a
seek on disks in the update path. However, the seek cost
is amortized when more requests are batched; CTRL has
an overhead of 8%-10% for 32 clients on disks. Fig-
ure 5(c) and (d) show throughput on an SSD; CTRL adds
very minimal overhead on SSDs (4% in the worst case).
Note that our workload performs only writes and there-
fore shows CTRL’s overheads in the worst case; for more
realistic workloads that predominantly perform reads,
the overheads should be even lower.
Fast Log Recovery. To show the potential reduction in
log-recovery time, we insert 30K log entries (each of size
1K) and corrupt the first entry on one node. In origi-
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nal LogCabin, the faulty node detects the corruption but
truncates all entries; hence, the leader transfers all entries
to bring the node up-to-date. CTRL fixes only the faulty
entry, reducing recovery time. The faulty node is fixed in
1.24 seconds (32MB transferred) in the original system,
while CTRL takes only 1.2 ms (7KB transferred). We see
a similar reduction in log-recovery time in ZooKeeper.

6 Related Work
Our analysis of how RSM-based systems react to storage
faults (§2.3) builds upon several fault-injection studies.
Our design of CTRL (§3) builds upon several efforts on
tolerating practical faults in distributed systems.
Storage Faults. Several studies on storage faults [34,46,
48, 59, 60] motivated our work. Our previous work [29,
30] discovered fundamental reasons why distributed sys-
tems are not resilient to storage faults. However, the
study did not uncover any safety or availability viola-
tions reported in §2.3; this is because the fault model in
our previous study considers injecting only storage faults
(precisely, a single storage fault on a single node at a
time). In contrast, our fault model in this work considers
crashes and network failures in addition to storage faults,
exposing previously unknown safety and availability vi-
olations in RSM systems.
Targeted Approaches. Prior research describes two ap-
proaches [15, 17] to tackle storage faults in RSM sys-
tems. However, these approaches suffer from unavail-
ability. Furthermore, the MarkNonVoting approach [17]
can violate safety because important metainfo such as
promises can be lost on a storage fault [70]. CTRL avoids
such safety violations by storing two copies of metainfo
on each node. Approaches that improve the reliability of
other specific systems have also been proposed [68, 71].
Generic Approaches. Many generic approaches to han-
dling practical faults other than crashes have been pro-
posed. PASC [21] hardens systems to tolerate corrup-
tions by maintaining two copies of the entire state on
each node and assumes that both the copies will not be
faulty at the same time. This approach does not work
well for storage faults; having two copies of on-disk state
incurs 2× space overhead. Furthermore, in most cases,
PASC crashes the node on a fault, causing unavailability.
XFT [42] is designed to tolerate non-crash faults. How-
ever, it can tolerate only a total of b(N−1)/2c crash and
non-crash faults. Similarly, UpRight [20] has an upper
bound on the total faults to remain safe and available.

CTRL differs from the generic approaches through its
special focus on storage faults. This focus brings two
main advantages. First, CTRL attributes faults at a fine
granularity: while the generic approaches consider a
node as faulty if any of its data is corrupted, CTRL con-
siders faults at the granularity of individual data items.
Second, because of such fine-granular fault treatment,

CTRL can be available as long as a majority of nodes
are up and at least one non-faulty copy of a data item
exists even though portions of data on all nodes could
be corrupted. CTRL cannot tolerate arbitrary non-crash
faults [40] (e.g., memory errors). However, CTRL can
augment the generic approaches: for example, a sys-
tem can be hardened against memory faults using PASC
while making it robust to storage faults using CTRL.

7 Conclusions
Recovering from storage faults in distributed systems is
surprisingly hard. We introduce protocol-aware recov-
ery (PAR), a new approach that exploits protocol-specific
knowledge of the underlying distributed system to cor-
rectly recover from storage faults. We design CTRL, a
protocol-aware recovery approach for RSM systems. We
experimentally show that CTRL correctly recovers from a
range of storage faults with little performance overhead.

Our work is only a first step in hardening distributed
systems to storage faults: while we have successfully ap-
plied the PAR approach to RSM systems, other classes of
systems (e.g., primary-backup, Dynamo-style quorums)
still remain to be analyzed. We believe the PAR approach
can be applied to such classes as well. We hope our work
will lead to more work on building reliable distributed
storage systems that are robust to storage faults.
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Abstract
Consistent and timely access to an arbitrarily damaged
file system is an important requirement of enterprise-
class systems. Repairing file system inconsistencies is
accomplished most simply when file system access is
limited to the repair tool. Checking and repairing a file
system while it is open for general access present unique
challenges. In this paper, we explore these challenges,
present our online repair tool for the NetApp® WAFL®

file system, and show how it achieves the same results
as offline repair even while client access is enabled. We
present some implementation details and evaluate its per-
formance. To the best of our knowledge, this publica-
tion is the first to describe a fully functional online repair
tool.

1 Introduction
File system state can be corrupted by hardware failures
[9, 38, 41, 45, 35, 53] including misdirected or lost writes
and media errors, software bugs [4, 14, 51], and even hu-
man errors such as inserting a device in the wrong shelf
or slot. Journaling [25, 49, 37, 44, 10], shadow paging
[29, 13, 50], and soft updates [22] are all techniques that
provide file system crash consistency. Recon [21], in-
cremental checksum, and digest-based transaction audit
[34] are well-understood mechanisms to prevent some
hardware and software bugs from corrupting the file sys-
tem. Despite such defenses, corruptions are still an un-
fortunate reality for file systems, and our customer de-
ployment confirms that reality.

Corruption can affect both user data and metadata. A
corrupted user data block affects client access only to it
and not to the rest of the file system. However, a cor-
rupted metadata block not only affects access to user data
but can also compromise other metadata when client op-
erations are processed. Repair of user data is limited to
recovery from backup, whereas metadata can be repaired

*Research performed while working at NetApp.

using consistency properties of the file system. Corrup-
tion in metadata is detected either when a metadata block
fails some checks as it is read into memory or later when
some operation detects a violation of a file system invari-
ant. Some corruption can be fixed on-the-fly using tech-
niques such as RAID or erasure coding. If not, the file
system is placed in a restricted mode while it is repaired
by an offline repair tool, such as fsck [26]. Restricting
access serves two purposes: it greatly simplifies the task
of repair, and it prevents the inconsistency from causing
further damage.

Several approaches have been proposed to speed up or
to improve offline repair [36, 12, 27, 24] but the time to
completion remains proportional to the amount of meta-
data that must be checked, which in turn is a function of
the size of the file system. Enterprises require continuous
access to data; any disruption outside of scheduled main-
tenance windows is highly undesirable. The damaged
file system must be made completely available to clients
as soon as possible, and repair must therefore not pre-
clude client access. Repair should also not invalidate any
data that is accessed or modified by clients after repair is
initiated. Additionally, the impact to client performance
must be within acceptable limits.

The NetApp® WAFL® file system [29, 20] validates the
consistency of its data structures during normal opera-
tion. In the rare event of a detected inconsistency that can
be neither trivially recovered by RAID nor tolerated, the
file system is marked as inconsistent and taken offline.
WAFLIron [31] (henceforth called Iron) repairs the file
system even while allowing full access to clients. This
paper presents the challenges inherent to this mode of
file system repair. It describes the high-level design and
implementation of Iron, and evaluates its performance.
Most importantly, it explains the theory behind Iron to
show that it fixes file system inconsistencies with prac-
tically the same assurances as offline repair. Our field
experience has shown that Iron is extremely reliable, and
meets high performance goals. Although online repair
is available for ReFS [30], to the best of our knowledge,
there is no prior published work on this topic.
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2 Motivation

A file system can be damaged in several ways [52], but a
repair tool is required in only some cases.

2.1 When Is Repair Required?

NetApp is a storage and data management company that
offers software, systems, and services to manage and
store data, including the proprietary NetApp ONTAP®

software, which is built on the WAFL file system. Al-
though fsck [40] was originally designed to fix incon-
sistencies created by an unclean shutdown, WAFL and
other file systems use well-understood techniques such
as copy-on-write (COW) and journaling to guarantee
file system consistency after a crash. WAFL logs re-
cent client operations in a stand-alone nonvolatile jour-
nal, and those operations are replayed after a crash to
recover them [29]. Because the replay of each operation
re-creates all necessary file system state, a corruption of
the journal cannot corrupt the persistent file system; at
worst, it might result in the loss of logged operations.
Furthermore, this loss is limited because WAFL’s trans-
action mechanism ensures the journal typically has client
operations only from the past few seconds.

Each block in WAFL is written out to storage media
together with a checksum and with some file system
specific context that helps further identify the block
[8, 13, 48, 47]. If a write is misdirected or lost by the de-
vice or if a previously-persisted block is damaged, a sub-
sequent read results in a context or checksum mismatch.
The damaged block can be recomputed and fixed by us-
ing the underlying RAID [43, 15]. This fixup is done
on-the-fly when servicing a read or through a periodic
background scrub [3]. Other file systems such as ZFS
and Btrfs also leverage RAID or data mirroring [1, 5, 46]
to provide similar protection. In the rare case of mul-
tidevice failures, reconstruction of damaged blocks can
become impossible. If such blocks contain metadata that
are critical to the functioning of WAFL, the file system
is marked as inconsistent and is brought offline, so that it
can be repaired.

Despite rigorous testing and prevention mechanisms,
rarely occurring software bugs [4, 14, 51] and hardware
errors [9, 38, 41, 45, 35, 53] might corrupt a block be-
fore its checksum is computed. Such faults cannot be de-
tected by using the persistent checksum or context, and
they cannot be repaired by using underlying redundancy
[52]. WAFL detects such corruptions when it reads or
uses metadata, and if the code path is unable to navigate
past it, the file system is marked as inconsistent and is
brought offline, so that it can be repaired.

2.2 Traditional Offline Repair

Exclusive access to the file system greatly simplifies of-
fline repair, which walks the metadata of the file system
exhaustively, checks them for inconsistencies, lists out
each inconsistency with a recommended fix, and pro-
vides the choice to commit each fix [40]. Such an au-
dit requires accounting metadata to track progress. Re-
pair tools were designed to avoid writing to the physi-
cal storage that hosts the file system under repair until
the administrator chooses to commit the recommended
changes. Thus, the tools keep all their accounting data
structures in memory until that time. In general, the
amount of metadata increases with file system size,
which means an increase in the memory that is re-
quired by the tool. This increase is typically offset ei-
ther by breaking the file system into disjointed chunks
of storage [28] or by the tool making multiple passes of
the file system, thereby lowering memory requirements.
WAFLCheck, the first and now obsolete offline tool for
repairing the WAFL file system, suffered from similar
drawbacks.

2.3 Enterprise Needs

Enterprise file systems are usually hundreds of TiB in
size, and depending on the features supported their meta-
data can be both large (several GiB) and complex. Thus,
the repair of a 100 TiB file system can take hours or
even weeks depending on the I/O capability of the un-
derlying media. Businesses require uninterrupted data
availability; an hour-long outage can cost millions in lost
revenue. Furthermore, an enterprise storage system typ-
ically hosts and exports multiple file systems. Because
CPU and memory on such a system are shared resources,
the repair of one file system can affect the performance
of the others. Therefore, NetApp invested in building on-
line repair instead of making incremental improvements
to WAFLCheck. NetApp support staff get involved when
a WAFL file system is marked as inconsistent and is
taken offline. Under their supervision, the file system
is brought online with an option to enable Iron. Clients
gain full access to the data even while the persistent file
system is checked and repaired. Iron logs its progress
and completion, at which point the file system is marked
as consistent. The time required for completion depends
on several factors, such as file system size and client load
on the system. All client ops that were logged in the non-
volatile journal are replayed; as implied earlier, Iron does
not repair any corruptions in the journal.

One version of “online” repair [39] argues that orphaned
blocks and inodes are the primary outcomes of file sys-
tem inconsistency. Hence, a snapshot of the file system is
taken, the file system is made available, and background
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fsck runs on the snapshot to reclaim orphaned blocks
and inodes into the active version of the file system. In
general, the WAFL file system easily survives orphaned
blocks and inodes, and is taken offline only when it en-
counters an inconsistency that prevents continued opera-
tion. Therefore, this approach does not apply.

2.4 Considerations With Online Repair

[1] Unconditional commit: Iron fixes corruptions as it
encounters them so that the file system can continue op-
erations. This means, unlike fsck, the administrator is
not given the option to accept or decline repairs. With
fsck, if the damage is truly extensive it is likely that the
administrator would choose not to commit and restore
the entire file system from backup. Online repair does
not preclude this option, but all intervening client muta-
tions are lost when the entire file system is restored from
backup. There is one scenario in which offline repair is
preferable. A customer with poor practices might have
no (recent) backup of the file system, and might want
to conservatively use offline repair and carefully choose
which of the recommended fixes are committed.

[2] Speed of repair: An ONTAP system hosts multi-
ple file systems. An aggressive repair process can affect
the performance of the clients of all those file systems. A
customer might prioritize the completion of Iron because
the full repair of the dataset is more important to their
business than are the IOPS made available to the appli-
cations on that storage system—especially if the backup
copies of the corrupted dataset are not sufficiently recent.
The ability to control the speed of the repair process is
therefore important.

3 Metadata and Inconsistencies
This section presents a simplified version of the WAFL
file system (persistent) metadata, and the the inconsisten-
cies that can affect them.

3.1 Persistent Metadata

WAFL is a UNIX-style file system that uses inodes to
represent its files, which are the basic construct for stor-
ing both metadata and user data. An inode stores meta-
data (permissions, timestamps, block count) about the
file and its data in a symmetric tree of fixed-size blocks,
henceforth called the inode’s blocktree. Only leaf nodes
(L0s) of the blocktree hold the file’s data; interior nodes
are called indirect blocks. An inode that stores file
system metadata in its leaves is called a metafile. In-
odes themselves are stored in the leaves of the inodefile
metafile, and its blocktree is rooted in the superblock of

the file system. All together, they constitute the WAFL
file system tree [29].

Each directory is stored in a file that contains a list of en-
tries, where each entry is the name of a file or subdirec-
tory and its corresponding inode number; the root direc-
tory is stored in a well-known inode. The reference count
(refcnt) metafile stores a list of integers where the ith inte-
ger tracks the number of references to the ith block of the
file system1. Multiple references occur because of fea-
tures such as deduplication that result in block-sharing.
The file system stores several counters, some that reside
in structures such as inodes, and others that are global.

From the viewpoint of repair, we classify WAFL file sys-
tem metadata into two broad categories.

[1] Primary metadata constitute the blocks of the file
system required to read user data. In WAFL, this com-
prises the superblock, the inodefile blocktree, directo-
ries, inodes (for user files) and their blocktrees. WAFL
stores copies of some key data structures primarily to
protect against storage media failures; corruption due to
most software bugs will damage both copies. Impor-
tantly, corrupted primary metadata in WAFL cannot be
reconstructed by using other metadata. A damaged indi-
rect block in a blocktree cannot be repaired, and there-
fore, at best, its child sub-tree can be recovered in the
lost+found folder [40] on completion of the repair pro-
cess. Similarly, the corresponding inode of a damaged
directory entry can be recovered only in lost+found. It
should be noted that, to avoid single points of failure,
a file system could build redundancy into its primary
metadata—each block could encode its location in the
file system tree; however, that comes with additional
complexity and the run-time cost of maintaining it. To
protect against storage media failures, ONTAP uses ef-
ficient redundancy techniques: dual-parity RAID [15],
triple-parity RAID [2], and remote synchronous mirror-
ing [6].

[2] Derived metadata track the usage of resources, such
as blocks and inodes, by the file system and can be re-
computed by walking the primary metadata. They are
typically maintained by the file system software for its
efficient functioning, or for enabling specific features,
such as file system quotas. The block count of an in-
ode, the refcnt file, and various global counters are all
examples of such metadata in WAFL. Damage to derived
metadata can usually be repaired based on primary or
other derived metadata.

Note that although derived metadata can eventually be
reconstituted, they are needed for basic file system op-

1In reality, a bitmap tracks the first and the refcnt tracks additional
references to blocks [32, 33]. Without loss of generality, the bitmap is
subsumed into the refcnt metafile for the purposes of this paper.
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eration. For example, the file system must consult and
update the refcnt metadata to process new mutations, but
that metadata is not fully validated until repair completes.
Therefore, the primary complexity of online repair cen-
ters around the repair of derived metadata even while the
metadata are used by file system operations. The refcnt
metafile is the largest and most complex derived meta-
data in WAFL, and is therefore deliberately used as a
running example in this paper.

3.2 Inconsistencies

The enablement of Iron does not change how corruption
in WAFL is detected; only the action precipitated by such
detection. If Iron is not enabled and the software cannot
navigate past the inconsistency, the file system is marked
as inconsistent and is taken offline. Otherwise, it is re-
paired. Metadata can be corrupted in one of two ways.

[1] Manifest corruption: This form of corruption is
detected either when the block is read into memory—
checksum or context mismatch—or when some of its
contents are used for the first time—well-known signa-
tures appear wrong or some data structures are outside
acceptable bounds. Such a block needs repair only if it
cannot be recomputed by the underlying RAID, which
can happen either because multiple hardware elements
have failed or the block was corrupted before the associ-
ated parity was computed.

[2] Latent corruption: File system invariants typically
define relationships across different metadata. A latent
corruption violates a relationship even while each partici-
pant block is devoid of manifest corruption. The relation-
ship might involve primary metadata only. For example,
a directory L0 and an inodefile L0 might each be inde-
pendently reliable, but the former maps a dir entry to an
inode that is marked as free in the latter. Sec. 4.5 presents
examples of latent corruption across primary and/or de-
rived metadata. Latent corruption is detected only when
a metadata consistency invariant in the code trips up. Be-
fore its detection, it can create further inconsistencies if
used by the file system; Sec. 4.5 has more details.

Both forms of corruption can be caused by bugs in the
file system logic or memory scribbles. Device failures
and media errors typically result in manifest corruption
only; the block will appear to be unreliable.

4 Basics of WAFL Iron
Much as offline repair would, Iron walks all primary
metadata, checks consistency with other metadata, and
makes repairs where necessary. However, full client ac-
cess is enabled early on. After a file’s blocktree has

been completely checked, all derived metadata for the
file (such as its block count) is verified. As mentioned
earlier, WAFL stores all user data and metadata (both
primary and derived) in files. Therefore, after all files
in a file system have been checked, all derived metadata
is verified and the file system is marked as consistent.

The first version of Iron (circa 2003) focused on miti-
gating the main drawbacks of WAFLCheck: (1) scaling
of the metadata needed for checking the file system, and
(2) allowing early file system access while still providing
the same assurances as WAFLCheck, aside from the un-
conditional commit highlighted in Sec. 2.4. This paper
focuses primarily on proving parity in functionality with
offline repair, and therefore does not do justice to the de-
tails of implementation. This section presents the rules
for addressing the complications from allowing client ac-
cess, and presents the main design.

4.1 Rules for Iron

Rule #1, Interposition: Every block is processed by Iron
before the rest of the file system software can use it. This
rule lets Iron make repairs early, which prevents the rest
of the file system software from making decisions based
on inconsistencies. This rule necessitates a filter in the
read-from-storage code path so that all blocks are exam-
ined by Iron first.

Rule #2, Irreversibility: After Iron starts, any state that
is exposed to the client cannot be revoked by any future
repair done by Iron. Practicality requires that the data
served to a client, as well as the results of any client mu-
tation, not be revoked by subsequent repair2. To satisfy
this rule, a file system op (client or internal) waits when
loading a block until Iron validates any metadata re-
quired to ensure that block’s continued survival through
the completion of Iron. This approach has two obvious
implications: (1) The latency of an op can be signifi-
cantly affected; later sections explore this impact. (2)
Iron needs a definition of the metadata required to ensure
a block’s survival; we look at that implication next.

Let the relationship b→ bi define a WAFL consistency
invariant where metadata block bi must exist and contain
the “right” information to ensure that block b belongs to
the file system; b can be user data or metadata. In other
words, Iron must either move b to lost+found, or create
or modify bi to preserve the relationship. This relation-
ship is obviously transitive, i.e., if b→ bi and bi → b j,
then b→ b j. We define the essential set, Ψ(b), of all
metadata blocks, such that bi ∈Ψ(b) =⇒ b→ bi. When
an op loads b, Iron uses the filter described in Rule #1

2In fact, this invariant is extended to include state exposed to all
internal file system ops. It simplifies the interaction of Iron with several
file system modules.
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to load, check, and potentially repair all metadata blocks
in Ψ(b) before allowing the op to proceed. Thereafter
(with help from Rule #3), Iron does not change anything
in Ψ(b) that revokes that state of b, thereby preserving
Rule #23. This is true even if b is modified by the op.

Let’s look a little closer at the essential set. All ancestor
blocks of b in the file system tree (Sec. 3.1) trivially be-
long to Ψ(b). This includes any ancestor indirect blocks
of b within its inode, the corresponding inodefile L0, the
ancestor indirect blocks of the inodefile, including the su-
perblock. Iron is invoked through the mount command,
and so no blocks of the file system are in memory at the
start of Iron. Thus, Rule #2 is trivially satisfied for an an-
cestor block because it is always loaded before its child.
In fact, all primary metadata in Ψ(b) can be exhaustively
shown to satisfy this rule; for brevity, we do not list them
here. However, as an example, if b belongs to a user file,
the directory block L0 with the corresponding directory
entry also belongs in Ψ(b), and it is loaded and accessed
before b. Derived metadata associated with b, such as
the refcnt L0 with its refcnt entry, also must be loaded
and checked for consistency. Sec. 4.3 explores an impor-
tant complication with the essential set.

Rule #3, Convergence: As Iron incrementally checks
and repairs metadata, it monotonically expands the por-
tion of the file system metadata that is self-consistent.
Iron ensures that file system metadata is never checked
more than once, and therefore the extra cost of check-
ing the essential set when loading any block diminishes
with the progression of Iron. For example, when a sec-
ond child of block b is loaded, Iron does not repeat the
checking of all primary metadata performed on the first
load of a child of b. Rule #2 ensures that all metadata
associated with new mutations to the file system have
also been checked and are included in the portion of the
file system metadata that is considered self-consistent.
Thus, convergence is guaranteed. This rule implies that
Iron maintains data structures to track its progress, which
leads us to the next rule.

Rule #4, Scalability: Data structures that Iron needs to
track progress must scale with file system size without
requiring additional system memory. The previous two
rules make it clear that Iron makes a single pass over the
file system metadata. Iron scales its data structures with
file system size by storing them in files that are paged
in and out of the WAFL buffer cache [19] much like any
other metafile; they are called Iron status files. Much like
any other file in the file system, all previous rules apply
to the creation, consultation, and mutation of the status
files. In other words, the ever expanding portion of self-
consistent metadata (of Rule #3) includes all status files.

3A new corruption introduced to a block after it has been checked
may violate this statement; Sec. 5 discusses that topic in more detail.

4.2 Iron Status Files

Status files are created and used by Iron for each file
system that it repairs. All status files are deleted upon
completion of Iron. Status files can be broadly classi-
fied into progress indicator metafiles and derived shadow
metafiles.

Progress indicator metafiles: This class of status files
tracks the progress of Iron and avoids repeated work,
both of which are necessary for ensuring Rule #3. One
example is the checked bitmap status file, which is a vec-
tor of bits where the ith bit indicates that the ith block of
the file system has been checked, and repaired if neces-
sary. Because a metadata block can be scavenged from
the buffer cache and subsequently re-read from storage,
this bitmap ensures a given block is processed exactly
once.

Derived shadow metafiles: Iron computes shadow ver-
sions of some derived metadata as it walks the file sys-
tem. On completion, Iron compares the shadow version
with the original version, repairs both manifest and la-
tent corruption in that derived metadata, and discovers
any orphaned resources that are tracked by that meta-
data. One example is the claimed refcnt status file, a list
of shadow integers where the ith integer tracks the refer-
ences to block bi that Iron encounters. On completion,
Iron replaces each refcnt integer with its claimed refcnt
counterpart; a count that changes to zero represents an
orphaned block. Thus, Iron can ignore the correspond-
ing refcnt block when it processes the essential set for
a block; the refcnt L0 in Ψ(bi) is replaced by the cor-
responding claimed refcnt L0. Until Iron completes, the
WAFL write allocator [18] consults both refcnt integers
to decide if a block is free, and freeing a block requires
decrementing both refcnt integers. The claimed refcnt
integer can never underflow because Rule #2 guarantees
that Iron claims a block before freeing it. Sec. 4.4.2 and
Sec. 4.5 discuss the underflow and overflow of a dam-
aged refcnt integer. Iron uses other shadow derived meta-
data in a similar fashion, but all of them are smaller in
size and in complexity than the claimed refcnt file, and
are therefore not discussed here.

4.3 Recursivity Within the Essential Set

Let’s say that bi ∈Ψ(b). When Iron loads bi on behalf of
b, Rule #2 forces a recursive load of all metadata blocks
from Ψ(bi). Although this recursivity implies indefi-
nitely long response times for client ops, we will show
why that is not true in reality; let us look at each type of
metadata in Ψ(b).

[1] Primary metadata: For every primary metadata
block bi ∈ Ψ(b), all primary metadata blocks in Ψ(bi)
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also belong in Ψ(b) (and will therefore have already been
loaded and checked earlier). For example, if bi is an an-
cestor of b, then all ancestors of bi are also ancestors of
b. A similar argument can be made for directory blocks
of Ψ(b) when walking a pathname.

[2] Derived metadata: Depending on the specific de-
rived metadata, let’s say M, Iron breaks this recursion in
one of two ways: (1) It loads and checks all of M during
mount and before client access is allowed, and Rule #3
ensures M is not checked again. This approach is taken
for smaller metadata. (2) Iron does not load or consult M
when it processes the essential set. Instead, it maintains
and updates a derived shadow metafile that corresponds
to M; M is checked only when it is loaded for other file
system activity. We illustrate this approach by using the
refcnt file example.

Let b j be the refcnt L0 block that contains the ith refcnt
integer; clearly, b j ∈ Ψ(bi). Then, the L0 block of the
refcnt file with the jth integer, let’s say bk, belongs in
Ψ(b j). This means that Iron would need to check b j,
bk, and so on, possibly checking the entire refcnt file to
load bi, which would result in unpredictable operational
latencies. As described in Sec. 4.2, instead of loading
and checking b j, Iron increments the ith claimed refcnt
integer4. This breaks the recursion, and b j is checked
later.

Thus, the number of yet-to-be-checked blocks in Ψ(b)
is quite small in practice. The analysis in this section
can be used to prove freedom from deadlocks even when
essential sets of concurrent client ops happen to overlap;
we cannot present a formal proof due to lack of space.

4.4 Repairing Manifest Corruption

Depending on the type of metadata, Iron chooses from
two techniques—tombstoning and quarantining—to han-
dle manifest corruption.

4.4.1 Tombstoning Primary Metadata

Sec. 3.1 explains why damaged primary metadata in
WAFL cannot be repaired, which is true with offline re-
pair as well. Before making the file system available to
clients, Iron checks the higher part of the file system tree
hierarchy, such as the superblock, the inodefile blocktree,
and the root directory. Iron aborts if corruption is de-

4Because WAFL is a COW file system, a claimed refcnt increment
results in that claimed refcnt L0 getting written to a new location, let’s
say block bn, which in turn requires the nth claimed refcnt integer to
be incremented, and so on. This is a different type of recursion that
impacts most allocation bitmaps in WAFL. The WAFL block allocator
finds free blocks colocated in the block number space, and therefore
this recursion converges very quickly. Previous publications [32, 33]
detail how recursion during decrements (due to frees) converge.

tected there; the file system is not considered repairable.
The customer can then choose between restoration from
a recent snapshot (stored locally or remotely) or manual
stitch-up of the file system by skilled technicians with
direct access to the storage media.

Data structures in the lower part of the file system tree
hierarchy with manifest corruptions are tombstoned by
setting them to a corresponding zero value or to a spe-
cial value that WAFL code paths recognize. If the whole
block is unreliable, its entire content is tombstoned. A
client read op that encounters it—say, a tombstoned child
pointer in an indirect block of a user file—returns an ap-
propriate error. A subsequent mutation can change the
tombstone to a legal value. For example, a client op
that writes to an offset in that file corresponding to the
range covered by that child pointer replaces the tomb-
stone. Tombstoning a child pointer results in an orphaned
sub-tree, which is eventually recovered and placed into
lost+found by Iron. Much as in traditional repair, the ad-
ministrator can choose to stitch it back into the file sys-
tem, but in concert with the application accessing it. If
the administrator chooses otherwise, the data structures
remain tombstoned until they are overwritten or deleted
by new mutations. Given Rule #2, and that WAFL es-
chews redundancy within primary metadata (to avoid the
associated performance overhead), we conclude:

Conclusion 1. The repair of manifest corruption in pri-
mary metadata of WAFL by offline repair is no better
than repair by Iron.5

4.4.2 Quarantining Derived Metadata

If Iron encounters manifest corruption in a derived data
structure, it quarantines the data structure by setting it to
a corresponding well-known and conservative value that
protects the resource that it tracks. The well-known value
never overflows or underflows, which allows WAFL code
paths to navigate past invariants that use it. If an entire
block of derived metadata is deemed to be unreliable,
then every data structure in it is quarantined. On com-
pletion, all quarantined structures are set to their corre-
sponding values computed by Iron. Thus, given that all
damage to derived metadata is quarantined before con-
sulted by file system operations, and that the quarantined
value conservatively protects the resource that it tracks,
we conclude:

Conclusion 2. Iron guarantees that mutations to the file
system can never cause new or additional corruption due
to existing manifest corruption in derived metadata.

5Offline repair in a file system with redundancy in primary metadata
could stitch an orphaned subtree back into its correct location, repair
the damaged child pointer, and avoid data loss. Online repair for such
a file system would need to suspend client access to the tombstoned
structure until the orphaned subtree is found.
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The following example helps illustrate this conclusion.
Let’s say that Iron determines a refcnt file L0 to be unre-
liable when it is first loaded, and let’s say that L0 stores
refcnt integers for blocks bi through b(i+n−1) of the file
system. Iron then sets each of those refcnt integers in the
L0 to the quarantined value, thereby ensuring all potential
references to blocks bi to bi+n−1 are conservatively pro-
tected. In other words, the WAFL write allocator consid-
ers them unavailable for new mutations; note that WAFL
uses COW, and no block is ever written in place. On
completion, Iron resets each quarantined integer to its
claimed refcnt counterpart and returns any unused blocks
back to the free space in the file system.

Given sufficient damage to a specific derived metadata,
Iron might decide that the file system has run out of the
resource tracked by that derived metadata. Sec. 4.6 de-
scribes how this case is handled.

4.5 Repairing Latent Corruption

As Sec. 3.2 explained, a latent corruption is a violation of
some specific file system invariant, and is detected when
a code-path trips on it. We reason about latent corruption
by discussing the different permutations of metadata that
are involved in the violated invariant.

Primary metadata only: Let’s say that all the blocks
involved in the violated invariant are of primary meta-
data. In WAFL, all relationships between primary meta-
data are captured in Ψ(b) for a given primary metadata
block b. In the example from Sec. 3.2, a client op can
access the damaged inode only after accessing that di-
rectory. Therefore, a violation of such an invariant is
conveniently detected as and when each primary meta-
data block is loaded, which leads to:

Conclusion 3. The offline repair of a latent corruption
that violates an invariant across primary metadata of
WAFL can be no better than repair by Iron.

Derived and derived/primary metadata: Derived
metadata typically track persistent resources consumed
by the file system, such as inodes and blocks. We ex-
plore this problem for blocks, and then extend the results
to other derived metadata. The refcnt integer ri tracks the
consumption of the ith block by the file system. Thus, ri
encodes a relationship with block bi; bi may be user data
or metadata (primary or derived).

Let’s say that a latent corruption had made ri incorrect.
As described next, several mutations might be persisted
to the file system before this corruption is eventually de-
tected. WAFL relies exclusively on the child pointer in
bi’s parent block when it frees bi (say due to a file trun-
cation) and decrements ri. On the other hand, the WAFL

write allocator relies exclusively on ri to check if block
bi is free. Thus, code paths that allocate and free blocks
depend exclusively on derived and primary metadata, re-
spectively, and expect them to be consistent. This split-
brain behaviour can result in the morphing of this latent
corruption even before it is detected. The corrupted ri
might be (A) higher or (B) lower than the true value.
If (A), WAFL might eventually leak bi when all refer-
ences to it have been dropped and ri remains non-zero.
The leaked block will be detected by a subsequent run
of Iron. Two possibilities exist with (B): In case (B1):
an eventual decrement causes ri to underflow, which is
detected as a violation. In case (B2), the WAFL write
allocator might incorrectly assign bi to a new write when
ri becomes zero, and the original contents of bi are lost
to the file system. If bi originally contained metadata,
any access through an older reference would detect man-
ifest corruption (signature and context mismatch)6. In
this case as well as case (B1), the file system is marked
as inconsistent, is taken offline, and repair is invoked.

Conclusions 1 and 2 show that Iron handles the manifest
corruption of case (B2) no worse than offline repair does.
In case (B1), if the decrement has been triggered by a
client op, Iron increments the ith claimed refcnt integer
almost immediately after mount because WAFL replays
all client ops after any disruption. Thus, the subsequent
decrement finds a zero value ri but a nonzero claimed re-
fcnt integer. Iron prevents any file system activity from
underflowing a refcnt integer as long as it can decrement
the corresponding claimed refcnt integer. If the decre-
ment has not been triggered by a client op, bi remains
unclaimed until Iron gets to the file that refers to it. Dur-
ing this window, both ri and its claimed refcnt counter-
part are zero, and the WAFL write allocator may use bi
for a new block; that scenario is subsumed by case (B2).

Although offline repair averts the previously mentioned
window because no new blocks are being written to the
file system, it should be noted that case (B2) may also
occur during runtime before the latent corruption is de-
tected and recovery is initiated. Thus, in practice, the
use of Iron does not introduce significant additional risk
beyond what existed earlier.

This entire argument can be replicated for any resource
that is similarly tracked by derived metadata and tracked
separately by Iron shadow metadata. Latent corruption
in derived metadata that is checked before client access
is allowed to the file system can be found and repaired
early on. This leads to:

Conclusion 4. The repair by Iron of latent corruption
6If bi contained user data, it is lost. Independent of whether bi con-

tained user data or metadata, its re-allocation does not create a security
risk because access via the original parent of bi will fail the context
check, and return an error instead of the new content stored in bi.
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that violates a relationship across derived and/or pri-
mary metadata is no worse than that by offline repair.

Miscellaneous metadata: WAFL maintains extensive
auxiliary metadata that are computed using information
from other derived metadata. Such auxiliary metadata
typically are used to enable specific features or better file
system performance. The WAFL file system can typi-
cally survive corruption to such metadata, but when Iron
is invoked, it can repair these structures while the file
system runs with decreased performance or with those
specific features disabled. We have found that customers
are willing to tolerate such temporal deficiencies for con-
tinued data availability.

4.6 Running Out of a Resource

The end of Sec. 4.4.2 discussed a problem scenario that
relates to the quarantining of a sufficiently large amount
of derived metadata. It might result in premature exhaus-
tion of the file system resource tracked by that metadata,
before Iron completes. For example, sufficient quaran-
tining of the refcnt metadata might cause the file system
to run out of space. The WAFL block allocator is de-
signed to offline the file system gracefully in this case.
Because the file system is still marked as corrupt (Iron
never completed), the file system is now repaired by us-
ing Iron in offline mode (more information in Sec. 6). It
is important to note that no mutations are lost in this sce-
nario. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not
been encountered in the field thus far.

4.7 Three Phases of Iron

[1] Mount: ONTAP mounts the inconsistent WAFL file
system when it is brought online with the Iron option.
To allow faster access to clients, Iron limits the amount
of metadata that is checked at mount. As described in
Sec. 4.4.1, key metadata in the upper part of the file sys-
tem tree hierarchy are checked. Based on the physical
storage devices, various limits on file system resources
are computed (such as number of blocks) and are used as
ceilings for various global counters. Auxiliary metadata,
such as hints for speeding up the search for free space,
are checked. Based on those hints, the block allocator
is primed by prefetching refcnt file blocks. Detection of
manifest corruption results in the quarantining of refcnt
integers and further loading of refcnt blocks until suffi-
cient free space has been confirmed. The Iron status files
are created and updated to reflect the checking performed
thus far. As described in Sec. 4.4.1, Iron aborts if mount-
time checks do not complete. Otherwise, client access is
allowed.

[2] File system scan: Metadata are checked on-demand
(based on client access) and through background scans,
each of which selects an inode and walks its blocktree.
Leaf nodes of metafiles are also checked. Progress indi-
cator status files ensure that each block is checked once.

As client mutations are processed, the WAFL write al-
locator prefetches more blocks of the refcnt file to find
more free space. The background walk of crucial de-
rived metadata, such as the refcnt file, typically com-
pletes early, and all quarantining that affects free space
accounting is in place. Recall that Iron status files track
both validated and new data written by clients, so the
validated portion of the file system continually increases.
Due to space constraints, we do not describe our imple-
mentation in more detail.

[3] Completion: After the entire file system has
been walked, the derived shadow metadata—which,
now accurately represent all resource consumption—are
swapped with their counterparts; quarantined structures
are removed. Status files are deleted subsequently and
the file system is marked as consistent.

5 Analysis and Some History
This section describes some deficiencies in the initial
version of Iron and some improvements that were made
over the years.

[1] New corruption: Regular file system access is al-
lowed during online repair, which means that if the file
system was originally corrupted by a software bug, it
could reoccur during the repair process. Therefore, it is
difficult for any efficient online repair tool to guarantee
file system consistency on completion. Earlier versions
of Iron also have this “flaw”. Although it has never been
observed, it is possible for the Iron status metadata to
be corrupted by such a bug, which might have a bigger
impact on the guarantees that Iron provides. Sec. 5.1 ad-
dresses this issue.

[2] Mount-time performance: The first version of Iron
(circa 2003) checked the indirect blocks of the blocktrees
of all derived metadata during mount. However, this
meant longer mount times, and therefore a longer wait
for restoration of client access to the file system. The
mount phase was subsequently thinned, and larger de-
rived metadata (that scale linearly with file system size)
are now checked asynchronously post mount. Quaran-
tining occurs at any level of the indirect blocktree of a
derived metafile. Latent corruption in derived metadata
is addressed by the hardening techniques of Sec. 5.1.

[3] Performance of client ops: In its original version,
Iron checked the entire indirect blocktree of a given in-
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ode before a client (or internal) op could access any block
of that file. Thus, the original definition of Ψ(b) in-
cluded all indirect blocks in the blocktree of any inode
in the ancestory hierarchy of b, thereby ensuring Rule
#2 when exposing file attribute state to clients, such as
size or block count. In its early days, WAFL was primar-
ily optimized for homedir-style engineering workloads
with many small to medium-sized files, and so the time
to first-access of a file was not too significant. With the
deployment of critical database and virtualization work-
loads on WAFL, GiB- and TiB-sized files became in-
creasingly common. Irreversibility of attributes such as
block count for files that host databases or VM disks
is not a strict requirement. Thereafter, the definition of
Ψ(b) was refined (to that in Sec. 4.1) to exclude non-
ancestor blocks of b in the file system tree, but without
any risk to the repair process. Sec. 5.2 describes addi-
tional performance improvement.

5.1 WAFL Metadata Integrity Protection

Two techniques, incremental checksums and digest-
based auditing [34], were introduced circa 2012 to pro-
tect much of the WAFL file system metadata from mem-
ory scribbles and logic bugs [23]. Sec. 7.5 of [34]
shows the resultant drop in corruption incidents in cus-
tomer systems, thereby dramatically reducing the need
for Iron. In addition, there are two crucial implications
for Iron: (1) Iron status files are now protected by these
techniques, which squarely addresses the first deficiency
described in Sec. 5; (2) it removes one key reason for
the on-demand update of shadow derived metadata while
processing client ops; more in the next section.

5.2 Lazy Block Claiming (LBC)

After mount-time outages were reduced, the one im-
portant remaining problem with Iron was the impact to
client ops. As explained earlier, Iron must process the
corresponding essential set before a file system op can
be given access to a block. Because recursivity in de-
rived metadata has been solved, the cost of processing
any block in Ψ is dominated by: (1) loading and con-
sulting/updating checked bitmap blocks, and (2) loading
and updating claimed refcnt blocks. These steps require
additional CPU cycles and random I/Os to storage; the
randomness is also a function of client access patterns.
Lazy Block Claiming (LBC) was introduced to address
this overhead.

The on-demand update of claimed refcnt metadata (or
any derived metadata) guarantees that resources accessed
by a client op are henceforth protected, thereby preserv-
ing Rule #2. Thus, when a client op accesses block bi,

the on-demand increment of the ith claimed refcnt inte-
ger protects bi from being re-allocated due to a corrupted
refcnt integer. Latent corruption in the refcnt metadata is
eliminated by the integrity techniques of Sec. 5.1. And,
given that manifest corruption results in quarantining,
Rule #2 is now preserved even without on-demand up-
dates of derived metadata, such as claimed refcnts. Thus,
LBC avoids the afore-mentioned costs and enables im-
proved client performance, independent of file size.

This means, after the file system is mounted, the claiming
of the references to each block in the file system occurs
only through the background scans. More importantly,
knobs are provided that control the speed of those back-
ground scans. Thus, the customer can choose between
reducing the impact of Iron scans to client workloads
and how quickly Iron completes processing the entire file
system.

5.3 Additional Enhancements to Iron

This section outlines in-progress and productized im-
provements; a future paper will cover them. First, con-
current access of Iron status files within the WAFL par-
allelism model [17] is required to truly minimize the im-
pact of Iron on client performance. Second, the customer
still experiences outage from the time the WAFL aggre-
gate is offlined until Iron is started. Incremental Autoheal
Iron [11] builds on the principles described in Sec. 4.1 to
provide true zero disruption. When Autoheal detects a
corruption at runtime, it tombstones or quarantines, sim-
ulates a minimal emptying of the buffer cache, and op-
tionally kicks off a background scan to check and repair
a defined set of metadata based on the corruption. De-
pending on the results of the scan, a larger subset of the
metadata might be scanned next. Such incremental gran-
ular repair is ideal because, as mentioned earlier, only
a few metadata blocks are typically damaged in WAFL.
ONTAP 9.1 introduced FlexGroup technology [7, 42]—
it allows a file system to span multiple physical nodes in
a cluster. Offlining an entire FlexGroup on the detection
of a corruption is obviously not an option; ONTAP 9.1
includes an early version of Autoheal.

6 Topics in Practice
This section presents some selected topics that relate to
the implementation of Iron.

Location of status files: The implementation allows for
Iron status files to be stored within the file system being
repaired or in a different WAFL file system; both choices
are equally safe. By storing it remotely, the customer can
isolate to a separate set of storage devices the extra I/Os
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required to read and update status files.

Offline mode for Iron: In this mode, Iron provides
WAFLCheck-like behaviour. Thus, client access is disal-
lowed and Iron cannot write to the physical storage of the
file system. Iron stores its status files remotely. Corrup-
tions that Iron fixes are appended as a sequence of tuples
to a log file stored in a different file system. Each tu-
ple includes the contents of the file system block and its
physical location that the WAFL write allocator chose.
Eventually, the administrator is given the choice to com-
mit all or none of the repair. If the former choice is made,
the log file is “replayed” and the content of the log is
written out at the appropriate locations in the file system.

Aggregates and FlexVols: ONTAP hosts and exports
hundreds of FlexVol® volumes on a shared pool of of
physical storage called an aggregate [20]. Each FlexVol
and aggregate is a WAFL file system. When corruption
is detected, the aggregate file system is tagged as corrupt,
is offlined, and is eventually remounted with Iron. Hun-
dreds of applications hosted on the FlexVols gain early
access to their data. Our field data show that typically a
handful of blocks from a few FlexVols are damaged. At
worst, a few of the applications might be halted if they
access tombstoned structures; they can be restarted after
that data is recovered from backup or from lost+found.
However, other applications see minimal disruption.

Field data: In an analysis of corruptions seen across
∼250,000 customer systems during a recent six-month
period, approximately a third were attributed to software
bugs, another third to media errors (while RAID was run-
ning in degraded mode), and the rest to a mix of manual
configuration error or unknown reasons. In each case, the
total number of corrupted metadata blocks was less than
10. In very rare cases when hundreds of blocks are dam-
aged (due to silent hardware failures), customers typi-
cally restore from backup/snapshots or use offline repair.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance characteris-
tics of Iron. As explained earlier, a WAFL file system
being repaired has at worst tens of damaged metadata
blocks. The extra cost of repairing those blocks is un-
detectable compared with the cost of checking the entire
file system.. Therefore, no actual corruption is required
in the datasets of the following experiments. We discuss
client outage times, the overhead of running Iron, and
how it interferes with a real-world workload. Unless oth-
erwise mentioned, all experiments were conducted on a
lower-end system with 16 Intel Sandy Bridge cores and
64 GiB DRAM to accentuate the impact of Iron.

Figure 1: Client outage time in seconds on a logarithmic scale
with increasing file system size.

7.1 Memory and Storage Overhead

Iron metafiles are paged in and out of the buffer cache
like any other file in the file system. The storage space
that the metafiles consume is approximately 32 MiB
(checked bitmap) and 0.5 GiB (claimed refcnt) per TiB
of file system size, and is 4 MiB (link count) per million
inodes in the file system. Together with other metafiles
(not presented in this paper), it adds up to around 0.05%
of the file system size. The in-memory data structures
that Iron uses add up to a few KiB of extra memory. This
extra requirement in memory and storage is negligible on
all configurations of ONTAP.

7.2 Outage Time with Iron

Fig. 1 plots on a logarithmic scale client outage time with
increasing file system size (used space) on the lower-end
system. Outage was measured from when the command
to online the WAFL file system (with the Iron option)
was issued to when the file system was first exposed to
clients. Thus, this experiment measured the time taken
to check metadata during mount. Numerous drives were
used to avoid I/O bottlenecks, and no other load was
applied on the system. The experiment was run thrice:
with Iron in offline mode, with classic Iron (mentioned in
Sec. 5) in which derived metadata were checked during
mount, and with the current version of Iron in which in-
direct blocks of all large derived metafiles were checked
post-mount. Iron employs the same level of parallelism
for checking metadata in each mode, thereby ensuring
fairness.

Iron in offline mode performs similarly to the now-
obsolete WAFLCheck tool, and outage time is obviously
the time to complete Iron. Offline repair is clearly im-
practical for enterprises—a 10 TiB file system takes 2+
hours to repair. Outage times with the current version
of Iron are an order of magnitude less than the times re-
ported by classic Iron; 6.9s and 100s, respectively, for 10
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Figure 2: CPU cost (µs/op) of random reads

TiB. Outage times with the current Iron tool are almost
independent of the file system size; mount without Iron
(not shown) takes around 1s for any file system size.

7.3 Performance Overhead of Iron

Next, we present the overhead associated with Iron in
terms of CPU cycles and storage I/Os—the two impor-
tant metrics that IT architects use for sizing storage sys-
tems and applications. LBC was instrumental in mak-
ing Iron’s overhead more predictable and therefore prac-
tical. The worst case overhead on low-end systems is
25%. Note that most of our systems do not experience
that level of overhead. We used a worst-case random read
workload—it reduced the overlap between the essential
set for a given client read with that of a previous one—
thereby maximizing the amount of on-demand work that
Iron performs. A read-only workload was used to keep
the analysis simple; there was no material change in the
results when client writes were added in.

7.3.1 Cost in CPU Cycles

Several NFS clients directed a random read workload of
25 MiB/s to a 18 TiB dataset that comprised 450 files,
each of size 40 GiB on the lower-end system. To avoid
perturbation from I/O bottlenecks, the storage was all-
SSD. The experiment was run without Iron, with Iron and
LBC disabled, and with current Iron (LBC enabled). To
make the comparison fair, the background Iron scan was
disabled for the first one hour of the run without LBC—
so all Iron work was triggered only on-demand by the
client reads.

CPU cost is computed by adding up all the cycles that
the file system code paths (including Iron) use and divid-
ing that value by the number of client operations serviced
for a given time interval. Fig. 2 compares that cost (mea-

Figure 3: Throughput in MiB/s when random reads are di-
rected to a repairing (without LBC) file system

sured as µs/op) on a logarithmic scale. The baseline read
op cost averages 160 µs’ worth of CPU cycles; it includes
the processing for misses in the buffer cache.

In the Iron run without LBC, about 4 to 8 primary meta-
data blocks are checked for each client read in the early
portion of the experiment. Each checked indirect block
may have up to 256 children that are unlikely to be colo-
cated, and requires random updates to the claimed re-
fcnt metafile. In the early portion of the experiment,
this costs an extra 7.8 ms’ worth of cycles. Over time,
a client read finds that more of its essential set is already
checked, and the Iron overhead drops. Almost all meta-
data has been checked by the 40-min mark, and the cost
flattens to about 190 µs; the extra 30 µs is the unavoid-
able cost of consulting the checked bitmap. The small
bump at the 60-min mark coincides with the start of the
background scan (which completes soon after because
on-demand checking has already done the job). With
LBC, the overhead of random I/Os to the claimed refcnt
metafile is moved from client ops to the slow-running
background scan. Thus, after the initial spike to check
important metadata, such as inodes and directory entries,
the cost flattens to 200 µs; the still-running background
scan costs the extra 10 µs.

7.3.2 Cost in I/O Bandwidth

The previous experiment was modified to use SATA hard
drives (so storage I/Os were no longer “cheap”), and the
client load was lowered to 11.5 MiB/s which is commen-
surate with the I/O capability of that storage media.

Fig. 3 shows the client throughput and the raw reads and
writes to the drives in MiB/s. To simplify the analy-
sis, Iron without LBC was started at the 10-min mark of
the experiment, and the background walk of the file sys-
tem was disabled (until the 110-min mark). The client
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Figure 4: Impact of Iron with and without LBC on latency
(right-side y-axis) and on throughput (left-side y-axis) at a
steady applied load of 40k SPC-1 IOPS.

throughput and raw reads are identical until the 10-min
mark. The remount (to start Iron) at the 10-min mark
empties the buffer cache. This is followed by a spike
in writes to storage as Iron status metafiles undergo fre-
quent updates. The remaining disk bandwidth is divided
between reading the user inode leaf nodes and Iron sta-
tus files. Thus, for the first 40 mins of Iron only about
10% to 18% of the disk bandwidth is used for read-
ing the leaf nodes of user files. By 90 mins the essen-
tial set for most client reads has already been checked,
but checked bitmap consultations require a continual and
fixed amount of read bandwidth. The impact due to back-
ground scans is seen after the 110-min mark. With LBC
enabled (not shown here), the drop in client throughput
is mostly a function of the rate at which Iron background
scans run, which is typically set to a low default.

7.4 Impact on Clients

Several clients were used to apply a steady load
of reads/writes to model the query/update ops of a
database/OLTP application; this was based on the Stor-
age Performance Council Benchmark-1 (SPC-1) [16].
Iron was started soon after. LBC was designed primarily
for helping database/OLTP applications, which are quite
latency-sensitive to any additional CPU or I/O overhead.
To accentuate the impact of Iron, the experiment was
configured on a low-end system with 8 AMD Opteron
cores, 32 GiB DRAM, and SATA HDDs. The back-
ground Iron scans were allowed to run in this experiment.

Fig. 4 shows that without Iron the clients achieve the en-
tire applied throughput of 40k IOPS with average laten-
cies under 30 ms. With Iron, both metrics improve as
a larger portion of the metadata is checked. With LBC,
these metrics are 2 to 5 times better early on, and they

soon converge to a steady 75% of the applied through-
put. In theory, WAFL parallelism should be unaffected
by Iron because checking (both on-demand and by way
of scan) can run concurrently with other client opera-
tions in the WAFL MP model [17]. However, one last
project to achieve full parallelism is still in progress, af-
ter which we expect the impact of Iron (with LBC) to
be much smaller. Because the background scans limit
some of the potential parallelism, client operations in the
run with LBC show poorer latencies past the half-way
point. In the run without LBC, the on-demand work has
finished much of the scan’s job by that point. The slow
increase in latency in the baseline run (until 20 min) is
due to the initial aging of the file system.

Many of our customer systems use SSDs and are not
low-end, and therefore see less impact with Iron. As
mentioned earlier, Iron is run under the supervision of
NetApp support, and customers are aware that an incon-
sistent file system is being recovered. We find that they
greatly appreciate the continued uptime for their applica-
tions, even with reduced performance. As improvements
to Iron have reduced the impact to clients over the years,
we also find that customers have become less concerned
with Iron completion times as long as progress indicators
provide a time estimate. But, as an example, Iron com-
pletion time with a default scan speed on the lower-end
system is 0.48 hour per TiB dataset resident on SSDs and
1 hour per TiB dataset resident on hard drives, even while
sustaining a random-read client workload of 470 MiB/s
and 255 MiB/s, respectively. Impact on home-directory
style workloads is not presented due to lack of space.
The impact is typically less than that on database/OLTP
workloads because the files themselves are small, and
each indirect block has few children. However, datasets
with very large directories (millions of entries) are af-
fected to a greater extent; future work is planned to make
the checking of directories truly asynchronous to client
operations.

8 Conclusion
This paper explains the importance of online repair to en-
terprises. It explains how Iron provides the same quality
of repair as offline repair does, even while allowing client
access to the file system. It presents some implemen-
tation detail, history, and performance evaluation. To
the best of our knowledge, this publication is the first to
present fully functional enterprise quality online repair.
A follow-up paper will present implementation details
and the enhancements mentioned in Sec. 5.3. We thank
the many WAFL engineers who contributed to Iron over
the years; they are too many to list. We also thank our
reviewers and shepherd for their invaluable feedback.
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Abstract

Solid-state drives (SSDs) are used in a wide array of
computer systems today, including in datacenters and en-
terprise servers. As the I/O demands of these systems
continue to increase, manufacturers are evolving SSD ar-
chitectures to keep up with this demand. For example,
manufacturers have introduced new high-bandwidth in-
terfaces to replace the conventional SATA host–interface
protocol. These new interfaces, such as the NVMe proto-
col, are designed specifically to enable the high amounts
of concurrent I/O bandwidth that SSDs are capable of
delivering.

While modern SSDs with sophisticated features such
as the NVMe protocol are already on the market, exist-
ing SSD simulation tools have fallen behind, as they do
not capture these new features. We find that state-of-the-
art SSD simulators have three shortcomings that prevent
them from accurately modeling the performance of real
off-the-shelf SSDs. First, these simulators do not model
critical features of new protocols (e.g., NVMe), such as
their use of multiple application-level queues for requests
and the elimination of OS intervention for I/O request
processing. Second, these simulators often do not accu-
rately capture the impact of advanced SSD maintenance
algorithms (e.g., garbage collection), as they do not prop-
erly or quickly emulate steady-state conditions that can
significantly change the behavior of these algorithms in
real SSDs. Third, these simulators do not capture the
full end-to-end latency of I/O requests, which can incor-
rectly skew the results reported for SSDs that make use
of emerging non-volatile memory technologies. By not
accurately modeling these three features, existing sim-
ulators report results that deviate significantly from real
SSD performance.

In this work, we introduce a new simulator, called
MQSim, that accurately models the performance of
both modern SSDs and conventional SATA-based SSDs.
MQSim faithfully models new high-bandwidth protocol
implementations, steady-state SSD conditions, and the
full end-to-end latency of requests in modern SSDs. We
validate MQSim, showing that it reports performance re-
sults that are only 6%-18% apart from the measured ac-
tual performance of four real state-of-the-art SSDs. We
show that by modeling critical features of modern SSDs,
MQSim uncovers several real and important issues that
were not captured by existing simulators, such as the per-
formance impact of inter-flow interference. We have re-
leased MQSim as an open-source tool, and we hope that
it can enable researchers to explore directions in new and
different areas.

1 Introduction
Solid-state drives (SSDs) are widely used in today’s
computer systems. Due to their high throughput, low re-

sponse time, and decreasing cost, SSDs have replaced
traditional magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs) in many
datacenters and enterprise servers, as well as in consumer
devices. As the I/O demand of both enterprise and con-
sumer applications continues to grow, SSD architectures
are rapidly evolving to deliver improved performance.

For example, a major innovation has been the intro-
duction of new host interfaces to the SSD. In the past,
many SSDs made use of the Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment (SATA) protocol [67], which was originally
designed for HDDs. Over time, SATA has proven to be
inefficient for SSDs, as it cannot enable the fast I/O ac-
cesses and millions of I/O operations per second (IOPS)
that contemporary SSDs are capable of delivering. New
protocols such as NVMe [63] overcome these barriers
as they are designed specifically for the high through-
put available in SSDs. NVMe enables high throughput
and low latency for I/O requests through its use of the
multi-queue SSD (MQ-SSD) concept. While SATA ex-
poses only a single request port to the OS, MQ-SSD pro-
tocols provide multiple request queues to directly expose
applications to the SSD device controller. This allows
(1) an application to bypass OS intervention for I/O re-
quest processing, and (2) the SSD controller to schedule
I/O requests based on how busy the SSD’s resources are.
As a result, the SSD can make higher-performance I/O
request scheduling decisions.

As SSDs and their associated protocols evolve to keep
pace with changing system demands, the research com-
munity needs simulation tools that reliably model these
new features. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art SSD simu-
lators do not model a number of key properties of mod-
ern SSDs that are already on the market. We evaluate
several real modern SSDs, and find that state-of-the-art
simulators do not capture three features that are critical
to accurately model modern SSD behavior.

First, these simulators do not correctly model the
multi-queue approach used in modern SSD protocols. In-
stead, they implement only the single-queue approach
used in HDD-based protocols such as SATA. As a result,
existing simulators do not capture (1) the high amount of
request-level parallelism and (2) the lack of OS interven-
tion in modern SSDs.

Second, many simulators do not adequately model
steady-state behavior within a reasonable amount of sim-
ulation time. A number of fundamental SSD main-
tenance algorithms, such as garbage collection [11–
13, 23], are not executed when an SSD is new (i.e., no
data has been written to the drive). As a result, manufac-
turers design these maintenance algorithms to work best
when an SSD reaches the steady-state operating point
(i.e., after all of the pages within the SSD have been
written to at least once) [71]. However, simulators that
cannot capture steady-state behavior (within a reasonable
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simulation time) perform these maintenance algorithms
on a new SSD. As such, many existing simulators do
not adequately capture algorithm behavior under realistic
conditions, and often report unrealistic SSD performance
results (as we discuss in Section 3.2).

Third, these simulators do not capture the full end-to-
end latency of performing I/O requests. Existing sim-
ulators capture only the part of the request latency that
takes place during intra-SSD operations. However, many
emerging high-speed non-volatile memories greatly re-
duce the latency of intra-SSD operations, and, thus, the
uncaptured parts of the latency now make up a signif-
icant portion of the overall request latency. For exam-
ple, in Intel Optane SSDs, which make use of 3D XPoint
memory [9, 25], the overhead of processing a request and
transferring data over the system I/O bus (e.g., PCIe) is
much higher than the memory access latency [16]. By
not capturing the full end-to-end latency, existing simu-
lators do not report the true performance of SSDs with
new and emerging memory technologies.

Based on our evaluation of real modern SSDs, we find
that these three features are essential for a simulator to
capture. Because existing simulators do not model these
features adequately, their results deviate significantly
from the performance of real SSDs. Our goal in this
work is to develop a new SSD simulator that can faith-
fully model the features and performance of both modern
multi-queue SSDs and conventional SATA-based SSDs.

To this end, we introduce MQSim, a new simulator that
provides an accurate and flexible framework for evaluat-
ing SSDs. MQSim addresses the three shortcomings we
found in existing simulators, by (1) providing detailed
models of both conventional (e.g., SATA) and modern
(e.g., NVMe) host interfaces; (2) accurately and quickly
modeling steady-state SSD behavior; and (3) measuring
the full end-to-end latency of a request, from the time
an application enqueues a request to the time the request
response arrives at the host. To allow MQSim to adapt
easily to future SSD developments, we employ a mod-
ular design for the simulator. Our modular approach
allows users to easily modify the implementation of a
single component (e.g., I/O scheduler, address mapping)
without the need to change other parts of the simulator.
We provide two execution modes for MQSim: (1) stan-
dalone execution, and (2) integrated execution with the
gem5 full-system simulator [8]. We validate the perfor-
mance reported by MQSim using several real SSDs. We
find that the response time results reported by MQSim
are very close to the response times of the real SSDs,
with an average (maximum) error of only 11% (18%) for
real storage workload traces.

By faithfully modeling the major features found in
modern SSDs, MQSim can uncover several issues that
existing simulators are unable to demonstrate. One such
issue is the performance impact of inter-flow interference
in modern MQ-SSDs. For two or more concurrent flows
(i.e., streams of I/O requests from multiple applications),
there are three major sources of interference: (1) the
write cache, (2) the mapping table, and (3) the I/O sched-
uler. Using MQSim, we find that inter-flow interference
leads to significant unfairness (i.e., the interference slows

down each flow unequally) in modern SSDs. This is
a major concern, as fairness is a first-class design goal
in modern computing platforms [4, 17, 19, 31, 37, 56–
60, 66, 73–76, 80, 84, 88]. Unfairness reduces the pre-
dictability of the I/O latency and throughput for each
flow, and can allow a malicious flow to deny or delay
I/O service to other, benign flows.

We have made MQSim available as an open source
tool to the research community [1]. We hope that
MQSim enables researchers to explore directions in sev-
eral new and different areas.

We make the following key contributions in this work:
• We use real off-the-shelf SSDs to show that state-

of-the-art SSD simulators do not adequately capture
three important properties of modern SSDs: (1) the
multi-queue model used by modern host–interface
protocols such as NVMe, (2) steady-state SSD behav-
ior, and (3) the end-to-end I/O request latency.

• We introduce MQSim, a simulator that accurately
models both modern NVMe-based and conventional
SATA-based SSDs. To our knowledge, MQSim is
the first publicly-available SSD simulator to faithfully
model the NVMe protocol. We validate the results re-
ported by MQSim against several real state-of-the-art
multi-queue SSDs.

• We demonstrate how MQSim can uncover important
issues in modern SSDs that existing simulators cannot
capture, such as the impact of inter-flow interference
on fairness and system performance.

2 Background
In this section, we provide a brief background on multi-
queue SSD (MQ-SSD) devices. First, we discuss the in-
ternal organization of an MQ-SSD (Section 2.1). Next,
we discuss host–interface protocols commonly used by
SSDs (Section 2.2). Finally, we discuss how the SSD
flash translation layer (FTL) handles requests and per-
forms maintenance tasks (Section 2.3).

2.1 SSD Internals
Modern MQ-SSDs are typically built using NAND flash
memory chips. NAND flash memory [11, 12] supports
read and write operations at the granularity of a flash
page (typically 4 kB). Inside the NAND flash chips, mul-
tiple pages are grouped together into a flash block, which
is the granularity at which erase operations take place.
Flash writes can take place only to pages that are erased
(i.e., free). To minimize the write latency, MQ-SSDs per-
form out-of-place updates (i.e., when a logical page is
updated, its data is written to a different, free physical
page, and the logical-to-physical mapping is updated).
This avoids the need to erase the old physical page dur-
ing a write operation. Instead, the old page is marked as
invalid, and a garbage collection procedure [11–13, 23]
reclaims invalid physical pages in the background.

Figure 1 shows the internal organization of an MQ-
SSD. The components inside the MQ-SSD are divided
into two groups: (1) the back end, which includes the
memory devices; and (2) the front end, which includes
the control and management units. The memory de-
vices (e.g., NAND flash memory [11, 12], phase-change
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Figure 1: Organization of an MQ-SSD. As highlighted in the figure ( 1 , 2 , 3 ), our MQSim simulator captures
several aspects of MQ-SSDs not modeled by existing simulators.

memory [42], STT-MRAM [40], 3D XPoint [9]) in the
back end are organized in a highly-hierarchical manner
to maximize I/O concurrency. The back end contains
multiple independent bus channels, which connect the
memory devices to the front end. Each channel con-
nects to one or more memory chips. For a NAND flash
memory based SSD, each NAND flash chip is typically
divided into multiple dies, where each die can indepen-
dently execute memory commands. All of the dies within
a chip share a common communication interface. Each
die is made up of one or more planes, which are arrays of
flash cells. Each plane contains multiple blocks. Multi-
ple planes within a single die can execute memory oper-
ations in parallel only if each plane is executing the same
command on the same address offset within the plane.

In an MQ-SSD, the front end includes three major
components [47]. (1) The host–interface logic (HIL)
implements the protocol used to communicate with the
host (Section 2.2). (2) The flash translation layer (FTL)
manages flash resources and processes I/O requests (Sec-
tion 2.3). (3) The flash chip controllers (FCCs) send
commands to and transfer data to/from the memory chips
in the back end. The front end contains on-board DRAM,
which is used by the three components to cache applica-
tion data and store data structures for flash management.

2.2 Host–Interface Logic
The HIL plays a critical role in leveraging the inter-
nal parallelism of the NAND flash memory to provide
higher I/O performance to the host. The SATA pro-
tocol [67] is commonly used for conventional SSDs,
due to widespread support for SATA on enterprise and
client systems. SATA employs Native Command Queu-
ing (NCQ), which allows the SSD to concurrently exe-
cute I/O requests. NCQ allows the SSD to schedule mul-
tiple I/O requests based on which back end resources are
currently idle [29, 50].

The NVM Express (NVMe) protocol [63] was de-
signed to alleviate the bottlenecks of SATA [90], and to
enable scalable, high-bandwidth, and low-latency com-
munication over the PCIe bus. When an application is-
sues an I/O request in NVMe, it bypasses the I/O stack
in the OS and the block layer queue, and instead directly
inserts the request into a submission queue (SQ in Fig-
ure 1) dedicated to the application. The SSD then selects
a request from the SQ, performs the request, and inserts

the request’s job completion information (e.g., ack, read
data) into the request completion queue (CQ) for the cor-
responding application. NVMe has already been widely
adopted in modern SSD products [30, 64, 79, 85, 86].

2.3 Flash Translation Layer
The FTL executes on a microprocessor within the SSD,
performing I/O requests and flash management proce-
dures [11, 12]. Handling an I/O request in the FTL re-
quires four steps for an SSD using NVMe. First, when
the HIL selects a request from the SQ, it inserts the re-
quest into a device-level queue. Second, the HIL breaks
the request down into multiple flash transactions, where
each transaction is at the granularity of a single page.
Next, the FTL checks if the request is a write. If it is,
and the MQ-SSD supports write caching, the write cache
management unit stores the data for each transaction in
the write cache space within DRAM, and asks the HIL
to prepare a response. Otherwise, the FTL translates the
logical page address (LPA) of the transaction into a phys-
ical page address (PPA), and enqueues the transaction
into the corresponding chip-level queue. There are sepa-
rate queues for reads (RDQ) and for writes (WRQ). The
transaction scheduling unit (TSU) resolves resource con-
tention among the pending transactions in the chip-level
queue, and sends transactions that can be performed to its
corresponding FCC [20, 78]. Finally, when all transac-
tions for a request finish, the FTL asks the HIL to prepare
a response, which is then delivered to the host.

The address translation module of the FTL plays a
key role in implementing out-of-place updates. When
a transaction writes to an LPA, a page allocation scheme
assigns the LPA to a free PPA. The LPA-to-PPA mapping
is recorded in a mapping table, which is stored within the
non-volatile memory and cached in DRAM (to reduce
the latency of mapping lookups) [24]. When a trans-
action reads from an LPA, the module searches for the
LPA’s mapping and retrieves the PPA.

The FTL is also responsible for memory wearout
management (i.e., wear-leveling) and garbage collection
(GC) [11–13, 23]. GC is triggered when the number
of free pages drops below a threshold. The GC proce-
dure reclaims invalidated pages, by selecting a candidate
block with a high number of invalid pages, moving any
valid pages in the block into a free block, and then eras-
ing the candidate block. Any read and write transactions
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generated during GC are inserted into dedicated read
(GC-RDQ) and write (GC-WRQ) queues. This allows
the transaction scheduling unit to schedule GC-related
requests during idle periods.

3 Simulation Challenges for
Modern MQ-SSDs

In this section, we compare the capabilities of state-of-
the-art SSD simulators to the common features of the
modern SSD devices. As shown in Figure 1, we identify
three significant features of modern SSDs that are not
supported by current simulation tools: 1 multi-queue
support, 2 fast modeling of steady-state behavior, and
3 proper modeling of the end-to-end request latency.

While some of these features are also present in some
conventional SSDs, their lack of support in existing sim-
ulators is more critical when we evaluate modern and
emerging MQ-SSDs, resulting in large deviations be-
tween simulation results and measured performance.

3.1 Multi-Queue Support
A fundamental difference of a modern MQ-SSD from a
conventional SSD is its use of multiple queues that di-
rectly expose the device controller to applications [90].
For conventional SSDs, the OS I/O scheduler coordi-
nates concurrent accesses to the storage devices and en-
sures fairness for co-running applications [66, 68]. MQ-
SSDs eliminate the OS I/O scheduler, and are them-
selves responsible for fairly servicing I/O requests from
concurrently-running applications and guaranteeing high
responsiveness. Exposing application-level queues to the
storage device enables the use of many optimized man-
agement techniques in the MQ-SSD controller, which
can provide high performance and a high level of both
fairness and responsiveness. This is mainly due to the
fact that the device controller can make better schedul-
ing decisions than the OS, as the device controller knows
the current status of the SSD’s internal resources.

We investigate how the performance of a flow1

changes when the flow is concurrently executed with
other flows on real MQ-SSDs. We conduct a set of ex-
periments where we control the intensity of synthetic
workloads that run on four new off-the-shelf MQ-SSDs
released between 2016 and 2017 (see Table 4 and Ap-
pendix A). In each experiment, there are two flows,
Flow-1 and Flow-2, where each flow always keeps its
I/O queue full with only sequential read accesses of 4 kB
average request size. We control the intensity of a flow
by adjusting its I/O queue depth. A deeper I/O queue
results in a more intensive flow. We hold the I/O queue
depth of Flow-1 constant in all experiments, setting it to
8 requests. We sweep eight different values for the I/O
queue depth of Flow-2, ranging from 8 to 1024 requests.

To quantify the I/O service fairness of each device, we
measure the average slowdown of each executed flow,
and then use the slowdown to calculate fairness using
Equation 1. We define the slowdown of a flow fi as
S fi =RT shared

fi
/RT alone

fi
, where RT shared

fi
is the response time

of fi when it is run concurrently with other flows, and

1We assume that each I/O flow uses a separate I/O queue.

RT alone
fi

is the response time of fi when it runs alone. Fair-
ness (F) is calculated as [22, 56, 58]:

F =
MIN

i
{S fi}

MAX
i
{S fi}

(1)

According to the above definition: 0 < F ≤ 1. Lower F
values indicate higher differences between the minimum
and maximum slowdowns of all concurrently-running
flows, which we say is more unfair to the flow that is
slowed down the most. Higher F values are desirable.

Figure 2 depicts the slowdown, normalized throughput
(IOPS), and fairness results when we execute Flow-1
and Flow-2 concurrently on our four target MQ-SSDs
(which we call SSD-A, SSD-B, SSD-C, and SSD-D).
The x-axes in all of the plots in Figure 2 represent the
queue depth (i.e., the flow intensity) of Flow-2 in the ex-
periments. For each SSD, we show three plots from left
to right: (1) the slowdown and normalized throughput of
Flow-1, (2) the slowdown and normalized throughput of
Flow-2, and (3) fairness.
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Figure 2: Performance of Flow-1 (left) and Flow-2

(center), and fairness (right), when flows are concur-
rently executed with different intensities on four real
MQ-SSDs.

We make four major observations from Figure 2.
First, in SSD-A, SSD-B, and SSD-C, the throughput of
Flow-2 substantially increases proportionately with the
queue depth. Aside from the maximum bandwidth avail-
able from the SSD, there is no limit on the through-
put of each I/O flow. Second, Flow-1 is slowed down
significantly due to interference from Flow-2 when the
I/O queue depth of Flow-2 is much greater than that
of Flow-1. Third, for SSD-A, SSD-B, and SSD-C, the
slowdown of Flow-2 becomes almost negligible (i.e., its
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value approaches 1) as the intensity of Flow-2 increases.
Fourth, SSD-D limits the maximum throughput of each
flow, and thus the negative impact of Flow-2 on the per-
formance of Flow-1 is well controlled. Further experi-
ments with a higher number of flows reveal that one flow
cannot exploit more than a quarter of the full I/O band-
width of SSD-D, indicating that SSD-D has some level
of internal fairness control. In contrast, one flow can un-
fairly exploit the full I/O capabilities of the other three
SSDs.

We conclude that (1) the relative intensity of each
flow significantly impacts the throughput delivered to
each flow; and (2) MQ-SSDs with fairness controls, such
as SSD-D, perform differently from MQ-SSDs with-
out fairness controls when the relative intensities of
concurrently-running flows differ. Thus, to accurately
model the performance of MQ-SSDs, an SSD simula-
tor needs to model multiple queues and enable multiple
concurrently-running flows.

3.2 Steady-State Behavior
SSD performance evaluation standards explicitly clar-
ify that the SSD performance should be reported in the
steady state [71].2 As a consequence, pre-conditioning
(i.e., quickly reaching steady state) is an essential re-
quirement for SSD device performance evaluation, in or-
der to ensure that the results are collected in the steady
state. This policy is important for three reasons. First, the
garbage collection (GC) activities are invoked only when
the device has performed a certain number of writes,
which causes the number of free pages in the SSD to
drop below the GC threshold. GC activities interfere
with user I/O activity and can significantly affect the
sustained device performance. However, a fresh out-of-
the-box (FOB) device is unlikely to execute GC. Hence,
performance results on an FOB device are unrealistic as
they would not account for GC [71]. Second, the steady-
state benefits of the write cache may be lower than the
short-term benefits, particularly for write-heavy work-
loads. More precisely, in the steady state, the write cache
is filled with application data and warmed up, and it is
highly likely that no free slot can be allocated to new
write requests. This leads to cache evictions and in-
creased flash write traffic in the back end [33]. Third,
the physical data placement of currently-running appli-
cations is highly dependent on the device usage history
and the data placement of previous processes. For exam-
ple, which physical pages are currently free in the SSD
depends on how previous I/O requests wrote to and in-

2Based on the SNIA definition [71], a device is in the steady state
if its performance variation is limited to a deterministic range.

validated physical pages. As a result, channel- and chip-
level parallelism in SSDs is limited in the steady state.

Although a number of works do successfully precon-
dition and simulate steady-state behavior, many previous
studies have not explored the effect of steady-state be-
havior on their proposals. Instead, their simulations start
with an FOB SSD, and never reach steady state (e.g.,
when each physical page of the SSD has been written
to at least once). Most well-known storage traces are not
large enough to fill the entire storage space of a modern
SSD. Figure 3 shows the total write volume of popular
storage workloads [6, 53–55, 61]. We observe that most
of the workloads have a total write volume that is much
smaller than the storage capacity of most SSDs, with an
average write volume of 60 GB. Even for the few work-
loads that are large enough to fill the SSD, it is time con-
suming for many existing simulators to simulate each I/O
request and reach steady state (see Section 5). Therefore,
it is crucial to have a simulator that enables efficient and
high-performance steady-state simulation of SSDs.

3.3 Real End-to-End Latency
Request latency is a critical factor of MQ-SSD perfor-
mance, since it affects how long an application stalls on
an I/O request. The end-to-end latency of an I/O request,
from the time it is inserted into the host submission queue
to the time the response is sent back from the MQ-SSD
device to the completion queue, includes seven different
parts, as we show in Figure 4. Existing simulation tools
model only some parts of the end-to-end latency, which
are usually considered to be the dominant parts of the
end-to-end latency [3, 26, 27, 35, 38].

Figure 4a illustrates the end-to-end latency diagram
for a small 4 kB read request in a typical NAND flash-
based MQ-SSD. It includes I/O job enqueuing in the sub-
mission queue (SQ) 1 , host-to-device I/O job transfer
over the PCIe bus 2 , address translation and transac-
tion scheduling in the FTL 3 , read command and ad-
dress transfer to the flash chip 4 , flash chip read 5 ,
read data transfer over the Open NAND Flash Interface
(ONFI) [65] bus 6 , and device-to-host read data transfer
over the PCIe bus 7 . Steps 5 and 6 are assumed to be
the most time-consuming parts in the end-to-end request
processing. Considering typical latency values for an
8 kB page read operation, the I/O job insertion (< 1 µs, as
measured on our real SSDs), the FTL request processing
on a multicore processor (1 µs) [47] (assuming a mapping
table cache hit), and the I/O job and data transfer over the
PCIe bus (4 µs) [41, 46] make negligible contributions
compared to the flash read (50-110 µs) [49, 51, 52, 69]
and the ONFI NV-DDR2 [65] flash transfer (20 µs).

However, the above assumption is unrealistic due to
two major reasons. First, for some I/O requests, FTL re-
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quest processing may not always be negligible, and can
even become comparable to the flash read access time.
For example, prior work [26] shows that if the FTL uses
page-level address mapping, then a workload without lo-
cality incurs a large number of misses in the cached map-
ping table (CMT). In case of a miss in the CMT, the user
read operation stalls until the mapping data is read from
the SSD back end and transferred to the front end [24].
This can lead to a substantial increase in the latency of
Step 3 in Figure 4a, which can become even longer than
the combined latency of Steps 5 and 6 . In an MQ-SSD,
as a greater number of I/O flows execute concurrently,
there is more contention for the CMT, leading to a larger
number of CMT misses.

Second, as shown in Figure 4b, cutting-edge non-
volatile memory technologies, such as 3D XPoint [7, 9,
16, 48], dramatically reduce the access and data trans-
fer times of the MQ-SSD back end, by as much as
three orders of magnitude compared to that of NAND
flash [25, 40, 42, 43]. The total latency of the 3D
XPoint read and transfer (< 1 µs) contributes less than
10% to the end-to-end I/O request processing latency
(<10 µs) [7, 16]. In this case, a conventional simulation
tool would be inaccurate, as it does not model the major
steps contributing to the end-to-end latency.

In summary, a detailed, realistic model of end-to-end
latency is key for accurate simulation of modern SSD de-
vices with (1) multiple I/O flows that can potentially lead
to a significant increase in CMT (cached mapping table)
misses, and (2) very-fast NVM technologies such as 3D
XPoint that greatly reduce raw memory read/write laten-
cies. Existing simulation tools do not provide accurate
performance results for such devices.

4 Modeling a Modern MQ-SSD with
MQSim

To our knowledge, there is no SSD modeling tool that
supports multi-queue I/O execution, fast and efficient
modeling of the SSD’s steady-state behavior, and a full
end-to-end request latency estimation. In this work, we
present MQSim, a new simulation framework that is de-
veloped from scratch to support all of these three im-
portant features that are required for accurate perfor-
mance modeling and design space exploration of mod-
ern MQ-SSDs. Although mainly designed for MQ-SSD
simulation, MQSim also supports simulation of the con-
ventional SATA-based SSDs that implement native com-
mand queuing (NCQ). Our new simulator models all of
the components shown in Figure 1, which exist in mod-
ern SSDs. Table 1 provides a quick comparison between
MQSim and previous SSD simulators.

MQSim is a discrete-event simulator written in C++
and is released under the permissive MIT License [1].
Figure 5 depicts a high-level view of MQSim’s main
components and their interaction. In this section, we
briefly describe these components and explain their novel
features with respect to the previous simulators.
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Figure 5: High-level view of MQSim components.

4.1 SSD Back End Model
MQSim provides a simple yet detailed model of the flash
memory chips. It considers three major latency compo-
nents of the SSD back end: (1) address and command
transfer to the memory chip; (2) flash memory read/

Table 1: A quick comparison between MQSim and existing SSD modeling tools.

Tool Multi-Queue Support Preconditioning End-to-end Latency Built-in Implementation
of SSD Components

MQSim Multi-queue scheduling
and prioritization

Fast and automatic
(enabled by default)

Detailed model of the
end-to-end latency

All major components that
exist in modern SSDs

Existing Tools Not supported Manual, optional,
and long execution time

Missing some constant- or
variable-latency components

Implementation is missing for
some major components
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write execution for different technologies that store 1,
2, or 3 bits per cell [32]; and (3) data transfer to/from
memory chips. MQSim’s flash model considers the con-
straints of die- and plane-level parallelism, and advanced
command execution [65]. One important new feature of
MQSim is that it can be configured or easily modified to
simulate new NVM chips (e.g., those that do not need
erase-before-write). Due to decoupling of the NVM chip
communication interface from the chip’s internal imple-
mentation of the memory operations, one can modify the
NVM chip of MQSim without the need to change the
implementation of the other MQSim components.

Another new feature of MQSim is that it decouples the
sizes of read and write operations. This feature helps to
exploit large page sizes of modern flash memory chips in
that can enable better write performance, while prevent-
ing the negative effects of large page sizes on read per-
formance. For flash chip writes, the operation is always
page-sized [11, 12]. MQSim’s data cache controller can
delay writes to eliminate write-back of partially-updated
logical pages (where the update size is smaller than the
physical page size). When a partially-updated logical
page should be written back to the flash storage, the un-
changed sub-pages (sectors) of the logical page are first
read from the physical page that stores page data. Then,
unchanged and updated pieces of the page are merged. In
the last step, the entire page data is written to a new free
physical page. For flash chip reads, the operation could
be smaller than the physical page size. When a read op-
eration finishes, only the data pieces that are requested
in the I/O request are transferred from flash chips to the
SSD controller, avoiding the data transfer overhead of
large physical pages.

4.2 SSD Front End Model
The front end model of MQSim includes all of the basic
components of a modern SSD controller and provides
many new features that do not exist in previous SSD
modeling tools.

4.2.1 Host–Interface Model
The host interface component of MQSim provides both
NVMe multi-queue (MQ) and SATA native command
queue models for a modern SSD. To our knowledge,
MQSim is the first modeling tool that supports MQ I/O
request processing. There is a request fetch unit within
the host interface of MQSim that fetches and schedules
application I/O requests from different input queues. The
NVMe host interface provides users with a parameter,
called QueueFetchSize, that can be used to tune the
behavior of the request fetch unit, in order to accurately
model the behavior of real MQ-SSDs. This parameter
defines the maximum number of I/O requests from each
SQ that can be concurrently serviced in the MQ-SSD.
More precisely, at any given time, the number of I/O re-
quests that are fetched from a host SQ to the device-level
queue is always less than or equal to QueueFetchSize.
This parameter has a large impact on the MQ-SSD multi-
flow request processing characteristics discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1 (i.e., on maximum achievable throughput per
I/O flow and probability of inter-flow interference). Ap-

pendix A.3 analyzes the effect of this parameter on per-
formance.

MQSim also models different priority classes for host-
side request queues, which are part of the NVMe stan-
dard specification [63].

4.2.2 Data Cache Manager
MQSim has a data cache manager component that im-
plements a DRAM-based cache with the least-recently-
used (LRU) replacement policy. The DRAM cache can
be configured to cache (1) recently-written data (de-
fault mode), (2) recently-read data, or (3) both recently-
written and recently-read data. A new feature of
MQSim’s cache manager, compared to previous SSD
modeling tools, is that it implements a DRAM access
model in which the contention among the concurrent ac-
cesses to DRAM chips and the latency of DRAM com-
mands are considered. The DRAM cache models in
MQSim can be extended to make use of detailed and
fast DRAM simulators, such as Ramulator [2, 39], to
perform detailed studies of the effect of DRAM cache
performance on the overall MQ-SSD performance. We
leave this to future work.

4.2.3 FTL Components
MQSim implements all the main FTL components, in-
cluding (1) the address translation unit, (2) the garbage
collection (GC) and wear-leveling (WL) unit, and (3) the
transaction scheduling unit. MQSim provides different
options for each of these components, including state-of-
the-art address translation strategies [24, 78], GC candi-
date block selection algorithms [10, 18, 23, 45, 81, 91],
and transaction scheduling schemes [34, 87]. MQSim
also implements several state-of-the-art GC and flash
management mechanisms, including preemptible GC I/O
scheduling [44], intra-plane data movement from one
physical page to another physical page using copyback
read and write command pairs [27], and program/erase
suspension [87] to reduce the interference of GC op-
erations with application I/O requests. One novel fea-
ture of MQSim is that all of its FTL components sup-
port multi-flow (i.e., multi-input queue) request process-
ing. For example, the address mapping unit can partition
the cached mapping table space among the concurrently
running flows. This inherent support of multi-queue-
aware request processing facilitates the design space ex-
ploration of performance isolation and QoS schemes for
MQ-SSDs.

4.3 Modeling End-to-End Latency
In addition to the flash operation and internal data trans-
fer latency (steps 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 in Figure 4), there
is a mix of variable and constant latencies that MQSim
models to determine the end-to-end request latency.
Variable Latencies. These are the variable request pro-
cessing times in FTL that result from contention in the
cached mapping table and the DRAM write cache. De-
pending on the request type (either read or write) and the
request’s logical address, the request processing time in
FTL includes some of the following items: (1) the time
required to read/write from/to the data cache, and (2) the
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time to fetch mapping data from flash storage in case of
a miss in the cached address mapping table.
Constant Latencies. These include the times required to
transmit the I/O job information, the entire user data, and
the I/O completion information over the PCIe bus, and
the firmware (FTL) execution time on the controller’s
microprocessor. The PCIe transmission latencies are cal-
culated based on a simple packet latency model provided
by Xilinx [41] that considers: (1) the PCIe communica-
tion bandwidth, (2) the payload and header sizes of the
PCIe Transaction Layer Packets (TLP), (3) the size of
the NVMe management data structures, and d) the size
of the application data. The firmware execution time is
estimated using both a CPU and cache latency model [1].

4.4 Modeling Steady-State Behavior
The basic assumption of MQSim is that all simulations
should be executed when the modeled device is in steady
state. To model the steady-state behavior, MQSim, by de-
fault, automatically executes a preconditioning function
before starting the actual simulation process. This func-
tion performs preconditioning in a short time (e.g., less
than 8 min when running tpcc [53] on an 800 GB MQ-
SSD) without the need to execute additional I/O requests.
During preconditioning, all available physical pages of
the modeled SSD are transitioned to either a valid or in-
valid state, based on the steady-state valid/invalid page
distribution model provided in [82] (only very few flash
blocks are assumed to remain free and are added to the
free block pool). MQSim pre-processes the input trace to
extract the LPA (logical page address) access characteris-
tics of the application I/O requests in the trace, and then
uses the extracted information as inputs to the valid/in-
valid page distribution model. In addition, input trace
characteristics, such as the average write arrival rate and

the distribution of write addresses, are used to warm up
the write cache.

4.5 Execution Modes
MQSim provides two modes of operation: (i) standalone
mode, where it is fed a real disk trace or a synthetic work-
load, and (ii) integrated mode, where it is fed disk re-
quests from an execution-driven engine (e.g., gem5 [8]).

5 Comparison with Previous Simulators
The increasing usage of SSDs in modern computing sys-
tems has boosted interest in SSD design space explo-
ration. To this end, several simulators have been devel-
oped in recent years. Table 2 summarizes the features of
MQSim and popular existing SSD modeling tools. The
table also shows the average error rates for the perfor-
mance of real storage workloads reported by each simu-
lator, compared to the performance measured on four real
MQ-SSDs (see Appendix A.1 for our methodology).

Existing tools either do not model some major com-
ponents of modern SSDs or provide very simplistic com-
ponent models that lead to unrealistic I/O request latency
estimation. In contrast, MQSim provides detailed imple-
mentations for all of the major components of modern
SSDs. MQSim is written in C++ and has 13K lines of
code (LOC). Next, we discuss the main advantages of
MQSim compared to the previous tools.
Host–Interface Logic. As Table 2 shows, most of the
existing simulators assume a very simplistic HIL model
with no explicit management mechanism for the I/O re-
quest queue. This leads to an unrealistic SSD model re-
garding the requirements of both NVMe and SATA pro-
tocols. As we mention in Section 3, the concurrent exe-
cution of I/O flows presents many challenges for perfor-
mance predictability and fairness in MQ-SSDs. No ex-

Table 2: Comparison of MQSim with previous SSD modeling tools.
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MQSim X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13K 8 6 18 14

SSDModel [3] X X X X X X X 1K 91 155 196 136

FlashSim [38] X X X X X X X X 8K 99 259 310 138

SSDSim [27] X X X X X X 5K 70 68 74 85

NANDFlashSim [32] X X 7K – – – –

VSSIM [92] X X X X X X X X 6K – – – –

WiscSim [26] X X X X X X X X X 7K 95 277 324 135

SimpleSSD [35] X X X X X X X X 7K – – – –

1 Standalone execution 2 Integrated execution with full-system simulator 3 SSD emulation for real system
4 Fast and accurate preconditioning of the modeled SSD to enable accurate steady-state results
5 Flash (NVM) read/write timing 6 FTL request processing overhead 7 Accurate modeling of write cache access latency
8 Host-to-device and device-to-host data transfer delay 9 Page-level address mapping 10 Hybrid address mapping
11 FTL transaction scheduling unit 12 FTL wear-leveling unit 13 Built-in support for multi-queue-aware request processing in FTL
14 Lines of source code
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isting simulator implements NVMe and multi-queue I/O
request management, and, hence, accurately models the
behavior of MQ-SSDs. Also, except for WiscSim, we
find that no existing simulator implements an accurate
model of the SATA protocol and NCQ request process-
ing. This leads to unrealistic SATA device simulation, as
NCQ-based I/O scheduling plays a key role in the per-
formance of real SSD devices [15, 26].
Steady-State Simulation. To our knowledge, accurate
and fast steady-state behavior modeling is not provided
by many existing SSD modeling tools. Among the tools
listed in Table 2, only SSDSim provides a function,
called make aged, to change the status of a set of phys-
ical pages to valid before starting the actual execution
of an input trace. This simple method cannot accurately
replicate the steady-state behavior of an SSD for two rea-
sons. First, after the execution of make aged, the phys-
ical blocks would include only valid pages or only free
pages. This is far from the steady-state status of blocks
in real devices, where each non-free block has a mix of
valid and invalid pages [28, 81, 82]. Second, the steady-
state status of the data cache is not modeled, i.e., the sim-
ulation starts with a completely empty write cache.

In general, it is possible to bring these simulators to
steady state. However, there is no fast pre-conditioning
support for them, and pre-conditioning must be per-
formed by executing traces. Preconditioning an exist-
ing simulator requires users to generate traces with a
large enough number of I/O requests, and can signifi-
cantly slow down the simulator, especially when a high-
capacity SSD is modeled. For example, our studies with
SSDSim show that pre-conditioning may increase the
simulation time up to 80x if an 800 GB SSD is modeled.3

Detailed End-to-End Latency Model. As described in
Section 3.3, the end-to-end latency of an application I/O
request includes different components. Table 2 shows
that latency modeling in existing simulators is mainly fo-
cused on the latency of the flash chip operation and the
SSD internal data transfer. As we explain in Section 3.3,
this is an unrealistic model of the end-to-end I/O request
processing latency, even for a conventional SSD.

To study the accuracy of the existing tools in model-
ing real devices, we create four models for the four real
SSDs shown in Table 4 in each simulator, and execute
three real traces, i.e., tpcc, tpce, and exchange. We
exclude the simulators that do not support trace-based
execution. The four rightmost columns of Table 2 show
the average error rate of each simulator in modeling the
performance (i.e., read and write latency) of these four
real devices. The error rates of the four evaluated simu-
lators are almost one order of magnitude higher than that
of MQSim. We believe that these high error rates are due
to four major reasons: (1) the lack of write cache or inac-
curate modeling of the write cache access latency, (2) the
lack of built-in support for steady-state modeling, (3) in-
complete modeling of the request processing latency in
FTL, and (4) the lack of modeling of the host-to-device
communication latency.

3The increase in simulation time depends on the access pattern, in-
tensity, and mix of I/O requests (read vs. write) of the workload.

6 Research Directions Enabled by MQSim
MQSim is a flexible simulation tool that enables differ-
ent studies on both modern and conventional SSD de-
vices. In this section, we discuss two new research di-
rections enabled by MQSim, which could not be ex-
plored easily using existing simulation tools. First, we
use MQSim to perform a detailed analysis of inter-flow
interference in a modern MQ-SSD (Section 6.1). We ex-
plain how sharing different internal resources in an MQ-
SSD, such as the write cache, cached mapping table, and
back end resources, can introduce fairness issues. Sec-
ond, we explain how the full-system simulation mode
of MQSim can enable detailed application-level studies
(Section 6.2).

6.1 Design Space Exploration of Fairness
and QoS Techniques for MQ-SSDs

As we describe in Section 1, fairness and QoS should be
considered as first-class design criteria for modern dat-
acenter SSDs. MQSim provides an accurate framework
to study inter-flow interference, thus enables the ability
to devise interference-aware MQ-SSD management al-
gorithms for sharing of the internal MQ-SSD resources.
As we show in Section 3.1, concurrently running two
I/O flows might lead to disproportionate slowdowns for
each flow, greatly degrading fairness and proportional
progress. This is particularly important in high-end SSD
devices, which provide higher throughput per I/O flow,
as we show in Appendix A.3.

We find that this inter-flow interference is mainly the
result of contention that takes place at three locations in
an MQ-SSD: 1) the write cache in the front end, 2) the
cached mapping table (CMT) in the front end, and 3) the
storage resources in the back end. In this section, we
use MQSim to explore the impact of these three points
of contention on performance and fairness, which cannot
be explored accurately using existing simulators.

6.1.1 Methodology
MQ-SSD Configuration. Table 3 lists the specification
of the MQ-SSD that we model in MQSim for our con-
tention studies.
Metrics. To measure performance, we use weighted
speedup (WS) [70] of the average response time (RT),
which represents the overall efficiency and system-level

Table 3: Configuration of the simulated SSD.

SSD Organization

Host interface: PCIe 3.0 (NVMe 1.2)
User capacity: 480 GB
Write cache: 256 MB, CMT: 4 MB
8 channels, 4 chips per channel
QueueFetchSize = 512

Flash Communication ONFI 3.1 (NV-DDR2)
Interface Width: 8 bit, Rate: 333 MT/s

Flash
Microarchitecture

8 KiB page, 448 B metadata per page,
256 pages per block, 2048 blocks per
plane, 2 planes per die

Flash Access
Parameters

Read latency: 75 µs, Program
latency: 750 µs, Erase latency: 3.8 ms
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throughput [21] provided by an MQ-SSD during the con-
current execution of multiple flows:

WS = ∑
i

RT alone
i

RT shared
i

(2)

where RT alone
i and RT shared

i are defined in Section 3.1.
To demonstrate the effect of inter-flow interference on

fairness, we report slowdown and fairness (F) metrics, as
defined in Section 3.1.

6.1.2 Contention at the Write Cache

One point of contention among concurrently-running
flows in an MQ-SSD is the write cache. For flows with
low to moderate write intensity (where the average depth
of the I/O queue less than 16), or with high spatial lo-
cality, the write cache decreases the response time of
write requests, by avoiding the need for the requests to
wait for the write to complete to the underlying mem-
ory. For flows with high write intensity or with highly-
random accesses, the write requests fill up the limited
capacity of the write cache quickly, causing significant
cache thrashing and limiting the decrease in write re-
quest response time. Such flows not only do not ben-
efit from the write cache themselves, but also prevent
other lower-write-intensity flows from benefiting from
the write cache, leading to a large performance loss for
the lower-write-intensity flows.

To understand how the contention at the write cache
affects system performance and fairness, we perform a
set of experiments where we run two flows, Flow-1
and Flow-2, both of which perform only random-access
write requests. In both flows, the average request size is
set to 8 kB. We set Flow-1 to have a moderate write in-
tensity, by limiting the queue depth to 8 requests. We
vary the queue depth of Flow-2 from 8 requests to
256 requests, to control the write intensity of the flow.
In order to isolate the effect of write cache interference
in our experiments, we (1) assign each flow to a ded-
icated subset of back end resources (i.e., Flow-1 uses
Channels 1–4, and Flow-2 uses Channels 5–8), to avoid
introducing any interference in the back end; and (2) use
a perfect CMT, where all address translation requests are
hits, to avoid interference due to limited CMT capacity.

Figure 6a shows the slowdown of each flow when the
two flows run concurrently, compared to when each flow
runs alone. Figure 6b shows the fairness and perfor-
mance of the system when the two flows run concur-
rently. We make four key observations from the figures.
First, Flow-1 is slowed down significantly when Flow-2
has a high write intensity (i.e., its queue depth is greater
than 16), indicating that at high write intensities, Flow-2
induces write cache trashing. Second, the slowdown of
Flow-2 is negligible, because of the low write intensity
of Flow-1. Third, fairness degrades greatly, as a result
of the write cache contention, when Flow-2 has a high
write intensity. Fourth, write cache contention causes an
MQ-SSD to be inefficient at concurrently running multi-
ple I/O flows, as the weighted speedup is reduced by over
50% when Flow-2 has a high write intensity compared
to when it has a low write intensity.
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Figure 6: Impact of write cache contention.

We conclude that write cache contention leads to
unfairness and overall performance degradation for
concurrently-running flows when one flow has a high
write intensity. In these cases, the high-write-intensity
flow (1) does not benefit from the write cache; and
(2) prevents other, lower-write-intensity flows from tak-
ing advantage of the write cache, even though the other
flows would otherwise benefit from the cache. This mo-
tivates the need for fair write cache management algo-
rithms for MQ-SSDs that take inter-flow interference and
flow write intensity into account.

6.1.3 Contention at the Cached Mapping Table
As we discuss in Section 3.3, address translation can no-
ticeably increase the end-to-end latency of an I/O re-
quest, especially for read requests. We find that for
I/O flows with random access patterns, the cached map-
ping table (CMT) miss rate is high due to poor reuse of
address translation mappings, which causes the I/O re-
quests generated by the flow to stall for long periods of
time during address translation. This is not true for I/O
flows with sequential accesses, for which the CMT miss
rate remains low due to spatial locality. However, when
two I/O flows run concurrently, where one flow has a
random access pattern and another flow has a sequential
access pattern, the poor locality of the flow with the ran-
dom access pattern may cause both flows to have high
CMT miss rates.

To understand how contention at the CMT affects sys-
tem performance and fairness, we perform a set of ex-
periments where we concurrently run two flows that is-
sue read requests with an average request size of 8 kB. In
these experiments, Flow-1 has a fully-sequential access
pattern, and Flow-2 has a random access pattern for a
fraction of the total execution time, and has a sequential
access pattern for the remaining time. We vary the ran-
domness (i.e., the fraction of the execution time with a
random access pattern) of Flow-2. To isolate the effects
of CMT contention, we assign Flow-1 to Channels 1–4
in the back end, and assign Flow-2 to Channels 5–8.

Figure 7a shows the slowdown and change in CMT hit
rate of each flow when Flow-1 and Flow-2 run concur-
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rently, compared to when each flow runs alone. Figure 7b
shows the fairness and overall performance of the sys-
tem when the two flows run concurrently. We make two
observations from the figures. First, as the randomness
of Flow-2 increases, the CMT hit rate of Flow-1 de-
creases, while the CMT hit rate of Flow-2 remains con-
stant. This indicates that the randomness of Flow-2 in-
troduces contention at the CMT, which hurts the CMT hit
ratio of Flow-1. Second, as the CMT hit rate of Flow-1
decreases, the flow experiences a greater slowdown, with
a 2.1x slowdown when Flow-2’s access pattern is com-
pletely random. Third, as the randomness of Flow-2
increases, both fairness and overall system performance
decrease, as the interference introduced by Flow-2 hurts
the performance of Flow-1 without providing any no-
ticeable benefit to Flow-2.
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Figure 7: Impact of CMT contention.

We conclude that the CMT contention induced by an
I/O flow with a random access pattern disproportionately
slows down concurrently-running flows with sequential
access patterns, which would otherwise benefit from the
CMT, leading to high unfairness and system performance
degradation. To avoid such unfairness and performance
loss, an MQ-SSD should use CMT management algo-
rithms that are aware of inter-flow interference.

6.1.4 Contention at the Back End Resources
A third point of contention is at the back end resources
within an MQ-SSD (see Section 2.1). A high-intensity
flow can use up most of the back end resources if the
flow issues a large number of requests in a short period
of time. This stalls the requests issued by a low-intensity
concurrently-running flow, as the requests cannot be ser-
viced before the back end resources finish servicing re-
quests from the high-intensity flow.

To understand how contention at the back end re-
sources affects system performance and fairness, we per-
form a set of experiments where we concurrently run two
I/O flows that issue random reads with a request size of
8 kB. Flow-1 is a low-intensity I/O flow, as we limit
its submission queue size (see Section 2.2) to 2 requests.

We vary the submission queue size of Flow-2 from 2 re-
quests to 256 requests, to control the flow intensity. In or-
der to isolate the effect of back end resource contention,
we disable the write cache, and simulate a CMT where
address translation requests always hit.

Figure 8a shows the slowdown when Flow-1 and
Flow-2 run concurrently, and the change in the aver-
age chip-level queue depth (i.e., the number of requests
waiting to be serviced by the back end; see Section 2.3)
for each flow during concurrent execution, compared to
the depth when each flow runs alone. Figure 8b shows
the fairness and overall performance of the system when
the two flows run concurrently. We make four observa-
tions from the figures. First, the average chip-level queue
depth of Flow-1 increases significantly when the inten-
sity of Flow-2 increases. Second, Flow-1 is slows down
significantly when we increase the host-side queue depth
of Flow-2 beyond 16. For example, when Flow-2 is at
the highest intensity that we test (with a host-side queue
depth of 256 requests), Flow-1 slows down by 14.4x.
Third, the effect of inter-flow interference on Flow-2 is
negligible, as its slowdown is almost equal to 1 for host-
side queue depths larger than 4. Fourth, the asymmetric
slowdowns (i.e., the large slowdown for Flow-1 and the
lack of slowdown for Flow-2) cause both fairness and
the overall system performance to decrease.
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Figure 8: Impact of back end resource contention.

We conclude that a high-intensity flow can signifi-
cantly increase the depth of the chip-level queues and
thus lead to a large slow-down for concurrently-running
low-intensity flows. The FTL transaction scheduling unit
must be aware of the inter-flow interference at the MQ-
SSD back end to make the per-flow performance more
fair and thus keep the overall performance high.

6.2 Application-Level Studies
To study the effect of SSD device-level design choices on
application-level performance metrics, such as instruc-
tions per cycle (IPC), an SSD simulator must be inte-
grated and run together with a full-system simulator. We
integrate MQSim with gem5 [8] to provide a complete
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model of multi-queue I/O execution and a complete com-
puter system. As Table 2 shows, among existing SSD
simulators, only SimpleSSD [35] is integrated with a
full-system simulator, and SimpleSSD does not simu-
late multi-queue I/O execution. In this section, we show
the effectiveness of our integrated simulator, by studying
how changes to QueueFetchSize (see Section 4.2.1) af-
fect the IPC of concurrently-executing applications due
to storage-level interference.

We conduct a set of experiments, running instances of
file server (fs) [77], mail server (ms) [77], web server
(ws) [77], and IOzone large file access (io) [62] appli-
cations using the integrated execution mode of MQSim.
We first execute each application alone (i.e., without
interference from other applications), and then con-
currently execute the application with a second appli-
cation to study the effect of inter-application interfer-
ence. To isolate the effect of inter-flow interference,
where each flow belongs to one application, we assign
each application to a single processor core and a sin-
gle memory channel. We test two different values of
QueueFetchSize (16 entries and 1024 entries) to exam-
ine how QueueFetchSize affects inter-application in-
terference. For these experiments, we measure appli-
cation slowdown (Sapp), which is calculated as Sappi =

IPCalone
appi

/IPCshared
appi

, and use application slowdown to de-
termine fairness using Equation 1.

Figure 9 shows the slowdown of each application
and the system fairness for six pairs of concurrently-
executing applications. On the x-axis, we list the ap-
plications used in each pair, along with the value of
QueueFetchSize that we use. We make two obser-
vations from the figure. First, for application pairs
where one of the applications is ms or ws, the impact
of QueueFetchSize on fairness is negligible. Both ms
and ws benefit mainly from caching a large part of their
data set in main memory, and hence issue very few re-
quests to the SSD. This keeps storage-level interference
low, as ms and ws do not contend often for access to
the SSD with the other applications that they are paired
with. Second, fs and io have high storage access in-
tensities, and hence interfere significantly when they are
paired together. In this case, we observe that a large
QueueFetchSize value leads to 60% fairness reduction.
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Figure 9: Application-level impact of QueueFetchSize.

We conclude that full-system behavior can greatly im-
pact the fairness and performance of I/O flows on an MQ-
SSD, as it affects the storage-level intensity of each flow.

7 Related Work
To our knowledge, MQSim is the first simulator that
(1) accurately simulates both modern and conventional
SSDs, (2) faithfully models modern host–interface pro-
tocols such as NVMe, and (3) supports the accurate sim-
ulation of SSDs that use emerging ultra-fast memory
technologies. We compare MQSim to existing state-
of-the-art SSD simulation tools in Section 5, and show
that MQSim provides greater capabilities and accurate
results. In this section, we provide a brief summary of
other related works.

A number of prior works consider the performance
and implementation challenges of MQ-SSDs [5, 31, 89,
90]. Xu et al. [89] analyze the effect of MQ-SSDs on
the performance of modern hyper-scale and database ap-
plications. Awad et al. [5] evaluate the impact of differ-
ent NVMe host-interface implementations on the system
performance. Vučinić et al. [83] show that the current
NVMe protocol will be a performance bottleneck in fu-
ture PCM-based storage devices. The authors modify the
NVMe standard in order to improve its performance for
future PCM-based SSDs.

Other works [31, 72] focus on managing multiple
flows in modern SSDs. Song and Yang [72] partition
the SSD back end resources among concurrently-running
I/O flows to provide performance isolation and allevi-
ate inter-flow interference. Jun and Shin [31] propose
a device-level scheduling technique for MQ-SSDs with
built-in virtualization support.

None of these previous studies provide a simulation
framework for MQ-SSDs or study the sources of inter-
flow interference inside MQ-SSDs.

8 Conclusion
We introduce MQSim, a new simulator that accurately
captures the behavior of both modern multi-queue SSDs
and conventional SATA-based SSDs. MQSim faith-
fully models a number of critical features absent in
existing state-of-the-art simulators, including (1) mod-
ern multi-queue-based host–interface protocols (e.g.,
NVMe), (2) the steady-state behavior of SSDs, and
(3) the end-to-end latency of I/O requests. MQSim can
be run as a standalone tool, or integrated with a full-
system simulator. We validate MQSim against real off-
the-shelf SSDs, and demonstrate that it provides highly-
accurate results. By accurately modeling modern SSDs,
MQSim can uncover important issues that cannot be
modeled accurately using existing simulators, such as
the impact of inter-flow interference. We have released
MQSim as an open-source tool [1], and we hope that
MQSim enables researchers to explore new ideas and di-
rections.
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A MQSim Validation
A.1 Evaluation Methodology
To validate the accuracy of MQSim, we compare its per-
formance results to four state-of-the-art MQ-SSDs (SSD-
A, SSD-B, SSD-C, and SSD-D) manufactured between
2016 and 2017. Table 4 lists key properties of the four
MQ-SSDs. We precondition each device with full-load
write traffic to write to 70% of the available logical
space [71]. The device preconditioning process includes
two 4-hour phases. In the first phase, we perform se-
quential writes, while in the second phase, we perform
random writes. We perform real-system experiments on
a server that contains an Intel Xeon E3-1240 v6 3.70GHz
processor and 32 GB of DDR4 main memory. The sys-
tem uses Ubuntu 16.04.2 with version 2.6.27 of the Linux
kernel, and the OS is stored in a 500 GB Western Digital
HDD. We run the fio benchmark tool for performance
evaluations, and all storage devices are connected to the
PCIe bus as add-in cards.

Table 4: Key characteristics of real MQ-SSDs.

Code Production Year Capacity Flash Technology

SSD-A 2016 800 GB MLC
SSD-B 2016 256 GB MLC
SSD-C 2017 1 TB TLC
SSD-D 2016 512 GB TLC

We validate our simulator with four different con-
figurations that correspond to our four real MQ-SSDs.
To this end, we extract the main structural parameters
of each real SSD using a microbenchmarking program.
This program analyzes and estimates the SSD’s inter-
nal configuration (e.g., NAND flash page size, NAND
flash read/write latency, number of channels in the SSD,
address mapping strategy, write cache size) based on
the methods described in prior SSD modeling stud-
ies [14, 15, 36]. We have open-sourced our microbench-
mark [1]. For garbage collection (GC) management, we
enable all of the advanced GC mechanisms described in
Section 4.2.3, except write suspension, in MQSim. Ac-
cording to the specifications of the flash chips used in two
of the SSD devices, write suspension is not supported.

A.2 Performance Validation
We validate MQSim against real devices using both syn-
thetic and real workloads. Our synthetic workloads is-
sue random accesses, and consist of only read requests
or only write requests, where we set the queue depth to
1 request.

Figure 10 compares the read and write request re-
sponse time4 measured on our four real MQ-SSDs with
the latencies reported by MQSim for our synthetic work-
loads. The plots in Figure 10a and 10b show the read
and the write latencies, respectively. The x-axes reflect
different I/O request sizes, ranging from 4 kB to 1 MB.
The blue curves show the error percentage of the simula-
tion model. We observe that across all request sizes, the
response times reported by MQSim match very closely

4Response time is defined as the time from when a host request is
enqueued in the submission queue to when the SSD response is en-
queued in the completion queue.
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Figure 10: Average response time (RT) for read (a) and
write (b) requests, reported by MQSim, compared to
RT measured on four real MQ-SSD devices, for syn-
thetic workloads. The blue curves show the error rates
of MQSim’s reported latency.

with the measured response times of the real devices, es-
pecially for SSD-B and SSD-D. Averaged across all four
MQ-SSDs and all I/O request sizes, the error rates for
read and write requests are 2.9% and 4.9%, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the accuracy of the request response
time reported by MQSim as a cumulative distribution
function (CDF), for three real workloads [53]: tpcc,
tpce, and exchange. We observe that MQSim’s re-
ported response times are very accurate when compared
to the response times measured on the real MQ-SSDs.
The average error rates for SSD-A, SSD-B, SSD-C, and
SSD-D are 8%, 6%, 18%, and 14%, respectively.

We conclude that MQSim accurately models the per-
formance of real MQ-SSDs.

A.3 Multi-Queue Simulation
To validate the accuracy of the multi-queue I/O execu-
tion model in MQSim, we conduct a set of simulation
experiments using two I/O flows, Flow-1 and Flow-2,
where each flow generates only sequential read requests.
We maintain a constant request intensity for Flow-1, by
setting its I/O queue depth to 8 requests. We vary the
intensity of Flow-2 across our experiments, by varying
the I/O queue depth between 8 entries and 256 entries.
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Figure 11: Comparison of response time CDF when run-
ning real workloads on MQSim and on real MQ-SSDs.

For each Flow-2 I/O queue depth, we test two differ-
ent values (16 and 1024) of QueueFetchSize (see Sec-
tion 4.2.1).

Figure 12 shows the slowdown and normalized
throughput (IOPS) of Flow-1 (left) and Flow-2 (center),
and the fairness (see Section 3.1) of the system (right).
We make two key observations from the figure.
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(a) QueueFetchSize = 1024
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(b) QueueFetchSize = 16

Figure 12: MQSim successfully models the multi-queue
I/O processing model in (a) SSD-A, SSD-B, and SSD-C,
and (b) SSD-D (compare with Figure 2).

First, we find that MQSim successfully models the be-
havior of real MQ-SSDs that are optimized for higher
per-flow throughput (e.g., SSD-A, SSD-B, SSD-C) when
the value of QueueFetchSize is equal to 1024. Fig-
ure 12a shows similar trends for slowdown, through-
put, and fairness to the measurements we perform on
real MQ-SSDs, which we show in Figure 2. When
QueueFetchSize is set to 1024, a higher number of
I/O requests from each flow are fetched into the device-
level queue of the MQ-SSD. In both our MQSim results
and the measured results on real MQ-SSDs, we observe
that as the intensity of Flow-2 increases, its through-
put increases significantly with little slowdown, while
the throughput of Flow-1 decreases significantly, caus-
ing Flow-1 to slow down greatly. This occurs because
when Flow-2 has a high intensity, it unfairly uses most
of the back end resources in the MQ-SSD, causing re-

quests from Flow-1 to wait for longer latencies before
they can be serviced.

Second, MQSim accurately models the behavior of
real MQ-SSD products that implement mechanisms to
control inter-flow interference, such as SSD-D, when
QueueFetchSize is set to 16. We see that the trends
in Figure 12b are similar to those observed in our
measured results from SSD-D in Figure 2. When
QueueFetchSize is set to 16, only a limited number of
I/O requests for each concurrently-running flow are ser-
viced by the back end, preventing any one flow from un-
fairly using most of the resources within the MQ-SSD.
As a result, even when Flow-2 has a high intensity,
Flow-1 does not experience significant slowdown.

We conclude that by adjusting QueueFetchSize,
MQSim successfully models different multi-queue I/O
processing mechanisms in modern MQ-SSD devices.

A.4 Steady-State Behavior Modeling
As we discuss in Section 4.4, MQSim pre-conditions the
flash storage space and warms up the SSD data cache
based on the characteristics of the co-running workloads.
To validate the steady-state model in MQSim, we con-
duct a set of experiments using MQSim under high write
intensity, and compare the results to those from real MQ-
SSD devices. Figure 13 plots the read and write response
times for (1) actual I/O execution on SSD-B (which is
representative of the general behavior of the state-of-
the-art SSDs we examine); (2) MQSim-NoPrec, where
MQSim is run without pre-conditioning, and (3) MQSim-
Prec, where MQSim is run with pre-conditioning.
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Figure 13: MQSim accurately models the steady-state
read and write response times (RT) of SSD-B, using fast
preconditioning.

We make two observations from the figure. First,
MQSim with pre-conditioning successfully follows the
response time results extracted from SSD-B. Second,
MQSim without pre-conditioning reports lower response
time results at the beginning of the experiment, since the
simulated SSD is not yet in steady state. Once the whole
storage space is written, the response time results be-
come similar to the real device, as garbage collection and
write cache evictions now take place in simulation at a
rate similar to the rate measured on SSD-B. We conclude
that MQSim’s pre-conditioning quickly and accurately
models the steady-state behavior of real MQ-SSDs.
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Abstract
3D NAND flash memories promise unprecedented flash
storage capacities, which can be extremely important in
certain application domains where both storage capac-
ity and performance are first-class target metrics. How-
ever a block of 3D NAND flash contains many more
pages than its 2D counterpart. This increased number of
pages-per-block has numerous ramifications such as the
longer erase latency, higher garbage collection costs, and
increased write amplification factors, which can collec-
tively prevent the 3D NAND flash products from becom-
ing the mainstream in high-performance storage domain.
In this paper, we introduce PEN, an architecture-level
mechanism that enables partial-erase of flash blocks. Us-
ing our proposed partial-erase support, we also discuss
how one can build a custom garbage collector for two
types of flash translation layers (FTLs), namely, block-
level FTL and hybrid FTL. Our experimental evaluations
of PEN with a set of diverse real storage workloads in-
dicate that the proposed approach can shorten the write
latency by 44.3% and 47.9% for block-level FTL and hy-
brid FTL, respectively.

1 Introduction

NAND flash based solid state disks (SSDs) have become
one of the dominant storage components in different
computing domains, ranging from embedded systems to
general purpose workstations to high-performance dat-
acenters [6, 13, 22, 57]. High-performance computing
employs SSDs in various ways such as an SSD cache
[41, 55] or a bursty buffer [39], to mitigate the per-
formance bottlenecks imposed by the conventional hard
disk drives (HDDs).

While SSDs can significantly improve the overall sys-
tem performance, there is also an emerging trend that
pushes SSDs toward an entirely different direction [20,
31, 51]. Specifically, major flash vendors amplify stor-
age capacity by transitioning from 2D NAND flash to
3D NAND flash. The 3D NAND flash technology lay-
ers flash cells vertically, which can increase the size of

the individual flash dies. For example, Samsung stacks
100 layers of charge trap flash (CTF) cells, and as a re-
sult can achieve 1 Terabit density flash dies without any
modification to the existing flash interface [10].

Layering multiple CTF cells increases the number of
pages in a physical block, rather than the number of
blocks within a die, which makes the internal micro-
architecture of 3D NAND different compared to the 2D
planar flash. Consider the vertical architecture of a par-
ticular 3D NAND flash [20], VNAND. VNAND increases
the die density by stacking more layers, but in this archi-
tecture, CTF cells across the different layers share a same
set of pillars (channel), thereby increasing the number of
pages per block. Furthermore, as all the block-related
control circuits of VNAND reside on the block decoder
of the top layer due to staircase-like control gate [20],
this decoder area controls the signals to all CTF cells of
the underlying layers. Consequently, as one stacks more
layers, the amount of such block-related control circuits
for each block increases. However, the area from where
one can control all layers is limited, which in turn re-
duces the number of blocks but increases the number of
pages per block. Owing to this, a block of VNAND con-
tains at least 3 times more pages per block compared to
the 2D flash.

Unfortunately, the new structure of VNAND can ex-
acerbate the overheads incurred due to garbage collec-
tion (GC), which is one of the well-known performance
bottlenecks in modern SSDs. Specifically, the peripheral
circuits and the micro-architecture of VNAND’s [19, 26]
large-granularity erase makes the latency characteristics
of 3D NAND worse compared to 2D flash. In addition,
the large number of pages per block can potentially ac-
commodate more valid data that a flash firmware needs
to migrate for each GC. The longer erase time and rela-
tively more valid pages to migrate (i.e., a series of reads
and writes) can have a significant performance impact
on GC operations and may in turn render 3D flash diffi-
cult to directly replace 2D flash in many designs of high-
performance SSD.

In this work, we propose PEN, a novel strategy to en-
able Partial Erase for 3D NAND flash technology. PEN
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alleviates the GC overheads by introducing a finer erase
unit in 3D NAND, which can reduce number of valid
pages copied during a GC, thereby reducing the GC la-
tency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that investigates partial-erase for 3D NAND, start-
ing from the circuit level and evaluating its architectural
ramifications from both the performance and reliability
angles. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present a comprehensive architectural support,
“partial-erase operation” that addresses the potential per-
formance degradation imposed by 3D NAND flash. The
proposed low-level operation can selectively reset multi-
ple pages instead of erasing a bulk block by modifying
the 3D NAND peripheral circuits, page decoders, and
command logics, with minimum area overhead.
• While our partial-erase operation can be leveraged to
alleviate performance degradation, the number of pages
per reset should be determined at the design time. How-
ever, it is a non-trivial task to statically decide the op-
eration granularity of such partial-erase operation. This
inflexibility in turn can lead to a large mapping table size
or introduce more valid page migrations. We propose
a novel GC algorithm, called “M-Merge” that keeps the
original mapping table size when the partial-erase oper-
ation is employed. In addition, M-Merge can adaptively
decide the optimal partial-erase granularity by consider-
ing program-disturbance issues at a run-time.
• We demonstrate that the performance degradation in
3D NAND flash stems from the increased number of
valid pages copied during a GC operation. The evalu-
ation studies using a set of 12 real storage workloads re-
veal that our PEN mechanism (putting partial-erase op-
eration and M-Merge together) can significantly reduce
the valid page copies during a GC operation, thereby im-
proving the overall system performance.

2 Background

2.1 NAND Flash Organization
NAND flash memory consists of several blocks consti-
tuting a plane, as shown in Figure 1. Each block is made
up of a number of pages. Page is a unit of read and
write, and its size varies from 2KB to 32KB [1]. A tra-
ditional 2D NAND flash typically consists of 128 to 192
such pages per block. The number of pages per block
increases [10] in a 3D NAND flash, and it can be as high
as 576 [29].

Figure 1 shows a vertical-channel 3D NAND flash im-
plemented by Samsung [20]. NAND flash cells con-
nected in series form a pillar (channel) with top and bot-
tom select transistors represented by UpperST and Low-
erST, respectively. Cells in the same horizontal axis form
a page, represented by P-0, P-1, etc. The upper select
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Figure 1: Vertical-channel NAND flash circuit.

gates (USG) and the control gates (CG) are used in ac-
cessing a page corresponding to an I/O request. USG is
used to select the corresponding slice and the CG is used
to select the corresponding page in a slice.

The basic operations in a NAND flash chip are read,
write, and erase [46]. The erase operation resets the
data to value ”1” in a page. It is performed at a block-
granularity; the data in all the pages in a block are reset
per erase operation. In a NAND flash device, the num-
ber of erase cycles is limited. Typically, an erase opera-
tion is implemented in two phases: (1) data-erase and (2)
erase-verify. During the data-erase phase, the data in all
the pages in a victim block are reset, and the erase-verify
phase checks if all the pages have been successfully reset
or not. The entire erase operation is iteratively repeated
until the data in all the pages are successfully reset.

The data-erase circuit implementation of an erase op-
eration is vendor-specific. There are two popular imple-
mentations: (a) bulk data-erase (implemented in Sam-
sung SSDs) [20] and (b) gate-induced drain leak (GIDL)
(implemented in Toshiba and Macronix SSDs) [27, 31,
51] data-erase. Bulk data-erase operation imposes a high
voltage (typically 20V) to the shared substrate (contain-
ing multiple blocks), while the CGs for the block being
erased are set to 0V. Hence, all the pages in a block are
erased per erase operation unlike the GIDL implementa-
tion. In GIDL, the data-erase operation is implemented
at a pillar granularity, and all the pillars in the same block
are erased simultaneously. More specifically, it is imple-
mented by imposing high voltage to USGs, LSG and bit-
lines, while the voltage of CGs is set to different values
based on the strength of GIDL. The erase-verify imple-
mentation is achieved by imposing CGs with 0V, while
SGs are imposed with bypass voltage. An unsuccessfully
erased page is identified by measuring the current pass-
ing through the channels when bitline voltage changes
from 0V to floating.

2.2 Flash Translation Layer (FTL)

The NAND flash vendors implement a Flash Translation
Layer (FTL) [3, 15, 18, 21, 38, 40] to keep track of the
physical location of a page in flash chips. FTL imple-
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ments two major functionalities, namely, address map-
ping and garbage collection.

2.2.1 Address Mapping

FTL maintains a data structure called mapping table. It
maps a given logical page/block address to the physical
location. Each read/write I/O request has to be translated
by FTL to route the request to a corresponding physical
page. When a logical page is updated, the old physical
page is marked as “invalid,” since SSDs do not support
in-place update. The number of invalid pages in chip
increases as the write requests are processed. Address
mapping can be broadly classified into three categories
based on the granularity at which the mappings are man-
aged viz., (a) page-level, (b) block-level, and (c) hybrid
mapping.

Page-level Mapping: This address mapping imple-
mentation needs a huge mapping table to manage transla-
tions at a page granularity. Note that a 1TB SSD requires
at least 1GB mapping table. While SSD capacity doubles
as the number of stacked NAND layers increases, such a
huge mapping table becomes a major issue for SSD de-
sign (in terms of both price and power consumption).

Block-level Mapping: Block-level mappings only
store the mapping information per block, and therefore,
the size of mapping table is smaller than other mappings.

A well-known block-level implementation is NFTL
[3]. In NFTL, the mapping information of a block con-
sists of a Data block (D-block) and Update block (U-
block). A D- and U-block together are referred to as
a block-pair. D-block represents the actual data block
where a page is originally mapped to, while U-block rep-
resents the block to which the updated pages from D-
block are written to, leaving the corresponding paired D-
block page invalid. Typically, the number of U-blocks is
much smaller than the number of D-blocks; so, multiple
D-blocks compete for a U-block.

A new write of NFTL is performed on the mapped
page in the D-block, while an updated write to the same
address is logged in the paired U-block. As a result,
a read to an address may have to search (read) pages

from the U-block sequentially to retrieve the latest copy.
Hence, the read and write performance can be slower in
NFTL compared to that of the page-level mapping.

Hybrid Mapping: The hybrid mapping combines the
best of the two previous mappings by (a) adopting the
block-level mapping to reduce the mapping table size,
and (b) utilizing partial (or small) amount of the page-
level mapping table to accelerate the performance. Vari-
ous such proposals include Superblock [21], FAST [40],
DFTL [15], and LAST [38]. In this work, we only focus
on the Superblock FTL implementation.1

2.2.2 Garbage Collection (GC)

GC is triggered by the write requests or the controller
firmware to clear the invalid pages left in the flash chips,
so that SSDs have enough free pages for the future
writes. GC typically contains four steps: (1) selecting
victim blocks, (2) reading valid pages from the victim
blocks, (3) writing the valid pages into the reserved free
blocks, and (4) erasing the victim blocks. Typically, steps
(1) and (4) are executed only once, while steps (2) and (3)
are executed repeatedly until no valid page is left in the
victim blocks. Since GC changes the FTL address map-
ping, different FTLs implement their GC algorithms.

Figure 2 illustrates the GC in NFTL, which is mainly
achieved by Merge operation. Merge copies all valid
pages contained in victim block pair to a reserved free
block, after which the victim block pair is erased. There
are two scenarios when a GC will be triggered: (a) fully-
utilized U-block and (b) unpaired D-block. In scenario
(a), the paired U-block has no free page, and therefore,
GC needs to be triggered to clear the invalid pages in this
block pair. In scenario (b), the D-block corresponding to
a write request does not have a U-block paired with it; as
a result, GC is triggered on another block pair to reclaim
a free U-block. We assume that the victim block pair for
step (1) has already been selected. The second step in-
volves reading the valid page from the victim block pair.
In the third step, the page read in the second step is writ-

1Our proposal works equally well for other hybrid FTL implemen-
tations as well.
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Figure 3: Write latency breakdown for different block sizes in the case of NFTL.

ten into the free block and the read page is invalidated in
the victim block. These steps, (2) and (3), are repeated
for all the valid pages in the victim blocks, as depicted
in the figure. Once all the valid pages are copied, in step
(4), all the pages in the block are erased using an erase
operation, also shown in the figure. Finally, the FTL ad-
dress mapping is updated to reflect the new D-block.

As depicted in Figure 2, the on-demand read/write
I/O requests cannot be served by the SSD chips during
the GC and are stalled in the per-channel DRAM queue
[4, 32–36, 43, 48, 52, 56] in the SSD controller. As a
result, the GC can negatively affect the application per-
formance [23–25]

2.3 Effect of Block Size

2.3.1 Effect of Block Size on Performance

With the increase in density for the 3D NAND flash, the
number of valid pages per block increases. As a result,
the number of pages to be copied from the victim block
to the free block during a GC also increases. Conse-
quently, the GC duration increases, in turn increasing
the access latency for the read and write I/O requests,
thereby degrading the overall performance significantly.
This issue is widely referred to as the “Big Block” prob-
lem [54].

We performed experiments to quantitatively demon-
strate the relationship between GC and the number of
pages per block in the case of NFTL (block-level FTL)2.
All the configurations tested have the same SSD capacity
to prevent the capacity from affecting the GC triggered
frequency. To keep the same capacity, we ensure that
a plane has the same number of pages, but the number
of pages per block are varied across different configura-
tions. Here are the four evaluated configurations (blocks
per plane, pages per block): (a) (15104, 72), (b) (7552,
144), (c) (3776, 288), and (d) (1888, 576). The rest of
parameters can be found in Table 1. All four configura-
tions are evaluated on the SSDSim [17] simulator using
12 write-dominant workloads shown in Table 2.

2We observed that Superblock FTL has a similar trend.
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Figure 4: Effect of block sizes on the number of GC in-
vocations in the case of NFTL.

Figures 3a and 3b show the breakdown of average
write access latencies (in milliseconds) for the different
block sizes. As can be observed, as the number of pages
per block increases, the latency increase and becomes
maximum for a block with 576 pages. The access la-
tency incurred by a write request includes (1) the time
spent in performing the actual write to the pages, and (2)
the time spent in waiting in the I/O request queue if this
write triggers a GC. The GC time which effects the wait
time of a write I/O request can further be broken down
into (a) GC spare-area read, (b) GC Read, (c) GC Write,
and (d) GC Erase, as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The
GC spare-area read time accounts for the time spent in
reading the page status to identify the valid pages. The
GC read/write time accounts for copying the identified
valid pages from the victim blocks to a free block, while
the GC erase time accounts for the time spent in perform-
ing the erase of the victim blocks.

Figures 3a and 3b plot the write access latency break-
down for the high and low write-intensive workloads,
respectively. In Figure 3a, as the number of pages per
block increases, the time spent in copying the valid pages
(which includes GC read/write) increases from 58% for a
block with 72 pages to 79% for a block with 576 pages.
This result indicates that reducing the number of valid
pages to be copied is crucial under the high-intensive
workloads. In figure 3b, the time spent in copying the
valid pages remains the same, but the time spent in read-
ing the spare-area increases due to the inherent design of
NFTL.

Figure 4 shows the number of GC invocations for dif-
ferent block sizes for all workloads. In general, the num-
ber of GC invocations are halved as the number of pages
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the case of NFTL.

per block doubles; so, the time spent in erasing the blocks
decreases. However, in the high write-intensive work-
loads, such as prn 1 and proj 1, the number of GCs in-
creases as the number of pages per block doubles. This is
because the configuration with a fewer number of blocks
(larger block) has fewer competing blocks, thereby re-
sulting in higher number of GCs.

2.3.2 Impact of Block Size on Lifetime

Write amplification factor is the ratio of the amount of
data which the host writes and the amount of writes that
actually occurs on the flash media (including the GC
writes) [16].

Figure 5 shows the write amplification varying block
sizes for high write-intensive workloads. Write amplifi-
cation for the high write-intensive workloads increases,
on average, from 2.1 for a block with 72 pages to 5.1 for
a block with 576 pages. This is because, as the number
of pages per block increases, the corresponding number
of valid pages per block also increases. Since the erase
operation during a GC is at a block-level, all the valid
pages from the victim block need to be copied to a free
block, thereby increasing the write-amplification. Such
increased write-amplification may shorten the lifetime
of SSDs. We also observed that Superblock FTL [21]
has a similar trend. However, page-level FTLs do not
suffer from the increased write-amplification because of
smart page allocation and victim block selection algo-
rithms [2, 12, 16, 42, 44, 45].

3 Overview of Partial-Erase Operation

Due to the large number of pages in a block, 3D NAND-
based flash storage can be subjected to excessive valid
page copy overhead. To reduce the number of valid page
copies in 3D NAND, we propose a partial-erase oper-
ation for 3D NAND flash (PEN). Unlike the block-level
erase operation, our proposed partial-erase operation per-
forms erase at a ”partial block” (PB) granularity. Since
our proposal enables partial-erase, the amount of valid
pages that need to be copied during a GC is reduced sig-
nificantly, eventually improving the write latency and the
overall I/O throughput. Also, since the number of pages
copied during a GC reduces, the overall number of writes

induced by GCs is also reduced, and this in turn results
in lower write-amplification and increased lifetime.

Our proposal consists of both hardware and software
changes. On the hardware side, our hardware modifica-
tions for the partial-erase operation support both the par-
tial data-erase phase and the partial erase-verify phase.
The implementation of the partial data-erase phase in-
cludes inhibiting the erase of pages other than the pages
in a PB of a block. Similarly, the implementation of par-
tial erase-verify phase includes only verifying the pages
in PB to decide if the partial-erase operation needs to
continue erasing the non-erased pages in PB or not.

The partial-erase operation may incur additional pro-
gram disturbances to the neighboring pages, causing the
neighboring cells’ data to be modified. To solve the
disturbance, we provide a software-based modification,
since the hardware-based solutions [11, 14] typically re-
duce the 3D NAND array density, which may trigger
further GCs. Another reason is that the hardware-based
solutions can only mitigate the disturbance, so the data
in the boundary pages may still be corrupted with more
partial-erase operations. Therefore, a software solution
is more preferable.

576 valid pages

Free page

Valid page

Invalid page

Block-Erase

Partial-Erase

72
72

432

144

36

36

360
576 

(a)

72
72

432

144

36

36

360

72 valid pages

(b)

Figure 6: (a) depicts the baseline without partial-erase
support necessitating 576 valid pages to be copied from
the victim blocks to the new block. (b) depicts our
partial-erase support which only necessitates 72 valid
pages to be copied.

On the software side, we propose a modified merge
(M-Merge) algorithm in GC that utilizes our partial-erase
operation to reduce the number of valid pages copied
from the victim blocks. One major contribution of our
M-Merge algorithm is that, the valid pages in victim
blocks are “consolidated” into fewer blocks, unlike in the
baseline GC algorithm where all valid pages are copied
to free blocks. Therefore, in our proposed algorithm, we
copy very few pages during GC. Another contribution
is that the proposed M-merge algorithm is aware of the
possible disturbance by the partial-erase, so the data in
non-erased pages will not be corrupted by disturbances.
Figure 6 shows the difference between the baseline GC
and M-Merge based GC. In this example, our M-Merge
only copies 72 valid pages during a GC; in comparison,
the baseline GC copies a total of 576 valid pages.
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Figure 7: Partial-Erase operation design.

4 Controller Hardware for Partial-Erase

4.1 Peripheral Circuit Modifications
The peripheral circuit modifications for our proposed
partial data-erase and partial erase-verify phases are cov-
ered in this subsection. In the baseline erase imple-
mentations of VNAND (bulk-erase) circuits, the erase-
inhibition technique is used to restrict the erase operation
to the victim block. That is, only the CGs of the victim
block are set to 0V, and the rest of the blocks are float-
ing.3 Therefore, only the cells in the victim block are
under high negative voltage difference, which resets all
the cells in the victim block. In contrast, in the data-erase
phase of the partial-erase operation, the erase-inhibition
is achieved at a partial-block (PB) granularity, as shown
in Figure 7a. In other words, only CG1 of PBs are set
to 0V, instead of the entire block as in the baseline bulk-
erase implementation. Figure 7a shows the implementa-
tion of the partial data-erase for a PB with 4 pages in the
3D NAND flash. In this example, only pages P4-P7 are
erased, while the other pages retain their earlier contents
as their corresponding CGs are set to floating.

The partial erase-verify phase verifies if all the pages
in the PB are erased successfully during the data-erase
phase or not. A modified read operation can be used as
partial erase-verify. Instead of selecting the page by only
one USG and one CG for read operation, multiple USGs
and CGs are used to select all pages in a PB to realize
the partial erase-verify phase. Then, the current on the
bitlines can be measured to figure out the PB cells’ eras-
ing status. Figure 7b shows the implementation details
of proposed partial erase-verify phase. The partial erase-
verify phase is performed on the second 4 pages (P4-P7).
The CG1 is set to 0V, so that the content in cells of sec-
ond 4 pages will reflect to the current on bitlines. The
GIDL-based erase can be modified similarly.

The hardware modification for our partial-erase oper-
ation mainly adds an extra circuit for the control logic
in the page decoder (PD), as illustrated in Figure 8.

3The CG is disconnected; so, the voltage of the cells becomes float-
ing.
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Figure 8: Partial-Erase circuit overview.

The required area for the control logic is at most the
same as the original control logic area. The reason
is that the proposed circuit has fewer cases to handle
than the original one. The area overhead of the pro-
posed enhancements can be calculated as follows: The
peripheral circuits in 3D NAND flash chip are around
6 ∼ 9%[19, 26, 29, 53], and the PD occupies about 4%
of the peripheral circuits[47]. In the PD, only 17% of the
area is devoted to the control logic[47]. Therefore, our
hardware overhead is at most 0.07% of the whole area,
which is negligible in a 3D NAND flash chip.

4.2 Boundary Program Disturbance
The additional program disturbance to the neighboring
pages [5, 58] comes from later write (program) operation
after the partial-erase. In Figure 7a, pages P0-P3 and P8-
P11 represent the neighboring pages that are disturbed
by the program operations after the partial-erase opera-
tion. Such 3D NAND program disturbance is known to
be small compared to the 2D counterpart, owing to the
3D CTF cell itself [19]; so, the boundary pages can tol-
erate more extra program disturbance in 3D NAND com-
pared to 2D. However, the data in those pages can still be
corrupted if the same partial-block is repeatedly erased.

4.3 Indexing the Partial Blocks
We augment the original block-level erase operation
command format shown in Figure 9 with partial-block
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Figure 9: Partial-Erase command format.

index bits. These additional bits, which represent the PB
index along with the already-existing block index bits,
enable our proposed partial-erase operation.

To minimize the control circuitry and utilize the exist-
ing command convention and format used by the NAND
flash, we restrict each PB to contain ρ number of pages,
which can be expressed as:

ρ =
number of pages per block

2l (PB size)

,where l represents the number of times that a block is
split into two smaller equal-sized partial-blocks. l can
take values ranging from 0 to L, where L is the maxi-
mum number of times a block can be split. If l is 0, a
block is not split causing the entire-block to be erased.
If l equals to 1, an entire block is split into two partial-
blocks so that a partial-erase can be performed on either
partial-blocks (PBs). With restricted PB sizes and loca-
tions, the number of supported PBs for the chip can only
be 2L+1− 1. For example, if L is 6 in a chip contain-
ing 576 blocks, the number of pages in a PB can take
the following values: 576, 288, 144, 72, 36, 18 and 9
pages. Hence, the possible PBs per block can be 127
(1+2+4+8+16+32+64 = 26+1−1 = 127).

Figure 7c shows our PB indexing scheme. Instead of
indexing a PB in a block with both PB size and location,
we use a single PB-index to identify both the PB size and
location. Thus, a tuple (block-index, PB-index) is used
to identify the unique PB amongst multiple blocks in the
3D NAND flash. For example, PB (426,2) contains two
smaller PBs, PB (426,4) and PB (426,5). In addition,
erasing one bigger PB is less expensive than erasing two
corresponding smaller PBs, since the NAND chip can
only execute one command at a time due to its internal
control circuitry. As a result, the PB size used during GC
highly affects the GC latency.

5 FTL for Partial-Erase

5.1 Partial Block vs. Smaller Block
The simplest approach to utilize partial-erase operation
in current FTLs is to replace the block-erase directly with
the partial-erase; so, the block size in new system shrinks
to one of the possible PB size, which is fixed and cannot
be dynamically changed. Although this option is feasi-
ble, it has two main drawbacks: (1) larger mapping ta-
ble size and (2) fixed partial-erase granularity. Enlarging

the mapping table size in modern block-level and hybrid
FTLs are costly. For example, in the extreme case, where
L is 6, 26 times of baseline mapping table size is required.
On the other hand, employing a fixed partial-erase gran-
ularity can result in sub-optimal performance as:
• A finer fixed partial-erase granularity might necessi-
tate more number of partial-erase operations to reclaim a
large number of invalid pages in the victim block. These
partial-erase overheads can be reduced by fewer coarser
granularity partial-erase operations.
• A coarser fixed partial-erase granularity might result in
more number of valid page copies.

Motivated by this, we introduce our M-merge algo-
rithm which can keep original mapping table size and
dynamically choose the optimal partial-erase granularity.

5.2 M-Merge for Block-level Mapping

We propose a new GC algorithm, M-Merge, for NFTL.
Figure 10 shows the difference between the baseline
Merge algorithm and our proposed M-Merge algorithm.
Our M-Merge algorithm is based on a sub-operation
called restore. Restore is an operation which is per-
formed on one of the PBs in D-block and its correspond-
ing valid pages in U-block. It is composed of three
stages: (1) valid-page copy from D-block to U-block ,
(2) partial-erase of PB in D-block, and (3) valid-page
copy from U-block to D-block. In the first stage, all the
valid pages in the PB must be copied to the U-block or
other blocks, so that a partial-erase can be performed for
the PB which has only invalid and free pages in the sec-
ond stage. After the PB is partial-erased, the third stage
copies back the valid pages that belong to this PB from
U-block. The cost of the restore operation is one partial-
erase and several valid page copies corresponding to this
PB. The cost of the restore operations in Figure 10 can
be calculated as follows:

restore(PB 5) = None(skipped)

restore(PB 9) = 1 PE+72 page copies

restore(PB 14) = 2 page copies+1 PE+72 page copies

5.2.1 M-Merge Examples

In the example shown in Figure 10, assuming that there
are a total of 576 (434 in D-block + 142 in U-block) valid
pages, when a GC is triggered, all these valid pages from
D-block and U-block need to be copied to a free block.
Hence, the cost of a GC merge operation in the baseline
is the cost of copying these 576 pages to a free block
along with the cost of erasing both the D- and U-blocks.
However, our M-Merge algorithm uses two restore sub-
operations to achieve the same goal.
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M-Merge only executes the restore operations on D-
blocks, while U-blocks are still block-erased in the end.
We use D-block PB indices (Figure 7c) of 8, 9, 5, 6,
14, and 15 to explain M-merge. Note that the non-
overlapped PBs form a complete block; hence, restor-
ing all the non-overlapped PBs can guarantee that the U-
block is erasable. We arrive at these PB indices by apply-
ing our Algorithm 1, which will be discussed shortly. As
can be observed from Figure 10, PBs 8, 5, 6 and 15 have
no invalid pages; so, M-Merge skips those PBs. PBs 9
and 14 contain invalid pages, so two restore operations
need to be performed. PB 9 has only invalid pages, and
hence, the first stage of the restore operation is skipped,
and only the following two stages are executed. Thus, the
corresponding 72 (36 + 36) valid pages in the U-block
are copied back to PB 9. On the other hand, PB 14 has
two valid pages, and as a result, those two pages have to
be copied to the U-block in the first stage, and then the
last two stages can be performed aiming PB 14. Overall,
the total cost of M-Merge is the time taken for copying
72 + 2 + 72 = 146 valid pages, partial-erasing 2 PBs, and
erasing 1 U-block.

Typically, a NAND flash read/write is 10 times faster
than an erase operation [1]. The speedup brought by
our proposed M-Merge operation over the conventional
Merge operation is:4

speedup=
(Merge time)

(M-Merge time)
=

(576+20)
(146+20+10)

= 3.38×.

M-Merge with Program Disturbance: We assume
that the previous example executes 4 times; as a result,
PB 9 is restored 4 times by M-merge, which is shown
in Figure 11. As discussed in Section 4.2, the pages ad-
jacent to PB 9 are disturbed when PB 9 is restored. To
prevent the data corruptions caused by the disturbances,
those disturbed pages will be restored by the next subse-
quent M-Merge operation that disturbs those pages. Note
that the smallest PB has only 9 pages. At time t1, the
PB 9 is restored. Thus, the upper PB (9 pages) and the
lower PB (9 pages) are disturbed, but the data in those

4The computation time can be omitted, since the execution time of
NAND flash erase operation is on a millisecond scale.

two layers are still consistent (not corrupted). At time
t2, although only PB 9 is required to be restored, the dis-
turbed pages (upper and lower PBs) are restored as well,
since the data in these PBs may be corrupted due to this
partial-erase operation. Hence, 9+ 72+ 9 pages are re-
stored. At time t3, only PB 9 is restored, since both upper
and lower PBs are corrected by the previous restore op-
eration at time t2. At time t4, two upper PBs, two lower
PBs and PB 9 are restored to prevent the data corruption.

72

D

To be disturbed

Valid page

To be erased (PB 9)

To be erased in case 

of data corruption

9

t1 t2 t3 t4 time

Figure 11: Data corruption prevention.

In summary, M-merge restores the possibly corrupted
boundary pages to prevent the data corruption. Although
this proposal increases the number of copied pages dur-
ing M-merge, it still outperforms the baseline merge al-
gorithm, which can be observed in Figure 15a.

M-merge wear-leveling: In the example shown in
both Figure 10 and Figure 11, the PBs in the same block
may be under different number of erase operations due
to partial-erase operation. To mitigate wear-unleveling,
the approach in [30] is adopted. To be more specific, a
block can only be M-merged W times before a baseline
Merge, where W is a (preset) wear-leveling parameter.

5.2.2 M-Merge Algorithm

cost[pb] =Min(restore(pb,disturb),

cost[pb∗2]+ cost[pb∗2+1])
(1)

Our M-Merge algorithm can be accomplished through
various sequences of restores. However, the sequence
that yields the “minimum” cost and preventing data cor-
ruption is preferred. To find such sequence, the recursive
relationship in Equation (1) is introduced, which esti-
mates the cost, represented by cost(pb), of using restore
for PB index (pb), comparing it with the total cost in-
curred for the PB indices (pb∗2) and (pb∗2+1). Then,
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the one which offers the minimum cost is chosen. Note
that the restore operation is aware of disturbance, so all
of the valid pages in the PB may be copied out and back
in case of a data corruption, even though the PB has no
invalid pages.

When a GC is triggered, the total cost for M-Merge op-
eration is recursively estimated using Equation (1) start-
ing with the whole block, which is PB 1. The estimated
total cost for M-Merge operation is compared with that
of baseline Merge operation. Based on the relative costs,
the less expensive option is chosen. Note that, our GC
algorithm can switch between Merge and M-Merge op-
erations dynamically based on the relative costs, thus it
is highly adaptive.

Algorithm 1: M-MERGE PLAN ALGORITHM
Input: Dblk: D-block, dis: disturbed pbs in D-block

1 for pb← max pb to 1 do // All PBs
2 cost[pb]←RESTORE(Dblk, pb, dis);
3 trav[pb]← leaf PB;

4 for pb← (max pb/2) to 1 do // Except the smallest PBs
5 if cost[pb∗2]+ cost[pb∗2+1]< cost[pb] then // Equation (1)
6 cost[pb]← cost[pb∗2]+ cost[pb∗2+1];
7 trav[pb]← internal PB;

8 RstrSeq← DFS-TRAVERSAL-LEAF-PB(cost, trav, 1);
9 toCopy← SUM-OF-COPY(RstrSeq);

10 return (cost[1], RstrSeq, toCopy)

Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code that determines the
minimum-cost restore sequence to perform M-Merge.
After estimating the cost for M-Merge, the number of
copied pages, which represents the number of pages to
be copied in the first stage of all the restore operations, is
calculated.

Algorithm 2: NFTL MERGE MODIFICATION
Input: Dblk, Ublk

1 dis← φ ; corrupt← True;
2 cost← MERGE-COST(Dblk);
3 do // M-Merge cost
4 (mcost, RstrSeq, toCopy)← M-MERGE-PLAN(Dblk, dis);
5 corrupt← DISTURB-UPDATE(Dblk, RstrSeq, dis);
6 while corrupt 6= True;
7 f reeu← FREE-PAGE(Ublk);
8 if f reeu < toCopy then
9 (space, pbu)← LARGEST-INVALID-PB(Ublk);

10 mcost += PARTIAL-ERASE-TIME(pbu);

11 if mcost < cost && toCopy < f reeu + space &&
Dblk.mmerge count <W then // M-Merge

12 if f reeu < toCopy then
13 PARTIAL-ERASE(pbu);

14 for pb in RstrSeq do
15 DO-RESTORE(pb);

16 else // Baseline Merge
17 MERGE(Dblk);

Algorithm 2 presents the modifications proposed for
the NFTL Merge operation. It initially calculates the
costs for both the Merge and M-Merge operations, and

then chooses the one with the lower cost. To prevent po-
tential data corruption due to M-merge, Algorithm 2 is
repeatedly called with the updated PBs’ disturbance in-
formation. If NFTL decides to execute M-Merge based
on the toCopy pages returned from Algorithm 1, a partial
block in U-block may be erased to ensure that the restore
sequence can be executed successfully.

M-Merge can generate the optimal restore sequence
with minimum cost using Algorithm 1; however, exe-
cuting the restore sequence is not guaranteed to be op-
timal due to insufficient free pages in U-block. In Al-
gorithm 2, to provide more free pages for restore oper-
ations, we partial-erase the largest PB with all invalid
pages before any restore operations. However, this PB
in U-block may not be the optimal one, since a bigger
PB may be generated during the execution of the restore
sequence, not before it. In addition, the free pages in D-
block and the newly-allocated block can also be used as
temporary free pages. However, looking for these possi-
bilities would take too much compute time. Hence, we
choose the method in Algorithm 2.

5.3 M-Merge for Hybrid Mapping
Before describing our modifications to Superblock FTL,
we briefly go over Superblock FTL [21]. In a superblock
implementation, several adjacent logical blocks (say M),
which is the basic unit of address mapping, are grouped
to form a superblock, and each superblock contains sev-
eral (physical) blocks (say N). The GC of Superblock
FTL also employs the Merge operation at a block granu-
larity. The GC for a superblock can be divided into intra-
and inter-superblock GC.

Intra-superblock GC is triggered when a superblock
has no free pages. The goal of the intra-superblock GC
is to clear some free blocks for the subsequent write re-
quests. Therefore, only the blocks with the minimum
valid pages are merged by GC, and consequently, the
read/write requests will not be stalled for too long.

Inter-superblock GC is triggered when there is no
available free block in the NAND chip. The goal of the
inter-superblock GC is to compact the victim superblock
to the fewest number of physical blocks, which has only
M physical blocks, so that the other superblocks can al-
locate available free blocks.

Superblock FTL can apply modifications similar to
NFTL to reduce valid page copies by applying our M-
Merge algorithm multiple times to physical blocks in a
superblock. However, since the concept of D-block in the
Superblock FTL is the cold data block (not the blocks to
be restored), our modification must choose the D- and U-
blocks using by M-Merge amongst the physical blocks
in a superblock. Another important difference between
NFTL and Superblock FTL M-Merge implementations
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Algorithm 3: SUPERBLOCK MERGE MODIFICA-
TION

Input: blkset: superblock physical block index set
1 cost← SUPERBLOCK-MERGE-COST(blkset);
2 U-blkset← BLK-SET-WITH-MIN-VALID-PAGES(blkset,M−N);
3 D-blkset← blkset−U-blkset;
4 mcost← 0;
5 for b in D-blkset do // M-Merge cost
6 dis← φ ; corrupt← True;
7 do
8 (mcostb,RstrSeqb, toCopyb)← M-MERGE-PLAN(b, dis);
9 corrupt← DISTURB-UPDATE(b, RstrSeq, dis);

10 while corrupt 6= True;
11 mcost += mcostb;

12 if cost < mcost && blkset.mmerge count ≤W then // Baseline Merge
13 SUPERBLOCK-MERGE(blkset);

14 else // M-Merge
15 for b in D-blkset do
16 if FREE-PAGE(U-blkset) < toCopyb then
17 ALLOC-FREE-BLOCK(U-blkset);

18 for pb in RstrSeqb do
19 DO-RESTORE(pb);

is that the restore operation in Section 5.2 assumes the
pages in D-block are in address order. However, they are
out-of-order across the physical blocks in a superblock;
as a result, the cost to perform restores needs to be ad-
justed accordingly.

Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo-code to determine
whether it is beneficial to execute M-Merge and, if it is,
how to perform M-Merge. The first step of Algorithm 3
is to decide U-blkset – the blocks to be erased. We pick
M−N blocks in the victim superblock with the minimum
number of valid pages as U-blkset, so that the number of
valid pages to be copied is minimal. The second step in-
volves applying Algorithm 1 to all the blocks in D-blkset
and estimating the total cost of M-Merge. The final step
involves deciding whether it is beneficial to perform M-
Merge or conventional Merge.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup
We used the “Flash core cell” model from HSIM [49]
package in Synopsys HSPICE [50] to measure the
partial-erase latency (in milliseconds) for a 3D NAND
flash. Since the partial-erase latencies are governed by
the cell with the slowest erase-rate and not by the num-
ber of cells per partial-block, the partial-erase latencies
are only slightly better compared to the block-erase la-
tency. Please refer to Table 1 for the details on the laten-
cies. We used SSDSim [17] to evaluate our proposed M-
merge algorithm for NFTL and Superblock FTL. Various
parameters used in our SSDSim experiments are listed in
Table 1. The read/write and block-level erase access la-
tencies used in our SSDSim simulations are based on our

SSD parameters
(Page-read, Page-program, Block-erase) (70µs, 900µs, 10ms)

(PB size (pages), partial-erase time (ms)) (L=6)
(288, 9.95), (144, 9.79),
(72, 9.62), (36, 9.48),
(18, 9.37), (9, 9.27)

(Channels, Chips, Dies, Planes, Blocks, Pages) (8, 2, 2, 2, 1888, 576)
(Page Size, Spare area size) (16KB, 1280B)
Total SSD capacity 1TB
(Over provision, Initial data) (10%, 95%)
Number of tolerance disturbance 1
Wear leveling parameters (W ) 16

NFTL parameters
(Victim selection, GC free block threshold) (Max invalid, 8%)

Superblock FTL parameters
Logical:physical block ratio (M:N) (4:5), (4:8)
Intra-/Inter-superblock GC threshold (1 PBMT, 8%)

Table 1: Characteristics of the evaluated SSD.

trace read write read write read write
reqs (in reqs (in data data coverage coverage
millions) millions) (in GBs) (in GBs) (in GBs) (in GBs)

hm 0 1.417 2.576 9.96 20.47 1.84 1.63
prn 0 0.602 4.983 13.12 45.96 3.72 12.38
prn 1 8.464 2.77 181.35 30.78 73.78 11.52
proj 0 0.527 3.697 8.97 144.26 1.74 1.65
proj 1 21.143 2.497 750.36 25.57 693.5 9.03
proj 2 25.642 3.625 1015.9 168.68 409.37 115.13
prxy 0 0.384 12.135 3.04 53.8 0.29 0.7
src1 1 43.576 2.17 1485.6 30.34 116.69 4.16
src1 2 0.484 1.424 8.82 44.14 1.55 0.65
stg 1 1.4 0.796 79.52 5.98 79.42 0.39
usr 1 41.426 3.858 2079.2 56.12 651.16 24.56
usr 2 8.575 1.995 415.28 26.46 377.8 10.02

Table 2: Important characteristics of our workloads.

empirical evaluations of the real 3D NAND chips. The
12 evaluated I/O workloads, whose characteristics are
shown in Table 2, are from the revised SNIA traces [37].

We use the following five metrics for our evaluations:
(a) average write latency, (b) throughput, (c) write
amplification, (d) AEP, and (e) VEP. AEP and VEP are
the average and variance number of erase operations per
page, respectively. Those two metrics track the number
of erase operations at a finer granularity, page, unlike the
coarse block granularity in the baseline. This is because,
due to the partial-erase, the different pages in the same
block can experience a different number of erases.

6.2 Experimental Results

6.2.1 Block-Level FTL

Performance: Figure 12b shows the improvement in
read/write throughput (IOPS) for our proposed PEN sys-
tem (using partial-erase) over the baseline system (using
block-erase only) for NFTL. Note that NFTL maintains
the mapping at a unit of a block instead of a page; so,
the GC trigger frequency is relevant not only to the ra-
tio of the written data and the SSD capacity, but also to
the page utilization of blocks; hence, a small amount of
written data may trigger a large number of block merges.
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Figure 12: Performance improvements in the case of NFTL.
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Figure 13: Write amplification, AEP, and VEP improvements in the case of NFTL.

For example, although workload prn 1 only comprises
of 30.78GB of written data, over 140,000 block merges
are performed. Since M-merge can significantly reduce
block merge overhead, the performance of the workloads
with frequent block merge operations can be highly im-
proved. On average, IOPS is improved by 1.43x over the
baseline system in NFTL.

Figure 12a plots the write access latencies for our PEN
system, normalized to the baseline system. The magni-
tude of improvement in the IOPS and write latencies is
a function of the workload characteristics. For exam-
ple, workloads like proj 1, usr 1, and prn 1, which have
relatively high amounts of coverage (unique data), expe-
rience very high improvements. This is because, as the
coverage in these workloads is very high, a majority of
the U-blocks are already paired with a D-block resulting
in an outage of free U-blocks. When a write is incurred
to a page in an unpaired D-block, a block merge is trig-
gered to reclaim a free U-block that can be paired with
this D-block. Hence, for these workloads, the number of
triggered block merges is very high, with each merge op-
eration lasting several hundreds of milliseconds, owing
to the increased number of valid page copies in the base-
line. Since our M-Merge algorithm reduces the number
of valid pages to be copied, our PEN system yields sig-
nificant improvements in I/O throughput.

Write amplification: Figure 13a shows how our
partial-erase enabled PEN system compared to the base-
line system in terms of write-amplification. The write-
amplification is reduced, on average, by 2.67x, compared
to the baseline.

AEP and VEP: Figures 13b and 13c show the AEP
and VEP, respectively. AEP improvements stem from
the fewer erased pages during M-Merge, thanks to the

partial-erase. On the contrary, VEP improvements result
from the wear-leveling technique [30], the detailed sen-
sitivity results of which can be found in Figure 14c.

GFTL comparison: Figure 12c plots the write laten-
cies for the baseline and GFTL [9], normalized to our
proposed PEN system. Note that GFTL is one kind of
partial GC algorithm, which needs to reserve extreme
long time for the block merge overhead to guarantee the
constant request response time in the “Big Block”. The
figure shows that the GC algorithms designed for 2D
NAND cannot directly be applied to the 3D NAND.

Sensitivity Results: Figure 14a plots the write laten-
cies for our PEN system for different possible PB sizes
(governed by L). As the possible number of PB sizes in-
creases, PEN performs better, since a smaller PB reduces
the copied valid pages in a PB during a block merge, ul-
timately reducing the overall block merge overheads.

Figures 14b and 14c plot the performance and relia-
bility impact of the wear-leveling parameter, W , which
is defined as the number of M-merge operations that can
be performed on a block since the last baseline Merge
for the block. A higher W value can provide better
performance; but, it can also cause the severe skew-
ness on erase count per page, which can be observed
for prn 1, proj 0, and prxy 0 workload. A lower W
value addresses the unevenness issue; but, it reduces the
magnitude of performance improvement. As can be ob-
served, W value 16 results in optimal performance and
reliability. Figure 15a shows the write latency with and
without considering the boundary program disturbance
by the partial-erase operation. Our program-disturbance
aware M-merge slightly increases the average write la-
tency even under the most severe scenario where the
NAND cells can only tolerate one partial-erase from the
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Figure 14: Sensitivity results in the case of NFTL.
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Figure 15: Other aspects in the case of NFTL.

neighbor cells.
Variation of write latency over time: Figure 15b

plots the write access latencies incurred by various I/O
requests as they are processed in one of our workloads
(proj 1). This graph clearly demonstrates that almost all
the I/O write requests5 experience reduced write access
latency as they do not incur long stall times in the I/O
Queue in our PEN system, unlike the baseline. As a re-
sult, we observe improvements in throughput.

Comparison with partial block erase (PBE) in [11]:
Figure 15c compares PBE and PEN system. PBE en-
ables the partial-erase by employing additional erase cir-
cuits between partial-blocks. Such implementation can
mitigate the program-disturbance problem, but reduces
the total available capacity. The detailed hardware and
FTL modifications are not provided; as a result, we mod-
eled the PBE system as a reduced capacity PEN system
without program disturbance. The effect of loss in ca-
pacity by PBE can be observed in the reduced capacity
change in the step from 0% to 16.5%. As a result, it
incurs more GCs, and thus, PBE increases write amplifi-
cation by 88% compared to PEN.

6.2.2 Hybrid FTL

We now quantify the benefits of PEN over the base-
line intra-/inter-superblock GC for Superblock FTL. We
present the results for two different configurations, where
the first one uses 4 logical blocks and 5 (physical) blocks,
while the second one uses 4 logical blocks and 8 (phys-
ical) blocks. Figures 16a and 16b plot the normalized

5We saw similar results in other workloads as well; but, we could
not present them due to space constraints.

(with respect to the baseline) write and read latencies for
the two configurations mentioned before. Workloads like
proj 1 and usr 1 experience improved read/write laten-
cies and enhanced throughput, due to the same reason
explained in Section 6.2.1. In contrast, other workloads,
especially hm 0 and stg 1, incur fewer inter-superblock
GC; however, they incur more frequent intra-superblock
GCs. Since the intra-superblock GC algorithm chooses
the block in the superblock with the minimum number
of valid pages as the victim block, not many valid pages
need to be copied in the baseline. Hence, the avenues
to improve the access latencies in PEN are minimized.
Therefore, the cases in which PEN can outperform the
intra-superblock GC are when the number of (physical)
blocks is close to the number of logical blocks. Note
that only prn 1 workload shows performance degrada-
tion in the baseline with more physical blocks, since
the GC operations in the latter case are dominated by
inter-superblock GC. Our PEN also reduces the write-
amplification, AEP and VEP (Figures 17a, 17b, and 17c).

7 Related Work

Partial-Erase proposals: Partial-Erase operation has
been proposed [28] for 2D NAND flash, however, it
did not pave way in to the actual products as it did not
improve performance or reliability for 2D NAND flash.
This is because the “Big block” problem is not as severe
in 2D NAND compared to 3D NAND flash.

Partial-Erase operations for 3D NAND have recently
been proposed in [11, 14]. However, due to the imple-
mentation diversity of 3D NAND, there are multiple ap-
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Figure 16: Performance improvements in the case of Superblock FTL. (BSL=Baseline)
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Figure 17: Write amplification, AEP, and VEP improvements in the case of Superblock FTL. (BSL=Baseline)

proaches to enable such an operation. Partial block erase
(PBE) [11] is discussed and compared against PEN in
Section 6.2.1. Another implementation, subblock man-
agement [14] only allows three subblocks (two kinds of
PB sizes) in a block. Such an implementation cannot pro-
vide any significant performance improvement, which
can be observed in Figure 14a.

Besides the hardware-based partial-erase proposals,
there also exist software-based proposals. Kim [30] pro-
poses the strategy to address the wear-leveling problem
caused by the partial-erase operation. Subblock erase [8]
proposes a page-level FTL modification for the partial-
erase operation in [11] to alleviate the “Big Block”
problem. However, this proposal assumes that multi-
ple partial-erase operations can be executed simultane-
ously, which necessitates non-trivial modifications to the
underlying peripheral circuit components of the current
NAND chips. In comparison, our PEN necessitates mod-
est changes to the current peripheral circuitry. More im-
portantly, the approach in [8] is only applicable to page-
level FTL, which, as discussed before in Section 2.2.1,
will become impractical in 3D NAND. In comparison,
our approach focuses on the basic building block of GC,
that is, the merge operation.

Partial GC proposals: We now compare our proposal
to the “partial GC” research [7, 9, 23, 25] , conducted in
the context of 2D NAND flash. Chang et al. [7] and
Choudhari et al. [9] proposed periodic partial GC oper-
ations for real-time systems so that they provide mini-
mal performance guarantees. GFTL [9] is discussed and
compared in Section 6.2.1 and Figure 12c, respectively.
AGCDGC and HIOS [23, 25] divide and distribute GC
into more free-time slots, considering the address map-

ping and I/O request queue information, so that an SSD
can have a more stable performance. Since these partial
GC algorithms require additional knowledge to estimate
free-time slots, they are FTL-specific and are not generic
unlike our proposal. In addition, these partial GC algo-
rithms still use coarse “block-level” erase operations, re-
sulting in unnecessary valid pages copies during a GC
operation, unlike our PEN.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel partial-
erase based PEN architecture in emerging 3D NAND
flashes, which minimizes the number of valid pages
copied during a GC operation. To show the effectiveness
of our proposed partial-erase operation, we introduce our
M-Merge algorithm that employs our partial-erase opera-
tion for NFTL and Superblock FTL. Our extensive exper-
imental evaluations show that the average write latency
under the proposed PEN system is reduced by 44.3% –
47.9%, compared to the baseline.
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ABSTRACT: FEMU is a software (QEMU-based)

flash emulator for fostering future full-stack soft-

ware/hardware SSD research. FEMU is cheap (open-
sourced), relatively accurate (0.5-38% variance as a

drop-in replacement of OpenChannel SSD), scalable

(can support 32 parallel channels/chips), and extensible

(support internal-only and split-level SSD research).

1 Introduction

Cheap and extensible research platforms are a key ingre-
dient in fostering wide-spread SSD research. SSD simu-
lators such as DiskSim’s SSD model [9], FlashSim [13]
and SSDSim [16], despite their popularity, only support
internal-SSD research but not kernel-level extensions.
On the other hand, hardware research platforms such as
FPGA boards [28, 34, 46], OpenSSD [7], or OpenChan-
nel SSD [11], support full-stack software/hardware re-
search but their high costs (thousands of dollars per de-
vice) impair large-scale SSD research.

This leaves software-based emulator such as QEMU-
based VSSIM [45], FlashEm [47], and LightNVM’s
QEMU [6], as the cheap alternative platform. Unfortu-
nately, the state of existing emulators is bleak; they are
either outdated, non-scalable, or not open-sourced.

We argue that it is a critical time for storage re-
search community to have a new software-based em-
ulator (more in §2). To this end, we present FEMU,
a QEMU-based flash emulator, with the following four
“CASE” benefits.

First, FEMU is cheap ($0) as it will be an open-
sourced software. FEMU has been successfully used in
several projects, some of which appeared in top-tier OS
and storage conferences [14, 43]. We hope FEMU will
be useful to broader communities.

Second, FEMU is (relatively) accurate. For exam-
ple, FEMU can be used as a drop-in replacement for
OpenChannel SSD; thus, future research that extends
LightNVM [11] can be performed on top of FEMU
with relatively accurate results (e.g., 0.5-38% variance in
our tests). With FEMU, prototyping SSD-related kernel
changes can be done without a real device.

Third, FEMU is scalable. As we optimized the QEMU
stack with various techniques, such as exitless interrupt
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Figure 1: Categorization of SSD research. The figure

is explained in Section §2.1. The first bar reaches 195 papers.

and skipping QEMU AIO components, FEMU can scale
to 32 IO threads and still achieve a low latency (as low as
52µs under a 2.3GHz CPU). As a result, FEMU can ac-
curately emulate 32 parallel channels/chips, without un-
intended queueing delays.

Finally, FEMU is extensible. Being a QEMU-based
emulator, FEMU can support internal-SSD research
(only FEMU layer modification), kernel-only research
such as software-defined flash (only Guest OS modi-
fication on top of unmodified FEMU), and split-level
research (both Guest OS and FEMU modifications).
FEMU also provides many new features not existent
in other emulators, such as OpenChannel and multi-
device/RAID support, extensible interfaces via NVMe
commands, and page-level latency variability.

2 Extended Motivation

2.1 THE STATE OF SSD RESEARCH PLATFORMS:
We reviewed 391 papers in more than 30 major systems
and storage conferences and journals published in the last
10 years, and categorized them as follows:

1. What was the scale of the research? [1]: single
SSD; [R]: RAID of SSDs (flash array); or [D]:

distributed/multi-node SSDs.

2. What was the platform being used? [C]: commod-
ity SSDs; [E]: software SSD emulators (VSSIM
[45] or FlashEm [47]); [H]: hardware platforms
(FPGA boards, OpenSSD [7], or OpenChannel SSD
[6]); or [S]: trace-based simulators (DiskSim+SSD
[9] or FlashSim [13] and SSDSim [16]).
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3. What layer was modified? [A]: application layer;
[K]: OS kernel; [L]: low-level SSD controller logic.

Note that some papers can fall into two sub-categories
(e.g., modify both the kernel and the SSD logic). Fig-
ure 1 shows the sorted order of the combined categories.
For example, the most popular category is 1-S-L, where
195 papers target only single SSD (1), use simulator (S),
and modify the low-level SSD controller logic (L). How-
ever, simulators do not support running applications and
operating systems.

2.2 THE LACK OF LARGE-SCALE SSD RESEARCH:
Our first motivation is the lack of papers in the distributed
SSDs category (D-...), for example, for investigating the
impact of SSD-related changes to distributed computing
and graph frameworks. One plausible reason is the cost
of managing hardware (procurement, installation, main-
tenance, etc.). The top-8 categories in Figure 1, a total
of 324 papers (83%), target single SSD (1-...) and flash
array (R-...). The highest D category is D-C-A (as high-
lighted in the figure), where only 9 papers use commod-
ity SSDs (C) and modify the application layer (A). The
next D category is D-H-L, where hardware platforms (H)
are used for modifying the SSD controller logic (L). Un-
fortunately, most of the 6 papers in this category are from
large companies with large research budget (e.g., FPGA
usage in Baidu [28] and Tencent [46]). Other hardware
platforms such as OpenSSD [7] and OpenChannel SSD
[6] also cost thousands of dollars each, impairing multi-
node non-simulation research, especially in academia.

2.3 THE RISE OF SOFTWARE-DEFINED FLASH: To-
day, research on host-managed (aka. “software-defined”
or “user-programmable”) flash is growing [25, 28, 34, 35,
41, 46]. However, such research is mostly done on top
of expensive and hard-to-program FPGA platforms. Re-
cently, a more affordable and simpler platform is avail-
able, OpenChannel SSD [6], managed by Linux-based
LightNVM [11]. Before its inception (2015), there were
only 24 papers that performed kernel-only changes, since
then, 11 papers have been published, showing the suc-
cess of OpenChannel SSD.

However, there remains several issues. First, not all
academic communities have budget to purchase such
devices. Even if they do, while prototyping the ker-
nel/application, it is preferable not to write too much to
and wear out the device. Thus, replacing OpenChannel
SSD (during kernel prototyping) with a software-based
emulator is desirable.

2.4 THE RISE OF SPLIT-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE:

While most existing research modify a single layer (ap-
plication/kernel/SSD), some recent works show the ben-
efits of “split-level” architecture [8, 19, 24, 38, 42],

wherein some functionalities move up to the OS kernel
(K) and some other move down to the SSD firmware
(L) [18, 31, 36]. So far, we found only 40 papers in
split-level K+L category (i.e., modify both the kernel
and SSD logic layers), mostly done by companies with
access to SSD controllers [19] or academic researchers
with Linux+OpenSSD [21, 32] or with block-level em-
ulators (e.g., Linux+FlashEm) [29, 47]. OpenSSD with
its single-threaded, single-CPU, whole-blocking GC ar-
chitecture also has many known major limitations [43].
FlashEm also has limitations as we elaborate more be-
low. Note that the kernel-level LightNVM is not a suit-
able platform for split-level research (i.e., support K, but
not L). This is because its SSD layer (i.e., OpenChannel
SSD) is not modifiable; the white-box part of OpenChan-
nel SSD is the exposure of its internal channels and chips
to be managed by software (Linux LightNVM), but the
OpenChannel firmware logic itself is a black-box part.

2.5 THE STATE OF EXISTING EMULATORS: We are
only aware of three popular software-based emulators:
FlashEm, LightNVM’s QEMU and VSSIM.

FlashEm [47] is an emulator built in the Linux block
level layer, hence less portable; it is rigidly tied to its
Linux version; to make changes, one must modify Linux
kernel. FlashEm is not open-sourced and its development
stopped two years ago (confirmed by the creators).

LightNVM’s QEMU platform [6] is still in its early
stage. Currently, it cannot emulate multiple channels (as
in OpenChannel SSD) and is only used for basic test-
ing of 1 target (1 chip behind 1 channel). Worse, Light-
NVM’s QEMU performance is not scalable to emulate
NAND latencies as it depends on vanilla QEMU NVMe
interface (as shown in the NVMe line in Figure 2a).

VSSIM [45] is a QEMU/KVM-based platform that
emulates NAND flash latencies on a RAM disk, and has
been used in several papers. The major drawback of VS-
SIM is that it is built within QEMU’s IDE interface im-
plementation, which is not scalable. The upper-left red
line (IDE line) in Figure 2a shows the user-perceived IO
read latency through VSSIM without any NAND-delay
emulation added. More concurrent IO threads (x-axis)
easily multiply the average IO latency (y-axis). For ex-
ample from 1 to 4 IO threads, the average latency spikes
up from 152 to 583µs. The root cause is that IDE is not
supported with virtualization optimizations.

With this drawback, emulating internal SSD paral-
lelism is a challenge. VSSIM worked around the prob-
lem by only emulating NAND delays in another back-
ground thread in QEMU, disconnected from the main IO
path. Thus, for multi-threaded applications, to collect ac-
curate results, users solely depend on VSSIM’s monitor-
ing tool [45, Figure 3], which monitors the IO latencies
emulated in the background thread. In other words, users
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cannot simply time the multi-threaded applications (due
to IDE poor scalability) at the user level.

Despite these limitations, we (and the community) are
greatly indebted to VSSIM authors as VSSIM provides a
base design for future QEMU-based SSD emulators. As
five years have passed, it is time to build a new emulator
to keep up with the technology trends.

3 FEMU

We now present FEMU design and implementation.
FEMU is implemented in QEMU v2.9 in 3929 LOC
and acts as a virtual block device to the Guest OS.
A typical software/hardware stack for SSD research is
{Application+Host OS+SSD device}. With FEMU, the
stack is {Application+Guest OS+FEMU}. The LOC
above excludes base OC extension structures from Light-
NVM’s QEMU and FTL framework from VSSIM.

Due to space constraints, we omit the details of how
FEMU works inside QEMU (e.g., FEMU’s FTL and GC
management, IO queues), as they are similarly described
in VSSIM paper [45, Section 3]. We put them in FEMU
release document [1]. In the rest of the paper, we focus
on the main challenges of designing FEMU: achieving
scalability (§3.1) and accuracy (§3.2) and increasing us-
ability and extensibility (§3.3).

Note that all latencies reported here are user-perceived
(application-level) latencies on memory-backed virtual
storage and 24 dual-thread (2x) CPU cores running at
2.3GHz. According to our experiments, the average la-
tency is inversely proportional to CPU frequency, for ex-
ample, QEMU NVMe latency under 1 IO thread is 35µs
on a 2.3GHZ CPU and 23µs on a 4.0GHz CPU.

3.1 Scalability

Scalability is an important property of a flash emula-
tor, especially with high internal parallelism of modern
SSDs. Unfortunately, stock QEMU exhibits a scalabil-
ity limitation. For example, as shown in Figure 2a, with
QEMU NVMe (although it is more scalable than IDE),
more IO threads still increases the average IO latency
(e.g., with 8 IO threads, the average IO latency already
reaches 106µs). This is highly undesirable because typi-
cal read latency of modern SSDs can be below 100µs.

More scalable alternatives to NVMe are virtio and dat-
aplane (dp) interfaces [3, 30] (virtio/dp vs. NVMe lines
in Figure 2a). However, these interfaces are not as exten-
sible as NVMe (which is more popular). Nevertheless,
virtio and dp are also not scalable enough to emulate low
flash latencies. For example, at 32 IO threads, their IO
latencies already reach 185µs and 126µs, respectively.

Problems: Collectively, all of the scalability bottle-
necks above are due to two reasons: (1) QEMU uses a
traditional trap-and-emulate method to emulate IOs. The
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the number of concurrent IO threads running at the user level.

Each thread performs random 4KB read IOs. The y-axis shows

the user-perceived average IO latency. For Figure (a), the IDE

and NVMe lines representing VSSIM and LightNVM’s QEMU

respectively are discussed in §2.5; virtio, dp, and FEMU lines

in §3.1. For Figure (b), the “+50µs (Raw)” line is discussed in

§3.2.1; the “+50µs (Adv)” line in “Result 3” part of §3.2.3.

Guest OS’ NVMe driver “rings the doorbell [5]” to the
device (QEMU in our case) that some IOs are in the
device queue. This “doorbell” is an MMIO operation
that will cause an expensive VM-exit (“world switch”
[39]) from the Guest OS to QEMU. A similar operation
must also be done upon IO completion. (2) QEMU uses
asynchronous IOs (AIO) to perform the actual read/write
(byte transfer) to the backing image file. This AIO com-
ponent is needed to avoid QEMU being blocked by slow
IOs (e.g., on a disk image). However, the AIO overhead
becomes significant when the storage backend is a RAM-
backed image.

Our solutions: To address these problems, we lever-
age the fact that FEMU purpose is for research prototyp-
ing, thus we perform the following modifications:

(1) We transform QEMU from an interrupt- to a
polling-based design and disable the doorbell writes in
the Guest OS (just 1 LOC commented out in the Linux
NVMe driver). We create a dedicated thread in QEMU to
continuously poll the status of the device queue (a shared
memory mapped between the Guest OS and QEMU).
This way, the Guest OS still “passes” control to QEMU
but without the expensive VM exits. We emphasize that
FEMU can still work without the changes in the Guest
OS as we report later. This optimization can be treated
as an optional feature, but the 1 LOC modification is ex-
tremely simple to make in many different kernels.

(2) We do not use virtual image file (in order to skip
the AIO subcomponent). Rather, we create our own
RAM-backed storage in QEMU’s heap space (with con-
figurable size malloc()). We then modify QEMU’s
DMA emulation logic to transfer data from/to our heap-
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backed storage, transparent to the Guest OS (i.e., the
Guest OS is not aware of this change).

Results: The bold FEMU line in Figure 2a shows the
scalability achieved. In between 1-32 IO threads, FEMU
can keep IO latency stable in less than 52µs, and even
below 90µs at 64 IO threads. If the single-line Guest-
OS optimization is not applied (the removal of VM-exit),
the average latency is 189µs and 264µs for 32 and 64
threads, respectively (not shown in the graph). Thus, we
recommend applying the single-line change in the Guest
OS to remove expensive VM exits.

The remaining scalability bottleneck now only comes
from QEMU’s single-thread “event loop” [4, 15], which
performs the main IO routine such as dequeueing the
device queue, triggering DMA emulations, and sending
end-IO completions to the Guest OS. Recent works ad-
dressed these limitations (with major changes) [10, 23],
but have not been streamlined into QEMU’s main dis-
tribution. We will explore the possibility of integrating
other solutions in future development of FEMU.

3.2 Accuracy

We now discuss the accuracy challenges. We first de-
scribe our delay mechanism (§3.2.1), followed by our
basic and advanced delay models (§3.2.2-3.2.3).

3.2.1 Delay Emulation

When an IO arrives, FEMU will issue the DMA
read/write command, then label the IO with an emulated
completion time (Tendio) and add the IO to our “end-
io queue,” sorted based on IO completion time. FEMU
dedicates an “end-io thread” that continuously takes an
IO from the head of the queue and sends an end-io inter-
rupt to the Guest OS, once the IO’s emulated completion
time has passed current time (Tendio>Tnow).

The “+50us (Raw)” line in Figure 2b shows a simple
(and stable) result where we add a delay of 50µs to every

IO (Tendio=Tentry+50µs). Note that the end-to-end IO
time is more than 50µs because of the Guest OS over-
head (roughly 20µs). Important to say that FEMU also
does not introduce severe latency tail. In the experiment
above, 99% of all the IOs are stable at 70µs. Only 0.01%
(99.99th percentile) of the IOs exhibit latency tail of
more than 105µs, which already exists in stock QEMU.
For example, in VSSIM, the 99th-percentile latency is
already over 150µs.

3.2.2 Basic Delay Model

The challenge now is to compute the end-io time (Tendio)
for every IO accurately. We begin with a basic de-
lay model by marking every plane and channel with
their next free time (Tfree). For example, if a page
write arrives to currently-free channel #1 and plane
#2, then we will advance the channel’s next free time

P1

NAND RAMD-Reg NAND RAMD-Reg

(a) Single-register model:
P2P1P1 P2

(b) Double-register model:

NAND

RAM

D-Reg P1
C-Reg

NAND
P2 P2

RAM More parallelism
(Read P2 
finishes faster)D-Reg

C-Reg

time

Figure 3: Single- vs. double-register model. (a) In

a single-register model, a plane only has one data register (D-

Reg). Read of page P2 cannot start until P1 finishes using the

register (i.e., the transfer to the controller’s RAM completes).

(b) In a double-register model, after P1 is read to the data reg-

ister, it is copied quickly to the cache register (D-Reg to C-Reg).

As the data register is free, read of P2 can begin (in parallel

with P1’s transfer to the RAM), hence finishes faster.

(TfreeOfChannel1=Tnow+Ttransfer, where Ttransfer

is a configurable page transfer time over a channel)
and the plane’s next free time (TfreeOfPlane2+=Twrite,
where Twrite is a configurable write/programming time
of a NAND page). Thus, the end-io time of this write
operation will be Tendio=TfreeOfPlane2.

Now, let us say a page read to the same plane
arrives while the write is ongoing. Here, we will
advance TfreeOfPlane2 by Tread, where Tread is
a configurable read time of a NAND page, and
TfreeOfChannel1 by Ttransfer. This read’s end-io time
will be Tendio=TfreeOfChannel1 (as this is a read oper-
ation, not a write IO).

In summary, this basic queueing model represents a
single-register and uniform page latency model. That is,
every plane only has a single page register, hence can-
not serve multiple IOs in parallel (i.e., a plane’s Tfree

represents IO serialization in that plane) and the NAND
page read, write, and transfer times (Tread, Twrite and
Ttransfer) are all single values. We also note that GC
logic can be easily added to this basic model; a GC is es-
sentially a series of reads/writes (and erases, Terase) that
will also advance plane’s and channel’s Tfree.

3.2.3 Advanced “OC” Delay Model

While the model above is sufficient for basic comparative
research (e.g., comparing different FTL/GC schemes,
some researchers might want to emulate the detailed in-
tricacies of modern hardware. Below, we show how we
extend our model and achieve a more accurate delay em-
ulation of OpenChannel SSD (“OC” for short).

The OC’s NAND hardware has the following intrica-
cies. First, OC uses double-register planes; every plane
is built with two registers (data+cache registers), hence
a NAND page read/write in a plane can overlap with a
data transfer via the channel to the plane (i.e., more paral-
lelism). Figure 3 contrasts the single- vs. double-register
models where the completion time of the second IO to
page P2 is faster in the double-register model.
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Figure 4: OpenChannel SSD (OC) vs. FEMU. X: # of

channels, Y: # of planes per channel. The figures are described

in the “Result 1” segment of Section 3.2.3.

Second, OC uses a non-uniform page latency model;
that is, pages that are mapped to upper bits of MLC cells
(“upper” pages) incur higher latencies than those mapped
to lower bits (“Lower” pages); for example 48/64µs for
lower/upper-page read and 900/2400µs for lower/upper-
page write. Making it more complex, the 512 pages in
each NAND block are not mapped in a uniformly inter-
leaving manner as in “LuLuLuLu...”, but rather in a spe-
cific way, “LLLLLLuLLuLLuu...”, where pages #0-6 and
#8-9 are mapped to Lower pages, pages #7 and #10 to
upper pages, and the rest (“...”) have a repeating pat-
tern of “LLuu”.

Results: By incorporating this detailed model, FEMU
can act as an accurate drop-in replacement of OC, which
we demonstrate with the following results.

Result 1: Figure 4 compares the IO latencies on OC
vs. FEMU. The workload is 16 IO threads performing
random reads uniformly spread throughout the storage
space. We map the storage space to different configu-
rations. For example, x=1 and y=1 implies that OC
and FEMU are configured with only 1 channel and 1
plane/channel, thus as a result, the average latency is
high (z>1550µs) as all the 16 concurrent reads are con-
tending for the same plane and channel. The result for
x=16 and y=1 implies that we use 16 channels with 1
plane/channel (a total of 16 planes). Here, the concur-
rent reads are absorbed in parallel by all the planes and
channels, hence a faster average read latency (z<130µs).
Overall, Figures 4a and 4b exhibit a highly similar pat-
tern, showing the success of our queuing delay emula-
tion. The latency difference (error) is only between 0.8-
11.6%; Error=(Latfemu−Latoc)/Latoc.

Result 2: Figure 5a shows the results from running
several macrobenchmarks with six filebench personali-
ties, with 16 IO threads of concurrent reads/writes on 16
planes across 4 channels. The figure only shows the la-
tency difference (Error) which contrasts the accuracy
of our basic and advanced delay models. With the basic
model, the resulting latencies are highly inaccurate (12-
57%), but with the advanced model, the error drops to
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Figure 5: Filebench on OpenChannel SSD (OC)
vs. FEMU. The figures are described in the “Result 2”

segment of Section 3.2.3. The y-axis shows the latency dif-

ference (error) of the benchmark results on OC vs. FEMU

(Error=(Latfemu−Latoc)/Latoc). D-Reg and S-Reg repre-

sent the advanced and basic model respectively. The two bars

with bold edge in Figures (a) and (b) are the same experiment

and configuration (varmail with 16 threads on 16 planes).

only 0.5-38%, which are 1.5-40× more accurate across
the six benchmarks.

We believe that these errors are reasonable as we deal
with delay emulation of tens of µs granularity. We leave
further optimization for future work; we might have
missed other OC intricacies that should be incorporated
into our advanced model (as explained at the end of §2.4,
OC only exposes channels and chips, but other details
are not exposed by the vendor). Nevertheless, we inves-
tigate further the residual errors, as shown in Figure 5b.
Here, we use the varmail personality but we vary the
#IO threads [T] and #planes [P]. For example, in the 16
threads on 16 planes configuration (x=“16T16P” in Fig-
ure 5b, which is the same configuration used in experi-
ments in Figure 5a), the error is 38%. However, the error
decreases in less complex configurations (e.g., 0.7% er-
ror with single thread on single plane). Thus, higher er-
rors come from more complex configurations (e.g., more
IO threads and more planes), which we explain next.

Result 3: We find that using an advanced model re-
quires more CPU computation, and this compute over-
head will backlog with higher thread count. To show
this, Figure 2b compares the simple +50µs delay emu-
lation in our raw implementation (§3.2.1) vs. advanced
model. Here, both cases simply add +50µs, but the ad-
vanced model must traverse many if-else statements (to
check register, plane, and channel next free time), hence
the compute overhead. Further scalability optimizations,
as discussed at the end of §3.1 can help.

3.3 Usability and Extensibility

Being a software-based emulation platform, FEMU can
be extended in many different ways. We now describe
existing features/usabilities of FEMU, briefly showcase
successful extensions used in our recent work [14, 43] as
well as possible future work that FEMU features enable.
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Figure 6: Use examples. Figure 6a is described in the

“FTL and GC schemes” segment of Section 3.3. Figure 6b is

discussed in the “Distributed SSDs” segment of Section 3.3.

• FTL and GC schemes: In default mode, our FTL em-
ploys a dynamic mapping and a channel-blocking GC as
used in other simulators [9, 16]. One of our projects uses
FEMU to compare different GC schemes: controller,
channel, and plane blocking [43]. In controller-blocking
GC, a GC operation “locks down” the controller, pre-
venting any foreground IOs to be served (as in OpenSSD
[7]). In channel-blocking GC, only channels involved in
GC page movement are blocked (as in SSDSim [16]). In
plane-blocking GC, the most efficient one, page move-
ment only flows within a plane without using any chan-
nel (i.e., “copyback” [2]). Sample results are shown in
Figure 6a. Beyond our work, recent works also show the
benefits of SSD partitioning for performance isolation
[11, 17, 22, 27, 37], which are done on either a simu-
lator or a hardware platform. More partitioning schemes
can also be explored with FEMU.

• White-box vs. black-box mode: FEMU can be used
as (1) a white-box device such as OpenChannel SSD
where the device exposes physical page addresses and
the FTL is managed by the OS such as in Linux Light-
NVM or (2) a black-box device such as commodity SSDs
where the FTL resides inside FEMU and only logical ad-
dresses are exposed to the OS.

• Multi-device support for flash-array research:
FEMU is configurable to appear as multiple devices to
the Guest OS. For example, if FEMU exposes 4 SSDs,
inside FEMU there will be 4 separate NVMe instances
and FTL structures (with no overlapping channels) man-
aged in a single QEMU instance. Previous emulators
(VSSIM and LightNVM’s QEMU) do not support this.

• Extensible OS-SSD NVMe commands: As FEMU
supports NVMe, new OS-to-SSD commands can be
added (e.g., for host-aware SSD management or split-
level architecture [31]). For example, currently in Light-
NVM, a GC operation reads valid pages from OC to
the host DRAM and then writes them back to OC.
This wastes host-SSD PCIe bandwidth; LightNVM fore-
ground throughput drops by 50% under a GC. Our con-
versation with LightNVM developers suggests that one

can add a new “pageMove fromAddr toAddr” NVMe com-
mand from the OS to FEMU/OC such that the data move-
ment does not cross the PCIe interface. As mentioned
earlier, split-level architecture is trending [12, 20, 29, 40,
44] and our NVMe-powered FEMU can be extended to
support more commands such as transactions, deduplica-
tion, and multi-stream.

• Page-level latency variability: As discussed before
(§3.2), FEMU supports page-level latency variability.
Among SSD engineers, it is known that “not all chips are
equal.” High quality chips are mixed with lesser quality
chips as long as the overall quality passes the standard.
Bad chips can induce more error rates that require longer,
repeated reads with different voltages. FEMU can also
be extended to emulate such delays.

• Distributed SSDs: Multiple instances of FEMU can
be easily deployed across multiple machines (as simple
as running Linux hypervisor KVMs), which promotes
more large-scale SSD research. For example, we are
also able to evaluate the performance of Hadoop’s word-
count workload on a cluster of machines running FEMU,
but with different GC schemes as shown in Figure 6b.
Since HDFS uses large IOs, which will eventually be
striped across many channels/planes, there is a smaller
performance gap between channel and plane blocking.
We hope FEMU can spur more work that modifies the
SSD layer to speed up distributed computing frameworks
(e.g., distributed graph processing frameworks).

• Page-level fault injection: Beyond performance-
related research, flash reliability research [26, 33] can
leverage FEMU as well (e.g., by injecting page-level
corruptions and faults and observing how the high-level
software stack reacts).

• Limitations: FEMU is DRAM-backed, hence can-
not emulate large-capacity SSDs. Furthermore, for crash
consistency research, FEMU users must manually emu-
late “soft” crashes as hard reboots will wipe out the data
in the DRAM. Also, as mentioned before (§3.2), there is
room for improving accuracy.

4 Conclusion & Acknowledgments

As modern SSD internals are becoming more complex,
their implications to the entire storage stack should be in-
vestigated. In this context, we believe FEMU is a fitting
research platform. We hope that our cheap and extensible
FEMU can speed up future SSD research.

We thank Sam H. Noh, our shepherd, and the anony-
mous reviewers for their tremendous feedback. This ma-
terial was supported by funding from NSF (grant Nos.
CNS-1526304 and CNS-1405959).
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Spiffy: Enabling File-System Aware Storage Applications
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University of Toronto

Abstract
Many file-system applications such as defragmentation
tools, file system checkers or data recovery tools, oper-
ate at the storage layer. Today, developers of these stor-
age applications require detailed knowledge of the file-
system format, which takes a significant amount of time
to learn, often by trial and error, due to insufficient doc-
umentation or specification of the format. Furthermore,
these applications perform ad-hoc processing of the file-
system metadata, leading to bugs and vulnerabilities.

We propose Spiffy, an annotation language for speci-
fying the on-disk format of a file system. File-system de-
velopers annotate the data structures of a file system, and
we use these annotations to generate a library that allows
identifying, parsing and traversing file-system metadata,
providing support for both offline and online storage ap-
plications. This approach simplifies the development of
storage applications that work across different file sys-
tems because it reduces the amount of file-system spe-
cific code that needs to be written.

We have written annotations for the Linux Ext4, Btrfs
and F2FS file systems, and developed several applica-
tions for these file systems, including a type-specific
metadata corruptor, a file system converter, and an on-
line storage layer cache that preferentially caches files
for certain users. Our experiments show that applica-
tions that use the library to access file system metadata
can achieve good performance and are robust against file
system corruption errors.

1 Introduction

There are many file-system aware storage applications
that bypass the virtual file system interface and operate
directly on the file system image. These applications re-
quire a detailed understanding of the format of a file sys-
tem, including the ability to identify, parse and traverse
file system structures. These applications can operate in
an offline or online context, as shown in Table 1. Ex-
amples of offline tools include a file system checker that
traverses the file system image to check the consistency
of its metadata [17], and a data recovery tool that helps
recover deleted files [4].

Online storage applications need to understand the
file-system semantics of blocks as they are accessed at
runtime (e.g., whether the block contains data or meta-
data, whether it belongs to a specific type of file, etc.).

Storage Applications Category Purpose
Differentiated services [18] online

performance
Defragmentation tool either
File system checker [13] either

reliability
Data recovery tool [4] offline
IO shepherding [12] online
Runtime verification [8] online
File system conversion tool offline

administrative
Partition editor [11] offline
Type-specific corruption [2] offline

debugging
Metadata dump tool offline

Table 1: Example file-system aware storage applications.
Offline applications have exclusive access to the file sys-
tem; online applications operate on an in-use file system.

These applications improve the performance or reliabil-
ity of a storage system by performing file-system specific
processing at the storage layer. For example, differenti-
ated storage services [18] improve performance by pref-
erentially caching blocks that contain file-system meta-
data or the data of small files. I/O shepherding [12]
improves reliability by using file structure information
to implement checksumming and replication. Similarly,
Recon [8] improves reliability by verifying the consis-
tency of file-system metadata at the storage layer.

Today, developers of these storage applications per-
form ad-hoc processing of file system metadata because
most file systems do not provide the requisite library
code. Even when such library code exists, its interface
may not be usable by all storage applications. For ex-
ample, the libext2fs library only supports offline in-
terpretation of a Linux Ext3/4 file system partition; it
does not support online use. Furthermore, the libraries of
different file systems, even when they exist, do not pro-
vide similar interfaces. As a result, these storage applica-
tions have to be developed from scratch, or significantly
rewritten for each file system, impeding the adoption of
new file systems or new file-system functionality.

To make matters worse, many file systems do not
provide detailed and up-to-date documentation of their
metadata format. The ad-hoc processing performed by
these storage applications is thus error-prone and can
lead to system instability, security vulnerability, and data
corruption [3]. For example, fsck can sometimes further
corrupt a file system [33]. Some storage applications re-
duce the amount of file-system specific code in their im-
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plementation by modifying their target file system and
operating system [18, 12]. This approach only works for
specific file systems, and can introduce its own bugs. It
also requires custom system software, which may be im-
practical in virtual machine and cloud environments.

Our aim is to reduce the burden of developing file-
system aware storage applications. To do so, we enable
file system developers to specify the format of their file
system using a domain-specific language so that the file
system metadata can be parsed, traversed and updated
correctly. We introduce Spiffy,1 a language for annotat-
ing file system data structures defined in the C language.
Spiffy allows file system developers to unambiguously
specify the physical layout of the file system. The anno-
tations handle low level details such as the encoding of
specific fields, and the pointer relationships between file
system structures. We compile the annotated sources to
generate a Spiffy library that provides interfaces for type-
safe parsing, traversal and update of file system meta-
data. The library allows a developer to write actions for
different file system metadata structures, invoking file-
system specific or generic code as needed, for their of-
fline or online application. We support online applica-
tions that need to read metadata, such as differentiated
storage services [18], but not ones that need to modify
metadata such as online defragmentation.

The generic interfaces provided by the library simplify
the development of applications that work across differ-
ent file systems. Consider an application that shows file-
system fragmentation by plotting a histogram of the size
of free extents in the file system. This application needs
to traverse the file system to find and parse structures
that represent free space, and then collect the extent in-
formation. With Spiffy, the application code for finding
and parsing structures is similar for different file systems.
File-system specific actions are only needed for collect-
ing the extent information from the free space structures
(e.g., bitmaps for Ext4 and free space extents for Btrfs).

The complexity of modern file systems [16] raises
several challenges for our specification-based approach.
Many aspects of file system structures and their relation-
ships are not captured by their declarations in header
files. First, an on-disk pointer in a file-system structure
may be implicitly specified, e.g., as an integer, as shown
below. The naming convention suggests that this field is
a pointer, but that fact cannot be deduced from the struc-
ture definition because it is embedded in file system code.

struct foo {
__le32 bar_block_ptr;

};

Second, the interpretation of file system structures can
depend on other structures. For example, the size of an

1Specifying and Interpreting the Format of Filesystems

inode structure in a Linux Ext3/4 file system is stored
in a field within the super block that must be accessed to
correctly interpret an inode block. Similarly, many struc-
tures are variable sized, with the size information being
stored in other structures. Third, the semantics of meta-
data fields may be context-sensitive. For example, point-
ers inside an inode structure can refer to either directory
blocks or data blocks, depending on the type of the in-
ode. Fourth, the placement of structures on disk may be
implicit in the code that operates on them (e.g., an in-
stance of structure B optionally follows structure A) and
some structures may not be declared at all (e.g., treat-
ing a buffer as an array of integers). Finally, metadata
interpretation must be performed efficiently, but it is im-
practical to load all file-system metadata into memory for
large file systems. These challenges are not addressed by
existing specification tools, as discussed in Section 7.

In Spiffy, the key to specifying the relationships be-
tween file system structures is a pointer annotation that
specifies that a field holds an address to a data structure
on physical storage. Pointers have an address space type
that indicates how the address should be mapped to the
physical location. In the struct foo example above,
this annotation would help clarify that bar_block_ptr
holds an address to a structure of type bar, and its ad-
dress space type is a (little-endian) block pointer. We ex-
pose cross-structure dependencies by using a name res-
olution mechanism that allows annotations to name the
necessary structures unambiguously. We handle context-
sensitive fields and structures by providing support for
conditional types and conditionally inherited structures.
We also provide support for specifying implicit fields
that are computed at runtime. Last, annotations can spec-
ify the granularity at which the structures should be ac-
cessed from storage, allowing efficient data access and
reducing the memory footprint of the applications.

Together, these Spiffy features have allowed us to
properly annotate three widely deployed file systems, 1)
Ext4, an update-in-place file system, 2) Btrfs, a copy-on-
write file system, and 3) F2FS, a log-structured file sys-
tem [15]. We have implemented five applications that are
designed to work across file systems: a file system dump
tool, a file system corruption tool, a free space display
tool, a file system converter, and a storage layer service
that preferentially caches data for specific users.

2 Bugs in File-System Applications

We motivate this work by presenting various bugs caused
by incorrect parsing of file-system metadata in storage
applications (outlined in Table 2). Some of these bugs
cause crashes, while others may result in file system cor-
ruption. For each bug, we discuss the root cause.

1. An extra memory allocation caused uninitialized bytes
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Tool FS Bug Title Closed
1 libparted Fat32 #22266: jump instruction and boot code corrupted with random bytes after fat is resized 2016-05
2 ntfsprogs NTFS Bug 723343 - Negative Number of Free Clusters in NTFS Not Properly Interpreted 2014-02
3 e2fsck Ext4 #781110 e2fsprogs: e2fsck does not detect corruption 2016-05
4 e2fsck Ext4 #760275 e2fsprogs: e2fsck corrupts Hurd filesystems 2015-05
5 btrfsck Btrfs Bug 104141 - Malformed input causing crash / floating point exception in btrfsck 2015-10

Table 2: Bugs due to incorrect parsing of file system formats.

to be written to the boot jump field of Fat32 file sys-
tems during resizing. Since Windows depends on the
correctness of this field, the bug rendered the file sys-
tem unrecognizable by the operating system.

2. NTFS has a complex specification for the size of the
MFT record. If the value is positive, it is interpreted
as the number of clusters per record. Otherwise, the
size of the record is 2|value| bytes (e.g., −10 would
mean that the record size is 1024 bytes). The devel-
opers of ntfsprogs were unaware of this detail, and so
the GParted partition editing tool would fail when at-
tempting to resize an NTFS partition.

3. The e2fsck file system checker failed to detect cor-
rupted directory entries if the size field of the entries
was set to zero, which resulted in no repair being per-
formed. Ironically, other programs, such as debugfs,
ls, and the file system itself, could correctly detect the
corruption.

4. Ext2/3/4 inodes contain union fields for storing oper-
ating system (OS) specific metadata. A sanity check
was omitted in e2fsck prior to accessing this field, and
repairs were always performed assuming that the cre-
ator OS is Linux. Consequently, the file system be-
comes corrupt for Hurd and possibly other OSs.

5. A fuzzer [34] was able to craft corrupted super blocks
that would crash the Btrfsck tool. In response, Btrfs
developers added 15 extra checks (for a total of 17
checks) to the super block parsing code.

The common theme among all these bugs is that: 1)
they are simple errors that occur because they require a
detailed understanding of the file system format; 2) they
can cause serious data loss or corruption; and 3) most
of these bugs were fixed in less than 5 lines of code. Our
domain-specific language allows generating libraries that
can sanitize file system metadata by checking various
structural constraints before it is accessed in memory. In
the presence of corrupted metadata, our libraries gener-
ate error codes, rather than crashing the tools or propa-
gating the corruption further. Section 3.1 discusses how
our approach can help prevent or detect these bugs.

3 Approach

Our annotation language enables type-safe interpretation
of file system structures, in both offline and online con-

texts. Type safety ensures that parsing and serialization
of file system structures will detect data corruption that
leads to type violations, thus reducing the chance of cor-
ruption propagation, and avoiding crash failures.

Ideally, data structure types and their relationships
could be extracted from file system source code. Al-
though the C header files of a file system contain the
structural definitions for various metadata types, they are
incomplete descriptions of the file system format because
information is often hidden within the file system code.
Our annotations augment the C language, helping spec-
ify parts of a file system’s format that cannot be easily
expressed in C.

After a file system developer annotates his or her file
system’s data structures, we use a compiler to parse the
annotated structures and to generate a library that pro-
vides file-system specific interpretation routines. The li-
brary supports traversal and selective retrieval of meta-
data structures through type introspection. These facili-
ties allow writing generic or file-system specific actions
on specific file system metadata structures. For exam-
ple, the application may wish to operate on the directory
entries of a file system. Instead of attempting to parse
the entire file system and find all directory entries, which
requires significant file-system specific code, a developer
using Spiffy would use generic type introspection code to
find and operate on all directory entries. However, since
the directory entry format may not be the same across file
systems, the application may require file-system specific
actions on the directory entry structures.

Our annotation-based approach has several advan-
tages. First, it provides a concise and clear documen-
tation of the file system’s format. Second, our gen-
erated libraries enable rapid prototyping of file-system
aware storage applications. The libraries provide a uni-
form API, easing the development of applications that
work across file systems so that the programmer can fo-
cus on the logic and not the format of the file systems.
Third, our approach requires minimal changes to the file
system source code (the annotations are only in the C
header files and are backwards compatible with existing
binary code), reducing the chance of introducing file sys-
tem bugs. In contrast, differentiated storage services [18]
needed to modify the file system and the kernel’s storage
stack to enable I/O classification. With our approach,
this application can be implemented by using introspec-
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struct ext4_dir_entry {
__le32 inode; /* Inode number */
__le16 rec_len; /* Directory entry length */
__u16 name_len; /* Name length */
char name[EXT4_NAME_LEN]; /* File name */

};

Figure 1: Ext4 directory entry structure definition.
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Figure 2: Each F2FS checkpoint pack contains a header
followed by a variable number of orphan blocks.

tion at the block layer for an unmodified file system, or
at the hypervisor for an existing virtual machine. Finally,
file system formats are known to be stable over time, so
there is minimal cost for maintaining annotations.

3.1 Designing Annotations
The design of our annotation language for specifying the
format of file system structures was motivated by several
key concepts.
File System Pointers File system pointers connect the
metadata structures in a file system, but they are not well
specified in C data structure definitions, as explained in
Section 1. The difference between a file system pointer
and an in-memory pointer is that the content of an in-
memory pointer is always interpreted as the in-memory
address of the pointed-to data, but interpreting the ad-
dress contained by a file system pointer may involve mul-
tiple layers of translation. The most common type of
file system pointer is a block pointer, where the address
maps to a physical block location that contains a con-
tiguous data structure. However, file system structures
may also be laid out discontiguously. For example, the
journal of an Ext4 file system is a logically contiguous
structure that can be stored on disk non-contiguously, as
a file. Similarly, Btrfs maps logical addresses to physical
addresses for supporting RAID configurations.

Our design incorporates this requirement by associat-
ing an address space with each file system pointer. Each
address space specifies a mapping of its addresses to
physical locations. In the case of the Ext4 journal, we
use the inode number, which uniquely identifies files in
Unix file systems, as an address in the file address space.
Cross-Structure Dependencies File system structures
often depend on other structures. For example, the length

of a directory entry’s name in Ext4 is stored in a field
called name_len, as shown in Figure 1. However, this
data structure definition does not provide the linkage be-
tween the two fields.2 Structures may depend on fields
in other structures as well. For example, several fields
of the super block are frequently accessed to determine
the block size, the features that are enabled in the file
system, etc. To support these dependencies, we need
to name these structures. For example, the expression
sb.s_inode_size helps determine the size of an inode
object, where sb is the name assigned to the super block.

The naming mechanism must ensure that a name refers
to the correct structure. For example, the F2FS file sys-
tem contains two checkpoint packs for ensuring file sys-
tem consistency, as shown in Figure 2. The number of or-
phan blocks in a F2FS checkpoint pack is determined by
a field inside the checkpoint header. Our naming mecha-
nism must ensure that when this field is accessed, it refers
to the header structure in the correct checkpoint pack.

Spiffy uses a path-based name resolution mechanism,
based on the observation that every file system structure
is accessed along a path of pointers starting from the su-
per block. In the simplest case, the automatic self vari-
able is used to reference the fields of the same structure.
Otherwise, a name lookup is performed in the reverse or-
der of the path that was used to access the data structure.
For example, in Figure 2, when we need to reference the
checkpoint header (cphdr in the figure) while parsing
the orphan block, the name resolution mechanism can
unambiguously determine that it is referring to its parent
checkpoint header. This strategy also makes it easy to
use reference counting to ensure that a referenced struc-
ture is valid in memory when it needs to be accessed.

Context-Sensitive Types File system metadata are fre-
quently context-sensitive. A pointer may reference dif-
ferent types of metadata, or a structure may have optional
fields, based on a field value. For example, the type of a
journal block in Ext4 depends on a common field called
h_blocktype. If the field’s value is 3, then it is the jour-
nal super block that contains many additional fields that
can be parsed. However, if its value is 2, then it is a
commit block that contains no other fields. We need to
be able to handle such context-sensitive structures and
pointers. We use a when expression, evaluated at run-
time, to support such context-sensitive types. These con-
ditional expressions also allow us to specify when differ-
ent fields of a union are valid, which enables Spiffy to
enforce a strict access discipline at runtime, and would
prevent Bug #4 from Section 2.

Computed Fields Sometimes file systems compute a
value from one or more fields and use it to locate struc-
tures. For example, the block group descriptor table in

2Confusingly, name has a fixed size in the definition.
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Base Class Member Function Description
Spiffy File System Library

Entity int process_fields(Visitor & v) allows v to visit all fields of this object
int process_pointers(Visitor & v) allows v to visit all pointer fields of this object
int process_by_type(int t, Visitor & v) allows v to visit all structures of type t

Pointer Entity * fetch() retrieves the pointed-to container from disk

Container int save(bool alloc=true)
serializes and then persists the container, may
assign a new address to the container

FileSystem FileSystem(IO & io) instantiates a new file system object
Entity * fetch_super() retrieves the super block from disk
Entity * create_container(int type, Path & p) creates a new container of metadata type
Entity * parse_by_type(int type, Path & p,
Address & addr, const char * buf, size_t len)

parses the buffer as metadata type, using
p to resolve cross structure dependencies

File System Developer
IO int read(Address & addr, char * & buf) reads from an address space specified by addr

int write(Address & addr, const char * buf) writes to an address space specified by addr
int alloc(Address & addr, int type) allocates an on-disk address for metadata type

Application Programmer
Visitor int visit(Entity * e) visits an entity and possibly processes it

Table 3: Spiffy C++ Library API.

Ext4 is implicitly the block(s) that immediately follows
the super block. However, the exact address of the de-
scriptor blocks depends on the block size, which is spec-
ified in the super block. We annotate this information
as an implicit field of the super block that is computed
at runtime. This approach allows the field to be derefer-
enced like a normal pointer, allowing traversal of the file
system without requiring any changes to the underlying
format. A computed field annotation can also be used
to specify the size calculation for an NTFS MFT record,
avoiding Bug #2 from Section 2.

Metadata Granularity Existing file systems assume
that the underlying storage media is a block device and
access data in block units. Data structures can exist
within such blocks or they can span contiguous physical
blocks. Some data structures that span blocks are read
in their entirety. For example, the Btrfs B-tree nodes are
(by default) 16KB, or 4 blocks, and these blocks are read
from disk together. In other cases, the data structure is
read in portions. For example, an Ext4 inode table con-
tains a group of inode blocks. The file system does not
load the entire table in memory because it can be very
large. Instead, it only loads the portions that are needed.

We define an access unit for file system structures so
that the compiler can generate efficient code for travers-
ing the file system. We call the unit of disk access a
container. The container size is typically the file system
block size but it may span multiple blocks, as in the Btrfs
example. A structure that is placed inside a container is
called an object. Finally, structures that span contain-
ers are called extents. We load extents on demand, when
their containers are accessed.

Constraint Checking The values of metadata fields
within or across different objects often have constraints.

For example, an Ext4 extent header always begins with
the magic number 0xF30A to help detect corrupt blocks.
Similarly, the name_len field of an Ext4 directory entry
should be less than the rec_len field. Such constraints
can be specified for each structure so that they can be
checked to ensure correctness when parsing the structure.
The use of constraint annotations could have helped pre-
vent Bug #1, and detect Bugs #3 and #5 from Section 2.

The set of valid addresses for a metadata container
may also have a placement constraint. For example,
F2FS NAT blocks can only be placed inside the NAT
area, which is specified in the F2FS super block. By
annotating the placement constraint of a metadata con-
tainer, Spiffy can verify that the address assigned to
newly allocated metadata is within the correct bounds
before the metadata is persisted to disk.

3.2 The Spiffy API
Table 3 shows a subset of the API for building Spiffy
applications. The API consists of three sets of functions.
The first set are automatically generated by Spiffy based
on the annotated file system data structures. The second
set need to be implemented by file system developers and
are reusable across different applications. The last set are
written by the application programmer for implementing
application and file-system specific logic.

The Spiffy library uses the visitor pattern [9], allow-
ing a programmer to customize the operations performed
on each file system metadata type by implementing the
visit function of the abstract base class Visitor.

The Entity base class provides a common inter-
face for all metadata structures and their fields. The
process_pointers function invokes the visit func-
tion of an application-defined Visitor class on each
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struct Address {
int aspc; /* address space type */
long id; /* id of the address */
unsigned offset; /* offset from id */
unsigned size; /* size of object */

};

Figure 3: Address structure to locate container on disk.

pointer within the entity. The process_by_type func-
tion allows visiting a specific type of structure that is
reachable from the entity. Unlike the other process
functions, process_by_type will automatically follow
pointers. For example, invoking process_by_type on
the super block with the inode structure as an argument
results in visiting all inodes in the file system.

Every container (and extent) has an address associated
with it that allows accessing the container from disk. Fig-
ure 3 shows the format of an address, consisting of an ad-
dress space, an identifier and an offset within the address
space, and the size of the container. The offset field is
used when a container belongs to an extent.

The Pointer class stores the address of a container
(or an extent), and its fetch function reads the pointed-
to container from disk. Figure 4 shows the generated
code for the fetch function for a pointer to a container
named IBlock (inode block). The file-system devel-
oper implements an IO class with a read function for
each address space defined for the file system. When the
IBlock is constructed, it invokes the constructors of its
fields, thus creating all the objects (e.g., inodes) within
the container. The constructors for inodes, in turn, invoke
the constructors of block pointers in the inodes, which
initialize a part of the address (address space, size and
offset) of the block pointers based on the annotations.
Then the container is parsed, which initializes the con-
tainer fields in a nested manner, including setting the id
component of the address of all the block pointers in the
inodes contained in the IBlock.

The Path object is associated with every entity and
contains the list of structures that are needed to resolve
cross-structure dependencies during parsing or serializ-
ing the container. It is set up based on the sequence of
constructor calls, with each constructor adding the cur-
rent object to the path passed to it.

The save function serializes a container by invoking
nested serialization on its fields. Then, it invokes the
alloc function for newly created metadata, or when ex-
isting metadata has to be reallocated (e.g., copy-on-write
allocator). The allocator finds a new address for the con-
tainer and updates any metadata that tracks allocation
(e.g., the Ext4 block bitmap). If the address passes place-
ment constraint checks, the buffer is written to disk.

The create_container function constructs empty
containers of a given type. The application developer

Entity * IBlockPtr::fetch() {
IBlock * ib;
Address & addr = this->address;
char * buf = new char[addr.size];
this->fs.io.read(addr, buf);
ib = new IBlock(this->fs, addr, this->path);
ib->parse(buf, addr.size);
return ib;

}

Figure 4: Example of a generated fetch function.
IBlockPtr is a subclass of Pointer.

can then fill the container with data and invoke save to
allocate and write the newly created container to disk.

3.3 Building Applications
Figure 5 shows a sample application built using the
Spiffy API. This application prints the type of each meta-
data block in an Ext4 file system in depth-first order. The
Ext4IO class implements the block and the file address
space, as described in Section 5. The program starts by
invoking fetch_super, which fetches the super block
from a known location on disk and parses it. Then it
uses two mutually recursive visitors, EntVisitor and
PtrVisitor, to traverse the file system.

The EntVisitor::visit function takes an
entity as input, prints its name, and then in-
vokes process_pointers, which calls the
PtrVisitor::visit function for every pointer in
the entity. The PtrVisitor::visit function invokes
fetch, which fetches the pointed-to entity from disk,
and invokes EntVisitor::visit on it.

3.4 Limitations
The correctness of Spiffy applications depends on cor-
rectly written annotations. Therefore, if and when file
system format changes do occur, the specifications will
need to be updated. Spiffy applications will also need
to update all file-system specific code that is affected by
the format changes. These changes will likely only affect
code that directly operates on the updated metadata struc-
tures, since the Spiffy library will provide safe traversal
and parsing of any intermediate structures.

Currently, we have implemented an online application
at the storage layer (metadata caching, see Section 5)
that reads file system metadata, but does not modify it.
We are exploring modifying file system metadata using
Spiffy at the storage layer (which requires hooks into
the file system code, e.g., for transactions and alloca-
tion [12]), and at the file system level (which enables
more powerful applications).

Unlike typical file-system applications that operate at
the VFS layer and are file-system independent, Spiffy ap-
plications operate directly on file-system specific struc-
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EntVisitor ev;
PtrVisitor pv;
int PtrVisitor::visit(Entity & e) {

Entity * tmp = ((Pointer &)e).fetch();
if (tmp != nullptr) {

ev.visit(*tmp);
tmp->destroy();

}
return 0;

}
int EntVisitor::visit(Entity & e) {

cout << e.get_name() << endl;
return e.process_pointers(pv);

}
void main(void) {

Ext4IO io("/dev/sdb1");
Ext4 fs(io);
Entity * sup;
if ((sup = fs.fetch_super()) != nullptr) {

ev.visit(*sup);
sup->destroy();

}
}

Figure 5: Code for traversing and printing the types of
all the metadata blocks in an Ext4 file system.

tures and are thus file-system dependent. Since file sys-
tems share common abstractions (e.g. files, directories,
inodes), it may be possible to carefully abstract the func-
tionality that is shared between implementations, reduc-
ing file-system dependence even further.

4 File System Applications

We have written five file-system aware storage applica-
tions using the Spiffy framework: a dump tool, a free
space reporting tool, a type-specific metadata corruptor,
a file system conversion tool, and a prioritized block
layer cache. The first four applications operate offline,
while the last one is an online application.

File System Dump Tool The file system dump tool
parses all the metadata in a file system image and exports
the result in an XML format, using file system traver-
sal code similar to the example in Figure 5. In addi-
tion to process_pointers, the entity class provides a
process_fields method that allows iterating over all
fields (not just pointer fields) of the class. The dump tool
can be configured to prevent structures such as unallo-
cated inode structures from being exported.

Type-Specific Corruption Tool This tool is a variant
of the dump tool that injects file-system corruption in a
type-specific manner [2], allowing us to test the robust-
ness of file systems and their tools. When we decide to
corrupt a field, we cannot simply modify its in-memory
value, since serialization is type-safe. For example, the

serializer will refuse to serialize a corrupted value that
violates its type constraints. Instead, corruption is per-
formed after a block is serialized but before it is written.

Free Space Tool This tool shows file-system fragmen-
tation by plotting a histogram of the size of free ex-
tents. The tool retrieves the metadata structures that
store free space information and processes them (e.g.,
block bitmaps for Ext4, extent items for Btrfs, and seg-
ment information table (SIT) for F2FS). This logic is im-
plemented using process_by_type (see Table 3) and
a custom visit function that processes all the retrieved
metadata structures. Code to traverse the file system and
parse intermediate structures is provided by our library.

File System Conversion Tool Converting an existing
file system into a file system of another type is a time-
consuming process, involving copying files to another
disk, reformatting the disk, and then copying the files
back to the new file system. In-place file system conver-
sion that updates file system metadata without moving
most file data can speed up the conversion dramatically.
While some such conversion tools exist,3 they are hard
to implement correctly and not generally available.

We have designed an in-place file system conversion
tool using the Spiffy framework. Such a conversion tool
requires detailed knowledge of the source and the des-
tination file systems, and is thus a challenging applica-
tion for our approach. In-place conversion involves sev-
eral steps. First, the file and directory related metadata,
such as inodes, extent mappings, and directory entries
of the source file system, are parsed into a standard for-
mat. Second, the free space in the source file system is
tracked. Third, if any source file data occupies blocks
that are statically allocated in the destination file system,
then those blocks are reallocated to the free space, and
the conversion aborted if sufficient free space is not avail-
able. Finally, the metadata for the destination file system
is created and written to disk. In our current tool, a power
failure during the last step would corrupt the source file
system. We plan to add failure atomicity in the future.

Our tool currently converts extent-based Ext4 file sys-
tems to log-structured F2FS file systems. The source
file system is read using a custom set of visitors that ef-
ficiently traverse the file system and create in-memory
copies of relevant metadata. For example, unused block
groups can be skipped while processing block group de-
scriptors. Next, we generate the free space list by reusing
components from the free space tool, and then removing
F2FS’s static metadata area from the list. Then, Ext4 ex-
tents in the F2FS metadata area are relocated to the free
space with their mappings updated. Finally, F2FS meta-
data is created from the in-memory copies and written to

3The convert utility converts FAT32 to NTFS [27], and updating to
iOS 10.3 upgrades the file system from HFS+ to APFS [28]
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disk, which involves allocation and pointer management,
requiring significant file-system-specific logic.

Fortunately, various pieces of the code can be reused
for different combinations of source and destination file
system when adapting new file systems. As an example,
only the code to copy Btrfs metadata from an existing
file system and to list its free space is required to support
the conversion from Btrfs to F2FS, since the in-memory
data structures are generic across file systems that sup-
port VFS. If the file system does not support VFS, suit-
able default values can be used, which would be helpful
for upgrading from a legacy file system such as FAT32.

Prioritized Block Layer Cache We have imple-
mented a file-system aware block layer cache based on
Bcache [20]. Our cache preferentially caches the files of
certain priority users, identified by the uid of the file.
This caching policy can dramatically improve workload
performance by improving the cache hit rate for priori-
tized workloads, as shown in previous work [26]. Bcache
uses an LRU replacement policy; in our implementation,
blocks belonging to priority users are given a second
chance and are only evicted if they return to the head
of the LRU list without being referenced.

We use a runtime interpretation module, described in
more detail in Section 5, to identify metadata blocks at
the block layer without any modifications to the file sys-
tem. We track the data extents that belong to file inodes
containing the uid of a priority user, so that we can pref-
erentially cache these extents. For Ext4, we use custom
visit functions to parse inodes and determine the prior-
ity extent nodes. Similarly, we parse the priority extent
nodes to determine the priority extent leaves, which con-
tain the priority data extents.

For Btrfs, the inodes and their file extent items may
not be placed close together (e.g., within the same B-
tree leaf block), and so parsing an inode object will not
provide information about its extents. Fortunately, the
key of a file extent item is its associated inode number,
making it easy to track the file extents of priority users.

5 Implementation

We implemented a compiler that parses Spiffy annota-
tions. The compiler generates the file system’s internal
representation in a symbol table, containing the defini-
tions of all the file system metadata, their annotations,
their fields (including type and symbolic name), and each
of their field’s annotations. Next, it detects errors such as
duplicate declarations or missing required arguments. Fi-
nally, the symbol table and compiler options are exported
for use by the compiler’s backend.

Spiffy’s backend generates C++ code for a file-system
specific metadata library using Jinja2 [22]. The library
can be compiled as either a user space library or as part of

a Linux kernel module. We linked our module, including
our generated library, into the Linux kernel by porting
some C++ standard containers to the kernel environment
and integrating the GNU g++ compiler into the kernel
build process, which required minor changes.

Every annotated structure is wrapped in a class that al-
lows introspection. Each field in the wrapped class can
refer to its name, type and size, and has a reference to the
containing structure. The generated library performs var-
ious types of error-checking operations. For example, the
parsing of offset fields ensures that objects do not cross
container boundaries, and that all variable-sized struc-
tures fit within their containers. These checks are essen-
tial if an application aims to handle file system corrup-
tion. When parsing does fail, an error code is propagated
to the caller of the parse or serialize function.

Address Spaces Annotation developers must imple-
ment the IO interface shown in Table 3. The Ext4 file
address space implementation for the Ext4IO class (see
Figure 5) requires fetching the file contents associated
with an inode number. For Btrfs, we currently support
the RAID address space for a single device, which only
allows metadata mirroring (RAID-1). For F2FS, we sup-
port the NID address space, which maps a NID (node id)
to a node block. The implementation involves a lookup
to see if a valid mapping entry is in the journal. If not,
the mapping is obtained from the node address table.

Runtime Interpretation Offline Spiffy applications
use variants of the file-system traversal algorithm in Fig-
ure 5. Spiffy also supports online file-system aware stor-
age applications via a kernel module that performs file
system interpretation at the block layer of the Linux ker-
nel using the generated libraries. These storage applica-
tions are typically difficult to write and error prone, since
manual parsing code is needed for each block type. How-
ever, our implementation only requires a small amount of
bootstrap code to support any annotated file system. The
rest of the code is file-system independent.

In offline applications, the fetch function reads data
from disk and parses the structure. The type of the struc-
ture is known from the pointer that is passed to the fetch
function. In contrast, for online interpretation, the file
system performs the read, and the application just needs
to parse it. The parse_by_type function in Table 3
allows parsing of arbitrary buffers and constructing the
corresponding containers, without the need for an IO ob-
ject to read data from disk. However, it needs to know
the type of the block before parsing is possible. Our run-
time interpretation depends on the fact that a pointer to a
metadata block must be read before the pointed-to block
is read. When a pointer is found during the parsing of a
block, the module tracks the type of the pointed-to block
so that its type is known when it is read.
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Our module exports several functions, including
interpret_read and interpret_write, that need to
be placed in the I/O path to perform runtime interpreta-
tion. These functions operate on locked block buffers.
The module maintains a mapping between block num-
bers and their types. After intercepting a completed
read request, it checks whether a mapping exists, and
if so, it is a metadata block and it gets parsed. Next,
process_pointers is invoked with a visitor that adds
(or updates) all the pointers that are found in the block
into the mapping table. If a parsed block will be refer-
enced later (e.g., super block), we make a copy so that it
is available during subsequent parsing of structures that
depend on the value of its fields (e.g., parsing the Ext4 in-
ode block requires knowing the size of an inode, which is
in the super block). The local copy is atomically replaced
when a new version of the block is written to disk.

When the I/O operation is a write, the module needs to
determine the type of the written block. A statically allo-
cated block can be immediately parsed because its type
will not change. For example, most metadata blocks in
Ext4 are statically allocated. However, in Btrfs, the super
block is the only statically allocated metadata block. For
dynamically allocated blocks, the block must first be la-
beled as unknown and its contents cached, since its type
may either be unknown or have changed. Interpretation
for this block is deferred until it is referenced by a block
that is subsequently accessed (either read or written), and
whose type is known. At that point, the module will in-
terpret all unknown blocks that are referenced.

Since most dynamically-typed blocks are data blocks,
they should be discarded immediately to reduce mem-
ory overhead. For the Btrfs file system, this is relatively
easy because metadata blocks are self-identifying. For
Ext4, these blocks need to be temporarily buffered until
they can be interpreted. However, we use a heuristic for
Ext4 to quickly identify dynamically-typed blocks that
are definitely not metadata, to reduce the memory over-
head of deferred interpretation. The block is first parsed
as if it were a dynamically allocated block (e.g., a direc-
tory block or extent metadata block), and if the parsing
results in an error, then the block is assumed to be data
and discarded. This heuristic could be used in other file
systems as well because most file systems have a small
number of dynamically allocated metadata block types,
or their blocks are self-identifying.

The module currently relies on the file system to is-
sue trim operations to detect deallocation of blocks so
that stale entries can be removed from the mapping table.
Since file systems do not guarantee correct implementa-
tion of trim, the module additionally flushes out entries
for dynamically allocated blocks that have not been ac-
cessed recently. This works for a caching application,
but may lead to mis-classification for other runtime ap-

File System Line Count Annotated Structures

Ext4 491 113 15+10+4
Btrfs 556 151 27+4+1
F2FS 462 127 14+16+5

Table 4: File system structure annotation effort.

plications. Accurate classification can be implemented
by keeping the previous versions of blocks and compar-
ing the versions at transaction commit time. However, it
comes with a higher memory overhead [8].

6 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the effort required to annotate
the structures of existing file systems, the effort required
to write Spiffy applications, and the robustness of Spiffy
libraries. We then evaluate the performance of our file-
system conversion tool and the file-system aware block-
layer caching mechanism.

6.1 Annotation Effort
Table 4 shows the effort required to correctly annotate
the Ext4, Btrfs and F2FS file systems. The second col-
umn shows the number of lines of code of existing on-
disk data structures in these file systems. The lines of
code count was obtained using cloc [6] to eliminate
comments and empty lines. The third column shows the
number of annotation lines. This number is less than one-
third of the total line count for all the file systems.

The last column is listed as A+B+C, with A showing
no modification to the data structure (other than adding
annotations), B showing the number of data structures
that were added, and C showing the number of data struc-
tures that needed to be modified. Structure declarations
needed to be added or modified for three reasons:

1. We break down structures that benefit from being
declared as conditionally inherited types. For ex-
ample, btrfs_file_extent_item is split into two
parts: the header and an optional footer, depending on
whether it contains inline data or extent information.

2. Simple structures such as Ext4 extent metadata
blocks, are not declared in the original source code.
However, for annotation purposes, they need to be ex-
plicitly declared. All of the added structures in Ext4
belong to this category.

3. Some data structures with a complex or backward-
compatible format require modifications to enable
proper annotation. For example, Ext4 inode retains its
Ext3 definition in the official header file even though
the i_block field now contains extent tree informa-
tion rather than block pointers. We redefined the Ext4
inode structure and replaced i_block with the extent
header followed by four extent entries.
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6.2 Developer Effort

Dump Tool: The file system dump tool includes a file-
system independent XML writer module, written in 565
lines of code. The main function for each file system is
written in 40 to 50 lines of code. The dump tool is helpful
for debugging issues with real file systems. In addition,
an expert can verify that the annotations are correct when
the output of the dump tool matches the expected con-
tents of the file system. Therefore, this tool has become
an integral part of our development process.
Type-Specific Corruptor: This tool is written in 455
lines of code, with less than 30 lines of code required for
the main function of each file system. The structure that
the user wants to corrupt is specified via the command
line and the tool uses process_by_type to find it, with-
out the need for file-system specific code.
Free Space Tool: The file system free space tool has
271 lines of file-system independent code. File-system
specific parts require 76 lines for Ext4, 77 lines for Btrfs,
and 194 lines for F2FS. F2FS requires more code due to
the complex format of its block allocation information.
Conversion Tool: The Spiffy file system conversion tool
framework is written in 504 lines of code. The code for
reading Ext4 takes 218 lines, the code to convert to the
F2FS file system requires 1760 lines, and the file-system
developer code for F2FS, which is reused in other ap-
plications such as the dump tool, consists of 383 lines.
We also wrote a manual converter tool that uses the
libext2fs [30] library to copy Ext4 metadata from the
source file system, and manually writes raw data to cre-
ate an F2FS file system. The manual converter has 223
lines of Ext4 code, and 2260 lines for the F2FS code.
While the two converters have similar number of lines
of code, the Spiffy converter has several other benefits.
For the source file system, the manual converter takes
advantage of the libext2fs library. Writing the code
to convert from a different source file system would re-
quire significant effort, and would require much more
code for a file system such as ZFS that lacks a similar
user-level library. On the destination side, the Spiffy con-
verter requires many file-system specific lines of code
to manually initialize each newly created object. How-
ever, Spiffy checks constraints on objects and uses the
create_container and save functions to create and
serialize objects in a type-safe manner, while the manual
converter writes raw data, which is error-prone, leading
to the types of bugs discussed in Section 2.
Prioritized Cache: The original Bcache code consisted
of 10518 lines of code. To implement prioritized caching
we added 289 lines to this code, which invoke our
generic runtime metadata interpretation framework, con-
sisting of 2158 lines of code. This framework provides
hooks to specify file-system specific policies. Our Ext4-

specific policy requires 111 lines of code, and the Btrfs-
specific policy requires 134 lines of code. Currently,
we have not implemented prioritized caching for F2FS,
which would require tracking NAT entries, similar to
how we track inode numbers for Btrfs to find file extents.

6.3 Corruption Experiments
We use our type-specific corruption tool to evaluate the
robustness of Spiffy generated libraries. The experiment
fills a 128MB file system image with 12,000 files and
some directories, then clobbers a chosen field in a spe-
cific metadata structure (e.g., one of the inode structures)
to create a corrupted file system image. We corrupt each
field in each type of metadata structure three times, twice
to a random value and once to zero.

The Spiffy dump tool was able to generate correctly
formatted XML files in the face of arbitrary single-field
corruptions for all of these images. When corruption is
detected during the parsing of a container or a pointer
fetch (i.e., pointer address is out-of-bound or fails a
placement constraint), an error is printed and the pro-
gram stops the traversal.

Table 5 describes the crashes we found when we
ran existing tools on the same corrupted images. For
dumpe2fs (dump tool for Ext4) v1.42.13, we found a
single crash when the s_creator_os field of the su-
per block is corrupted. For dump.f2fs v1.6.1-1, we ob-
served 5 instances of segmentation faults. Three of the
crashes were due to corruption in the super block, and
one crash each was detected for the summary block and
inode structures. We were unable to trigger any crash-
related bugs in btrfs-debug-tree v4.4.

These results are not unexpected since F2FS is a rela-
tively young file system. Btrfs uses metadata checksum-
ming to detect corruption, and thus requires corruption
to be injected before checksum generation to fully test
the robustness of its dump tool. Lastly, dumpe2fs does
not traverse the full file system metadata, and so does not
encounter most of the metadata corruption. Our Spiffy
dump tool is both more complete and more robust than
dumpe2fs, without requiring significant testing effort.

We also tried an extensive set of random corruption ex-
periments, and none of the existing tools crashed, show-
ing that our type-specific corruptor is a useful tool for
testing the robustness of these applications.

6.4 File System Conversion Performance
We compare the time it takes to perform copy-based con-
version, versus using the Spiffy-based and the manually
written in-place file-system conversion tools. The results
are shown in Table 6. The experiments are run on an
Intel 510 Series SATA SSD. We create the file set using
Filebench 1.5-a3 [32] in an Ext4 partition on the SSD,
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Tool Name Structure Field Description

dumpe2fs super block s_creator_os index out of bound error during OS name lookup
dump.f2fs super block log_blocks_per_seg index out of bound error while building nat bitmap

super block segment_count_main null pointer dereference after calloc fails
super block cp_blkaddr double free error during error handling (no valid checkpoint)

summary block n_nats index out of bound error during nid lookup
inode i_namelen index out of bound error when adding null character to end of name

Table 5: List of segmentation faults found during type-specific corruption experiments.

# files Copy Converter Manual Conv. Spiffy Conv.

20000 188.2±3.7s 6.6±0.5s 7.0±0.2s
1000 192.7±2.3s 3.3±0.1s 3.8±0.0s
100 195.1±0.2s 3.3±0.1s 3.7±0.1s

Table 6: Time required for each technique to convert
from Ext4 to F2FS for different number of files.

and then convert the partition to F2FS. The 20K file set
uses the msnfs file size distribution with the largest file
size up to 1GB. The rest of the file sets have progres-
sively fewer small files. All file sets have a total size of
16GB. For the copy converter, we run tar -aR at the
root of the SSD partition and save the tar file on a sepa-
rate local disk. We then reformat the SSD partition and
extract the file set back into the partition.

The copy converter requires transferring two full
copies of the file set, and so it takes 30x to 50x longer
than using the conversion tools, which only need to move
data blocks out of F2FS’s static metadata area and then
create the corresponding F2FS metadata. Both conver-
sion tools take more time with larger file sets since they
need to handle the conversion of more file system meta-
data. The library-assisted conversion tool performs rea-
sonably compared to its manually-written counterpart,
with at most a 16.7% overhead for the added type-safety
protection that the library offers.

6.5 Prioritized Cache Performance
We measure the performance of our prioritized block
layer cache (see Section 4), and compare it against LRU
caching with one or two instances of the same workload.

Our experimental setup includes a client machine con-
nected to a storage server over a 10Gb Ethernet using
the iSCSI protocol. The storage server runs Linux 3.11.2
and has 4 Intel Processor E7-4830 CPUs for a total of 32
cores, 256GB of memory and a software RAID-6 vol-
ume consisting of 13 Hitachi HDS721010 SATA2 7200
RPM disks. The client machine runs Linux 4.4.0 with
Intel Processor E5-2650, and an Intel 510 Series SATA
SSD that is used for client-side caching. To mimic the
memory-to-cache ratio of real-world storage servers, we
limit the memory on the client to 4GB and use 8GB of
the SSD for write-back caching. The RAID partition is
formatted with either the Ext4 or Btrfs file system and
is used as the primary storage device. To avoid any
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Figure 6: Throughput of prioritized caching over LRU
caching with one or two file servers for Ext4 and Btrfs.

scheduling related effects, the NOOP I/O scheduler is
used in all cases for both the caching and primary device.

We use a pair of identical Filebench fileserver work-
loads to simulate a shared hosting scenario with two
users where one requires higher storage performance
than the other. We generate a total file set size of 8GB
with an average file size of 128KB, for each workload.
The fileserver personality performs a series of create,
write, append, read and delete of random files throughout
the experiment. Filebench reports performance metrics
every 60 seconds over a period of 90 minutes. Perfor-
mance initially fluctuates as the cache fills, therefore we
present the average throughput over the last 60 minutes
of the experiment, after performance stabilizes.

Figure 6 shows the average throughput for each of the
experiments in operations per second. The error bars
show 95% confidence intervals. First, we establish the
baseline performance of a single fileserver instance run-
ning alone, which has a cache hit ratio of 64% and 54%
for Ext4 and Btrfs, respectively. Next, we run two in-
stances of fileserver to observe the effect of cache con-
tention. We see a drastic reduction in cache hit ratio to
23% and 24% for Ext4 and Btrfs, respectively. Both
fileservers have similar performance, which is between
2.3x and 2.7x less than when running alone. When we
apply preferential caching to the files used by fileserver
A, however, its throughput improves by 60% over non-
prioritized LRU caching when running concurrently with
fileserver B, with the overall cache hit ratio improving
to 46% and 53% for Ext4 and Btrfs, respectively. Pri-
oritized caching also improves the aggregate through-
put of the system by 14% to 22%. Giving priority to
one of the two jobs implicitly reduces cache contention.
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These results show that storage applications using our
generated library can provide reasonable performance
improvements without changing the file system code.

7 Related Work

A large body of work has focused on storage-layer ap-
plications that perform file-system specific processing
for improving performance or reliability. Semantically-
smart disks [24] used probing to gather detailed knowl-
edge of file system behavior, allowing functionality or
performance to be enhanced transparently at the block
layer. The probing was designed for Ext4-like file sys-
tems and would likely require changes for copy-on-write
and log-structured file systems. Spiffy annotations avoid
the need for probing, helping provide accurate block type
information based on runtime interpretation.

I/O shepherding [12] improves reliability by using
file structure information to implement checksumming
and replication. Block type information is provided to
the storage layer I/O shepherd by modifying the file
system and the buffer-cache code. Our approach en-
ables I/O shepherding without requiring these changes.
Also, unlike I/O shepherding, Spiffy allows interpreting
block contents, enabling more powerful policies, such as
caching the files of specific users.

A type-safe disk extends the disk interface by expos-
ing primitives for block allocation and pointer relation-
ships [23], which helps enforce invariants such as pre-
venting access to unallocated blocks, but this interface
requires extensive file system modifications. We believe
that our runtime interpretation approach allows enforcing
such type-safety invariants on existing file systems.

Serialization of structured data has been explored
through interface languages such as ASN.1 [25] and Pro-
tocol Buffers [31], which allow programmers to define
their data structures so that marshaling routines can be
generated for them. However, the binary serialization
format for the structures is specified by the protocol and
not under the control of the programmer. As a result,
these languages cannot be used to interpret the existing
binary format of a file system.

Data description languages such as Hammer [21] and
PADS [7] allow fine-grained byte-level data formats to
be specified. However, they have limited support for non-
sequential processing, and thus their parsers cannot inter-
pret file system I/O, where a graph traversal is required
rather than a sequential scan. Furthermore, with online
interpretation, this traversal is performed on a small part
of the graph, and not on the entire data.

Nail [3] shares many goals with our work. Its grammar
provides the ability to specify arbitrarily computed fields.
It also supports non-linear parsing, but its scope is lim-
ited to a single packet or file, and so it does not support

references to external objects. Our annotation language
overcomes this limitation by explicitly annotating point-
ers, which defines how file system metadata reference
each other. We also provide support for address spaces,
so that address values can be mapped to user-specified
physical locations on disk.

Several projects have explored C extensions for ex-
pressing additional semantic information [19, 35, 29].
CCured [19] enables type and memory safety, and the
Deputy Type System [35] prevents out-of-bound array
errors. Both projects annotate source code, perform
static analysis, and add runtime checks, but they are de-
signed for in-memory structures.

Formal specification approaches for file systems [1, 5]
require building a new file system from scratch, while
our work focuses on building tools for existing file sys-
tems. Chen et al. [5] use logical address spaces as ab-
stractions for writing higher-level file system specifica-
tions. This idea inspired our use of an address space type
for specifying pointers. Another method for specifying
pointers is by defining paths that enable traversing the
metadata tree to locate a metadata object, such as finding
the inode structure from an inode number [14, 10]. These
approaches focus on the correctness of file-system oper-
ations at the virtual file system layer, whereas our goal is
to specify the physical structures of file systems.

8 Conclusion

Spiffy is an annotation language for specifying the on-
disk file system data structures. File system developers
annotate their data structures using Spiffy, which enables
generating a library that allows parsing and traversing file
system data structures correctly.

We have shown the generality of our approach by an-
notating three vastly different file systems. The anno-
tated file system code serves as detailed documentation
for the metadata structures and the relationships between
them. File-system aware storage applications can use the
Spiffy libraries to improve their resilience against pars-
ing bugs, and to reduce the overall programming effort
needed for supporting file-system specific logic in these
applications. Our evaluation suggests that applications
using the generated libraries perform reasonably well.
We believe our approach will enable interesting applica-
tions that require an understanding of storage structures.
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Abstract
File systems may become corrupted for many reasons

despite various protection techniques. Therefore, most
file systems come with a checker to recover the file sys-
tem to a consistent state. However, existing checkers
are commonly assumed to be able to complete the repair
without interruption, which may not be true in practice.

In this work, we demonstrate via fault injection ex-
periments that checkers of widely used file systems may
leave the file system in an uncorrectable state if the re-
pair procedure is interrupted unexpectedly. To address
the problem, we first fix the ordering issue in the undo
logging of e2fsck, and then build a general logging li-
brary (i.e., rfsck-lib) for strengthening checkers. To
demonstrate the practicality, we integrate rfsck-lib

with existing checkers and create two new checkers: (1)
rfsck-ext, a robust checker for Ext-family file systems,
and (2) rfsck-xfs, a robust checker for XFS file sys-
tem, both of which require only tens of lines of modi-
fication to the original versions. Both rfsck-ext and
rfsck-xfs are resilient to faults in our experiments.
Also, both checkers incur reasonable performance over-
head (i.e., up to 12%) comparing to the original unre-
liable versions. Moreover, rfsck-ext outperforms the
patched e2fsck by up to nine times while achieving the
same level of robustness.

1 Introduction
Achieving data integrity is critical for computer systems
ranging from a single desktop to large-scale distributed
storage clusters [21]. In order to make sense of the ever
increasing amount of data stored, it is common to use
local (e.g., Ext4 [4], XFS [70], F2FS [49]) and multi-
node file systems (e.g., HDFS [66], Ceph [74], Lus-
tre [9]) to organize the data on top of storage devices.
Although file systems are designed to maintain the data
integrity [36, 38, 45, 60, 72, 75], situations arise when
the file system metadata needs to be checked for in-
tegrity. Such situations may be caused by power out-

ages, server crashes, latent sector errors, software bugs,
etc [19, 20, 31, 51, 54].

File system checkers, such as e2fsck for Ext-family
file systems [3], serve as the last line of defense to re-
cover a corrupted file system back to a healthy state [54].
They contain intimate knowledge of file system metadata
structures, and are commonly assumed to be able to com-
plete the repair without interruption.

Unfortunately, the same issues that lead to file system
inconsistencies (e.g., power outages or crashes), can also
occur during file system repair. One real-world example
happened at the High Performance Computing Center in
Texas [17]. In this accident, multiple Lustre file systems
suffered severe data loss after power outages: the first
outage triggered the Lustre checker (lfsck [6]) after the
cluster was restarted, while another outage interrupted
lfsck and led to the downtime and data loss. Because
Lustre is built on top of a variant of Ext4 (ldiskfs [9]),
and lfsck relies on e2fsck to fix local inconsistencies
on each node, the checking and repairing is complicated
(e.g., requiring several days [17]). As of today, it is still
unclear which step of lfsck/e2fsck caused the uncor-
rectable corruptions. With the trend of increasing the
storage capacity and scaling to more and more nodes,
checking and repairing file systems will likely become
more time-consuming and thus more vulnerable to faults.
Such accidents and observation motivate us to remove
the assumption that file system checkers can always fin-
ish normally without interruption.

Previous research has demonstrated that file system
checkers themselves are error-prone [27, 42]. File sys-
tem specific approaches have also been developed that
use higher level languages to elegantly describe file sys-
tem repair tasks [42]. In addition, efforts have also been
made to speed up the repair procedure, which leads to
a smaller window of potential data loss due to an inter-
ruption [54]. Although these efforts improve file system
checkers, they do not address the fundamental issue of
improving the resilience of checkers in the face of unex-
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pected interruptions.
In this work, we first demonstrate that the check-

ers of widely used file systems (i.e., e2fsck [3] and
xfs repair [14]) may leave the file system in an uncor-
rectable state if the repair procedure is unexpectedly in-
terrupted. We collect corrupted file system images from
file system developers and additionally generate test im-
ages to trigger the repair procedure. Moreover, we de-
velop rfsck-test, an automatic fault injection tool, to
systematically inject faults during the repair, and thus
manifest the vulnerabilities.

To address the problem exposed in our study, we an-
alyze the undo logging feature of e2fsck in depth, and
identify an ordering issue which jeopardizes its effective-
ness. We fix the issue and create a patched version called
e2fsck-patch which is truly resilient to faults.

However, we find that e2fsck-patch is inherently
suboptimal as it requires extensive sync operations. To
address the limitation, and to improve the checkers of
other file systems, we design and implement rfsck-lib,
a general logging library with a simple interface. Based
on the similarities among checkers, rfsck-lib decou-
ples the logging from the repairing, and provides an in-
terface to log the repairing writes in fine granularity.

To demonstrate the practicality, we integrate
rfsck-lib with existing checkers and create two
new checkers: (1) rfsck-ext, a robust checker for Ext-
family file systems, which adds 50 lines of code (LoC)
to e2fsck; and (2) rfsck-xfs, a robust checker for
XFS file system, which adds 15 LoC to xfs repair.1

Both rfsck-ext and rfsck-xfs are resilient to faults
in our experiments. Also, both checkers incur reasonable
performance overhead (i.e., up to 12%) compared to
the original unreliable versions. Moreover, rfsck-ext
outperforms e2fsck-patch by up to nine times while
achieving the same level of fault resilience.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
introduce the background of file system checkers (§2).
Next, we describe rfsck-test and study e2fsck and
xfs repair (§3). We analyze the ordering issue of
the undo logging of e2fsck in §4. Then, we introduce
rfsck-lib and integrate it with existing checkers ( §5).
We evaluate rfsck-ext and rfsck-xfs in §6, and dis-
cuss several issues in §7. Finally, we discuss related work
(§8) and conclude (§9).

2 Background
Most file systems employ checkers to check and repair
inconsistencies. The checkers are usually file system
specific, and they examine different consistency rules de-
pending on the metadata structures. We use two rep-
resentative checkers as concrete examples to illustrate

1The prototypes of rfsck-test, e2fsck-patch, rfsck-lib,
rfsck-ext, and rfsck-xfs are publicly available [10].

the complexity as well as the potential vulnerabilities of
checkers in this section.

2.1 Workflow of e2fsck
e2fsck is the checker of the widely used Ext-family file
systems. It first replays the journal (in case of Ext3 and
Ext4) and then restarts itself. Next, e2fsck runs the fol-
lowing five passes in order:
Pass-1: Scan the file system and check inodes. e2fsck
scans the entire volume and stores information of all in-
odes into a set of bitmaps. In addition, it performs four
sub-passes to generate a list of duplicate blocks and their
owners, check the integrity of extent trees, etc.
Pass-2: Check directory structure. Based on the
bitmap information, e2fsck iterates through all direc-
tory inodes and checks a set of rules for each directory.
Pass-3: Check directory connectivity. e2fsck first
checks if a root directory is available; if not, a new root
directory is created and is marked “done”. Then it tra-
verses the directory tree, checks the reachability of each
directory inode, breaks directory loops, etc.
Pass-4: Check reference counts. e2fsck iterates over
all inodes to validate the inode link counts. Also, it
checks the connectivity of the extended attribute blocks
and reconnects them if necessary.
Pass-5: Recalculate checksums and flush updates. Fi-
nally, e2fsck checks the repaired in-memory data struc-
tures against on-disk data structures and flushes neces-
sary updates to the disk.

2.2 Workflow of xfs repair

xfs repair is the checker of the popular XFS file sys-
tem.2 Similar to e2fsck, xfs repair fixes incon-
sistencies in seven passes (or phases), including: Pass-
1, superblock verification; Pass-2, replay logs, validate
maps and the root inode; Pass-3, check inodes in each
allocation group; Pass-4, check duplicate block alloca-
tions; Pass-5, rebuild the allocation group structure and
superblock; Pass-6, check inode connectivity; Pass-7,
verify and correct link counts.

Unlike e2fsck which is single-threaded,
xfs repair employs multi-threading in passes 2,
3, 6 and 7 to improve the performance. Nevertheless,
we can see that both checkers are complicated and may
be vulnerable to faults. For example, later passes may
depend on previous passes, and there is no atomicity
guarantee for related updates. We describe our method
for systematically exposing the vulnerabilities in §3.

2There is another utility called xfs check [14], which checks the
consistency without repairing; we do not evaluate it in this work as it is
impossible for the read-only utility to introduce additional corruption.
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2.3 The Logging Support of Checkers
Some file system developers have envisioned the poten-
tial need of reverting the changes done to the file system.
For example, the “undo io manager” has been added to
the utilities of Ext-family file systems since 2007 [3, 15].
It can save the content of the location being overwritten
to an undo log before committing the overwrite.

However, due to the degraded performance as well as
the log format issues [2, 16], the undo feature has not
been integrated into e2fsck until recently. Starting from
v1.42.12, e2fsck includes a “-z” option to allow the
user to specify the path of the log file and enable log-
ging [3]. When enabled, e2fsck maintains an undo log
during the checking and repairing, and writes an undo
block to the log before updating any block of the im-
age. If e2fsck fails unexpectedly, the undo log can be
replayed via e2undo [3] to revert the undesired changes.

Given the undo logging, one might expect that an in-
terrupted e2fsck will not cause any issue. As we will
see in the next section, however, this is not true.

3 Are the Existing Checkers Resilient to
Faults?

In this section, we first describe our method for analyz-
ing the fault resilience of file system checkers (§3.1 -
§3.3), and then present our findings on e2fsck (§3.4)
and xfs repair (§3.5) .

3.1 Generating Corrupted Test Images
File system checkers are designed to repair corrupted file
systems, so the first step of testing checkers is to generate
a set of corrupted file system images to trigger the target
checker. We call this set of images as test images.

To generate test images, we use two methods. First,
some file system developers may provide test images to
perform regression testing of their checkers, which usu-
ally cover the most representative corruption scenarios as
envisioned by the developers [3]. We collect such default
test images to trigger the target checker if they are avail-
able. Additionally, we create test images by ourselves
using the debug tools provided by the file system devel-
opers (e.g., debugfs [3] and xfs db [14]). These tools
allow “trashing” specific metadata structures with ran-
dom bits, which may cover corruption scenarios beyond
the default test images.

In both cases, the test images are generated as regu-
lar files instead of real physical disks, which makes the
testing more efficient.

3.2 Interrupting Checkers
Generating corrupted test images solves only one part of
the problem. Another challenge in evaluating the fault
resilience is how to interrupt checkers in a systematic and

controllable way. To this end, we emulate the effect of
faults using software.

To make the emulation precise and reasonable, we fol-
low the “clean power fault” model [80], which assumes
that there is a minimal atomic unit of write operations
(e.g., 512B or 4KB). Under this model, the size of data
written to the on-disk file system is always an integer
multiple of the minimal atomic block. A fault can occur
at any point during the repair procedure of the checker;
once a fault happens, all atomic blocks committed before
the fault are durable without corruption, and all blocks
after the fault have no effect on the media.

Apparently, this is an idealized model under power
outages or system crashes. More severe damage (e.g.,
reordering or corruption of committed blocks) may hap-
pen in practice [61, 73, 77, 81, 82]. However, such clear
model can serve as a conservative lower bound of the
failure impact. In other words, file system checkers must
be able to handle this fault model gracefully before ad-
dressing more aggressive fault models.

Based on the fault model, we build a fault injection
tool called rfsck-test using a customized driver [8],
which has two modes of operation as follows:

Basic mode: This is used for testing a checker without
logging support. In this mode, the target checker writes
to the test image and generates I/O commands through
the customized driver. rfsck-test records the I/O com-
mands generated during the execution of the checker in
a command history file, and replays a prefix of the com-
mand history (i.e., partial commands) to a copy of the
initial test image, which effectively generates the effect
of an interrupted checker on the test image. For each
command history, we exhaustively replay all possible
prefixes, and thus generate a set of interrupted images
which correspond to injecting faults at different points
during the execution of the checker.

Advanced mode: This is used for testing a checker with
logging support. In this mode, the target checker writes
to the test image as well as its log file. rfsck-test

records the commands sent to both the image and the log
in the command history. During the replay, rfsck-test
selects a prefix of the command history, and replays the
partial commands either to a copy of the initial test image
or to a copy of the initial log, depending on the original
destination of the commands. In this way, rfsck-test
generates the effect of an interrupted checker on both the
test image and the log. Moreover, rfsck-test replays
the log to the test image, which is necessary for the log-
ging to take effect.

3.3 Summary of Testing Framework
Putting it all together, we summarize our framework for
testing the fault resilience of checkers with and without
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Figure 1: (a) Testing the fault resilience of a file system checker (fsck) without logging support. There are ten
steps: (1) make a copy of the test image which contains a corrupted file system; (2) run fsck on the test image copy;
(3) store the image generated in step 2 as the reference image; (4) record the I/O commands generated during the
fsck; (5) make another copy of the test image; (6) replay partial commands to emulate the effect of an interrupted fsck;
(7) store the image generated in step 6 as the interrupted image; (8) run fsck on the interrupted image; (9) store the
image generated in step 8 as the repaired image; (10) compare the repaired image with the reference image to identify
mismatches. (b) Testing fsck with logging support. The workflow is similar except that rfsck-test interrupts the I/O
commands sent to both the test image and the log, and the log is replayed between steps 7 and 8.

logging support as follows:

Testing checkers without logging support: As shown
in Figure 1a, there are ten steps: (1) we make a copy
of the test image which contains a corrupted file system;
(2) the target checker (i.e., fsck) is executed to check
and repair the original corruption on the copy of the test
image; (3) after fsck finishes normally in the previ-
ous step, the resulting image is stored as the reference
image;3 (4) during the checking and repairing of fsck,
the fault injection tool rfsck-test operates in the ba-
sic mode, which records the I/O commands generated
by fsck in a command history file; (5) we make an-
other copy of the original test image; (6) rfsck-test
replays partial commands recorded in step 4 to the new
copy of the test image, which emulates the effect of an
interrupted fsck; (7) the image generated in step 6 is
stored as the interrupted image; (8) fsck is executed
again on the interrupted image to fix any repairable is-
sues; (9) the image generated in step 8 is stored as the
repaired image; (10) finally, we compare the file system
on the repaired image with that on the reference image to
identify any mismatches.

The comparison in step 10 is first performed via the
diff command. If a mismatch is reported, we further
verify it manually. Note that in step 8 we have run fsck

without interruption, so a mismatch implies that there is
some corruption which cannot be recovered by fsck.

Testing checkers with logging support: The workflow
of testing a checker with logging support is similar. As
shown in Figure 1b, rfsck-test operates in the ad-
vanced mode, which records the I/O commands sent to
both the test image and the log and emulates the effect of

3It is possible that a checker may not be able to fully repair a cor-
rupted file system even without interruption [27, 42]. So we simply use
the result of an uninterrupted repair as a criterion in this work.

interruption on both places. Also, between steps 7 and 8,
the (interrupted) log is replayed to the test image to make
the logging take effect. The other steps are the same.

3.4 Case Study I: e2fsck

In this section, we apply the testing framework to study
e2fsck. As discussed in §2.3, e2fsck has recently
added the undo logging support. For clarity, we name the
original version without undo logging as e2fsck, and the
version with undo logging as e2fsck-undo.

To trigger the checker, we collect 175 Ext4 test im-
ages from e2fsprogs v1.43.1 [3] as inputs. The sizes
of these images range from 8MB to 128MB, and the file
system block size is 1KB. To emulate faults on storage
systems with different atomic units, we inject faults at
two granularities: 512B and 4KB. In other words, we in-
terrupt e2fsck/ e2fsck-undo after every 512B or 4KB
of an I/O transfer command. Since the file system block
is 1KB, we do not break file system blocks when inject-
ing faults at the 4KB granularity.

First, we study e2fsck using the method in Figure 1a.
As described in §3.3, for each fault injected (i.e., each
interruption) we run e2fsck again and generate one re-
paired image. Because the repair procedure usually re-
quires updating multiple file system blocks, it can of-
ten be interrupted at multiple points depending on the
fault injection granularity. Therefore, we usually gener-
ate multiple repaired images from one test image.

For example, to fix the test image “f dup” (block
claimed by two inodes), e2fsck needs to update 16KB
in total. At the fault injection granularity of 512B, we
generate 32 interrupted images (and consequently 32 re-
paired images). The last fault is injected after all 16KB
blocks, which leads to a repaired image equivalent to the
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Fault injection # of Ext4 # of repaired # of images reporting corruption
granularity test images images generated test images repaired images

512 B 175 25,062 34 240
4 KB 175 3,192 17 37

Table 1: Counts of images in testing e2fsck at two fault injection granularities. This table shows the number of re-
paired images (3rd column) generated from the 175 Ext4 test images when injecting faults at 512B/4KB granularities;
the last two columns show the number of test images and repaired images reporting corruption respectively.

Corruption test images repaired images
Type 512 B 4 KB 512 B 4 KB

cannot mount 20 1 41 3
data corruption 9 5 107 10
misplacement 9 11 82 23

others 1 1 10 1

Table 2: Classification of corruption. This table shows
the number of test images and repaired images reporting
different corruptions at two fault injection granularities.

reference image without interruption. Similarly, at the
4KB granularity, we generate 4 repaired images.

For every test image, we generate a number of re-
paired images and compare each of them with the cor-
responding reference image. If the comparison reports
a mismatch, it implies that the repaired image contains
uncorrectable corruption. We count the number of re-
paired images reporting such corruption. Moreover, if at
least one repaired image contains uncorrectable corrup-
tion, we mark the test image as reporting corruption, too.

Table 1 summarizes the counts of images in testing
e2fsck at the two fault injection granularities. The to-
tal number of repaired images generated from the 175
Ext4 test images is shown in the third column. We can
see that at the 512B granularity there are more repaired
images (25,062) because the repairing procedure is in-
terrupted more frequently, while at the 4KB granularity
only 3,192 repaired images are generated. Also, more
test images report corruption at the 512B granularity (34
> 17). This is because the repair commands are broken
into smaller pieces, and thus it is more challenging to
maintain consistency when interrupted.

Table 2 further classifies the corruption into four types
and shows the number of test images and repaired im-
ages reporting each type. Among the four types, data
corruption (i.e., a file’s content is corrupted) and mis-
placement (i.e., a file is either in the“lost+found” folder
or completely missing) are the common ones. The most
severe corruption is cannot mount (i.e., the whole file
system volume becomes not mountable). Such corrup-
tion has been observed at both fault injection granulari-
ties. In other words, interrupting e2fsck may lead to an
unmountable image, even when a fault cannot break the

Fault injection # of images reporting corruption
granularity e2fsck e2fsck-undo

512 B 34 34
4 KB 17 15

Table 3: Comparison of e2fsck and e2fsck-undo. This
table compares the number of test images reporting cor-
ruption under e2fsck and e2fsck-undo.

superblock because the 4KB fault granularity is larger
than the 1KB superblock.

Next, to see if the undo logging can avoid the cor-
ruption, we use the method in Figure 1b to study
e2fsck-undo. We focus on the test images which re-
port corruption when testing e2fsck (i.e., the 34 and 17
test images in Table 1).

Table 3 compares the number of test images reporting
corruption under e2fsck and e2fsck-undo. Surpris-
ingly, we observe a similar amount of corruption. For
example, all 34 images which report corruption when
testing e2fsck at the 512B granularity still report cor-
ruption under e2fsck-undo. We defer the analysis of
the root cause to §4.

3.5 Case Study II: xfs repair

We have also applied the testing framework to study
xfs repair. Since xfs repair does not support log-
ging, only the method in Figure 1a is used.

To generate test images, we create 20 clean XFS im-
ages first. Each image is 100MB, and the file system
block size is 1KB (same as the Ext4 test images). We
use the blocktrash command of xfs db [14] to flip 2
random bits on the metadata area of each image. In this
way, we generate 20 corrupted XFS test images in total.

Table 4 summarizes the total number of repaired im-
ages generated from the XFS test images at two fault in-
jection granularities. We use 3 test images to inject faults
at the 512B granularity, and 17 images for the 4KB gran-
ularity. Similar to the Ext4 case, the smaller granularity
(i.e., 512B) leads to more repaired images (i.e., 3 test im-
ages lead to 1,127 repaired images). The table also shows
the number of test images and repaired images reporting
corruption. We can see that there are uncorrectable cor-
ruptions under both granularities, same as the Ext4 case.
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Fault injection # of XFS # of repaired # of images reporting corruption
injection test images images generated test images repaired images

512 B 3 1,127 2 443
4 KB 17 1,409 12 737

Table 4: Counts of images in testing xfs repair at two fault injection granularities. This table shows the number
of repaired images (3rd column) generated from the XFS test images when injecting faults at 512B/4KB granularities;
the last two columns show the number of test images and repaired images reporting corruption respectively.

/*open undo log*/
undo_open(...){

open(...); /*no O_SYNC*/
}
...
/*fix 1st inconsistency*/
undo_write_blk64(...){

/*write to undo log asynchronously*/
undo_write_tdb(...){

...
pwrite(...); /*no fsync()*/

}
/*write to fs image asynchronously*/
io_channel_write_blk64(...){...}

}
/*fix 2nd, 3rd, ... inconsistencies*/
...

/*sync buffered writes to fs image*/
ext2fs_flush(...){...}
/*close undo log*/
undo_close(...){...}

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Figure 2: Workflow of the undo logging in e2fsck-
undo. The writes to the log (line 9 -12) and the writes
to the file system image (line 14) are asynchronous, and
there is no ordering guarantee between the writes.

4 Why Does the Existing Undo Logging
Not Work?

The study in §3 shows that even the checkers of some
most popular file systems are not resilient to faults. This
is consistent with other studies on the catastrophic fail-
ures of real-world systems [41, 44], which find that the
recovery procedures themselves are often imperfect, and
sometimes “the cure is worse than the disease” [44].

One way to handle the faults and provide crash consis-
tency is write-ahead logging (WAL) [58], which has been
widely used in databases [12] and journaling file sys-
tems [72] for transactional recovery. While it is perhaps
not surprising that file system checkers without crash
consistency support (e.g., e2fsck and xfs repair) may
introduce additional corruptions upon interruption, it is
counterintuitive that e2fsck-undo, which has the undo
logging support, still cannot prevent cascading damage.

To understand the root cause, we analyze the source
code of e2fsck-undo as well as the runtime traces (e.g.,
system calls and I/O commands), and have found that
there is no ordering guarantee between the writes to the

undo log and the writes to the image being fixed, which
essentially invalidates the WAL mechanism.

To better illustrate the issue, Figure 2 shows a simpli-
fied workflow of the undo logging in e2fsck-undo. At
the beginning of checking (line 2-4), the undo log file
is opened without the O SYNC flag. To fix an inconsis-
tency, e2fsck-undo first gets the original content of the
block being repaired (not shown) and then writes it as an
undo block to the log asynchronously (line 9-12). Af-
ter the write to the log, it updates the file system image
asynchronously (line 14). The same pattern (i.e., locate
the block that needs to be repaired, copy the old content
to the log, and update the file system image) is repeated
for fixing every inconsistency. At the end, e2fsck-undo
flushes all buffered writes of the image to the persistent
storage (line 20) and closes the undo log (line 22).

While the extensive asynchronous writes (line 6-17) is
good for performance, it is problematic from the WAL’s
perspective. All asynchronous writes are buffered in
memory. Since the dirty pages may be flushed by ker-
nel threads due to memory pressure or timer expiry
(e.g., dirty writeback centisecs), or by the inter-
nal flushing routine of the host file system, there is no
strict ordering guarantee among the buffered writes. In
other words, for every single fix, the writes to the log
and the writes to the file system image may reach the
persistent storage in an arbitrary order. Consequently,
when e2fsck-undo is interrupted, the file system image
may have been modified without the appropriate undo
blocks recorded. Because the WAL mechanism works
only if a log block reaches the persistent storage before
the updated data block it describes, the lack of ordering
guarantee between the writes to the log and the writes to
the image invalidates the WAL mechanism. As a result,
the existing undo logging does not work as expected.

5 Robust File System Checkers
In this section, we describe our method to address the
problem exposed in §3 and §4.

First, we fix the ordering issue of e2fsck-undo by en-
forcing necessary sync operations. For clarity, we name
the version with our patch as e2fsck-patch.

Next, we observe that although e2fsck-patch may
provide the desired robustness, it inherently requires ex-
tensive synchronized I/O, which may hurt the perfor-
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Figure 3: Comparison of different logging schemes. This figure compares different logging schemes using a
sequence of blocks written to the file system image (i.e., “fs img”) and the log: (a) e2fsck-undo is the logging scheme
of e2fsck, which does not have the necessary ordering guarantee between the writes to the log and the writes to the file
system image; (b) e2fsck-patch guarantees the correct ordering between each undo block (e.g., “undo blk1”) and the
corresponding repair block (e.g., “repair blk1”) by enforcing a sync operation (i.e., the red line) after each write of
an undo block; (c) rfsck-lib uses redo logging to eliminate the frequent sync required in e2fsck-patch, and only syncs
after a safe transaction which includes a set of blocks constituting a consistent update.

mance severely. To address the limitation, and to pro-
vide a generic solution to the checkers of other file
systems, we design and implement rfsck-lib, a gen-
eral logging library with a simple interface. Different
from e2fsck-patch which interleaves the writes to the
log (i.e., log writes) and the writes to the image being
repaired (i.e., repair writes), rfsck-lib makes use of
the similarities among checkers to decouple the logging
from the repairing of the file system, and provides fine-
grained control of logging.

To demonstrate the practicality, we use rfsck-lib to
strengthen existing checkers and create two new check-
ers: (1) rfsck-ext, a robust checker for Ext-series file
systems, and (2) rfsck-xfs, a robust checker for XFS
file system, both of which require only a few lines of
modification to the original versions.

5.1 Goals
While there are many desired objectives, rfsck-lib is
designed to meet the three key goals as follows:

Robustness: Unlike existing checkers which may in-
troduce uncorrectable corruptions when interrupted, we
expect checkers integrated with rfsck-lib to be re-
silient to faults. We believe such robustness should be
of prime concern for file system practitioners besides the
heavily studied performance issue [54].

Performance: Guaranteeing the robustness may come
at the cost of performance, because it almost inevitably
requires additional operations. However, the perfor-
mance overhead should be reduced to minimum, which
is particularly important for production environments.

Compatibility: We expect rfsck-lib to be compati-
ble to existing file systems and checkers. For example,
no change to the existing on-disk layouts or repair rules
is needed. While such compatibility may sacrifice some
flexibility and optimization opportunities, it directly en-
ables improving the robustness of many widely used sys-
tems in practice.

5.2 e2fsck-patch: Fixing the Ordering Is-
sue in e2fsck-undo

As discussed in §4, e2fsck-undo does not guarantee the
necessary ordering between log writes and repair writes.
Figure 3a illustrates the scenario using a sequence of
writes. In this example, three blocks are written to the
file system image (i.e., “fs img”) to repair inconsisten-
cies (i.e., “repair blk1” to “repair blk3”). Meanwhile,
three blocks are written to the undo log (i.e., “undo blk1”
to “undo blk3”) to save the original content of the blocks
being overwritten, for the purpose of undoing changes in
case the repair fails. Because all blocks are written asyn-
chronously, the repair blocks may reach the persistent
storage before the corresponding undo blocks, which es-
sentially invalidate the undo logging scheme. Although
there is a sync operation at the end to the file system im-
age (i.e., the red solid line), it cannot prevent the previous
buffered blocks from reaching the persistent storage out
of the desired order.

A naive way to solve the issue is to use a synchronous
write for each block. However, this is overkill. As long
as an undo block (e.g., “undo blk1”) becomes persistent ,
it is unnecessary for the corresponding repair block (e.g.,
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“repair blk1”) to be written synchronously. Therefore,
we only enforce synchronized I/O for the undo log file.

Specifically, we add the O SYNC flag when opening the
undo log file, which is equivalent to adding an fsync

call after each write to the log [7]. As shown in Fig-
ure 3b, the simple patch guarantees that a repair block
is always written after the corresponding undo block be-
comes persistent. On the other hand, all repair blocks are
still written asynchronously. In this way, e2fsck-patch
fixes e2fsck-undo with minimum modification.

5.3 rfsck-lib: A General Library for
Strengthening File System Checkers

While the logging scheme of e2fsck-patch may im-
prove the fault resilience, it has two limitations. First, the
log writes and the repair writes are interleaved. Conse-
quently, it requires extensive synchronized I/O to main-
tain the correct ordering (e.g., three sync operations are
required in Figure 3b), which may incur severe perfor-
mance overhead. Second, as part of e2fsck, the logging
feature is closely tied to Ext-family file systems, and thus
it cannot benefit other file system checkers directly. We
address the limitations by building a general logging li-
brary called rfsck-lib.

5.3.1 Similarities Among File System Checkers
Different file systems usually vary a lot in terms of on-
disk layouts and consistency rules. However, there are
similarities among different checkers, which makes de-
signing a general and efficient solution possible.

First of all, as a user-level utility, file system checkers
always repair corrupted images through a limited number
of system calls, which are irrelevant to file systems’ inter-
nal structures and consistency rules. Moreover, based on
our survey on popular file system checkers (e.g., e2fsck,
xfs repair, fsck.f2fs), we find that they always use
write system calls (e.g., pwrite and its variants) instead
of other memory-based system calls (e.g., mmap, msync).
Therefore, only a few writes may cause potential cascad-
ing corruptions under faults. In other words, by focusing
on the writes, we may improve different checkers.

Second, there is natural locality in checkers. Simi-
lar to the cylinder groups of FFS [56], many modern
file systems have a layout consisting of relatively in-
dependent areas with an identical structure (e.g., block
groups of Ext4 [4], allocation groups of XFS [70], and
cubes of IceFS [52]). Among others, such common de-
sign enables co-locating related files to mitigate file sys-
tem aging [33, 68] while isolating unrelated files. From
the checker’s perspective, most consistency rules within
each area may be checked locally without referencing
other areas. Also, each type of metadata usually has its
unique structure and consistency rules (e.g., the rec len

of each directory entry in an Ext4 inode should be within

a range). These local consistency rules may be checked
independently without cross-checking other metadata.

Due to the locality, checkers usually consist of rela-
tively self-contained components. For example, e2fsck
includes five passes for checking different sets of consis-
tency rules (§2.1). Similarly, xfs repair includes seven
passes, and it forks multiple threads to check multiple al-
location groups separately (§2.2). Such locality exists
even without changing the file system layout or reorder-
ing the checking of consistency rules [54]. Therefore, it
is possible to split an existing checker into several pieces
and isolate their impact under faults.

Based on the observations above, we describe
rfsck-lib’s design in the following subsections.

5.3.2 Basic Redo Logging
A corrupted file system image is repaired by a checker
through a set of repair writes. If the checker finishes
without interruption, the set of writes turn the image back
to a consistent state. On the other hand, if the checker
is interrupted, only a subset of writes changes the im-
age, and the resulting state may become uncorrectable.
Therefore, the key of preventing uncorrectable states is
to maintain the atomicity of the checker’s writes. To this
end, rfsck-lib redirects the checker’s writes to a log
first, and then repairs the image based on the log. Essen-
tially, it implements a redo logging scheme [58].

As shown in Figure 3c, all repair writes are issued to
the redo log first (i.e., “redo blk1” to “redo blk3”). After
the write of the last redo block (i.e., “redo blk3”), a sync
operation (i.e., the red solid line) is issued to make the
redo blocks persistent. After the sync operation returns,
the image is repaired (i.e., “repair blk1” to “repair blk3”)
based on the redo log. Compared with e2fsck-patch

in Figure 3b, the log writes and the repair writes are sep-
arated, and the required number of sync operations is re-
duced from three to one. Such improvement in terms of
sync overhead can be more significant if more blocks on
the image need to be repaired.

5.3.3 Fine-grained Logging with Safe Transactions
While the basic redo logging scheme reduces the order-
ing constraint to minimum, there is one limitation: if a
fault happens before the final sync operation finishes, all
checking and repairing effort may be lost. In some com-
plicated cases where the checker may take hours to fin-
ish [54], the waste is undesirable. On the other hand, a
checker may be split into relatively independent pieces
due to the locality (§5.3.1). Therefore, rfsck-lib ex-
tends the basic redo logging with safe transactions.

A safe transaction is a set of repair writes which will
not lead to uncorrectable inconsistencies if they are writ-
ten to the file system image atomically. In the simplest
case, the whole checker (i.e., the complete set of all re-
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Figure 4: The log format of rfsck-lib. The log includes a header, a superblock, fixed-sized index blocks, and
variable-sized redo blocks. Each index block includes a fixed number of indexes. Each index can either describe the
beginning/end of a transaction (i.e.,“txn begin”/“txn end”), or describe one variable-sized redo block. “index0” to
“index4” describe one safe transaction with three redo blocks (i.e.,“redo blk1” to “redo blk3”) in this example.

pair writes) is one safe transaction. At a finer granularity,
each pass of the checker (or the check of each allocation
group) may be considered as one safe transaction. While
a later pass may depend on the result of a previous pass,
the previous pass is executed without any dependency on
the later passes. Therefore, by guaranteeing the atomic-
ity of each pass as well as the ordering among pass-based
safe transactions, the repair writes may be committed in
several batches without introducing uncorrectable incon-
sistencies. In the extreme case, the checking and repair-
ing of each individual consistency rule may be consid-
ered as one safe transaction.

Figure 3c illustrates the safe transactions. In the sim-
plest case, all three redo blocks (i.e., “redo blk1” to “redo
blk3”) constitute one safe transaction, and only one sync
operation (i.e., the red solid line) is needed, same as the
basic redo logging (§5.3.2). At a finer granularity, the
first two redo blocks (i.e., “redo blk1” and “redo blk2”)
may constitute one safe transaction (e.g., updating an in-
ode and the corresponding bitmap), and the third block
itself (i.e., “redo blk3”) may be another safe transaction
(e.g., updating another inode). Another sync operation
(i.e., the red dash line) is issued between the two trans-
actions to guarantee the correct ordering. If a crash hap-
pens between the two sync operations, the first safe trans-
action (i.e., “redo blk1” and “redo blk2”) is still valid.
In this case, instead of re-calculating the rules and re-
generating the blocks, the checker can directly replay the
valid transaction from the log after restart.

In summary, a checker may be logged as one or more
safe transactions. Compared to the basic redo logging,
such fine-grained control avoids losing all recovery ef-
fort before the fault. On the other hand, maintaining the
atomicity as well as the ordering requires additional sync
operations. So there is a tradeoff between the transaction
granularity and the transaction overhead. Since differ-
ent systems may have different preferences, rfsck-lib
simply provides an interface to define safe transactions,
without restricting the number of transactions.

5.3.4 Log Format

To support the redo logging with safe transactions,
rfsck-lib uses a special log format extended from
e2fsck-undo. As shown in Figure 4, the log includes
a header, a superblock, fixed-sized index blocks, and
variable-sized redo blocks.

The header starts with a magic number to distinguish
the log from other files. Besides, it includes the offsets of
the superblock and the first index block, the total number
of index blocks, a flag showing whether the log has been
replayed, and a checksum of the header itself.

The superblock is copied from the file system image
to be repaired, which is used to match the log with the
image to avoid replaying an irrelevant log to the image.

The index block includes a fixed number of indexes.
Each index can describe the beginning of a transaction
(i.e., “txn begin”), the end of a transaction (i.e., “txn
end”), or one variable-sized redo block. Therefore, a
group of indexes can describe one safe transaction to-
gether. For example, in Figure 4 five indexes (i.e., “in-
dex0” to “index4”) describe one safe transaction with
three redo blocks (i.e.,“redo blk1” to “redo blk3”).

As shown in Table 5, an index has 16 bytes consisting
of three fields. To describe one redo block, the first field
(i.e., uint32 t cksum) stores a checksum of the redo
block, the second field (i.e., uint32 t size) stores its
size, and the third field (i.e., uint64 t fs lba) stores
its logical block address (LBA) in the file system image.

To describe “txn begin” or “txn end”, the first field
of the index is repurposed to store a transaction ID in-
stead of a checksum, which marks the boundary of in-
dexes belonging to the same transaction. The second
field (size) is set to zero. Since a valid redo block must
have a non-zero size, rfsck-lib can differentiate “txn
begin” or “txn end” indexes from those describing redo
blocks even if a transaction ID happens to collide with
a checksum. In addition, the “txn begin” index uses the
third field to denote whether the transaction has been re-
played or not, and the “txn end” index uses the third field
to store a checksum of all indexes in the transaction.
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Field Description
uint32 t cksum checksum of the redo block
uint32 t size size of the redo block
uint64 t fs lba LBA in the file system image

Table 5: The structure of an index.

Function Description
rfsck get sb get the superblock
rfsck open create a redo log
rfsck txn begin begin a safe transaction
rfsck write write a redo block
rfsck txn end end of a safe transaction
rfsck replay replay the redo log
rfsck close close the redo log

Table 6: The interface of rfsck-lib. rfsck get sb is a
wrapper function for invoking file-system-specific pro-
cedure to get the superblock, while the others are file-
system agnostic.

For each write of the checker, rfsck-lib creates an
index in the index block and then append the content of
the write to the area after the index block as a redo block.
Since the writes may have different sizes, the redo blocks
may vary in size as well. However, since all other meta-
data blocks (i.e., header, superblock, index blocks) have
known fixed sizes, the offset of a redo block in the log
can be identified by accumulating the sizes of all previ-
ous blocks. In other words, there is no need to maintain
the offsets of redo blocks in the log.

When an index block becomes full, another index
block is allocated after the previous redo blocks (which
are described by the previous index block). In this way,
rfsck-lib can support various numbers of writes and
transactions.

5.3.5 Interface

To enable easy integration with existing checkers,
rfsck-lib provides a simple interface. As shown in
Table 6, there are seven function calls in total. The
first function (rfsck get sb) is a wrapper for invoking
a file-system-specific procedure to get the superblock,
which is written to the second part of the log (Figure 4).
Since all checkers need to read the superblock anyway,
rfsck get sb can wrap around the existing procedure.
rfsck open is used to create a log file at a given path

at the beginning of the checker procedure. Internally,
rfsck-lib initializes the metadata blocks of the log.
rfsck txn begin is used to denote the beginning

of a safe transaction, which creates a “txn begin” in-
dex in the log. Similarly, rfsck txn end denotes the
end of a transaction, which generates a “txn end” in-
dex and sync all updates to the log. All writes be-

tween rfsck txn begin and rfsck txn end are re-
placed with rfsck write, which creates a redo block
and the corresponding index in the log.
rfsck replay is used to replay logged transactions

to the file system image. Besides, similar to the e2undo
utility [3], the replay functionality is also implemented
as an independent utility called rfsck-redo, which can
replay an existing (potentially incomplete) log to a file
system image (e.g., after the checker is interrupted).
rfsck-redo first verifies if the log belongs to the image
(based on the superblock). If yes, rfsck-redo further
verifies the integrity of the log based on metadata and
then replays valid transactions. Note that the additional
verifications are only needed when the log is replayed
by rfsck-redo. The rfsck replay function can skip
these verifications as it is invoked directly after the log-
ging by the (uninterrupted) checker.

Finally, rfsck close is used at the end of the checker
to release all resources used by rfsck-lib and exist.

5.3.6 Limitations
The current prototype of rfsck-lib is not thread-
safe. Therefore, if a checker is multi-threaded (e.g.,
xfs repair), using rfsck-lib may require additional
attention to avoid race conditions on logging. However,
as we will demonstrate in §5.4 and §6, rfsck-lib can
still be applied to strengthen xfs repair.

In addition, rfsck-lib only provides an interface,
which requires manual modification of the source code.
Since the modification is simple, we expect the manual
effort to be acceptable. Also, it is possible to use com-
piler infrastructures [11, 13] to automate the code instru-
mentation, which we leave as future work.

5.4 Integration with Existing Checkers
Strengthening an existing checker using rfsck-lib

is straightforward given the simple interface (§5.3.5).
To demonstrate the practicality, we first integrate
rfsck-lib with e2fsck, and create a robust checker
for Ext-family file systems (i.e., rfsck-ext).

There are potential writes to the file system image in
each pass of e2fsck (including the first scanning pass),
so we create a safe transaction for each pass. More-
over, within Pass-1 and Pass-2 (§2.1), there are a few
places where e2fsck explicitly flushes the writes to
the image and restarts scanning from the beginning (via
goto statement). In other words, the restarted scanning
(and subsequent passes) requires the previous writes to
be visible on the image. In this case, we insert ad-
ditional rfsck txn end and rfsck replay before the
goto statement to guarantee that previous writes are vis-
ible on the image for re-scanning. We add a “-R” option
to allow the user to specify the log path via command
line. In total, we add 50 LoC to e2fsck.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of e2fsck, e2fsck-
undo, e2fsck-patch, and rfsck-ext. This figure com-
pares the execution time of e2fsck, e2fsck-undo, e2fsck-
patch, and rfsck-ext. The y-axis shows the execution time
in seconds. The x-axis shows file system sizes. The num-
ber above each bar indicates the normalized time (rel-
ative to e2fsck). Note: e2fsck and e2fsck-undo are not
resilient to faults.

Similarly, we also integrate rfsck-lib with
xfs repair, and create a robust checker for XFS file
system (i.e., rfsck-xfs). As mentioned in (§2.2),
one feature of xfs repair is multi-threading: it forks
multiple threads to repair multiple allocation groups
in parallel. The threads update in-memory structures
concurrently, and the main thread writes all updates
to the image at the end. Although it is possible to
encapsulate each repair thread into one safe transaction,
doing so requires additional concurrency control. To
minimize the modification, we simply treat the whole
repair procedure as one transaction. Since all writes are
issued by the main thread, there is no race condition for
rfsck-lib. We also add a “-R” command line option.
In total, we add 15 LoC to xfs repair.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate rfsck-ext and rfsck-xfs

in terms of robustness (§6.1) and performance (§6.2).
Our experiments were conducted on a machine with

a Intel Xeon 3.00GHz CPU, 8GB main memory, and
two WD5000AAKS hard disks. The operating system
is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with kernel v4.4. To evaluate the
robustness, we used the test images reporting corrup-
tion under e2fsck-undo (§3.4) and xfs repair (§3.5).
To evaluate the performance, we created another set of
images with practical sizes, and measured the execu-
tion time of e2fsck, e2fsck-undo, e2fsck-patch,
rfsck-ext, xfs repair, and rfsck-xfs. For each
checker, we report the average time of three runs.

In general, we demonstrate that both rfsck-ext

and rfsck-xfs can survive fault injection experi-
ments. Also, both checkers incur reasonable perfor-
mance overhead (i.e., up to 12%) compared to the orig-
inal unreliable versions. Moreover, rfsck-ext outper-
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of xfs repair and
rfsck-xfs. This figure compares the execution time of
xfs repair and rfsck-xfs. The y-axis shows the execution
time in seconds. The x-axis shows file system sizes. The
number above each bar indicates the normalized time
(relative to xfs repair). Note: xfs repair is not resilient
to faults.

forms e2fsck-patch by up to 9 times while achieving
the same level of robustness.

6.1 Robustness
As discussed in §3, when injecting faults at the 4KB
granularity, 17 Ext4 test images report corruptions under
e2fsck (Table 1), and 12 XFS test images report cor-
ruptions under xfs repair (Table 4). We use these test
images to trigger rfsck-ext and rfsck-xfs, respec-
tively. Since both checkers have the logging support, we
use the method in Figure 1b to evaluate them.

For rfsck-ext, all 17 test images report no corrup-
tions. Similarly, for rfsck-xfs, all 12 test images report
no corruptions. This result verifies that rfsck-lib can
help improve the fault resilience of existing checkers.

6.2 Performance
The test images used in §3 are created as regular files, and
they are small in size (i.e., 8MB to 128MB). Therefore,
they are unsuitable for evaluating the execution time of
checkers. So we create another set of Ext4 and XFS test
images with practical sizes (i.e., 100G, 200GB, 500GB)
on real hard disks. We first fill up the entire file system by
running fs mark [5] for five times. Each time fs mark

fills up 20% of the capacity by creating directories and
files with a certain size. The file size is a random value
between 4KB to 1MB, which is relatively small in or-
der to maximize the number of inodes used. After filling
up the entire file system, we inject 2 random bit corrup-
tions to the metadata using either debugfs [1] (for Ext4)
or blocktrash [14] (for XFS). We measure the execu-
tion time of checkers on corrupted images, and verify
that the repair results of rfsck-ext and rfsck-xfs are
the same as that of the original checkers.

Figure 5 compares the execution time of e2fsck,
e2fsck-undo, e2fsck-patch, and rfsck-ext on dif-
ferent images. For each size of image, the bars represent
the execution time in seconds (y-axis). Also, the number
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above each bar shows the normalized execution time (rel-
ative to e2fsck). We can see that rfsck-ext incurs up
to 12% overhead, while e2fsck-patch may incur more
than 8 times overhead due to extensive sync operations.

Also, we can see that as the size of file system in-
creases, the overhead of rfsck-ext decreases. This
is because the execution time of rfsck-ext is largely
dominated by the scanning in Pass-1 (§2.1) which is pro-
portional to the file system size, similar to e2fsck [54].

Similarly, Figure 6 compares the execution time
of xfs repair and rfsck-xfs. We can see that
rfsck-xfs incurs up to 0.8% overhead, and the over-
head also decreases as the file system size increases.

Note that our aging method is relatively simple com-
pared to other aging techniques [33, 68]. Also, the 2-
random-bit corruption may not necessarily lead to exten-
sive repair operations of checkers. Therefore, the execu-
tion time measured here may not reflect the complexity
of checking and repairing real-world file systems (which
may take hours [35, 34, 54, 69]). We leave generating
more representative file systems as future work.

7 Discussion
Co-designing file systems and checkers. Recent work
has demonstrated the benefits of co-designing file sys-
tems and checkers. For example, by co-designing
rext3 and ffsck, ffsck may be 10 times faster than
e2fsck [54]. In contrast, rfsck-lib is designed to
be file system agnostic, which makes it directly appli-
cable to existing systems. We believe checkers may be
improved further in terms of both reliability and perfor-
mance by co-designing, and we leave it as future work.

Other reliability techniques. There are other tech-
niques which may mitigate the impact of an inconsistent
file system image or the loss of an entire image (e.g.,
replication [39]). However, maintaining the consistency
of local file systems and improving the checkers is still
important for many reasons. For example, a consistent
local file system is the building block of large-scale file
systems, and the local checker may be the foundation
of higher-level recovery procedures (e.g., lfsck [6]).
Therefore, our work is orthogonal to these other efforts.

Robustness. We evaluate the robustness of checkers
based on fault injection experiments in this work. The
test images we use are limited, and may not cover all cor-
ruption scenarios or trigger all code paths of the check-
ers. There are other techniques (e.g., symbolic execution
and formal verification) which might provide more cov-
erage, and we leave it as future work.

8 Related Work
Reliability of file system checkers. Gunawi et al. [42]
find that the Ext2 checker may create inconsistent or
even insecure repairs; they then propose a more elegant

checker (i.e., SQCK) based on a declarative query lan-
guage. Carreira et al. [27] propose a tool (i.e., SWIFT) to
test checkers using a mix of symbolic and concrete exe-
cution; they tested five popular checkers and found bugs
in all of them. Ma et al. [54] change the structure of Ext3
and co-design the checker, which enables faster checking
and thus narrows the window of vulnerability. Generally,
these studies consider the behavior of checkers during
normal executions (i.e., no interruption). Complimentar-
ily, we study checkers under faults.
Reliability of file systems. Great efforts have been put
towards improving the reliability of file systems [23, 29,
32, 36, 43, 51, 55, 57, 62, 67, 77, 79]. For example, Prab-
hakaran et al. [62] analyze the failure policies of four file
systems and propose the IRON file system which im-
plements a family of novel recovery techniques. Fryer
et al. [36] transform global consistency rules to local
consistency invariants and enable fast runtime checking.
CrashMonkey [55] provides a framework to automati-
cally test the crash consistency of file systems. Overall,
these research help understand and improve the reliabil-
ity of file systems, which may reduce the need for check-
ers. However, despite these efforts, checkers remain a
necessary component for most file systems.
Reliability of storage devices. In terms of storage de-
vices, research efforts are also abundant [19, 20, 30, 47,
63, 64]. For example, Bairavasundaram et al. [19, 20] an-
alyze the data corruption and latent sector errors in pro-
duction systems containing a total of 1.53 million HDDs.
Besides HDDs, more recent work has been focused on
flash memory and solid state drives (SSDs) [18, 22, 24,
25, 26, 28, 37, 40, 46, 48, 50, 53, 59, 65, 71, 73, 76, 78,
81, 82]. These studies provide valuable insights for un-
derstanding file system corruptions caused by hardware.

9 Conclusion
We have studied the behavior of file system checkers un-
der faults. We find that running the checker after an in-
terrupted repair may not return the file system to a valid
state. To address the issue, we have built a general log-
ging library which can help strengthen existing check-
ers with little modification. We hope our work will raise
the awareness of reliability vulnerabilities in storage sys-
tems, and facilitate building truly fault-resilient systems.
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Abstract
Full-path indexing can improve I/O efficiency for

workloads that operate on data organized using tradi-
tional, hierarchical directories, because data is placed on
persistent storage in scan order. Prior results indicate,
however, that renames in a local file system with full-
path indexing are prohibitively expensive.

This paper shows how to use full-path indexing in a
file system to realize fast directory scans, writes, and re-
names. The paper introduces a range-rename mechanism
for efficient key-space changes in a write-optimized dic-
tionary. This mechanism is encapsulated in the key-value
API and simplifies the overall file system design.

We implemented this mechanism in BetrFS, an in-
kernel, local file system for Linux. This new version,
BetrFS 0.4, performs recursive greps 1.5x faster and ran-
dom writes 1.2x faster than BetrFS 0.3, but renames
are competitive with indirection-based file systems for
a range of sizes. BetrFS 0.4 outperforms BetrFS 0.3, as
well as traditional file systems, such as ext4, XFS, and
ZFS, across a variety of workloads.

1 Introduction
Today’s general-purpose file systems do not fully utilize
the bandwidth of the underlying hardware. For exam-
ple, ext4 can write large files at near disk bandwidth but
typically creates small files at less than 3% of disk band-
width. Similarly, ext4 can read large files at near disk
bandwidth, but scanning directories with many small
files has performance that ages over time. For instance, a
git version-control workload can degrade ext4 scan per-
formance by up to 15× [14, 55].

At the heart of this issue is how data is organized, or
indexed, on disk. The most common design pattern for
modern file systems is to use a form of indirection, such
as inodes, between the name of a file in a directory and its
physical placement on disk. Indirection simplifies imple-
mentation of some metadata operations, such as renames
or file creates, but the contents of the file system can end
up scattered over the disk in the worst case. Cylinder
groups and other best-effort heuristics [32] are designed
to mitigate this scattering.

Full-path indexing is an alternative to indirection,
known to have good performance on nearly all opera-
tions. File systems that use full-path indexing store data
and metadata in depth-first-search order, that is, lexi-

cographic order by the full-path names of files and di-
rectories. With this design, scans of any directory sub-
tree (e.g., ls -R or grep -r) should run at near disk
bandwidth. The challenge is maintaining full-path order
as the file system changes. Prior work [15, 22, 23] has
shown that the combination of write-optimization [5–7,
9–11, 36, 43, 44] with full-path indexing can realize effi-
cient implementations of many file system updates, such
as creating or removing files, but a few operations still
have prohibitively high overheads.

The Achilles’ heel of full-path indexing is the perfor-
mance of renaming large files and directories. For in-
stance, renaming a large directory changes the path to
every file in the subtree rooted at that directory, which
changes the depth-first search order. Competitive rename
performance in a full-path indexed file system requires
making these changes in an I/O-efficient manner.

The primary contribution of this paper is showing that
one can, in fact, use full-path indexing in a file system
without introducing unreasonable rename costs. A file
system can use full-path indexing to improve directory
locality—and still have efficient renames.
Previous full-path indexing. The first version of Be-
trFS [22, 23] (v0.1), explored full-path indexing. Be-
trFS uses a write-optimized dictionary to ensure fast up-
dates of large and small data and metadata, as well as
fast scans of files and directory-tree data and metadata.
Specifically, BetrFS uses two Bε -trees [7, 10] as persis-
tent key-value stores, where the keys are full path names
to files and the values are file contents and metadata, re-
spectively. Bε -trees organize data on disk such that log-
ically contiguous key ranges can be accessed via large,
sequential I/Os. Bε -trees aggregate small updates into
large, sequential I/Os, ensuring efficient writes.

This design established the promise of full-path index-
ing, when combined with Bε -trees. Recursive greps run
3.8x faster than in the best standard file system. File cre-
ation runs 2.6x faster. Small, random writes to a file run
68.2x faster.

However, renaming a directory has predictably miser-
able performance [22, 23]. For example, renaming the
Linux source tree, which must delete and reinsert all the
data to preserve locality, takes 21.2s in BetrFS 0.1, as
compared to 0.1s in btrfs.
Relative-path indexing. BetrFS 0.2 backed away from
full-path indexing and introduced zoning [54, 55]. Zon-
ing is a schema-level change that implements relative-
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path indexing. In relative-path indexing, each file or di-
rectory is indexed relative to a local neighborhood in the
directory tree. See Section 2.2 for details.

Zoning strikes a “sweet spot” on the spectrum between
indirection and full-path indexing. Large file and di-
rectory renames are comparable to indirection-based file
systems, and a sequential scan is at least 2x faster than
inode-based file systems but 1.5x slower than BetrFS 0.1.

There are, however, a number of significant, diffuse
costs to relative-path indexing, which tax the perfor-
mance of seemingly unrelated operations. For instance,
two-thirds of the way through the TokuBench bench-
mark, BetrFS 0.2 shows a sudden, precipitous drop in
cumulative throughput for small file creations, which can
be attributed to the cost of maintaining zones.

Perhaps the most intangible cost of zoning is that it
introduces complexity into the system and thus hides op-
timization opportunities. In a full-path file system, one
can implement nearly all file system operations as simple
point or range operations. Adding indirection breaks this
simple mapping. Indirection generally causes file sys-
tem operations to map onto more key/value operations
and often introduces reads before writes. Because reads
are slower than writes in a write-optimized file system,
making writes depend upon reads forgoes some of the
potential performance benefits of write-optimization.

Consider rm -r, for example. With full-path in-
dexing, one can implement this operation with a single
range-delete message, which incurs almost no latency
and requires a single synchronous write to become per-
sistent [54, 55]. Using a single range-delete message
also unlocks optimizations internal to the key/value store,
such as freeing a dead leaf without first reading it from
disk. Adding indirection on some directories (as in Be-
trFS 0.2) requires a recursive delete to scatter reads and
writes throughout the keyspace and disk (Table 3).
Our contributions. This paper presents a Bε -tree vari-
ant, called a lifted Bε -tree, that can efficiently rename a
range of lexicographically ordered keys, unlocking the
benefits of full-path indexing. We demonstrate the ben-
efits of a lifted Bε -tree in combination with full-path in-
dexing in a new version of BetrFS, version 0.4, which
achieves:
• fast updates of data and metadata,
• fast scans of the data and metadata in directory sub-

trees and fast scans of files,
• fast renames, and
• fast subtree operations, such as recursive deletes.

We introduce a new key/value primitive called range
rename. Range renames are the keyspace analogue of
directory renames. Given two strings, p1 and p2, range
rename replaces prefix p1 with prefix p2 in all keys that
have p1 as a prefix. Range rename is an atomic modifi-
cation to a contiguous range of keys, and the values are

unchanged. Our main technical innovation is an efficient
implementation of range rename in a Bε -tree. Specifi-
cally, we reduce the cost from the size of the subtree to
the height of the subtree.

Using range rename, BetrFS 0.4 returns to a sim-
ple schema for mapping file system operations onto
key/value operations; this in turn consolidates all place-
ment decisions and locality optimizations in one place.
The result is simpler code with less ancillary metadata
to maintain, leading to better performance on a range of
seemingly unrelated operations.

The technical insight behind efficient Bε -tree range re-
name is a method for performing large renames by direct
manipulation of the Bε -tree. Zoning shows us that small
key ranges can be deleted and reinserted cheaply. For
large key ranges, range rename is implemented by slic-
ing the tree at the source and destination. Once the source
subtree is isolated, a pointer swing moves the renamed
section of keyspace to its destination. The asymptotic
cost of such tree surgery is proportional to the height,
rather than the size, of the tree.

Once the Bε -tree has its new structure, another chal-
lenge is efficiently changing the pivots and keys to their
new values. In a standard Bε -tree, each node stores the
full path keys; thus, a straightforward implementation of
range rename must rewrite the entire subtree.

We present a method that reduces the work of updat-
ing keys by removing the redundancy in prefixes shared
by many keys. This approach is called key lifting (§5).
A lifted Bε -tree encodes its pivots and keys such that
the values of these strings are defined by the path taken
to reach the node containing the string. Using this ap-
proach, the number of paths that need to be modified in
a range rename also changes from being proportional to
the size of the subtree to the depth of the subtree.

Our evaluation shows improvement across a range of
workloads. For instance, BetrFS 0.4 performs recur-
sive greps 1.5x faster and random writes 1.2x faster than
BetrFS 0.3, but renames are competitive with standard,
indirection-based file systems. As an example of sim-
plicity unlocked by full path indexing, BetrFS 0.4 im-
plements recursive deletion with a single range delete,
significantly out-performing other file systems.

2 Background
This section presents background on BetrFS, relevant to
the proposed changes to support efficient keyspace muta-
tions. Additional aspects of the design are covered else-
where [7, 22, 23, 54, 55].

2.1 Bε -Tree Overview
The Bε -tree is a write-optimized B-tree variant that
implements the standard key/value store interface: in-
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sert, delete, point query, and predecessor and succes-
sor queries (i.e., range queries). By write-optimized, we
mean the insertions and deletions in Bε -trees are orders
of magnitude faster than in a B-tree, while point queries
are just as fast as in a B-tree. Furthermore, range queries
and sequential insertions and deletions in Bε -trees can
run at near disk bandwidth.

Because insertions are much faster than queries, the
common read-modify-write pattern can become bottle-
necked on the read. Therefore, Bε -trees provide an up-
sert that logically encodes, but lazily applies a read-
modify-write of a key-value pair. Thus, upserts are as
fast as inserts.

Like B-trees, Bε -trees store key/value pairs in nodes,
where they are sorted by key order. Also like B-trees,
interior nodes store pointers to children, and pivot keys
delimit the range of keys in each child.

The main distinction between Bε -trees and B-trees is
that interior Bε -tree nodes are augmented to include mes-
sage buffers. A Bε -tree models all changes (inserts,
deletes, upserts) as messages. Insertions, deletions, and
upserts are implemented by inserting messages into the
buffers, starting with the root node. A key technique
behind write-optimization is that messages can accumu-
late in a buffer, and are flushed down the tree in larger
batches, which amortize the costs of rewriting a node.
Most notably, this batching can improve the costs of
small, random writes by orders of magnitude.

Since messages lazily propagate down the tree, queries
may require traversing the entire root-to-leaf search path,
checking for relevant messages in each buffer along the
way. The newest target value is returned (after applying
pending upsert messages, which encode key/value pair
modifications).

In practice, Bε -trees are often configured with large
nodes (typically ≥4MiB) and fanouts (typically ≤16) to
improve performance. Large nodes mean updates are ap-
plied in large batches, but large nodes also mean that
many contiguous key/value pairs are read per I/O. Thus,
range queries can run a near disk bandwidth, with at most
one random I/O per large node.

The Bε -tree implementation in BetrFS supports both
point and range messages; range messages were intro-
duced in v0.2 [54]. A point message is addressed to a
single key, whereas a range message is applied to a con-
tiguous range of keys. Thus far, range messages have
only been used for deleting a range of contiguous keys
with a single message. In our experience, range deletes
give useful information about the keyspace that is hard
to infer from a series of point deletions, such as dropping
obviated insert and upsert messages.

The Bε -tree used in BetrFS supports transactions and
crash consistency as follows. The Bε -tree internally uses
a logical timestamp for each message and MVCC to im-

plement transactions. Pending messages can be thought
of as a history of recent modifications, and, at any point
in the history, one can construct a consistent view of the
data. Crash consistency is ensured using logical logging,
i.e., by logging the inserts, deletes, etc, performed on the
tree. Internal operations, such as node splits, flushes, etc,
are not logged. Nodes are written to disk using copy-
on-write. At a periodic checkpoint (every 5 seconds),
all dirty nodes are written to disk and the log can be
trimmed. Any unreachable nodes are then garbage col-
lected and reused. Crash recovery starts from the last
checkpoint, replays the logical redo log, and garbage col-
lects any unreachable nodes; as long as an operation is in
the logical log, it will be recoverable.

2.2 BetrFS Overview
BetrFS translates VFS-level operations into Bε -tree op-
erations. Across versions, BetrFS has explored schema
designs that map VFS-level operations onto Bε -tree op-
erations as efficiently as possible.

All versions of BetrFS use two Bε -trees: one for file
data and one for file system metadata. The Bε -tree imple-
mentation supports transactions, which we use internally
for operations that require more than one message. Be-
trFS does not expose transactions to applications, which
introduce some more complex issues around system call
semantics [25, 35, 39, 46].

In BetrFS 0.1, the metadata Bε -tree maps a full path
onto the typical contents of a stat structure, including
owner, modification time, and permission bits. The data
Bε -tree maps keys of the form (p, i), where p is the full
path to a file and i is a block number within that file, to
4KB file blocks. Paths are sorted in a variant of depth-
first traversal order.

This full-path schema means that entire sub-trees of
the directory hierarchy are stored in logically contiguous
ranges of the key space. For instance, this design en-
abled BetrFS 0.1 to perform very fast recursive directory
traversals (e.g. find or recursive grep).

Unfortunately, with this schema, file and directory re-
names do not map easily onto key/value store operations.
In BetrFS 0.1, file and directory renames were imple-
mented by copying the file or directory from its old loca-
tion to the new location. As a result, renames were orders
of magnitude slower than conventional file systems.

BetrFS 0.2 improved rename performance by replac-
ing the full-path indexing schema of BetrFS 0.1 with
a relative-path indexing schema [54, 55]. The goal of
relative path indexing is to get the rename performance
of inode-based file systems and the recursive-directory-
traversal performance of a full-path indexing file system.

BetrFS 0.2 accomplishes this by partitioning the di-
rectory hierarchy into a collection of connected regions
called zones. Each zone has a single root file or directory
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and, if the root of a zone is a directory, it may contain
sub-directories of that directory. Each zone is given a
zone ID (analogous to an inode number).

Relative-path indexing made renames on BetrFS 0.2
almost as fast as inode-based file systems and recursive-
directory traversals almost as fast as BetrFS 0.1.

However, our experience has been that relative-path
indexing introduces a number of overheads and pre-
cludes other opportunities for mapping file-system-level
operations onto Bε -tree operations. For instance, must
be split and merged to keep all zones within a target
size range. These overheads became a first-order per-
formance issue, for example, the Tokubench benchmark
results for BetrFS 0.2.

Furthermore, relative-path indexing also has bad
worst-case performance. It is possible to construct ar-
rangements of nested directories that will each reside in
their own zone. Reading a file in the deepest directory
will require reading one zone per directory (each with
its own I/O). Such a pathological worst case is not possi-
ble with full-path indexing in a Bε -tree, and an important
design goal for BetrFS is keeping a reasonable bound on
the worst cases.

Finally, zones break the clean mapping of directory
subtrees onto contiguous ranges of the key space, pre-
venting us from using range-messages to implement bulk
operations on entire subtrees of the directory hierarchy.
For example, with full-path indexing, we can use range-
delete messages not only to delete files, but entire sub-
trees of the directory hierarchy. We could also use range
messages to perform a variety of other operations on sub-
trees of the directory hierarchy, such as recursive chmod,
chown, and timestamp updates.

The goal of this paper is to show that, by making re-
name a first-class key/value store operation, we can use
full-path indexing to produce a simpler, more efficient,
and more flexible system end-to-end.

3 Overview
The goal of this section is to explain the performance
considerations behind our data structure design, and to
provide a high-level overview of that design.

Our high-level strategy is to simply copy small files
and directories in order to preserve locality—i.e., copy-
ing a few-byte file is no more expensive than updating
a pointer. Once a file or directory becomes sufficiently
large, copying the data becomes expensive and of dimin-
ishing value (i.e., the cost of indirection is amortized over
more data). Thus, most of what follows is focused on ef-
ficient rename of large files and directories, large mean-
ing at least as large as a Bε -tree node.

Since we index file and directory data and metadata
by full path, a file or directory rename translates into

a prefix replacement on a contiguous range of keys.
For example, if we rename directory /tmp/draft to
/home/paper/final, then we want to find all keys
in the Bε -tree that begin with /tmp/draft and replace
that prefix with /home/paper/final. This involves
both updating the key itself, and updating its location in
the Bε -tree so that future searches can find it.

Since the affected keys form a contiguous range in
the Bε -tree, we can move the keys to their new (logi-
cal) home without moving them physically. Rather, we
can make a small number of pointer updates and other
changes to the tree. We call this step tree surgery. We
then need to update all the keys to contain their new pre-
fix, a process we call batched key update.

In summary, the algorithm has two high-level steps:
Tree Surgery. We identify a subtree of the Bε -tree that
includes all keys in the range to be renamed (Figure 1).
Any fringe nodes (i.e., on the left and right extremes
of the subtree), which contain both related and unre-
lated keys, are split into two nodes: one containing only
affected keys and another containing only un-affected
keys. The number of fringe nodes will be at most log-
arithmic in the size of the sub-tree. At the end of the
process, we will have a subtree that contains only keys in
the range being moved. We then change the pivot keys
and pointers to move the subtree to its new parent.
Batched Key Updates. Once a subtree has been logi-
cally renamed, full-path keys in the subtree will still re-
flect the original key range. We propose a Bε -tree modi-
fication to make these key updates efficient. Specifically,
we modify the Bε -tree to factor out common prefixes
from keys in a node, similar to prefix-encoded compres-
sion. We call this transformation key lifting. This trans-
formation does not lose any information—the common
prefix of keys in a node can be inferred from the pivot
keys along the path from the root to the node by con-
catenating the longest common prefix of enclosing piv-
ots along the path. As a result of key lifting, once we
perform tree surgery to isolate the range of keys affected
by a rename, the prefix to be replaced in each key will
already be removed from every key in the sub-tree. Fur-
thermore, since the omitted prefixes are inferred from the
sub-tree’s parent pivots, moving the sub-tree to its new
parent implicitly replaces the old prefix with the new one.
Thus a large subtree can be left untouched on disk dur-
ing a range rename. In the worst case, only a logarithmic
number of nodes on the fringe of the subtree will have
keys that need to be updated.
Buffered Messages and Concurrency. Our range
move operation must also handle any pending messages
targeting the affected keys. These messages may be
buffered in any node along a search path from the root
to one of the affected keys. Our solution leverages the
fact that messages have a logical timestamp and are ap-
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plied in logical order. Thus, it is sufficient to ensure that
pending messages for a to-be-renamed subtree must be
flushed into the subtree before we begin the tree surgery
for a range rename.

Note that most of the work in tree surgery involves
node splits and merges, which are part of normal Bε -tree
operation. Thus the tree remains a “valid” Bε -tree during
this phase of the range move. Only the pointer swaps
need to be serialized with other operations. Thus this
approach does not present a concurrency bottleneck.

The following two sections explain tree surgery and
lifting in more detail.

4 Tree Surgery
This section describes our approach to renaming a di-
rectory or large file via changes within the Bε -tree, such
that most of the data is not physically moved on disk.
Files that are smaller than 4MiB reside in at most two
leaves. We therefore move them by copying and perform
tree surgery only on larger files and, for simplicity of the
prototype, directories of any size.

For the sake of discussion, we assume that a rename is
moving a source file over an existing destination file; the
process would work similarly (but avoid some work) in
the case where the destination file does not exist. Our im-
plementation respects POSIX restrictions for directories
(i.e., you cannot rename over a non-empty destination di-
rectory), but our technique could easily support different
directory rename semantics. In the case of renaming over
a file, where a rename implicitly deletes the destination
file, we use transactions in the Bε -tree to insert both a
range delete of the destination and a range rename of the
source; these messages are applied atomically.

This section also operates primarily at the Bε -tree
level, not the directory namespace. Unless otherwise
noted, pointers are pointers within the Bε -tree.

In renaming a file, the goal is to capture a range of con-
tiguous keys and logically move these key/value pairs to
a different point in the tree. For anything large enough to
warrant using this rename approach, some Bε -tree nodes
will exclusively store messages or key/value pairs for the
source or destination, and some may include unrelated
messages or key/value pairs before and after in sort or-
der, corresponding to the left and right in the tree.

An important abstraction for tree surgery is the Lowest
Common Ancestor, or (LCA), of two keys: the Bε -tree
node lowest in the tree on the search path for both keys
(and hence including all keys in between). During a re-
name, the source and destination will each have an LCA,
and they may have the same LCA.

The first step in tree surgery is to find the source LCA
and destination LCA. In the process of identifying the
LCAs, we also flush any pending messages for the source
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Figure 1: Slicing /gray between /black and /white.

or destination key range, so that they are buffered at or
below the corresponding LCAs.
Slicing. The second step is to slice out the source and
destination from any shared nodes. The goal of slicing
is to separate unrelated key-value pairs that are not being
moved but are packed into the same Bε -tree node as key-
value pairs that are being moved. Slicing uses the same
code used for standard Bε -tree node splits, but slicing
divides the node at the slicing key rather than picking a
key in the middle of the node. As a result, slicing may re-
sult in nodes that temporarily violate constraints on target
node size and fanout. However, these are performance,
not correctness, constraints, so we can let queries con-
tinue concurrently, and we restore these invariants before
completing the rename.

Figure 1 depicts slicing the sub-tree containing all gray
keys from a tree with black, gray, and white keys. The
top node is the parent of the LCA. Because messages
have been flushed to the LCA, the parent of the LCA
contains no messages related to gray. Slicing proceeds
up the tree from the leaves, and only operates on the left
and right fringe of the gray sub-tree. Essentially, each
fringe node is split into two smaller Bε -tree nodes (see
steps b and c). All splits, as well as later transplanting
and healing, happen when the nodes are pinned in mem-
ory. During surgery, they are dirtied and written at the
next checkpoint. Eventually, the left and right edge of
an exclusively-gray subtree (step d) is pinned, whereas
interior, all-grey nodes may remain on disk.

Our implementation requires that the source and desti-
nation LCA be at the same height for the next step. Thus,
if the LCAs are not at the same level of the tree, we slice
up to an ancestor of the higher LCA. The goal of this
choice is to maintain the invariant that all Bε -tree leaves
be at the same depth.
Transplant. Once the source and destination are both
sliced, we then swap the pointers to each sub-tree in the
respective parents of LCAs. We then insert a range-
delete message at the source (which now points to a sub-
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tree containing all the data in the file that used to reside
at the destination of the rename). The Bε -tree’s builtin
garbage collection will reclaim these nodes.
Healing. Our Bε -tree implementation maintains the in-
variant that all internal nodes have between 4 and 16
children, which bounds the height of the tree. After the
transplant completes, however, there may be a number of
in-memory Bε -tree nodes at the fringe around the source
and destination that have fewer than 4 children.

We handle this situation by triggering a rebalancing
within the tree. Specifically, if a node has only one child,
the slicing process will merge it after completing the
work of the rename.
Crash Consistency. In general, BetrFS ensures crash
consistency by keeping a redo log of pending messages
and applying messages to nodes copy-on-write. At pe-
riodic intervals, BetrFS ensures that there is a consistent
checkpoint of the tree on disk. Crash recovery simply
replays the redo log since the last checkpoint. Range re-
name works within this framework.

A range rename is logically applied and persisted as
soon as the message is inserted into the root buffer and
the redo log. If the system crashes after a range rename
is logged, the recovery will see a prefix of the message
history that includes the range rename, and it will be log-
ically applied to any queries for the affected range.

Tree surgery occurs when a range rename message is
flushed to a node that is likely an LCA. Until surgery
completes, all fringe nodes, the LCAs, and the parents of
LCAs are pinned in memory and dirtied. Upon comple-
tion, these nodes will be unpinned and written to disk,
copy-on-write, no later than the next Bε -tree checkpoint.

If the system crashes after tree surgery begins but be-
fore surgery completes, the recovery code will see a con-
sistent checkpoint of the tree as it was before the tree
surgery. The same is true if the system crashes after tree
surgery but before the next checkpoint (as these post-
surgery nodes will not be reachable from the checkpoint
root). Because a Bε -tree checkpoint flushes all dirty
nodes, if the system crashes after a Bε -tree checkpoint,
all nodes affected by tree surgery will be on disk.

At the file system level, BetrFS has similar crash con-
sistency semantics to metadata-only journaling in ext4.
The Bε -tree implementation itself implements full data
journaling [54, 55], but BetrFS allows file writes to be
buffered in the VFS, weakening this guarantee end-to-
end. Specifically, file writes may be buffered in the VFS
caches, and are only logged in the recovery journal once
the VFS writes back a dirty page (e.g., upon an fsync
or after a configurable period). Changes to the directory
tree structure, such as a rename or mkdir are persisted
to the log immediately. Thus, in the common pattern of
writing to a temporary file and then renaming it, it is pos-
sible for the rename to appear in the log before the writes.

In this situation and in the absence of a crash, the writes
will eventually be logged with the correct, renamed key,
as the in-memory inode will be up-to-date with the cor-
rect Bε -tree key. If the system crashes, these writes can
be lost; as with a metadata-journaled file system, the de-
veloper must issue an fsync before the rename to en-
sure the data is on disk.

Latency. A rename returns to the user once a log entry
is in the journal and the root of the Bε -trees are locked.
At this point, the rename has been applied in the VFS to
in-memory metadata, and as soon as the log is fsynced,
the rename is durable.

We then hand off the rest of the rename work to two
background threads to do the cutting and healing. The
prototype in this paper only allows a backlog of one
pending, large rename, since we believe that concur-
rent renames are relatively infrequent. The challenge in
adding a rename work queue is ensuring consistency be-
tween the work queue and the state of the tree.

Atomicity and Transactions. The Bε -tree in BetrFS
implements multi-version concurrency control by aug-
menting messages with a logical timestamp. Messages
updating a given key range are always applied in logical
order. Multiple messages can share a timestamp, giving
them transactional semantics.

To ensure atomicity for a range rename, we create an
MVCC “hazard”: read transactions “before” the rename
must complete before the surgery can proceed. Tree
nodes in BetrFS are locked with reader-writer locks. We
write-lock tree nodes hand-over-hand, and left-to-right to
identify the LCAs. Once the LCAs are locked, this seri-
alizes any new read or write transactions until the rename
completes. The lock at the LCA creates a “barrier”—
operations can complete “above” or “below” this lock
in the tree, although the slicing will wait for concur-
rent transactions to complete before write-locking that
node. Once the transplant completes, the write-locks on
the parents above LCAs are released.

For simplicity, we also ensure that all messages in
the affected key range(s) that logically occur before the
range rename are flushed below the LCA before the
range rename is applied. All messages that logically oc-
cur after the rename follow the new pointer path to the
destination or source. This strategy ensures that, when
each message is flushed and applied, it sees a point-in-
time consistent view of the subtree.

Complexity. At most 4 slices are performed, each from
the root to a leaf, dirtying nodes from the LCA along the
slicing path. These nodes will need to be read, if not
in cache, and written back to disk as part of the check-
pointing process. Therefore the number of I/Os is at most
proportional to the height of the Bε -tree, which is loga-
rithmic in the size of the tree.
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5 Batched Key Updates
After tree-surgery completes, there will be a subtree
where the keys are not coherent with the new location in
the tree. As part of a rename, the prefixes of all keys in
this subtree need to be updated. For example, suppose we
execute ‘mv /foo /bar‘. After surgery, any mes-
sages and key/value pairs for file /foo/bas will still
have a key that starts with /foo. These keys need to
be changed to begin with /bar. The particularly con-
cerning case is when /foo is a very large subtree and
has interior nodes that would otherwise be untouched by
the tree surgery step; our goal is to leave these nodes un-
touched as part of rename, and thus reduce the cost of key
changes from the size of the rename tree to the height of
the rename tree.

We note that keys in our tree are highly redundant. Our
solution reduces the work of changing keys by reducing
the redundancy of how keys are encoded in the tree. Con-
sider the prefix encoding for a sequence of strings. In this
compression method, if two strings share a substantial
longest common prefix (lcp), then that lcp is only stored
once. We apply this idea to Bε -trees. The lcp of all keys
in a subtree is removed from the keys and stored in the
subtree’s parent node. We call this approach key lifting
or simply lifting for short.

At a high level, our lifted Bε -tree stores a node’s com-
mon, lifted key prefix in the node’s parent, alongside the
parent’s pointer to the child node. Child nodes only store
differing key suffixes. This approach encodes the com-
plete key in the path taken to reach a given node.

Lifting requires a schema-level invariant that keys
with a common prefix are adjacent in the sort order. As
a simple example, if one uses memcmp to compare keys
(as BetrFS does), then lifting will be correct. This invari-
ant ensures that, if there is a common prefix between any
two pivot keys, all keys in that child will have the same
prefix, which can be safely lifted. More formally:

Invariant 1 Let T ′ be a subtree in a Bε -tree with full-
path indexing. Let p and q be the pivots that enclose T ′.
That is, if T ′ is not the first or last child of its parent, then
p and q are the enclosing pivots in the parent of T ′. If T ′

is the first child of its parent, then q is the first pivot and
p is the left enclosing pivot of the parent of T ′.

Let s be the longest common prefix of p and q. Then
all keys in T ′ begin with s.

Given this invariant, we can strip s from the beginning
of every message or key/value pair in T ′, only storing
the non-lifted suffix. Lifting is illustrated in Figure 2,
where the common prefix in the first child is “/b/”, which
is removed from all keys in the node and its children
(indicated with strikethrough text). The common prefix
(indicated with purple) is stored in the parent. As one
moves toward leaves, the common prefix typically be-
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Figure 2: Example nodes in a lifted Bε -tree. Since the
middle node is bounded by two pivots with common pre-
fix “/b/” (indicated by purple text), all keys in the middle
node and its descendants must have this prefix in com-
mon. Thus this prefix can be omitted from all keys in the
middle node (and all its descendants), as indicated by the
strike-through text. Similarly, the bottom node (a leaf)
is bounded by pivots with common prefix “/b/4/”, so this
prefix is omitted from all its keys.

comes longer (“/b/4/” in Figure 2), and each level of the
tree can lift the additional common prefix.

Reads can reconstruct the full key by concatenating
prefixes during a root-to-leaf traversal. In principle, one
need not store the lifted prefix (s) in the tree, as it can be
computed from the pivot keys. In our implementation,
we do memoize the lifted prefix for efficiency.

As messages are flushed to a child, they are modified
to remove the common prefix. Similarly, node splits and
merges ensure that any common prefix between the pivot
keys is lifted out. It is possible for all of the keys in T ′

to share a common prefix that is longer than s, but we
only lift s because maintaining this amount of lifting hits
a sweet spot: it is enough to guarantee fast key updates
during renames, but it requires only local information at
a parent and child during splits, merges, and insertions.

Lifting is completely transparent to the file system.
From the file system’s perspective, it is still indexing data
with a key/value store that is keyed by full-path; the only
difference from the file system’s perspective is that the
key/value store completes some operations faster.
Lifting and Renames. In the case of renames, lifting
dramatically reduces the work to update keys. During a
rename from a to b, we slice out a sub-tree containing
exactly those keys that have a as a prefix. By the lifting
invariant, the prefix a will be lifted out of the sub-tree,
and the parent of the sub-tree will bound it between two
pivots whose common prefix is a (or at least includes
a—the pivots may have an even longer common pre-
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fix). After we perform the pointer swing, the sub-tree
will be bounded in its new parent by pivots that have b
as a common prefix. Thus, by the lifting invariant, all
future queries will interpret all the keys in the sub-tree
has having b as a prefix. Thus, with lifting, the pointer
swing implicitly performs the batch key-prefix replace-
ment, completing the rename.
Complexity. During tree surgery, there is lifting work
along all nodes that are sliced or merged. However,
the number of such nodes is at most proportional to the
height of the tree. Thus, the number of nodes that must
be lifted after a rename is no more than the nodes that
must be sliced during tree surgery, and proportional to
the height of the tree.

6 Implementation Details
Simplifying key comparison. One small difference in
the BetrFS 0.4 and BetrFS 0.3 key schemas is that BetrFS
0.4 adjusted the key format so that memcmp is sufficient
for key comparison. We found that this change simpli-
fied the code, especially around lifting, and helped CPU
utilization, as it is hard to compare bytes faster than a
well-tuned memcmp.
Zone maintenance. A major source of overheads in
BetrFS 0.3 is tracking metadata associated with zones.
Each update involves updating significant in-memory
bookkeeping; splitting and merging zones can also be a
significant source of overhead (c.f., Figure 3). BetrFS 0.4
was able to delete zone maintenance code, consolidating
this into the Bε -tree’s internal block management code.
Hard Links. BetrFS 0.4 does not support hard links.
In future work, for large files, sharing sub-trees could
also be used to implement hard links. For small files,
zones could be reintroduced solely for hard links.

7 Evaluation
Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions:
• (§7.1) Does full-path indexing in BetrFS 0.4 improve

overall file system performance, aside from renames?
• (§7.2) Are rename costs acceptable in BetrFS 0.4?
• (§7.3) What other opportunities does full-path index-

ing in BetrFS 0.4 unlock?
• (§7.4) How does BetrFS 0.4 performance on applica-

tion benchmarks compare to other file systems?
We compare BetrFS 0.4 with several file systems, in-

cluding BetrFS 0.3 [14], Btrfs [42], ext4 [31], nilfs2 [34],
XFS [47], and ZFS [8]. Each file system’s block size
is 4096 bytes. We use the versions of XFS, Btrfs, ext4
that are part of the 3.11.10 kernel, and ZFS 0.6.5.11,
downloaded from www.zfsonlinux.org. We use
default recommended file system settings unless other-
wise noted. For ext4 (and BetrFS), we disabled lazy in-
ode table and journal initialization, as these features ac-

celerate file system creation but slow down some oper-
ations on a freshly-created file system; we believe this
configuration yields more representative measurements
of the file system in steady-state. Each experiment was
run a minimum of 4 times. Error bars indicate mini-
mum and maximum times over all runs. Similarly, error
± terms bound minimum and maximum times over all
runs. Unless noted, all benchmarks are cold-cache tests
and finish with a file-system sync. For BetrFS 0.3, we
use the default zone size of 512 KiB.

In general, we expect BetrFS 0.3 to be the closest com-
petitor to BetrFS 0.4, and focus on this comparison but
include other file systems for context. Relative-path in-
dexing is supposed to get most of the benefits of full-
path indexing, with affordable renames; comparing Be-
trFS 0.4 with BetrFS 0.3 shows the cost of relative-path
indexing and the benefit of full-path indexing.

All experimental results were collected on a Dell Op-
tiplex 790 with a 4-core 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 4
GB RAM, and a 500 GB, 7200 RPM SATA disk, with a
4096-byte block size. The system runs Ubuntu 14.04.5,
64-bit, with Linux kernel version 3.11.10. We boot from
a USB stick with the root file system, isolating the file
system under test to only the workload.

7.1 Non-Rename Microbenchmarks
Tokubench. The tokubench benchmark creates three
million 200-byte files in a balanced directory tree, where
no directory is allowed to have more than 128 children.

As Figure 3 shows, zone maintenance in BetrFS 0.3
causes a significant performance drop around 2 million
files. This drop occurs all at once because, at that point
in the benchmark, all the top-level directories are just un-
der the zone size limit. As a result, the benchmark goes
through a period where each new file causes its top-level
directory to split into its own zone. If we continue the
benchmark long enough, we would see this happen again
when the second-level directories reach the zone-size
limit. In experiments with very long runs of Tokubench,
BetrFS 0.3 never recovers this performance.

With our new rename implementations, zone mainte-
nance overheads are eliminated. As a result, BetrFS 0.4
has no sudden drop in performance. Only nilfs2 comes
close to matching BetrFS 0.4 on this benchmark, in part
because nilfs2 is a log-structured file system. BetrFS
0.4 has over 80× higher cumulative throughput than ext4
throughout the benchmark.
Recursive directory traversals. In these benchmarks,
we run find and recursive grep on a copy of the Linux
kernel 3.11.10 source tree. The times taken for these op-
erations are given in Table 1. BetrFS 0.4 outperforms Be-
trFS 0.3 by about 5% on find and almost 30% on grep. In
the case of grep, for instance, we found that roughly the
same total number of bytes were read from disk in both
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Figure 3: Cumulative file creation throughput during the
Tokubench benchmark (higher is better). BetrFS 0.4 out-
performs other file systems by orders of magnitude and
avoids the performance drop that BetrFS 0.3 experience
due to its zone-maintenance overhead.

File system find (sec) grep (sec)
BetrFS 0.4 0.233± 0.0 3.834± 0.2
BetrFS 0.3 0.247± 0.0 5.859± 0.1
btrfs 1.311± 0.1 8.068± 1.6
ext4 2.333± 0.1 42.526± 5.2
xfs 6.542± 0.4 58.040± 12.2
zfs 9.797± 0.9 346.904±101.5
nilfs2 6.841± 0.1 8.399± 0.2

Table 1: Time to perform recursive directory traversals
of the Linux 3.11.10 source tree (lower is better). BetrFS
0.4 is significantly faster than every other file system,
demonstrating the locality benefits of full-path indexing.

versions of BetrFS, but that BetrFS 0.3 issued roughly
25% more I/O transactions. For this workload, we also
saw higher disk utilization in BetrFS 0.4 (40 MB/s vs.
25 MB/s), with fewer worker threads needed to drive the
I/O. Lifting also reduces the system time by 5% on grep,
but the primary savings are on I/Os. In other words, this
demonstrates the locality improvements of full-path in-
dexing over relative-path indexing. BetrFS 0.4 is any-
where from 2 to almost 100 times faster than conven-
tional file systems on these benchmarks.

Sequential IO. Figure 4 shows the throughput of se-
quential reads and writes of a 10GiB file (more than
twice the size of the machine’s RAM). All file systems
measured, except ZFS, are above 100 MB/s, and the
disk’s raw read and write bandwidth is 132 MB/s.

Sequential reads in BetrFS 0.4 are essentially identical
to those in BetrFS 0.3 and roughly competitive with other
file systems. Both versions of BetrFS do not realize the
full performance of the disk on sequential I/O, leaving up
to 20% of the throughput compared to ext4 or Btrfs. This
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Figure 4: Sequential IO bandwidth (higher is better).
BetrFS 0.4 performs sequential IO at over 100 MB/s but
up to 19% slower than the fastest competitor. Lifting
introduces some overheads on sequential writes.

is inherited from previous versions of BetrFS and does
not appear to be significantly affected by range rename.
Profiling indicates that there is not a single culprit for this
loss but several cases where writeback of dirty blocks
could be better tuned to keep the disk fully utilized. This
issue has improved over time since version 0.1, but in
small increments.

Writes in BetrFS 0.4 are about 5% slower than in Be-
trFS 0.3. Profiling indicates this is because node split-
ting incurs additional computational costs to re-lift a split
child. We believe this can be addressed in future work by
either better overlapping computation with I/O or inte-
grating key compression with the on-disk layout, so that
lifting a leaf involves less memory copying.
Random writes. Table 2 shows the execution time of
a microbenchmark that issues 256K 4-byte overwrites
at random offsets within a 10GiB file, followed by an
fsync. This is 1 MiB of total data written, sized to
run for at least several seconds on the fastest file system.
BetrFS 0.4 performs small random writes approximately
400 to 650 times faster than conventional file systems
and about 19% faster than BetrFS 0.3.
Summary. These benchmarks show that lifting and
full-path indexing can improve performance over
relative-path indexing for both reads and writes, from 5%
up to 2×. The only case harmed is sequential writes. In
short, lifting is generally more efficient than zone main-
tenance in BetrFS.

7.2 Rename Microbenchmarks
Rename performance as a function of file size. We
evaluate rename performance by renaming files of dif-
ferent sizes and measuring the throughput. For each file
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File system random write (sec)
BetrFS 0.4 4.9 ± 0.3
BetrFS 0.3 5.9 ± 0.1
btrfs 2147.5 ± 7.4
ext4 2776.0 ± 40.2
xfs 2835.7 ± 7.9
zfs 3288.9 ±394.7
nilfs2 2013.1 ± 19.1

Table 2: Time to perform 256K 4-byte random writes (1
MiB total writes, lower is better). BetrFS 0.4 is up to 600
times faster than other file systems on random writes.

size, we rename a file of this size 100 times within a di-
rectory and fsync the parent directory to ensure that the
file is persisted on disk. We measure the average across
100 runs and report this as throughput, in Figure 5a.

In both BetrFS 0.3 and BetrFS 0.4, there are two
modes of operation. For smaller objects, both versions
of BetrFS simply copy the data. At 512 KiB and 4 MiB,
BetrFS 0.3 and BetrFS 0.4, respectively, switch modes—
this is commensurate with the file matching the zone size
limit and node size, respectively. For files above these
sizes, both file systems see comparable throughput of
simply doing a pointer swing.

More generally, the rename throughput of all of these
file systems is somewhat noisy, but ranges from 30–120
renames per second, with nilfs2 being the fastest. Both
variants of BetrFS are within this range, except when a
rename approaches the node size in BetrFS 0.4.

Figure 5b shows rename performance in a setup care-
fully designed to incur the worst-case tree surgery costs
in BetrFS 0.4. In this experiment, we create two directo-
ries, each with 1000 files of the given size. The bench-
mark renames the interleaved files from the source di-
rectory to the destination directory, so that they are also
interleaved with the files of the given size in the destina-
tion directory. Thus, when the interleaved files are 4MB
or larger, every rename requires two slices at both the
source and destination directories. We fsync after each
rename.

Performance is roughly comparable to the previous ex-
periment for small files. For large files, this experiment
shows the worst-case costs of performing four slices.
Further, all slices will operate on different leaves.

Although this benchmark demonstrates that rename
performance has potential for improvement in some care-
fully constructed worst-case scenarios, the cost of re-
names in BetrFS 0.4 is nonetheless bounded to an av-
erage cost of 454ms. We also note that this line flat-
tens, as the slicing overheads grow logarithmically in the
size of the renamed file. In contrast, renames in BetrFS
0.1 were unboundedly expensive, easily getting into min-
utes; bounding this worst case is significant progress for
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(a) Rename throughput as a function of file size. This ex-
periment was performed in the base directory of an otherwise
empty file system.
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(b) Rename throughput as a function of file size. This experi-
ment interleaves the renamed files with other files of the same
size in both the source and destination directories.

Figure 5: Rename throughput

the design of full-path-indexed file systems.

7.3 Full-path performance opportunities
As a simple example of other opportunities for full-path
indexing, consider deleting an entire directory (e.g., rm
-rf). POSIX semantics require checking permission to
delete all contents, bringing all associated metadata into
memory. Other directory deletion semantics have been
proposed. For example, HiStar allows an untrusted ad-
ministrator to delete a user’s directory but not read the
contents [56].

We implemented a system call that uses range-delete
messages to delete an entire directory sub-tree. This
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File system recursive delete (sec)
BetrFS 0.4 (range delete) 0.053± 0.001
BetrFS 0.4 3.351± 0.5
BetrFS 0.3 2.711± 0.3
btrfs 2.762± 0.1
ext4 3.693± 2.2
xfs 7.971± 0.8
zfs 11.492± 0.1
nilfs2 9.472± 0.3

Table 3: Time to delete the Linux 3.11.10 source tree
(lower is better). Full-path indexing in BetrFS 0.4 can
remove a subtree in a single range delete, orders-of-
magnitude faster than the recursive strategy of rm -rf.

system call therefore accomplishes the same goal as rm
-rf, but it does not need to traverse the directory hier-
archy or issue individual unlink/rmdir calls for each file
and directory in the tree. The performance of this system
call is compared to the performance of rm -rf on mul-
tiple file systems in Table 3. We delete the Linux 3.11.10
source tree using either our recursive-delete system call
or by invoking rm -rf.

A recursive delete operation is orders of magnitude
faster than a brute-force recursive delete on all file sys-
tems in this benchmark. This is admittedly an unfair
benchmark, in that it foregoes POSIX semantics, but is
meant to illustrate the potential of range updates in a
full-path indexed system. With relative-path indexing,
a range of keys cannot be deleted without first resolving
the indirection underneath. With full-path indexing, one
could directly apply a range delete to the directory, and
garbage collect nodes that are rendered unreachable.

There is a regression in regular rm -rf performance
for BetrFS 0.4, making it slower than Btrfs and BetrFS
0.3. A portion of this is attributable to additional over-
head on un-lifting merged nodes (similar to the over-
heads added to sequential write for splitting); another
portion seems to be exercising inefficiencies in flushing
a large number of range messages, which is a relatively
new feature in the BetrFS code base. We believe this
can be mitigated with additional engineering. This ex-
periment also illustrates how POSIX semantics, that re-
quire reads before writes, can sacrifice performance in a
write-optimized storage system.

More generally, full-path indexing has the potential
to improve many recursive directory operations, such as
changing permissions or updating reference counts.

7.4 Macrobenchmark performance
Figure 6a shows the throughput of 4 threads on the Dove-
cot 2.2.13 mailserver. We initialize the mailserver with
10 folders, each contains 2500 messages, and use 4
threads, each performs 1000 operations with 50% reads
and 50% updates (marks, moves, or deletes).

Figure 6b measures rsync performance. We copy
the Linux 3.11.10 source tree from a source directory to
a destination directory within the same partition and file
system. With the --in-place option, rsync writes
data directly to the destination file rather than creating a
temporary file and updating via atomic rename.

Figure 6c reports the time to clone the Linux kernel
source code repository [28] from a clone on the local sys-
tem. The git diff workload reports the time to diff
between the v4.14 and v4.07 Linux source tags.

Finally, Figure 6d reports the time to tar and un-tar
the Linux 3.11.10 source code.

BetrFS 0.4 is either the fastest or a close second for
5 of the 7 application workloads. No other file system
matches that breadth of performance.

BetrFS 0.4 represents a strict improvement over Be-
trFS 0.3 for these workloads. In particular, we attribute
the improvement in the rsync --in-place, git
and un-tar workloads to eliminating zone maintenance
overheads. These results show that, although zoning rep-
resents a balance between full-path indexing and inode-
style indirection, full path indexing can improve applica-
tion workloads by 3-13% over zoning in BetrFS without
incurring unreasonable rename costs.

8 Related Work
WODs. Write-Optimized Dictionaries, or WODs, in-
cluding LSM-trees [36] and Bε -trees [10], are widely
used in key-value stores. For example, BigTable [12],
Cassandra [26], LevelDB [20] and RocksDB [41] use
LSM-trees; TokuDB [49] and Tucana [37] use Bε -trees.

A number of projects have enhanced WODs, includ-
ing in-memory component performance [4,19,44], write
amplification [30, 53] and fragmentation [33]. Like the
lifted Bε -tree, the LSM-trie [53] also has a trie structure;
the LSM-trie was applied to reducing write amplification
during LSM compaction rather than fast key updates.

Several file systems are built on WODs through
FUSE [17]. TableFS [40] puts metadata and small files in
LevelDB and keeps larger files on ext4. KVFS [45] uses
stitching to enhance sequential write performance on VT-
trees, variants of LSM-trees. TokuFS [15], a precursor
to BetrFS, uses full-path indexing on Bε -trees, showing
good performance for small writes and directory scans.
Trading writes for reads. IBM VSAM storage sys-
tem, in the Key Sequenced Data Set (KSDS) configu-
ration, can be thought of as an early key-value store us-
ing a B+ tree. One can think of using KSDS as a full-
path indexed file system, optimized for queries. Unlike
a POSIX file system, KSDS does not allow keys to be
renamed, only deleted and reinserted [29].

In the database literature, a number of techniques have
been developed that optimize for read-intensive work-
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Figure 6: Application benchmarks. BetrFS 0.4 is the fastest file system, or essentially tied for fastest, in 4 out of
the 7 benchmarks. No other file system offered comparable across-the-board performance. Furthermore, BetrFS
0.4’s improvements over BetrFS in the in-place rsync, git clone, and untar benchmarks demonstrate that eliminating
zone-maintenance overheads can benefit real application performance.

loads, but make schema changes or data writes more ex-
pensive [1–3, 13, 21, 24]. For instance, denormalization
stores redundant copies of data in other tables, which
can be used to reduce the costs of joins during query,
but make updates more expensive. Similarly, material-
ized views of a database can store incremental results of
queries, but keeping these views consistent with updates
is more expensive.

Tree surgery. Most trees used in storage systems only
modify or rebalance nodes as the result of insertions and
deletions. Violent changes, such as tree surgery, are un-
common. Order Indexes [16] introduces relocation up-
dates, which moves nodes in the tree, to support dynamic
indexing. Ceph [52] performs dynamic subtree parti-
tioning [51] on the directory tree to adaptively distribute
metadata data to different metadata servers.

Hashing full paths. A number of systems store meta-
data in a hash table, keyed by full path, to lookup meta-
data in one I/O. The Direct Lookup File System (DLFS)
maps file metadata to on-disk buckets by hashing full
paths [27]. Hashing full paths creates two challenges:
files in the same directory may be scattered across disk,
harming locality, and DLFS directory renames require
deep recursive copies of both data and metadata.

A number of distributed file systems have stored file
metadata in a hash table, keyed by full path [18, 38, 48].
In a distributed system, using a hash table for metadata
has the advantage of easy load balancing across nodes,
as well as fast lookups. We note that the concerns of in-
dexing metadata in a distributed file system are quite dif-
ferent from keeping logically contiguous data physically
contiguous on disk. Some systems, such as the Google
File System, also do not support common POSIX opera-
tions, such as listing a directory.

Tsai et al. [50] demonstrate that indexing the in-
memory kernel directory cache by full paths can improve
path lookup operations, such as open.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents a new on-disk indexing structure,
the lifted Bε -tree, which can leverage full-path indexing
without incurring large rename overheads. Our proto-
type, BetrFS 0.4, is a nearly strict improvement over Be-
trFS 0.3. The main cases where BetrFS 0.4 does worse
than BetrFS 0.3 are where node splitting and merging is
on the critical path, and the extra computational costs of
lifting harm overall performance. We believe these costs
can be reduced in future work.

BetrFS 0.4 demonstrates the power of consolidating
optimization effort into a single framework. A critical
downside of zoning is that multiple, independent heuris-
tics make independent placement decisions, leading to
sub-optimal results and significant overheads. By using
the keyspace to communicate information about appli-
cation behavior, a single codebase can make decisions
such as when to move data to recover locality, and when
the cost of indirection can be amortized. In future work,
we will continue exploring additional optimizations and
functionality unlocked by full-path indexing.

Source code for BetrFS is available at betrfs.org.
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Abstract
With increase in scale, the number of node failures

in a data center increases sharply. To ensure avail-
ability of data, failure-tolerance schemes such as Reed-
Solomon (RS) or more generally, Maximum Distance
Separable (MDS) erasure codes are used. However,
while MDS codes offer minimum storage overhead for
a given amount of failure tolerance, they do not meet
other practical needs of today’s data centers. Although
modern codes such as Minimum Storage Regenerating
(MSR) codes are designed to meet these practical needs,
they are available only in highly-constrained theoretical
constructions, that are not sufficiently mature enough for
practical implementation. We present Clay codes that ex-
tract the best from both worlds. Clay (short for Coupled-
Layer) codes are MSR codes that offer a simplified con-
struction for decoding/repair by using pairwise coupling
across multiple stacked layers of any single MDS code.

In addition, Clay codes provide the first practical im-
plementation of an MSR code that offers (a) low storage
overhead, (b) simultaneous optimality in terms of three
key parameters: repair bandwidth, sub-packetization
level and disk I/O, (c) uniform repair performance of
data and parity nodes and (d) support for both single and
multiple-node repairs, while permitting faster and more
efficient repair.

While all MSR codes are vector codes, none of the dis-
tributed storage systems support vector codes. We have
modified Ceph to support any vector code, and our con-
tribution is now a part of Ceph’s master codebase. We
have implemented Clay codes, and integrated it as a plu-
gin to Ceph. Six example Clay codes were evaluated on
a cluster of Amazon EC2 instances and code parameters
were carefully chosen to match known erasure-code de-
ployments in practice. A particular example code, with
storage overhead 1.25x, is shown to reduce repair net-
work traffic by a factor of 2.9 in comparison with RS
codes and similar reductions are obtained for both repair
time and disk read.

1 Introduction

The number of failures in storage subsystems increase
as data centers scale [11] [17] [29]. In order to ensure
data availability and durability, failure-tolerant solutions
such as replication and erasure codes are used. It is im-
portant for these solutions to be highly efficient so that
they incur low cost in terms of their utilization of stor-
age, computing and network resources. This additional
cost is considered an overhead, as the redundancy intro-
duced for failure tolerance does not aid the performance
of the application utilizing the data.

In order to be failure tolerant, data centers have in-
creasingly started to adopt erasure codes in place of repli-
cation. A class of erasure codes known as maximum dis-
tance separable (MDS) codes offer the same level of fail-
ure tolerance as replication codes with minimal storage
overhead. For example, Facebook [19] reported reduced
storage overhead of 1.4x by using Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes, a popular class of MDS codes, as opposed to the
storage overhead of 3x incurred in triple replication [13].
The disadvantage of the traditional MDS codes is their
high repair cost. In case of replication, when a node or
storage subsystem fails, an exact copy of the lost data
can be copied from surviving nodes. However, in case of
erasure codes, dependent data that is more voluminous in
comparison with the lost data, is copied from surviving
nodes and the lost data is then computed by a repair node,
which results in a higher repair cost when compared to
replication. This leads to increased repair bandwidth and
repair time.

A class of erasure codes, termed as minimum storage
regenerating (MSR) codes, offer all the advantages of
MDS codes but require lesser repair bandwidth. Until
recently, MSR codes lacked several key desirable prop-
erties that are important for practical systems. For exam-
ple, they were computationally more complex [14], or
demonstrated non-uniform repair characteristics for dif-
ferent types of node failures [18], or were able to recover
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from only a limited (one or two) number of failures [20],
or they lacked constructions of common erasure code
configurations [24], [20]. The first theoretical construc-
tion that offered all the desirable properties of an MSR
code was presented by Ye and Barg [35].

This paper presents Clay codes that extend the theo-
retical construction presented in [35], with practical con-
siderations. Clay codes are constructed by placing any
MDS code in multiple layers and performing pair-wise
coupling across layers. Such a construction offers effi-
cient repair with optimal repair bandwidth, causing Clay
codes to fall in the MSR arena.

We implement Clay codes and make it available as
open-source under LGPL. We also integrate Clay codes
as a plugin with Ceph, a distributed object storage sys-
tem. Ceph supports scalar erasure codes such as RS
codes. However, it does not support vector codes. We
modified Ceph to support any vector code, and our con-
tribution is now included in Ceph’s master codebase [4].

In erasure coding terminology, scalar codes require
block-granular repair data, while vector codes can work
at the sub-block granularity for repair. In Ceph, the
equivalent of an erasure-coded block is one chunk of
object. By this, we mean that Ceph supports chunk-
granular repair data, while our contribution extended it
to sub-chunk granularity. To the best of our knowledge,
after our contribution, Ceph has become the first dis-
tributed storage system to support vector codes. Also, if
Clay codes become part of Ceph’s codebase, this will be
the first-ever implementation of an MSR code that pro-
vides all desirable practical properties, and which is in-
tegrated to a distributed storage system.

Our contributions include (a) the construction of Clay
codes as explained in Section 3, (b) the modification
made to Ceph in order to support any vector code, ex-
plained in Section 4, and (c) the integration of Clay codes
as a plugin to Ceph, explained in Section 4. We con-
ducted experiments to compare the performance of Clay
codes with RS codes available in Ceph and the results
are presented in Section 5. One of the example Clay
codes that we evaluated, which has a storage overhead
of 1.25x, was able to bring down the repair network traf-
fic by a factor of 2.9 when compared with the RS code of
same parameters. Similar reductions were also obtained
for disk read and repair time.

2 Background and Preliminaries

Erasure Code Erasure codes are an alternative to
replication for ensuring failure tolerance in data storage.
In an [n,k] erasure-coded system, data pertaining to an
object is first divided into k data chunks and then en-
coded to obtain m = n− k parity chunks. When we do
not wish to distinguish between a data or parity chunk,

we will simply refer to the chunk as a coded chunk. The
collection of n coded chunks obtained after encoding are
stored in n distinct nodes. Here, by node, we mean an in-
dependent failure domain such as a disk or a storage node
of a distributed storage system (DSS). The storage effi-
ciency of an erasure code is measured by storage over-
head defined as the ratio of the number of coded chunks
n to the number of data chunks k. Every erasure code has
an underlying finite field over which computations are
performed. For the sake of simplicity, we assume here
that the field is of size 28 and hence each element of the
finite field can be represented by a byte1. It is convenient
to differentiate at this point, between scalar and vector
codes.
Scalar Codes Let each data chunk be comprised of L
bytes. In the case of a scalar code, one byte from each
of the k data chunks is picked and the k bytes are lin-
early combined in m different ways, to obtain m parity
bytes. The resultant set of n = k+m bytes so obtained is
called a codeword. This operation is repeated in parallel
for all the L bytes in a data chunk to obtain L codewords.
This operation will also result in the creation of m parity
chunks, each composed of L bytes (see Fig. 1). As men-
tioned above, every coded chunk is stored on a different
node.

Data chunks Parity chunks

Codeword 

Byte 

Figure 1: A pictorial representation of a scalar code. The L = 6 horizontal layers
are the codewords and the n = 6 vertical columns, the chunks, with the first k = 4
chunks corresponding to data chunks and the last (n− k) = 2 chunks, the parity
chunks. Each unit (tiny rectangle) in the figure corresponds to a single byte.

Vector Codes The difference in the case of vector
codes is that here, one works with ordered collections
of α ≥ 1 bytes at a time. For convenience, we will refer
to such an ordered collection of α bytes as a superbyte.
In the encoding process, a superbyte from each of the k
data chunks is picked and the k superbytes are then lin-
early combined in m different ways, to obtain m parity
superbytes. The resultant set of n = k+m superbytes is
called a (vector) codeword. This operation is repeated in
parallel for all the N = L

α
superbytes in a data chunk to

obtain N codewords. Figure 2 shows a simple example
where each superbyte consists of just two bytes.

The number α of bytes within a superbyte is termed
the sub-packetization level of the code. Scalar codes

1The codes described in this paper can however, be constructed
over a finite field whose size is significantly smaller, and approximately
equal to the parameter n. Apart from simplicity, we use the word byte
here since the finite field of size 28 is a popular choice in practice.
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Data chunks Parity chunks

Codeword 

Superbyte 
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2
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2

Figure 2: A pictorial representation of a vector code where each superbyte con-
sists of 2 bytes. The picture shows N = 3 codewords. A single chunk, either data
or parity, stores 3 superbytes, each corresponding to a different codeword.

such as RS codes can be regarded as having sub-
packetization level α = 1. Seen differently, one could
view a vector code as replacing α scalar codewords with
a single vector codeword. The advantage of vector codes
is that repair of a coded chunk in a failed node can poten-
tially be accomplished by accessing only a subset of the
α bytes within the superbyte, present in each of the re-
maining coded chunks, corresponding to the same code-
word. This reduces network traffic arising from node re-
pair.

Sub-chunking through Interleaving In Fig. 2, we
have shown the α bytes associated to a superbyte as
being stored contiguously. When the sub-packetization
level α is large, given that operations involving multi-
ple codewords are carried out in parallel, it is advanta-
geous, from an ease-of-memory-access viewpoint, to in-
terleave the bytes so that the corresponding bytes across
different codewords are stored contiguously as shown in
Fig. 3. This is particularly true, when the number N of
superbytes within a chunk is large, for example, when
L = 8KB and α = 2, contiguous access to N = 4K bytes
is possible. With interleaving, each data chunk is par-
titioned into α subsets, which we shall refer to as sub-
chunks. Thus each sub-chunk within a node, holds one
byte from each of the N codewords stored in the node.

1

2

1

2

1

2

⇒
Interleave

1

1

1

2

2

2

subchunk

Figure 3: This figure shows the interleaving of the corresponding bytes within a
superbyte across codewords, for the particularly simple case of two bytes within
a superbyte. This results in a partitioning of the data chunk into sub-chunks and
can lead to improved-memory-access performance.

MDS Codes The sub-class of (n,k) erasure codes, ei-
ther scalar or vector, having the property that they can
recover from the failure of any (n− k) nodes are called
MDS codes. For a fixed k, these codes have the small-
est storage overhead n

k among any of the erasure codes
that can recover from a failure of a fixed number of n−k
nodes. Examples include RS, Row-Diagonal Parity [9]
and EVENODD [7] codes, see [5] for additional ex-
amples. Facebook data centers [28] have employed an
(14,10) RS code in their data warehouse cluster.

Node Repair The need for node repair in a distributed
storage system can arise either because a particular hard-
ware component has failed, is undergoing maintenance,
is being rebooted or else, is simply busy serving other si-
multaneous requests for data. A substantial amount of
network traffic is generated on account of node-repair
operations. An example cited in [28], is one of a
Facebook data-warehouse, that stores multiple petabytes
of data, where the median amount of data transferred
through top-of-rack switches for the purposes of node
repair, is in excess of 0.2 petabytes per day. The traf-
fic arising from node-repair requests, eats into the band-
width available to serve user requests for data. The time
taken for node repair also directly affects system avail-
ability. Thus there is strong interest in coding schemes
that minimize the amount of data transfer across the net-
work, and the time taken to repair a failed node. Under
the conventional approach to repairing an RS code for in-
stance, one would have to download k times the amount
of data as is stored in a failed node to restore the failed
node, which quite clearly, is inefficient.

MSR Codes MSR codes [10] are a sub-class of vector
MDS codes that have the smallest possible repair band-
width. To restore a failed node containing α bytes in an
(n,k) MSR code, the code first contacts an arbitrarily-
chosen subset of d helper nodes, where d is a design pa-
rameter that can take on values ranging from k to (n−1).
It then downloads β = α

d−k+1 bytes from each helper
node, and restores the failed node using the helper data.
The total amount dβ of bytes downloaded is typically
much smaller than the total amount kα bytes of data
stored in the k nodes. Here α is the sub-packetization
level of an MSR code. The total number dβ of bytes
downloaded for node repair, is called the repair band-
width. Let us define the normalized repair bandwidth
to be the quantity dβ

kα
= d

k(d−k+1) . The normalization by
kα can be motivated by viewing a single MSR codeword
having sub-packetization level α as a replacement for α

scalar RS codewords. The download bandwidth under
the conventional repair of α scalar RS codes equals kα

bytes, corresponding to a normalized repair bandwidth
of 1. For the particular case d = (n−1), the normalized
value equals n−1

k(n−k) . It follows that the larger the number
(n− k) of parity chunks, the greater the reduction in re-
pair traffic. We will also use the parameter M = kα to de-
note the total number of databytes contained in an MSR
codeword. Thus an MSR code has associated parameter
set given by {(n,k),d,(α,β ),M} with β = α

d−k+1 and
M = kα .

Additional Desired Attributes: Over and above the low
repair-bandwidth and low storage-overhead attributes of
MSR codes, there are some additional properties that one
would like a code to have. These include (a) uniform-
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Code Storage
O/h

Failure
Tolerance

All-
Node

Optimal
Repair

Disk
Read
Opti-
mal

Repair-
bandwidth
Optimal

α
Order
of GF

Implemented
Distributed

System

RS Low n− k No No No 1 Low HDFS, Ceph,
Swift, etc.

PM-RBT [24] High n− k Yes Yes Yes Linear Low Own system
Butterfly [20] Low 2 Yes No Yes Exponential Low HDFS, Ceph
HashTag [18] Low n− k No No Yes Polynomial High HDFS

Clay Code Low n− k Yes Yes Yes Polynomial Low Ceph
Table 1: Detailed comparison of Clay codes with RS and other practical MSR codes. Here, the scaling of α is with respect to n for a fixed storage overhead (n/k).

repair capability, i.e., the ability to repair data and parity
nodes with the same low repair bandwidth, (b) minimal
disk read, meaning that the amount of data read from disk
for node repair in a helper node is the same as the amount
of data transferred over the network from the helper node
and (c) low value of sub-packetization parameter α , and
(d) a small size of underlying finite field over which the
code is constructed. In MSR codes that possess the disk
read optimal property, both network traffic and number
of disk reads during node repair are simultaneously min-
imized and are the same.

2.1 Related Work
The problem of efficient node repair has been studied for
some time and several solutions have been proposed. Lo-
cally repairable codes such as the Windows Azure Code
[15] and Xorbas [28] trade the MDS property to allow
efficient node-repair by accessing a smaller number of
helper nodes. The piggy-backed RS codes introduced in
[26] achieve reductions in network traffic while retaining
the MDS property but they do not achieve the savings
that are possible with an MSR code.

Though there are multiple implementations of MSR
codes, these are lacking in one or the other of the de-
sired attributes (see Table 1). In [8], the authors present
2- parity FMSR codes, that allow efficient repair, but re-
construct a function of the data that is not necessarily
same as the failed node data. This demands an additional
decoding operation to be performed to retrieve original
data. In [24], the authors implement a modified product-
matrix MSR construction [27]. Although the code dis-
plays optimal disk I/O performance, the storage overhead
is on the higher side and of the form (2− 1

k ). In [20],
the authors implement an MSR code known as the But-
terfly code and experimentally validate the theoretically-
proven benefits of reduced data download for node re-
pair. However, the Butterfly code is limited to (n− k) =
m = 2 and has large value of sub-packetization 2k−1. The
restriction to small values of parameter m limits the ef-
ficiency of repair, as the normalized repair bandwidth
can be no smaller than 1

2 . In [18], the authors propose a
class of MDS array codes named as HashTag codes with

α ≤ (n− k)k/n−k that permit flexibility in choice of α at
the expense of repair bandwidth. However, the code sup-
ports efficient repair only for systematic nodes, requires
computations at helper nodes, and involves operations in
a large finite-field. The authors have presented an evalu-
ation of HashTag codes in Hadoop.

In a parallel line of work, many theoretical construc-
tions of MSR codes are proposed in literature. The
product-matrix MSR codes proposed in [27] operate with
very low sub-packetization and small finite-field size,
however require a large storage overhead. In a sec-
ond notable construction known as zig-zag codes [30],
the authors present the first theoretical construction of
low-storage-overhead MSR codes for every n,k, when
d = (n− 1). The construction of zig-zag code is non-
explicit in the sense that the finite-field coefficients de-
termining the parities have to be found by computer
search. Thus, despite the many theoretical constructions
and a smaller number of practical implementations, the
search for an MSR code having all of the desirable prop-
erties described above and its practical evaluation con-
tinued to remain elusive. The recent theoretical results
of Ye and Barg [35] have resulted in an altered situa-
tion. In this work, the authors provide a construction
that permits storage overhead as close to 1 as desired,
sub-packetization level close to the minimum possible,
finite field size no larger than n, optimal disk I/O, and
all-node optimal repair.Clay codes offer a practical per-
spective and an implementation of the Ye-Barg theoreti-
cal construction, along with several additional attributes.
In other words, Clay codes possess all of the desirable
properties mentioned above, and also offer several addi-
tional advantages compared to the Ye-Barg code.

2.2 Refinements over Ye-Barg Code
The presentation of the Clay code here is from a coupled-
layer perspective that leads directly to implementation,
whereas the description in [35] is primarily in terms of
parity-check matrices. For example, using the coupled-
layer viewpoint, both data decoding (by which we mean
recovery from a maximum of (n− k) erasures) as well
as node-repair algorithms can be described in terms of
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two simple operations: (a) decoding of the scalar MDS
code, and (b) an elementary linear transformation be-
tween pairs of bytes (see Section 3). While this coupled-
layer view-point was implicit in the Ye-Barg paper [35],
we make it explicit here.

In addition, Clay codes can be constructed using any
scalar MDS code as building blocks, while Ye-Barg code
is based only on Vandermonde-RS codes. Therefore,
scalar MDS codes that have been time-tested, and best
suited for a given application or workload need not be
modified in order to make the switch to MSR codes. By
using Clay codes, these applications can use the same
MDS code in a coupled-layer architecture and get the
added benefits of MSR codes. The third important dis-
tinction is that, in [35], only the single node-failure case
is discussed. In the case of Clay codes, we have come up
with a generic algorithm to repair multiple failures, that
has allowed us to repair many instances of multiple node
repair with reduced repair bandwidth. Our refinements
over Ye-Barg code primarily aiming at its practical real-
ization precede certain theoretical developments that are
to come later. In a recent work [6], it is proved that the
sub-packetization of Clay codes is the minimum possible
for any disk-read-optimal MSR code. In [31], authors
propose a permuatation-based transformation that con-
verts a non-binary (n,k) MDS code to another MDS code
permitting efficient repair of a set of (n−k) nodes, at the
cost of increasing the sub-packetization (n−k) times. An
MSR code obtained by repeated application of the trans-
formation results in the same sub-packetization as that of
the Ye-Barg code.

3 Construction of the Clay Code

Single Codeword Description In Section 2, we noted
that each node stores a data chunk and that a data chunk
is comprised of L bytes from N codewords. In the present
section we will restrict our attention to the case of a sin-
gle codeword, i.e., to the case when N = 1, L = α .
Parameters of Clay Codes Evaluated Table 2 lists the
parameters of the Clay codes evaluated here. As can
be seen, the normalized repair bandwidth can be made
much smaller by increasing the value of (d− k+1). For
example, the normalized repair bandwidth for a (20,16)
code equals 0.297, meaning that the repair bandwidth of
a Clay code, is less than 30% of the corresponding value
for α = 1024 layers of a (20,16) RS code.
Explaining Through Example We will describe the
Clay code via an example code having parameters:
{(n = 4,k = 2), d = 3,(α = 4,β = 2), M = 8}. The
codeword is stored across n = 4 nodes of which k = 2
are data nodes and n−k = 2 are parity nodes. Each node
stores a superbyte made up of α = 4 bytes. The code
has storage overhead nα

kα
= n

k = 2 which is the ratio of

(n,k) d (α,β ) (dβ )/(kα)

(6,4) 5 (8,4) 0.625
(12,9) 11 (81,27) 0.407
(14,10) 13 (256,64) 0.325
(14,10) 12 (243,81) 0.4
(14,10) 11 (128,64) 0.55
(20,16) 19 (1024,256) 0.297

Table 2: Parameters of the Clay codes evaluated here.

the total number nα = 16 of bytes stored to the num-
ber M = kα = 8 of data bytes. During repair of a failed
node, β = 2 bytes of data are downloaded from each of
the d = 3 helper nodes, resulting in a normalized repair
bandwidth of dβ

kα
= d

k(d−k+1) = 0.75.

Starting Point: A (4,2) Scalar RS Code We be-
gin our description of the Clay code with a simple,
distributed data storage setup composed of 4 nodes,
where the nodes are indexed by (x,y) coordinates:
{(x,y) | (x,y) ∈ J}, J = {(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)}}.

(0,0) (0,1)

(1,0) (1,1)

Figure 4: The (4,2)
MDS code M .

Let us assume that a (4,2) RS code
M is used to encode and store data
on these 4 nodes. We assume that
nodes (0,0),(1,0) store data, nodes
(0,1),(1,1) store parity. Two nodes
are said to be in same y-section, if
they have the same y-coordinate.

The Uncoupled Code Next, consider storing on the
same 4 nodes, 4 codewords drawn from the same RS
code M . Thus each node now stores 4 bytes, each
associated to a different codeword. We will use the
parameter z ∈ {0,1,2,3} to index the 4 codewords.

z=0

x
y

z=1

z=2

z=3

Figure 5: The uncou-
pled code U .

Together these 4 codewords form
the uncoupled code U , whose bytes
are denoted by {U(x,y,z) | (x,y) ∈
J,z ∈ {0,1,2,3}}. These 16 bytes
can be viewed as being stored in a
data cube composed of 4 horizontal
layers (or planes), with 4 bytes to
a layer (Fig. 5). The data cube can
also be viewed as being composed
of 4 (vertical) columns, each col-
umn composed of 4 cylinders. Each
column stores a superbyte while each of the 4 cylinders
within a column stores a single byte.

It can be verified that the uncoupled code inherits the
property that data stored in the 4 nodes can be recov-
ered by connecting to any 2 nodes. As one might expect,
this code offers no savings in repair bandwidth over that
of the constituent RS codes, since we have simply repli-
cated the same RS code 4 times. We show below how
the uncoupled code can be used to create a new coupled-
layer (Clay) code that is an MSR code having the desired
optimal, repair bandwidth.
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z= (0,0)

z= (1,1)

z= (1,0)

z= (0,1)

Figure 6: The uncou-
pled code U .

Using a Pair of Coordinates to
Represent a Layer The coupling
of the layers is easier explained
in terms of a binary representation
(z0,z1) of the layer-index z, defined
by z = 2z0 + z1 i.e., 0⇒ (0,0), 1⇒
(0,1), 2 ⇒ (1,0) and 3 ⇒ (1,1).
We color in red, vertices within a
layer for which x = zy as a means of identifying the layer.
For example in Fig. 6, in layer (z0,z1) = (1,1), the ver-
tices (1,0), (1,1) are colored red.

Pairing of Vertices and Bytes We will abbreviate and
write p = (x,y,z) in place of (x,y,z) and introduce a pair-
ing (p, p∗) of vertices within the data cube. The vertices
that are colored red are unpaired. The remaining vertices
are paired such that a vertex p and its companion p∗ both
belong to the same y-section. In the data cube of our
example code, there are a total of 4 ∗ 4 = 16 vertices of
which 8 are unpaired. The remaining 8 vertices form 4
pairs. Each pair is shown in the data cube appearing on
the left in Fig. 7 using a pair of yellow rectangles linked
by a dotted line. Mathematically, p∗ is obtained from
p = (x,y,z) simply by interchanging the values of x and
zy. Examples are presented in Table 3. As mentioned

Vertex p = (x,y,z0,z1) Companion p∗ (interchange x,zy)
(0, 0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0)
(1, 1, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1, 1)
(0, 1, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1, 0) a red vertex, (p = p∗)

Table 3: Example vertex pairings.

earlier, each vertex p of the data cube is associated to a
byte U(p) =U(x,y,z) of data in the uncoupled code U .
We will use U∗(p) to denote the companion U(p∗), of
the byte U(p).

Transforming from Uncoupled to Coupled-Layer
Code We now show how one can transform in a sim-
ply way, a codeword belonging to the uncoupled code
U to a codeword belonging to the Coupled-layer (Clay)
code C . As with the uncoupled code, there are a total
of 16 bytes making up each codeword in the Clay code.
These 16 bytes are stored in a second, identical data cube
that is again, composed of 4 horizontal layers, 4 vertical
columns with 4 vertices in a layer and 4 vertices per col-
umn. Each node corresponds to a column of the data
cube and stores a superbyte, made up of 4 bytes. The
Clay code C associates a byte C(p) with each vertex
p of the data cube just as does the uncoupled code U .
The bytes U(p) and C(p) are related in a simple man-
ner. If p corresponds to an unpaired (and hence colored
in red) vertex, we simply set C(p) = U(p). If (p, p∗)
are a pair of companion vertices, p 6= p∗, U(p),U∗(p)
and C(p),C∗(p) are related by the the following pairwise

forward transform (PFT):[
C(p)
C∗(p)

]
=

[
1 γ

γ 1

]−1 [ U(p)
U∗(p)

]
. (1)

C
C*U*

U

PFT

PRT

Figure 7: Bytes C(x,y,z) of the Clay code can be obtained from bytes U(x,y,z)
of the uncoupled code through a pairwise forward transform and in the reverse
direction, by the corresponding pairwise reverse transform. Vertex pairs within a
data cube are identified by a pair of yellow rectangles linked by a dotted line.

In the reverse direction, we have U(p) =C(p) respec-
tively if p is unpaired. Else, U(p),C(p) are related by
the pairwise reverse transform (PRT):[

U(p)
U∗(p)

]
=

[
1 γ

γ 1

][
C(p)
C∗(p)

]
. (2)

We assume γ to be chosen such that γ 6= 0, γ2 6= 1, and
under this condition, it can be verified that any two bytes
in the set {U(p),U∗(p),C(p),C∗(p)} can be recovered
from the remaining two bytes.

Use pairwise forward 

transformation to obtain the data 

to be stored in the parity nodes 

of coupled code

Use the MDS code in layer-by-layer 

fashion to determine data stored in 

the parity nodes of uncoupled code

Use pairwise reverse 

transformation to obtain data 

stored in the 2 data nodes of 

uncoupled code 

Load data into the 2 data nodes of 

coupled code

MDS 
Encode

PRT

PFT

Figure 8: Encoding flowchart for the Clay code. A top view of the nodes is shown
on the right. The nodes in pink and blue correspond respectively, to the coupled
and uncoupled codes.

Encoding the Clay code The flow chart in Fig.8 pro-
vides a self-explanatory description of the encoding pro-
cess.

Reduced Repair Bandwidth of the Clay Code The
savings in repair bandwidth of the Clay code arises
from the fact that parity-check constraints are ju-
diciously spread across layers of the C data cube.
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z= (1,1)

z= (1,0)

Figure 9: Identifying the
failed node and helper
data transferred.

In Fig. 9, which shows a portion
of the bytes in C , the dotted
column corresponds to the failed
node having coordinates (x,y) =
(1,0). To repair the node, only the
two layers z= (1,0) and z= (1,1)
corresponding to the presence of
red dots within the dotted column
are called upon for node repair.
Thus each helper node contributes
only 2 bytes, as opposed to 4 in an
RS code, towards node repair and
this explains the savings in repair bandwidth. To under-
stand how repair is accomplished, we turn to Fig. 11. As
shown in the figure, the PRT allows us to determine from
the the bytes in layers z = (1,0) and z = (1,1) belong-
ing to y-section y = 1 in data cube C, the corresponding
bytes in data cube U . RS decoding allows us to then re-
cover the bytes U(p) belonging to y-section y = 0 in the
same two planes. At this point, we have access to the
bytes C(p),U(p) for p corresponding to vertices lying
in planes z = (1,0) and z = (1,1) and lying in y-section
y = 0. This set includes 2 of the bytes C(p) in the col-
umn corresponding to the failed node. The remaining
two bytes C(p) in the failed column can be determined
using properties of the PFT.

Intersection Score To explain decoding, we introduce
the notion of an Intersection Score (IS). The IS of a layer
is given by the number of hole-dot pairs, i.e., the vertices
that correspond to erased bytes and which are at the same
time colored red. For example in Fig. 10, when nodes
(0,0), (0,1) are erased, layers (0,0),(0,1),(1,1) have
respective IS=2,1,0.

(0,0) (0,1)

(1,0) (1,1)

(a) IS=2

(0,0) (0,1)

(1,0) (1,1)

(b) IS=1

(0,0) (0,1)

(1,0) (1,1)

(c) IS=0

Figure 10: Illustration of the intersection score (IS) for erasures at (0,1),(0,2).

Decoding The “Decode” algorithm of the Clay code is
able to correct the erasure of any n− k = 2 nodes. De-
coding is carried out sequentially, layer-by-layer, in order
of increasing IS. This is explained in Fig.12 for the case
when nodes (0,0), (0,1) are erased and for layers hav-
ing IS= 0, IS= 1. In a layer with IS= 0, U bytes can
be computed for all non-erased vertices from the known
symbols. The erased U bytes are then calculated using
RS code decoding. For a layer with IS= 1, to compute U
bytes for all non-erased vertices, we make use of U bytes

recovered in layers with IS= 0. Thus the processing of a
layer with IS = 0 has to take place prior to processing a
layer with IS = 1 and so on. Once all the U bytes are re-
covered, the C bytes can be computed using the PFT. As a
result of the simple, pairwise nature of the PFT and PRT,
encoding and decoding times are not unduly affected by
the coupled-layer structure.

PRT

MDS Dec

  C

  U,C  C*

C* is 
computed 

from C and U

y=0 y=1 y=0 y=1

Figure 11: The dotted cylinder identifies the erased node. The bytes shown on
the top left represent helper data (6 bytes in all) transferred for repair. The PRT
is performed on helper data in C to obtain the bytes (4 bytes) U(p) belonging to
the same layers and lying y-section y = 1. RS code decoding within each of the
two layers is used to obtain the 4 missing U(p) bytes. The bytes corresponding
to the erased node in C can then be computed using properties of the PFT.

MDS Dec
Compute U

C*

C C

C*

U U

U U

U U

IS = 0

MDS Dec

C*

C,U* C

C*

U U

U U

U U

IS = 1

Compute U

Figure 12: Illustrating how the Clay code recovers from 2 erasures. We begin
with a layer having IS = 0 (top) before moving to a layer with IS = 1 (bottom).
Symbols alongside each vertex, indicate which of the 4 bytes {C,C∗,U,U∗} are
known. (Left) Pink circles indicate non-erased vertices in C. (Middle) Blue ver-
tices indicate vertices in U whose contents can be determined from the available
C,U bytes. (Right) Invoking the parity-check equations in U allows all bytes in U
to be recovered. Once all the U bytes are recovered, one recovers the remaining
unknown bytes C using the PFT.

Clay code parameters Clay codes can be constructed
for any parameter set of the form:

(n = qt, k, d) (α = qt ,β = qt−1), with q = (d− k+1),

for any integer t ≥ 1 over any finite field of size Q > n.
The encoding, decoding and repair algorithms can all be
generalized for the parameters above. However, in the
case d < n− 1, during single node repair, while pick-
ing the d helper nodes, one must include among the d
helper nodes, all the nodes belonging to the failed node’s
y-section.
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Clay codes for any (n,k,d) The parameters indicated
above have the restriction that q = (d− k+ 1) divide n.
But the construction can be extended in a simple way to
the case when q is not a factor of n. For example, for pa-
rameters (n = 14,k = 10,d = 13), q = d−k+1 = 4. We
construct the Clay code taking n′ = 16, the nearest mul-
tiple of q larger than n, and k′ = k+(n′−n) = 12. While
encoding, we set data bytes in s= (n′−n) = 2 systematic
nodes as zero, and thus the resultant code has parameters
(n = 14,k = 10,d = 13). The technique used is called
shortening in the coding theory literature. We use s tem-
porary buffers each of size equal to chunk size during
the encoding, decoding and repair operations. Our im-
plementation of Clay code includes this generalization.

4 Ceph and Vector MDS Codes

4.1 Introduction to Ceph
Ceph [32] is a popular, open-source distributed storage
system [33], that permits the storage of data as objects.
Object Storage Daemon (OSD) is the daemon process of
Ceph, associated with a storage unit such as a solid-state
or hard-disk drive, on which user data is stored.

Ceph supports multiple erasure-codes, and a code
can be chosen by setting attributes of the erasure-code-
profile. Objects will then be stored in logical partitions
referred to as pools associated with an erasure-code-
profile. Each pool can have a single or multiple place-
ment groups (PG) associated with it. A PG is a collec-
tion of n OSDs, where n is the block length of the erasure
code associated to the pool.

The allocation of OSDs to a PG is dynamic, and is
carried out by the CRUSH algorithm [34]. When an ob-
ject is streamed to Ceph, the CRUSH algorithm allocates
a PG to it. It also performs load balancing dynamically
whenever new objects are added, or when active OSDs
fail. Each PG contains a single, distinct OSD designated
as the primary OSD (p-OSD). When it is required to store
an object in a Ceph cluster, the object is passed on to the
p-OSD of the allocated PG. The p-OSD is also responsi-
ble for initiating the encoding and recovery operations.

In Ceph, the passage from data object to data chunks
by the p-OSD is carried out in two steps as opposed to the
single-step description in Section 2. For a large object,
the amount of buffer memory required to perform encod-
ing and decoding operations will be high. Hence, as an
intermediate step, an object is first divided into smaller
units called stripes, whose size is denoted by S (in bytes).
If an object’s size is not divisible by S, zeros are padded.
The object is then encoded by the p-OSD one stripe at a
time. The stripe-size is to be specified within the clus-
ter’s configuration file. Both zero padding and system
performance are important factors to be considered while
fixing a stripe-size.

4.2 Sub-Chunking through Interleaving
To encode, the p-OSD first zero pads each stripe as nec-
essary in order to ensure that the strip size S is divisible
by kα . The reason for the divisibility by a factor of k is
because as described earlier, the first step in encoding is
to break up each stripe into k data chunks of equal size.
The reason for the additional divisibility requirement by
a further factor α arises because we are dealing with a
vector code and as explained in Section 2, operations in
a vector code involve superbytes, where each superbyte
contains α bytes. In what follows, we will assume that S
is divisible by kα .

The encoding of a stripe is thus equivalent to encod-
ing N = S

kα
codewords at a time. The next step as ex-

plained in Section 2, is interleaving at the end of which
one obtains α sub-chunks per OSD, each of size N bytes.
We note that the parameter L introduced in Section 2, is
the number of bytes per data chunk and is thus given by
L = S

k . This notion of sub-chunk is not native to Ceph,
but rather is a modification to the Ceph architecture pro-
posed here, to enable the support of vector codes.

The advantage of a vector code is that it potentially en-
ables the repair of an erased coded chunk by passing on
a subset of the α sub-chunks. For example, in the Clay
code implemented in Ceph is an MSR code, it suffices
for each node to pass on β sub-chunks. However, when
these β sub-chunks are not sequentially located within
the storage unit, it can result in fragmented reads. We
analyze such disk read performance degradation in Sec-
tion 5.

4.3 Implementation in Ceph
Our implementation makes use of the Jerasure [22] and
GF-Complete [21] libraries which provide implementa-
tions of various MDS codes and Galois-field arithmetic.
We chose in our implementation to employ the finite field
of size 28 to exploit the computational efficiency for this
field size provided by the GF-complete library in Ceph.

In our implementation, we employ an additional
buffer, termed as U-buffer, that stores the sub-chunks
associated with the uncoupled symbols U introduced in
Section 3. This buffer is of size nL = S n

k bytes. The U-
buffer is allocated once for a PG, and is used repetitively
during encode, decode and repair operations of any ob-
ject belonging to that PG.
Pairwise Transforms We introduced functions that
compute any two sub-chunks in the set {U,U∗,C,C∗}
given the remaining two sub-chunks. We im-
plemented these functions using the function jera-
sure matrix dotprod(), which is built on top of function
galois w08 region multiply().
Encoding Encoding of an object is carried out by p-
OSD by pretending that m parity chunks have been
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erased, and then recovering the m chunks using the k
data chunks by initiating the decoding algorithm for the
code. Pairwise forward and reverse transforms are the
only additional computations required for Clay encoding
in comparison with MDS encoding.
Enabling Selection Between Repair & Decoding
When one or more OSDs go down, multiple PGs are af-
fected. Within an affected PG, recovery operations are
triggered for all associated objects. We introduced a
boolean function is repair() in order to choose between
a bandwidth, disk I/O efficient repair algorithm and the
default decode algorithm. For the case of single OSD
failure, is repair() always returns true. There are multi-
ple failure cases as well for which is repair() returns true
i.e., efficient repair is possible. We discuss these cases in
detail in Appendix A.
Helper-Chunk Identification In the current
Ceph architecture, when a failure happens, mini-
mum to decode() is called in order to determine the
k helper chunk indices. We introduced a function
minimum to repair() to determine the d helper chunk
indices when repair can be performed efficiently i.e.,
when is repair() returns true. OSDs corresponding to
these indices are contacted to get information needed
for repair/decode. When there is a single failure,
minimum to repair() returns d chunk indices such that
all the chunks that fall in the y-cross-section of the failed
chunk are included. We describe the case of multiple
erasure cases in detail in Appendix A
Fractional Read For the case of efficient repair, we
only read a fraction of chunk, this functionality is imple-
mented by feeding repair parameters to an existing struc-
ture ECSubRead that is used in inter-OSD communica-
tion. We have also introduced a new read function with
Filestore of Ceph that supports sub-chunk reads.
Decode and Repair Either the decode or repair func-
tion is called depending on whether if is repair() returns
true or false respectively. The decoding algorithm is de-
scribed in Section 3. Our repair algorithm supports in ad-
dition to single-node failure (Section.3), some multiple-
erasure failure patterns as well (Section 6).

4.4 Contributions to Ceph

Enabling vector codes in Ceph: We introduced the
notion of sub-chunking in order to enable new vector era-
sure code plugins. This contribution is currently avail-
able in Ceph’s master codebase [4].
Clay codes in Ceph: We implemented Clay codes as a
technique (cl msr) within the jerasure plugin. The cur-
rent implementation gives flexibility for a client to pick
any n,k,d parameters for the code. It also gives an op-
tion to choose the MDS code used within to be either

a Vandermonde-based-RS or Cauchy-original code. The
Clay code [2] is yet to be part of Ceph’s master codebase.

5 Experiments and Results

The experiments conducted to evaluate the performance
of Clay codes in Ceph while recovering from a single
node failure are discussed in the present section. Experi-
mental results relating multiple node-failure case can be
found in Section 6.1.

5.1 Overview and Setup
Codes Evaluated While Clay codes can be con-
structed for any parameter set (n,k,d), we have carried
out experimental evaluation for selected parameter sets
close to those of codes employed in practice, see Ta-
ble 4. Code C1 has (n,k) parameters comparable to that
of the RDP code [9], Code C2 with the locally repairable
code used in Windows Azure [16], and Code C3 with the
(20,17)-RS code used in Backblaze [1]. There are three
other codes C4, C5 and C6 that match with the (14,10)-
RS code used in Facebook data-analytic clusters [25].
Results relating to Codes C4-C6 can be found in Sec-
tion 6.1, which focuses on repair in the multiple-erasure
case.

(n,k,d) α Storage overhead β

α

C1 (6,4,5) 8 1.5 0.5
C2 (12,9,11) 81 1.33 0.33
C3 (20,16,19) 1024 1.25 0.25
C4 (14,10,11) 128 1.4 0.5
C5 (14,10,12) 243 1.4 0.33
C6 (14,10,13) 256 1.4 0.25

Table 4: Codes C1-C3 are evaluated in Ceph for single-node repair. The evalua-
tion of Codes C4-C6 is carried out for both single and multiple-node failures.

The experimental results for Clay codes are compared
against those for RS codes possessing the same (n,k) pa-
rameters. By an RS code, we mean an MDS-code imple-
mentation based on the cauchy orig technique of Ceph’s
jerasure plugin. The same MDS code is also employed
as the MDS code appearing in the Clay-code construc-
tion evaluated here.

Experimental Setup All evaluations are carried out on
Amazon EC2 instances of the m4.xlarge (16GB RAM, 4
CPU cores) configuration. Each instance is attached to
an SSD-type volume of size 500GB. We integrated the
Clay code in Ceph Jewel 10.2.2 to perform evaluations.
The Ceph storage cluster deployed consists of 26 nodes.
One server is dedicated for the MON daemon, while the
remaining 25 nodes each run one OSD. Apart from the
installed operating system, the entire 500GB disk is ded-
icated to the OSD. Thus the total storage capacity of the
cluster is approximately 12.2TB.
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Object Distribution
Model Object # Objects Total, T Stripe

size (MB) (GB) size, S
Fixed (W1) 64 8192 512 64MB

64 6758
Variable 32 820 448 1MB

(W2) 1 614

Table 5: Workload models used in experiments.

Overview Experiments are carried out on both fixed
and variable object-size workloads, respectively referred
to as W1 and W2. Workload W1 has all objects of fixed
size 64MB, while in the W2 workload we choose objects
of sizes 64MB, 32MB and 1MB distributed in respec-
tive proportions of 82.5%, 10% and 7.5%. Our choices
of object sizes cover a good range of medium (1MB),
medium/large(32MB) and large (64MB) objects[3], and
the distribution is chosen in accordance with that in the
Facebook data analytic cluster reported in [23]. The
workloads used for evaluation are summarized in Ta-
ble 5. The stripe-size S is set as 64MB and 1MB for
workloads W1 and W2 respectively, so as to avoid zero-
padding.

The failure domain is chosen to be a node. Since we
have one OSD per node, this is equivalent to having a
single OSD as the failure domain. We inject node fail-
ures into the system by removing OSDs from the cluster.
Measurements are taken using nmon and NMONVisual-
izer tools. We run experiments with a single PG, and
validate the results against the theoretical prediction. We
also run the same experiments with 512 PGs, which we
will refer to as the multiple-PG case. Measurements are
made of (a) repair network traffic, (b) repair disk read, (c)
repair time, (d) encoding time and (e) I/O performance
for degraded, normal operations.

5.2 Evaluations

Network Traffic: Single Node Failure Network traf-
fic refers to the data transferred across the network dur-
ing single-node repair. Repair is carried out by the p-
OSD, which also acts as a helper node. The network
traffic during repair includes both the transfer of helper
data to the primary OSD and the transfer of recovered
chunk from primary OSD to the replacement OSD. The
theoretical estimate for the amount of network traffic is
T
k ((d−1) β

α
+1) bytes for a Clay code, versus T bytes for

an RS code. Our evaluations confirm the expected sav-
ings, and we observed reductions of 25%, 52% and 66%,
(a factor of 2.9×) in network traffic for codes C1, C2
and C3 respectively in comparison with the correspond-
ing RS codes under fixed and variable workloads (see
Fig. 13(a), 13(d).) As can be seen, the code C3 with the
largest value of q = (d− k+ 1) offer the largest savings
in network traffic.

In Ceph, the assignment of OSDs and objects to PGs
are done in a dynamic fashion. Hence, the number of
objects affected by failure of an OSD can vary across
different runs of multiple-PG experiment. We present an
network bandwidth performance with 512 PGs under the
W1 workload averaged across 3 runs in Fig. 14. It was ob-
served that in certain situations, an OSD that is already
part of the PG can get reassigned as a replacement for
the failed OSD. In such cases, the number of failures are
treated as two resulting in inferior network-traffic perfor-
mance in multiple-PG setting.

Disk Read: Single Node Failure The amount of data
read from the disks of the helper nodes during the repair
of a failed node is referred to as disk read and is an im-
portant parameter to minimize.

Depending on the index of the failed node, the sub-
chunks to be fetched from helper nodes in a Clay code
can be contiguous or non-contiguous. Non-contiguous
reads in HDD volumes lead to a slow-down in perfor-
mance [20]. Even for SSD volumes that permit reads at
a granularity of 4kB, the amount of disk read needed de-
pends on the sub-chunk-size. Let us look at, for instance,
disk read from a helper node in the case of single node
failure for code C3 in workload W2. The stripe-size S =
1MB, and the chunk size is given by L = S/k = 64kB.
During repair of a node, L/(d− k+1) = 16kB of data is
to be read from each helper node. In the best-case sce-
nario (for example, a systematic node failure), the 16kB
data is contiguous, whereas for the worst-case scenario
(as in the case of parity node failure) the reads are frag-
mented. In the latter case, β = 256 fragments with each
of size L/α = 64 bytes are read. As a consequence, when
4kB of data is read from the disk, only 1kB ends up be-
ing useful for the repair operation. Therefore, the disk
read is 4 times the amount of data needed for repair. This
is evident in disk read measurements from a helper node
in the worst-case as shown in Fig. 13(f). A similar anal-
ysis shows that for workload W2, the code C2 leads to
additional disk read while C1 does not. This is observed
experimentally as well.

On the other hand, for workload W1 with stripe-size
S = 64MB, all the three codes C1, C2, and C3 do not
cause any additional disk read as shown in Fig. 13(b).
For instance, with code C3, fragments of size S/kα =
4kB are to be read in the worst-case scenario. As the
size is aligned to the granularity of SSD reads, disk read
for the worst-case is equal to 256 ∗ 4kB=1MB. This is
exactly the amount read during best-case as well. (see
Fig. 13(f)). In summary, all the three codes result in disk
I/O savings for the W1 workload whereas for workload
W2 only C1 results in an advantage.

The expected disk read from all helper nodes during
repair is T dβ

kα
bytes for a Clay code in contrast to T bytes
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(a) Network Traffic (Workload W1) (b) Disk-read (Workload W1) (c) Average Repair time (Workload W1)

(d) Network Traffic (Workload W2) (e) Disk-read (Workload W2) (f) Fragmented Read: (20,16,19) Clay code

Figure 13: Experimental evaluation of C1, C2 and C3 in comparison with RS codes in a single-PG setting is presented in plots (a)-(e). The plot (f) gives a relative
comparison of disk read in a helper node for stripe-sizes 1MB and 64MB for code C3.

for an RS code. In experiments with fixed object-size
(see Fig. 13(b)), we obtain savings of 37.5%, 59.3% and
70.2% (a factor of 3.4×) for codes C1, C2 and C3 re-
spectively, when compared against the corresponding RS
code. Fig. 14 shows the disk read in the multiple-PG set-
ting.

Figure 14: Network traffic and disk read during repair of single node in a setting
with 512 PGs, for W1 workload.

I/O Performance We measured the normal and de-
graded (i.e., with a repair executing in the background)
I/O performance of Clay codes C1-C3, and RS codes
with same parameters. This was done using the standard
Ceph benchmarking tests for read and write operations.
The results are shown in Fig. 15. Under the normal oper-
ation, the write, sequential-read and random-read perfor-
mances are same for both Clay and RS codes. However
in the degraded situation, the I/O performance of Clay
codes is observed to be better in comparison with RS
codes. In particular, the degraded write, read throughput
of (20,16,19) Clay code is observed to be more than the
(20,16) RS code by 106% and 27% respectively. This
can possibly be attributed to the reduced amount of re-
pair data that is read, transmitted and computed on to
build the lost data in the erased node.

Figure 15: Normal and degraded I/O performance of codes C1, C2, C3 in com-
parison with RS. The observed values for sequential and random reads are almost
the same, and hence plotted as a single value.

Repair Time and Encoding Time We measure the
time taken for repair by capturing the starting and stop-
ping times of network activity within the cluster. We
observed a significant reduction in repair time for Clay
codes in comparison with an RS code. For the code C3
in a single-PG setting, we observe a reduction by a fac-
tor of 3× in comparison with an RS code. This is mainly
due to reduction in network traffic and disk I/O required
during repair. Every affected object requires recovery of
(1/k)-th fraction of the object size, and the average re-
pair time per object is plotted in Fig. 13(c).

We define the time required by the RADOS utility to
place an object into Ceph object-store as the encoding
time. The encoding time includes times taken for com-
putation, disk-I/O operations, and data transfer across
the network. We define the time taken for computing
the code chunks based on the encoding algorithm as the
encode computation time. During encoding, the net-
work traffic and I/O operations are the same for both
the classes of codes. Although the encode computation
time of Clay code is higher than that of the RS code (See
Fig. 16.) the encoding time of a Clay code remains close
to that of the corresponding RS code. The increase in the
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computation time for the Clay code is due to the multipli-
cations involved in PFT and PRT operations. In storage
systems, while data-write is primarily a one-time oper-
ation, failure is a norm and thus recovery from failures
is a routine activity [12],[24]. The significant savings in
network traffic and disk reads during node repair are a
sufficient incentive for putting up with overheads in the
encode computation time. The decoding time will be al-
most same as encoding time, since we perform encoding
using the decoding function as described in Section 4.3.

Figure 16: Comparison of average encoding times for C1, C2 and C3 in compar-
ison with RS codes, for the W1 workload.

6 Handling Failure of Multiple Nodes

The Clay code is capable of recovering from multiple
node-failures with savings in repair bandwidth. In the
case of multiple erasures, the bandwidth needed for re-
pair varies with the erasure pattern. In Fig. 17, we show
the average network traffic of Clay codes with parame-
ters (n = 14,k = 10,d) for d = 11,12,13 while repairing
f = 1,2,3, and 4 node failures. The average network
traffic for repairing f nodes is computed under the as-
sumption that all the f -node-failure patterns are equally
likely. Detailed analysis of savings in network traffic for
multiple erasures is relegated to Appendix A.

Figure 17: Average theoretical network traffic during repair of 64MB object.

6.1 Evaluation of Multiple Erasures
Network Traffic and Disk Read While the primary
benefit of the Clay code is optimal network traffic and
disk read during repair of a single node failure, it also
yields savings over RS counterpart code in the case of a
large number of multiple-node failure patterns. We eval-
uate the performance of codes C4-C6 (see Table 4) under
W1 workload injecting multiple node-failures in a setting
of 512PGs. The plots for network traffic and disk read
are shown in Fig. 18, 19.

Figure 18: Network traffic evaluation of C4-C6 against RS codes (W1 workload,
multiple-PG).

Figure 19: Disk-read evaluation of C4-C6 against RS codes (W1 workload,
multiple-PG).

7 Conclusions

Clay codes extend the theoretical construction presented
by Ye & Barg with practical considerations from a
coupled-layer perspective that leads directly to imple-
mentation. Within the class of MDS codes, Clay codes
have minimum possible repair bandwidth and disk I/O.
Within the class of MSR codes, Clay codes possess the
least possible level of sub-packetization. A natural ques-
tion to ask is if these impressive theoretical credentials of
the Clay code result in matching practical performance.
We answer this in the affirmative here by studying the
real-world performance of the Clay code in a Ceph set-
ting, with respect to network traffic for repair, disk I/O
during repair, repair time and degraded I/O performance.
Along the way, we also modified Ceph to support any
vector code, and our contribution is now a part of Ceph’s
master code-base. A particular Clay code, with storage
overhead 1.25x, is shown to reduce repair network traf-
fic, disk read and repair times by factors of 2.9, 3.4 and
3 respectively. Much of this is made possible because
Clay codes can be constructed via a simple two-step pro-
cess where one first stacks in layers, α codewords drawn
from an MDS code; in the next step, elements from dif-
ferent layers are paired and transformed to yield the Clay
code. The same construction with minor modifications is
shown to offer support for handling multiple erasures as
well. It is our belief that Clay codes are well-poised to
make the leap from theory to practice.
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Appendices
A Handling Failure of Multiple Nodes

The failure patterns that can be recovered with
bandwidth-savings are referred to as repairable failure
patterns. Non repairable failure patterns are recovered
by using the decode algorithm.

Repairable Failure Patterns (i) d < n−1: Clay codes
designed with d < n−1 can recover from e failures with
savings in repair bandwidth when e ≤ n− d, with a mi-
nor exception described in Remark 1. The helper nodes
are to be chosen in such a way that if a y-section con-
tains a failed node, then all the surviving nodes in that
y-section must act as helper nodes. If no such choice of
helper nodes is available then it is not a repairable failure
pattern. For example, consider the code with parame-
ters (n = 14,k = 10,d = 11). The nodes can be put in a
(2×7) grid, as q= d−k+1= 2 and t = n

q = 7. In Fig.20,
we assume that nodes (0,0) and (0,1) have failed, and
therefore nodes (1,0) and (1,1) along with any 9 other
nodes can be picked as helper nodes.

(0,0) (0,1) (0,6)

(1,6)

(0,2) (0,3) (0,4) (0,5)

(1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5)

Figure 20: The (2× 7) grid of 14 nodes in (14,10,11) Clay code. The nodes
(0,0) and (0,1) have failed.

(ii) d = n− 1: When the code is designed for d =
(n− 1), up to (q− 1) failures that occur within a single
y-section can be recovered with savings in repair band-
width. As the number of surviving nodes is smaller than
d in such a case, all the surviving nodes are picked as
helper nodes. See Fig. 21 for an example of a repairable
failure-pattern in the case of a (14,10,13) Clay code.

(0,0) (0,3)

(1,0)

(2,0)

(3,0)

(1,3)

(2,3)

(3,3)

(0,2)

(1,2)

(2,2)

(3,2)

(1,1)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(0,1)

Figure 21: The (4×4) grid containing 14 nodes in (14,10,13) Clay code. Note
that the cells (2,2) and (3,2) in the grid do not represent nodes. The nodes (0,0)
and (2,0) coming from 0-section have failed.

Repair Layers For the case of a single failure, we
have already observed that all the layers with IS > 0 are
picked. This remains the same for the case of multiple
failures as well.

Repair Bandwidth Savings We describe here how to
compute network traffic during the repair of a multiple-
failure pattern. Let ei be the number of erased nodes
within (y = i)-section and e = (e0, · · · ,et−1). The total

number of failures is given by f =
t−1
∑

i=0
ei. The number

of helper nodes de = d if the code is designed for d <
(n− 1), and de = n− f if it is designed for d = (n− 1).
Total number of sub-chunks βe needed from each helper
node is same as the number of layers with IS > 0. This
can be obtained by subtracting the count of layers with
IS= 0 from α . The number of helper sub-chunks per

node is βe = α −
t−1
∏
i=0

(q− ei), and network traffic for re-

pair is deβe. It can be observed that for a single node
failure, f = 1 and βe = qt−1.

Remark 1 Whenever deβe > kα , decode algorithm is a
better option and the is repair() function takes care of
these cases by returning false. For example, when there
are q failures within the same y-section, every layer will
have IS > 0 giving βe = α and hence repair is not effi-
cient for this case.

Repair Algorithm We present a repair algorithm in 1,
that is generic for single and multiple erasures. This is
invoked whenever savings in bandwidth are possible, i.e,
when is repair() returns true. In the algorithm, we refer
to those non-erased nodes that are not helper nodes as
aloof nodes.

Algorithm 1 repair

1: Input: E (erasures), I (aloof nodes).
2: repair layers = get repair layers(E ).
3: set s = 1.
4: set maxIS = max of IS(E ∪I ,z) over all z from

repair layers
5: while ( 1≤ s≤maxIS )
6: for (z ∈ repair layers and IS(E ∪I ,z) = s)
7: if (IS(E ,z)> 1) G = φ

8: else {
9: a = the erased node with hole-dot in layer z

10: G is set of all nodes in a’s y-section.}
11: E ′ = E ∪G∪I
12: Compute U sub-chunks in layer z corre-

sponding to all the nodes other than E ′

13: Invoke scalar MDS decode to recover U sub-
chunks for all nodes in E ′

14: end for
15: s = s+1
16: end while
17: Compute C chunks corresponding to all the erased

nodes, from U sub-chunks in repair layers and the
helper C sub-chunks in repair layers.
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Abstract
Delta synchronization (sync) is crucial for network-level
efficiency of cloud storage services. Practical delta sync
techniques are, however, only available for PC clients
and mobile apps, but not web browsers—the most per-
vasive and OS-independent access method. To under-
stand the obstacles of web-based delta sync, we imple-
ment a delta sync solution, WebRsync, using state-of-
the-art web techniques based on rsync, the de facto delta
sync protocol for PC clients. Our measurements show
that WebRsync severely suffers from the inefficiency of
JavaScript execution inside web browsers, thus leading
to frequent stagnation and even hanging. Given that the
computation burden on the web browser mainly stems
from data chunk search and comparison, we reverse the
traditional delta sync approach by lifting all chunk search
and comparison operations from the client side to the
server side. Inevitably, this brings considerable computa-
tion overhead to the servers. Hence, we further leverage
locality-aware chunk matching and lightweight check-
sum algorithms to reduce the overhead. The resulting so-
lution, WebR2sync+, outpaces WebRsync by an order of
magnitude, and is able to simultaneously support 6800–
8500 web clients’ delta sync using a standard VM server
instance based on a Dropbox-like system architecture.

1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed considerable popularity of
cloud storage services, such as Dropbox, SugarSync,
Google Drive, iCloud Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive.
They have not only provided a convenient and perva-
sive data store for billions of Internet users, but also be-
come a critical component of other online applications.
Their popularity brings a large volume of network traf-
fic overhead to both the client and cloud sides [28, 37].
Thus, a lot of efforts have been made to improve their
network-level efficiency, such as batched sync, deferred
sync, delta sync, compression and deduplication [24, 25,
27, 37, 38, 46]. Among these efforts, delta sync is of par-
ticular importance for its fine granularity (i.e., the client
only sends the changed content of a file to the cloud, in-
stead of the entire file), thus achieving significant traffic

∗Corresponding author. Email: lizhenhua1983@gmail.com

savings in the presence of users’ file edits [29, 39, 40].
Unfortunately, today delta sync is only available for

PC clients and mobile apps, but not for the web—the
most pervasive and OS-independent access method [37].
After a file f is edited into a new version f ′ by users,
Dropbox’s PC client will apply delta sync to automati-
cally upload only the altered bits to the cloud; in contrast,
Dropbox’s web interface requires users to manually up-
load the entire content of f ′ to the cloud.1 This gap sig-
nificantly affects web-based user experiences in terms of
both sync speed and traffic cost.

Web is a fairly popular access method for cloud stor-
age services: all the major cloud storage services sup-
port web-based access, while only providing PC clients
and mobile apps for a limited set of OS distributions and
devices. One reason is that many users do not want to in-
stall PC clients or mobile apps on their devices to avoid
the extra storage and CPU/memory overhead; in com-
parison, almost every device has web browsers. Spe-
cially, for the emerging cloud-oriented systems and de-
vices (e.g., Chrome OS and Chromebook) web browsers
are perhaps the only option to access cloud storage.

To understand the fundamental obstacles of web-
based delta sync, we implement a delta sync solution,
WebRsync, using state-of-the-art web techniques includ-
ing JavaScript, WebSocket, and HTML5 File APIs [14,
18]. WebRsync implements the algorithm of rsync [15],
the de facto delta sync protocol for PC clients, and works
with all modern web browsers that support HTML5. To
optimize the execution of JavaScript, we use asm.js [4] to
first implement the client side of WebRsync in efficient
C code and then compile it to JavaScript. To unravel the
performance of WebRsync from the users’ perspective,
we further develop StagMeter, an automated tool for ac-
curately quantifying the stagnation of web browsers, i.e.,
the browser’s not responding to user actions (e.g., mouse
clicks) in time, when applying WebRsync.

Our experiments show that WebRsync is severely af-

1In this paper, we focus on pervasive file editing made by any
applications that synchronize files to the cloud storage through web
browsers, rather than specific web-based file editors such as Google
Docs, Microsoft Word Online, Overleaf, and GitHub online editor.
Technically, our measurements show that the latter usually leverages
specific data structures (rather than delta sync) to avoid full-content
transfer and save the network traffic incurred by file editing.
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fected by the low execution efficiency of JavaScript in-
side web browsers. Even under simple (or says one-
shot) file editing workloads, WebRsync is slower than PC
client-based delta sync by 16–35 times, and most time
is spent at the client side for performing computation-
intensive chunk search and comparison operations.2

This causes web browsers to frequently stagnate and
even hang (i.e., the browser never reacts to user actions).
Also, we find that the drawback of WebRsync cannot be
fundamentally addressed through native extension, par-
allelism, or client-side optimization (§4).

Driven by above observations, our first effort to-
wards practical web-based delta sync is to “reverse” the
WebRsync process by handing all chunk search and com-
parison operations over to the server side. This effort also
enables us to re-implement these computation-intensive
operations in efficient C code. The resulting solution
is named WebR2sync (Web-based Reverse rsync). It
significantly cuts the computation burden on the web
client, but brings considerable computation overhead to
the server side. To this end, we make two-fold additional
efforts to optimize the server-side computation overhead.
First, we exploit the locality of users’ file edits which
can help bypass most (up to ∼90%) chunk search op-
erations in real usage scenarios. Second, by leverag-
ing lightweight checksum algorithms, SipHash [20] and
Spooky [17] instead of MD5, we can reduce the com-
plexity of chunk comparison by ∼5 times. The final so-
lution is referred to as WebR2sync+, and we make the
source code of all our developed solutions publicly avail-
able at https://WebDeltaSync.github.io.

We evaluate the performance of WebR2sync+ using
a deployed benchmark system based on a Dropbox-like
system architecture. We show that WebR2sync+ out-
paces WebRsync by an order of magnitude, approaching
the performance of PC client-based rsync. Moreover,
WebR2sync+ is able to simultaneously support 6800–
8500 web clients’ delta sync using a standard VM server
instance under regular workloads 3. Even under intensive
workloads, a standard VM instance with WebR2sync+
deployed can simultaneously support 740 web clients.

2 Delta Sync Support in State-of-the-Art
Cloud Storage Services

In this section, we present our qualitative study of delta
sync support in state-of-the-art cloud storage services.
The target services are selected for either their popularity
( Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, iCloud
Drive, and Box.com), or representativeness in terms of

2In contrast, when a user downloads a file from the cloud with a
web browser, the client-side computation burden of delta sync is fairly
low and thus would not cause the web browser to stagnate or hang.

3Detailed description of simple, regular, and intensive workloads
we use in this work is presented in §6.2.

Service PC Client Mobile App Web Browser
Dropbox Yes No No
Google Drive No No No
OneDrive No No No
iCloud Drive Yes No No
Box.com No No No
SugarSync Yes No No
Seafile [16] Yes No No
QuickSync [25] Yes Yes No
DeltaCFS [51] Yes Yes No

Table 1: Delta sync support in 9 cloud storage services.

techniques used (SugarSync, Seafile, QuickSync, and
DeltaCFS). For each service, we examined its delta sync
support with different access methods, using its latest-
version (as of April 2017) Windows PC client, Android
app, and Chrome web browser. The only exception oc-
curred to iCloud Drive for which we used its latest-
version MacOS client, iOS app, and Safari web browser.

To examine a specific service with a specific access
method, we first uploaded a 1-MB 4 highly-compressed
new file ( f ) to the cloud (so the resulting network traffic
would be slightly larger than 1 MB). Next, on the user
side, we appended a single byte to f to generate an up-
dated file f ′. Afterwards, we synchronized f ′ from the
user to the cloud with the specific access method, and
meanwhile recorded the network traffic consumption. In
this way, we can reveal if delta sync is applied by measur-
ing the traffic consumption—if the traffic consumption
was larger than 1 MB, the service did not adopt delta
sync; otherwise (i.e., the traffic consumption was just
tens of KBs), the service had implemented delta sync.

Based on the examination results listed in Table 1, we
have the following observations. First, delta sync has
been widely adopted in the majority of PC clients of
cloud storage services. On the other hand, it has never
been used by the mobile apps of any popular cloud stor-
age services, though two academic services [25,51] have
implemented delta sync in their mobile apps and proved
the efficacy. In fact, as the battery capacity and en-
ergy efficiency of mobile apps grow constantly, we ex-
pect delta sync to be widely adopted by mobile apps in
the near future [36]. Finally, none of the studied cloud
storage services supports web-based delta sync, despite
web browsers constituting the most pervasive and OS-
independent method for accessing Internet services.

3 WebRsync: The First Endeavor
WebRsync is the first workable implementation of web-
based delta sync for cloud storage services. It is imple-
mented in JavaScript based on HTML5 File APIs [18]
and WebSocket. It follows the algorithm of rsync and
thus keeps the same behavior as PC client-based ap-

4We also experiment with files much larger than 1 MB in size, i.e.,
10 MB and 100 MB, and got the same results.
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Figure 1: Design flow chart of WebRsync.

proaches. Although it is not a practically acceptable so-
lution, it points out the challenges and opportunities of
supporting delta sync under current web frameworks.

3.1 Design and Implementation
We design WebRsync by adapting the working proce-
dure of rsync to the web browser scenario. As demon-
strated in Figure 1, in WebRsync when a user edits a
file from f to f ′, the client instantly sends a request to
the server for the file synchronization. On receiving the
request, the server first executes fixed-size chunk seg-
mentation and fingerprinting operations on f (which is
available on the cloud side), and then returns a checksum
list of f to the client. Except for the last chunk, each
data chunk is typically 8 KB in size. Thus when f is 1
MB in size, its checksum list contains 128 weak 32-bit
checksums as well as 128 strong 128-bit MD5 check-
sums [15]. After that, based on the checksum list of f ,
the client first performs chunk search and comparison
operations on f ′, and then generates both the matching
tokens and literal bytes. Note that search and comparison
operations are both conducted in a byte-by-byte manner
on rolling checksums; in comparison, segmentation and
fingerprinting operations are both conducted in a chunk-
by-chunk manner so they incur much lower computation
overhead. The matching tokens indicate the overlap be-
tween f and f ′, while the literal bytes represent the novel
parts in f ′ relative to f . Both of them are sent to the
server for constructing f ′. Finally, the server returns an
acknowledgment to the client to conclude the process.

We implement the client side of WebRsync based on
the HTML5 File APIs [18] and the WebSocket protocol,
using 1500 lines of JavaScript code. Following the com-
mon practice to optimize the performance of JavaScript
execution, we adopt the asm.js language [4] to first write
the client side of WebRsync in C code and then compile it
to JavaScript. The server side of WebRsync is developed
based on the node.js framework, with 500 lines of node.js
code and 600 lines of C code; its architecture follows
the server architecture of Dropbox (as an example of the
state-of-the-art industrial cloud storage services). Sim-
ilar to Dropbox, the web service of WebRsync runs on

a VM server rent from Aliyun ECS [2], and the file con-
tent is hosted on object storage rent from Aliyun OSS [3].
More details on the server, client and network configura-
tions are described in §6.1 and Figure 14.

3.2 Performance Benchmarking
We first compare the performance of WebRsync and
rsync. We perform random append, insert, and cut 5

operations of different edit sizes (ranging from 1 B, 10
B, 100 B, 1 KB, 10 KB, to 100 KB) upon real-world files
collected from real-world cloud storage services. The
dataset is collected in our previous work and is publicly
released [37], where the average file size is nearly 1 MB.
One file is edited for only once, and it is then synchro-
nized from the client side to the server side. For an insert
or cut operation, when its edit size reaches or exceeds 1
KB, it is first dispersed into a certain number of (typically
1–20) continuous sub-edits 6 to simulate the practical sit-
uation of a user edit, and then synchronized to the server.
For each of the three different types of edit operations,
we first measure its average sync time corresponding to
each edit size, and then decompose the average sync time
into three stages: server, network, and client. Moreover,
we measure its average CPU utilization on the client side
corresponding to each edit size.

As shown in Figure 2, for each type of file edit oper-
ations the sync time of WebRsync is significantly longer
than that of rsync (by 16–35 times). In other words,
WebRsync is much slower than rsync on handling the
same file edit. Among the three types of file edits, we
notice that syncing a cut operation with WebRsync is al-
ways faster than syncing an append/insert operation (for
the same edit size), especially when the edit size is rela-
tively large (10 KB or 100 KB). This is because a cut op-
eration reduces the length of a file while an append/insert
operation increases the length of a file.

Furthermore, we decompose the sync time of rsync
and WebRsync into three stages: at the client side, across
the network, and at the server side, as depicted in Fig-
ures 3a and 3b. For each type of file edits, around 40% of
rsync’s sync time is spent at the client side and around
35% is spent at the network side; in comparison, the
vast majority (60%–92%) of WebRsync’s sync time is
spent at the client side, while less than 5% is spent at the
network side. This indicates that the sync bottleneck of
WebRsync is due to the inefficiency of the web browser’s
executing JavaScript code. Additionally, Figure 3c illus-
trates that the CPU utilization of each type of file edits in
WebRsync is as nearly twice as that of rsync, because
JavaScript programs consume more CPU resources.

5Here “cut” means to remove some bytes from a file.
6A continuous sub-edit means that the sub-edit operation happens

to continuous bytes in the file. More details are explained in § 5.2,
especially in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Figure 2: Average sync time using WebRsync for various sizes of file edits (including append, insert, and cut) under a
simple workload. The error bars show the minimum and maximum values at each point.
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Figure 3: Breakdown of the sync time of (a) rsync and (b) WebRsync for append operations, as well as the corre-
sponding average client-side CPU utilizations. The situations for insert and cut operations are similar.

3.3 Measuring Stagnation with StagMeter
As discussed in §3.2, WebRsync not only leads to more
sync time, but also costs more computation resources at
the client side. The heavy CPU consumption causes web
browsers to frequently stagnate and even hang. To quan-
titatively understand the stagnation of web browser per-
ceived by users, we develop the StagMeter tool to mea-
sure the stagnation time by automatically integrating a
piece of JavaScript code into the web browser 7. Stag-
Meter periodically 8 prints the current timestamp on the
concerned web page (e.g., the web page that executes
delta sync). If the current timestamp (say t) is success-
fully printed at the moment, there is no stagnation; oth-
erwise, there is a stagnation and then the printing of the
current timestamp will be postponed to t ′ > t. Therefore,
the corresponding stagnation time is calculated as t ′− t.

Using StagMeter, we measure and visualize the stag-
nations of WebRsync (on handling the three types of file
edits) in Figure 4. Note that StagMeter only attempts
to print 10 timestamps for the first second. Therefore,
spaces between consecutive timestamps represent stag-
nation, and larger spaces imply longer stagnations. As
indicated in all the three subfigures, stagnations are di-
rectly associated with high CPU utilizations.

7We can also directly use the native profiling tool of the Chrome
browser to visualize the stagnation, whose results we found more com-
plicated to interpret than those of StagMeter.

8By default we set the period as 100 ms, so as to simulate the mini-
mum intervals of common web users’ operations.

4 Native Extension, Parallelism, and
Client-side Optimization of WebRsync

This section investigates three approaches to partially ad-
dressing the drawback of WebRsync. For each approach,
we first describe its working principle, and then evaluate
its performance using different types of file edits.

WebRsync-native. Given that the sync speed of
WebRsync is much lower than that of the PC client-based
delta sync solution (rsync), our first approach to opti-
mizing WebRsync is to leverage the native client [13] for
web browsers. Native client is a sandbox for efficiently
and securely executing compiled C/C++ code in a web
browser, and has been supported by all mainstream web
browsers. In our implementation, we use the Chrome
native client to accelerate the execution of WebRsync on
the Chrome browser. We first use HTML5 and JavaScript
to compose the webpage interface, through which a user
can select a local file to synchronize (to the cloud). Then,
the path of the selected local file is sent to our devel-
oped native client (written in C++). Afterwards, the na-
tive client reads the file content and synchronizes it to the
cloud in a similar way as rsync. When the sync process
finishes, the native client returns an acknowledgement
message to the webpage interface, which then shows the
user the success of the delta sync operation.

Figure 5 depicts the performance of WebRsync-native,
in comparison to the performance of original WebRsync.
Obviously, WebRsync-native significantly reduces the
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Figure 4: Stagnation captured by StagMeter for different edit operations and the associated CPU utilizations. The
stagnation time is illustrated by the discontinuation of the timestamp on the sync process time.
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Figure 5: Average sync time using WebRsync-native for various sizes of file edits under a simple workload.

sync time of WebRsync, in fact close to the sync time
of rsync. Accordingly, the CPU utilization is de-
creased and the stagnation of the Chrome browser is fully
avoided. Nevertheless, using native client requires the
user to download and install extra plug-in components
for the web browser, which essentially impairs the us-
ability and pervasiveness of WebRsync-native.

WebRsync-parallel. Our second approach is to use
HTML5 web workers [10] for parallelism or threading.
Generally speaking, when executing JavaScript code in
a webpage, the webpage becomes unresponsive until
the execution is finished—this is why WebRsync would
lead to frequent stagnation and even hanging of the web
browser. To address this problem, a web worker is a
JavaScript program that runs in the background, inde-
pendently of other JavaScript programs in the same web-
page. When we apply it to WebRsync, the original single
JavaScript program is divided to multiple JavaScript pro-
grams that work in parallel. Although this approach can
hardly reduce the total sync time (as indicated in Fig-
ure 6) or the CPU utilizations (as shown in Figure 7, the
upper part), it can fully avoid stagnation for the Chrome
browser (as shown in Figure 7, the lower part).

WebRsync+. Later in §5.2 we describe in detail how we
exploit users’ file-edit locality and lightweight hash algo-
rithms to reduce server-side computation overhead. As a
matter of fact, the two-fold optimizations can also be ap-

plied to the client side. Thereby, we implement the two
optimization mechanisms at the client side of WebRsync
by translating them from C++ to JavaScript, and the re-
sulting solution is referred to as WebRsync+. As illus-
trated in Figure 8, WebRsync+ stays between WebRsync
and WebR2sync+ in terms of sync time, which is ba-
sically within our expectation. Further, we decompose
the sync time of WebRsync+ into three stages: at the
client side, across the network, and at the server side,
as depicted in Figure 9. Comparing Figure 9 with Fig-
ure 3b (breakdown of the sync time of WebRsync into
three stages), we find that the client-side time cost of
WebRsync+ is remarkably reduced thanks to the two op-
timization mechanisms. However, WebRsync+ cannot
fully avoid stagnation for web browsers; instead, it can
only alleviate the stagnation compared to WebRsync.

Summary. With the above three-fold efforts, we con-
clude that the drawback of WebRsync cannot be funda-
mentally addressed via solely client-side optimizations.
That is to say, we need more comprehensive solutions
where the server side is also involved.

5 WebR2sync+: Web-based Delta Sync
Made Practical

This section presents WebR2sync+, the practical so-
lution for web-based delta sync. The practicality of
WebR2sync+ is attributed to multi-fold endeavors at both
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Figure 6: Average sync time using WebRsync-parallel for various sizes of file edits under a simple workload.
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Figure 7: Although WebRsync-parallel is unable to reduce the CPU utilizations (relative to WebRsync), it can fully
avoid stagnation for the Chrome web browser by utilizing HTML5 web workers.
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Figure 8: Average sync time using WebRsync+ for various sizes of file edits under a simple workload.
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Figure 9: Breakdown of the sync time of WebRsync+ (shown in Figure 8) for different types of edit operations.

client and server sides. We first present the basic so-
lution, WebR2sync, which improves WebRsync (§5.1),
and then describe the server-side optimizations for miti-
gating the computation overhead (§5.2). The final solu-
tion that combines both WebR2sync with the server-side
optimizations is referred to as WebR2sync+ in §5.3.

5.1 WebR2sync
As depicted in Figure 10, to address the overload is-
sue, WebR2sync reverses the process of WebRsync (c.f.,
Figure 1) by moving the computation intensive search
and comparison operations to the server side; mean-
while, it shifts the lightweight segmentation and finger-
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Figure 10: Design flow chart of WebR2sync.

printing operations to the client side. Compared with
the workflow of conventional web-based delta sync, in
WebRsync, the checksum list of f ′ is generated by the
client and the matching tokens are generated by the
server, while the literal bytes are still generated by the
client. Note that this allows us to implement the search
and comparison operations in C rather than in JavaScript
at the server side. Therefore, WebR2sync can not only
avoid stagnation for the web client, but also effectively
shorten the duration of the whole delta sync process.

5.2 Server-side Optimizations
While WebR2sync significantly cuts the computation
burden on the web client, it brings considerable com-
putation overhead to the server side. To this end, we
make two-fold additional efforts to optimize the server-
side computation overhead.

Exploiting the locality of file edits in chunk search.
When the server receives a checksum list from the client,
WebR2sync uses a 3-level chunk searching scheme to
figure out matched chunks between f and f ′, as shown
in Figure 11 (which follows the 3-level chunk searching
scheme of rsync [15]). Specifically, in the checksum list
of f ′ there is a 32-bit weak rolling checksum (calculated
by the Adler32 algorithm [26]) and a 128-bit strong MD5
checksum for each data chunk in f ′. When this check-
sum list is sent to the server, the server leverages an ad-
ditional (rolling checksum) hash table whose every entry
is a 16-bit hash code of the 32-bit rolling checksum [15].
The checksum list is then sorted according to the 16-bit
hash code of the 32-bit rolling checksums. Note that a
16-bit hash code can point to multiple rolling and MD5
checksums. Thereby, to find each matched chunk be-
tween f and f ′, the 3-level chunk searching scheme al-
ways goes from the 16-bit hash code to the 32-bit rolling
checksum and further to the 128-bit MD5 checksum.

The 3-level chunk searching scheme can effectively
minimize the computation overhead for general file-edit
patterns, particularly random edits to a file. However,
it has been observed that real-world file edits typically
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Figure 11: The three-level chunk searching scheme used
by rsync and WebR2sync.
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Figure 12: An example of continuous sub-edits due to
the locality of file edits: (a) the relationship between a
file edit and its constituent continuous sub-edits; (b) the
worst-case scenario in terms of locality.

follow a local pattern rather than a general (random) pat-
tern, which has been exploited to accelerate file compres-
sion and deduplication [41,47–49]. To exemplify this ob-
servation in a quantitative manner, we analyze two real-
world fine-grained file editing traces with respect to Mi-
crosoft Word and Tencent WeChat collected by Zhang et
al. [51]. The traces are fine-grained since they leveraged
a loopback user-space file system (Dokan [7] for Win-
dows) to record not only the detailed information (e.g.,
edit type, edit offset, and edit length) of users’ file oper-
ations but also the content of the updated data. In each
trace, a user made several continuous sub-edits to a file
and then did a save operation, and this behavior repeated
for many times. Here a continuous sub-edit means that
the sub-edit operation happens to continuous bytes in the
file, as demonstrated in Figure 12. Our analysis results,
in Figure 13, show that in nearly a half (46%) of cases
a user saved 1–5 continuous sub-edits, thus indicating
fine locality. Besides, in over one third (35%) of cases
a user saved 6–10 continuous sub-edits, which still im-
plies sound locality. On the other hand, in only a minor-
ity (5%) of cases a user saved more than 16 continuous
sub-edits, which means undesirable locality.

The locality of real-world file edits offers us an oppor-
tunity to bypass a considerable portion of (unnecessary)
chunk search operations. In essence, given that edits to a
file are typically local, when we find that the i-th chunk
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of f ′ matches the j-th chunk of f , the (i+ 1)-th chunk
of f ′ is highly likely to match the ( j + 1)-th chunk of
f . Therefore, we “simplify” the 3-level chunk searching
scheme by directly comparing the MD5 checksums of
the (i+ 1)-th chunk of f ′ and the ( j+ 1)-th chunk of f .
If the two chunks are identical, we simply move forward
to the next chunk; otherwise, we return to the regular 3-
level chunk searching scheme.

Replacing MD5 with SipHash in chunk comparison.
By exploiting the locality of users’ file edits as above, we
manage to bypass most chunk search operations. After
that, we notice that the majority of server-side compu-
tation overhead is attributed to the calculations of MD5
checksums. Thus, we wonder whether the usage of MD5
is necessary in chunk comparison. MD5 was initially de-
signed as a cryptographic hash function for generating
secure and low-collision hash codes [43], which makes
it computationally expensive. In our scenario, it is not
necessary to use such an expensive hash function, be-
cause our purpose is just to obtain a low collision prob-
ability. In fact, we can employ the HTTPS protocol for
data exchange between the web client and server to en-
sure the security. Driven by this insight, we decide to re-
place MD5 with a lightweight pseudorandom hash func-
tion [22] in order to reduce the computational overhead.

Quite a few pseudorandom hash functions can satisfy
our goal, such as Spooky [17], FNV [9], CityHash [5],
SipHash [20], and Murmur3 [12]. Among them, some
are very lightweight but vulnerable to collisions. For ex-
ample, the computation overhead of MD5 is around 5
to 6 cycles per byte [8] while the computation overhead
of CityHash is merely 0.23 cycle per byte [19], but the
collision probability of CityHash is quite high. On the
other hand, some pseudorandom hash functions have ex-
tremely low collision probability but are a bit slow. As
listed in Table 2, SipHash seems to be a sweet spot — its
computation overhead is about 1.13 cycles per byte and
its collision probability is acceptably low. By replacing
MD5 with SipHash in our web-based delta sync solu-
tion, we manage to reduce the computation complexity
of chunk comparison by nearly 5 times.

Hash Function Collision Probability Cycles Per Byte
MD5 Low (< 10−6) 5.58
Murmur3 High (≈ 1.05×10−4) 0.33
CityHash High (≈ 1.03×10−4) 0.23
FNV High (≈ 1.09×10−4) 1.75
Spooky High (≈ 9.92×10−5) 0.14
SipHash Low (< 10−6) 1.13

Table 2: A comparison of candidate pseudorandom hash
functions in terms of collision probability (on 64-bit hash
values) and computation overhead (cycles per byte).

Although the collision probability of SipHash is ac-
ceptably low, it is slightly higher than that of MD5. Thus,
as a fail-safe mechanism, we make a lightweight full-
content hash checking (using the Spooky algorithm) in
the end of a file synchronization, so as to deal with pos-
sible collisions in SipHash chunk fingerprinting. We se-
lect the Spooky algorithm because it works the fastest
among all the candidate pseudorandom hash algorithms
(as listed in Table 2). If the full-content hash checking
fails for the synchronization of a file (with an extremely
low probability), we will roll back and re-sync the file
with the original MD5 chunk fingerprinting.

5.3 WebR2sync+: The Final Product
The integration of WebR2sync and the server-side op-
timization produces WebR2sync+. The client side of
WebR2sync+ is implemented based on the HTML5 File
APIs, the WebSocket protocol, an open-source imple-
mentation of SipHash-2-4 [1], and an open-source im-
plementation of SpookyHash [11]. In total, it is writ-
ten in 1700 lines of JavaScript code. The server side of
WebR2sync+ is developed based on the node.js frame-
work and a series of C processing modules. The former
(written in 500 lines of node.js code) handles the user
requests, and the latter (written in 1000 lines of C code)
embodies the reverse delta sync process together with the
server-side optimizations.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of WebR2sync+,
in comparison to WebRsync, WebR2sync and (PC client-
based) rsync under a variety of workloads.

6.1 Experiment Setup
To evaluate different sync approaches, we set up a
Dropbox-like system architecture by running the web
service on a standard VM server instance (with a quad-
core Intel Xeon CPU @2.5GHz and 16-GB memory)
rent from Aliyun ECS, and all file content is hosted
on object storage rent from Aliyun OSS. The ECS VM
server and OSS storage are located at the same data cen-
ter so there is no bottleneck between them. The client
side of WebR2sync+ was executed in the Google Chrome
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browser (Windows version 56.0) running on a laptop
with a quad-core Intel Core-i5 CPU @2.8GHz, 16-GB
memory, and an SSD disk. The server side and client
side lie in different cities (i.e., Shanghai and Beijing) and
different ISPs (i.e., China Unicom and CERNET), as de-
picted in Figure 14. The network RTT is ∼30 ms and
the network bandwidth is ∼100 Mbps. Therefore, the
network bottleneck is kept minimal in our experiments
so that the major system bottleneck lies at the server
and/or client sides. If the network condition becomes
much worse, the major system bottleneck might shift to
the network connection.

6.2 Workloads
To evaluate the performance of WebR2sync+ under vari-
ous practical usage scenarios, as compared to WebRsync,
WebR2sync, and rsync, we generate simple (i.e., one-
shot), regular (i.e., periodical), and intensive workloads.
To generate simple workloads, we make random append,
insert, and cut operations of different edit sizes against
real-world files collected from real-world cloud storage
services. The collected dataset is described in §3.2. One
file is edited for only once (the so-called “one-shot”), and
it is then synchronized from the client side to the server
side. For an insert or cut operation, when its edit size ≥
1 KB, it is first dispersed into 1–20 continuous sub-edits
and then synchronized to the server.

Regular and intensive workloads are mainly employed
to evaluate the service throughput of each solution. To
generate regular workloads, we still make a certain type
of edit to a typical file but the edit operation is executed
every 10 seconds. To generate a practical intensive work-
load, we use a benchmark of over 8755 pairs of source
files taken from two successive releases (versions 4.5 and
4.6) of the Linux kernel source trees. The average size
of the source files is 23 KB and the file-edit locality is
generally stronger than that in Figure 13 (as shown in
Figure 15). Specifically, we first upload all the files of
the old version to the server side in an FTP-like man-
ner. Then, we synchronize all the files of the new version
one by one to the server side using the target approaches
(including rsync, WebRsync, WebR2sync, WebR2sync
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Figure 15: File-edit locality in the source files of two
successive Linux kernel releases (versions 4.5 and 4.6).

with SipHash, and WebR2sync+). There is no time inter-
val between two sequential file synchronizations.

6.3 Results
This part presents our experiment results in four aspects:
1) sync efficiency which measures how quick a file oper-
ation is synchronized to the cloud; 2) computation over-
head which explains the difference in sync efficiency of
the studied solutions; 3) sync traffic which quantifies how
much network traffic is saved by each solution; and 4)
service throughput which shows the scalability of each
solution using standard VM server instances.

Sync efficiency. We measure the efficiency of
WebR2sync+ in terms of the time for completing the
sync. Figure 16 shows the time for syncing against dif-
ferent types of file operations. We can see that the sync
time of WebR2sync+ is substantially shorter than that of
WebR2sync (by 2 to 3 times) and WebRsync (by 15 to
20 times) for every different type of operations. Note
that Figure 16 is plotted with a log scale. In other words,
WebR2sync+ outpaces WebRsync by around an order
of magnitude, approaching the speed of PC client-based
rsync. Furthermore, we observe that the sync time of
WebR2sync with SipHash always lies between those of
WebR2sync and WebR2sync+. This confirms that nei-
ther of our server-side optimizations (SipHash and local-
ity exploiting, refer to §5.2) is indispensable.

Similar as Figure 3b, we further break down the sync
time of WebR2sync+ into three stages as shown in Fig-
ure 17. Comparing Figure 17 and Figure 3b, we notice
that the majority of sync time is attributed to the client
side for WebRsync, while it is attributed to the server
side for WebR2sync+. This indicates that the computa-
tion overhead of the web browsers in WebRsync is sub-
stantially reduced in WebR2sync+, which also saves web
browsers from stagnation and hanging.

Computation overhead. Moreover, we record the
client-side and server-side CPU utilizations in Fig-
ure 18 and Figure 19, respectively. On the client side,
WebRsync consumes the most CPU resources while
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Figure 16: Average sync time of different delta sync approaches for various sizes of file edits under a simple workload.
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Figure 17: Breakdown of the sync time of WebR2sync+ (shown in Figure 16) for different types of edit operations.
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Figure 18: Average client-side CPU utilization of different delta sync approaches under a simple workload.
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Figure 19: Average server-side CPU utilization of different delta sync approaches under a simple workload.

WebR2sync+ consumes the least. PC client-based rsync
consumes nearly a half CPU resources as compared
to WebRsync, and the CPU utilization of WebR2sync
lies between rsync and WebR2sync+. Owing to the
moderate (< 30%) CPU utilizations, both the clients of
WebR2sync and WebR2sync+ do not exhibit stagnation.

On the server side, WebR2sync consumes the most
CPU resources because the most computation-intensive
chunk search and comparison operations are shifted from

the client to the server. On the contrary, WebR2sync+
consumes the least CPU resources, which validates the
efficacy of our two-fold server-side optimizations.

Sync traffic. Figure 20 illustrates the sync traffic con-
sumed by the different approaches. We can see that for
any type of edits, the sync traffic (between 1 KB and
120 KB) is significantly less than the average file size
(∼1 MB), confirming the power of delta sync in improv-
ing network-level efficiency of cloud storage services.
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Figure 20: Sync traffic of different sync approaches for various sizes of file edits under a simple workload.
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Figure 21: Number of concurrent clients supported by a single VM server instance (as a measure of service throughput)
under regular workloads (periodically syncing various sizes of file edits).
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Figure 22: Number of concurrent users supported by
a single VM server instance under intensive workloads
(syncing two versions of Linux source trees).

For the same edit size the sync traffic of an append op-
eration is usually less than that of an insert operation,
because the former would bring more matching tokens
while fewer literal bytes (refer to Figure 1). Besides,
when the edit size is relatively large (10 KB or 100 KB),
a cut operation consumes much less sync traffic than an
append/insert operation, because a cut operation brings
only matching tokens but not literal bytes.

Service throughput. Finally, we measure the service
throughput of WebR2sync+ in terms of the number of
concurrent clients it can support. In general, as the num-
ber of concurrent clients increases, the main burden im-
posed on the server comes from the high CPU utilizations
in all cores. When the CPU utilizations on all cores ap-
proach 100%, we record the number of concurrent clients

at that time as the service throughput. As shown in Fig-
ure 21, WebR2sync+ can simultaneously support 6800–
8500 web clients’ delta sync using a standard VM server
instance under regular workloads. This throughput is as
3–4 times as that of WebR2sync/rsync and as∼15 times
as that of NoWebRsync. NoWebRsync means that no
web-based delta sync is used for synchronizing file edits,
i.e., directly uploading the entire content of the edited
file to the cloud. Also, we measure the service through-
put of each solution under intensive workloads (which
are mixed by the three types of edits, refer to §6.2). The
results in Figure 22 indicate that even under the inten-
sive workloads, WebR2sync+ can simultaneously sup-
port 740 web clients’ delta sync using a single VM server
instance.

7 Related Work
Delta sync, also known as delta encoding or delta com-
pression, is a way of storing or transmitting data in the
form of differences (deltas) between different versions
of a file, rather than the complete content of the file [6].
It is particularly useful for network applications where
file modifications or incremental data updates frequently
happen, e.g., storing multiple versions of a file, distribut-
ing consecutive user edits to a file, and transmitting video
sequences [33]. In the past 4 decades, a variety of delta
sync algorithms or solutions have been put forward, such
as UNIX diff [32], Vcdiff [34], WebExpress [31], Op-
timistic Deltas [21], rsync [15], and content defined
chunking (CDC) [35].
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Due to its efficiency and flexibility, rsync has become
the de facto delta sync protocol widely used in practice.
It was originally proposed by Tridgell and Mackerras in
1996, as an algorithm for efficient remote update of data
over a high-latency, low-bandwidth network link [45].
Then in 1999, Tridgell thoroughly discussed its design,
implementation, and performance in [44]. Being a stan-
dard Linux utility included in all popular Linux distribu-
tions, rsync has also been ported to Windows, FreeBSD,
NetBSD, OpenBSD, and MacOS [15].

According to a real-world usage dataset [37], the
majority (84%) of files are modified by the users for
at least once, thus confirming the importance of delta
sync on network-level efficiency of cloud storage ser-
vices. Among all mainstream cloud storage services,
Dropbox was the first to adopt delta sync (more specif-
ically, rsync) in around 2009 in its PC client-based file
sync process [39]. Then, SugarSync, iCloud Drive, and
Seafile followed the design choice of Dropbox by utiliz-
ing delta sync (rsync or CDC) to reduce their PC clients’
and cloud servers’ sync traffic. After that, two academic
cloud storage systems, namely QuickSync [25] and
DeltaCFS [51], further implemented delta sync (rsync
and CDC, respectively) for mobile apps.

Drago et al. studied the system architecture of Drop-
box and conducted large-scale measurements based on
ISP-level traces of Dropbox network traffic [28]. They
observed that the Dropbox traffic was as much as one
third of the YouTube traffic, which strengthens the ne-
cessity of Dropbox’s adopting delta sync. Li et al. in-
vestigated in detail the delta sync process of Dropbox
through various types of controlled benchmark experi-
ments, and found it suffers from both traffic and com-
putation overuse problems in the presence of frequent,
short data updates [39]. To this end, they designed an
efficient batched synchronization algorithm called UDS
(update-batched delayed sync) to reduce the traffic us-
age, and further extended UDS with a backwards com-
patible Linux kernel modification to reduce the CPU us-
age (recall that delta sync is computation intensive).

Despite the wide adoption of delta sync (particularly
rsync) in cloud storage services, practical delta sync
techniques are currently only available for PC clients
and mobile apps rather than web browsers. To this end,
we introduced the general idea of web-based delta sync
with basic motivation, preliminary design, and early-
stage performance evaluation using limited workloads
and metrics [50]. In this paper, our work is conducted
based on [50] while goes beyond it in terms of tech-
niques, evaluations, and presentations.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a series of efforts towards a practical
solution of web-based delta sync for cloud storage ser-

vices. We first leverage the state-of-the-art techniques
(including rsync, JavaScript, HTML5 File APIs, and
WebSocket) to develop an intuitive web-based delta sync
solution named WebRsync. Despite not being practically
acceptable in terms of performance, WebRsync effec-
tively helps us understand the obstacles to support web-
based delta sync. Particularly, we observe that the ineffi-
ciency of JavaScript execution significantly stagnates the
sync process of WebRsync. Thereby, we propose and im-
plement WebR2sync+, a practical web-based delta sync
solution by moving expensive chunk search and compar-
ison operations from the client side to the server side. It
combines with optimizations at the server side that ex-
ploit the locality of users’ file edits and uses lightweight
pseudorandom hash functions to replace the traditional
expensive cryptographic hash function. WebR2sync+
outpaces WebRsync by an order of magnitude, and is
able to simultaneously support around 6800–8500 web
clients’ delta sync using a standard VM server instance
under a Dropbox-like system architecture.

We are investigating the following aspects as the fu-
ture work. First, we are looking for a seamless way
to integrate the server-side design of WebR2sync+ with
the back-end of commercial cloud storage vendors (like
Dropbox and iCloud Drive). Specifically, WebR2sync+
needs to cooperate with data deduplication, compres-
sion, bundling, etc. [23, 27]. Moreover, we would like
to explore the benefits of using more fine-grained and
complex delta sync protocols, such as CDC and its vari-
ants [30, 42, 49]. In addition, we envision to expand the
usage of WebR2sync+ for a broader range of web service
scenarios, not limited to web browsers and cloud storage
services. For example, when a user wants to use a web-
based app to upload a file f ′ to a common web server
(such as Apache, Nginx, or IIS) which has already stored
an old version of the file ( f ), web-based delta sync has
the great potential to reduce network traffic and operation
time. In this case, the major challenge lies in the require-
ment of modifying the web server implementation; min-
imizing the modification efforts is under investigation.
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Abstract
Encryption is a useful tool to protect data confidential-
ity. Yet it is still challenging to hide the very presence of
encrypted, secret data from a powerful adversary. This
paper presents a new technique to hide data in flash
by manipulating the voltage level of pseudo-randomly-
selected flash cells to encode two bits (rather than one)
in the cell. In this model, we have one “public” bit in-
terpreted using an SLC-style encoding, and extract a pri-
vate bit using an MLC-style encoding. The locations of
cells that encode hidden data is based on a secret key
known only to the hiding user.

Intuitively, this technique requires that the voltage
level in a cell encoding data must be (1) not statistically
distinguishable from a cell only storing public data, and
(2) the user must be able to reliably read the hidden data
from this cell. Our key insight is that there is a wide
enough variation in the range of voltage levels in a typ-
ical flash device to obscure the presence of fine-grained
changes to a small fraction of the cells, and that the vari-
ation is wide enough to support reliably re-reading hid-
den data. We demonstrate that our hidden data and un-
derlying voltage manipulations go undetected by support
vector machine based supervised learning which per-
forms similarly to a random guess. The error rates of
our scheme are low enough that the data is recoverable
months after being stored. Compared to prior work, our
technique provides 24x and 50x higher encoding and de-
coding throughput and doubles the capacity, while being
37x more power efficient.

1 Introduction
The ability to successfully hide data is becoming in-
creasingly important for modern computer users, who
often store private and sensitive data on their personal
devices. These devices are often stolen or misplaced,
jeopardizing confidentiality of sensitive data [1–5]. Al-
though encryption can hide data contents, encryption
alone cannot hide the presence of encrypted data. Over
time, flaws in encryption techniques can be discovered.
Moreover, law enforcement agencies, intelligence agen-
cies, and other potent adversaries are increasingly ca-
pable of forcing users to submit the decryption keys or
passphrases for their devices [6–9]. Thus, for highly-
sensitive data, there is value in hiding the very presence

of the data.
Commercial forces also drive the need to hide small

amounts of data within larger data sets. Economic es-
pionage [10] is forcing companies to find ways to pro-
tect and safely circulate sensitive data. Hidden data can
also be used to identify copyright infringement, using
techniques such as digital watermarking [11]. Hardware
validation and fingerprinting is also gaining traction as
manufacturers seek cheap and efficient ways to validate
products and authenticate their components so they can-
not be copied and faked [12,13]. Thus, both privacy and
commercial concerns drive the need for additional data
hiding tools, both for users and corporations.

This paper presents a new approach for hiding sensi-
tive data within a larger data set on a NAND flash device.
This larger data set can be public, or encrypted with a
standard encrypted storage system, like Bitlocker [14] or
FileVault [15]; we refer to this larger set as public data
for brevity. Within this public data set, our technique en-
codes hidden data using small manipulations of voltage
levels in a subset of the flash cells storing public data.

This paper focuses on NAND flash memory, for both
practical and technical reasons. On the practical side,
flash is ubiquitous in embedded systems, mobile phones,
USB thumb drives, and in solid-state disks (SSDs) on
personal laptops—precisely the type of devices that are
most likely to be lost, stolen, or confiscated. SSDs are
also significant in data centers and servers, which could
also be the subject of search or seizure.

From a technical perspective, flash is well-suited for
data hiding because it offers high-density, fast random
access, and non-volatile storage, but with an abundance
of internal randomness [16] that is typically masked by
on-device firmware. Internally, flash stores data by elec-
trically charging arrays of floating gate transistors/mem-
ory cells to a predefined voltage. To read the data
back, the stored voltage levels are coarsely discretized
into a one or a zero. This discretization process is
noisy—the voltage levels across cells in the device vary
widely. Even within one device, the charge levels in
flash cells have a high variance, attributable to the in-
herent noisiness of the programming process, variations
created in the manufacturing process, and voltage inter-
ference inherent to flash cell transistor technology (see
§4). Because the flash programming process is impre-
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Figure 1: Typical voltage level distributions of cells in
SLC (a), and MLC (b) flash memories. Leftmost curves
are for programmed cells in the erased state, which are
negatively charged. MLC distributions are typically nar-
rower.

cise, flash manufacturers face a trade-off between pro-
gramming time and storage density, as well as reduced
lifetime [17, 18]. The opportunity we see is that there is
enough natural variation to hide data in a typical flash ar-
ray without leaving telltale statistical anomalies— even
with an attacker powerful enough to measure the voltage
level or other physical characteristics of each cell and
run data analysis tools on the voltage level distributions.

The trade-off between write time and precision in
flash encoding is well-known, and we leverage this in
our design. By taking multiple fine-grain charging and
sensing steps, one can more precisely and gradually in-
crease the voltage to a desired level [19]. Single-level
cell (SLC) flash can store only one bit selected from one
of two voltage levels, whereas multi-level cell (MLC)
flash uses four voltage levels and can store two bits,
three-level cell (TLC) flash uses eight voltage levels,
etc. [20]. Fig. 1 illustrates typical cell voltage distri-
butions for SLC, and MLC. Devices commonly transi-
tion cells between SLC and MLC/TLC mode dynami-
cally [21–30]. In other words, the number of bits stored
in any given cell can be changed dynamically within a
wider range than is commonly used—the only differ-
ences are that writing more bits is slower and one needs
to know how to interpret the voltage levels of the cell
when it is re-read.

In this work we store hidden data by transparently in-
creasing the densities of select flash cells, but without
creating a detectable deviation in the overall cell volt-
age distribution. In our model, a user can access hidden
data according to normal methods; the user can hide data
with a secret key, that selects certain cells to program
with finer-grained variation in the voltage level. Thus,
an important part of this work is measuring the expected
variance in a faster and coarser charging process (e.g.,
SLC), and then ensuring that the result of a finer-grained
charging process is within this distribution.

Our data hiding scheme, called VolTage-HIde

(VT-HI), selects a small number of cells to store an ex-
tra bit, from a a larger field of cells not storing hidden
data. VT-HI uses a slower charging process to more pre-
cisely charge selected cells to a voltage range that repre-
sents the logical state of a public and a hidden bit (e.g.,
converting from SLC to MLC). The cells not selected
for hiding data are programmed using standard, widely-
available programming operations to store normal data.
Public data in VT-HI is assumed to be encrypted with
one key, and a second key is used to locate and decrypt
hidden data.

The closest related work to ours (Program-Time-
HIde, or PT-HI), hides data in flash memory by encod-
ing hidden bits using the different programming times
of groups of cells. VT-HI, on the other hand, directly
stores data in flash cells, by mimicking the incremental
storage technique internally employed by flash vendors.
Our straightforward approach has several advantages:
• Encoding is 24x faster in VT-HI and 37x more

energy-efficient.
• Decoding of hidden data requires a single, non-

destructive, read operation. This makes the decod-
ing process 50x faster. Hidden data can also be read
multiple times, while maintaining the integrity of
public data.
• Copying hidden data without knowledge of the rel-

evant secret key is impossible, while erasing hidden
data (e.g., when in fear of device confiscation) is al-
most instantaneous.
• The generic nature of VT-HI makes it applicable to

multiple chip models from different vendors.
VT-HI is feasible in existing flash-based devices with-

out any hardware modifications, although firmware sup-
port would be helpful. For current devices, we approxi-
mate the required firmware support on real devices using
a sequence of partial programming (PP) [16] operations,
where a normal program operation is aborted midway.
Using this method, the level of additional charge stored
in a cell is roughly correlated with the relative time that
the program operation is executed before being aborted.
We note that PP steps require only standard flash inter-
face commands [31] (i.e., PROGRAM and RESET).

Hidden data is read using a vendor-specific com-
mand that shifts the reference threshold voltage for read-
ing. This command is used in modern flash chips by
all vendors to measure voltage distributions and to im-
prove retention [32–35]. Storing and reading public data
in VT-HI requires only standard flash operations (e.g.,
PROGRAM and READ) in order to read data in coarse-
grain voltage ranges. Notably, over time flash technol-
ogy increasingly supports reading in ever finer granular-
ities (e.g., up to four bits per cell [36, 37]).

We evaluate the effectiveness of VT-HI by measuring
several issues:
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1. Does VT-HI detectably perturb the voltage lev-
els on the device? Using the methodology in
prior data hiding work [38], we find that, under
the most favorable circumstances, a Support-Vector
Machine (SVM) can only achieve 50–53% accu-
racy, or roughly equivalent to random.

2. Does VT-HI encode data faster than the current
state of the art technique? VT-HI is 24x faster and
37x more energy-efficient than PT-HI, the closest
related work.

3. Does VT-HI induce faster wear on the device?
Yes, writing hidden data amplifies writes to hid-
den cells by a factor of ten; this is an order-of-
magnitude reduction compared to the state of the
art (PT-HI requires 625). This also only applies to
the small fraction of cells storing hidden data.

4. What is the capacity of VT-HI? Our implementa-
tion uses about 0.02% of the bits to hide data on un-
modified devices; with firmware support, this could
be increased to 0.2%, or double the capacity of the
current state-of-the-art.

In total, these results indicate that the naturally-
occurring variability in a flash device creates enough
noise to form a useful substrate for data hiding tech-
niques. As part of a larger steganographic system or wa-
termarking system, VT-HI has the particular advantage of
creating a variable number of bits; a long-standing chal-
lenge for data hiding systems is that the number of bits
on a device or in a file is a zero-sum game. Moreover,
although the building blocks for VT-HI are not exported
to users by most flash vendors, this paper makes the case
that VT-HI would be feasible in current flash controllers
or firmware.

2 Related Work

Exploiting the Noisiness of Flash to Hide Data. The
closest related work to ours is PT-HI [38], which creates a
covert channel from the programming time of flash cells.
PT-HI applies several hundreds-to-thousands of normal
programming cycles to groups of cells, which in turn
lengthens the programming time of some cells. Hidden
data is encoded based on which cells are slower or faster
to program. In other words, the technique creates sub-
tle yet hard-to-detect variations in programming times
of each group. A particular advantage of this design, not
present in our proposed design, is that these variations
persist even if co-located public data persists.

A particular disadvantage of PT-HI is performance:
both writing hidden data and reading it requires between
dozens, up to hundreds, of programming steps. De-
coding in PT-HI is not only time consuming but also a
destructive process that destroys any public data stored
on the device, and reduces the device’s overall lifetime.
In addition, the error rate of the hidden payload signif-

icantly increases after only a few hundred public data
Program/Erase Cycles (PEC), severely limiting the num-
ber of times a user can store hidden as well as public data
on the device. When combined, these limitations poten-
tially disqualify PT-HI as a building block for a long-
lived, steganographic SSD.

Low-level variation in flash has also been used to cre-
ate a unique fingerprint of flash-based devices [16, 39].
Such fingerprints can be used to authenticate a device’s
origin. Others suggested to use flash for approximate
storage [40].

Hiding Information through Steganography. Our
work continues the theme of past research in the field
of steganography. Embedding hidden data unto dig-
ital objects such as image, audio, and video files is
typically achieved by applying small unnoticeable dis-
tortions [41–43], abusing existing transmission proto-
cols [44, 45], or in a visible transmission channel [46–
49]. A common theme is using inherent noisiness to dis-
guise data hidden within the noise. These solutions of-
ten face challenges with mutable data, as data like pho-
tographs are typically not expected to change.

Steganographic file systems [50–55] hide data in lo-
cations known only to the user, using a hash function
on a file name and password. Plausible deniability solu-
tions masquerade hidden data as random content visibly
stored alongside regular content [56, 57].

A key limitation of many steganographic file systems
is that the total number of bits is fixed. Any bits that
are not available to the file system are potential tell-
tale signs of hidden data, and require alternative expla-
nations, like free space, that can fail to hold up if an
attacker takes multiple snapshots of the device. Flash
firmware can thwart such traditional solutions by leaving
multiple copies of data on the device. Several works pro-
posed to solve these and other problems on flash-based
devices by openly inserting random-content, undecrypt-
able blocks to the system as part of the system’s normal
operation [58–60]. However, such solutions still give
away the steganographic nature of the system, which
may void any claim for the user’s innocence for some
potent attackers (e.g., intelligence officer in an authori-
tative regime).

Thus, an advantage of our proposed solution (VT-HI)
and PT-HI as building block for a steganographic solu-
tion is that they can create hidden bits of storage that
do not necessarily reveal the presence of hidden data on
the device. In our proposed work (VT-HI) in particular,
changes to cells that store both hidden and public data
can be excused as routine firmware maintenance (§9.2).

3 NAND Flash Background
NAND flash memories store data using floating gate
(FG) cells [61]. Flash packages are divided into blocks,
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Figure 2: Voltage level distributions of charged cells in
four sample 1x-nm MLC chips of the same model. Dis-
tributions exhibit significant noisiness at the block level
for both non-programmed (a) and programmed (b) cells.
(c) and (d) show the distributions at the page level, which
exhibit even greater noisiness.

typically 256–2048 KB in size. Blocks are further di-
vided into pages, typically 4–16 KB in size. Pages are
stored on physical wordlines, which are serially con-
nected FG cells. When data is written, the cells are
electrically charged using small incremental charging
steps to a predefined voltage, which traps electrons in
the floating gate. The logical value of a cell is read
by comparing its voltage to predefined reference thresh-
old voltages placed between relevant voltage intervals.
When the flash memory is in MLC/TLC mode, the same
cell stores several logical bits by comparing to multiple,
smaller voltage intervals. In such cases, several logical
pages are stored in a single physical wordline.

An important constraint of flash memories is the lack
of support for in-place updates. Once a cell is charged,
its level of voltage can only be increased [62, 63]. Volt-
age is only lowered with an erase operation, which is
applied at the granularity of a block (256–2048 KB).
Blocks in modern MLC chips can typically endure up to
3K Program/Erase Cycles (PEC). Thus, most SSD ven-
dors include a flash translation layer (FTL), which dy-
namically remaps logical addresses onto different phys-
ical pages [61]; this indirection facilitates rewriting data
onto new blocks, garbage collecting old versions of data,
and migrating “cold” data onto new blocks for erasure
and wear leveling.

4 Flash Variability
The basis for this work is that variability in voltage level
distributions of flash cells can be used to hide data. This

section gives the reader a sense of the typical range and
sources of variation, using measurements from a sample
flash chip. The next section explains how we leverage
this variability for data hiding.

The inherent variability of flash manifests in three
ways relevant to our goals, described and characterized
in prior work [16, 35, 64–66]. First, there is significant
noise in the programming process. Second, the variabil-
ity in the chip manufacturing process creates noticeable,
naturally-occurring differences in the cell voltage distri-
butions from different NAND flash samples, even from
the same vendor, batch and chip model. Finally, there
are significant variations in the Bit Error Rate (BER) of
different hardware units. VT-HI leverages this inherent
noisiness of the charge levels in flash cells, by apply-
ing tiny manipulations within the margin of naturally-
occurring variations.

We measure the range of these variations in a repre-
sentative 1x-nm NAND flash memory model from a ma-
jor vendor (not listed because of an NDA, see §6.2 for
details) , using the following procedure. First, we pro-
grammed pseudorandom data to select blocks from four
flash chip samples from the same model, and measured
the cell voltage distributions for each sample [35,67,68].
On each run, a new random data pattern was used. We
repeated this process for 0 to 3000 PEC.

Figure 2 shows some1 of the voltage distributions of
the non-programmed/erased cell state and the full distri-
bution of a programmed state (used to represent data bits
“1” and “0”, respectively) measured from four blocks
(Figures 2a and 2b) and four pages (Figures 2c and 2d),
each from a different sample that carries the same num-
ber of PEC. We note that 99.99% of cells are concen-
trated between levels [0, 70] and [120, 210], for non-
programmed and programmed cells respectively. No-
tably, these are essentially SLC distributions. For more
fine-grain distributions, such as MLC, TLC, and QLC,
the voltage ranges are narrower [17, 32].

Figures 2a and 2c demonstrate a known phenomenon
where non-programmed cells become partially charged
due to interference from programming nearby cells [69].

In Figure 2, the long tails and general width of these
curves indicate a wide range of valid voltage levels, and
the nonsmoothness of the voltage distributions indicates
that a uniformly random bit pattern does not generate
uniform distributions of voltage levels. At the page-level
the variability is even greater, due to disturbances from
neighboring pages, and from having a smaller sample
relative to blocks. Furthermore, there are noticeable
variations in the distributions of different samples. Note

1The current NAND flash interface only allows measurement of
positive voltage (V) in discrete normalized units (0-255 in this model),
indicating that the programming process is noisy. Therefore, the distri-
butions of erased cells that have negative voltage were not measured.
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Figure 3: Voltage level distributions tend to shift to the right over the lifetime of cells. The figures show distributions
for (a) non-programmed and (b) programmed cells with increasing PEC.

that our measurements were taken from blocks in differ-
ent physical areas of the same chip.

Figure 3 illustrates variation in voltage levels due to
aging. The figure shows the block-level voltage distri-
butions in a flash sample after different numbers of pro-
gram/erase cycles (PEC). As cells with higher PEC are
more easily overprogrammed, their voltage distributions
tend to have higher means compared to those of cells
with lower PEC.

Finally, we measured variation in BER across hard-
ware units in the same package, normalized to the same
PEC count. Commensurate with the other results, and
prior studies [65, 66], variations in BER of programmed
data in flash exist regardless of PEC (as well as an ex-
pected increase in BER as PEC increases).

The measurements in this section establish the range
of expected voltage levels in a flash device that is pro-
grammed with encrypted data, which should roughly ap-
pear as a uniformly-random bit pattern. VT-HI stores hid-
den data with a special, additional flash programming
pass. If the overall voltage distribution stays indistin-
guishable from measurements on the same chip, there
will be no telltale anomalies on the device that would
indicate additional data is hidden in those cells. This
section indicates that there is a wide berth for reliably
hiding data within flash voltage levels.

5 Hiding Data
In this section, we describe how users utilize VT-HI to
hide data, the relevant threat model and specific VT-HI
techniques for a user to hide data on a flash chip; the
data flow of VT-HI is illustrated in Figure 4. .

5.1 Usage Overview
Given a flash device, we model the problem as two users,
normal user (NU) and hiding user (HU). These can also
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Figure 4: Flow of hiding data on flash in a mobile de-
vice.
be thought of as two “modes” or “roles” for the same
human user, such as writing to a day planner in normal
mode (as NU), but editing sensitive data in hidden mode
(as HU). The NU wants to store her public data in flash
memory. The HU wants to hide her data inside the data
of the NU on the same device, and provides a private, se-
cret, key to VT-HI, which determines the locations in the
normal data device where the HU’s data will be hidden
as extra hidden bits in the chosen cells.

The NU need not be aware of any private keys to cor-
rectly read her data. With the secret key, HU’s data can
also be located and read, without altering the state of
public data. Special care must be taken to avoid destroy-
ing HU data when the public NU data containing it is
migrated or invalidated. The HU must either re-embed
the hidden data in a new location (e.g., a page containing
newly written NU data), before the old NU page con-
taining it is permanently erased, or apply redundancy a
scheme (e.g., parity encoding) to provide some protec-
tion for hidden data.

5.2 Threat Model
We assume an adversary who does not know the secret
key used to select cells containing hidden data, but has
access to the flash device and the capabilities to write
and read flash as well as to probe the voltage levels of ev-
ery cell. We assume that the adversary only gains access
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Algorithm 1: Encoding algorithm for VT-HI.
The main loop is repeated m times.

1 VT-HI (Page,Key,P,H,Vth);
Input: Flash page number, secret key, two sets of

bits to store, and a threshold voltage. P is
public data and H is hidden data.

2 Use PRNG(Key,Page) to select |H|
non-programmed public bit offsets to store
hidden bits;

3 Program P to Page;
4 Encrypt H using Key and apply ECC;
5 repeat
6 Read cell voltage levels in Page;
7 Partial program all hidden “0” bits with

Voltage <Vth;
8 until all hidden “0” bits have Voltage≥Vth;

to the device after the hidden payload was stored (see
Figure 4). We further assume that the device is spyware-
free and that the adversary cannot compare snapshots of
the device state over time (we discuss multiple snapshot
adversaries in §9). Probing cell voltage levels is widely
supported by modern NAND flash memories [35,67,68],
and was used as a tool for NAND characterization in this
work. An adversary who suspects that the user is hiding
data with our technique, can try to detect the existence
of such data, as indicated by unexpected charge distribu-
tions in a subset of cells. We assume that the VT-HI ca-
pability is either added and removed at will by the user
or is omnipresent (see §9), and therefore does not raise
suspicion in itself.

However, even with perfect knowledge of charge
distributions and the exact configuration parameters of
VT-HI (e.g., hidden bits per page), there will be no tell-
tale aberrations in the voltage levels indicating the pres-
ence of hidden data. In other words, judging by state
of the art indicators [38] (see §7) we show it is equally
plausible that a given device does or does not hold hid-
den data.

Finally, we assume that flash block wear in the device
is not entirely equal, as is the case in many flash wear
leveling policies [70–72].

5.3 Hiding Techniques
We now describe the data hiding algorithm in detail.

Normal data and hidden data are stored by two sepa-
rate programming passes. The normal data is first pro-
grammed into a flash page, using standard flash opera-
tions. The hidden data will be programmed to the same
pages in a second programming pass. First, a subset of
the cells in a given page are selected to store hidden data,
then a second encoding pass is done to store the hidden
bits. Algorithm 1, as well as the following text, describe

our encoding process.

Hidden cell selection. To select cells to store hid-
den data, we use a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG), such as SHA-256, that produces a set of ran-
dom numbers based on a key—in our case, a key known
only to the HU. We note that the HU does not explicitly
persist the location of cells containing hidden data, but
rather uses a deterministic PRNG function to calculate
the map during boot time. In order to ensure an equal
distribution of bit values, VT-HI encrypts hidden data,
not unlike standard SSD controller data scrambling [32].

We only select non-programmed (i.e., “1”) bits from
the public data in a page to store hidden data. We remind
the reader that flash cells typically use low voltage levels
to store a “1”, and raise the voltage to store a “0”. We
found that it is easier to reliably make small adjustments
to the voltage levels of non-programmed cells than pro-
grammed cells; we believe that a flash vendor could use
either type of cell in a production prototype.

In selecting a cell, the PRNG gives a page-dependent
offset, such as the 3rd non-programmed bit in a spe-
cific flash page (e.g., by combining the secret key with
the page number). This bit is then selected to be pro-
grammed with hidden data.

In order to store Error Correcting Codes (ECC) to tol-
erate bit errors, we select more cells for hidden data than
the bits we wish to write.

We note that this technique spreads wear from extra
programming evenly across cells over time, as which
physical cell is programmed or not will vary over time,
as will the output of the PRNG. We further assume pub-
lic data is encrypted and bit values will be uniformly
distributed. In practice, one could adopt more general
wear-leveling techniques for hidden data if needed.

Storing Hidden Data. Figure 5 illustrates voltage-
level encoding for hidden data in VT-HI. It starts
by showing the voltage level distributions for a non-
programmed (“1”) cell: any voltage level less than about
127 is considered a public “1”. Anything higher is a “0”.
We hide data by selecting a cut-off for hidden values of
about 34, which is where most public voltages naturally
occur.

To program a hidden “0”, one must use a series of up
to m partial programming (PP) steps, until the voltage
is comfortably above the hidden data threshold. This
PP process programs hidden data cells in an intermedi-
ate voltage level by iteratively reading and minutely in-
crementing the voltage level until the target threshold is
reached. As with MLC or TLC flash, writes with this
iterative technique are slower, but more precise.

A hidden “1” is not programmed. In the small chance
that a cell should store a “1” but happens to be above the
threshold, we treat this as a bit error and rely on ECC to
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Figure 5: VT-HI hides data in the voltage level distribu-
tion of non-programmed cells, which store a normal ’1’.

recover the data.
An important property of this design is that public

data can be read with no awareness of hidden data or
private key. This is because cells that store hidden data
stay within the expected voltage levels for the public bit.
To read hidden bits, the HU uses her key to calculate the
indices of cells holding hidden bits, and reads them us-
ing the reference threshold voltage, which is placed in
the middle of the two voltage intervals of the hidden bit
states.

6 Implementation
In this section we describe the implementation of VT-HI
on real hardware. We describe the hardware platform
used in our experiments, and determine the configura-
tion parameters for our hiding technique. Finally, we ex-
plain how the capacity of VT-HI can be extended through
vendor support.

6.1 Experimental Hardware
Any implementation of our technique involves chip-
specific configurations. To test them we used the same
1x-nm planar MLC flash used in Section §4. Each flash
package has 8GB total storage capacity and contains
2048 blocks. A block consists of 128 lower pages and
128 upper pages with page size of 18048 bytes. The
samples have a specified lifetime of 3000 PEC. Read,
write (program), and erase latencies are 90 us, 1200 us,
and 5 ms, respectively; the energy required for each op-
eration is 50 uJ, 68 uJ, and 190 uJ, respectively.

The flash packages were operated using a commer-
cial NAND flash tester [73]. Voltage level characteri-
zation of cells as well as the hiding algorithm were im-
plemented as host software on a PC, which communi-
cates with the tester via a USB interface. Throughout
this section our calculations do not take into account data
transfer and hardware overheads, which would be con-
siderably lower on a production deployment. The spe-
cific voltage threshold (level 34) used for implement-
ing our technique was determined empirically to toler-
ate the overshooting/underprogramming errors caused

by the imprecise PP operation. We also verified that the
total number of cells in the range is larger than the total
number of hidden bits.

6.2 Vendor Support
Flash vendors are notoriously secretive about the inter-
nals of their devices. In order to collect the data pre-
sented in this paper, some co-authors of this paper signed
a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) with a flash vendor.
The NDA prohibits disclosing which vendor or the spe-
cific chips. In exchange we were given enough informa-
tion to use a non-public command on the chip to measure
voltage levels of cells, as well as issue partial program-
ming (PP) commands to specific cells. To the best of
our knowledge, the operations we use are generally im-
plemented on any flash device, but the particular com-
mand encoding details vary from chip to chip, and are
not made public. The NDA does not prohibit release of
this data.

In principle, our prototype represents the most that a
user could accomplish via reverse engineering a flash de-
vice, or using a flash device that openly published all
available commands. Our results indicate the feasibility
of the idea, with no changes to the flash controller. In
the rest of this subsection, we explain how a few simple
changes to a flash controller or the FTL firmware would
improve the results we report.

First and foremost, PP is less precise than a program
command issued by the controller. This is also the rea-
son we select only non-programmed cells to store hid-
den data; PP is too coarse to reliably make fine-grained
changes to programmed cells. We believe that an in-
controller implementation of voltage hiding could likely
program hidden data in fewer programming steps, sav-
ing energy and wear on the device, and opening up data
hiding in both programmed and non-programmed cells.

Another feature not available to us was the abil-
ity to dynamically adjust voltage thresholds and tar-
gets [21–26]. The ability to control voltage targets
and the width of voltage intervals might improve our
hiding technique since narrower voltage intervals have
been shown to easily fit into wider programming inter-
vals [74] (e.g., TLC in MLC). This feature is generally
available to the controller internally.

A limitation resulting from the lack of a more precise
programming mechanism and the inability to adjust tar-
get voltage levels is that we found it difficult to reliably
hide data in MLC or TLC modes using partial program-
ming. We expect that a flash controller can extend our
ideas to MLC or TLC, but the PP command on our test
device was too coarse for this experiment to correctly
store hidden data, and tended to disrupt public bits. Re-
call that a goal of our design is that one can read public
data without any awareness of private, hidden data. Our
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measurements indicate that, with more precise program-
ming steps and/or the ability to adjust voltage thresholds
slightly, our approach should extend to MLC or TLC.
We note that existing flash page architectures regularly
use a second fine-grained programming pass that does
not significantly add interference to flash cells, and is
this less detrimental to the bit rate as PP steps [32, 69]

6.3 Determining Capacity
In this subsection, we explore the potential capacity of
our suggested hiding scheme, i.e., how many hidden bits
we can store using VT-HI. This is a function of sev-
eral concerns: over-provisioning bits to correct for errors
(i.e., ECC), ensuring that the overall distribution of volt-
age values is not significantly perturbed (ensuring hid-
den data remains hidden), and minimizing the risk of
inducing errors on neighboring cells or pages.

In order to keep the space overhead for ECC low,
when determining configuration parameters for VT-HI
we attempt to minimize the standard metric of bit-error
rate (BER). We measure BER by encoding a hidden
message in multiple blocks, physically located in differ-
ent areas of the same chip. The message contains ran-
dom content, both to emulate an encrypted hidden mes-
sage, and to ensure that the charge levels in cells storing
hidden bits have no anomalous effect on the overall dis-
tribution. After decoding, the message is compared with
the original to determine the resulting error rate.

To find the optimal method and parameter values that
minimize the hidden data BER (i.e., improve the effec-
tive data capacity) without compromising security, we
systematically investigated each possible combination of
three key parameters: number of partial programming
steps, number of hidden bits per page, and page inter-
val. The number of steps can be taken as a rough upper
bound on write performance—fewer steps means faster
hidden data writes, but more steps may be required to
ensure a target voltage is reached. In setting hidden bits
per page, intuitively, adding more hidden bits will push
the overall distribution of voltage levels higher. Page
interval is the physical distance between two cells stor-
ing hidden data; when a cell in one page is partially
programmed, it may cause interference on neighboring
pages. Intuitively, partially programming too many ad-
jacent cells can cause bit flips on nearby public cells;
thus, we measure this risk as a function of average phys-
ical distance of hidden bits. Our experiments were per-
formed on a fresh chip, to avoid any interference that
might stem from previous write patterns and wear. For
each combination of parameters we encoded hidden data
in five different blocks, and measured the average hidden
data BER after each PP step.

Figure 6 shows that after roughly ten PP steps the
BER converges to less than 1%. This trend holds regard-
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Figure 6: Hidden BER rates for VT-HI for the first fif-
teen steps in multiple combinations of page intervals and
number of hidden bits.
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Figure 7: Hidden BER rates for VT-HI with ten PP steps.
The illustrated irregularity demonstrates the effects of
BER variance and program interference.

less of the number of hidden bits or the page interval.
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of BER for hidden data

as a function of the number of hidden cells, using 10
PP steps to program the hidden data. Overall, the vari-
ation in bit error rate is small and generally insensitive
to the number of hidden cells. There is some irregular-
ity that is within the bounds of naturally occurring vari-
ance [32, 65, 66]. We do notice a small trend toward
lower bit rates; because we only select unprogrammed
cells for hiding data, any interference can flip cells that
are slightly under-programmed (just short of the target
threshold) to being just above the target threshold.

In this experiment, we selected 512 as an upper bound
for the number of hidden bits. We measured a range of
voltages for chips programmed with random data, and
found that one could reliably get a minimum of 700 cells
in the non-programmed state that are normally charged
above our data hiding threshold. In other words, hid-
ing more bits per page than 512 will likely leave telltale
changes to the distribution of voltages.

Figure 7 indicates that, for any number of hidden bits
in a page that satisfy our other constraints, the BER is
small. The implication is that a small number of error-
correcting hidden bits (e.g., 5%) will suffice.
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Figure 8: Average voltage level distributions for blocks
after applying VT-HI. Hiding more bits creates a more
noticeable shift to the right for non-programmed cells.

Figure 8 shows that hiding data using VT-HI creates
only a tiny shift to the right for non-programmed cells.
which can be attributed to normal voltage level distribu-
tion variability and errors, as well as small read disturbs
and retention effects [32, 75]. Although we might be
able to store 512 bits per page, we conservatively chose
to hide 256 bits per page. In Section 7 we further explore
the security of VT-HI using this configuration.

Finally, we measured the impact of page intervals on
the BER for public data. Using no physical space be-
tween pages storing hidden data increased the public
BER by 20%. At one physical page interval, the interfer-
ence is reduced to a more acceptable 10% [64–66, 76].
Thus, subsequent experiments use a page interval of one.

7 Detectability
The primary criterion for evaluating VT-HI’s success is
whether an attacker with a full and detailed voltage-level
analysis of the entire chip can infer whether some pages
store hidden data from changes in voltage level distribu-
tions. In this section, we show that flash pages in VT-HI,
with and without hidden data, cannot be distinguished.

Figure 9 illustrates the difficulty of detecting the exis-
tence of data hidden in VT-HI. The figure shows volt-
age level distributions from three blocks from differ-
ent chips, first when they are normally programmed and
then after applying VT-HI to hide data. The human eye
has difficulty distinguishing which distributions come
from blocks with hidden data.

SVM Analysis. Rather than rely on the human eye, we
follow prior work [38] and instead use supervised ma-
chine learning to determine whether there are any de-
tectable anomalies in the data. We use a support-vector
machine (SVM) to predict whether pages and blocks
contain hidden data. If VT-HI left aberrations in voltage
levels that correlate with the presence of hidden data, an
SVM would be able to identify these pages with better

than 50% accuracy (i.e., better than flipping a coin). Our
hypothesis is that the changes induced by data hiding are
within normal noise.

To demonstrate this, we obtained data from three dif-
ferent hardware units of varying ages. We first measured
the voltage level distributions and BER of three flash
chips. For normal data characteristics of flash blocks and
pages, we used normal programming for program/erase
counts (PEC) ranging from 0 to 3000. We then hid
data using VT-HI with the configuration parameters de-
termined is §6 (threshold level 34, one page interval, 256
bits per page, ten PP steps) on all chips for blocks that
were cycled to 0, 1000, and 2000 PEC.

We created a training set for the SVM using datasets
from two chips, and then we attempt to classify data
from a third chip. For the training, we collected the volt-
age levels for all cells in the block with both normal and
hidden data. We found that the flash chip data repre-
sentativeness converged after analyzing 31 blocks. The
classifier used optimal parameters obtained using grid
search, and performed three-fold cross-validation for all
three chips. As Wang et al. note [38], this is an unre-
alistically generous setup for the attacker. In reality, the
attacker has to obtain knowledge of all possible PEC lev-
els of the chip for both normal and hidden cases, and
for multiple sample chips of the same vendor and model
which would probably reduce the prediction accuracy.

In analyzing the voltage data we collected, the wear or
number of program/erase cycles (PEC) had a first-order
effect on the voltage levels.

This sensitivity to PEC is illustrated in Figure 10,
which presents SVM accuracy for samples at PEC of
0, 1000, and 2000. The x-axis is the PEC of normal
data. For each line, there is a range of a few hundred
P/E cycles where the accuracy of the SVM is at 50% (or
random). For example, consider the PEC 2000 line. At
x-axis of PEC 2000 (comparing to the same wear with-
out hidden data), the SVM does not do better than ran-
dom (50%); for a few hundred cycles on either side of
this point, the accuracy is still effectively 50%. At ex-
tremely about 1000 PEC, and as PEC increases the clas-
sifier’s accuracy increases. Thus, we expect that, as long
as the wear on the device is uniform within several hun-
dred PEC, an SVM would not be able to reliably classify
which blocks have hidden data and which do not. A sim-
ilar experiment at the page-level shows similar results

We also note that this experiment deliberately places
VT-HI at a disadvantage, by training the SVM on the ex-
act chip that was storing the hidden data. We repeated
our tests on a data set that includes all of the chips (from
the same vendor) and all PEC levels, and this decreased
the SVM accuracy to 50% in all cases.

Finally, one might be concerned that an attacker could
draw inferences from changes in characteristics of pub-
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Figure 10: SVM prediction accuracy for block-level
voltage distribution data for hidden blocks in three dif-
ferent PEC levels. Normal PEC (X axis) represents pub-
lic data blocks in different PEC levels. 50% accuracy
(dotted line) is equivalent to a random guess.

lic data, such as BER, mean voltage, and its standard de-
viation. Therefore, we performed another SVM analysis
to classify blocks with and without hidden data accord-
ing to these characteristics. Our results indicate that
these analyses are also unsuccessful in classifying hid-
den data.

8 Performance and Applicability
In this section we evaluate and analyze the performance
of VT-HI in terms of reliability, throughput, capacity, and
energy. For each of these factors, we compare the perfor-
mance of VT-HI to the most similar prior research paper,
PT-HI, as summarized in Table 1. We also demonstrate
that with proper configuration and vendor support we
can increase the hidden data storage capacity of VT-HI
by an order of magnitude. Finally, we verify the appli-
cability of VT-HI on a chip from a second major vendor.

Reliability. As flash devices move toward smaller fea-
ture sizes, data errors will increase [77], increasing the
importance of error-correcting codes and other counter-
measures. Charges stored in flash memory cells gradu-
ally leak away over time, causing cell voltage to shift to-
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Figure 11: Normalized retention rate (versus “zero” time
since programming) for data stored using VT-HI and nor-
mal data.

wards lower values. Bit errors accumulate in data as cell
voltages shift across the predetermined reference thresh-
old voltage. Here we characterize the reliability of bits
hidden with VT-HI.

First, we measured the error rate for VT-HI in blocks
with varying PEC levels, and find that BER is low and
not affected by wear. We cycled blocks in three different
chips to four distinct PEC levels. Next, we hid data using
VT-HI, and measured the hidden data BER. Our results
show that the BER is not affected by the age of the cells
storing hidden data. For example, for PEC 0 the BER
was 0.013. For other PEC the BER was roughly 0.011.

We also emulated data retention over longer periods
by baking the flash chips in an oven, which accelerates
the rate of charge leakage from the floating gates. Three
data retention periods were used in our evaluation: 1 day,
1 month, and 4 months. The latter two periods were em-
ulated by baking the flash [78]. Before retention, pseu-
dorandom normal data and hidden data were first input
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and stored in flash. BERs and voltage distributions were
then measured after retention using the previously saved
input data. We normalized the BER after the relevant
retention period to the BER measured immediately after
the data was stored (“zero” time). We compared the rate
of changes in the BER to the equivalent rate for public
data on our test chip.

The results shown in Figure 11 indicate that retention
time has no significant effect on the BER of hidden data
for fresh cells (PEC 0). However, the hidden data error
rate does increase on older cells, at a higher rate than for
public data

For example, for 2000 PEC, the BER after zero time
is 0.0099, and rises to 0.063 (6.3x) after four months,
while for normal data the BER rises from 0.00003 to
0.000075 (2.3x). The reason for this reduced retention
is that cells with higher PEC accumulate trapped charge
and become more sensitive to leakage [77]. Moreover,
hidden data BER degrades faster than public data BER.
The reason is that the programming technique available
to VT-HI (PP steps) is not accurate enough to ensure
a large buffer zone around the threshold voltage level.
Such zones are typically employed to minimize BER in
degraded cells in existing flash package programming
schemes (see X axis in Figures 2a and 2b), which are
also used for storing public data in VT-HI.

These results indicate that additional redundancy
would be prudent when hiding data in older cells. Re-
writing (refreshing) hidden data every several months,
even only after the device reaches 1K PEC, can also
significantly improve retention [79]. Finally, to provide
additional protection against data loss (e.g., due to bad
blocks) data can be further encoded using RAID-like
schemes, similarly to normal data [80].

Throughput. Here, we calculate the expected read and
write throughput from VT-HI and our closest competitor,
PT-HI, using reasonable parameters from current flash
chips. We find that VT-HI can deliver an order of mag-
nitude better throughput for hidden data than the best
possible configuration for PT-HI.

Under VT-HI’s optimal configuration (256 hidden bits
per page and 4 logical page intervals), we can estimate
the time it would take to encode hidden data in a block:
(600+ 90) · 10 · 64/1,000,000 = 0.44s with a PP time
of 600 us and read time of 90 us for 10 PP and read
steps, and 64 pages per block. Assuming 15,593 hid-
den data bits per block, this translates to a throughput
of 35Kb/s. This figure takes into account a 0.5% hidden
BER, which, after applying standard ECC codes, trans-
lates to 243.6 bits of data per page (i.e.,≈13 parity bits).

We repeated this calculation for PT-HI, assuming its
optimal setup with a negligible hidden data error rate.
We use the optimal configuration in [38] of 625 per-page
PP steps and a 4-page interval for hiding data, which

Method
Relia
bility

Perf. Power
Public data
integrity

Repeated
Reads

Capacity

PT-HI [38] ± - - + - ±
VT-HI + ± ± - + ±
Table 1: Our contribution compared to Wang et al. [38].
translates to 72Kb of hidden bits per block. The page
program latency used is 1.2 ms and block erase latency
is 5 ms. In this setup, the time it would take to write hid-
den data is (1.2 ·64+5) ·625/1,000 = 51.1s per block.
Therefore, even for this ideal setup, the optimal through-
put for PT-HI is only 1.4Kb/s. We note that PT-HI’s per-
formance dramatically deteriorates in setups where the
device has undergone even a few hundred PEC due to its
increasing BER. We also note that PT-HI wears out the
device much faster than VT-HI since it requires 60x more
programming steps in order to encode data.

Decoding hidden data that was encoded using VT-HI
in a page requires only a single read operation (follow-
ing a voltage reference shift command). This translates
to 90 · 64 · 1/1,000,000 = 0.006s for decoding the data
hidden in a block, and a throughput of 2.7 Mb/s. For
PT-HI, 30 PP and read operations are required to de-
code data from a page. This translates to (600+ 90) ·
64 ·30/1000000 = 1.32s for decoding the hidden data in
a block, and a throughput of 54 kb/s.

Improved Capacity. As we explain in §6.2, our proto-
type can only reliably encode data in non-programmed
cells, which we found to keep us to under 700 bits per
page to avoid telltale disruptions in the distribution of
voltages. We conjecture that, with controller-internal
programming tools, we could apply the same basic idea
to a larger number of cells, which should potentially in-
crease hidden data capacity.

In this section, we evaluate the impact on the risk of
detection when more non-programmed cells are used.
We repeat the SVM analysis in §7. We emulate finer-
grained programming by using a single PP step (m = 1)
instead of ten, and increase the hidden bits per page by
a factor of ten. We then adjust the hidden data voltage
threshold to level 15 to keep the voltage levels of cells
with hidden data within the expected distribution. We
kept the page interval the same (1 physical page).

Figure 12 shows the SVM accuracy results for our
simulated higher-capacity configuration, on block-level
data. Similarly to the results for hiding 256 bits, the re-
sults are highly sensitive to PEC. If we only consider
ranges where the hidden and non-hidden blocks have
PEC within a few hundred cycles of each other, the accu-
racy is generally low (50–60%), but slightly higher than
the other experiment. Some of the increased accuracy
is attributable to the lack of precision in PP, especially
when only a single step is used.

Hidden data BER for data in the enhanced VT-HI con-
figuration was only 2%. After applying standard ECC
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Figure 12: SVM prediction accuracy for an enhanced
VT-HI configuration that hides 9x more data. Normal
PEC (X axis) represents public data blocks in different
PEC levels. 50% accuracy (dotted line) is equivalent to
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codes this translates to 2197 of data bits per page (14%
are used for ECC). After accounting for ECC to mask
the increased BER, this represents a 9x increase in us-
able hidden data capacity (and twice as much as PT-HI).

Energy. For our chip, we estimated the energy required
for various data encoding operations using VT-HI and
PT-HI (again, in an ideal setup). These include read, pro-
gram and erase operations, as well as partial program-
ming. We then used these estimated values to calculate
the amount of energy required for writing a bit of hid-
den data. The results show that for VT-HI the energy
required for hiding data is 1.1 mJ per page, as opposed
to 43 mJ for PT-HI. This data indicates that, if an ad-
versary read two snapshots of the device energy usage
statistics, effectively there would not be a telltale differ-
ence for VT-HI and a system without hidden data. For
instance, the energy overhead of our PP-based is less
impactful than, say, extra reads from the device. With
an in-controller VT-HI implementation we expect energy
overheads could be reduced further.

Applicability. Finally, to verify that our method also
applies to other flash chip models, we tested it on a 1x-
nm 16GB MLC chip model from a different major ven-
dor (also under a similar NDA). The flash package con-
tains 2096 blocks, with page size of 18256 bytes. We
tested our method on a fresh chip (PEC 0) and hid a
256 bit payload in relevant pages (taking into account
architecture-specific page intervals). The resulting BER
was 1%, similar to the one in the first model.

9 Discussion
This section discusses various applications for which
VT-HI could be a useful building block.

9.1 Authentication and Provenance
One property of our approach is that erasing a block of
public data on the flash device (thereby de-charging the
cells) also erases any hidden payload in the cells. This
property does not imply that a user cannot modify nor-
mal data; such modifications simply require the user to

repeat the hiding process with the same hidden data on
newly written normal data.

Many applications require some form of proof to the
trustworthiness and provenance of their data. A number
of systems find ways to embed a signature or metadata
in the data file itself. VT-HI could be incorporated into
these systems to embed metadata in the physical pages
storing this data; only a trusted application can rewrite
a file and embed hidden metadata in the device. For ex-
ample, flash chip steganography enables counterfeit de-
tection by watermarking original parts [38]. Archival
storage systems authenticate the identity of data ob-
jects [81]. Embedded watermarks in storage media iden-
tify ownership of digital objects to prevent copyright in-
fringements [11]. Secure file systems persist the keys
required for accessing data to their storage media [59].

9.2 Steganography
VT-HI can also be used as a building block for imple-
menting a steganographic system [51, 57–60]. Imple-
menting a complete steganographic system is beyond the
scope of this paper, but, in the interest of brevity, we dis-
cuss the main challenges of such a solution.

Basic Design. A VT-HI-capable system would include
a publicly visible, encrypted volume, within which a
user can store a hidden, encrypted data volume. To ac-
cess the hidden volume, a user would input the secret
key at mount time. Data can then be read and written
from this volume using standard block-level operations.

The security of the hidden volume stems from the se-
curity of VT-HI. An attacker that inspects the device
once, including all low-level characteristics, will not be
able to differentiate flash pages that contain hidden data
from those that do not, without the secret key.

Hiding VT-HI. The presence of a VT-HI-capable SSD
may still raise the suspicion of an adversary that data is
hidden. This problem is common to many existing sys-
tems [60], and can be mitigated in several ways. First,
we can further assume that firmware update capability
is available to the user via secure channels, so the VT-HI
capability can be loaded whenever the user accesses hid-
den data and then immediately removed. Alternatively,
the VT-HI capability can be included by default as an
extension of open-source SSD firmware [82], allowing
users to configure the firmware at will to operate with
and without hiding capabilities.

Metadata Persistence and Security. VT-HI relies on
configuration metadata, such as m, Vth, and the number
of bits per page, which must be persisted and recovered
on bootstrap. Because the metadata is small, the meta-
data could be included in the hidden key. Alternatively,
the metadata can be encrypted and stored persistently in
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predetermined locations on flash, or, similarly to the hid-
ing firmware itself, saved and reloaded from an external
source. From a security standpoint, the metadata config-
uration values for a specific chip model may be known
to a diligent adversary. However, even with full knowl-
edge of the configuration metadata, without the secret
key the adversary is still unaware of the location of cells
containing hidden bits and cannot recover them.

Other metadata persistence issues, such as recovering
the hidden volume LBA for every set of pages, may re-
quire sacrificing some hidden capacity or more sophisti-
cated mapping data structures and algorithms, which we
leave as future work.

Multiple-Snapshot Adversary. A stricter threat
model involves an adversary capable of comparing
multiple snapshots of the device taken over time. In this
case, storing hidden data while leaving the public data
unchanged leaves telltale signs of voltage manipulations
that prevent users from plausibly denying the existence
of hidden data. To mitigate, the hiding firmware can
piggyback either public data writes (similar to [58]).
Alternatively, the hiding firmware can utilize wear-
leveling and other SSD-internal activities [61, 79], to
create the requisite cover traffic. A trade-off here is that
firmware-internal bookkeeping which operates without
the private key for too long will eventually damage
hidden data by causing internal data movements that
copy data without also copying the hidden payload.
We note however that hidden data overwrites when
operating the system without the hidden key is an
inherent limitation of almost all existing steganographic
systems [60].

Capacity. The current implementation of VT-HI can
only hide a few hundred bits per flash page. We believe
that many privacy-concerned users will find the strong
deniability offered by VT-HI as a reasonable tradeoff for
reduced capacity. Also, in §6.2 we explain how vendor
support may significantly alleviate this limitation (e.g.,
hide data as TLC in MLC cells).

10 Conclusions
In this work we present a new method for hiding data in
flash using the inherent variability in voltage level distri-
butions of flash cells. This variation occurs naturally on
flash chips, even from the same vendor and model. We
manipulate the voltage levels in cells to hide data within
normal voltage intervals. Our manipulations hide an ad-
ditional hidden bit in cells that already store a public bit
by mimicking common methods to increase flash densi-
ties. Without the hiding key, an attacker cannot detect
cells with hidden data even using favorable supervised
learning. In comparison with the state of the art, our
method achieves respectively 24x and 50x improvement

for encoding and decoding throughput of hidden data,
and is 37x more power efficient. Our technique is appli-
cable to multiple chip models, allows users to store data
even on flash cells that endured significant wear, and im-
poses significantly less wear while doubling total hidden
capacity compared with prior work.
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Abstract
With the emergence of byte-addressable persistent

memory (PM), a cache line, instead of a page, is expected
to be the unit of data transfer between volatile and non-
volatile devices, but the failure-atomicity of write oper-
ations is guaranteed in the granularity of 8 bytes rather
than cache lines. This granularity mismatch problem has
generated interest in redesigning block-based data struc-
tures such as B+-trees. However, various methods of
modifying B+-trees for PM degrade the efficiency of B+-
trees, and attempts have been made to use in-memory
data structures for PM.

In this study, we develop Failure-Atomic ShifT
(FAST) and Failure-Atomic In-place Rebalance (FAIR)
algorithms to resolve the granularity mismatch problem.
Every 8-byte store instruction used in the FAST and
FAIR algorithms transforms a B+-tree into another con-
sistent state or a transient inconsistent state that read op-
erations can tolerate. By making read operations tolerate
transient inconsistency, we can avoid expensive copy-on-
write, logging, and even the necessity of read latches so
that read transactions can be non-blocking. Our experi-
mental results show that legacy B+-trees with FAST and
FAIR schemes outperform the state-of-the-art persistent
indexing structures by a large margin.

1 Introduction
Recent advances in byte-addressable persistent mem-
ories (PM), such as phase change memory[48], spin-
transfer torque MRAM[17], and 3D Xpoint[2] have
opened up new opportunities for the applications to war-
rant durability or persistency without relying on legacy
heavy-duty interfaces offered by the filesystem and/or by
the block device [21, 24].

In legacy block devices, B+-tree has been one of the
most popular data structures. The primary advantage of
a B+-tree is its efficient data access performance due to
its high degree of node fan-out, a balanced tree height,

and dynamic resizing. Besides, the large CPU cache in
modern processors[11] enables B+-tree to exhibit a good
cache line locality. As a result, B+-tree shows good per-
formance as an in-memory data structure as well. Thus,
the cache-conscious variants of B+-tree including CSS-
tree [36], CSB-tree [37], and FAST [19] are shown to
perform better than legacy binary counterparts such as
T-tree [26].

Byte-addressable PM raises new challenges in using
B+-tree because legacy B+-tree operations are imple-
mented upon the assumption that block I/O is failure
atomic. In modern computer architectures, the unit of
atomicity guarantee and the unit of transfer do not coin-
cide. The unit of atomicity in memory operations corre-
sponds to a word, e.g. 64 bits whereas the unit of transfer
between the CPU and memory corresponds to a cache
line, e.g. 64 Bytes. This granularity mismatch is of no
concern in current memory since it is volatile. When
the memory is non-volatile, unexpected system failures
may cause the result of incomplete cache flush opera-
tions to be externally visible after the system recovers.
To make the granularity mismatch problem even worse,
modern processors often make the most use of memory
bandwidth by changing the order of memory operations.
Besides, recently proposed memory persistency models
such as epoch persistency [9] even allow cache lines to
be written back out of order. To prevent the reordering of
memory write operations and to ensure that the written
data are flushed to PM without compromising the consis-
tency of the tree structure, B+-trees for persistent mem-
ory use explicit memory fence operations and cache flush
operations to control the order of memory writes [5, 42].

The recently proposed B+-tree variants such as NV-
tree [49], FP-tree [34], and wB+-tree [5] have pointed
out and addressed two problems of byte-addressable per-
sistent B+-trees. The first problem is that a large number
of fencing and cache flush operations are needed to main-
tain the sorted order of keys. And, the other problem is
that the logging demanded by tree rebalancing operations
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is expensive in the PM environment.
To resolve the first problem, previous studies have pro-

posed a way to update tree nodes in an append-only
manner and introduced additional metadata to the B+-
tree structures. With these augmentations, the size of up-
dated memory region in a B+-tree node remains minimal.
However, the additional metadata for indirect access to
the keys, and the unordered entries affect the cache lo-
cality and increase the number of accessed cache lines,
which can degrade search performance.

To resolve the second problem of persistent B+-trees
- logging demanded by tree rebalancing operations,
NVTree [49] and FP-tree [34] employed selective per-
sistence that keeps leaf nodes in the PM but internal
nodes in volatile DRAM. Although the selective persis-
tence makes logging unnecessary, it requires the recon-
struction of tree structures on system failures and makes
the instant recovery impossible.

In this study, we revisit B+-trees and propose a novel
approach to tolerating transient inconsistency, i.e., par-
tially updated inconsistent tree status. This approach
guarantees the failure atomicity of B+-tree operations
without significant fencing or cache flush overhead. If
transactions are made to tolerate the transient inconsis-
tency, we do not need to maintain a consistent backup
copy and expensive logging can be avoided. The key con-
tributions of this work are as follows.

• We develop Failure Atomic Shift (FAST) and Failure-
Atomic In-place Rebalance (FAIR) algorithms that
transform a B+-tree through endurable transient in-
consistent states. The endurable transient inconsistent
state is the state in which read transactions can detect
incomplete previous transactions and ignore inconsis-
tency without hurting the correctness of query results.
Given that all pointers in B+-tree nodes are unique,
the existence of duplicate pointers enables the system
to identify the state of the transaction at the time of
crash and to recover the B+-tree to the consistent state
without logging.

• We make read transactions non-blocking. If every
store instruction transforms a B+-tree index to an-
other state that guarantees correct search results, read
transactions do not have to wait until concurrent write
transactions finish changing the B+-tree nodes.

In the sense that the proposed scheme warrants con-
sistency via properly ordering the individual operations
and the inconsistency is handled by read operations, they
share much of the same idea as the soft-update tech-
nique [12, 31] and NoFS [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we present the challenges in designing a B+-tree
index for PM. In Section 3 and Section 4, we propose
the FAST and FAIR algorithms. In Section 5, we discuss

how to enable non-blocking read transactions. Section 6
evaluates the performance of the proposed persistent B+-
tree and Section 7 discusses other research efforts. In
Section 8 we conclude this paper.

2 B+-tree for Persistent Memory
2.1 Challenge: clflush and mfence
A popular solution to guarantee transaction consistency
and data integrity is the copy-on-write technique, which
updates the block in an out-of-place manner. The copy-
on-write update for block-based data structures can be
overly expensive because it duplicates entire blocks in-
cluding the unmodified portion of the block.

The main challenges in employing the in-place update
scheme in B+-trees is that we store multiple key-pointer
entries in one node and that the entries must be stored in
a sorted order. Inserting a new key-pointer entry in the
middle of an array will shift on average half the entries.
In the recent literature [42, 5, 49], this shift operation has
been pointed out as the main reason why B+-trees call
many cache line flush and memory fence instructions. If
we do not guard the memory write operations with mem-
ory fence operations, the memory write operations can
be reordered in modern processors. And, if we do not
flush the cache lines properly, B+-tree nodes can be up-
dated partially in PM because some cache lines will stay
in CPU caches. To avoid such a large number of cache
line flushes and memory fence operations, append-only
update strategy can be employed [49, 34, 5]. However,
the append-only update strategy improves the write per-
formance at the cost of a higher read overhead because
it requires additional metadata or all unsorted keys in a
tree node to be read [6].

2.2 Reordering Memory Accesses
The reordering of memory write operations helps bet-
ter utilize the memory bandwidth [38]. In the last few
decades, the performance of modern processors has im-
proved at a much faster rate than that of memory [10]. In
order to resolve the performance gap between CPU speed
and memory access time, memory is divided into multi-
ple cache banks so that the cache lines in the banks can
be accessed in parallel. As a result, memory operations
can be executed out of order.

To design a failure-atomic data structure for PM, we
need to consider both volatile memory order and persist
order. Let us examine volatile memory order first. Mem-
ory reordering behaviors vary across architectures and
memory ordering models. Some architectures such as
ARM allow store instructions to be reordered with each
other[8], while other architectures such as x86 prevent
stores-after-stores from being reordered [40, 18], that is,
total store ordering is guaranteed. However, most archi-
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tectures arbitrarily reorder stores-after-loads, loads-after-
stores, and loads-after-loads unless dependencies exist in
them. The Alpha is known to be the only processor that
reorders dependent loads [30]. Given that the Alpha pro-
cessor has deprecated since 2003, we consider that all
modern processors do not reorder dependent loads.

Memory persistency [35] is a framework that provides
an interface for enforcing persist ordering constraints on
PM writes. Persist order in the strict persistency model
matches the memory order specified in the memory con-
sistency model. However, the memory persistency model
may allow the persist order to deviate from the volatile
order under the relaxed persistency model [9, 35]. To
simplify our discussion, we first present algorithms as-
suming the strict persistency model. Later, in Section 7,
we will discuss the relaxed persistency model.

3 Failure-Atomic ShifT (FAST)
3.1 Shift and Memory Ordering
In most architectures, the order of memory access oper-
ations is not changed arbitrarily if stores and loads have
dependencies. Based on this observation, we propose the
Failure-Atomic ShifT (FAST) scheme for B+-tree nodes.
FAST frees the shift operation from explicitly calling a
memory fence and a cache line flush instruction with-
out compromising the ordering requirement. The idea of
FAST is simple and straightforward. Let us first examine
the case where total store ordering (TSO) is guaranteed.

The process of shifting array elements is a sequence
of load and store instructions that are all dependent and
must be called in a cascading manner. To insert an el-
ement in a sorted array, we visit the array elements in
reverse order, that is, from the rightmost element to the
left ones. Until we find an element e[i] that is smaller
than the element we insert, we shift the elements to the
right: e[ j + 1]← e[ j], j = N, . . . , i+ 1. The dependency
between the consecutive move operations, e[i+1]← e[i]
and e[i]← e[i− 1], prohibits the CPU from performing
Out-Of-Order writes[38] and guarantees that the records
are moved while satisfying the prefix constraint [45],
i.e., if e[i]← e[i− 1] is successful, all preceding moves,
e[ j]← e[ j−1], j = i+1, . . . ,N have been successful.

If the array size spans across multiple cache lines, it
is uncertain which cache line will be flushed first if we
do not explicitly call clflush. Therefore, our proposed
FAST algorithm calls a cache line flush instruction when
we shift an array element from one cache line to its adja-
cent cache line. Since FAST calls cache line flushes only
when it crosses the boundary of cache lines, it calls cache
line flush instructions only as many times as the number
of dirty cache lines in a B+-tree node.

Even if we do not call a cache line flush instruction,
a dirty cache line can be evicted from CPU caches and

Figure 1: FAST Inserting (25, Ptr) into B-tree node

be flushed to PM. In FAST, such a premature cache line
flush does not affect the consistency of a sorted array.
The only condition that FAST requires is that the dirty
cache lines must be flushed in order.

Suppose that an array element is shifted from one
cache line to another. Since there exists a dependency
between the load and the store instructions, they will not
be reordered and we do not need to explicitly call a mem-
ory fence instruction. However, since cache line flush in-
structions can be reordered with store instructions, we
call a memory fence instruction per cache line flush.

3.2 Endurable Inconsistency during Shift
The shift operation is not failure-atomic by itself because
shifting an element can make it appear twice in a row.
In case of a system failure, such transient duplicate el-
ements can persist as shown in Figure 1, which seems
at first glance unacceptably inconsistent. To resolve this
issue, we use one property of B+-tree nodes; B+-tree
nodes do not allow duplicate pointers. Therefore, a key
in between duplicate pointers found during tree traversals
can be ignored by transactions and considered as a toler-
able transient inconsistent state. After finding a key of in-
terest in a sorted array, we check if its left and right child
pointers have the same addresses. If so, transactions ig-
nore the key and continue to read the next key. This mod-
ification in traversal algorithm requires only one more
compare instruction per each tree node visit, which in-
curs negligible overhead to transactions.

3.3 Insertion with FAST for TSO
In B+-tree nodes, the same number of keys and pointers
(or keys and values) need to be shifted in tandem. We
store keys and pointers as an array of structure in B+-
tree nodes so that the corresponding keys and pointers
are always flushed together.

The insertion algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Con-
sider the example shown in Figure 1. We insert a key-
value pair (25,Ptr) into the B+-tree node shown in (1)
of Figure 1. To make a space for 25, the two rightmost
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Algorithm 1
FAST insert(node,key, ptr)

1: node.lock.acquire()
2: if (sibling← node.sibling ptr) 6= NULL then
3: if sibling.records[0].key < key then
4: – previous write thread has split this node
5: node.lock.release()
6: FAST insert(sibling,key, ptr);
7: return
8: end if
9: end if

10: if node.cnt < node capacity then
11: if node.search dir flag is odd then
12: – if this node was updated by a delete thread, we
13: – increase this flag to make it even so that
14: – lock-free search scans from left to right
15: node.search dir flag++;
16: end if
17: for i← node.cnt−1; i≥ 0; i−− do
18: if node.records[i].key > key then
19: node.records[i+1].ptr← node.records[i].ptr;
20: m f ence IF NOT T SO();
21: node.records[i+1].key← node.records[i].key;
22: m f ence IF NOT T SO();
23: if &(node.records[i+1]) is at cacheline boundary

then
24: cl f lush with m f ence(&node.records[i+1]);
25: end if
26: else
27: node.records[i+1].ptr← node.records[i].ptr;
28: m f ence IF NOT T SO();
29: node.records[i+1].key← key;
30: m f ence IF NOT T SO();
31: node.records[i+1].ptr← ptr;
32: cl f lush with m f ence(&node.records[i+1]);
33: end if
34: end for
35: node.lock.release()
36: else
37: node.lock.release()
38: FAIRsplit(node,key, ptr);
39: end if

keys, 30 and 40, their pointers P4 and P5, and the sen-
tinel pointer Null must be shifted to the right.

First, we shift the sentinel pointer Null to the right as
shown in (2). Next, we shift the right child pointer P5 of
the last key 40 to the right, and then we shift key 40 to the
right, as shown in (3) and (4). In step (3) and (4), we have
a garbage key and a duplicate key 40 as the last key re-
spectively. Such inconsistency can be tolerated by mak-
ing other transactions ignore the key between the same
pointers (P5 and P5∗ in the example).

In step (5), we shift P4 by overwriting P5. This atomic
write operation invalidates the old key 40 ([P4,40,P4∗])
and validates the shifted key 40 ([P4∗,40,P5∗]). Even if

a system crashes at this point, the key 40 between the re-
dundant pointers ([P4,40,P4∗]) will be ignored. Next,
the key 30 can be shifted to the right by overwriting
the key 40 in step (6). Next, in step (7), we shift P3
to the right to invalidate the old key 30 ([P3,30,P3∗])
and make space for the key 25, that we insert. In step
(8), we store 25 in the third slot. However, the key 25
is not valid because it is in between the same point-
ers ([P3,25,P3∗]). Finally, in step (9), we overwrite P3∗
with the new pointer Ptr, which will validate the new key
25. In FAST, writing a new pointer behaves as a commit
mark of an insertion.

Unlike pointers, the size of keys can vary. If a key size
is greater than 8 bytes, it cannot be written atomically.
However, our proposed FAST insertion makes changes
to a key only if it is located between the same pointers.
Therefore, even if a key size is larger than 8 bytes and
even if it cannot be updated atomically, read operations
ignore such partially written keys and guarantee correct
search results.

In this sense, every single 8-byte write operation in
the FAST insertion algorithm is failure-atomic and crash
consistent because partially written tree nodes are always
usable. Hence, even if a system crashes during the up-
date, FAST guarantees recoverability as long as we flush
dirty cache lines in an order.

3.4 FAST for Non-TSO Architectures
ARM processors can reorder store instructions if they do
not have a dependency. I.e., if a store instruction updates
a key and another store instruction updates a pointer, they
can be reordered.

First, consider the case where keys are no larger than
8 bytes. Then, keys and pointers can be shifted indepen-
dently because no key or pointer in either array can be in
a partially updated status. Suppose that the ith and i+1th
keys are the same and the jth and j+1th pointers are the
same (i 6= j). We can simply ignore one of the redundant
elements in both arrays, easily sort out which pointer is
for which key’s child node, and reconstruct the correct
logical view of the B+-tree node.

Second, consider the case where the keys are larger
than 8 bytes. One easy option is to call a memory fence
instruction for each shift operation. Although this op-
tion calls a large number of memory fence instructions, it
calls cache line flush instructions only as many times as
the number of dirty cache lines as in TSO architectures.
Although memory fence overhead is not negligible, it is
much smaller than cache line flush overhead. Alterna-
tively, we can make B+-tree store the large keys in a sep-
arate memory heap and store pointers to the keys in B+-
tree nodes. This option allows us to avoid a large number
of memory fence instructions. However, through experi-
ments, we found the indirect access and the poor cache
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Figure 2: FAIR Node Split

locality significantly degrade the search performance.

3.5 Deletion with FAST
Deletion can be performed in a similar manner but
in reverse order of insertion. Consider the deletion of
(25,Ptr) from the tree node illustrated in (9) of Figure 1.
First, we overwrite Ptr with P3 to invalidate the key 25.
Note that this atomic write operation behaves as the com-
mit mark of the deletion. If a system crashes and a sub-
sequent query finds the B+-tree node as shown in (8), the
key 25 ([P3,25,P3∗]) will be considered as an invalid
key because it is in between duplicate pointers.

In the subsequent steps shown in (7)∼(3), the pointer
array will have adjacent duplicate pointers that invali-
date one of the keys while we shift them to the left. Fi-
nally, in step (2), we shift the sentinel pointer Null to the
left, which completes the deletion process. Similar to the
insertion, we flush dirty cache lines only when we are
about to make the next cache line dirty.

4 Failure-Atomic In-place Rebalancing
4.1 FAIR: Node Split
In both legacy disk-based B-trees and recently proposed
B+-tree variants for PM [49, 34, 5], logging or journaling
has been used when splitting or merging multiple tree
nodes. If a tree node splits, (1) we create a sibling node,
(2) move half of the entries from the overfull node to
the new sibling node, and (3) insert a pointer to the new
sibling node and its smallest key to the parent node. Since
these three steps must be performed atomically, logging
can be used. However, logging duplicates dirty pages. It
not only increases the write traffic but also blocks the
concurrent access to tree nodes.

We avoid the expensive logging by leveraging the
FAST in-place update scheme and the Failure-Atomic In-
place Rebalance (FAIR) node split algorithm described
in Algorithm 2. In our B+-tree design, we store a sibling
pointer not just for leaf nodes but also for internal nodes
as in the B-link tree [25].

Figure 2 illustrates each step of the FAIR node split
algorithm with an example. We examine every individual
store operations in splitting a tree node and carefully lay

Algorithm 2
FAIR split(node,key, ptr)

1: node.lock.acquire()
2: if (sibling← node.sibling ptr) 6= NULL then
3: if sibling.records[0].key < key then
4: node.lock.release()
5: FAST insert(sibling,key, ptr);
6: return
7: end if
8: end if
9: sibling← nv malloc(sizeo f (node));

10: median← node capacity/2
11: for i← median; i < node capacity; i++ do
12: FAST insert without lock(sibling,

node.records[i].key,node.records[i].ptr);
13: end for
14: sibling.sibling ptr← node.sibling ptr;
15: cl f lush with m f ence(sibling);
16: node.sibling ptr← sibling;
17: cl f lush with m f ence(&node.sibling ptr);
18: node.records[median].ptr← NULL;
19: cl f lush with m f ence(&node.records[median]);
20: – split is done. now insert (key,ptr)
21: if key < node.records[median].key then
22: FAST insert without lock(node,key, ptr)
23: else
24: FAST insert without lock(sibling,key, ptr)
25: end if
26: node.lock.release()
27: – update the parent node by traversing from the root.
28: FAST internal node insert(root,node.level+

1,sibling.records[0].key,node.sibling ptr);

them out so that we do not have to maintain an additional
copy of data for crash recovery and consistency is not
compromised in the event of system failure.

First, suppose there is only one node in the tree as
shown in (1). If we insert a new key 50, the leaf node
A will split. In (2), we create a sibling node B using
a PM heap manager [33], copy half of the entries, call
cache line flushes for the new node, and make the sibling
pointer of node A point to the sibling node B. The sibling
pointer must be written before we delete the migrated en-
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tries in the overfull node A. It looks as if the consistency
of the tree nodes is violated because we have duplicate
entries in nodes A and B; however, the right sibling node
B will not be used until we delete duplicate entries from
A because the smallest key in the right sibling node (40)
is smaller than the largest key in the overfull node (60).

Suppose a system crashes in state (2). If a query that
searches for key 35 is submitted, it will access node A
following the search path from the root node because the
sibling node B has not been added to the parent node
yet. Since 35 is smaller than 40 (the one in node A), the
search will stop without accessing node B. If the search
key is 65, the query will follow the sibling pointer, ac-
cess the sibling node B, and compare to see if the first
key of the sibling node B is greater than the largest key
in the node A. If it is, the query will keep checking the
next key until it finds a matching key or a larger key
than the search key. However, in this example, the search
will stop after it finds that the first key 40 in the sibling
node B is smaller than the largest key 60 in the node A.
The basic assumption that makes this redundancy and in-
consistency tolerable is that the right sibling nodes al-
ways have larger keys than the left sibling nodes. There-
fore, the keys and pointers in the new right sibling node
([P4∗,40∗,P6∗,60∗,Null]) will not be accessed until we
delete them in the overfull node A. We delete migrated
keys and pointers from the overfull node by atomically
setting the pointer of the median to NULL. This will
change the tree status to (3). If we search the key 40 after
deleting the migrated entries, the query will find that the
largest key in node A is smaller than the search key, and
follow the sibling pointer to find the key 40 in node B.

Figure 2 (5)∼(7) illustrate how we can endure tran-
sient inconsistency when we update the parent node. In
step (5), node A and its sibling node B can be considered
as a single virtual node. In the parent node R, we add a
key-pointer pair for node B, i.e., (40,C4) in the example.
Since the parent node has keys greater than the key 40
that we add, we shift them using FAST as shown in (5)
and (6). After we create a space in the parent node by
duplicating the pointer C2, we finally store (40,C4) as
shown in (7).

4.2 FAIR: Node Merge
In B+-tree, underutilized nodes are merged with sibling
nodes. If a deletion causes a node to be underutilized,
we delete the underutilized node from its parent node so
that the underutilized node and its left sibling node be-
come virtually a single node. Once we detach the under-
utilized node from the parent node, we check whether
the underutilized node and its left sibling node can be
merged. If the left sibling node does not have enough en-
tries, we merge them using FAST. If the left sibling node
has enough entries, we shift some entries from the left

sibling node to the underutilized node using FAST, and
insert the new smallest key of the right sibling node to its
parent node. This node merge algorithm is similar to the
split algorithm, but it is performed in the reverse order of
the split algorithm. Thus, a working example of the node
merge algorithm can be illustrated by reversing the order
of the steps shown in Figure 2.

5 Lock-Free Search
With the growing prevalence of many-core systems,

concurrent data structures are becoming increasingly im-
portant. In the recently proposed memory driven comput-
ing environment that consists of a large number of pro-
cessors accessing a persistent memory pool [1], concur-
rent accesses to shared data structures including B+-tree
indexes must be managed efficiently in a thread-safe way.

As described earlier, the sequences of 8 byte store op-
erations in FAST and FAIR algorithms guarantee that
no read thread will ever access inconsistent tree nodes
even if a write thread fails while making changes to the
B+-tree nodes. In other words, even if a read transac-
tion accesses a B+-tree partially updated by a suspended
write thread, it is guaranteed that the read transaction will
return the correct results. On the contrary, read transac-
tions can be suspended and a write transaction can make
changes to the B+-tree that the read transactions were ac-
cessing. When the read transactions wake up, they need
to detect and tolerate the updates made by the write trans-
action. In our implementation, tree structure modifica-
tions, such as page splits or merges, can be handled by
the concurrency protocol of the B-link tree [25]. How-
ever, the B-link tree has to acquire an exclusive lock to
update a single tree node atomically. However, leverag-
ing the FAST algorithm, we can design a non-blocking
lock-free search algorithm to allow concurrent accesses
to the same tree node as described below.

To enable a lock-free search, all queries must access a
tree node in the same direction. That is, while a write
thread is shifting keys and pointers to the right, read
threads must access the node from left to right. If a write
thread is deleting an entry using left shifts, read threads
must access the node from right to left. Suppose the fol-
lowing example. A query accesses the tree node shown
in Figure 1(1) to search for key 22. After the query reads
the first two keys - 10 and 20, it is then suspended be-
fore accessing the next key 30. While the query thread is
suspended, a write thread inserts 25 and shifts keys and
pointers to the right. When the suspended query thread
wakes up later, the tree node may be different from what
it was before. If the tree node is in one of the states
(1)∼(6), or (9), the read thread will follow the child
pointer P3 without a problem. If the tree node is in state
(7) or (8), the read thread will find the left and right child
pointers are the same. Then, it will ignore the current key
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Algorithm 3
LockFreeSearch(node,key)

1: repeat
2: ret← NULL;
3: prev switch← node.switch;
4: if prev switch is even then
5: – we scan this node from left to right
6: for i← 0;records[i].ptr 6= NULL; i++ do
7: if (k ← records[i].key) = key&&records[i].ptr 6=

(t← records[i+1].ptr) then
8: if (k = records[i].key) then
9: ret← t;

10: break;
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: else
15: – this node was accessed by a delete query
16: – we have to scan this node from right to left
17: for i← node.cnt−1; i >= 0; i−− do
18: – omitted due to symmetry and lack of space
19: end for
20: end if
21: until prev switch = node.switch
22: if ret = NULL && (t← node.sibling ptr) then
23: if t.records[0].key≤ key then
24: return t;
25: end if
26: end if
27: return ret;

and move on to the next key so that it follows the correct
child pointer. From this example, we can see that shifting
keys and pointers in the same direction does not hurt the
correctness of concurrent non-blocking read queries.

If a read thread scans an array from left to right while a
write thread is deleting its element by shifting to the left,
there is a possibility that the read thread will miss the
shifted entries. But if we shift keys and pointers in the
same direction, the suspended read thread cannot miss
any array element even if it may encounter the same en-
try multiple times. However, this does not hurt the cor-
rectness of the search results.

To guide which direction read threads scan a tree node,
we use a counter flag which increases when insertions
and deletions take turn. That is, the flag is an even num-
ber if a tree node has been updated by insertions and an
odd number if the node has been updated by deletions.
Search queries determine in which direction it scans the
node according to the flag, and it double checks whether
the counter flag remains unchanged after the scan. If the
flag has changed, the search query must scan the node
once again. A pseudo code of this lock-free search algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

Because of the restriction on the search direction,

our lock-free search algorithm cannot employ a binary
search. Although the binary search is known to perform
faster than the linear search, its performance can be lower
than that of the linear search when the array size is small,
as we will show in Section 6.2.

5.1 Lock-Free Search Consistency Model
A drawback of a lock-free search algorithm is that

a deterministic ordering of transactions cannot be en-
forced. Suppose a write transaction inserts two keys - 10
and 20 into a tree node and another transaction performs
a range query and accesses the tree node concurrently.
The range query may find 10 in the tree node but may
not find 20 if it has not been stored yet. This problem
can occur because the lock-free search does not serial-
ize the two transactions. Although the lock-free search
algorithm helps improve the concurrency level, it is vul-
nerable to the well-known phantom reads and dirty reads
problems [41].

In the database community, various levels of isolation
such as serializable mode, non-repeatable read mode,
read committed mode, and read uncommitted mode [41]
have been studied and used. Considering our lock-free
search algorithm is vulnerable to dirty reads, it operates
in read uncommitted mode. Although read uncommitted
mode can be used for certain types of queries in OLAP
systems, the scope of its usability is very limited.

To support higher isolation levels, we must resort to
other concurrency control methods such as key range
locks, snapshot isolation, or multi-version schemes [41].
However, these concurrency control methods may im-
pose a significant overhead. To achieve both a high con-
currency level and a high isolation level, we designed an
alternative method to compromise. That is, we use read
locks only for leaf nodes considering the commit oper-
ations only occur in leaf nodes. For internal tree nodes,
read transactions do not use locks since they are irrele-
vant to phantom reads and dirty reads. Since transactions
are likely to conflict more in internal tree nodes rather
than in leaf nodes, read locks in leaf nodes barely affect
the concurrency level as we will show in Section 6.7.

5.2 Lazy Recovery for Lock-Free Search
Since the reconstruction of a consistent logical view of
a B+-tree is always possible with an inconsistent but
correctable B+-tree, we perform a recovery in a lazy
manner. We do not let read transactions fix tolerable in-
consistency because read transactions are more latency
sensitive than write transactions. In our design, instead,
we make only write threads fix tolerable inconsistencies.
Such a lazy recovery approach is acceptable because
FAST allows at most one pair of duplicate pointers in
each node. Thus, it does not waste a significant amount
of memory space, and its performance impact on search
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is negligible. Besides, the lazy recovery is necessary for a
lock-free search. In lock-free searches, read threads and
a write thread can access the same node. If read threads
must fix the duplicate entries that a write thread caused,
read threads will compete for an exclusive write lock.
Otherwise, read threads have to check whether the node
is inconsistent due to a crash or due to an inflight insert
or delete, which will introduce significant complexities
and latency to reads.

To fix inconsistent tree nodes, we delete the garbage
key in between duplicate pointers by shifting the array
to the left. For a dangling sibling node, we check if the
sibling node can be merged with its left node. If not, we
insert the pointer to the sibling node into the parent node.

In the FAIR scheme, the role of adding a sibling node
to the parent node is not confined to the query that cre-
ated the sibling node. Even if a process that split a node
crashes for some reason, a subsequent process that ac-
cesses the sibling node via the sibling pointer triggers
a parent node update. If multiple write queries visit a
tree node via the sibling pointer, only one of them will
succeed in updating the parent node and the rest of the
queries will find that the parent has already been updated.

6 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of FAST and FAIR1

against the state-of-the-art indexing structures for PM
- wB+-tree with slot+bitmap nodes [5], FP-tree [34],
WORT [23], and Skiplist [16].

wB+-tree [5] is a B+-tree variant that stores all tree
nodes in PM. wB+-tree inserts data in an append-only
manner. To keep the ordering of appended keys, wB+-
tree employs a small metadata, called slot-array, which
manages the index of unsorted keys in a sorted order. In
order to atomically update the slot-array, wB+-tree uses
a separate bitmap to mark the validness of array elements
and slot-array. Because of these metadata, wB+-tree calls
at least four cache line flushes when we insert data into a
tree node. Besides this, wB+-tree also requires expensive
logging and a large number of cache line flushes when
nodes split or merge.

FP-Tree [34] is a variant of a B+-tree that stores leaf
nodes in PM but internal nodes in DRAM. It proposes to
reduce the CPU cache miss ratio via finger printing and
employs hardware transactional memory to control con-
current access to internal tree nodes in DRAM. FP-Tree
claims that internal nodes can be reconstructed without
significant overhead. However, the reconstruction of in-
ternal nodes is not very different from the reconstruction
of the whole index. We believe one of the most important
benefits of using PM is the instantaneous recoverability.
With FP-Tree, such an instantaneous recovery is impos-

1Codes are available at https://github.com/DICL/FAST FAIR

sible. Thus, strictly speaking, FP-Tree is not a persistent
index.

WORT [23] is an alternative index for PM based upon
a radix tree. Unlike B+-tree variants, the radix tree does
not require key sorting nor rebalancing tree structures.
Since the radix tree structure is deterministic, insertion or
deletion of a key requires only a few 8 byte write opera-
tions. However, radix trees are sensitive to the key distri-
bution and often suffers from poor cache utilization due
to their deterministic tree structures. Also, radix trees are
not as versatile as B+-trees as their range query perfor-
mance is very poor.

SkipList [16] is a probabilistic indexing structure that
avoids expensive rebalancing operations. An update of
the skip list needs pointer updates in multi-level linked
lists. But only the lowest level-linked list needs to be
updated in a failure-atomic way. In a Log-Structured
NVMM System [16], SkipList was used as a volatile ad-
dress mapping tree, but SkipList shares the same goal
with our B+-tree. That is, both indexing structures do not
need logging, enable lock-free search, and benefit from a
high degree of parallelism.

6.1 Experimental Environment
We run experiments on a workstation that has two In-
tel Xeon Haswell-Ex E7-4809 v3 processors (2.0 GHz,
16 vCPUs with hyper-threading enabled, and 20 MB L3
cache) that guarantee total store ordering and 64 GB of
DDR3 DRAM. We compiled all implementations using
g++ 4.8.2 with -O3 option.

We use a DRAM-based PM latency emulator -
Quartz[43] as was done in [44, 3, 20]. Quartz models
application-perceived PM latency by inserting stall cy-
cles in each predefined time interval called epoch. In our
experiments, the minimum and maximum epochs are set
to 5 nsec and 10 nsec respectively. We assume that PM
bandwidth is the same as that of DRAM since Quartz
does not allow us to emulate both latency and bandwidth
at the same time.

6.2 Linear Search vs. Binary Search
In the first set of experiments shown in Figure 3, we in-
dex 1 million random key-value pairs of 8 bytes each
and evaluate the performance of the linear search and the
binary search with varying size of B+-tree nodes. We as-
sume the latency of PM is the same as that of DRAM.

As we increase the size of the tree nodes, the tree
height decreases in log scale but the number of data to be
shifted by the FAST algorithm in each node linearly in-
creases. As a result, Figure 3(a) shows the insertion per-
formance degrades with larger tree node sizes.

Regarding search performance, Figure 3(b) shows the
binary search performance improves as we increase the
tree node size because of the smaller tree height and the
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fewer number of key comparisons. However, the binary
search often stalls due to poor cache locality and the
failed branch prediction. As a result, it performs slower
than the linear search when the tree node size is smaller
than 4 KB. Although the linear search accesses more
cache lines and incurs more LLC cache misses, memory-
level parallelism (MLP) helps read multiple cache lines
at the same time. As a result, the number of effective LLC
cache misses of the linear search is smaller than that of
the binary search.

Overall, our B+-tree implementation shows good in-
sertion and search performance when the tree node size
is 512 bytes and 1 KB. Hence, we set the B+-tree node
size to 512 bytes for the rest of the experiments unless
stated otherwise. Note that the 512-byte tree node size
occupies only eight cache lines, thus FAST requires eight
cache line flushes in the worst case and four cache line
flushes on average. Since the binary search makes lock-
free search impossible and the linear search performs
faster than binary search when the node size is small, we
use the linear search for the rest of the experiments.

6.3 Range Query
A major reason to use B+trees instead of hash tables is to
allow range queries. Hash indexes are known to perform
well for exact match queries, but they cannot be used if
a query involves the ordering of data such as ORDER BY
sorting and MIN/MAX aggregation. Thus many commer-
cial database systems use a hash index as a supplemen-
tary index of the B+-tree index.

In the experiments shown in Figure 4, we show the rel-
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ative performance improvement over SkipList for range
query performance with various selection ratios. The se-
lection ratio is the proportion of selected data to the num-
ber of data in an index. We set the read latency of PM
to 300 nsec and inserted 10 million 8-byte random in-
teger keys into 1 KB tree nodes. A B+-tree with FAST
and FAIR processes range queries up to 20 times faster
than SkipList and consistently outperforms other persis-
tent indexing structures (6∼27% faster than FP-tree and
25∼33% faster than wB+-tree) due to its simple structure
and sorted keys.

6.4 PM Latency Effect
In the experiment shown in Figure 5 and 6, we index
10 million 8 byte key-value pairs in uniform distribution
and measure the average time spent per query while in-
creasing the read and write latency of PM from 300 nsec.
For FP-tree, we set the size of the leaf nodes and inter-
nal nodes to 1 KB and 4 KB respectively as was done in
[34]. The node size of wB+-tree is fixed at 1 KB because
each node can hold no more than 64 entries. Both config-
urations are the fastest performance settings for FP-tree
and wB+-tree [34].

Figure 5 shows that FAST+FAIR, FP-tree, and WORT
show comparable insertion performances and they out-
perform wB+-tree and SkipList by a large margin. In de-
tail, the insertion time is composed of three parts, Cache
line flush, Search, and Node Update times. wB+-tree
calls a 1.7 times larger number of cache line flushes than
FAST+FAIR. We also measured the performance of a
FAST-only B+-tree with legacy tree rebalancing opera-
tions that have a logging overhead. Because of the log-
ging overhead, FAST+Logging performs 7∼18% slower
than FAST+FAIR.

The poor performance of SkipList is because of its
poor cache locality. Without clustering similar keys in
contiguous memory space and exploiting the cache lo-
cality, byte-addressable in-memory data structures such
as SkipList, radix trees, and binary trees fail to lever-
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Figure 6: Performance Comparison of Single-Threaded Index (AVG. of 5 Runs)

age memory level parallelism. Hence, block-based data
structures such as B+-trees that benefit from clustered
keys need to be considered not only for block device
storage systems but also for byte-addressable PM. FP-
tree benefits from faster access to internal nodes than
FAST+FAIR and WORT, but it calls a slightly larger
number of cache line flushes than FAST+FAIR (4.8 v.s
4.2) because of fingerprints and leaf-level logging.

Figure 6(a) shows how the read latency of PM af-
fects the exact match query performance. FP-tree shows
a slightly faster search performance than FAST+FAIR
when the read latency is higher than 600 nsec because
it has faster access to volatile internal nodes. When the
read latency is 900 nsec, WORT spends twice as much
time as FAST+FIAR to search the index. Interestingly,
the average number of LLC cache misses of WORT that
we measured with perf is 4.9 while that of FAST+FAIR is
8.3 in the experiments. Although B+-tree variants have a
larger number of LLC cache misses than WORT, mostly
they access adjacent cache lines and benefit from serial
memory accesses, i.e., hardware prefetcher and memory
level parallelism. To reflect the characteristics of modern
hardware prefetcher and memory-level parallelism and
to avoid overestimation of the overhead of serial memory
accesses, Quartz counts the number of memory stall cy-
cles for each LOAD request and divides it by the memory
latency to count the number of serial memory accesses
and estimate the appropriate read latency for them [43].
Therefore, the search performances of B+-tree variants
are less affected by the increased read latency of PM
compared to WORT and SkipList.

In the experiments shown in Figure 6(b), we mea-
sure the average insertion time for the same batch in-
sertion workload while increasing only the write latency
of PM. As we increase the write latency, WORT, which
calls fewer cache line flushes than FAST+FAIR, outper-
forms all other indexes because the number of cache line
flushes becomes a dominant performance factor and the
poor cache locality of WORT gives less impact on the
performance. FAST+FAIR consistently outperforms FP-
tree, wB+-tree, and Skip List as it calls a lower number
of clflush instructions.

6.5 Performance on Non-TSO
Although stores-after-stores are not reordered in X86 ar-
chitectures, ARM processors do not preserve total store
ordering. To evaluate that the performance of FAST on
non-TSO architectures, we add dmb instruction as a
memory barrier to enforce the order of store instructions
and measure the insertion performance of FAST and
FAIR on a smartphone, Nexus 5, which has a 2.26 GHz
Snapdragon 800 processor and 2 GB DDR memory. To
emulate PM, we assume that a particular address range
of DRAM is PM and the read latency of PM is no differ-
ent from that of DRAM. We emulate the write latency of
PM by injecting nop instructions. Since the word size
of Snapdragon 800 processor is 4 bytes, the granular-
ity of failure-atomic writes is 4 bytes, and the node size
of wB+-tree and FP-tree is limited to 256 bytes accord-
ingly. Figure 6(c) shows that, when the PM latency is
the same as that of DRAM, our proposed FAST+FAIR
shows worse performance than FP-tree although FP-tree
calls more cache line flush instructions. This is because
FAST+FAIR calls more memory barrier instructions than
FP-tree on ARM processors (16.2 vs. 6.6). However, as
the write latency of PM increases, FAST+FAIR outper-
forms other indexes because the relative overhead of dmb
becomes less significant compared to that of the cache
line flushes (dccmvac). In our experiments, the perfor-
mance of FAST+FAIR is up to 1.61 times faster than
wB+-tree.

6.6 TPC-C Benchmark
In real-world applications, workloads are often mixed
with writes and reads. In the experiments shown in Fig-
ure 7, we evaluate the performance using TPC-C bench-
mark. TPC-C benchmark is an OLTP benchmark that
consists of 5 different types of queries (New-Order, Pay-
ment, Order-Status, Delivery, and Stock-Level). We var-
ied the percentage of these queries to generate four dif-
ferent workloads so that the proportion of search queries
increases from W1 to W4. The read and write latency of
PM are both set to 300 nsec. FAST+FAIR consistently
outperforms other indexes because of its good insertion
performance and superior range query performance due
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to the sorted data in its leaf nodes. While WORT shows
the fastest insertion performance, it suffers from a poor
range query performance in this benchmark.

6.7 Concurrency and Recoverability
In the experiments shown in Figure 8, we evaluate the
performance of multi-threaded versions of FAST+FAIR,
FP-tree, SkipList, and B-link tree. Although wB+-tree
and WORT are not designed to handle concurrent
queries, they can employ well-known concurrency con-
trol protocols such as the crabbing protocol [41]. How-
ever, we do not implement and evaluate multi-threaded
versions of wB+-tree and WORT. Instead, we present
the performance of B-link tree for reference because
it is known that B-link tree outperforms the crabbing
protocol [41]. Note that B-link tree is not designed to
provide the failure-atomicity for byte-granularity writes
in PM and B-link tree does not allow the lock-free
search. We implemented the concurrent version of FP-
tree using Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Exten-
sion (TSX) as was done in [34]. For this experiments,
the write latency of PM is set to 300 nsec and the read
latency of PM is set to be equal to that of DRAM.
FAST+FAIR and SkipList eliminate the necessity of read
locks but they require write locks to serialize write opera-
tions on tree nodes. Our implementations of FAST+FAIR
and B-link tree use std::mutex class in C++11 and
Skiplist uses a spin lock with gcc built-in CAS function,
sync bool compare and swap. But they can also

employ the hardware transactional memory for higher
concurrency. We compiled these implementations with-
out the -O3 optimization option because the compiler op-
timization can reorder instructions and it affects the cor-
rectness of lock-free algorithm.

Although these experiments are intended to evaluate
the concurrency, they also show the instant recoverabil-
ity of FAST and FAIR algorithms. In a physical power-
off test, we need to generate a large number of partially
updated transient inconsistent tree nodes and see whether

read threads can tolerate such inconsistent tree nodes. In
the lock-free concurrency experiments, a large number
of read transactions access various partially updated tree
nodes. If the read transactions can ignore such transient
inconsistent tree nodes, instant recovery is possible.

In the experiments shown in Figure 8, we run three
workloads - 50M Search, 50M Insertion, and Mixed. We
insert 50 million 8 byte random keys into the index and
run each workload: For 50M Insertion workload, we in-
sert additional 50 million keys into the index. For 50M
Search we search 50 million keys. And for Mixed work-
load, each thread alternates between four insert queries,
sixteen search queries, and one delete query. We use nu-
mactl to bind threads explicitly to a single socket to min-
imize the socket communication overhead and we dis-
tribute the workload across a number of threads.

Figure 8(a) shows that FAST+FAIR gains about a
11.7x faster speedup when the number of threads in-
creases from one to sixteen. However, the speed-up
saturates over 16 threads because our testbed machine
has 16 vCPUs in a single socket. For FP-tree and B-
link tree, the search speed-up becomes saturated when
we use 8 and 4 threads respectively. When we run 8
threads, FP-tree takes advantage of the TSX and shows
a throughput about 2.2x higher than B-link tree. Since
SkipList also benefits from lock-free search, it scales to
16 threads but from a much lower throughput. Although
FAST+FAIR+LeafLocks requires read threads to acquire
read locks in leaf nodes, FAST+FAIR+LeafLocks shows
a comparable concurrency level with FAST+FAIR. Note
that the lock-free FAST+FAIR operates at read uncom-
mitted mode while FAST+FAIR+LeafLocks operates at
serializable mode.

In terms of write performance, FP-tree does not bene-
fit much from the TSX as it shows a similar performance
to B-link tree. It is because FP-tree performs expensive
logging when a leaf node splits although it benefits from
the faster TSX-enabled lock. In Figure 8(b), FAST+FAIR
achieves about 12.5x higher insertion throughput when
16 threads run concurrently. In contrast, FP-tree and B-
link tree achieve only a 7.7x and 4.4x higher through-
put. Figure 8(c) shows that the scalability of FP-tree
and B-link tree is limited because of read locks while
FAST+FAIR takes advantage of the lock-free search.
For the mixed workload, FAST+FAIR achieves up to a
11.44x higher throughput than a single thread.

7 Related Work
Lock-free index: In parallel computing community,
various non-blocking implementations of popular data
structures such as queues, lists, and search trees have
been studied [4, 14, 15, 32]. Among various lock-free
data structures, Braginsky et al.’s lock-free dynamic B+-
tree [4] and Levandoski’s Bw-tree [28] are the most rel-
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Figure 8: Performance with Varying Number of Threads (AVG. of 5 Runs)

evant to our work. Unlike their lock-free B+-tree imple-
mentations, our current design still requires write latches
for write threads because persistent B+-trees need to
address durability as an additional challenge. We leave
lock-free writes for persistent index as a future work.

Memory persistency: In order to resolve the ordering
issues of memory writes in PM-based systems, numer-
ous works [9, 35, 29] have lately proposed novel mem-
ory persistency models, such as strict persistency [35]
and epoch persistency [9]. Strict persistency does not
distinguish memory consistency from memory persis-
tency, but epoch persistency [9] requires persist barri-
ers so that persist order may deviate from the volatile
memory order. These persistency models complement
our work. FAST and FAIR guarantee the consistency of
B+-tree under strict persistency model. If memory con-
sistency is decoupled from memory persistency and the
persist order deviates from the volatile memory order as
in relaxed persistency, FAST and FAIR must call a per-
sist barrier for every cache line flush instruction because
they must enforce the order of cache line flushes to PM.
However, within the same cache line, we do not need to
call a persist barrier for each shift operation because ar-
ray elements in the same cache line are guaranteed to be
flushed to PM even under the relaxed persistency model.
The only condition that FAST and FAIR require is that
the dirty cache lines must be flushed in order. There-
fore, FAST and FAIR place minimal persistence over-
head under both strict and relaxed persistency models.
That is, FAST calls persist barriers only as many times
as the number of dirty cache lines in a B+-tree node un-
der the relaxed persistency. On the other hand, other per-
sistent indexes such as wB+-tree and FP-tree that em-
ploy append-only strategy need to call a persist barrier
for each store instruction since their store instructions are
not dependent. Due to the unavailability of PM that im-
plements various persistency models, we leave a perfor-
mance evaluation of our FAST and FAIR schemes under
relaxed persistency model to our future work

Hardware transactional memory: The advent of
commercially available hardware transactional memory
such as the Intel’s Restricted Transactional Memory

(RTM) and Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) can be used
to support coarse-grained atomic cache line writes [13,
27, 39, 46, 47]. Hardware transactional memories guar-
antee a dirty cache line remains in the write combin-
ing store buffer so that isolation can be preserved. How-
ever, memory persistency models including even strict
persistency do not guarantee multiple cache lines will be
flushed atomically even with the help of hardware trans-
actional memory [39]. Hence, if a system crashes while
flushing multiple cache lines, its consistency can not be
guaranteed. Hence, hardware transactional memory in its
current form cannot replace our FAST and FAIR algo-
rithms as long as the tree node size is larger than a single
cache line [22] and a tree needs rebalancing operations.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we have designed, implemented, and evalu-
ated Failure-Atomic ShifT (FAST) and Failure-Atomic
In-place Rebalance (FAIR) algorithms for legacy B+-
trees to get the most benefit out of byte-addressable per-
sistent memory. FAST and FAIR solves the granular-
ity mismatch problem of PM without using logging and
without modifying the data structure of B+-trees.

FAST and FAIR algorithms transform a consistent B+-
tree into another consistent state or a transient incon-
sistent state that read operations can endure. By mak-
ing read operations tolerate transient inconsistency, we
can avoid expensive copy-on-write and logging. Besides,
we can isolate read transactions, which enables non-
blocking lock-free search.
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Abstract

A FLUSH command has been used for decades to enforce

persistence and ordering of updates in a storage device.

The command forces all the data in the volatile buffer of

the storage device to non-volatile media to achieve per-

sistency. This lump-sum approach to flushing has two

performance consequences. First, it slows down non-

volatile materialization of the writes that actually need

to be made durable. Second, it deprives the writes that

do not need to be made durable of an opportunity for ab-

sorbing future writes and coalescing.

We attempt to characterize the problems of this se-

mantic gap of flushing in storage devices and propose

RFLUSH that allows a fine-grained control over non-

volatile materialization. The RFLUSH command delivers

a range of logical block addresses (LBAs) that need to be

flushed and thus enables the storage device to force only

a subset of data in its buffer.

We implemented this fine-grained flush command in a

storage device using an open-source flash development

platform and modified the F2FS file system to make use

of the command in processing fsync requests as a case

study. Performance evaluation using the prototype shows

that the inclusion of RFLUSH improves the throughput by

up to 6.5x; reduces the write traffic by up to 43%; and

eliminates the long tail in the response time.

1 Introduction

Historically, storage devices have made use of a volatile

buffer for various purposes. For hard disk drives

(HDDs), the volatile buffer has been used for absorb-

ing writes and minimizing seeks, while solid state drives

(SSDs) have used the buffer for improving their random

write performance and masking the limited endurance of

the underlying non-volatile media [6, 13, 15, 19, 38, 39,

44].

The adoption of a volatile buffer, however, can bring

with it data loss and improper ordering of updates in a

power outage. The FLUSH command has been introduced

to resolve this issue; forcing all the pending writes to

non-volatile media, ensuring persistence and proper seri-

alization of updates.

Unfortunately, this lump-sum approach to enforcing

persistency has undesired performance consequences [6,

13, 38, 39, 44]. To faithfully implement the flush seman-

tics, the storage device must empty all the dirty pages in

its volatile buffer, whereas a flush request is commonly

issued with less stringent requirements. As an example,

consider a concurrent execution of two applications: an

on-line banking application that requires to persist each

transaction immediately, and a big-data analytics appli-

cation that writes a large amount of intermediate results,

which is a common scenario in modern complicated and

multi-tenant storage platforms. In this scenario, a flush

request for a committed transaction by the banking ap-

plication will end up with forcing a large amount of dirty

data (most of it from the analytics application, and thus

irrelevant) in the storage device, which slows down what

is actually needed (forcing the dirty data from the bank-

ing application).

This paper attempts to cure the performance problem

of the conventional flush mechanism outlined above by

refactoring the storage device interface. The refactoring

is to include a command called RFLUSH (Range Flush)

which allows a fine-grained control over non-volatile ma-

terialization of dirty data in the buffer. The RFLUSH com-

mand transfers a range of logical block addresses (LBAs)

that specifies data to be persisted with it, helping the stor-

age device to optimize its non-volatile materialization.

This command not only speeds up the non-volatile mate-

rialization of the target LBAs but also enhances buffering

and coalescing of other dirty data in the buffer.

Our work is in line with a collection of recent stud-

ies. In the past, computer systems have been built upon a

standard block device interface consisting of a small set

of commands over its logical address space: read, write,

and flush. This abstract view of a storage device allows

a host system to readily access non-volatile media in an

efficient manner. However, as emerging storage media

such as flash memory and other non-volatile memories

(NVMs) are more commonly used, the possibility of ex-

tending the conventional block device interface to lever-

age the full potential of the new storage media is being

actively explored [1, 4, 7, 9, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 36, 46].

A TRIM command has been proposed to prevent use-

less data from being copied around and lowering the

endurance of flash memory [36]. As another example,

recent storage device interfaces support atomic writes,

which can be efficiently supported in flash-based storage
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devices [7, 31]. Also, storage interface extensions such

as those for delegating block allocation [1, 9, 27, 32, 46],

multi-streamed SSDs [18, 29], host manageable storage

devices [4, 23], and user programmable SSDs [35] have

been studied to provide an extended functionality and/or

achieve better performance in high-end storage systems.

The benefits of RFLUSH seem straightforward, but re-

alizing it efficiently in a storage device and augmenting

file systems and/or database systems to make an effective

use of it are not without challenges. We implemented

RFLUSH in a storage device using an open-source flash

development platform [23] and modified a file system

(F2FS) [22] to make use of the extended interface1. The

modified F2FS uses the RFLUSH command in the han-

dling of fsync (and its variants). In this way, user ap-

plications do not need to be modified since the interface

(i.e., fsync) and its semantics are faithfully preserved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We

give our motivation for RFLUSH and briefly review the

related technology trends (§2). We then present the

RFLUSH command and describe its prototype implemen-

tation (§3). We present results from performance evalua-

tion using the prototype (§4), and finally conclude (§5).

2 Motivation and Related Work

Flush Optimization using Non-volatile Memory:

Many prior works have pointed out that the in-storage

buffer flush is a critical contributor to performance vari-

ation and unexpected slowdown in storage devices [15,

19]. One approach to lessening the detrimental perfor-

mance effects of flush is to use super capacitors for pro-

viding enough energy to force all the dirty data in the

volatile buffer at the time of a power outage. SSD man-

ufacturers incorporate super capacitors in their high-end

SSD devices to make them tolerant on power outages,

offering high performance and reliability at the same

time [21]. As a similar approach, Xiangfeng presents

a modern SSD architecture that uses non-volatile mem-

ory for a write buffer while maintaining a read cache as

volatile [44]. However, both approaches intrinsically in-

crease the manufacturing cost, resulting in lower compet-

itiveness of the intended products. The two approaches

are, however, complementary to RFLUSH in the sense that

they allow the RFLUSH command to return immediately

while giving priority for replacement to those dirty data

that were the target of the command to make room in the

buffer for future writes.

Flush Optimization in a Host: The problem of flush-

ing mechanism also exists in a page cache between a

host and a device, because the page cache adopts a flush-

ing mechanism to ensure persistence and ordering of up-

1https://github.com/jsyeon92/RFLUSH

dates in its volatile buffer. As opposed to a storage intre-

face, POSIX file system interfaces provide fine-grained

control over the flushing mechanism through fsync and

fdatasync system calls, in addition to sync. However,

the flushing activity is still costly in a larger size page

cache, and thus there have been numerous studies to mit-

igate this problem. Likewise as on the storage side, spe-

cialized hardware such as battery-backed main memory

has been considered to avoid flushing cost [5, 43]. As

a software-based approach, Nightingale et al. present an

externally synchronized file system called xsyncfs [30],

which allows an application to avoid blocking during the

long-latency synchronization. The xsyncfs allows a re-

questing application to immediately return from the syn-

chronization request, but makes the updates visible when

they become consistently durable, leading to improve-

ment in responsiveness. Chidambaram et al. present a

new crash-consistency protocol that decouples ordering

and durability, thereby providing data consistency with

high performance [6]. Instead of forcing a low-level disk

promptly to flush its buffer, they allow a storage device to

optimize a flushing mechanism within a time limit, while

still satisfying the ordering constraints. While such opti-

mization obtained through a trade-off between durability

and performance is worthwhile to consider in storage in-

terface extension, this paper, as an initial and fundamen-

tal approach, focuses on storage interfaces for enhancing

performance without any compromising of durability.

SSD Trends: The demand to improve the flush inter-

face is particularly high at this moment because the cost

of a flush is amplified when it is combined with next-

generation SSD technologies. As host interfaces such as

the NVMe [10, 16] become fast, the performance bot-

tleneck is being shifted from the host interface to the

flash device. The flash memory latencies for reading,

programming, and erasing are also steadily increasing al-

though device density is improving. Therefore, the latest

SSDs attempt to use an increasingly larger buffer (e.g.,

512 MB to 2 GB) to compensate for flash memory’s low

performance and endurance [25, 33, 34, 37]. With this

trend, it is obvious that cache flushing results in more

serious performance degradations in the presence of a

larger buffer.

Besides, there are SSDs that exploit a portion of the

host memory as a dedicated in-storage buffer, which may

seriously suffer from cache flushing. Such SSDs help to

improve the performance while cutting off the cost by

not using DRAM in the storage device [8, 33], but a tan-

dem with a classical flush interface might incur GBs of

data being flushed from the host to the storage device on

a regular basis. Considering the high cost of data transfer

between the host and the device, the existing flush mech-

anism would degrade the storage performance severely.
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Also, the page size of flash memory is getting bigger,

which will affect the overall performance as an eager

flushing forfeits the possibility of consolidation and re-

alignment of pending writes, yielding a large number of

underutilized pages [20].

High Demand on Isolation The need for improving

the flush interface is also evident with respect to per-

formance isolation. With the latest innovations of data

centers, computation is rapidly being moved from stand-

alone desktops to cloud systems. With this trend, perfor-

mance isolation and accurate accounting across applica-

tions are more important than ever. Techniques for iso-

lating storage performance on the host side have been

researched extensively. IceFS isolates related data with

a container-based grouping and eliminates shared physi-

cal resources or access dependencies among containers

in a file system [13]. Differentiated Storage Services

(DSS) [26] and IOFlow [41] propose to tag data across

layers to determine which process issues a request at any

given layer. Yang et al. present a split-level I/O schedul-

ing framework that provides a set of hooks for acquir-

ing knowledge needed for accurate accounting and fair

scheduling [45].

However, not much research has been performed on

the storage side to prevent interference among applica-

tions. Prior works on in-storage buffers mostly focus on

the replacement policy [15, 19], and there is not much

previous research on curing the inefficiency of the flush

mechanism despite its huge impact on the performance

and endurance of the storage device. We believe our

analysis and proposal in this paper are highly timely and

contribute to driving the storage interface to be in har-

mony with fast-advancing storage technologies.

3 Range Flush

The concept of RFLUSH is simple but there are many de-

sign issues to be addressed since it involves from the ap-

plication down to the storage device. In §3.1, we discuss

places where RFLUSH can be useful. Then, in §3.2, we

explain how to identify data related to RFLUSH. Data as-

sociated with RFLUSH is not limited to user data but in-

cludes metadata. In §3.3, we discuss how to handle meta-

data for RFLUSH. We describe how to integrate RFLUSH

into storage protocols in §3.4.

3.1 Where to Use RFLUSH

Since RFLUSH is more general than its counterpart FLUSH

and allows finer-grained control over what to flush, there

can be many use cases where it can be effective. In this

paper, we focus on its use for optimizing the fsync and

fdatasync system calls. (Hereafter we use fsync to

denote both fsync and fdatasync.)

There are some obvious benefits in implementing

fsync using RFLUSH. First, no application modifications

are needed since the fsync semantics can be faithfully

preserved. Second, information about the user data and

metadata that are affected by the fsync is readily avail-

able. Third, there can be noticeable performance gains

from isolating regions to flush by fsync.

Although we leave for future research the use of

RFLUSH by the file system itself other than in the process-

ing of the fsync, we can easily identify other potential

use cases for RFLUSH. For example, many file systems

use journaling for recovery purposes and they typically

use write-ahead logging (WAL) [28] that requires log-

ging be performed before the logged updates are written

to their home locations. The RFLUSH command can be

used to give priority to the non-volatile materialization

of data in the log. The same write-ahead logging is used

by almost all the database systems today and they can be

equally benefited by the use of RFLUSH.

3.2 How to Identify the Associated Data

The next challenge in using RFLUSH lies in how to iden-

tify the associated data for a given fsync request. The

file system needs to identify the set of pages that are as-

sociated with a file and thus has to be forced to persist.

Among such pages, some are in the page cache in a dirty

state. The file system can flush such pages to the storage

device followed by an RFLUSH command targeting them.

A problematic case is when some of the pages that need

to be forced to persist have already been sent to storage,

meaning that they can be either in a clean state or evicted

from a page cache. Unfortunately, it is overly intricate to

keep track of such data blocks, but if they are missing,

the semantics of the fsync system call can be violated.

We address this challenge by specifying whole data

blocks of a file. This approximation is made efficient

by fundamental file-system design principles; most file

systems allocate data blocks for a file as consecutively

as possible so as to benefit from spatial locality [14].

This idea has been adopted to reduce the seek time for

HDDs, but it holds true for SSDs as well since a high

degree of spatial locality means better performance for

SSDs because it allows for more efficient address trans-

lation and interleaving over multiple channels/chips in

the SSD. With this policy, the data blocks of a file are

likely to be encoded by only a few extents, which means

only a small number of RFLUSH commands are needed.

However, this might not always be the case because

there could be more fragmentations over time, in par-

ticular for larger files. To address this, our final design

choice is to transfer the inode number of the target file,

instead of a set of LBAs. This approach can faithfully

preserve the fsync semantics, without excessive over-
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head needed to specify the range of data blocks to persist

with RFLUSH. The implementation details of the inode-

based RFLUSH protocol will be described in Section 3.4.

3.3 How to Handle Metadata

One thing that must not be overlooked is to flush file sys-

tem metadata that has a dependency on the target file of

the fsync; otherwise, there is a danger of data corrup-

tion or loss on a system crash. We explain using the

F2FS file system as an example. The on-disk layout of

F2FS has two areas; metadata area and main area. The

metadata area keeps information for file system mainte-

nance such as block allocation bitmaps and orphan inode

lists [22]. In contrast, the main area is used to store nor-

mal data blocks and file metadata including inode and in-

direct blocks. Upon a write request, a set of blocks needs

to be updated in an atomic manner to provide crash con-

sistency [3]. Specifically, since F2FS is a log-structured

file system, it allocates and updates a new data block out-

of-place, requiring the updating of related metadata (i.e.,

inode) and indirect blocks to properly point to the new

block. In turn, the block allocation bitmap and several

tables that maintain information for space management

should also be updated. This behavior leads to many

small random writes to blocks containing the file sys-

tem metadata; encoding of those writes as a set of ranges

would be complicated. To get away with this complica-

tion, we decide to encode a full range of the metadata

area, which is a superset of metadata to be updated, and

send it along with the RFLUSH command.

This approximation seems to have a problem when

fsync requests from multiple files are interfered with

each other because their metadata shares a single LBA.

Consider a case in which there are two different files

A and B, whose inode structures are located in a single

block. When the fsync requests occur for the files con-

currently, forcing the entire metadata area by one fsync

request might corrupt data integrity, violating ordering

constraints between data and metadata of another file

(e.g., file B’s metadata is persisted before file B’s data

block).

However, this is not the case because current file sys-

tems are carefully designed so as not to let this happen.

For example, F2FS logs individual inode structure on

an update, instead of an entire block, thereby prevent-

ing undesired interference that can be caused by inter-

leaved fsyncs. Ext4 resolves this issue by forcing all

dependant data prior to persisting the modified metadata

block. Thus, in the above example, both data A and B are

flushed to non-volatile storage before the metadata block

when an fsync request occurs either for file A or B.

3.4 How to Integrate into a Storage Proto-

col

To make use of the RFLUSH primitive, the host inter-

face should be extended. While this extension is dif-

ficult to be incorporated into mature storage interfaces

such as SATA [12] or SAS [17], it is a viable option for

emerging storage interfaces like NVMe [10, 16] to add

proprietary extensions. Another possibility for incorpo-

rating extensions into the standard storage API is to use

the open-channel SSD architecture [4, 23]. In this archi-

tecture, the host system implements many of the func-

tionalities needed to manage flash memory (e.g., garbage

collection). Also, by utilizing veiled information behind

the storage device interface, this architecture enables the

management of flash memory to meet the demands of the

host system. We use the latter approach since the host-

manageable architecture allows easy integration of the

extensions for RFLUSH.

Our prototyping system implements the inode-based

RFLUSH protocol through storage interface extension

and F2FS file system modification. We add the range

flush protocol to BlueDBM, which is an open-channel

flash development platform from MIT [23], facilitating

the construction of a host-manageable storage device.

Specifically, we extend the host storage interface to sup-

port the RFLUSH primitive in which the inode number is

encoded. Then, we augment the in-storage buffer handler

in the FTL to locate the associated data blocks and flush

them selectively upon an RFLUSH request. The buffer

handler maintains the pending updates in a hash table

using an inode number as a key. Note that this mech-

anism requires a write command that also includes an

inode number such that the device controller determines

which file the data block belongs to. However, the open-

channel SSD half of which the FTL runs on the host side

can easily determine this by referencing the kernel data

structure with the transferred write request, which is used

in our implementation.

On the host side, F2FS, the modified file system, com-

municates with BlueDBM through a block device inter-

face and makes use of the RFLUSH primitive in imple-

menting the fsync system call. When an fsync request

arrives from the application, F2FS writes all dirty pages

of the requested file and the associated metadata from

a page cache to a storage device. Then, F2FS issues a

pair of RFLUSH commands that include the inode num-

bers associated with the target file and the metadata area.

The RFLUSH command is forwarded to the storage device

controller through the underlying block I/O layer and de-

vice driver where a host side component of BlueDBM

runs. BlueDBM completes the RFLUSH request by forc-

ing writes associated with the given inode number.
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Figure 1: RFLUSH protocol implementation.

Configuration Settings

Page / Block size 4KB / 64 Pages

Read / Write Latency 100us / 1300us

Block Erase Latency 1.5ms

Data Transfer Latency 100us (for 4KB)

Overprovisioning Ratio 3%

SSD capacity 37 GB

In-storage Buffer 256 MB / 1 GB

Table 1: SSD platform setup.

4 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed RFLUSH using a prototype im-

plementation. The next section explains our evaluation

methodology. In §4.2, we report results on the effective-

ness of RFLUSH from experiments using both micro- and

macro-benchmarks.

4.1 Methodology

We modified both the file system (F2FS) [22] and

the storage device (BlueDBM) [23] to implement the

RFLUSH protocol in Linux 4.7.2. Figure 1 shows

the architecture of our experimental platform. When

the user issues an fsync request through the system

call interface, the sync handler module inside the

file system generates RFLUSH commands to BlueDBM.

The range flush handler module within the FTL of

BlueDBM handles the request by forcing the associated

data from its volatile buffer to the non-volatile media.

Our experiments were performed on Intel Core i7 run-

ning at 3.3GHz with 64GB of DDR4 memory. The

detailed configurations of BlueDBM are given in Ta-

ble 1. To understand the performance consequence of the

RFLUSH primitive, we first evaluate the prototype using a

micro-benchmark based on FIO [11], which generates a

synthetic workload that models a best-case scenario for

RFLUSH. Then, we use a set of macro-benchmarks to ex-

amine the effectiveness of RFLUSH in a real environment.

In our experiments, the storage device is accessed in a
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Figure 2: IOPS and response time distributions of the

micro-benchmark. Figures in the top row show IOPS

for syncing and non-syncing threads with a 1GB storage

buffer. The X-axis is the amount of data written between

the invocations of fsync. The use of RFLUSH improves

IOPS by up to 1.74x and 1.36x for the syncing and non-

syncing threads, respectively, compared to using FLUSH.

The two graphs in the bottom row give a percentile re-

sponse time for both the syncing and non-syncing threads

when fsync period is 400KB. The 99.99th percentile re-

sponse time is reduced from 79.36us to 19.38us when

RFLUSH is used instead of FLUSH in a syncting thread.

Benchmark Write # Avg. Size fsync Interval / #

Fileserver 1536K 1MB None

TPC-C 2.2K 16KB 21373us / 13448

Linkbench 101K 16KB 10016us / 14097

Table 2: Macro-benchmark characteristics.

direct mode (unless otherwise specified) to observe the

behavior of RFLUSH more clearly in a controlled environ-

ment. The performance is measured five times for each

scenario and their median is reported.

4.2 Experimental Results

Micro-Benchmark: To assess the potential perfor-

mance gain made possible by RFLUSH, we used a micro-

benchmark based on FIO [11] that approximates a typ-

ical scenario where there is a mixture of asynchronous

and synchronous writes. The micro-benchmark consists

of both syncing and non-syncing threads. Both types of

thread perform the same task except for their syncing be-

havior. Both write 2GB data randomly to a file with a

4KB granularity in a direct mode. The difference is a

syncing thread issues an fsync request after writing a
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Figure 3: Write traffic from the micro-benchmark.

The write traffic is measured at the interface between the

in-storage buffer and the flash memory when the buffer

size is 1GB. RFLUSH reduces write traffic by 24% to 43%

for the fsync periods we considered.

given amount of data.

In the experiment, there were one syncing thread

and 12 non-syncing threads, and we measured their

performances for three possible configurations: FLUSH,

RFLUSH, and NOFLUSH. The FLUSH configuration forces

to flash memory all data in the volatile buffer of the stor-

age device, while the RFLUSH configuration forces only

the data in a given LBA range. In the NOFLUSH config-

uration, the storage device ignores all the sync requests.

In all configurations, if the number of dirty pages in the

buffer is above a threshold (90% here), a certain number

of pages are written-back to flash memory by a back-

ground activity in the storage device. Figure 2 shows

the performance of both the syncing and non-syncing

threads in terms of IOPS and response time. In the fig-

ures of the top row, the X-axis is the amount of data writ-

ten before the syncing thread issues an fsync request.

The results show that there is a large performance

improvement for the syncing thread when RFLUSH is

used instead of FLUSH. This performance improvement

is mainly due to the fact that the flushing activities of the

syncing thread are not interfered by the flushing of non-

urgent writes from non-syncing threads when RFLUSH is

used. For the same reason, RFLUSH also eliminates a

long tail in the response time distribution for the syncing

thread, which is critical to providing a consistent perfor-

mance from a storage device.

The results also show that even the performance of

non-syncing threads is improved. When RFLUSH is

used, a prioritized flushing of data written by the sync-

ing thread gives more time for the dirty data from non-

syncing threads to reside in the buffer. The increased

time in the buffer allows them to absorb more writes to

the same LBA and also to be coalesced more with other

writes, resulting in a better performance. As a result,

RFLUSH reduces the write traffic significantly compared

to FLUSH as Figure 3 illustrates. Its result even comes

close to that of NOFLUSH. In this scenario, each three of

the 12 non-syncing threads access the same file, while a
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Figure 4: Performance of mixed real workloads in a

direct mode. These figures show IOPS for each pair of

benchmarks when a storage buffer size is 256MB and

1024MB. TPC-C and Linkbench achieves 5.3x to 6.5x

and 4.1x to 4.5x higher IOPS with RFLUSH when running

together with Fileserver. Fileserver also delivers 20%

higher IOPS with RFLUSH when executing with TPC-C

and Linkbench. When TPC-C and Linkbench are mixed,

their performances are improved by 1.4x to 1.6x and

1.17x to 1.3x, respectively.

syncing thread accesses its own file. Thus, the writes of

the non-syncing thread have a locality. F2FS basically

updates the data in an out-of-place manner, but it allows

overwrite once the data is copied for updates after the

last checkpoint, unless the explicit fsync request occurs.

Therefore, F2FS benefits from the enhanced buffering ef-

fect of the RFLUSH primitive in the writes of non-syncing

threads.

A somewhat non-intuitive result is that when the

fsync requests are issued too frequently, in some ex-

treme cases RFLUSH even performs worse than FLUSH

even though the former results in much less write traf-

fic to the storage device. Careful analysis over the results

reveals that if fsyncs are too frequent, the performance

is dominated by fsyncs rather than the actual write traf-

fic associated with them.
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Figure 5: Performance of mixed real workloads in a

buffered mode. These figures report the performance

with the page cache turned on. Although the absolute

values are different, the results show the same general

trends as in a direct mode (cf. Figure 4).

Macro-Benchmarks: To assess the performance im-

pact of RFLUSH in the real world, we selected three

macro-benchmarks (Fileserver, Linkbench, and TPC-C)

and measured their performances when a pair of them

run concurrently. Fileserver generates a large number

of asynchronous writes acting like a multi-streaming

server [40]. Linkbench is a graph processing applica-

tion based on the Facebook Social Graph, containing a

few kilobytes of writes with frequent sync requests [2].

TPC-C is an on-line transaction processing benchmark

which issues small-sized random writes with frequent

synchronization [42]. Table 2 summarizes various statis-

tics about the three macro-benchmarks.

Figure 4 shows the results in terms of IOPS for each

pair of the three macro-benchmarks. The results show

that the performance improvement by RFLUSH is most

noticeable when asynchronous and synchronous work-

loads are mixed, as in the micro-benchmark we con-

sidered in the previous section. For example, TPC-C

and Linkbench show 4.5x and 6.5x higher IOPS with

RFLUSH, when they run together with Fileserver, which is

consistent with the micro-benchmark results in the pre-

vious section.

The results also show that there are performance im-

provements even in the case where both benchmarks

contain synchronous workloads. For example, when

TPC-C and Linkbench are running together, RFLUSH im-

proves performance by up to 1.4x and 1.29x in TPC-C

and Linkbench, respectively. This result is due to time-

multiplexed non-volatile materializations for fsyncs

from the two benchmarks. One counter-intuitive ob-

servation is that an RFLUSH outperforms a NOFLUSH in

a mixture of Fileserver and TPC-C/Linkbench with a

1024MB buffer. This improvement comes from that an

RFLUSH replenishes free space more quickly by proac-

tively writing back the buffered data on a synchroniza-

tion request, which helps the efficent handling of the

bulky writes generated from Fileserver.

We also performed the same experiments in a buffered

mode (i.e., with the page cache turned on). Figure 5 re-

ports the performance in the same format as in Figure 4.

Although the absolute values are different, the results

show the same general trends as in a direct mode shown

in Figure 4. The performance gap between RFLUSH and

FLUSH is reduced because of periodic flushing from the

page cache but the difference is only marginal.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we raised an issue about the negative per-

formance impact of a lump-sum approach to persist-

ing buffered data within a storage device and presented

RFLUSH that allows a fine-grained persistence control.

We implemented an RFLUSH prototype by modifying a

file system (F2FS) in Linux 4.7.2 as well as a storage de-

vice based upon an open-source flash development plat-

form. Performance evaluation using the prototype shows

that RFLUSH increases overall I/O performance by up to

6.5x, and eliminates a long tail latency of synchronous

writes.
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Abstract
This work is dedicated to eliminating the overhead re-
quired for guaranteeing the storage order in the mod-
ern IO stack. The existing block device adopts a pro-
hibitively expensive approach in ensuring the storage or-
der among write requests: interleaving the write requests
with Transfer-and-Flush. Exploiting the cache barrier
command for Flash storage, we overhaul the IO sched-
uler, the dispatch module, and the filesystem so that these
layers are orchestrated to preserve the ordering condi-
tion imposed by the application with which the associ-
ated data blocks are made durable. The key ingredients
of Barrier-Enabled IO stack are Epoch-based IO schedul-
ing, Order-Preserving Dispatch, and Dual-Mode Jour-
naling. Barrier-enabled IO stack can control the storage
order without Transfer-and-Flush overhead. We imple-
ment the barrier-enabled IO stack in server as well as
in mobile platforms. SQLite performance increases by
270% and 75%, in server and in smartphone, respec-
tively. In a server storage, BarrierFS brings as much as
by 43× and by 73× performance gain in MySQL and
SQLite, respectively, against EXT4 via relaxing the dura-
bility of a transaction.

1 Motivation
The modern Linux IO stack is a collection of the ar-
bitration layers; the IO scheduler, the command queue
manager, and the writeback cache manager shuffle the
incoming requests at their own disposal before pass-
ing them to the next layers. Despite the compound un-
certainties from the multiple layers of arbitration, it
is essential for the software writers to enforce a cer-
tain order in which the data blocks are reflected to the
storage surface, storage order, in many cases such as
in guaranteeing the durability and the atomicity of a
database transaction [47, 26, 35], in filesystem journal-
ing [67, 41, 65, 4], in soft-update [42, 63], or in copy-on-
write or log-structure filesystems [61, 35, 60, 31]. En-
forcing a storage order is achieved by an extremely ex-
pensive approach: dispatching the following request only

∗This work was done while the author was a graduate student at
Hanyang University.
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Figure 1: Ordered write vs. Orderless write, Except
‘HDD’, all are Flash storages; A: (1ch)/eMMC5.0, B:
(1ch)/UFS2.0, C: (8ch)/SATA3.0, D: (8ch)/NVMe, E:
(8ch)/SATA3.0 (supercap), F: (8ch)/PCIe, G: (32ch)
Flash array, The number next to each point is the IOPS
of write() followed by fdatasync().

after the data block associated with the preceding re-
quest is completely transferred to the storage device and
is made durable. We call this mechanism a Transfer-and-
Flush. For decades, interleaving the write requests with
a Transfer-and-Flush has been the fundamental principle
to guarantee the storage order in a set of requests [24, 16].

We observe a phenomenal increase in the performance
and the capacity of the Flash storage. The performance
increase owes much to the concurrency and the paral-
lelism in the Flash storage, e.g. the multi-channel/way
controller [73, 6], the large size storage cache [48], and
the deep command queue [19, 27, 72]. A state of the
art NVMe SSD reportedly exhibits up to 750 KIOPS
random read performance [72]. It is nearly 4,000× of
a HDD’s performance. The capacity increase is due to
the adoption of the finer manufacturing process (sub-10
nm) [25, 36], and the multi-bits per cell (MLC, TLC, and
QLC) [5, 11]. Meanwhile, the time to program a Flash
cell has barely improved, and is even deteriorating in
some cases [22].

The Transfer-and-Flush based order-preserving mech-
anism conflicts with the parallelism and the concurrency
in the Flash storage. It disables the parallelism and the
concurrency feature of the Flash storage and exposes
the raw Flash cell programming latency to the host. The
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overhead of the Transfer-and-Flush mechanism will be-
come more significant as the Flash storage employs a
higher degree of parallelism and the denser Flash de-
vice. Fig. 1 illustrates an important trend. We measure
the sustained throughput of orderless random write (plain
buffered write) and the ordered random write in EXT4
filesystem. In ordered random write, each write request is
followed by fdatasync(). X-axis denotes the through-
put of orderless write which corresponds to the rate at
which the storage device services the write requests at its
full throttle. This usually matches the vendor published
performance of the storage device. The number next to
each point denotes the sustained throughput of the or-
dered write. The Y-axis denotes the ratio between the
two. In a single channel mobile storage for smartphone
(SSD A), the performance of ordered write is 20% of
that of unordered write (1351 IOPS vs. 7000 IOPS). In
a thirty-two channel Flash array (SSD G), this ratio de-
creases to 1% (2296 IOPS vs. 230K IOPS). In SSD with
supercap (SSD E), the ordered write performance is 25%
of that of the unordered write. The Flash storage uses su-
percap to hide the flush latency from the host. Even in
a Flash storage with supercap, the overhead of Transfer-
and-Flush is significant.

Many researchers have attempted to address the over-
head of storage order guarantee. The techniques de-
ployed in the production platforms include non-volatile
writeback cache at the Flash storage [23], no-barrier
mount option at the EXT4 filesystem [15], and transac-
tional checksum [56, 32, 64]. Efforts such as transac-
tional filesystem [50, 18, 54, 35, 68] and transactional
block device [30, 74, 43, 70, 52] save the application
from the overhead of enforcing the storage order asso-
ciated with filesystem journaling. A school of work ad-
dress more fundamental aspects in controlling the stor-
age order, such as separating the ordering guarantee
from durability guarantee [9], providing a programming
model to define the ordering dependency among the set
of writes [20], and persisting a data block only when the
result needs to be externally visible [49]. Despite their el-
egance, these works rely on Transfer-and-Flush when it
is required to enforce the storage order. OptFS [9] relies
on Transfer-and-Flush in enforcing the order between the
journal commit and the associated checkpoint. Feather-
stitch [20] relies on Transfer-and-Flush to implement the
ordering dependency between the patchgroups.

In this work, we revisit the issue of eliminating the
Transfer-and-Flush overhead in the modern IO stack. We
develop a Barrier-Enabled IO stack, in which the filesys-
tem can issue the following request before the preced-
ing request is serviced and yet the IO stack can enforce
the storage order between them. The barrier-enabled IO
stack consists of the cache barrier-aware storage device,
the order-preserving block device layer, and the bar-

rier enabled filesystem. For cache barrier-aware storage
device, we exploit the “cache barrier” command [28].
The barrier-enabled IO stack is built upon the founda-
tion that the host can control a certain partial order in
which the cache contents are flushed. The “cache bar-
rier” command precisely serves this purpose. For the
order-preserving block device layer, the command dis-
patch mechanism and the IO scheduler are overhauled so
that the block device layer ensures that the IO requests
from the filesystem are serviced preserving a certain par-
tial order. For the barrier-enabled filesystem, we define
new interfaces, fbarrier() and fdatabarrier(), to
separate the ordering guarantee from the durability guar-
antee. They are similar to fsync() and fdatasync(),
respectively, except that they return without waiting for
the associated blocks to become durable. We modify
EXT4 for the order-preserving block device layer. We
develop dual-mode journaling for the order-preserving
block device. Based upon the dual-mode journaling, we
newly implement fbarrier() and fdatabarrier()

and rewrite fsync().
Barrier-enabled IO stack removes the flush overhead

as well as the transfer overhead in enforcing the stor-
age order. While large body of the works have focused
on eliminating the flush overhead, few works have ad-
dressed the overhead of DMA transfer to enforce the stor-
age order. The benefits of the barrier-enabled IO stack
include the followings;

• The application can control the storage order virtually
without any overheads, including the flush overhead,
DMA transfer overhead, and context switch.

• The latency of a journal commit decreases signifi-
cantly. The journaling module can enforce the storage
order between the journal logs and the journal com-
mit block without interleaving them with flush or with
DMA transfer.

• Throughput of the filesystem journaling improves sig-
nificantly. The dual-mode journaling commits multi-
ple transactions concurrently and yet can guarantee the
durability of the individual journal commit.

By eliminating the Transfer-and-Flush overhead, the
barrier-enabled IO stack successfully exploits the con-
currency and the parallelism in modern Flash storage.

2 Background
2.1 Orders in IO stack
A write request travels a complicated route until the
data blocks reach the storage surface. The filesystem
puts the request to the IO scheduler queue. The block
device driver removes one or more requests from the
queue and constructs a command. It probes the device
and dispatches the command if the device is available.
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The device is available if the command queue is not full.
The storage controller inserts the incoming command
at the command queue. The storage controller removes
the command from the command queue and services it (
i.e. transfers the associated data block between the host
and the storage). When the transfer finishes, the device
signals the host. The contents of the writeback cache are
committed to the storage surface either periodically or by
an explicit request from the host.

We define four types of orders in the IO stack; Issue
Order, I , Dispatch Order, D , Transfer Order, X , and
Persist Order, P . The issue order I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} is
a set of write requests issued by the file system. The sub-
script denotes the order in which the requests enter the IO
scheduler. The dispatch order D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dn} de-
notes a set of the write requests dispatched to the stor-
age device. The subscript denotes the order in which
the requests leave the IO scheduler. The transfer order,
X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}, is the set of transfer completions.
The persist order, P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, is a set of oper-
ations that make the data blocks in the writeback cache
durable. We say that a partial order is preserved if the
relative position of the requests against a designated re-
quest, barrier, are preserved between two different types
of orders. We use the notation ‘=’ to denote that a partial
order is preserved. The partial orders between the differ-
ent types of orders may not coincide due to the following
reasons.

• I 6= D . The IO scheduler reorders and coalesces
the IO requests subject to the scheduling principle,
e.g. CFQ, DEADLINE, etc. When there is no schedul-
ing mechanism, e.g. NO-OP scheduler [3] or NVMe
[13] interface, the dispatch order may be equal to the
issue order.

• D 6= X . The storage controller can freely schedule
the commands in its command queue. In addition, the
commands can be serviced out-of-order due to the er-
rors, the time-outs, and the retry.

• X 6= P . The writeback cache of the storage is not
FIFO. In Flash storage, persist order is governed not
by the order in which the data blocks are made durable
but by the order in which the associated mapping table
entries are updated. The two may not coincide.

Due to all these uncertainties, the modern IO stack is said
to be orderless [8].

2.2 Transfer-and-Flush
Enforcing a storage order corresponds to preserving a
partial order between the order in which the filesystem
issues the requests, I , and the order in which the associ-
ated data blocks are made durable, P . It is equivalent to
collectively enforcing the partial orders between the pair
of the orders in the adjacent layers in Fig. 2. It can be
formally represented as in Eq. 1.

(I = P)≡ (I = D)∧ (D = X )∧ (X = P) (1)

The modern IO stack has evolved under the assumption
that the host cannot control the persist order, i.e. X 6=
P . This is due to the physical characteristics of the ro-
tating media. For rotating media such as HDDs, a per-
sist order is governed by disk scheduling algorithm. The
disk scheduling is entirely left to the storage controller
due to its complicated sector geometry which is hidden
from outside [21]. When the host blindly enforces a cer-
tain persist order, it may experience anomalous delay in
IO service. Due to this constraint of X 6= P , Eq. 1 is
unsatisfiable. The constraint that the host cannot control
the persist order is a fundamental limitation in modern
IO stack design.

The block device layer adopts the indirect and the ex-
pensive approach to control the storage order in spite
of the constraint X 6= P . First, after dispatching the
write command to the storage device, the caller post-
pones dispatching the following command until the pre-
ceding command is serviced, i.e. until the associated
DMA transfer completes. We refer to this mechanism as
Wait-on-Transfer. Wait-on-Transfer mechanism ensures
that the commands are serviced in order and to satisfy
D = X . Wait-on-Transfer is expensive; it blocks the
caller and interleaves the requests with DMA transfer.
Second, when the preceding command is serviced, the
caller issues the flush command and waits for its com-
pletion. The caller issues the following command only
after the flush command returns. This is to ensure that
the associated data blocks are persisted in order and to
satisfy X = P . We refer to this mechanism as Wait-
on-Flush. The modern block device layer uses Wait-on-
Transfer and Wait-on-Flush in pair when it needs to en-
force the storage order between the write requests. We
call this mechanism as Transfer-and-Flush.

The cost of Transfer-and-Flush is prohibitive. It neu-
tralizes the internal parallelism of the Flash storage con-
troller, stalls the command queue, and exposes the caller
to DMA transfer and raw cell programming delays.

2.3 Analysis: fsync() in EXT4
We examine how the EXT4 filesystem controls the stor-
age order in an fsync(). In Ordered journaling mode
(default), the data blocks are persisted before the journal
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transaction. Fig. 3 illustrates the behavior of an fsync().
The filesystem issues the write requests for a set of dirty
pages, D. D may consist of the data blocks from dif-
ferent files. After issuing the write requests, the appli-
cation thread blocks waiting for the completion of the
DMA transfer. When the DMA transfer completes, the
application thread resumes and triggers the JBD thread
to commit the journal transaction. After triggering the
JBD thread, the application thread sleeps again. When
the JBD thread makes journal transaction durable, the
fsync() returns. It should be emphasized that the ap-
plication thread triggers the JBD thread only after D is
transferred. Otherwise, the storage controller may ser-
vice the write request for D and the write requests for
journal commit in an out-of-order manner, and the stor-
age controller may persist the journal transaction prema-
turely (before D is transferred).

A journal transaction is usually committed using two
write requests: one for writing the coalesced chunk of the
journal descriptor block and the log blocks and the other
for writing the commit block. In the rest of the paper,
we will use JD and JC to denote the coalesced chunk of
the journal descriptor and the log blocks, and the com-
mit block, respectively. In committing a journal trans-
action, JBD needs to enforce the storage orders in two
relations: within a transaction and between the transac-
tions. Within a transaction, JBD needs to ensure that JD
is made durable ahead of JC. Between the journal trans-
actions, JBD has to ensure that journal transactions are
made durable in order. When either of the two conditions
are violated, the file system may recover incorrectly in
case of unexpected failure [67, 9]. For the storage order
within a transaction, JBD interleaves the write request
for JD and the write request for JC with Transfer-and-
Flush. To control the storage order between the transac-
tions, JBD thread waits for JC to become durable before
it starts committing the following transaction. JBD uses
Transfer-and-Flush mechanism in enforcing both intra-
transaction and inter-transaction storage order.

In earlier days of Linux, the block device layer ex-
plicitly issued a flush command in committing a jour-

nal transaction [15]. In this approach, the flush command
blocks not only the caller but also the other requests in
the same dispatch queue. Since Linux 2.6.37, the filesys-
tem (JBD) implicitly issues a flush command [16]. In
writing JC, JBD tags the write request with REQ FLUSH

and REQ FUA. Most storage controllers have evolved to
support these two flags; with these two flags, the storage
controller flushes the writeback cache before servicing
the command and in servicing the command it directly
persists JC to storage surface bypassing the writeback
cache. In this approach, only the JBD thread blocks and
the other threads that share the same dispatch queue can
proceed. Our effort can be thought as a continuation to
this evolution of the IO stack. We mitigate the Transfer-
and-Flush overhead by making the storage device more
capable: supporting a barrier command and by redesign-
ing the host side IO stack accordingly.

3 Order-Preserving Block Device Layer
3.1 Design
The order-preserving block device layer consists of the
newly defined barrier write command, order-preserving
dispatch module, and Epoch-based IO scheduler. We
overhaul the IO scheduler, the dispatch module, and the
write command so that they can preserve the partial order
between the different types of orders, I = D , D = X ,
and X = P , respectively. Order-preserving dispatch
module eliminates the Wait-on-Transfer overhead and
the newly defined barrier write command eliminates the
wait-on-flush overhead. They collectively together pre-
serve the partial order between the issue order I and the
persist order P without Transfer-and-Flush.

The order-preserving block device layer categorizes
the write requests into two categories, orderless write
and order-preserving write. The order-preserving re-
quests are the ones that are subject to the storage or-
dering constraint. Orderless request is the one which
is irrelevant to the ordering dependency and which can
be scheduled freely. We distinguish the two to avoid
imposing unnecessary ordering constraint in scheduling
the requests. The details are to come shortly. We re-
fer to a set of the order-preserving requests that can
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Figure 4: Organization of the barrier-enabled IO stack
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be reordered with each other as an epoch [14]. We
define a special type of order-preserving write as a
barrier write. A barrier write is used to delimit an
epoch. We introduce two new attributes REQ ORDERED

and REQ BARRIER for the bio object and the request

object to represent an order-preserving write and a bar-
rier write. REQ ORDERED attribute is used to specify the
order-preserving write. Barrier write request has both
REQ ORDERED and REQ BARRIER attributes. The order-
preserving block device layer handles the request differ-
ently based upon its category. Fig. 4 illustrates the orga-
nization of Barrier-Enabled IO stack.

3.2 Barrier Write, the Command
The “cache barrier,” or “barrier” for short, command is
defined in the standard command set for mobile Flash
storage [28]. With barrier command, the host can control
the persist order without explicitly invoking the cache
flush. When the storage controller receives the barrier
command, the controller guarantees that the data blocks
transferred before the barrier command becomes durable
after the ones that follow the barrier command do. A
few eMMC products in the market support cache bar-
rier command [1, 2]. The barrier command can satisfy
the condition X = P in Eq. 1 which has been unsat-
isfiable for several decades due to the mechanical char-
acteristics of the rotating media. The naive way of using
barrier is to replace the existing flush operation [66]. This
simple replacement still leaves the caller under the Wait-
on-Transfer overhead to enforce the storage order.

Implementing a barrier as a separate command oc-
cupies one entry in the command queue and costs the
host the latency of dispatching a command. To avoid this
overhead, we define a barrier as a command flag. We des-
ignate one unused bit in the SCSI command for a bar-
rier flag. We set the barrier flag of the write command to
make itself a barrier write. When the storage controller
receives a barrier write command, it services the barrier
write command as if the barrier command has arrived
immediately following the write command.

With reasonable complexity, the Flash storage can be
made to support a barrier write command [30, 57, 39].
When the Flash storage has Power Loss Protection (PLP)
feature, e.g. a supercapacitor, the writeback cache con-
tents are guaranteed to be durable. The storage controller
can flush the writeback cache fully utilizing its paral-
lelism and yet can guarantee the persist order. In Flash
storage with PLP, we expect that the performance over-
head of the barrier write is insignificant.

For the devices without PLP, the barrier write com-
mand can be supported in three ways; in-order writeback,
transactional writeback, or in-order recovery. In in-order
writeback, the storage controller flushes the data blocks
in epoch granularity. The amount of data blocks in an

epoch may not be large enough to fully utilize the paral-
lelism of the Flash storage. The in-order writeback style
of the barrier write implementation can bring the perfor-
mance degradation in cache flush. In transactional write-
back, the storage controller flushes the writeback cache
contents as a single unit [57, 39]. Since all epochs in the
writeback cache are flushed together, the persist order
imposed by the barrier command is satisfied. The trans-
actional writeback can be implemented without any per-
formance overhead if the controller exploits the spare
area of the Flash page to represent a set of pages in
a transaction [57]. The in-order recovery method relies
on a crash recovery routine to control the persist order.
When multiple controller cores concurrently write the
data blocks to multiple channels, one may have to use so-
phisticated crash recovery protocol such as ARIES [46]
to recover the storage to consistent state. If the entire
Flash storage is treated as a single log device, we can
use simple crash recovery algorithm used in LFS [61].
Since the persist order is enforced by the crash recovery
logic, the storage controller can flush the writeback cache
at the full throttle as if there is no ordering dependency.
The controller is saved from performance penalty at the
cost of complexity in the recovery routine.

In this work, we modify the firmware of the UFS stor-
age device to support the barrier write command. We use
a simple LFS style in-order recovery scheme. The mod-
ified firmware is loaded at the commercial UFS product
of the Galaxy S6 smartphone1. The modified firmware
treats the entire storage device as a single log structured
device. It maintains an active segment in memory. FTL
appends incoming data blocks to the active segment in
the order in which they are transferred. When an active
segment becomes full, the controller stripes the active
segment across the multiple Flash chips in log-structured
manner. In crash recovery, the UFS controller locates the
beginning of the most recently flushed segment. It scans
the pages in the segment from the beginning till it en-
counters the page that has not been programmed success-
fully. The storage controller discards the rest of the pages
including the incomplete one.

Developing a barrier-enabled SSD controller is an en-
gineering exercise. It is governed by a number of design
choices and should be addressed in a separate context. In
this work, we demonstrate that the performance benefit
achieved by the barrier command well deserves its com-
plexity if the host side IO stack can properly exploit it.

3.3 Order-Preserving Dispatch
Order-preserving dispatch is a fundamental innovation in
this work. In order-preserving dispatch, the block device

1Some of the authors are firmware engineers at Samsung Electron-
ics and have an access to the FTL firmware of Flash storage products.
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layer dispatches the following command immediately af-
ter it dispatches the preceding one (Fig. 5) and yet the
host can ensure that the two commands are serviced in
order. We refer to this mechanism as Wait-on-Dispatch.
The order-preserving dispatch is to satisfy the condition
D = X in Eq. 1 without Wait-on-Transfer overhead.

The dispatch module constructs a command from
the requests. The dispatch module constructs the bar-
rier write command when it encounters the barrier write
request, i.e. the write request with REQ ORDERED and
REQ BARRIER flags. For the other requests, it constructs
the commands as it used to do in the legacy block device.

Implementing an order-preserving dispatch is rather
simple; the block device driver sets the priority of a bar-
rier write command as ordered. Then, the SCSI compli-
ant storage device services the command satisfying the
ordering constraint. The following is the reason. SCSI
standard defines three command priority levels: head of
the queue, ordered, and simple [59]. With each, the stor-
age controller puts the incoming command at the head of
the command queue, at the tail of the command queue
or at an arbitrary position determined at its disposal, re-
spectively. The default priority is simple. The command
with simple priority cannot be inserted in front of the ex-
isting ordered or head of the queue command. Exploit-
ing the command priority of existing SCSI interface, the
order-preserving dispatch module ensures that the bar-
rier write is serviced only after the existing requests in
the command queue are serviced and before any of the
commands that follow the barrier write are serviced.

The device can temporarily be unavailable or the
caller can be switched out involuntarily after dispatch-
ing a write request. The order-preserving dispatch mod-
ule uses the same error handling routine of the existing
block device driver; the kernel daemon inherits the task
and retries the failed request after a certain time interval,
e.g. 3 msec for SCSI devices [59]. The ordered priority
command has rarely been used in the existing block de-
vice implementations. This is because when the host can-
not control the persist order, enforcing a transfer order
with ordered priority command barely carries any mean-

ing from the perspective of ensuring the storage order. In
the emergence of the barrier write, the ordered priority
plays an essential role in making the entire IO stack an
order-preserving one.

The importance of order-preserving dispatch cannot
be emphasized further. With order-preserving dispatch,
the host can control the transfer order without releas-
ing the CPU and without stalling the command queue.
IO latency can become more predictable since there ex-
ists less chance that the CPU scheduler interferes with
the caller’s execution. ∆WoT and ∆WoD in Fig. 5 illustrate
the delays between the consecutive requests in Wait-on-
Transfer and Wait-on-Dispatch, respectively. In Wait-on-
Dispatch, the host issues the next request Wi+1(WoD) im-
mediately after it issues Wi. In Wait-on-Transfer, the host
issues the next request Wi+1(WoT ) only after Wi is ser-
viced. ∆WoD is an order of magnitude smaller than ∆WoT .

3.4 Epoch-Based IO scheduling
Epoch-based IO scheduling is designed to preserve the
partial order between the issue order and the dispatch or-
der. It satisfies the condition I = D . It is designed with
three principles; (i) it preserves the partial order between
the epochs, (ii) the requests within an epoch can be freely
scheduled with each other, and (iii) an orderless request
can be scheduled across the epochs.

When an IO request enters the scheduler queue, the IO
scheduler determines if it is a barrier write. If the request
is a barrier write, the IO scheduler removes the barrier
flag from the request and inserts it into the queue. Oth-
erwise, the scheduler inserts it to the queue as is. When
the scheduler inserts a barrier write to the queue, it stops
accepting more requests. Since the scheduler blocks
the queue after it inserts the barrier write, all order-
preserving requests in the queue belong to the same
epoch. The requests in the queue can be freely re-ordered
and merged with each other. The IO scheduler uses the
existing scheduling discipline, e.g. CFQ. The merged re-
quest will be order-preserving if one of the components
is order-preserving request. The IO scheduler designates
the last order-preserving request that leaves the queue as
a new barrier write. This mechanism is called Epoch-
Based Barrier Reassignment. When there are not any
order-preserving requests in the queue, the IO sched-
uler starts accepting the IO requests again. When the
IO scheduler unblocks the queue, there can be one or
more orderless requests in the queue. These orderless re-
quests are scheduled with the requests in the following
epoch. Differentiating orderless requests from the order-
preserving ones, we avoid imposing unnecessary order-
ing constraint on the irrelevant requests.

Fig. 6 illustrates an example. The circle and the
rectangle that enclose the write request denote the
order-preserving flag and barrier flag, respectively. An
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fdatasync() creates three write requests: w1,w2, and
w4. The barrier-enabled filesystem, which will be de-
tailed shortly, marks the write requests as ordering pre-
serving ones. The last request, w4, is designated as
a barrier write and an epoch, {w1,w2,w4}, is estab-
lished. A pdflush creates three write requests w3,w5,
and w6. They are all orderless writes. The requests
from the two threads are fed to the IO scheduler as
w1,w2,w3,w5,wbarrier

4 ,w6. When the barrier write, w4,
enters the queue, the scheduler stops accepting the new
request. Thus, w6 cannot enter the queue. The IO sched-
uler reorders the requests in the queue and dispatches
them as w2,w3,w4,w5,wbarrier

1 order. The IO scheduler
relocates the barrier flag from w4 to w1. The epoch is
preserved after IO scheduling.

The order-preserving block device layer now satis-
fies all three conditions, I = D ,D = X and X = P
in Eq. 1 with an Epoch-based IO scheduling, an order-
preserving dispatch and a barrier write, respectively. The
order-preserving block device layer successfully elimi-
nates the Transfer-and-Flush overhead in controlling the
storage order and can control the storage order with only
Wait-on-Dispatch overhead.

4 Barrier-Enabled Filesystem

4.1 Programming Model
The barrier-enabled IO stack offers four synchroniza-
tion primitives: fsync(), fdatasync(), fbarrier(),
and fdatabarrier(). We propose two new filesys-
tem interfaces, fbarrier() and fdatabarrier(), to
separately support ordering guarantee. fbarrier() and
fdatabarrier() synchronize the same set of blocks
with fsync() and fdatasync(), respectively, but they
return without ensuring that the associated blocks be-
come durable. fbarrier() bears the same semantics as
osync() in OptFS [9] in that it writes the data blocks
and the journal transactions in order but returns without
ensuring that they become durable.
fdatabarrier() synchronizes the modified blocks,

but not the journal transaction. Unlike fdatasync(),
fdatabarrier() returns without persisting the as-
sociated blocks. fdatabarrier() is a generic stor-
age barrier. By interleaving the write() calls with
fdatabarrier(), the application ensures that the data

blocks associated with the write requests that precede
fdatabarrier() are made durable ahead of the data
blocks associated with the write requests that follow
fdatabarrier(). It plays the same role as mfence for
memory barrier [53]. Refer to the following codelet. Us-
ing fdatabarrier(), the application ensures that the
”world” is made durable only after ”Hello” does.

write(fileA, "Hello") ;

fdatabarrier(fileA) ;

write(fileA, "World") ;

The order-preserving block device layer is filesystem ag-
nostic. In our work, we modify EXT4 for barrier enabled
IO stack.

4.2 Dual Mode Journaling
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D FlushJD JC Flush

DMA Transfer Context Switch Execution

(a) fsync() in EXT4; JBD writes JC with FLUSH/FUA. The latter
’Flush’ for persisting ’JC’ directly to the storage surface.
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(b) fsync() and fbarrier() in BarrierFS
Figure 7: Details of fsync() and fbarrier()

Committing a journal transaction essentially consists
of two saparate tasks: (i) dispatching the write commands
for JD and JC and (ii) making JD and JC durable. Ex-
ploiting the order-preserving nature of the underlying
block device, we physically separate the control plane ac-
tivity (dispatching the write requests) and the data plane
activity (persisting the associated data blocks and jour-
nal transaction) of a journal commit operation. Further,
we allocate the separate threads to each task so that the
two activities can proceed in parallel with minimum de-
pendency. The two threads are called as commit thread
and flush thread, respectively. We refer to this mecha-
nism as Dual Mode Journaling. Dual Mode Journaling
mechanism can support two journaling modes, durability
guarantee mode and ordering guarantee mode, in versa-
tile manner.

The commit thread is responsible for dispatching the
write requests for JD and JC. The commit thread writes
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each of the two with a barrier write so that JD and JC
are persisted in order. The commit thread dispatches the
write requests without any delay in between (Fig. 7(b)).
In EXT4, JBD thread interleaves the write request for JC
and JD with Transfer-and-Flush (Fig. 7(a)). After dis-
patching the write request for JC, the commit thread in-
serts the journal transaction to the committing transac-
tion list and hands over the control to the flush thread.

The flush thread is responsible for (i) issuing the flush
command, (ii) handling error and retry and (iii) removing
the transaction from the committing transaction list. The
behavior of the flush thread varies subject to the dura-
bility requirement of the journal commit. If the journal
commit is triggered by fbarrier(), the flush thread re-
turns after removing the transaction from the committing
transaction list. It returns without issuing the flush com-
mand. If the journal commit is triggered by fsync(), the
flush thread involves more steps. It issues a flush com-
mand and waiting for the completion. When the flush
completes, it removes the the associated transaction from
the committing transaction list and returns. BarrierFS
supports all journal modes in EXT4; WRITEBACK, OR-
DERED and DATA.

The dual thread organization of BarrierFS journaling
bears profound implications in filesystem design. First,
the separate support for the ordering guarantee and the
durability guarantee naturally becomes an integral part
of the filesystem. Ordering guarantee involves only the
control plane activity. Durability guarantee requires the
control plane activity as well as data plane activity. Bar-
rierFS partitions the journal commit activity into two
independent components, control plane and data plane
and dedicates separate threads to each. This modular de-
sign enables the filesystem primitives to adaptively adjust
the activity of the data plane thread with respect to the
durability requirement of the journal commit operation;
fsync() vs. fbarrier(). Second, the filesystem jour-
naling becomes concurrent activity. Thanks to the dual
thread design, there can be multiple committing transac-
tions in flight. In most journaling filesystems that we are
aware of, the filesystem journaling is a serial activity; the
journaling thread commits the following transaction only
after the preceding transaction becomes durable. In dual
thread design, the commit thread can commit a new jour-
nal transaction without waiting for the preceding com-
mitting transaction to become durable. The flush thread
asynchronously notifies the application thread about the
completion of the journal commit.

4.3 Synchronization Primitives
In fbarrier() and fsync(), BarrierFS writes D, JD,
and JC in a piplelined manner without any delays in
between (Fig. 7(b)). BarrierFS writes D with one or
more order-preserving writes whereas it writes JD and

JC with the barrier writes. In this manner, BarrierFS
forms two epochs {D,JD} and {JC} in an fsync() or
in an fbarrier() and ensures the storage order between
these two epochs. fbarrier() returns when the filesys-
tem dispatches the write request for JC. fsync() returns
after it ensures that JC is made durable. Order-preserving
block device satisfies prefix constraint [69]. When JC be-
comes durable, the order-preserving block device guar-
antees that all blocks associated with preceding epochs
have been made durable. An application may repeatedly
call fbarrier() committing multiple transactions si-
multaneously. By writing JC with a barrier write, Barri-
erFS ensures that these committing transactions become
durable in order. The latency of an fsync() reduces sig-
nificantly in BarrierFS. It reduces the number of flush
operations from two in EXT4 to one and eliminates the
Wait-on-Transfer overheads (Fig. 7).

In fdatabarrier() and fdatasync(), BarrierFS
writes D with a barrier write. If there are more than
one write requests in writing D, only the last one is set
as a barrier write and the others are set as the order-
preserving writes. An fdatasync() returns after the
data blocks, D, become durable. An fdatabarrier()

returns immediately after dispatching the write requests
for D. fdatabarrier() is the crux of the barrier-
enabled IO stack. With fdatabarrier(), the applica-
tion can control the storage order virtually without any
overheads: without waiting for the flush, without wait-
ing for DMA completion, and even without the context
switch. fdatabarrier() is a very light-weight storage
barrier.

An fdatabarrier() (or fdatasync()) may not find
any dirty pages to synchronize upon its execution. In
this case, BarrierFS explicitly triggers the journal com-
mit. It forces BarrierFS to issue the barrier writes for JD
and JC. Through this mechanism, fdatabarrier() or
fdatasync() can delimit an epoch as desired by the ap-
plication even in the absence of any dirty pages.

4.4 Handling Page Conflicts
A buffer page may have been held by the committing
transaction when an application tries to insert it to the
running transaction. We refer to this situation as page
conflict. Blindly inserting a conflict page into the run-
ning transaction yields its removal from the committing
transaction before it becomes durable. The EXT4 filesys-
tem checks for the page conflict when it inserts a buffer
page to the running transaction [67]. If the filesystem
finds a conflict, the thread delegates the insertion to the
JBD thread and blocks. When the committing transaction
becomes durable, the JBD thread identifies the conflict
pages in the committed transaction and inserts them to
the running transaction. In EXT4, there can be at most
one committing transaction. The running transaction is
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guaranteed to be free from page conflict when the JBD
thread has made it durable and finishes inserting the con-
flict pages to the running transaction.

In BarrierFS, there can be more than one committing
transactions. The conflict pages may be associated with
different committing transactions. We refer to this sit-
uation as multi-transaction page conflict. As in EXT4,
BarrierFS inserts the conflict pages to the running trans-
action when it makes a committing transaction durable.
However, to commit a running transaction, BarrierFS has
to scan all buffer pages in the committing transactions
for page conflicts and ensure that it is free from any page
conflicts. When there exists large number of committing
transactions, the scanning overhead to check for the page
conflict can be prohibitive in BarrierFS.

To reduce this overhead, we propose the conflict-page
list for a running transaction. The conflict-page list rep-
resents the set of conflict pages associated with a running
transaction. The filesystem inserts the buffer page to the
conflict-page list when it finds that the buffer page that
it needs to insert to the running transaction is subject to
the page conflict. When the filesystem has made a com-
mitting transaction durable, it removes the conflict pages
from the conflict-page list in addition to inserting them to
the running transaction. A running transaction can only
be committed when the conflict-page list is empty.

4.5 Concurrency in Journaling

tD tX tF

tD+tX+tF

tD
BarrierFS

EXT4
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EXT4
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Figure 8: Concurrency in filesystem journaling under
varying storage order guarantee mechanisms, tD: dis-
patch latency, tX : transfer latency, tε : flush latency in su-
percap SSD, tF : flush latency

We examine the degree of concurrency in journal com-
mit operation under different storage order guarantee
mechanisms: BarrierFS, EXT4 with no-barrier option
(EXT4 (no flush)), EXT4 with supercap SSD (EXT4
(quick flush)), and plain EXT4 (EXT4 (full flush)). With
no-barrier mount option, the JBD thread omits the
flush command in committing a journal transaction. With
this option, the EXT4 guarantees neither durability nor
ordering in journal commit operation since the storage
controller may make the data blocks durable out-of-

order. We examine this configuration to illustrate the
filesystem journaling behavior when the flush command
is removed in the journal commit operation.

In Fig. 8, each horizontal line segment represents a
journal commit activity. It consists of the solid line seg-
ment and the dashed line segment. The end of the hor-
izontal line segment denotes the time when the transac-
tion reaches the disk surface. The end of the solid line
segment represents the time when the journal commit
returns. If they do not coincide, it means that the jour-
nal commit finishes before the transaction reaches the
disk surface. In EXT4 (full flush), EXT4 (quick flush),
and EXT4 (no flush), the filesystem commits a new
transaction only after preceding journal commit finishes.
The journal commit is a serial activity. In EXT4 (full
flush), the journal commit finishes only after all associ-
ated blocks are made durable. In EXT4 (quick flush), the
journal commit finishes more quickly than in EXT4 (full
flush) since the SSD returns the flush command without
persisting the data blocks. In EXT4 (no flush), the jour-
nal commit finishes more quickly than EXT (quick flush)
since it does not issue the flush command. In journal-
ing throughput, BarrierFS prevails the remainders by far
since the interval between the consecutive journal com-
mits is as small as the dispatch latency, tD.

The concurrencies in journaling in EXT4 (no flush)
and in EXT4 (quick flush) have their price. EXT4 (quick
flush) requires the additional hardware component, su-
percap, in the SSD. EXT4 (quick flush) guarantees nei-
ther durability or ordering in the journal commit. Bar-
rierFS commits multiple transactions concurrently and
yet can guarantee the durability of the individual journal
commit without the assistance of additional hardware.

The barrier enabled IO stack does not require any ma-
jor changes in the existing in-memory or on-disk struc-
ture of the IO stack. The only new data structure we in-
troduce is the “conflict-page-list” for a running transac-
tion. Barrier enabled IO stack consists of approximately
3K LOC changes in the IO stack of the Linux kernel .

4.6 Comparison with OptFS
As the closest approach of our sort, OptFS deserves an
elaboration. OptFS and barrier-enabled IO stack differ
mainly in three aspects; the target storage media, the
technology domain, and the programming model. First,
OptFS is not designed for the Flash storage but the
barrier-enabled IO stack is. OptFS is designed to reduce
the disk seek overhead in a filesystem journaling; via
committing multiple transactions together (delayed com-
mit) and via making the disk access sequential (selec-
tive data mode journaling). Second, OptFS is the filesys-
tem technique while the barrier enabled IO stack deals
with the entire IO stack; the storage device, the block
device layer and the filesystem. OptFS is built upon the
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legacy block device layer. It suffers from the same over-
head as the existing filesystems do. OptFS uses Wait-on-
Transfer to control the transfer order between D and JD.
OptFS relies on Transfer-and-Flush to control the stor-
age order between the journal commit and the associated
checkpoint in osync(). Barrier-enabled IO stack elim-
inates the overhead of Wait-on-Transfer and Transfer-
and-Flush in controlling the storage order. Third, OptFS
focuses on revising the filesystem journaling model. Bar-
rierFS is not limited to revising the filesystem journaling
model but also exports generic storage barrier with which
the application can group a set of writes into an epoch.

5 Applications
To date, fdatasync() has been the sole resort to en-
force the storage order between the write requests. The
virtual disk managers for VM disk image, e.g., qcow2,
use fdatasync() to enforce the storage order among
the writes to the VM disk image [7]. SQLite uses
fdatasync() to control the storage order between the
undo-log and the journal header and between the up-
dated database node and the commit block [37]. In a sin-
gle insert transaction, SQLite calls fdatasync() four
times, three of which are to control the storage order. In
these cases, fdatabarrier() can be used in place of
fdatasync(). In some modern applications, e.g. mail
server [62] or OLTP, fsync() accounts for the dominant
fraction of IO. In TPC-C workload, 90% of IOs are cre-
ated by fsync() [51]. With improved fsync() of Bar-
rierFS, the performance of the application can increase
significantly. Some applications prefer to trade the dura-
bility and the freshness of the result for the performance
and scalability of the operation [12, 17]. One can replace
all fsync() and fdatasync() with ordering guaran-
tee counterparts, fbarrier() and fdatabarrier(),
respectively, in these applications.

6 Experiment
We implement a barrier-enabled IO stack on three dif-
ferent platforms, enterprise server (12 cores, Linux
3.10.61), PC server (4 cores, Linux 3.10.61) and smart-
phone (Galaxy S6, Android 5.0.2, Linux 3.10). We test
three storage devices: 843TN (SATA 3.0, QD2=32, 8
channels, supercap), 850PRO (SATA 3.0, QD=32, 8
channels), and mobile storage (UFS 2.0, QD=16, single
channel). We compare the BarrierFS against EXT4 and
OptFS [9]. We refer to each of these as supercap-SSD,
plain-SSD, and UFS, respectively. We implement barrier
write command in UFS device. In plain-SSD and super-
cap SSD, we assume that the performance overhead of
barrier write is 5% and none, repsectively.
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6.1 Order-Preserving Block Layer
We examine the performance of 4 KByte random write
with different ways of enforcing the storage order: P
(orderless write [i.e. plain buffered write]), B (barrier
write), X (Wait-on-Transfer) and XnF (Transfer-and-
Flush). Fig. 9 illustrates the result.

The overhead of Transfer-and-Flush is severe. With
Transfer-and-Flush, the IO performances of the ordered
write are 0.5% and 10% of orderless write in plain-SSD
and UFS, respectively. In supercap SSD, the performance
overhead is less significant, but is still considerable; the
performance of the ordered write is 35% of the orderless
write in UFS. The overhead of DMA transfer is signifi-
cant. When we interleave the write requests with DMA
transfer, the IO performance is less than 40% of the or-
derless write in each of the three storage devices.

The overhead of barrier write is negligible. When us-
ing a barrier write, the ordered write exhibits 90% perfor-
mance of the orderless write in plain-SSD and super-cap
SSD. For UFS, it exhibits 80% performance of the order-
less write. The barrier write drives the queue to its maxi-
mum in all three Flash storages. The storage performance
is closely related to the command queue utilization [33].
In Wait-on-Transfer, the queue depth never goes beyond
one (Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(c)). In barrier write, the queue
depth grows near to its maximum in all storage devices
(Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(d)).
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6.2 Filesystem Journaling
We examine the latency, the number of context switches
and the queue depth in filesystem journaling in EXT4
and BarrierFS. We use Mobibench [26]. For latency,
we perform 4 KByte allocating write() followed by
fsync(). With this, an fsync() always finds the up-
dated metadata to journal and the fsync() latency prop-
erly represents the time to commit a journal transaction.
For context switch and queue depth, we use 4 KByte
non-allocating random write followed by different syn-
chronization primitives.

Latency: In plain-SSD and supercap-SSD, the average
fsync() latency decreases by 40% when we use Barri-
erFS against when we use EXT4 (Table 2). In UFS, the
fsync() latency decreases by 60% in BarrierFS com-
pared against EXT4. UFS experiences more significant
reduction in fsync() latency than the other SSDs do.

BarrierFS makes the fsync() latency less variable.
In supercap-SSD and UFS, the fsync() latencies at
the 99.99th percentile are 30× of the average fsync()

latency (Table 2). In BarrierFS, the tail latencies at
99.99th percentile decrease by 50%, 20%, and 70%
in UFS, plain-SSD, and supercap-SSD, respectively,
against EXT4.

(%) UFS plain-SSD supercap-SSD
EXT4 BFS EXT4 BFS EXT4 BFS

µ 1.29 0.51 5.95 3.52 0.15 0.09
Median 1.20 0.44 5.43 3.01 0.15 0.09

99th 4.15 3.51 11.41 8.96 0.16 0.10
99.9th 22.83 9.02 16.09 9.30 0.28 0.24

99.99th 33.10 17.60 17.26 14.19 4.14 1.35

Table 1: fsync() latency statistics (msec)

Context Switches: We examine the number of ap-
plication level context switches in different journaling
modes (Fig. 11). In EXT4, fsync() wakes up the caller
twice: after D is transferred and after the journal transac-
tion is made durable(EXT4-DR). This applies to all three
storages. In BarrierFS, the number of context switches
in an fsync() varies subject to the storage device. In
UFS and supercap SSD, fsync() of BarrierFS wakes
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up the caller twice, as in the case of fsync() of EXT4.
However, the reasons are entirely different. In UFS and
supercap-SSD, the intervals between the successive write
requests are much smaller than the timer interrupt inter-
val due to small flush latency. A write() request rarely
finds the updated metadata and an fsync() often resorts
to an fdatasync(). fdatasync() wakes up the caller
(the application thread) twice in BarrierFS: after transfer-
ring D and after flush completes. In plain SSD, fsync()
of BarrierFS wakes up the caller once: after the trans-
action is made durable. The plain-SSD uses TLC Flash.
The interval between the successive write()s is longer
than the timer interrupt interval. The application thread
blocks after triggering the journal commit and and wakes
up after the journal commit operation completes.

BFS-OD manifests the benefits of BarrierFS. The
fbarrier() rarely finds updated metadata since it re-
turns quickly and as a result, most fbarrier() calls are
serviced as fdatabarrier(). fdatabarrier() does
not block the caller and therefore does not accompany
any involuntary context switch.

Command Queue Depth: In BarrierFS, the host dis-
patches the write requests for D, JD, and JC in tan-
dem. Ideally, there can be as many as three commands
in the queue. We observe only up to two commands in
the queue in servicing an fsync() (Fig. 12(a)). This
is due to the context switch between the application
thread and the commit thread. Writing D and writing
JD are 160 µsec apart, but it takes 70µsec to service
the write request for D. In fbarrier(), BarrierFS suc-
cessfully drives the command queue to its full capacity
(Fig. 12(b)).

Throughput and Scalability: The filesystem journal-
ing is a main obstacle against building an manycore scal-
able system [44]. We examine the throughput of filesys-
tem journaling in EXT4 and BarrierFS with a varying
number of CPU cores in a 12 core machine. We use mod-
ified DWSL workload in fxmark [45]; each thread per-
forms a 4-Kbyte allocating write followed by fsync().
Each thread operates on its own file. BarrierFS exhibits
much more scalable behavior than EXT4 (Fig. 13). In
plain-SSD, BarrierFS exhibits 2× performance against
EXT4 in all numbers of cores (Fig. 13(a)). In supercap-
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SSD, the performance saturates with six cores in both
EXT4 and BarrierFS. BarrierFS exhibits 1.3× journal-
ing throughput against EXT4 (Fig. 13(b)).

6.3 Server Workload
We run two workloads: varmail [71] and OLTP-
insert [34]. OLTP-insert workload uses MySQL
DBMS [47]. varmail is a metadata-intensive workload.
It is known for the heavy fsync() traffic. There are total
four combinations of the workload and the SSD (plain-
SSD and supercap-SSD) pair. For each combination,
we examine the benchmark performances for durability
guarantee and ordering guarantee, respectively. For dura-
bility guarantee, we leave the application intact and use
two filesystems, the EXT4 and the BarrierFS (EXT4-DR
and BFS-DR). The objective of this experiment is to
examine the efficiency of fsync() implementations
in EXT4 and BarrierFS, respectively. For ordering
guarantee, we test three filesystems, OptFS, EXT4 and
BarrierFS. In OptFS and BarrierFS, we use osync()

and fdatabarrier() in place of fsync(), respec-
tively. In EXT4, we use nobarrier mount option. This
experiment examines the benefit of Wait-on-Dispatch.
Fig. 14 illustrates the result.

Let us examine the performances of varmail work-
load. In plain-SSD, BFS-DR brings 60% performance
gain against EXT4-DR in varmail workload. In
supercap-SSD, BFS-DR brings 10% performance gain
against EXT4-DR. The experimental result of supercap-
SSD case clearly shows the importance of eliminating
the Wait-on-Transfer overhead in controlling the stor-
age order. The benefit of BarrierFS manifests itself when
we relax the durability guarantee. In ordering guaran-
tee, BarrierFS achieves 80% performance gain against
EXT4-OD. Compared to the baseline, EXT4-DR, Bar-
rierFS achieves 36× performance (1.0 vs. 35.6 IOPS)
when we enforce only ordering guarantee with BarrierFS
(BFS-OD) in plain SSD .

In MySQL, BFS-OD prevails EXT4-OD by 12%.
Compared to the baseline, EXT4-DR, BarrierFS
achieves 43× performance (1.3 vs. 56.0 IOPS) when
we enforce only ordering guarantee with BarrierFS
(BFS-OD) in plain SSD.
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Figure 13: fxmark: scalability of filesystem journaling

6.4 Mobile Workload: SQLite
We examine the performances of the libarary based em-
bedded DBMS, SQLite, under the durability guarantee
and the ordering guarantee, respectively. We examine
two journal modes, PERSIST and WAL. We use ’Full
Sync’ and the WAL file size is set to 1,000 pages, both of
which are default settings [58]. In a single insert trans-
action, SQLite calls fdatasync() four times. Three of
them are to control the storage order and the last one is
for making the result of a transaction durable.

For durability guarantee mode, We replace the first
three fdatasync()’s with fdatabarrier()’s and
leave the last one. In mobile storage, BarrierFS achieves
75% performance improvement against EXT4 in de-
fault PERSIST journal mode under durability guar-
antee (Fig. 15). In ordering guarantee, we replace
all four fdatasync()’s with fdatabarrier()’s. In
UFS, SQLite exhibits 2.8× performance gain in BFS-
OD against EXT4-DR. The benefit of eliminating the
Transfer-and-Flush becomes more dramatic as the stor-
age controller employs higher degree of parallelism. In
plain-SSD, SQLite exhibits 73× performance gain in
BFS-OD against EXT4-DR (73 vs. 5300 ins/sec).

Notes on OptFS: OptFS does not perform well in our
experiment (Fig. 14 and Fig. 15), unlike that in [9]. We
find two reasons. First, the benefit of delayed checkpoint
and selective data mode journaling becomes marginal in
Flash storage. Second, in Flash storage (i.e. the storage
with short IO latency) the delayed checkpoint and the
selective data mode journaling negatively interact with
each other and bring substantial increase in the memory
pressure. The increased memory pressure severely im-
pacts the performance of osync(). The osync() scans
all dirty pages for the checkpoint at its beginning. Selec-
tive data mode journaling inserts the updated data blocks
to the journal transaction. Delayed checkpoint prohibits
the data blocks in the journal transaction from being
checkpointed until the associated ADN arrives. As a re-
sult, osync() checkpoints only a small fraction of dirty
pages each time it is called. The dirty pages in the jour-
nal transactions are scanned multiple times before they
are checkpointed. The osync() shows particularly poor
performance in OLTP workload (Fig. 14), where most
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updates are subject to data mode journaling.

6.5 Crash Consistency
We test if the BarrierFS recovers correctly against the
unexpected system failure. We use CrashMonkey for
the test [40]. We modify CrashMonkey to understand
the barrier write so that the CrashMonkey can prop-
erly delimit an epoch when it encounters a barrier
write. We run two workloads; rename root to sub and
create delete. For durability guarantee (fsync()),
BarrierFS passes all 1,000 test cases as EXT4 does in
both workloads. For ordering guarantee (fsync() in
EXT4-OD and fbarrier() in BarrierFS), BarrierFS
passes all 1,000 test cases whereas EXT4-OD fails in
some cases. This is not surprising since EXT4 with
nobarrier option guarantees neither the transfer orders
nor the persist orders in committing the filesystem jour-
nal transaction.

Scenario - EXT4-DR BFS-DR EXT4-OD BFS-OD

A
clean 1000 1000 547 1000
fixed 0 0 0 0
failed 0 0 453 0

B
clean 1000 1000 109 1000
fixed 0 0 891 0
failed 0 0 0 0

Table 2: Crash Consistency Test of EXT4 and Barri-
erFS, Scenario A: rename root to sub, Scenario B:
create delete

7 Related Work
Featherstitch [20] proposes a programming model to
specify the set of requests that can be scheduled to-
gether, patchgroup, and the ordering dependency be-
tween them, pg depend(). While xsyncfs [49] miti-
gates the overhead of fsync(), it needs to maintain com-
plex causal dependencies among buffered updates. NoFS
(no order file system) [10] introduces “backpointer” to
eliminate the Transfer-and-Flush based ordering in the
file system. It does not support transaction.

A few works proposed to use multiple running trans-
actions or multiple committing transactions to circum-
vent the Transfer-and-Flush overhead in filesystem jour-
naling [38, 29, 55]. IceFS [38] allocates separate running
transaction for each container. SpanFS [29] splits a jour-

nal region into multiple partitions and allocates commit-
ting transactions for each partition. CCFS [55] allocates
separate running transactions for individual threads. In
these systems, each journaling session still relies on the
Transfer-and-Flush mechanism.

A number of file systems provide a multi-block atomic
write feature [18, 35, 54, 68] to relieve applications from
the overhead of logging and journaling. These file sys-
tems internally use the Transfer-and-Flush mechanism
to enforce the storage order in writing the data blocks
and the associated metadata blocks. Exploiting the order-
preserving block device layer, these filesystems can use
Wait-on-Dispatch mechanism to enforce the storage or-
der between the data blocks and the metadata blocks and
can be saved from the Transfer-and-Flush overhead.

8 Conclusion
The Flash storage provides the cache barrier command to
allow the host to control the persist order. HDD cannot
provide this feature. It is time for designing the new IO
stack for the Flash storage that is free from the unnec-
essary constraint inherited from the old legacy that the
host cannot control the persist order. We built a barrier-
enabled IO stack based upon the foundation that the
host can control the persist order. In the barrier-enabled
IO stack, the host can dispense with Transfer-and-Flush
overhead in controlling the storage order and can suc-
cessfully saturate the underlying Flash storage. We like
to conclude this work with two key observations. First,
the “cache barrier” command is a necessity rather than
a luxury. It should be supported in all Flash storage
products ranging from the mobile storage to the high-
performance Flash storage with supercap. Second, the
block device layer should be designed to eliminate the
DMA transfer overhead in controlling the storage order.
As the Flash storage becomes quicker, the relative cost
of tardy “Wait-on-Transfer” will become more substan-
tial. To saturate the Flash storage, the host should be able
to control the transfer order without interleaving the re-
quests with DMA transfer.

We hope that this work provides a useful foundation
in designing a new IO stack for the Flash storage3.
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Abstract
We present DevFS, a direct-access file system embed-
ded completely within a storage device. DevFS provides
direct, concurrent access without compromising file sys-
tem integrity, crash consistency, and security. A novel
reverse-caching mechanism enables the usage of host
memory for inactive objects, thus reducing memory load
upon the device. Evaluation of an emulated DevFS pro-
totype shows more than 2x higher I/O throughput with
direct access and up to a 5x reduction in device RAM
utilization.

1 Introduction

The world of storage, after decades of focus on hard-
drive technologies, is finally opening up towards a new
era of fast solid-state storage devices. Flash-based SSDs
have become standard technology, forming a new perfor-
mance tier in the modern datacenter [7, 32]. New, faster
flash memory technologies such as NVMe [20] and stor-
age class memory (SCM) such as Intel’s 3D X-point [1]
promise to revolutionize how we access and store persis-
tent data [10, 13, 50, 53]. State-of-the-art flash memory
technologies have reduced storage-access latency to tens
of microseconds compared to milliseconds in the hard-
drive era [34, 52, 58].

To fully realize the potential of these storage devices,
a careful reconsideration of the software storage stack
is required. The traditional storage stack requires ap-
plications to trap into the OS and interact with multiple
software layers such as the in-memory buffer cache, file
system, and device drivers. While spending millions of
cycles is not a significant problem for slow storage de-
vices such as hard drives [3,13,58], for modern ultra-fast
storage, software interactions substantially amplify ac-
cess latencies, thus preventing applications from exploit-
ing hardware benefits [3, 9, 34, 50]. Even the simple act
of trapping into and returning from the OS is too costly
for modern storage hardware [14, 49, 58].

To reduce OS-level overheads and provide direct stor-
age access for applications, prior work such as Ar-
rakis [34], Moneta-D [8], Strata [26], and others [20, 49,
50] split the file system into user-level and kernel-level
components. The user-level component handles all data-
plane operations (thus bypassing the OS), and the trusted
kernel is used only for control-plane operations such as
permission checking. However, prior approaches fail to
deliver several important file-system properties. First,
using untrusted user-level libraries to maintain file sys-
tem metadata shared across multiple applications can se-
riously compromise file-system integrity and crash con-
sistency. Second, unlike user-level networking [51], in
file systems, data-plane operations (e.g., read or write to
a file) are closely intertwined with control-plane opera-
tions (e.g., block allocation); bypassing the OS during
data-plane operations can compromise the security guar-
antees of a file system. Third, most of these approaches
require OS support when sharing data across applications
even for data-plane operations.

To address these limitations, and realize a true user-
level direct-access file system, we propose DevFS, a
device-level file system inside the storage hardware.
The DevFS design uses the compute capability and
device-level RAM to provide applications with a high-
performance direct-access file system that does not com-
promise integrity, concurrency, crash consistency, or se-
curity. With DevFS, applications use a traditional POSIX
interface without trapping into the OS for control-plane
and data-plane operations. In addition to providing di-
rect storage access, a file system inside the storage hard-
ware provides direct visibility to hardware features such
as device-level capacitance and support for processing
data from multiple I/O queues. With capacitance, DevFS
can safely commit data even after a system crash and also
reduce file system overhead for supporting crash consis-
tency. With knowledge of multiple I/O queues, DevFS
can increase file system concurrency by providing each
file with its own I/O queue and journal.
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A file system inside device hardware also introduces
new challenges. First, even modern SSDs have limited
RAM capacity due to cost ($/GB) and power constraints.
In DevFS, we address this dilemma by introducing re-
verse caching, an approach that aggressively moves in-
active file system data structures off the device to the
host memory. Second, a file system inside a device is
a separate runtime and lacks visibility to OS state (such
as process credentials) required for secured file access.
To overcome this limitation, we extend the OS to co-
ordinate with DevFS: the OS performs down-calls and
shares process-level credentials without impacting direct
storage access for applications.

To the best of our knowledge, DevFS is the first design
to explore the benefits and implications of a file system
inside the device to provide direct user-level access to ap-
plications. Due to a lack of real hardware, we implement
and emulate DevFS at the device-driver level. Evalua-
tion of benchmarks on the emulated DevFS prototype
with direct storage access shows more than 2x higher
write and 1.6x higher read throughput as compared to a
kernel-level file system. DevFS memory-reduction tech-
niques reduce file system memory usage by up to 5x.
Evaluation of a real-world application, Snappy compres-
sion [11], shows 22% higher throughput.

In Section 2, we first categorize file systems, and then
discuss the limitations of state-of-the-art user-level file
systems. In Section 3, we make a case for a device-level
file system. In Section 4, we detail the DevFS design and
implementation, followed by experimental evaluations in
Section 5. In Section 6, we describe the related literature,
and finally present our conclusions in Section 7.

2 Motivation

Advancements in storage hardware performance have
motivated the need to bypass the OS stack and provide
applications with direct access to storage. We first dis-
cuss hardware and software trends, followed by a brief
history of user-level file systems and their limitations.

2.1 H/W and S/W for User-Level Access
Prior work has explored user-level access for PCI-based
solid state drives (SSD) and nonvolatile memory tech-
nologies.
Solid-state drives. Solid-state drives (SSD) have be-
come the de facto storage device for consumer elec-
tronics as well as enterprise computing. As SSDs
have evolved, their bandwidth has significantly increased
along with a reduction in access latencies [6, 57]. To
address system-to-device interface bottlenecks, modern
SSDs have switched to a PCIe-based interface that can
support up to 8-16 GB/s maximum throughput and 20-50
µs access latencies. Further, these modern devices use a

large pool of I/O queues to which software can concur-
rently submit requests for higher parallelism.

With advancements in SSD hardware performance,
bottlenecks have shifted to software. To reduce software
overheads on the data path and exploit device-level par-
allelism, new standards such as NVMe [54] have been
adopted. NVMe allows software to bypass device driver
software and directly program device registers with sim-
ple commands for reading and writing the device [18].
Storage class memory technologies. Storage class
memory (SCM), such as Intel’s 3D Xpoint [1] and HP’s
memristors, are an emerging class of nonvolatile mem-
ory (NVM) that provide byte-addressable persistence
and provide access via the memory controller. SCMs
have properties that resemble DRAM more than a block
device. SCMs can provide 2-4x higher capacity than
DRAMs, with variable read (100-200ns) and write la-
tency (400-800ns) latency. SCM bandwidth ranges from
8 GB/s to 20 GB/s, which is significantly faster than
state-of-the-art SSDs. Importantly, read (loads) and
writes (stores) to SCMs happen via the processor cache
which plays a vital role in application performance.

Several software solutions that include kernel-level
file systems [10, 13, 55, 56], user-level file systems [49],
and object storage [17, 50] libraries have been pro-
posed for SCM. Kernel-level file systems retain the
POSIX-based block interface and focus on thinning the
OS stack by replacing page cache and block layers with
simple byte-level load and store operations. Alterna-
tive approaches completely bypass the kernel by us-
ing an object-based or POSIX-compatible interface over
memory-mapped files [49].

2.2 File System Architectures
We broadly categorize file systems into three types: (1)
kernel-level file systems, (2) hybrid user-level file sys-
tems, and (3) true user-level direct-access file systems.
Figure 1 shows these categories, and how control-plane
and data-plane operations are managed by each. The
figure additionally shows a hybrid user-level file system
with a trusted server and a Fuse-based file system.
Kernel-level traditional file systems. Kernel-level file
systems act as a central entity managing data and meta-
data operations as well as control-plane operations [13,
28, 56]. As shown in Figure 1, kernel-level file sys-
tems preserve the integrity of metadata and provide crash
consistency. Applications using kernel-level file systems
trap into the OS for both data-plane and control-plane
plane operations.
Hybrid user-level file systems. To allow applications
to access storage hardware directly without trapping into
the kernel, a class of research file systems [8,26,34] split
the file system across user and kernel space. In this pa-
per, we refer to these as hybrid user-level file systems. As
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Figure 1: File system categories. (a) shows a kernel-level file system, which manages control-plane and data-plane operations.
(b) shows a hybrid user-level file system in which a user library manages data-plane operations. (c) shows a hybrid user-level file
system with a trusted server. The server partially manages control-plane operations. (d) shows a Fuse-based file system. (e) shows
a true user-level direct-access file system inside the device. The device file system fully manages the control-plane and data-plane.

shown in Figure 1.b, the user-level file system manages
all data and metadata updates without trapping into the
kernel for common-case read and writes. The kernel file
system is used only for control-plane operations such as
permission checks, security, and data sharing across ap-
plications.

More specifically, Arrakis [34] is a hybrid user-level
file system that proposes a generic user-level I/O frame-
work for both network and storage. Arrakis aims to
realize the ideas of U-Net [51] for modern hardware
by virtualizing storage for each application and manag-
ing all data-plane operations at user-level, but does trap
into the OS for control-plane operations. Strata [26], a
hybrid user-level file system designed to combine ultra-
fast NVM with high-capacity SSD and hard disk, uses
NVM as a memory-mapped user-space log and writes
application’s data-plane operations to a log. A back-
ground thread uses a kernel-level file system to digest
the logs to SSD or hard disk. For sharing files across
processes, Strata traps into the kernel-level file system,
which coordinates concurrent data and metadata updates.

Moneta-D [8] is a hybrid user-level file system that
customizes SSDs to provide direct-access for data-plane
operations. Moneta-D virtualizes an I/O interface (I/O
channel) instead of storage to provide isolation and con-
currency. Metadata operations are split between user-
level and kernel-level. Operations such as file creation
and size extension happen inside the kernel. Moneta-
D enforces permission checks for data-plane operations
with a user-level driver that reads a file’s permission and
stores them in hardware registers; during an I/O oper-
ation, the driver compares the hardware register values
with process credentials.

Finally, TxDev [37] proposes a transactional flash sys-
tem in which each process encapsulates its updates into
a transaction request, and the flash device serializes and
atomically commits the transactions. While TxDev can
reduce the overheads of transactions in either user-level
or kernel-level file systems, the resulting system has the

same structural advantages and disadvantages of other
hybrid user-level file systems.

Hybrid file systems with trusted server. Another class
of hybrid file systems, such as Aerie [49], aims to reduce
kernel overheads for control-plane operations by using a
trusted user-level third-party server similar to a microker-
nel design [30] (see Figure 1.c). The trusted server runs
in a separate address space and facilitates control-plane
operations such as permission checking and data sharing;
the server also interacts with the OS for other privileged
operations.

Fuse-based user-level file systems. Another class of
user-level file systems widely known as Fuse [38, 47],
are mainly used for customizing and extending the in-
kernel file system. As shown in Figure 1.d, in Fuse, the
file system is split across a kernel driver and a user-level
daemon. All I/O operations trap into the kernel, and the
kernel driver simply queues I/O requests for the custom
user-level file system daemon to process requests and re-
turn control to the application via the driver; as a result,
Fuse file systems add an extra kernel trap for all I/O op-
erations. Because we focus on direct-access storage so-
lutions, we do not study Fuse in rest of this paper.

True direct-access user-level file system. In this pa-
per, we propose DevFS, a true user-level direct-access
file system as shown in Figure 1.e. DevFS pushes the file
system into the device, thus allowing user-level libraries
and applications to access storage without trapping into
the OS for both control-plane and data-plane operations.

2.3 Challenges
Current state-of-the-art hybrid user-level file systems fail
to satisfy three important properties – integrity, crash
consistency, and permission enforcement – without trad-
ing away direct storage access. We discuss the chal-
lenges in satisfying these properties while providing di-
rect access next.
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2.3.1 File System Integrity
Maintaining file system integrity is critical for correct be-
havior of a file system. In traditional file systems, only
the trusted kernel manages and updates both in-memory
and persistent metadata. However, satisfying file system
integrity is hard with a hybrid user-level file system for
the following reasons.
Single process. In hybrid user-level file systems such as
Arrakis and Moneta-D, each application uses an instance
of a file system library that manages both data and meta-
data. Consider an example of appending a block to a file:
the library must allocate a free block, update the bitmap,
and update the inode inside a transaction. A buggy or
malicious application sharing the address space with the
file system library can easily bypass or violate the trans-
action and incorrectly update the metadata; as a result,
the integrity of the file system is compromised. An al-
ternative approach is to use a trusted user-level server as
in Aerie [49]. However, because applications and the
user-level server run in different address spaces, applica-
tions must context-switch even for data-plane operations,
thus reducing the benefits of direct storage access [58].
The metadata integrity problem cannot be solved by us-
ing TxDev (a transactional flash) in a hybrid user-level
file system because TxDev cannot verify the contents of
transactions composed by an untrusted user-level library.
Concurrent access and sharing. Maintaining integrity
with hybrid user-level file systems is more challenging
when applications concurrently access the file system or
share data. Updates to in-memory and on-disk metadata
must be serialized and ordered across all library instances
with some form of shared user-level locking and transac-
tions across libraries. However, a malicious or buggy ap-
plication can easily bypass the lock or the transaction to
update metadata or data, which can lead to an incorrect
file system state [25]. Prior systems such as Arrakis [34]
and Strata [26] sidestep this problem by trapping into
the OS for concurrent file-system access (common-case)
and concurrent file access (rare). In contrast, approaches
such as Aerie suffer from the context-switch problem.

2.3.2 Crash Consistency
A system can crash or lose power before all in-memory
metadata is persisted to storage, resulting in arbitrary file
system state such as a persisted inode without its pointed-
to data [4, 35, 36]. To provide crash consistency, kernel
file systems carefully orchestrate the order of metadata
and data updates. For example, in an update transaction,
data blocks are first flushed to a journal, followed by the
metadata blocks, and finally, a transaction commit record
is written to the journal; at some point, the log updates
are checkpointed to the original data and metadata loca-
tions to free space in the log.

For user-level file systems, every application’s un-

trusted library instance must provide crash consistency,
which is challenging for the following reasons. First,
if even a single library or application violates the order-
ing protocol, the file system cannot recover to a consis-
tent state after a crash. Second, with concurrent file sys-
tem access, transactions across libraries must be ordered;
as discussed earlier, serializing updates with user-level
locking is ineffective and can easily violate crash con-
sistency guarantees. While a trusted third-party server
can enforce ordering, applications suffer from context
switches and thus do not achieve the goal of direct ac-
cess.

2.3.3 Permission Enforcement
Enforcing permission checks for both the control-plane
and data-plane is critical for file system security. In a
kernel-level file system, when a process requests an I/O
operation, the file system uses OS-level process creden-
tials and compares it with the corresponding file (inode)
permission. Hybrid user-level file systems [34] use the
trusted OS for permission checks only for control-plane
operation, and bypass the checks for common-case data-
plane operations. Avoiding permission checks for data-
plane operations violates security guarantees, specifi-
cally when multiple applications share a file system.

3 The Case For DevFS

In the pursuit of providing direct storage access to user-
level applications, prior hybrid approaches fail to satisfy
one or more fundamental properties of a file system. To
address the limitations, and design a true direct-access
file system, we propose DevFS, a design that moves the
file system inside the device. Applications can directly
access DevFS using a standard POSIX interface. DevFS
satisfies file system integrity, concurrency, crash consis-
tency, and security guarantees of a kernel-level file sys-
tem. DevFS also supports a traditional file-system hier-
archy such as files and directories, and their related func-
tionality instead of primitive read and write operations.
DevFS maintains file system integrity and crash consis-
tency because it is trusted code that acts as a central en-
tity. With minimal support and coordination with the OS,
DevFS also enforces permission checks for common-
case data-plane operations without requiring applications
to trap into the kernel.

3.1 DevFS Advantages And Limitations
Moving a file system inside the device provides numer-
ous benefits but also introduces new limitations.
Benefits. An OS-level file system generally views
storage as a black box and lacks direct control over
many hardware components, such as device memory,
I/O queues, power-loss-protection capacitors, and the file
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translation layer (FTL). This lack of control results in a
number of limitations.

First, even though storage controllers often contain
multiple CPUs that can concurrently process requests
from multiple I/O queues [20], a host-based user-level
or kernel-level file system cannot control how the device
CPUs are utilized, the order in which they process re-
quest from queues, or the mapping of queues to elements
such as files. However, a device-level file system can
redesign file system data structures to exploit hardware-
level concurrency for higher performance.

Second, some current devices contain capacitors that
can hold power until the device CPUs safely flush all
device-memory state to persistent storage in case of an
untimely crash [22, 44]. Since software file systems can-
not directly use these capacitors, they always use high-
overhead journaling or copy-on-write crash consistency
techniques. In contrast, a device-level file system can
ensure key data structures are flushed if a failure occurs.

Finally, in SSDs and storage class memory technolo-
gies, the FTL [21] performs block allocation, logical-to-
physical block translation, garbage collection, and wear-
leveling, but a software file system must duplicate many
of these tasks since it lacks visibility of the FTL. We be-
lieve that DevFS provides an opportunity to integrate file
system and FTL functionality, but we do not yet explore
this idea, leaving it to future work.

Limitations. Moving the file system into the stor-
age device introduces both hardware and software lim-
itations. First, device-level RAM is limited by cost
and power consumption; currently device RAM is used
mainly by the FTL [16] and thus the amount is propor-
tional to the size of the logical-to-physical block map-
ping table (e.g., a 512 GB SSD requires a 2 GB RAM). A
device-level file system will substantially increase mem-
ory footprint and therefore must strive to reduce its mem-
ory usage. Second, the number of CPUs inside a storage
device can be limited and slower compared to host CPUs.
While the lower CPU count impacts I/O parallelism and
throughput, the slower CPUs reduce instructions per cy-
cle (IPC) and thus increase I/O latency. Finally, imple-
menting OS utilities and features, such as deduplication,
incremental backup, and virus scans, can be challeng-
ing. We discuss these limitations and possible solutions
in more detail in § 4.7.

Regarding software limitations, a device-level file sys-
tem runs in a separate environment from the OS and
hence cannot rely on the OS for certain functionality or
information. In particular, a device-level file system must
manage its own memory and must provide a mechanism
to access process credentials from the OS.

3.2 Design Principles
To exploit the benefits and address the limitations of
a device-level file system, we formulate the following
DevFS design principles.
Principle 1: Disentangle file system data structures to
embrace hardware-level parallelism. To utilize the
hardware-level concurrency of multiple CPU controllers
and thousands of I/O queues from which a device can
process I/O requests, DevFS maps each fundamental data
unit (i.e., a file) to an independent hardware resource.
Each file has its own I/O queue and in-memory journal
which enables concurrent I/O across different files.
Principle 2: Guarantee file system integrity without
compromising direct user-level access. To maintain
integrity, the DevFS inside the device acts as a trusted
central entity and updates file system metadata. To fur-
ther maintain integrity when multiple process share data,
DevFS shares per-file structures across applications and
serializes updates to these structures.
Principle 3: Simplify crash consistency with storage
hardware capacitance. Traditional OS-level file sys-
tems rely on expensive journaling or log-structured (i.e.,
copy-on-write) mechanisms to provide crash consis-
tency. While journaling suffers from “double write” [35]
costs, log-structured file systems suffer from high
garbage-collection overheads [5]. In contrast, DevFS ex-
ploits the power-loss-protection capacitors in the hard-
ware to safely update data and metadata in-place with-
out compromising crash consistency. DevFS thus avoids
these update-related overheads.
Principle 4: Reduce the device memory footprint of
the file system. Unlike a kernel-level file system,
DevFS cannot use copious amounts of RAM for its data
and metadata structures. To reduce memory usage, in
DevFS, only in-memory data structures (inodes, dentries,
per-file structures) of active files are kept in device mem-
ory, spilling inactive data structures to host memory.
Principle 5: Enable minimal OS-level state sharing
with DevFS. DevFS is a separate runtime and imple-
ments its own memory management. Concerning state
sharing, because DevFS does not have information about
processes, we extend the OS to share process credentials
with DevFS. The credentials are used by DevFS for per-
mission checks across control-plane and data-plane oper-
ations without forcing applications to trap into the kernel.

4 Design

DevFS provides direct user-level access to storage with-
out trapping into the OS for most of its control-plane and
data-plane operations. DevFS does not compromise ba-
sic file system abstractions (such as files, directories) and
properties such as integrity, concurrency, consistency,
and security guarantees. We discuss how DevFS realizes
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Figure 2: DevFS high-level design. The file system data
structure is partitioned into global and per-file structures. The
per-file structures are created during file setup. DevFS meta-
data structures are similar to other kernel-level file system.

the design principles discussed earlier.

4.1 Disentangling File System Structures
To exploit hardware-level concurrency, DevFS provides
each file with a separate I/O queue and journal. DevFS
is compatible with traditional POSIX I/O interface.
Global and per-file structures. In DevFS, the file sys-
tem data structures are divided into global and per-file
structures as shown in Figure 2. The global data struc-
tures manage state of an entire file system, including
metadata such as the superblock, inodes, and bitmaps.
The per-file structures enable concurrency: given that
modern controllers contain up to four CPUs [41], and
this amount is expected to increase [19], DevFS at-
tempts to utilize multiple CPUs. In contrast to prior ap-
proaches such as Moneta-D that provide each application
with its own I/O channel, DevFS provides a per-file I/O
queue and journal. DevFS also maintains an in-memory
filemap structure for each file. The filemap structure is
created during file creation (or during file open if it is not
available in device memory) and is maintained in a red-
black tree as shown in the figure. Processes sharing a
file also share a filemap structure which serializes access
across the per-file I/O queue and the journal.

Most data structures of DevFS are similar to a kernel-
level file system. Hence, we reuse and extend in-memory
and on-disk data structures from the state-of-the-art per-
sistent memory file system (PMFS) [13]. We use PMFS
because it provides direct-access to storage bypassing
the file system page cache. Specifically, the DevFS su-
perblock contains global information of a file system,
each inode contains per-file metadata and a reference to
per-file memory and disk journal, and finally, directory
entries (dentries) are maintained in a radix-tree indexed
by hash values of file path names.
File system interface. Unlike prior approaches that

expose the storage device as a block device for direct
access [34], DevFS supports the POSIX I/O interface
and abstractions such as files, directories, etc. Similar to
modern NVMe-based devices with direct-access capabil-
ity, DevFS uses command-based programming. To sup-
port POSIX compatibility for applications, a user-level
library intercepts I/O calls from applications and con-
verts the I/O calls to DevFS commands. On receipt, the
DevFS controller (device CPU) uses the request’s file de-
scriptor to move the request to a per-file I/O queue for
processing and writing to storage.

4.2 Providing File System Integrity
To maintain integrity, file system metadata is always up-
dated by the trusted DevFS. In contrast to hybrid user-
level file systems that allow untrusted user-level libraries
to update metadata [34], in DevFS, there is no concern
about the legitimacy of metadata content (beyond that
caused by bugs in the file system).

When a command is added to a per-file I/O queue,
DevFS creates a corresponding metadata log record (e.g.,
for a file append command, the bitmap and inode block),
and adds the log record to a per-file in-memory journal
using a transaction. When DevFS commits updates from
an in-memory I/O queue to storage, it first writes the data
followed by the metadata. Updates to global data struc-
tures (such as bitmaps) are serialized using locks.

DevFS supports file sharing across processes without
trapping into the kernel. Because each file has separate
in-memory structures (i.e., an I/O queue and journal),
one approach would be to use separate per-file structures
for each instance of an open file and synchronize up-
dates across structures; however, synchronization costs
and device-memory usage would increase linearly with
the number of processes sharing a file. Hence, DevFS
shares in-memory structures across processes and seri-
alizes updates using a per-file filemap lock; to order
updates, DevFS tags each command with a time-stamp
counter (TSC). Applications requiring strict data order-
ing for shared files could implement custom user-level
synchronization at application-level.

4.3 Simplifying Crash Consistency
DevFS avoids logging to persistent storage by using de-
vice capacitors that can hold power until the device con-
troller can safely flush data and metadata to storage. Tra-
ditional kernel-level file systems use either journaling or
a copy-on-write techniques, such as log-structured up-
dates, to provide crash consistency; the benefits and im-
plications of these designs are well documented [5, 40].
Journaling commits data and metadata updates to a per-
sistent log before committing to the original data and
metadata location; as a result, journaling suffers from the
“double write” problem [40, 56]. The log-structured de-
sign avoids double writes by treating an entire file system
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Figure 3: DevFS reverse caching design. DevFS keeps
only active and essential file system structures in device mem-
ory, and reverse caches others to host memory.

as a log, appending data and metadata blocks; however,
a log-structured design suffers from high garbage collec-
tion costs [40]. DevFS uses device-level capacitance to
avoid both the double-write and garbage-collection prob-
lems.

Modern enterprise SSDs provide power-loss-
protection capacitors inside device hardware that can
hold power until controllers can safely flush contents of
device-level DRAM [22, 44]. In existing systems, the
device DRAM primarily contains the FTL’s logical-to-
physical block translation table, block error correction
(ECC) flags, and in-flight data yet to be flushed to
storage. Since DevFS runs inside the device, it uses
device-level DRAM for all file system data structures.

Although the goal of hardware capacitance is to safely
flush device in-memory contents to storage, flushing
larger amounts of memory would require a more expen-
sive capacitor; in addition, not all DevFS state needs to
be made persistent. To minimize the memory state that
must be flushed, DevFS leverages its per-file in-memory
journals, as shown in Figure 2. As described previously,
after an I/O command is added to a device queue, DevFS
writes the command’s metadata to a per-file in-memory
journal. If a power failure or crash occurs, the device
capacitors can hold power for controllers to safely com-
mit in-memory I/O queues and journals to storage, thus
avoiding journal writes to storage.

4.4 Minimizing Memory Footprint
We next discuss how DevFS manages device mem-
ory followed by three memory reduction techniques.
The techniques include on-demand allocation, reverse
caching, and a method to decompose inode structures.

DevFS uses its own memory allocator. Unlike
the complex-but-generic Linux slab allocator [15], the
DevFS allocator is simple and customized to manage
only DevFS data structures. In addition to device mem-
ory, DevFS reserves and manages a DMA-able region in
the host for reverse caching.

In DevFS, there are four types of data structures that
dominate memory usage: in-memory inodes, dentries,
file pointers, and the DevFS-specific per-file filemap

/*	Devfs	inode	structure	*/	
struct	devfs_inode_info	{	

				/*DevFS	specific	fields*/	
			inode_list		/*parent	directory	list*/	
			page_tree;	/*radix	tree	of	all	pages*/				
			journals	/*per	file	journals	*/	

…….	
/*Frequently	accessed*/	
struct	inode		vfs_inode	
}

/*	Decomposed	structure*/	
struct	devfs_inode_info	{	

				/*always	kept	in	device*/	
			struct	*inode_device;					

		/*moved	to	host	upon	close*/	
		struct	*inode_host;	
}	

Figure 4: Decomposing large structures. Large static
in-memory inode is decomposed to a dynamically allocatable
device and host structure. The host structure is reverse cached.

structure. Examining the data structures in detail, we see
that each inode, dentry, file pointer, and filemap consume
840 bytes, 192 bytes, 256 bytes, and 156 bytes respec-
tively. Since inodes are responsible for the most mem-
ory usage, we examine them further. We find that 593
bytes (70.5%) of the inode structure are used by generic
fields that are frequently updated during file operations;
referred to as the VFS inode in other file systems, this
includes the inode number, a pointer to its data blocks,
permissions, access times, locks, and a reference to the
corresponding dentry. The remaining 247 bytes (29.5%)
of the inode are used by DevFS-specific fields, which in-
clude a reference to in-memory and on-disk journals, the
dentry, the per-file structure, other list pointers, and per-
file I/O queues. To reduce the device memory usage, we
propose the following techniques.

On-demand memory allocation. In a naive DevFS
design, the in-memory structures associated with a file,
such as the I/O queue, in-memory journal, and filemap,
are each allocated when a file is opened or created and
not released until a file is deleted; however, these struc-
tures are not used until an I/O is performed. For work-
loads that access a large number of files, device memory
consumption can be significant. To reduce memory con-
sumption, DevFS uses on-demand allocation that delays
allocation of in-memory structures until a read or write
request is initiated; these structures are also aggressively
released from device memory when a file is closed. Ad-
ditionally, DevFS dynamically allocates the per-file I/O
queue and memory journal and adjusts their sizes based
on the availability of free memory.

Reverse caching metadata structures. In traditional
OS-level file systems, the memory used by in-memory
metadata structures such as inodes and dentries is a small
fraction of the overall system memory; therefore, these
structures are cached in memory even after the corre-
sponding file is closed in order to avoid reloading the
metadata from disk when the file is re-accessed. How-
ever, caching metadata in DevFS can significantly in-
crease memory consumption. To reduce device memory
usage, DevFS moves certain metadata structures such as
in-memory inodes and dentries to host memory after a
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file is closed. We call this reverse caching because meta-
data is moved off the device to the host memory.

Figure 3 shows the reverse caching mechanism. A
DMA-able host-memory cache is created when DevFS is
initialized. The size of the host cache can be configured
when mounting DevFS depending on the availability of
free host memory; the cache is further partitioned into
inode and dentry regions. After moving an inode or den-
try to host memory, all its corresponding references (e.g.,
the inode list of a directory) are updated to point to the
host-memory cache. When a file is re-opened, the cached
metadata is moved back to device memory. Directories
are reverse-cached only after all files in a directory are
also reverse-cached. Note that the host cache contains
only inodes and dentries of inactive (closed) files, since
deleted files are also released from the host cache. Fur-
thermore, in case of an update to in-memory structures
that are reverse-cached, the structures are moved to de-
vice memory and cached structures in the host mem-
ory are deleted. As a result, reverse caching does not
introduce any consistency issues. Although using host
memory instead of persistent storage as a cache avoids
serializing and deserializing data structures, the over-
head of data movement between device and host mem-
ory depends on interface bandwidth. The data movement
overhead could be further reduced by using incremental
(delta-based) copying techniques.
Decomposing file system structures. One problem
with reverse caching for a complicated and large struc-
ture such as an inode is that some fields are accessed even
after a file is closed. For example, a file’s inode in the
directory list is traversed for search operations or other
updates to a directory. Moving these structures back and
forth from host memory can incur high overheads. To
avoid this movement, we decompose the inode structure
into a device-inode and host-inode structure as shown in
the Figure 4. The device-inode contains fields that are
accessed even after a file is closed, and therefore only
the host-inode structure is moved to host memory. Each
host inode is approximately 593 bytes of the overall 840
bytes. Therefore, this decomposition along with reverse
caching significantly reduces inode memory use.

4.5 State Sharing for Permission Check
DevFS provides security for control-plane and data-
plane operations without trapping into the kernel by ex-
tending the OS to share application credentials.

In a kernel-level file system, before an I/O operation,
the file system uses the credentials of a process from the
OS-level process structure and compares them with per-
mission information stored in an inode of a file or direc-
tory. However, DevFS is a separate runtime and cannot
access OS-level data structures directly. To overcome
this limitation, as shown in Figure 5, DevFS maintains
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Figure 5: DevFS permission check design. The OS is
responsible for updating DevFS credential table with process
credentials after a context-switch.

a credential table in device memory that can be accessed
and updated only by the OS, which updates the table with
credential information of a new process scheduled on a
host CPU. When an I/O request is sent from the host,
the request is tagged with an ID number of the initiating
CPU. We assume that CPU ID tagged with a request is
unforgeable by an untrusted process; DevFS can be eas-
ily extended to support other types of unforgeable IDs.
Before processing a request, DevFS performs a simple
table lookup to compare credentials of a process running
on the initiating CPU with the corresponding inode’s per-
missions. Invalid requests are returned with a permission
error in the request’s completion flag.

We note that one intricate scenario can occur when
a process is context-switched from its host CPU before
DevFS can process the request. We address this scenario
using the following steps: first, whenever a new process
is scheduled to use a host CPU, the OS scheduler up-
dates the credential table in DevFS with credentials of
currently running process; second, a request is admitted
to the device I/O queue only after a permission check.
These steps allow DevFS to safely execute requests in
the I/O queue even after a process is context-switched.
Our future work will examine the overheads of OS down-
calls to update the device-level credential table when pro-
cesses are frequently context-switched across host CPUs.

4.6 Implementation and Emulation
We implement the DevFS prototype to understand the
benefits and implications of a file system inside a storage
device. Due to the current lack of programmable stor-
age hardware, we implement DevFS as a driver in the
Linux 4 kernel and reserve DRAM at boot time to em-
ulate DevFS storage. We now describe our implementa-
tion of the DevFS user-level library and device-level file
system.
User-level library and interface. DevFS utilizes
command-based I/O, similar to modern storage hard-
ware such as NVMe [54, 57]. The user library has three
primary responsibilities: to create a command buffer in
host memory, to convert the applications POSIX inter-
face into DevFS commands and add them to the com-
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mand buffer, and to ring a doorbell for DevFS to pro-
cess the request. When an application is initialized, the
user-level library creates a command buffer by making an
ioctl call to the OS, which allocates a DMA-able memory
buffer, registers the allocated buffer, and returns the vir-
tual address of the buffer to the user-level library. Cur-
rently, DevFS does not support sharing command buffers
across processes, and the buffer size is restricted by the
Linux kernel allocation (kmalloc()) upper limit of 4 MB;
these restrictions can be addressed by memory-mapping
a larger region of shared memory in the kernel. The user-
library adds I/O commands to the buffer and rings a door-
bell (emulated with an ioctl) with the address of the com-
mand buffer from which DevFS can read I/O requests,
perform permission checks, and add them to a device-
level I/O queue for processing. For simplicity, our cur-
rent library implementation only supports synchronous
I/O operations: each command has an I/O completion
flag that will be set by DevFS, and the user-library must
wait until an I/O request completes. The user-library is
implemented in about 2K lines of code.
DevFS file system. Because DevFS is a hardware-
centric solution, DevFS uses straightforward data struc-
tures and techniques that do not substantially increase
memory or CPU usage. We extend PMFS with DevFS
components and structures described earlier. Regard-
ing DevFS block management, each block in DevFS is
a memory page; pages for both metadata and data are al-
located from memory reserved for DevFS storage. The
per-file memory journal and I/O queue size are set to
a default of 4 KB but are each configurable during file
system mount. The maximum number of concurrently
opened files or directories is limited by the number of
I/O queues and journals that can be created in DevFS
memory. Finally, DevFS does not yet support memory-
mapped I/O. DevFS is implemented in about 9K lines of
code.

4.7 Discussion
Moving the file system inside a hardware device avoids
OS interaction and allows applications to attain higher
performance. However, a device-level file system also
introduces CPU limitations and adds complexity in de-
ploying new file system features.
CPU limitations. The scalability and performance
of DevFS is dependant on the device-level CPU core
count and their frequency. These device CPU limita-
tions can impact (a) applications (or a system with many
applications) that use several threads for frequent and
non-dependant I/O operations, (b) multi-threaded appli-
cations that are I/O read-intensive or metadata lookup-
intensive, and finally, (c) CPU-intensive file system fea-
tures such as deduplication or compression. One pos-
sible approach to address the CPU limitation is to iden-

tify file-system operations and components that are CPU-
intensive and move them to the user-level library in a
manner that does not impact integrity, crash consistency,
and security. However, realizing this approach would
require extending DevFS to support a broader set of
commands from the library in addition to application-
level POSIX commands. Furthermore, we believe that
DevFS’s direct-access benefits could motivate hardware
designers to increase CPU core count inside the storage
device [19], thus alleviating the problem.

Feature support. Moving the file system into stor-
age complicates the addition of new file system features,
such as snapshots, incremental backup, deduplication, or
fixing bugs; additionally, limited CPU and memory re-
sources also add to the complexity. One approach to
solving this problem is by implementing features that
can be run in the background in software (OS or library),
exposing the storage device as a raw block device, and
using host CPU and memory. Another alternative is
to support “reverse computation” by offloading file sys-
tem state and computation to the host. Our future work
will explore the feasibility of these approaches by ex-
tending DevFS to support snapshots, deduplication, and
software RAID. Regarding bug fixes, changes to DevFS
would require a firmware upgrade, which is supported by
most hardware vendors today [45]. Additionally, with in-
creasing focus on programmability of I/O hardware (e.g.,
NICs [8,29]) as dictated by new standards (e.g., NVMe),
support for embedding software into storage should be-
come less challenging.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation of DevFS aims to answer the following
important questions.

• What is the performance benefit of providing appli-
cations with direct-access to a hardware-level file
system?

• Does DevFS enable different processes to simulta-
neously access both the same file system and the
same files?

• What is the performance benefit of leveraging de-
vice capacitance to reduce the double write over-
head of a traditional journal?

• How effective are DevFS’s memory reduction
mechanisms and how much do they impact perfor-
mance?

• What is the impact of running DevFS on a slower
CPU inside the device compared to the host?

We begin by describing our evaluation methodology and
then we evaluate DevFS on micro-benchmarks and real-
world applications.
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Figure 6: Write and Read throughput. The graph shows
results for Filebench random write and read micro-benchmark.
X-axis varies the write size, and the file size is kept constant to
32 GB. Results show single thread performance. For DevFS,
the per-file I/O queue and in-memory journal is set to 4 KB.

5.1 Methodology
For our experiments, we use a 40-core Intel Xeon 2.67
GHz dual socket system with 128 GB memory. DevFS
reserves 60 GB of memory to emulate storage with max-
imum bandwidth and minimum latency. DevFS is run on
4 of the cores to emulate a storage device with 4 CPU
controllers and with 2 GB of device memory, matching
state-of-the-art NVMe SSDs [41, 42].

5.2 Performance
Single process performance. We begin by evaluating
the benefits of direct storage access for a very simple
workload of a single process accessing a single file with
the Filebench workload generator [48]. We study three
versions of DevFS: a naive version of DevFS with tra-
ditional journaling, DevFS with hardware capacitance
support (+cap), and DevFS with capacitance support and
without kernel traps (+cap +direct). We emulate DevFS
without kernel traps by replicating the benchmark inside
a kernel module. For comparison, we use NOVA [56], a
state-of-the-art kernel-level file system for storage class
memory technologies. Although NOVA does not provide
direct access, it does use memory directly for storage and
uses a log-structured design.

Figure 6.a shows the throughput of random writes
as a function of I/O size. As expected, NOVA per-
forms better than naive DevFS with traditional journal-
ing. Because NOVA uses a log-structured design and
writes data and metadata to storage only once, it out-
performs DevFS-naive with traditional journaling since
DevFS-naive writes to an in-memory journal, a per-file
storage log, and the final checkpointed region. For larger
I/O sizes (16 KB), the data write starts dominating the
cost, thus reducing the impact of journaling on the per-
formance.

However, DevFS with capacitance support,
DevFS+cap, exploits the power-loss-protection ca-
pability and only writes metadata to the in-memory
journal; both the metadata and the data can be directly
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Figure 7: Concurrent access throughput. (a) shows
throughput without data sharing. (b) shows throughput with
data sharing. The x-axis shows the number of concurrent in-
stances. Each instance opens ten files, appends 256 MB to each
file using 4 KB writes, and then closes the files. DevFS uses up
to 4 device CPUs.

committed to storage in-place without a storage log. For
1-KB writes, DevFS+cap achieves up to 27% higher
throughput than the naive DevFS approach and 12%
higher than NOVA. DevFS+cap outperforms NOVA be-
cause NOVA must issue additional instructions to flush
its buffers, ordering writes to memory with a barrier
after each write operation. Finally, by avoiding kernel
traps, DevFS+cap+direct provides true direct-access to
storage and improves performance by more than 2x and
1.8x for 1-KB and 4-KB writes respectively.

Figure 6.b shows random read throughput. NOVA pro-
vides higher throughput than both the DevFS-naive and
DevFS+cap approaches because our prototype manages
all 4 KB blocks of a file in a B-tree and traverses the tree
for every read operation; in contrast, NOVA simply maps
a file’s contents and converts block offsets to physical ad-
dresses with bit-shift operations, which is much faster.
Even with our current implementation, DevFS+direct
outperforms all other approaches since it avoids expen-
sive kernel traps. We believe that incorporating NOVA’s
block mapping technique into DevFS would further im-
prove read performance.
Concurrent access performance. One of the advan-
tages of DevFS over existing hybrid user-level file sys-
tems is that DevFS enables multiple competing processes
to share the same file system and the same open files. To
demonstrate this functionality, we begin with a workload
in which processes share the same file system, but not the
same files: each process opens ten files, appends 256 MB
to each file using 4-KB writes, and then closes the files.
In Figure 7.a, the number of processes is varied along the
x-axis, where each process writes to a separate directory.

For a single process, DevFS+direct provides up to a
39% improvement over both NOVA and DevFS+cap by
avoiding kernel traps. Since each file is allocated its own
I/O queues and in-memory journal, the performance of
DevFS scales well up to 4 instances; since we are emu-
lating 4 storage CPUs, beyond four instances, the device
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CPUs are shared across multiple instances and perfor-
mance does not scale well. In contrast, NOVA is able to
use all 40 host CPUs and scales better.

To demonstrate that multiple processes can simultane-
ously access the same files, we modify the above work-
load so that each instance accesses the same ten files;
the results are shown in Figure 7.b. As desired for file
system integrity, when multiple instances share and con-
currently update the same file, DevFS serializes meta-
data updates and updates to the per-file I/O queue and
in-memory journal. Again, scaling of DevFS is severely
limited beyond 4 instances given the contention for the
4 device CPUs. In other experiments, not shown due to
space limitations, we observe that increasing the number
of device CPUs directly benefits DevFS scalability.
Summary. By providing direct-access to storage with-
out trapping into the kernel, DevFS can improve write
throughput by 1.5x to 2.3x and read throughput by 1.2x
to 1.3x. DevFS also benefits from exploiting device ca-
pacitance to reduce journaling cost. Finally, unlike hy-
brid user-level file systems, DevFS supports concurrent
file-system access and data sharing across processes;
lower I/O throughput beyond four concurrent instances
is mainly due to a limited number of device-level CPUs.

5.3 Impact of Reverse Caching
A key goal of DevFS is to reduce memory usage of the
file system. We first evaluate the effectiveness of DevFS
memory optimizations to reduce memory usage and then
investigate the impact on performance.

5.3.1 Memory Reduction
To understand the effectiveness of DevFS memory-
reduction techniques, we begin with DevFS+cap
and analyze three memory reduction techniques:
DevFS+cap+demand allocates each in-memory
filemap on-demand and releases them after a file is
closed; DevFS+cap+demand+dentry reverse caches
the corresponding dentry after a file is closed;
DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode also decomposes a
file’s inode into inode-device and inode-host structures
and reverse caches the inode-host structure. Because
we focus on memory reduction, we do not consider
DevFS+direct in this experiment.

Figure 8 shows the amount of memory consumed for
the four versions of DevFS on Filebench’s file-create
workload that opens a file, writes 16 KB, and then closes
the file for 1 million files. In the baseline (DevFS+cap),
three data structures dominate memory usage: the DevFS
inode (840 bytes), the dentry (192 bytes), and the filemap
(156 bytes). While file pointers, per-file I/O queues, and
in-memory journals are released after a file is closed, the
three other structures are not freed until the file is deleted.

The first memory optimization, DevFS+cap+demand,
dynamically allocates the filemap when a read or write
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Figure 8: DevFS memory reduction. +cap represents a
baseline without memory reduction. Other bars show incre-
mental memory reduction technique impact.
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Figure 9: Throughput impact of memory reduction.
Reopen-files benchmark reopens closed files; as a result, struc-
tures cached in host memory are moved back to device.

is performed and releases the filemap after closing the
file; this reduces memory consumption by 156 MB
(13.4%). Reverse caching of dentries, shown by
DevFS+cap+demand+dentry, reduces device memory
usage by 193 MB (16.6%) by moving them to the host
memory; the small dentry memory usage visible in the
graph represents directory dentries which are not moved
to the host memory in order to provide fast directory
lookup. Finally, decomposing the large inode structure
into two smaller structures, inode-device (262 bytes) and
inode-host (578 bytes), and reverse caching the inode-
host structure reduces memory usage significantly. The
three mechanisms cumulatively reduce device memory
usage by up to 78% (5x) compared to the baseline. In
our current implementation, we consider only these three
data structures, but reverse caching could easily be ex-
tended to other file system data structures.

5.3.2 Performance Impact
The memory reduction techniques used by DevFS
do have an impact on performance. To evaluate
their impact on throughput, in addition to the file-
create benchmark used above, we also evaluate a
file-reopen workload that re-opens each of the files
in the file-create benchmark immediately after it is
closed. We also show the throughput for direct-access
(DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode+direct) that avoids
expensive kernel traps.

For both benchmarks, DevFS with no memory opti-
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mizations and DevFS with on-demand allocation have
similar throughput because the only difference is ex-
actly when the filemap is allocated. However, the re-
verse caching techniques do impact throughput. For
the file-create benchmark, reverse caching only the
dentry (DevFS+cap+demand+dentry) reduces through-
put by 5%, while also reverse caching the inode
(DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode) by 13%. Perfor-
mance degradation occurs because reverse caching in-
volves significant work: allocating memory in the host
DRAM, copying structures to host memory, updating the
parent list with the new memory address, and later re-
leasing the device memory. The performance of reverse
caching inodes is worse than that of dentries, due to their
relative sizes (578 bytes vs 196 bytes). While the direct-
access approach has similar overheads, by avoiding ker-
nel traps for file open, write, and close, and it provides
higher performance compared to all other approaches.

With the file-reopen benchmark, reverse caching
moves the corresponding inodes and dentries back to de-
vice memory, causing a throughput drop of 26%. Our
results for the file-reopen benchmark can be consid-
ered worst-case behavior since most real-world applica-
tions spend more time performing I/O before closing a
file. Our current mechanism performs aggressive reverse
caching, but could easily be extended to slightly delay
reverse caching based on the availability of free memory
in the device.
Summary. DevFS memory-reduction techniques can
reduce device DRAM usage by up to 5x. Although
worst-case benchmarks do suffer some performance im-
pact with these techniques, we believe memory reduction
is essential for device-level file systems and that DevFS
will obtain both memory reduction and high performance
for realistic workloads.

5.4 Snappy File Compression
To understand the performance impact on a real-world
application, we use Snappy [11] compression. Snappy is

widely used as a data compression engine for several ap-
plications including MapReduce, RocksDB, MongoDB,
and Google Chrome. Snappy reads a file, performs com-
pression, and writes the output to a file; for durability,
we add an fsync() after writing the output. Snappy op-
timizes throughput and is both CPU- and I/O-intensive;
for small files, the I/O time dominates the computation
time. Snappy can be used at both user-level and kernel-
level [23] which helps us to understand the impact of di-
rect access. For the workload, we use four application
threads, 16 GB of image files from OpenImage reposi-
tory [24], and vary the size of files from 1 KB to 256 KB.

Comparing the performance of NOVA, DevFS-naive,
DevFS+cap, and DevFS+direct, we see the same trends
for the Snappy workload as we did for the previous
micro-benchmarks. As shown in Figure 10.a, NOVA
performs better than DevFS-naive due to DevFS-naive’s
journaling cost, while DevFS+cap removes this over-
head. Because DevFS+direct avoids trapping into the
kernel when reading and writing across all application
threads, it provides up to 22% higher throughput than
DevFS-cap for 4-KB files; as the file size increases, the
benefit of DevFS+direct is reduced since compression
costs dominate runtime.

Device CPU Impact. One of the challenges of DevFS
is that it is restricted to the CPUs on the storage device,
and these device CPUs may be slower than those on the
host. To quantify this performance impact, we run the
Snappy workload as we vary the speed of the “device”
CPUs, keeping the “host” CPUs at their original speed
of 2.6 GHz [27]; the threads performing compression al-
ways run on the fast “host” CPUs. Figure 10.b shows
the performance impact for 4-KB file compression for
two versions of DevFS; we choose 4-KB files since it
stresses DevFS performance more than with larger files
(which instead stress CPU performance). As expected,
DevFS-direct consistently performs better than DevFS-
cap. More importantly, we do see that reducing de-
vice CPU frequency does have a significant impact on
performance (e.g., reducing device CPU frequency from
2.6 GHz to 1.4 GHz reduces throughput by 66%). How-
ever, comparing across graphs, we see that even with a
1.8 GHz device CPU, the performance of DevFS-direct
is similar to that of NOVA running on all high-speed host
CPUs. For workloads that are more CPU intensive, the
impact of slower device CPUs on DevFS performance is
smaller (not shown due to space constraints).

Summary. DevFS-direct provides considerable perfor-
mance improvement even for applications that are both
CPU and I/O-intensive. We observe that although slower
device CPUs do impact performance of DevFS, DevFS
can still outperform other approaches.
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6 Related Work

Significant prior work has focused on providing direct-
access to storage, moving computation to storage, or pro-
grammability of SSDs.
Direct-access storage. Several hybrid user-level file
system implementations, such as Intel’s SPDK [18],
Light NVM [6], and Micron’s User Space NVME [33]
provide direct-access to storage by exposing them as a
raw block device and exporting a userspace device driver
for block access. Light NVM goes one step further to en-
able I/O-intensive applications to implement their own
FTL. However, these approaches do not support tradi-
tional file-system abstractions and instead expose storage
as a raw block device; they do not support fundamental
properties of a file system such as integrity, concurrency,
crash consistency, or security.
Computation inside storage. Providing compute ca-
pability inside storage for performing batch tasks have
been explored for past four decades. Systems such as
CASSM [46] and RARES [31] have proposed adding
several processors to a disk for performing computa-
tion inside storage. ActiveStorage [2, 39] uses one CPU
inside a hard disk for performing database scans and
search operations, whereas Smart-SSD [12] is designed
for query processing inside SSDs. Architectures such as
BlueDBM [19] have shown the benefits of scaling com-
pute and DRAM inside flash memory for running “big
data” applications. DevFS also uses device-level RAM
and compute capability; however, DevFS uses these re-
sources for running a high-performance file system that
applications can use.
Programmability. Willow [43] develops a system to
improve SSD programmability. Willow’s I/O component
is offloaded to an SSD to bypass the OS and perform di-
rect read and write operations. However, without a cen-
tralized file system, Willow also has the same general
structural advantages and disadvantages of hybrid user-
level file systems.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we address the limitations of prior hybrid
user-level file systems by presenting DevFS, an approach
that pushes file system functionality down into device
hardware. DevFS is a trusted file system inside the de-
vice that preserves metadata integrity and concurrency
by exploiting hardware-level parallelism, leverages hard-
ware power-loss control to provide low-overhead crash
consistency, and coordinates with the OS to satisfy se-
curity guarantees. We address the hardware limitations
of low device RAM capacity by proposing three mem-
ory reduction techniques (on-demand allocation, reverse
caching, and decomposing data structures) to reduce file
system memory usage by 5x(at the cost of a small per-

formance reduction). Performance evaluation of our
DevFS prototype shows more than 2x improvement in
I/O throughput with direct-access to storage. We believe
our DevFS prototype is a first step towards building a
true direct-access file system. Several engineering chal-
lenges, such as realizing DevFS in real hardware, sup-
porting RAID, and integrating DevFS with the FTL, re-
main as future work.
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Abstract
The performance and lifespan of a solid-state drive
(SSD) depend not only on the current input workload
but also on its internal media fragmentation formed over
time, as stale data are spread over a wide range of phys-
ical space in an SSD. The recently proposed streams
gives a means for the host system to control how data are
placed on the physical media (abstracted by a stream)
and effectively reduce the media fragmentation. This
work proposes FStream, a file system approach to tak-
ing advantage of this facility. FStream extracts streams
at the file system level and avoids complex application
level data mapping to streams. Experimental results
show that FStream enhances the filebench performance
by 5%∼35% and reduces WAF (Write Amplification
Factor) by 7%∼46%. For a NoSQL database benchmark,
performance is improved by up to 38% and WAF is re-
duced by up to 81%.

1 Introduction
Solid-state drives (SSDs) are rapidly replacing hard disk
drives (HDDs) in enterprise data centers. SSDs maintain
the traditional logical block device abstraction with the
help from internal software, commonly known as flash
translation layer (FTL). The FTL allows SSDs to sub-
stitute HDDs without complex modification in the block
device interface of an OS.

Prior work has revealed, however, that this compatibil-
ity comes at a cost; when the underlying media is frag-
mented as a device is aged, the operational efficiency of
the SSD deteriorates dramatically due to garbage collec-
tion overheads [11, 13]. More specifically, a user write
I/O translates into an amplified amount of actual media
writes [9], which shortens device lifetime and hampers
performance. The ratio of the actual media writes to the
user I/O is called write amplification factor (WAF).

A large body of prior work has been undertaken to ad-
dress the write amplification problem and the SSD wear-

out issue [3, 7]. To the same end, we focus on how to take
advantage of the multi-streamed SSD mechanism [8].
This mechanism opens up a way to dictate data place-
ment on an SSD’s underlying physical media, abstracted
by streams. In principle, if the host system perfectly
maps data having the same lifetime to the same streams,
an SSD’s write amplification becomes one, completely
eliminating the media fragmentation problem.

Prior works have revealed two strategies to leverage
streams. The first strategy would map application data
to disparate streams based on an understanding of the
expected lifetime of those data. For example, files in dif-
ferent levels of a log-structured merge tree could be as-
signed to a separate stream. Case studies show that this
strategy works well for NoSQL databases like Cassandra
and RocksDB [8, 14]. Unfortunately, this application-
level customization strategy requires that a system de-
signer understand her target application’s internal work-
ing fairly well, remaining a challenge to the designer.
The other strategy aimed to “automate” the process of
mapping write I/O operations to an SSD stream with no
application changes. For example, the recently proposed
AutoStream scheme assigns a stream to each write re-
quest based on estimated lifetime from past LBA access
patterns [15]. However, this scheme has not been proven
to work well under complex workload scenarios, partic-
ularly when the workload changes dynamically. More-
over, LBA based pattern detection is not practical when
file data are updated in an out-of-place manner, as in
copy-on-write and log-structured file systems. The above
sketched strategies capture the two extremes in the de-
sign space—application level customization vs. block
level full automation.

In this work, we take another strategy, where we sep-
arate streams at the file system layer. Our approach is
motivated by the observation that file system metadata
and journal data are short-lived and are good targets for
separation from user data. Naturally, the primary compo-
nent of our scheme, when applied to a journaling file sys-
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tem like ext4 and xfs, is to allocate a separate stream for
metadata and journal data, respectively. As a corollary
component of our scheme, we also propose to separate
databases redo/undo log file as a distinct stream at the
file system layer. We implement our scheme, FStream,
in Linux ext4 and xfs file systems and perform experi-
ments using a variety of workloads and a stream-capable
NVMe (NVM Express) SSD. Our experiments show that
FStream robustly achieves a near-optimal WAF (close to
1) across the workloads we examined. We make the fol-
lowing contributions in this work.

• We provide an automated multi-streaming of differ-
ent types of file system generated data with respect
to their lifetime;

• We enhance the existing journaling file systems,
ext4 and xfs, to use the multi-streamed SSDs with
minimally invasive changes; and

• We achieve stream classification for application
data using file system layer information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, we describe the background of our study in Sec-
tion 2, with respect to the problems of previous multi-
stream schemes. Section 3 describes FStream and its im-
plementation details. We show experimental results in
Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Background
2.1 Write-amplification in SSDs
Flash memory has an inherent characteristic of erase-
before-program. Write, also called “program” operation,
happens at the granularity of a NAND page. A page can-
not be rewritten unless it is “erased” first. In-place update
is not possible due to this erase-before-write characteris-
tic. Hence, overwrite is handled by placing the data in
a new page, and invalidating the previous one. Erase
operation is done in the unit of a NAND block, which
is a collection of multiple NAND pages. Before eras-
ing a NAND block, all its valid pages need to be copied
out elsewhere; this is done in a process called garbage-
collection (GC). These valid page movements cause ad-
ditional writes that consume bandwidth, thereby leading
to performance degradation and fluctuation. These ad-
ditional writes also reduce endurance as program-erase
cycles are limited for NAND blocks. One way to mea-
sure GC overheads is write amplification factor (WAF),
which is described as the ratio of writes performed on
flash memory to writes requested from the host system.

WAF =
Amount of writes committed to flash

Amount of writes that arrived from the host
WAF may soar more often than not as an SSD experi-

ences aging [8].

2.2 Multi-streamed SSD
The multi-streamed SSD [8] endeavors to keep WAF in
check by focusing on the placement of data. It allows
the host to pass a hint (stream ID) along with write re-
quests. The stream ID provides a means to convey hints
on lifetime of data that are getting written [5]. The multi-
streamed SSD groups data having the same stream ID to
be stored to the same NAND block. By avoiding mixing
data of different lifetime, fragmentation is reduced inside
NAND blocks. Figure 1 shows an example of how the
data placement using multi-stream could reduce media
fragmentation.

Figure 1: Data placement comparison for two write sequences. Here
H=Hot, C=Cold, and we assume there are four pages per flash block.

Multi-stream is now a part of T10 (SCSI) standard,
and under discussion in NVMe (NVM Express) working
group. NVMe 1.3 specification introduces support for
multi-stream in the form of “directives” [1]. An NVMe
write command has the provision to carry a stream ID.

2.3 Leveraging Streams
While the multi-streamed SSD provides the facility of
segregating data into streams, its benefit largely depends
upon how well the streams are leveraged by the host.
Identifying what should and should not go into the same
stream is of cardinal importance for maximum bene-
fit. Previous work [8, 14] shows benefits of application-
assigned streams. This approach has the benefit of de-
termining data lifetime accurately, but it involves mod-
ifying the source code of the target application, leading
to increased deployment effort. Also when multiple ap-
plications try to assign streams, a centralized stream as-
signment is required to avoid conflicts. Instead of di-
rect assignment of stream IDs, recently Linux (from 4.13
kernel) supports fcntl() interface to send data life-
time hints to file systems to exploit the multi-streamed
SSDs [2, 6]. AutoStream [15] takes stream management
to the NVMe device driver layer. It monitors requests
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from file systems and estimates data lifetime. However,
only limited information (e.g., request size, block ad-
dresses) is available in the driver layer, and even worse,
the address-based algorithm may be ineffective under a
copy-on-write file system.

Our approach, FStream, implements stream manage-
ment intelligence at the file system layer. File systems
have readily the information about file system generated
data such as metadata and journal. To detect lifetime of
user data, we take a simple yet efficient method which
uses file’s name or extension. For the sake of brevity, we
do not cover the estimation of user data lifetime in detail
at the file system layer.

3 FStream
We start by highlighting the motivation behind employ-
ing multi-stream in file systems. This is followed by
overview of ext4 and xfs on-disk layout and journaling
methods. Then we delve into the details of Ext4Stream
and XFStream, which are stream-aware variants of ext4
and xfs, respectively.

3.1 Motivation
Applications can have better knowledge about the life-
time and update frequency of data that they write than file
systems do. However, applications do not know about
the lifetime and update frequency of file system meta-
data. The file system metadata usually have different
update frequencies than applications’ data, and are of-
ten influenced by on-disk layout and write policy of a
particular file system. Typically file systems keep data
and metadata logically separated, but they may not re-
main “physically” separated on SSDs. While carrying
out file operations, metadata writes may get mixed with
data writes in the same NAND block or one type of meta-
data may get mixed with another type of metadata. File
systems equipped with stream separation capability may
reduce the mixing of applications’ data and file system
metadata, and improve WAF and performance.

3.2 Ext4 metadata and journaling
The ext4 file system divides the disk-region in multi-
ple equal-size regions called “block groups,” as shown
in Figure 2. Each block group contains data and their re-
lated metadata together which helps in reducing seeks for
HDDs. Ext4 introduces flex-bg feature, which “clubs” a
series of block groups whose metadata are consolidated
in the first block group. Each file/directory requires an
inode, which is of size 256 bytes by default. These in-
odes are stored in the inode table. inode bitmap and block
bitmap are used for allocation of inodes and data blocks,
respectively. Group descriptor contains the location of

other metadata regions (inode table, block bitmap, inode
bitmap) within the block group. Another type of meta-
data is a directory block.

Figure 2: Ext4 on-disk layout. For simplicity, we have not shown
flex-bg.

File-system consistency is achieved through write-
ahead logging in journal. Journal is a special file whose
blocks reside in user data area, pre-allocated at the
time of file system format. Ext4 has three journal-
ing modes; data-writeback (metadata journaling), data-
ordered (metadata journaling + write data before meta-
data), and data-journal (data journaling). The default
mode is data-ordered.

Figure 3: Ext4 journal in ordered mode. Ext4 writes data and jour-
nal in sequence. Metadata blocks are written to their actual home loca-
tion after they are persisted to the journal.

Ext4 journals at a block granularity, i.e., even if few
bytes of an inode are changed, the entire block (typically
4KiB) containing many inodes is journaled. For jour-
naling it takes assistance from another component called
journaling block device (JBD), which has its own kernel
thread called jbd2. The journal area is written in a cir-
cular fashion. Figure 3 shows journaling operation in the
ordered mode. During a transaction, ext4 updates meta-
data in in-memory buffers, and informs the jbd2 thread to
commit a transaction. jbd2 maintains a timer (default 5
seconds), on expiry of which it writes modified metadata
into the journal area, apart from transaction related book-
keeping data. Once changes have been made durable,the
transaction is considered committed. Then, the metadata
changes in memory are flushed to their original locations
by write-back threads, which is called checkpointing.

3.3 Xfs metadata and journaling
Similar to ext4, xfs also divides the disk region into
multiple equal-size regions called allocation groups, as
shown in Figure 4. The primary objective of allocation
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groups is to increase parallelism rather than disk local-
ity, unlike EXT4 block groups. Each allocation group
maintains its own superblock and other structures for
free space management and inode allocation, thereby al-
lowing parallel metadata operations. Free space man-
agement within an allocation group is done by using B+
trees. Inodes are allocated in chunks of 64. These chunks
are managed in another B+ tree meant exclusively for in-
ode allocation.

Figure 4: Xfs on-disk layout.

For transaction safety, xfs implements metadata jour-
naling. A separate region called “log” is created during
file system creation (mkfs.xfs). Log is written in a cir-
cular fashion as transactions are performed. Xfs main-
tains many log buffers (default 8) in memory, which can
record the changes for multiple transactions. Default
commit interval is 30 seconds. During commit, modified
log buffers are written to on-disk log area. Post commit,
modified metadata buffers are scheduled for flushing to
their actual disk locations.

3.4 Ext4Stream: Multi-stream in ext4

Table 1 lists the streams we introduced in ext4. These
streams can be enabled with the corresponding mount
option listed in the table.

Mount-option Stream
journal-stream Separate journal writes
inode-stream Separate inode writes
dir-stream Separate directory blocks
misc-stream Separate inode/block bitmap and

group descriptor
fname-stream Assign distinct stream to file(s)

with specific name
extn-stream File-extension based stream

Table 1: Streams introduced in Ext4Stream.

The journal stream mount option is to separate jour-
nal writes. We added a j streamid field in the
journal s structure. When ext4 is mounted with the
journal stream option, a stream ID is allocated and
stored in the j streamid field. jbd2 passes this stream
ID when it writes dirty buffers and descriptor blocks in a
journal area using submit bh and related functions.

Ext4 makes use of buffer-head (bh) structures for var-
ious metadata buffers including inode, bitmaps, group
descriptors and directory data blocks. We added a new
field streamid in buffer-head to store a stream ID, and
modified submit bh. While forming an I/O from buffer-
head, this field is also set in bio, taking stream ID infor-
mation to a lower layer. Ext4Stream maintains stream
IDs for different metadata regions in its superblock, and,
depending on the type of metadata buffer-head, it sets
bh->streamid accordingly.

The inode stream mount option is to separate in-
ode writes. Default inode size is 256 bytes, so sin-
gle 4KiB FS block can store 16 inodes. Modification
in one inode leads to writing of an entire 4KiB block.
When Ext4Stream modifies inode buffer, it also sets
bh->streamid with the stream ID meant for the inode
stream.

The dir stream mount option is to keep directory
blocks into its own stream. When a new file or subdirec-
tory is created inside a directory, a new directory entry
needs to be added. This triggers either update of an ex-
isting data block belonging to the directory or addition
of a new data block. Directory blocks are organized in a
htree; leaf nodes contain directory entries and non-leaf
nodes contain indexing information. We assign a same
stream ID for both types of directory blocks.

The misc stream is to keep inode/block bitmap blocks
and group descriptor blocks into a stream. These regions
receive updates during the creation/deletion of file/direc-
tory and when data blocks are allocated to file/directory.
We group these regions into a single stream because they
are of small size.

The fname stream helps to put data of certain special
files into distinct stream. Motivation is to use this for
separating undo/redo log for SQL and NoSQL databases.

The extn stream is to enable file extension based
stream recognition. Data blocks of certain files, such as
multimedia files, can be considered cold. Ext4Stream
can parse extension of files during file creation. If it
matches with some well-known extensions, file is as-
signed a different stream ID. This helps prevent hot
or cold data blocks getting mixed with other types of
data/metadata blocks.

3.5 XFStream: Multi-stream in xfs

Table 2 lists the streams we introduced to xfs. These
streams can be enabled with the corresponding mount
options listed in the table.

Xfs implements its own metadata buffering rather than
using page cache. The xfs buf t structure is used to
represent a buffer. Apart from metadata, in-memory
buffers of log are implemented via xfs buf t. When the
buffer is flushed, a bio is prepared out of xfs buf t. We
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Mount-option Stream
log stream Separate writes occurring in log
inode stream Separate inode writes
fname stream Assign distinct stream to file(s)

with specific name

Table 2: Streams introduced in XFStream.

added a new field called streamid in xfs buf t, and
used that to set the stream information in bio.

The log stream enables XFStream to perform writes
in the log area with its own stream ID. Each mounted xfs
volume is represented by a xfs mount t structure. We
added the field log streamid in it, which is set when xfs
is mounted with log stream. This field is used to con-
vey stream information in xfs buf t representing the
log buffer.

The inode stream mount option enables XFStream
to separate inode writes into a stream. A new field
ino streamid kept in xfs mount t is set to stream ID
meant for inodes. This field is used to convey stream
information in xfs buf t representing the inode buffer.

Finally, the fname stream enables XFStream to as-
sign a distinct stream to file(s) with specific name(s).

4 Evaluation
Our experimental system configurations are as follows.

• System: Dell Poweredge R720 server with 32 cores
and 32GB memory,

• OS: Linux kernel 4.5 with io-streamid support,

• SSD: Samsung PM963 480GB, with the allocation
granularity 1 of 1.1GB,

• Benchmarks: filebench [12], YCSB (Yahoo!
Cloud Serving Benchmark) 0.1.4 [4] on Cassandra
1.2.10 [10].

The SSD we used supports up to 9 streams; eight NVMe
standard compliant streams and one default stream. If
a write command does not specify its stream ID, it is
written to the default stream.

We conduct experiments in two parts; the first part is
to measure the benefit of separating file system metadata
and journal. Each test starts with a fresh state involving
device format and file system format. To reduce vari-
ance between the runs, we disable lazy journal and in-
ode table initialization at the time of ext4 format. As a
warming workload for filebench, we write a single file
sequentially to fill 80% of logical device capacity, to en-
sure that 80% of the logical space stays valid throughout

1A multi-streamed SSD allocate and expand stream in the unit of
allocation granularity

the test. Remaining logical space involves the actual ex-
periment. The varmail and fileserver workloads included
in the filebench are used to simulate mail server and file
server workloads, respectively. The number of files in
both workloads is set to 900,000; default values are used
for other parameters. Each filebench workload is run for
two hours with 14GB of files, performing deletion, cre-
ation, append, sync (only for varmail), and random read.
Since the size of the workloads is smaller than that of
RAM, vast majority of the operations that actually reach
the device are likely to be write operations. In order to
acquire WAF, we retrieve the number of NAND writes
and host writes from FTL, and divide the former by the
latter.

In the second part, we measure the benefits in data-
intensive workloads by applying automatic stream as-
signment on certain application specific files. Previ-
ous work [8] has reported improvement by modify-
ing Cassandra source to categorize writes into multiple
streams. FStream assigns distinct stream to Cassandra
Commitlog through fname stream facility. Load phase
involves loading 120,000,000 keys, followed by insertion
of 80,000,000 keys during run phase.

4.1 Filebench results

Category
varmail fileserver

ext4 ext4
-nj

xfs ext4 xfs

Journal 61% - 60% 26% 16%
Inode 8% 21% 9% 16% 32%
Directory 4% 15.8% - 3% -
Other meta 0.2% 0.2% - 0.2% -
Data 26.8% 63% 31% 54.8% 52%

Table 3: Distribution of I/O types during a filebench run.

The benefit of separating metadata or journal into dif-
ferent streams depends on the amount of metadata write
traffic and degree of mixing among various I/O types.
As shown in Figure 5, Ext4Stream shows 35% perfor-
mance increase and 25% WAF reduction than baseline
ext4 for varmail. XFStream shows 22% performance
increase and 14% WAF reduction for varmail compared
to xfs. Both Ext4Stream and XFStream show more en-
hancements for varmail than for fileserver, because var-
mail is more metadata-intensive than fileserver, as shown
in Table 3.

To investigate the effect of the stream separation for
file systems without journaling, we disable the journal in
ext4, denoted as ext4-nj. Under varmail workload, ext4-
nj performs better than ext4 by 62%, which is mainly
due to the removal of journal writes. Stream separation
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Figure 5: Above graphs show performance and WAF improvement percentage obtained with multi-stream variants of file-systems. Here Ext4-NJ
denotes Ext4 without journal, and Ext4-DJ denotes Ext4 with data journal.

improves the performance and WAF of ext-nj by 26%
and 46%, respectively.

A key observation in fileserver is that reducing meta-
data writes is more important for performance than re-
ducing journal writes. xfs generates 16% more inode
writes and 10% less journal writes for fileserver than
ext4. Though the sum of metadata and journal writes
is similar, xfs’s performance is less than half of ext4’s
performance. The reason is that the metadata writes are
random access while journal writes are sequential. Se-
quential writes are better for FTL’s GC efficiency, and
hence are good for performance and lifetime.

Another important observation comes from ext4 file-
server write distribution in Table 3 which shows 16%
inode write, but only 0.2% other-meta which includes
inode-bitmap as well. This is because of a jbd2 opti-
mization. If a transaction modifies an already-dirty meta
buffer, jbd2 delays its writeback by resetting its dirty
timer, which is why inode/block bitmap buffer writes
remain low despite large number of block/inode alloca-
tions.

As shown in Fig 5(b), ext4 WAF remains close to one
during the fileserver test. However, when ext4 is oper-
ated with data=journal mode (shown by ext4-DJ), WAF
soars above 1.5 due to continuous mixing between jour-
nal and application-data. Ext4Stream-DJ eliminates this
mixing and brings WAF down back to near one.

4.2 Cassandra results
Cassandra workloads are data-intensive. Database
changes are first made to an in-memory structure, called
“memtable”, and are written to an on-disk commitlog
file. The commitlog implements the consistency for Cas-
sandra databases as file system journal does for ext4 and
xfs. It is written far more often than file system jour-
nal. By separating the commitlog from databases, done
by file systems through detecting the file name of com-
mitlog files, we observe 38% throughput improvement
and 81% WAF reduction. Cassandra commitlog files are

named as commitlog-* with date and time information.
With fname stream option, files with their names start-
ing with commitlog flow into a single stream. Even if
multiple instances of Cassandra run on a single SSD,
commitlog files are written only to the stream assigned
by fname stream.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we advocate an approach of applying multi-
stream in the file system layer in order to address the
SSD aging problem and GC overheads. Previous pro-
posals of using multi-stream are either application level
customization or block level full automation. We aimed
to make a new step forward from those proposals. We
separate streams at the file system level. We focused
on the attributes of file system generated data, such as
journal and metadata, because they are short-lived thus
suitable for stream separation. We implemented an auto-
matic separation of those file system generated data, with
no need for user intervention. Not only have we provided
fully automated separation of metadata and journal, but
also we advise to separate the redo/undo logs used by
applications to different streams. Physical data separa-
tion achieved by our stream separation scheme, FStream,
helps FTL reduce GC overheads, and thereby enhance
both performance and lifetime of SSDs. We applied
FStream to ext4 and xfs and obtained encouraging results
for various workloads that mimic real-life servers in data
centers. Experimental results showed that our scheme
enhances the filebench performance by 5%∼35% and re-
duces WAF by 7%∼46%. For a Cassandra workload,
performance is improved by up to 38% and WAF is re-
duced by up to 81%.

Our proposal can bring sizable benefits in terms of
SSD performance and lifetime. As future work, we con-
sider applying FStream to log-structured file systems,
like f2fs, and copy-on-write file systems, e.g., btrfs. We
also plan to evaluate how allocation granularity and op-
timal write size affects the performance and endurance.
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Abstract
Containers offer an efficient way to run workloads as

independent microservices that can be developed, tested
and deployed in an agile manner. To facilitate this pro-
cess, container frameworks offer a registry service that
enables users to publish and version container images
and share them with others. The registry service plays a
critical role in the startup time of containers since many
container starts entail the retrieval of container images
from a registry. To support research efforts on optimizing
the registry service, large-scale and realistic traces are re-
quired. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive char-
acterization of a large-scale registry workload based on
traces that we collected over the course of 75 days from
five IBM data centers hosting production-level registries.
We present a trace replayer to perform our analysis and
infer a number of crucial insights about container work-
loads, such as request type distribution, access patterns,
and response times. Based on these insights, we derive
design implications for the registry and demonstrate their
ability to improve performance. Both the traces and the
replayer are open-sourced to facilitate further research.

1 Introduction

Container management frameworks such as Docker [22]
and CoreOS Container Linux [3] have established con-
tainers [41, 44] as a lightweight alternative to virtual
machines. These frameworks use Linux cgroups and
namespaces to limit the resource consumption and vis-
ibility of a container, respectively, and provide isolation
in shared, multi-tenant environments at scale. In con-
trast to virtual machines, containers share the underlying
operating system kernel, which enables fast deployment
with low performance overhead [35]. This, in turn, is
driving the rapid adoption of the container technology in
the enterprise setting [23].

The utility of containers goes beyond performance, as
they also enable a microservice architecture as a new
model for developing and distributing software [16, 17,
24]. Here, individual software components focusing on
small functionalities are packaged into container images

∗Most of this work was done while at Virginia Tech.
†Now at Google.

that include the software and all dependencies required
to run it. These microservices can then be deployed
and combined to construct larger, more complex archi-
tectures using lightweight communication mechanisms
such as REST or gRPC [9].

To facilitate the deployment of microservices, Docker
provides a registry service. The registry acts as a central
image repository that allows users to publish their im-
ages and make them accessible to others. To run a spe-
cific software component, users then only need to “pull”
the required image from the registry into local storage.
A variety of Docker registry deployments exist such as
Docker Hub [5], IBM Cloud container registry [12], or
Artifactory [1].

The registry is a data-intensive application. As the
number of stored images and concurrent client requests
increases, the registry becomes a performance bottleneck
in the lifecycle of a container [37, 39, 42]. Our esti-
mates show that the widely-used public container reg-
istry, Docker Hub [5], stores at least hundreds of ter-
abytes of data, and grows by about 1,500 new pub-
lic repositories daily, which excludes numerous private
repositories and image updates. Pulling images from a
registry of such scale can account for as much as 76% of
the container start time [37]. Several recent studies have
proposed novel approaches to improve Docker client and
registry communication [37, 39, 42]. However, these
studies only use small datasets and synthetic workloads.

In this paper, for the first time in the known litera-
ture, we perform a large-scale and comprehensive analy-
sis of a real-world Docker registry workload. To achieve
this, we started with collecting long-span production-
level traces from five datacenters in IBM Cloud container
registry service. IBM Cloud serves a diverse set of cus-
tomers, ranging from individuals, to small and medium
businesses, to large enterprises and government institu-
tions. Our traces cover all availability zones and many
components of the registry service over the course of 75
days, which totals to over 38 million requests and ac-
counts for more than 181.3 TB of data transferred.

We sanitized and anonymized the collected traces
and then created a high-speed, distributed, and versa-
tile Docker trace replayer. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first trace replayer for Docker. To facil-
itate future research and engineering efforts, we release
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both the anonymized traces and the replayer for public
use at https://dssl.cs.vt.edu/drtp/. We be-
lieve our traces can provide valuable insights into con-
tainer registry workloads across different users, applica-
tions, and datacenters. For example, the traces can be
used to identify Docker registry’s distinctive access pat-
terns and subsequently design workload-aware registry
optimizations. The trace replayer can be used to bench-
mark registry setups as well as for testing and debugging
registry enhancements and new features.

We further performed comprehensive characterization
of the traces across several dimensions. We analyzed
the request ratios and sizes, the parallelism level, the
idle time distribution, and the burstiness of the workload,
among other aspects. During the course of our investi-
gation, we made several insightful discoveries about the
nature of Docker workloads. We found, for example, that
the workload is highly read-intensive comprising of 90-
95% pull compared to push operations. Given the fact
that our traces come from several datacenters, we were
able to find both common and divergent traits of differ-
ent registries. For example, our analysis reveals that the
workload not only depends on the purpose of the reg-
istry but also on the age of the registry service. The older
registry services show more predictable trends in terms
of access patterns and image popularity. Our analysis,
in part, is tailored to exploring the feasibility of caching
and prefetching techniques in Docker. In this respect,
we observe that 25% of the total requests are for top 10
repositories and 12% of the requests are for top 10 lay-
ers. Moreover, 95% of the time is spent by the registry
in fetching the image content from the backend object
store. Finally, based on our findings, we derive several
design implications for container registry services.

2 Background
Docker [22] is a container management framework that
facilitates the creation and deployment of containers.
Each Docker container is spawned from an image—a
collection of files sufficient to run a specific container-
ized application. For example, an image which pack-
ages the Apache web server contains all dependencies
required to run the server. Docker provides convenient
tools to combine files in images and run containers from
images on end hosts. Each end host runs a daemon pro-
cess which accepts and processes user commands.

Images are further divided into layers, each consist-
ing of a subset of the files in the image. The layered
model allows images to be structured in sub-components
which can be shared by other containers on the same
host. For example, a layer may contain a certain ver-
sion of the Java runtime environment and all containers
requiring this version can share it from a single layer, re-

ducing storage and network utilization.

2.1 Docker Registry
To simplify their distribution, images are kept in an on-
line registry. The registry acts as a storage and con-
tent delivery system, holding named Docker images.
Some popular Docker registries are Docker Hub [5],
Quay.io [20], Artifactory [1], Google Container Reg-
istry [8], and IBM Cloud container registry [12].

Users can create repositories in the registry, which
hold images for a particular application or system such
as Redis, WordPress, or Ubuntu. Images in such repos-
itories are often used for building other application im-
ages. Images can have different versions, known as tags.
The combination of user name, repository name, and tag
uniquely identifies an image.

Users add new images or update existing ones by
pushing to the registry and retrieve images by pulling
from the registry. The information about which layers
constitute a particular image is kept in a metadata file
called manifest. The manifest also describes other image
settings such as target hardware architecture, executable
to start in a container, and environment variables. When
an image is pulled, only the layers that are not already
available locally are transferred over the network.

In this study we use Docker Registry’s version 2 API
which relies on the concept of content addressability.
Each layer has a content addressable identifier called
digest, which uniquely identifies a layer by taking a
collision-resistant hash of its data (SHA256 by default).
This allows Docker to efficiently check whether two lay-
ers are identical and deduplicate them for sharing be-
tween different images.
Pulling an Image. Clients communicate with the reg-
istry using a RESTful HTTP API. To retrieve an image, a
user sends a pull command to the local Docker daemon.
The daemon then fetches the image manifest by issu-
ing a GET <name>/manifests/<tag> request, where
<name> defines user and repository name while <tag>

defines the image tag.
Among other fields, manifest contains name, tag, and

fsLayers fields. The daemon uses the digests from
the fsLayers field to download individual layers that
are not already available in local storage. The client
checks if a layer is available in the registry by using
HEAD <name>/blobs/<digest> requests.

Layers are stored in the registry as compressed tarballs
(“blobs” in Docker terminology) and are pulled by is-
suing a GET <name>/blobs/<digest> request. The
registry can redirect layer requests to a different URL,
e.g., to an object store, which stores the actual layers. In
this case, the Docker client downloads the layers directly
from the new location. By default, the daemon down-
loads and extracts up to three layers in parallel.
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Figure 1: IBM Cloud Registry architecture. Nginx receives
users requests and forwards them to registry servers. Registry
servers fetch data from the backend object store and reply back.

Pushing an Image. To upload a new image to the reg-
istry or update an existing one, clients send a push com-
mand to the daemon. Pushing works in reverse order
compared to pulling. After creating the manifest locally
the daemon first pushes all the layers and then the mani-
fest to the registry.

Docker checks if a layer is already present in the
registry by issuing a HEAD <name>/blobs/<digest>

request. If the layer is absent, its upload starts with
a POST <name>/blobs/uploads/ request to the reg-
istry which returns a URL containing a unique upload
identifier (<uuid>) that the client can use to transfer
the actual layer data. Docker then uploads layers using
monolithic or chunked transfers. Monolithic transfer up-
loads the entire data of a layer in a single PUT request. To
carry out chunked transfer, Docker specifies a byte range
in the header along with the corresponding part of the
blob using PATCH <name>/blobs/uploads/<uuid>

requests. Then Docker submits a final PUT re-
quest with a layer digest parameter. After all lay-
ers are uploaded, the client uploads the manifest using
PUT <name>/manifests/<digest> request.

2.2 IBM Cloud Container Registry
In this work we collect traces from IBM’s container reg-
istry which is a part of the IBM Cloud platform [11].
The registry is a key component for supporting Docker
in IBM Cloud and serves as a sink for container images
produced by build pipelines and as the source for con-
tainer deployments. The registry is used by a diverse
set of customers, ranging from individuals, to small and
medium businesses, to large enterprises and government
institutions. These customers use the IBM container reg-
istry to distribute a vast variety of images that include
operating systems, databases, cluster deployment setups,
analytics frameworks, weather data solutions, testing in-
frastructures, continuous integration setups, etc.

The IBM Cloud container registry is a fully managed,
highly available, high-performance, v2 registry based on
the open-source Docker registry [4]. It tracks the Docker
project codebase in order to support the majority of the
latest registry features. The open-source functionality is
extended by several microservices, offering features such
as multi-tenancy with registry namespaces, a vulnerabil-

ity advisor, and redundant deployment across availability
zones in different geographical regions.

IBM’s container registry stack consists of over eigh-
teen components. Figure 1 depicts three components that
we trace in our study: 1) Nginx, 2) registry servers, and
3) broadcaster. Nginx acts as a load balancer and for-
wards customers’ HTTPS connections to a selected reg-
istry server based on the requested URL. Registry servers
are configured to use OpenStack Swift [18, 25, 26] as a
backend object store. The broadcaster provides registry
event filtering and distribution, e.g., it notifies the vulner-
ability advisor component on new image pushes.

Though all user requests to the registry pass through
Nginx, Nginx logs contain only limited information. To
obtain complete information required for our analysis
we also collected traces at registry servers and broad-
caster. Traces from registry servers provide information
about request distribution, traces from Nginx provide re-
sponse time information, and broadcaster traces allow us
to study layer sizes.

The IBM container registry setup spans five geo-
graphical locations: Dallas (dal), London (lon), Frank-
furt (fra), Sydney (syd), and Montreal. Every geo-
graphical location forms a single Availability Zone (AZ),
except Dallas and Montreal. Dallas hosts Staging (stg)
and Production (dal) AZs, while Montreal is home for
Prestaging (prs) and Development (dev) AZs. The dal,
lon, fra, and syd AZs are client-facing and serving
production workloads, while stg is a staging location
used internally by IBM employees. prs and dev are
used exclusively for internal development and testing of
the registry service. Out of the four production registries
dal is the oldest, followed by lon, and fra. Syd is the
youngest registry and we started collecting traces for it
since its first day of operation.

Each AZ has an individual control plane and ingress
paths, but backend components, e.g. , object storage, are
shared. This means that AZ’s are completely network
isolated but images are shared across AZ’s. The reg-
istry setup is identical in hardware, software, and system
configuration across all AZs, except for prs and dev.
prs and dev are only half the size of the other AZs, be-
cause they are used for development and testing and do
not directly serve clients. Every AZ hosts six registry
instances, except for prs and dev, which host three.

3 Tracing Methodology
To collect traces from the IBM Cloud registry, we ob-
tained access to the system’s logging service (§3.1). The
logging service collects request logs from the different
system components and the log data contains a variety
of information, such as the requested image, the type of
request and a timestamp (§3.2). This information is suf-
ficient to carry out our analysis. Besides collecting the
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Aavailablity Zone Duration Trace data Filtered and Requests Data ingress Data egress Images pushed Images pulled Up since
(days) (GB) anonym. (GB) (millions) (TB) (TB) (1,000) (1,000) (mm/yy)

Dallas (dal) 75 115 12 20.85 5.50 107.5 356 5,000 06/15
London (lon) 75 40 4 7.55 1.70 25.0 331 2,200 10/15

Frankfurt (fra) 75 17 2 1.80 0.40 3.30 90 950 04/16
Sydney (syd) 65 5 0.5 1.03 0.29 1.87 105 360 04/16
Staging (stg) 65 25 3.2 5.90 2.41 29.2 327 1,560 -

Prestaging (prs) 65 4 0.5 0.75 0.23 2.45 65 140 -
Development (dev) 55 2 0.2 0.34 0.01 1.44 15 70 -

TOTAL 475 208 22.4 38.22 10.54 170.76 1289 10280 -

Table 1: Characteristics of studied data. dal and lon were migrated to v2 in April 2016.

{
" host " : " 579633 fd " ,
" h t t p . request . du ra t i on " : 0 . 879271282 ,
" h t t p . request . method " : "GET" ,
" h t t p . request . remoteaddr " : " 40535 j f 8 " ,
" h t t p . request . u r i " : " v2 / ca64 k j 67 / as87d65g / blobs / b

26s986d " ,
" h t t p . request . useragent " : " docker / 17 . 04 . 0−ce go /

go1 . 7 . 5 . . ) " ,
" h t t p . response . s ta tus " : 200 ,
" h t t p . response . w r i t t e n " : 1518 ,
" i d " : " 9 f 63984h " ,
" timestamp " : " 2017−07−01T01 : 39 : 37 . 098Z"

}

Figure 2: Sample of anonymized data.

traces, we also developed a trace replayer (§3.3) that can
be used by others to evaluate, e.g., Docker registry’s per-
formance. In this paper we used the trace replayer to
evaluate several novel optimizations the were inspired by
the results of the trace analysis. We made the traces and
the replayer publicly available at:
https://dssl.cs.vt.edu/drtp/

3.1 Logging Service
Logs are centrally managed using an “ELK” stack (Elas-
ticSearch [7], Logstash [14] and Kibana [13]). A
Logstash agent on each server ships logs to one of
the centralized log servers, where they are indexed and
added to an ElasticSearch cluster. The logs can then be
queried using the Kibana web UI or using the Elastic-
Search APIs directly. ElasticSearch is a scalable and re-
liable text-based search engine which allows to run full
text and structured search queries against the log data.
Each AZ has its own ElasticSearch setup deployed on
five to eight nodes and collects around 2 TB of log data
daily. This includes system usage, health information,
logs from different components etc. Collected data is in-
dexed by time.

3.2 Collected Data
For trace collection we pull data from the ElasticSearch
setup of each AZ for the “Registry”, “Nginx”, and
“Broadcaster” components as shown in Figure 1. We fil-
ter all requests that relate to pushing and pulling of im-
ages, i.e. GET, PUT, HEAD, PATCH and POST requests. Ta-
ble 1 shows the high-level characteristics of the collected
traces. The total amount of our traces spans seven avail-
ability zones and a duration of 75 days from 06/20/2017
to 09/02/2017. This results in a total of 208 GB of trace
data containing over 38 million requests, with more than
180TB of data transferred in them (data ingress/egress).

Registry 

Client 1 

Master Client 2 

Client 3 

Registry 

Trace 

Round Robin/ 

Hashing 

Figure 3: Trace replayer. Master parses the trace and forwards
request to one of the clients either in round robin or applying
hash to the http.request.remoteaddr field in the trace.

Next, we combine the traces from different components
by matching the incoming HTTP request identifier across
the components. Then we remove redundant fields to
shrink the trace size and in the end we anonymize them.
The total size of the anonymized traces is 22.4 GB.

Figure 2 shows a sample trace record. It con-
sists of 10 fields: the host field shows the
anonymized registry server which served the re-
quest; http.request.duration is the response time
of the request in seconds; http.request.method
is the HTTP request method (e.g., PUT or GET);
http.request.remoteaddr is the anonymized
remote client IP address; http.request.uri is the
anonymized requested url; http.request.useragent
shows the Docker client version used to make
the request; http.response.status shows
the HTTP response code for this request;
http.response.written shows the amount of
data that was received or sent; id shows the unique
request identifier; timestamp contains the request
arrival time in UTC timezone.

3.3 Trace Replayer
To study the collected traces further and use them to eval-
uate various registry optimizations, we designed and im-
plemented a trace replayer. It consists of a master node
and multiple client nodes as shown in Figure 3. The mas-
ter node parses the anonymized trace file one request at
a time and forwards it to one of the clients. Requests are
forwarded to clients in either round robin fashion or by
hashing the http.request.remoteaddr field in the
trace. By using hashing, the trace replayer maintains the
request locality to ensure all HTTP requests correspond-
ing to one image push or pull are generated by the same
client node as they were seen by the original registry ser-
vice. In some cases this option may generate workload
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skewness as some of the clients issue more requests than
others. This method is useful for large-scale testing with
many clients.

Clients are responsible for issuing the HTTP requests
to the registry setup. For all PUT layer requests, a client
generates a random file of corresponding size and trans-
fers it to the registry. As the content of the newly gen-
erated file is not same as the content of the layer seen
in the trace, the digest/SHA256 is going to be different
for the two. Hence, upon successful completion of the
request, the client replies back to the master with the re-
quest latency as well as the digest of the newly generated
file. The master keeps track of the mapping between the
digest in the trace and its corresponding newly generated
digest. For all future GET requests for this layer, the mas-
ter issues requests for the new digest instead of the one
seen in the trace. For all GET requests the client just re-
ports the latency.

The trace replayer runs in two phases: warmup and
actual testing. During the warmup phase, the master it-
erates over the GET requests to make sure that all corre-
sponding manifests and layers already exist in the reg-
istry setup. In the testing phase all requests are issued in
the same order as seen in the trace file.

The requests are issued by the trace replayer in two
modes: 1) “as fast as possible”, and 2) “as is”, to ac-
count for the timestamp of each request. The master side
of the trace replayer is multithreaded and each client’s
progress is tracked in a separate thread. Once all clients
finish their jobs, aggregated throughput and latency is
calculated. Per-request latency and per-client latency and
throughput are recorded separately.

The trace replayer can operate in two modes to per-
form two types of analysis: 1) performance analysis of a
large scale registry setup and 2) offline analysis of traces.
Performance analysis mode. The Docker registry uti-
lizes multiple resources (CPU, Memory, Storage, Net-
work) and provisioning them is hard without a real work-
load. The performance analysis mode allows to bench-
mark what throughput and latency can a Docker reg-
istry installation achieve when deployed on specific pro-
visioned resources. For example, in a typical deploy-
ment, Docker is I/O intensive and the replayer can be
used to benchmark network storage solutions that act as
a backend for the registry.
Offline analysis mode. In this mode, the master does not
forward the requests to the clients but rather hands them
off to an analytic plugin to handle any requested opera-
tion. This mode is useful to perform offline analysis of
the traces. For example, the trace player can simulate dif-
ferent caching policies and determine the effect of using
different cache sizes. In Sections §5.3 and §5.4 we use
this mode to perform caching and prefetching analysis.
Additional analysis. By making our traces and trace re-
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Figure 4: Image pull vs. push ratio, and distribution of HTTP
requests served by registry.

player publicly available we enable more detailed analy-
sis in the future. For example, one can create a module
for the replayer’s performance analysis mode that ana-
lyzes request arrival rates with a user-defined time gran-
ularity. One may also study the impact of using content
delivery networks to cache popular images by running
the trace replayer in the performance analysis mode. Fur-
thermore, to understand the effect of deduplication on
data reduction in the registry, researchers can conduct
studies on real layers in combination with our trace re-
player. The relationship between resource provisioning
vs. workload demands can be established by benchmark-
ing registry setups using our trace replayer and traces.

4 Workload Characterization
To determine possible registry optimizations, such as
caching, prefetching, efficient resource provisioning, and
site-specific optimizations, we center our workload anal-
ysis around the following five questions:

1. What is the general workload the registry serves?
What are request type and size distributions? (§4.1)

2. Do response times vary between production, staging,
pre-staging, and development deployments? (§4.2)

3. Is there spatial locality in registry requests? (§4.3)
4. Do any correlations exist among subsequent requests?

Can future requests be predicted? (§4.4)
5. What are the workload’s temporal properties? Are

there bursts and is there any temporal locality? (§4.5)

4.1 Request Analysis
We start with the request type and size analysis to under-
stand the basic properties of the registry’s workload.
Request type distribution. Figure 4(a) shows the ratio
of images pulled from vs. pushed to the registry. As ex-
pected, the registry workload is read-intensive. For dal,
lon, and fra, we observe that 90%–95% of requests
are pulls (i.e. reads). Syd exhibits a lower pull ratio of
78% because it is a newer installation and, therefore, it is
being populated more intensively than mature registries.
Non-production registries (stg, prs, dev) also demon-
strate a lower (68–82%) rate of pulls than production
registries, due to higher image churn rates. Each push
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(b) PUT layers.
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(c) PATCH layers.
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(d) GET manifests.
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(e) PUT manifests.
Figure 8: CDF of response time for GET, PUT, PATCH requests to layers and GET and PUT requests to manifests.
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(b) Push.
Figure 5: The ratio of requests that access either an image
manifest or a layer.
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(b) Manifests.
Figure 6: CDF of manifest and layer sizes for GET requests.

or pull consists of a sequence of HTTP requests as dis-
cussed in §2. Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of differ-
ent HTTP requests served by the registry. All registries
receive more than 60% of GET requests and 10%–22% of
HEAD requests. PUT requests are 1.9–5.8× more com-
mon than PATCH requests because PUTs are used for up-
loading manifests (in addition to layers) and many layers
are small enough to be uploaded in a single request.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the manifest vs. layer ratio
for pull and push image requests, respectively. We in-
clude GET requests in pull count, while pushes include
PUT or HEAD requests to account for attempts to upload
the layers that are already present in the registry. For
pulls we observe that, except for syd and fra, 50% or
more requests retrieve layers rather than manifests. This
is expected as a single manifest refers to multiple layers.
Our investigation revealed that the divergent behavior of
syd and fra is caused by their clients trying to pull im-
ages that they have already pulled in the past. This results
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Figure 7: CDF of requests per minute.

into many GET requests to the manifests without subse-
quent GET requests to the layers. For pushes, we see that
accesses to layers dominate accesses to manifests.
Request size distribution. Figure 6 shows the CDF of
manifest and layer sizes for GET and PUT requests. In
Figure 6(a) we observe that about 65% of the layers are
smaller than 1 MB and around 80% are smaller than
10 MB. In Figure 6(b), we find that the typical manifest
size is around 1 KB for all AZs except for lon where
50% of the GET requests are for manifests larger than
10 KB. For lon, a large number of requests are for man-
ifests that are compatible with the older Docker version,
hence increasing their size. We observe similar trends for
PUTs for all the AZs (not shown in the Figures).

4.2 Registry Load and Response Time

Load distribution. Figure 7 shows the CDF of received
requests per minute over time. dal has the highest over-
all load and services at least 100 requests per minute
more than 80% of the time. lon and stg are second
and third, followed by fra, syd, prs, and dev, in de-
scending order. This trend is consistent across the dif-
ferent request types (not shown). The ordering of AZs
by the load yields two main observations. First, devel-
opment and pre-staging registries experience low utiliza-
tion. dev, for example, does not receive any requests
57% of the time. Second, registry load increases with
its age. In our traces dal and lon have been running
the longest while fra and syd have only been deployed
recently.
Response time distribution. Figure 8 shows the CDFs
of response time of different requests to layers and to
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(a) Layer popularity.
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(b) Manifest popularity.
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(c) Repository popularity.
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(d) Client popularity.
Figure 10: CDF of access for layers, manifests, repositories, and clients.
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Figure 11: Popularity of top ten layers, manifests, repositories, and clients.
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Figure 9: Dependency of response time on the layer size.

manifests. As dal is the highest loaded AZ, its request
response times are higher compared to other AZs. More
than 60% of the GET layer requests take more than one
second to finish (Figure 8(a)). For the top 25% of re-
quests we see a response time of ten seconds and higher.
fra, syd, prs, and dev are not highly loaded, so they
have the lowest latency in serving the GET layer requests.
PUT and PATCH layer requests (Figures 8(b) and 8(c))
follow similar trends. However, PATCH requests are vis-
ibly slower than GETs and PUTs as they carry more data.
We also analyze the dependency of response time on the
layer size (see Figure 9) and find that response times re-
main nearly constant for layers smaller than 1 MB and
then start to grow linearly.

Figure 8(d) and 8(e) show the response time distri-
butions for PUT and GET requests to manifests, respec-
tively. Since manifests are smaller and cached, we ob-
serve significantly smaller and more stable latencies than
that of requests serving layers. One interesting obser-
vation is that lon has the highest response time when
serving manifests (300-400 ms more than dal). This

is because lon serves manifests with larger sizes com-
pared to other AZs. This is also consistent with the re-
sults shown in Figure 6(b). For the PUT manifest re-
quests we observe a more uniform trend across the AZs
as the size of the new manifests is similar for all the AZs.

4.3 Popularity Analysis
In this section we study the popularity of layers, mani-
fests, users, repositories, and clients to answer whether
image accesses are skewed and produce hot-spots.
Popularity distribution. Figure 10 shows the CDF of
the access rate of layers, manifests, repositories, and
clients. Figure 10(a) demonstrates that there is a heavy
skew in layer accesses. For example, the 1% most fre-
quently accessed layers in dal account for 42% of all
requests while in syd this increases to 59%. However,
requests to the dev and prs sites are almost evenly dis-
tributed. The reason is that during testing, developers
frequently push or pull images that are not available nei-
ther at registry nor at client side. We also observe that
the younger AZs experience a higher skew compared to
the older AZs. We believe this is due to the fact that
accesses become more evenly distributed over a long pe-
riod of time.

For manifest accesses (Figure 10(b)) skew is more sig-
nificant than for layers. This confirms that there are in-
deed hot images which can benefit from caching. Repos-
itory accesses (Figure 10(c)) reflect this fact but show
slightly less skew as manifests are contained in reposito-
ries and hence there are less repositories than manifests.
The same trend holds for users under which repositories
are stored (not shown in Figure 10). Furthermore, we
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find that client accesses are also heavily skewed (Fig-
ure 10(d)). This means that there are few highly ac-
tive clients while most of them only submit few requests.
This trend is consistent across all AZs. While this does
not directly affect the workload, clients can be biased to-
wards a certain subset of images which will contribute to
the access skew.
Top-10 analysis. To further understand the popular-
ity distribution of registry items, we analyze the top 10
hottest items in each category. Figure 11(a) shows the
access rates for the top 10 layers, which account for 8%–
30% of all accesses depending on the registry. The most
popular layer (rank 1) in all AZs absorbs 1–10% of all
requests while in syd it absorbs 19%. The popularity
rate drops rapidly as we move from most popular to tenth
most popular layer. The relative amount of accesses for
the top 10 layers is the lowest for dal as it stores the
most layers and experiences the highest amount of re-
quests.

For the top 10 manifests (Figure 11(b)), we observe
that some container images are highly popular and ac-
count for as many as 40% of the requests in fra and
syd, and 60% in prs. Note that a manifest is fetched
even if the image is already cached at the client side.
Hence, a manifest fetch does not necessarily mean that
the corresponding layers are fetched (§4.4). Similar to
Figure 10, the skew decreases for repository popularity
(Figure 11(c)) and user popularity. Part of the reason for
the small number of highly accessed images in younger
AZ is that registry services in production are tested pe-
riodically to monitor their health and performance. For
the AZs with a smaller workload (fra and syd), those
test images make up three out of the top five most ac-
cessed images. We intentionally did not exclude these
images from our analysis as they are typically part of the
registry workload in production environments.

Figure 11(d) shows that the most popular client sub-
mits around 15% of the total requests. This excludes prs
and dev, which are used by the registry development
team for internal development and testing. These two
AZs only have a small number of clients, and 2 clients
contribute around 80% of all requests.

Overall, the detailed top-10 analysis shows that while
there are a few highly popular test images, the popu-
larity of the remaining hot items is decreasing fast and
hence, overly small caches will be insufficient to effec-
tively cache data. For example, based on these results,
we estimate that a cache size of 2% of the dataset size
can provide 40% and higher hit ratios.

We also analyzed the pull count of the top 10 hottest
repositories on Docker Hub. We found that the most
downloaded repository (Alpine Linux) has a pull count of
more than 1 billion while the tenth most popular reposi-
tory (Ubuntu) has a pull count of 369 million. This trend
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Figure 12: Relationship between GET manifest and subse-
quent GET layer requests.

further verifies that caching can be highly effective for
increasing the performance of container registries.

4.4 Request Correlation
In this section we investigate whether a GET request for
a certain manifest always results in subsequent GET re-
quests to the corresponding layers. Therefore, we define
a client session as the duration from the time a client con-
nects until a certain threshold. We varied the threshold
from 1 to 10 minutes but could not observe significant
differences. However, values less than 1 minute dramati-
cally affect the results as that is less than the typical time
a client takes to pull an image. We set the session thresh-
old to 1 minute and then count all GET layer requests that
follow a GET manifest request within a session.

Figure 12(a) shows the CDF of the number of times
clients issue the corresponding GET layer requests af-
ter retrieving a manifest. In most cases, ranging from
96% for dev to 73% for fra, GET manifest requests are
not followed by any subsequent request. The reason is
that whenever a client has already fetched an image and
then pulls an image, only the manifest file is requested
to check if there has been any change in the image. This
shows that there is no strong correlation between GET
manifest and layer requests.

We then focused only on GET manifest request that
were received within the session of a PUT request to
the same repository, from which the manifest is fetched
(Figure 12(b)). This leads to a significant increase in
subsequent GET layer requests within a session for all
production and staging AZs. The manifest requests not
followed by GET layer requests are due to the fact that
clients sometimes pull the same image more than once.
Overall, our analysis reveals a strong correlation between
GET manifest and subsequent layer requests if preceding
PUT requests are considered.

4.5 Temporal Properties
Next, we investigate whether the workload shows any
temporal patterns.
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(b) Request concurrency.
Figure 13: CDF of client and request concurrency.
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Figure 14: Average number of requests over the tracing period
for each hour of the day and day of the week.

Client and request concurrency. We start with measur-
ing how many clients and requests are active at a given
point in time. Active clients are the clients that main-
tain a connection to the registry, while active requests
are the requests that were received but have not yet been
processed by the registry. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show
the results for clients and requests, respectively. Overall,
the median number of concurrently active clients is low,
ranging from 0.6 clients for dev to 7 clients for dal.
However, there are peak periods during which several
hundred clients are connected at the same time. We ob-
serve a similar trend for concurrently active requests.

To understand whether these peak periods follow a
certain pattern, we plot the average number of requests
per hour and day across all traced hours and days in Fig-
ures 14(a) and Figure 14(b). For dal, we observe that
request numbers are decreasing during the night and over
the weekend. While other AZs show a similar trend, it
is less pronounced at those sites. This suggests that reg-
istry resources can be provisioned statically for hours and
days. We plan to explore short-term bursts in the future.
Inter-arrival and idle times. Next, we look at request
inter-arrival and idle times to study whether the registry
experiences longer periods of idleness, during which less
resources are required. Inter-arrival time is defined as the
time between two subsequent requests. Idle time is the
time during which there are no active requests.

Figure 15(a) shows the inter-arrival times. dal, lon
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(a) Request inter-arrival time.
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(b) Request idle time.
Figure 15: CDF of request inter-arrival and idle times

and stg experience the highest request frequency with a
99th percentile of inter-arrival time around 3 s while for
other AZs it is around 110 s. When looking at idle times
(Figure 15(b)), we observe that idle periods are short and
in most cases below 1 s. However, the amount of ex-
perienced idle periods varies significantly across AZs.
Throughout the entire collection time, dal saw only ap-
proximately 0.1 million idle periods while lon experi-
enced more than 1.5 million. While some AZs expe-
rience a large amount of idle periods, their duration is
short and hence, they are hard to exploit with traditional
resource provisioning approaches.

4.6 Analysis Summary
We summarize our analysis in seven observations:

1. GET requests are dominant in all registries and more
than half of the requests are for layers, opening an op-
portunity for effective layer caching and prefetching at
the registry.

2. 65% and 80% of all layers are smaller than 1 MB and
10 MB, respectively, making individual layers suitable
for caching.

3. The registry load is affected by the registry’s intended
use case and the age of the registry. Younger, non-
production registries experience lower loads compared
to longer running, production systems. This should be
considered when provisioning resources for an AZ to
save cost and use existing resources more efficiently.

4. Response times correlate with registry load and hence
also depend on the age (younger registries experience
less load) and the use case of the registry.

5. Registry accesses to layers, manifests, repositories,
and by users are heavily skewed. Few extremely
hot images are accessed frequently but the popular-
ity drops rapidly. Therefore, caching techniques are
feasible but cache sizes should be selected carefully.

6. There is a strong correlation between PUT requests
and subsequent GET manifest and GET layer requests.
The registry can leverage this pattern to prefetch the
layers from the backend object store to the cache, sig-
nificantly reducing pull latencies for the client. This
correlation exists for both popular as well as non-
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Figure 16: Effect of various backend storage technologies on
registry performance.

popular images.
7. While there are weak declines in request rates during

weekends, we did not find pronounced repeated spikes
that can be used to improve resource provisioning.

5 Registry Design Improvements

In this section, we use the observations from §4 to design
two improvements to the container registry: (i) a multi-
layer cache for popular layers; and (ii) a tracker for newly
pushed layers, which enables prefetching of the newest
layers from the backend object store. We evaluate our
design using our trace replayer.

5.1 Implementation
We implemented the trace replayer and its performance
analysis mode in Python. This mode allows us to study
the effect of different storage technologies on response
latency. We use Bottle [2] for routing requests between
the master and clients and the dxf library [6] for storing
and retrieving data in/from the registry. For caching and
prefetching, we implemented two separate modules. To
implement the in-memory layer cache, we modified the
Swift storage driver for the registry (about 200 LoC mod-
ified/added). The modified driver stores the small sized
layers in memory and uses Swift for larger layers.

5.2 Performance Analysis
The registry is launched on a 32 core machine with
64 GB of main memory and 512 GB of SSD storage,
and the Swift object store runs on a separate set of nodes
of similar configuration. The trace replayer is started on
an additional six nodes (one master and five clients). We
made sure that the trace replayer or the object store are
never the bottleneck during this analysis. All nodes are
connected via 10 Gbps network links. To drive the anal-
ysis, the trace replayer is used to replay 10,000 requests
from the dal trace (August 1st , 2017 starting at 12 am).

We compare four different backends: 1) Swift;
2) memory for layers smaller than 1 MB and Swift for
rest of the layers (Memory + Swift); 3) local file system
with SSD (Local FS); and 4) Redirection, i.e. the registry

replies back with the link to the layer in Swift and the
client then fetches the layer directly from Swift. Swift,
Local FS, and Redirection are by default supported by
the Docker registry.

Figure 16 shows the latency vs. layer size for all
backends. We observe that, for small sized layers (i.e.
layers less than 1 MB), the response time is the lowest
(0.008 s on average) for Memory + Swift. This is fol-
lowed by Local FS, which yields an average response
time of around 0.013 s and Swift with an average re-
sponse time of 0.07 s. Redirection performs the worst
with average response time of 0.11 s.

For large size objects, we observe that Memory +
Swift and Local FS are comparable and both beat Swift
and Redirection. Moreover, for layers slightly larger than
1 MB, Swift outperforms Redirection. However, for very
large layers, Swift and Redirection perform similarly,
with average response latencies of 0.63 s and 0.59 s, re-
spectively.

The results highlight the advantage of having a fast
backend storage system for the registry, and demonstrate
the opportunity for caching to significantly improve reg-
istry performance.

5.3 Two-level Cache
In designing our cache, we chose to exploit the high ca-
pacity memory as well as SSDs that are present in mod-
ern server machines. We also observed that a small frac-
tion of layers are too large to justify the use of memory to
cache them. Consequently, we design a two-level cache
consisting of main memory (for smaller layers) and SSDs
(for larger layers). We do not have to deal with possi-
ble cache invalidation as layers are content addressable
and any change in a layer also changes its digest. This
results in a “new” layer for caching while the older ver-
sion of the layer is no longer accessed and eventually gets
evicted from the cache.

Hit ratio analysis. We perform a simulation-based
evaluation of our two-level cache for the registry servers.
For these experiments, we mimic the IBM registry server
setup. We simulate the same number of servers as there
are in each AZ and for each server, we add memory and
SSD caches. The registry servers do not share the cache
as the Docker registry implementation is non-distributed.
However, the setup can be scaled by adding more registry
servers behind the Nginx load balancer.

We use the LRU caching policy for both the mem-
ory and the SSD level cache. We select cache sizes of
2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% of the data ingress for each
AZ. The data ingress of an AZ is the amount of new data
stored in that AZ during the 75 days period during which
we collected the traces. For the SSD level cache sizes, we
select 10×, 15×, and 20× the size of the memory cache.
Any object evicted from the memory cache goes first to
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Figure 17: Hit ratio of LRU caching policy for both the memory and the SSD level cache.

the SSD cache before it is completely evicted. We store
layers smaller than 100 MB in the memory level cache,
while larger layers are stored in the SSD level cache. For
our analysis, we iterate over the traces to warm the cache
and start calculating the hit and miss ratios upon observ-
ing the first eviction from the cache. Given our long trace
period, the first eviction happens early relative to the time
it takes to replay all traces.

Figure 17 shows the hit ratios. We see that for the
production and staging AZs, adding even a single level
of LRU-based memory cache yields a hit ratio of 40%
for dal with a cache size of 2% of ingress data and as
high as 78% for fra and syd with a cache size of 10%
of ingress data.

Increasing the cache size increases the hit ratio, until
it reaches the max of 78%. This is because we only put
layers less than 100 MB in the memory cache. However,
when we enable the second level cache, we achieve a
combined hit ratio of 100% with 6% cache size for dal
and 4% cache size for the other four AZs. We observe
different results for the prs and dev AZs. As these two
traces represent testing interactions by the registry devel-
opment team, we do not see any advantage of using the
cache in this case.

5.4 Prefetching Layers
Our second design improvement is to enable prefetch-
ing of layers from the backend object store by predicting
what layers are most likely to be requested. Therefore,
we use our observations of the push-pull relationship es-
tablished in §4.4 to predict what layers to prefetch as
shown in Algorithm 1.

In §4.4, we observed that the incoming PUT requests
determine which layers will be prefetched when the reg-
istry receives a subsequent GET manifest request. When
a PUT is received, the repository and the layer speci-
fied in the request will be added to a look up table that
includes the request arrival time and the client address.
When a GET manifest request is received from a client
within a certain threshold LMthresh, the host checks if the
look up table contains the repository specified in the re-
quest. If it is a hit and the client’s address is not present
in the table, then the address of the client is added to the
table and the layer is prefetched from the backend object
store. Note that both the amount of time that the entries

Algorithm 1: Layers Prefetching Algorithm.
Input: LMthresh: Threshold for duration between PUT layer and

subsequent GET manifest requests, MLthresh: Threshold
for duration to keep prefetched layer.

1 while true do
2 r ← request received
3 if r = PUT layer then

/* Create new entry for layer */

4 RepoMap[r.repo] ← NewEntry(r.client,r.layer)
5 RepoMap[r.repo] ← set LM_timer

/* When LM_timer > LMthresh, entry is evicted */

6 else if r = GET mani f est then
7 if r.client not in RepoMap[r.repo] for r.layer then
8 RepoMap[r.repo] ← add r.client
9 Pre f etchedLayers ← prefetch r.layer

10 Pre f etchedLayers[r.layer] ← set ML_timer
/* When ML_timer > MLthresh, layer is evicted */

11 pre f etch++

12 else if r = GET layer then
13 if r.layer in Pre f etchedLayers then
14 serve from Pre f etchedLayers[r.layer]
15 pre f etch_hit ++

16 else
17 serve from object store
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Figure 18: Hits/prefetch ratio.

remain in the look up table and how long the layers are
cached at the registry side, defined by MLthresh, are con-
figurable.

Hits/prefetch analysis. We tested our algorithm us-
ing different values for retaining look up table entries,
LMthresh, and retaining prefetched layers, MLthresh. We
use values of 1 hour, 12 hours, and 1 day for each of the
threshold parameters. Figure 18 shows the results. Sin-
gle bars represent MLthresh values while groups of bars
are assigned to LMthresh values.

On one hand, we find that increasing MLthresh can sig-
nificantly increase the hit/prefetch ratio. On the other
hand, increasing the retention threshold for the look up
table entries only marginally increases the hit ratio. This
is because the longer an entry persists in the table, the
fewer prefetches it serves as the record of clients added
to the table increases. We also find that the maximum
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amount of memory used by dal, lon, fra, syd, prs,
and dev is 10 GB, 1.7 GB, 0.5 GB, 1 GB, 2 MB, and
69 MB respectively. We note that for both prs and dev
the maximum amount of memory is low because they
experience less activity and therefore contain less PUT
requests compared to other cases.

Our analysis shows that it is possible to improve reg-
istry performance by adding an appropriate sized cache.
For small layers, a cache can improve response latencies
by an order of magnitude and achieve hit ratios above
90%. We also show that it is possible to predict the
GET layer requests under certain scenario to facilitate
prefetching.

6 Related Work
To put our study in context we start with describing
related research on Docker containers, Docker registry,
workload analysis, and data caching.
Docker containers. Improving performance of con-
tainer storage has recently attracted attention from both
industry and academia. DRR [34] improves common
copy-on-write performance targeting a dense container-
intensive workload. Tarasov et al. [45] study the im-
pact of the storage driver choice on the performance of
Docker containers for different workloads running inside
the containers. Contrary to this work, we focus on the
registry side of a container workload.
Docker registry. Other works have looked at optimizing
image retrieval from a registry side [37, 42]. Slacker [37]
speeds up the container startup time by utilizing lazy
cloning and lazy propagation. Images are fetched from
a shared NFS store and only the minimal amount of data
needed to start the container is retrieved initially. Ad-
ditional data is fetched on demand. However, this de-
sign tightens the integration between the registry and the
Docker client as clients now need to be connected to the
registry at all times (via NFS) in case additional image
data is required. Contrariwise, our study focuses on the
current state-of-the-art Docker deployment in which the
registry is an independent instance and completely de-
coupled from the clients.

CoMICon [42] proposes a system for cooperative
management of Docker images among a set of nodes us-
ing peer-to-peer (P2P) protocol. In its essence, CoMI-
Con attempts to fetch a missing layer from a node in
close proximity before asking a remote registry for it.
Our work is orthogonal to this approach as it analyzes a
registry production workload. The results of our analysis
and the collected traces can also be used to evaluate new
registry designs such as CoMICon.

To the best of our knowledge, similar to IBM Cloud,
most public registries [5, 8, 19] use the open-source im-
plementation of the Docker registry [4]. Our findings are

applicable to all such registry deployments.
Workload analysis studies. A number of works [27, 38]
have studied web service workloads to better understand
how complex distributed systems behave at scale. Sim-
ilar studies exist [31, 30] which focus on storage and
file system workloads to understand access patterns and
locate performance bottlenecks. No prior work has ex-
plored the emerging container workloads in depth.

Slacker [37] also includes the HelloBench [10] bench-
mark to analyze push/pull performance of images. How-
ever, Slacker looks at client-side performance while our
analysis is focused at registry side. Our work takes a
first step in performing a comprehensive and large-scale
study on real-world Docker container registries.
Caching and prefetching. Caching and prefetching
have long been effective techniques to improve system
performance. For example, modern datacenters use dis-
tributed memory cache servers [15, 21, 32, 33] to im-
prove database query performance by caching the query
results. A large body of research [28, 29, 36, 40, 43,
46, 47] studied the effects of combining caching and
prefetching. In our work we demonstrate that the addi-
tion of caches significantly improves container registry’s
performance, while layer prefetching reduces the pull la-
tency for large and less popular images.

7 Conclusion
Docker registry platform plays a critical role in providing
containerized services. However, heretofore, the work-
load characteristics of production registry deployments
have remained unknown. In this paper, we presented the
first characterization of such a workload. We collected
and analyzed large-scale trace data from five geographi-
cally distributed datacenters housing production Docker
registries. The traces span 38 million requests over a pe-
riod of 75 days, resulting in 181.3 TB of traces.

In our workload analysis we answer pertinent ques-
tions about the registry workload and provide insights to
improve the performance and usage of Docker registries.
Based on our findings, we proposed effective caching
and prefetching strategies which exploit registry-specific
workload characteristics to significantly improve perfor-
mance. Finally, we have open-sourced our traces and
also provide a trace replayer, which can be used to serve
as a solid basis for new research and studies on container
registries and container-based virtualization.
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Abstract
Existing RAID solutions partition large disk enclosures
so that each RAID group uses its own disks exclusively.
This achieves good performance isolation across under-
lying disk groups, at the cost of disk under-utilization and
slow RAID reconstruction from disk failures.

We propose RAID+, a new RAID construction mech-
anism that spreads both normal I/O and reconstruction
workloads to a larger disk pool in a balanced man-
ner. Unlike systems conducting randomized placement,
RAID+ employs deterministic addressing enabled by the
mathematical properties of mutually orthogonal Latin
squares, based on which it constructs 3-D data templates
mapping a logical data volume to uniformly distributed
disk blocks across all disks. While the total read/write
volume remains unchanged, with or without disk fail-
ures, many more disk drives participate in data service
and disk reconstruction. Our evaluation with a 60-drive
disk enclosure using both synthetic and real-world work-
loads shows that RAID+ significantly speeds up data re-
covery while delivering better normal I/O performance
and higher multi-tenant system throughput.

1 Introduction

For the past 30 years, Redundant Array of Inexpen-
sive Disks (RAID) [40] has been used pervasively in
servers and shared computing platforms. With parity-
based RAID levels (e.g., RAID-5 and RAID-6), users
obtain high performance via parallel accesses and reli-
ability via data redundancy.

With continued advance in disk capacity and slow im-
provement in speed, however, RAID rebuild time keeps
increasing [13, 54]. For example, a recent NetApp docu-
ment specifies that a 2TB SATA 7200-RPM disk takes
12.8 hours to rebuild on an idle system [12]. When
performed online on a heavily loaded system, rebuild
can take dramatically longer. Such slow rebuild brings
two consequences. First, it raises the risk of a second
failure and consequently data loss. Second, prolonged

recovery subjects foreground applications to long peri-
ods of I/O performance degradation. Note that high-
performance solid-state drives (SSDs) actually exacer-
bate this problem, as their growing deployment promotes
storage system construction using more high-density,
low-performance hard disks [43].

One inherent reason for such slow recovery is that,
with conventional RAID, each disk drive involved in
RAID reconstruction is read or written entirely. Despite
the growing width of RAID arrays (with each array typ-
ically containing several to around a dozen disks), the
recovery time is determined by reading/writing an en-
tire disk. No matter how many disk arrays coexist in a
shared/virtual storage system, resources are isolated be-
tween underlying RAID arrays. Idle or lightly-loaded
disks cannot offer help to peers in other RAID arrays,
who might be overwhelmed by high access traffic, RAID
recovery, or, in the worst case, both.

Many approaches to enhancing the reconstruction per-
formance have been proposed [3, 18, 21, 28, 42, 52, 55,
56], which fall into three categories: 1) designing bet-
ter data layout in a disk group [18, 48, 52, 56], 2) op-
timizing the reconstruction workflow [19, 31, 45, 54],
and 3) improving the rate control of RAID reconstruction
[32, 44, 47]. Most methods focused on a single RAID
group, and to our best knowledge, no solution yet has
eliminated load imbalance both in normal operations and
during RAID reconstruction. While random data place-
ment can utilize larger groups of disks [12, 16, 41, 51], it
requires extra book keeping and lookup, and does not de-
liver load balance within shorter ranges of blocks (crucial
for sequential access and RAID rebuild performance, as
shown in our experiments).

This paper presents RAID+, a new RAID construction
mechanism that spreads both normal and reconstruction
I/O to effectively utilize emerging commodity enclosures
(such as the NetAPP DE6600 and EMC VNX-series)
with dozens of or even 100+ disks. Unlike systems
conducting random placement, RAID+ employs a deter-
ministic addressing algorithm that leverages the mathe-
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matical properties of mutually orthogonal Latin squares.
Such properties allow RAID+ to construct 3-D data tem-
plates, each employing a user-specified RAID level and
stripe width, that map logical data extents to uniformly
distributed disk blocks within a larger disk pool.

While the total read/write volume remains unchanged,
with or without disk failures, RAID+ enlists many more
disk drives in data service and disk reconstruction. This
allows it to provide more consistent performance, much
faster recovery, and better protection from permanent
data loss. In addition, in multi-tenant settings it automat-
ically lends elastic resources to individual workloads’
varying intensity, via a flexible and scalable integration
of multiple disk groups. We find that this often leads
to higher overall resource utilization, though like most
schemes for workload consolidation, in the worst case
it may incur I/O interference. Such elasticity, combined
with the capability of constructing multiple logical vol-
umes adopting different RAID levels and stripe widths
within the same physical pool, makes RAID+ especially
attractive to cloud and shared datacenter environments
employing large disk enclosures/trays.

We implemented a RAID+ prototype by modifying
the Linux MD (Multiple Devices) driver, and evaluated
it using a 60-drive disk enclosure. Results show that
RAID+ in most cases outperforms both RAID-50 and
randomized RAID-5 placement schemes, while offering
faster reconstruction (2.1-7.5× over RAID-50, 1.0-2.5×
over hash-based random placement). Like randomized
placement, it significantly improves overall throughput
in multi-tenant environments (average 2.1× over RAID-
5). But unlike randomized placement, RAID+’s deter-
ministic addressing allows simple implementation and
delivers better sequential performance (for application
and rebuild I/O) by guaranteeing uniform data distribu-
tion within smaller extents and retaining spatial locality.

2 RAID+ Overview

2.1 Latin Square Based Data Organization
With conventional k-disk RAID arrays, each data stripe
is exactly k-block wide (including both data and par-
ity), squarely striking through all disks. The RAID type
(level) and stripe width both remain fixed throughout a
given disk array. RAID+, instead, uses Latin-square-
based templates to allocate space from a larger n-disk ar-
ray. A template constructs n×(n−1) k-block stripes, each
mapped to a k-subset of the n disks. Different k values
and RAID types can be adopted by different templates
sharing the same n disks. Like conventional RAID,
RAID+ arrays can be hardware- or software-based, of-
fered as RAID+ enclosures with special RAID adapters
or formed by software on top of connected disks.

Figure 1(a) portrays conventional RAIDs, where disks
are physically partitioned into two RAID groups, with
potentially different RAID settings. Each disk belongs to
one fixed RAID array, except the shared hot spares. One
can integrate multiple underlying RAID groups (likely
homogeneous in this case) into a logical volume, by
concatenating them, or striping data across them. The
widely adopted RAID-50, for example, belongs to the
latter case. Alternatively, one can build a logical vol-
ume on each underlying RAID group, separately serving
different workloads sharing the disk pool. These two op-
tions are used in our experiments for single- and multi-
workload evaluation, respectively.

With conventional RAID organization, when a failure
happens, the recovery process only involves disks within
the same RAID group, reading from the k−1 surviving
drives and reconstructing lost data on a spare drive in its
entirety. As a result, the rebuild speed is capped by the
slower between read and write speeds of a single disk.

Figure 1(b) shows an alternative approach, where
RAID volumes are built by distributing blocks in each
k-block RAID stripe to randomly selected k disks. This
retains the fault tolerance of RAID yet spreads each vol-
ume to all n disks within the pool.

Figure 1(c) shows our proposed RAID+, also a flat or-
ganization of the same n-disk pool, where two data tem-
plates are used to carve space uniformly from all disks.
Each template is designed by “stacking” a sequence of
k n×n mutually orthogonal Latin squares, whose defini-
tion is given in the next section. Each Latin square cell
stores a disk ID within [0,n−1]. Cells at the same loca-
tion through the k layers then form a k-width data stripe
(highlighted). Given such a set of k Latin-squares, one
can easily compute the locations of any stripe’ blocks, on
a k-subset of the n drives. The mathematical properties
of mutually orthogonal Latin squares guarantee the uni-
form data distribution on all working drives, either for
normal or single-failure recovery accesses. Since data
distribution by each template is always uniform, users
can host different RAID organizations within the same n-
drive disk pool, such as RAID-5 using the red and RAID-
6 using the blue template.

When a disk failure occurs, both random placement
and RAID+ allow all surviving disks to equally partici-
pate in reconstruction, cutting theoretical RAID rebuild
time to k/(n−1) of that of conventional RAID. Also, hot
spares are optional with these organizations. However, as
we shall see later in the paper, RAID+’ deterministic and
uniform data placement enables it to achieve perfect load
balance within smaller address extents and retain spatial
locality, both significant advantages (crucial to sequen-
tial access and RAID rebuild) over random schemes.

In addition, a RAID+ pool can perform in an interim
mode with multiple disk failures, by continuously main-
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Figure 1: Different ways of utilizing a disk pool much larger than typical RAID array sizes

Application I/O Rebuild I/O
Isol. T hrp Trebuild Interf. MT T DL

RAID-5C High T · k C/B Part-High t
RAID-50 Low T · (n− s) C/B Part-High t
RAID+ Low T ·n C·k/(B·(n−1)) Univ-Low > t · (k−1)/k

Table 1: Comparison of RAID-5 organizations

taining its uniform or near-uniform data distribution. In
fact, RAID+ reserves space for data recovery and always
performs a fast all-to-all reconstruction. When hot spares
are available or failed disks are repaired, the recovered
data will be replicated to replacement disk(s) in back-
ground, hiding the slow single-disk writing latency.

2.2 Comparison of RAID Usage Modes
Table 1 gives several major metrics, comparing RAID+
with common existing solutions utilizing larger disk
pools. s denotes the number of hot spare disks, while
C and B denote single-disk capacity and bandwidth, re-
spectively. Without loss of generality, we use RAID-5 as
the elementary RAID level. Here RAID-5C and RAID-50
refer to the aforementioned “concatenated” and “striped”
volume construction modes. We omit random placement
schemes as they are similar to RAID+ in these aspects
(but suffer from inferior load balance and locality).

For application I/O, RAID-5C has good inter-
application isolation, as different workloads are more
likely to involve separate underlying RAID-5 arrays,
while both RAID-50 and RAID+ would be subject to per-
formance interference from concurrent workloads. The
tradeoff is aggregate performance per volume: files on
RAID-5C can only utilize 1-2 physical k-disk RAID ar-
ray at a time, while RAID-50 and RAID+ could enlist
most or all disks. This applies to both sequential accesses
(in bandwidth) and random ones (in IOPS).

For RAID rebuild I/O, both RAID-5C and RAID-50
limit reconstruction to the physical array with the disk
failure. Their recovery time (Trebuild) is equivalent to a
single-disk full scan, assuming perfect read-write over-
lap. In contrast, RAID+ enlists all n−1 surviving disks in
the read-write of the k-disk capacity (C·k), making recov-
ery itself much faster. Regarding application-perceived
interference, with RAID-5C the RAID reconstruction
process is only visible to accesses to the same physi-
cal array. RAID-50 gets similar partial exposure with
random accesses, but could be universally affected with

larger, sequential reads/writes, as shown in our evalua-
tion (Table 3). With RAID+’s all-to-all data recovery,
reconstruction traffic can be perceived by most user re-
quests, but the interference is lighter and lasts shorter.

Finally, the MT T DL column describes mean time to
data loss, considering the probability of non-recoverable
failures (such as second disk failure before reconstruc-
tion completes with RAID-5). We find RAID-5C and
RAID-50 with the same MT T DL and give a conservative
lower bound for RAID+ relative to it. The bound is fairly
close to 1 and configurable by k. With RAID-6, however,
we found that RAID+ actually enjoys a significant im-
provement in MT T DL over conventional systems [49],
by prioritizing the reconstruction of significantly fewer
yet more vulnerable stripes.

3 Latin Squares for Data Distribution

We first introduce basic concepts and theorems of mutu-
ally orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS), followed by an
example illustrating its use in constructing RAID+.
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Figure 2: RAID+ layout (n = 5, k = 3)

Definition 1. A Latin square of order n is an n×n array
filled with n different items, each occurring exactly once
in each row and column.

Definition 2. Let L1 and L2 be two n-order Latin
squares. L1 and L2 are mutually orthogonal if, when su-
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perimposed, each of the n2 ordered pairs occur exactly
once across the overlapping cells of the two squares.

Definition 3. Given a set of Latin squares, if all its mem-
ber pairs are mutually orthogonal, we call it a set of mu-
tually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS).

For example, the left side in Figure 2 gives three sam-
ple 5-order MOLS. Here the item set I = {0,1,2,3,4}
has each member appearing strictly once in any
row/column of the three 5×5 squares. When any two of
these MOLS are stacked together and one reads through
the 25 aligned cell-pairs, each unique pair 〈i, j〉(i ∈ I, j ∈
I) also appears exactly once.

Theorem 1. With any given order n, there can be at most
(n−1) MOLS, with this upper bound achieved when n is
a power of a prime number.

Theorem 2. When n is a power of a prime number, a
complete set of (n−1) MOLS can be constructed by fill-
ing the ith square Li (0 < i < n) using Li[x,y] = i·x+ y.1

With such construction, the first row of all n−1 MOLS
are identical, as shown in Figure 2. However, below the
first row, the corresponding values at coordinates [x,y]
across all or any subset of the n− 1 MOLS are guaran-
teed to be distinct.

Next we reuse the Latin squares shown in Figure 2 to
illustrate how RAID+ works. With RAID+ templates,
the order of Latin squares (n, 5 in this case) corresponds
to the disk pool size. The number of Latin squares
“stacked together” (k, 3 in this case) corresponds to the
RAID stripe width. Suppose we now construct a logical
RAID-5 volume, distributing data blocks with a stripe
width of 3 across 5 disks.

We ignore the first row of all squares and construct
n(n−1) stripes by copying contents from the remaining
n(n− 1) cells across all three squares. The middle col-
umn in Figure 2 gives a full list of these 20 stripes. The
derived n(n−1) stripe sequence guides block assignment
onto the n disks: each item maps to the corresponding
disk ID. E.g., the first stripe (“stripe a”) is made by look-
ing up the [1,0] cell of L0, L1, and L2, resulting in tuple
〈1,2,3〉. Its 3 blocks (2 data and 1 parity) will thus reside
on disks (1, 2, 3), respectively, while those from “stripe
b” will reside on disks (2, 3, 4), and so on.

The right column in Figure 2 gives the resulted data
layout from the disks’ point of view. As these 20 3-block
stripes guarantee a uniform distribution of disk ID num-
bers, the 60 blocks form a 5×12 RAID+ template, to be
repeatedly used in distributing data to the 5 disks.

The intuition is that aside from the first row, k MOLS
give us uniform and deterministic data distribution across
n disks, with k-block stripes. Unlike traditional RAID

1“·” and “+” here denote finite field multiplication and addition [7].

systems, where the disk array size equals the stripe
width, our MOLS-based design allows k (and the RAID
type) to be decoupled from n, enabling the construction
of different virtual RAID volumes with small or moder-
ate stripe widths on top of much larger disk pools.

As to be discussed in more details later, another desir-
able feature of MOLS is that, when one of the disks fails,
blocks needed to recover the lost data are also uniformly
distributed among the n−1 surviving disks. This allows
for quick read, reproduction, and write of the (temporar-
ily) lost data in parallel by these n−1 disks.

4 Normal Data Layout

4.1 Valid Disk Pool Sizes of RAID+
The precondition of building a RAID+ system is that we
can construct (k+m) n-order MOLS, k of which used to
construct the normal data layout and m reserved as spare
MOLS for data redistribution in the face of disk failures
(details in Section 5). m should be large enough to sup-
port the highest fault tolerance level among all RAID vol-
umes within this RAID+ pool. For example, if a volume
adopts RAID-6, then we need m≥2.

Although the number of n-order MOLS for general n
remains an open problem, (n−1) is known to exist when
n is a power of a prime number [7]. Therefore, as long
as n, the total number of disks, is one such valid pool
size, one can perform the deterministic calculation of n−
1 MOLS using the algorithm given in Theorem 2. Also,
with these valid n values, the corresponding MOLS set
possesses several attractive properties for balanced data
and recovery load distribution.

The requirement may sound demanding, but it turns
out qualifying numbers are abundant and not far apart.
For example, between 4 and 128, we have the following
42 valid n values: 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25
27, 29, 31, 32, 37, 41, 43, 47, 49, 53, 59, 61, 64, 67, 71,
73, 79, 81, 83, 89, 97, 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 121, 125,
127, and 128. Since our envisioned RAID+ disk pools
contain dozens of to 100+ disks, there are plenty of valid
n values to choose from.

The density of valid n values further allows physi-
cal performance isolation should it be desired. Multi-
ple RAID+ logical sub-pools can be constructed within
a larger physical pool. E.g., a 60-disk pool can sup-
port sub-pools with configuration (11+49), (23+37),
(8+11+41), etc., all with valid sub-pool n values.

4.2 Stripes-to-Disks Mapping
RAID+ supports two modes, a normal layout, with guar-
anteed uniform distribution across all disks, and an in-
terim layout, with uniform or slightly skewed data dis-
tribution among surviving disks, under one or more disk
failures. Below we give more formal discussion of data
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Figure 3: Stripe order for a 5-disk array (k = 3). Gray indi-
cates parity blocks. The head of each stripe equals the tail of the
previous one added by 0 (read-friendly) or 1 (write-friendly).

organization with RAID+ under normal operation with a
valid initial disk pool size n, with failure recovery and
interim layout discussed in the next section.

Given k MOLS of order n, {L0,L1, ...,Lk−1}, a RAID+
template is constructed by traversing these k Latin
squares simultaneously in a row-major order from the
second row on. For each position [x,y] (0 < x < n,
0 ≤ y < n), the k-block stripe Sx,y is obtained by listing
the corresponding values of Li at this position: Sx,y =
{L0[x,y],L1[x,y], ...,Lk−1[x,y]}, giving the disk IDs to
place the k blocks of Sx,y. Since n− 1 rows with n
columns in the Latin squares are traversed, there are
n(n−1) stripes in a full cycle of this RAID+ template.

Below are the major properties of MOLS-based data
layout. The proofs are omitted due to the space limit.

Property 1. With normal data layout, any two blocks
within a data stripe are placed on separate disk drives.

This property guarantees that (1) the I/O workload in
accessing each k-block stripe is uniformly distributed to
k disks, and (2) a single disk failure results in the loss of
at most one data block within any stripe.

Property 2. With normal data layout, the n disks are
assigned equal shares of both data and parity blocks.

This property guarantees the same read-write load bal-
ancing as with RAID-5, allowing equal distribution of
both data and parity blocks. This is particularly im-
portant to storage devices with asymmetric read-write
performance and/or write leveling requirement, such as
NAND flash disks. Unlike RAID-5, though, RAID+ de-
couples the stripe size k from a potentially much larger
pool size n, allowing load balancing to be performed at a
much wider scope, without sacrificing the fault tolerance
allowed by the adopted RAID level.

4.3 Throughput-Friendly Addressing
So far, the RAID+ template gives a deterministic map-
ping from data blocks in any k-block stripe to n disks.
However, since each stripe will be mapped to a k-subset

of n disks, the ordering of the n× (n− 1) stripes within
the logical address space has impact on disk contention,
I/O parallelism utilization, and spatial locality.

To this end, RAID+ allows stripe ordering (block
addressing) to be done in different ways considering
workload-specific needs. In particular, different RAID+
volumes sharing the same physical n-disk pool can each
adopt its own addressing strategy. Below we describe
two sample addressing algorithms targeting large se-
quential reads and writes, respectively (considering that
block addressing matters less with random accesses). For
the ease of illustration, we adopt simple RAID-4, where
the first two blocks in each stripe are data blocks and
the last one parity. The key difference between the two
patterns here is that with RAID redundancy, sequential
reads will skip parity blocks while sequential writes need
to update both data and parity.

RAID+ performs stripe ordering by rows in the
MOLS, with the process repeated at each row. To form
the n-stripe sequence for the xth row (Sx,0, Sx,1, ...,
Sx,n−1), RAID+ starts by setting Sx,0 as the stripe given
at the [x,0] position of the MOLS, walking through the
remainder of the row as follows:
• Sequential-read friendly ordering The head of each

subsequent stripe is the tail of its predecessor (Fig-
ure 3(a)). I.e., we choose Sx,i such that Sx,i(0) =
Sx,i−1(k− 1). The rationale here is that the last block
within a RAID-4 stripe is a parity block, which will
not be involved in user read operations.

• Sequential-write friendly ordering The head of each
subsequent stripe is the sum of the tail of the previous
one and x (Figure 3(b)). I.e., we choose Sx,i such that
Sx,i(0) = Sx,i−1(k−1)+x. This is considering that for
full-stripe writes resulted from sequential write work-
loads, all the blocks within a stripe will be updated.

Finally, such logical ordering of stripes within a
RAID+ volume also corresponds to the relative order-
ing of blocks on each disk. E.g., the middle column in
Figure 2 gives a “plain” row-major stripe ordering (nei-
ther read- nor write-optimized). This ordering uniquely
defines the block ordering on each of the 5 disks (the col-
umn below each disk ID). In this case, D0 carries blocks
assigned to “0”: the 3rd block in stripe c, the 2nd in d, the
1st in e, ..., etc. Given n, k, the block addressing scheme,
and the RAID level adopted, the logical to physical block
mapping within any RAID+ template can be completed
by simple calculation. Our implementation uses a tiny
lookup table (sized 93KB for n = 59 and k = 7) to accel-
erate such in-template data addressing.

4.4 Multi-Template Storage/Addressing
One major advantage of RAID+ is to accommo-
date multiple virtual RAID arrays (volumes) within
the same shared disk pool, each servicing different
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users/workloads. Every such virtual array comes with
its own MOLS-based template, stripe width ki and RAID
level, block size, as well as block addressing scheme.
Within the large n-disk physical address space, capacity
is allocated at the granularity of RAID+ templates.

RAID+ uses a per-volume index table to store the
physical locations of its template instantiation. Since
the templates are rather large, containing n(n−1)× ki
blocks for the ith volume, maintaining such mapping (one
“base address” per template instance) brings little over-
head. Logical blocks of a given volume can then be
easily mapped to its physical location by coupling the
proper template instance offset with in-template address-
ing discussed earlier. Compared to random data distribu-
tion [12, 16, 41, 51], RAID+ offers uniform data distri-
bution and direct addressing while only requiring single-
step, template-level offset maintenance and lookup.

5 Data Recovery and Interim Layout
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Figure 4: Interim data layout for a 5-disk RAID+ array when
one disk fails. RAID+ uses the fourth MOLS, L3, to generate
uniform data distribution.

The MOLS-based RAID+ data distribution offers all-
to-all fast data recovery involving all surviving disks in
a disk pool, directly into an interim layout. When the
failed disk gets repaired or replaced, the normal data lay-
out can be restored in background.

5.1 Interim Layout under 1-disk Failure
Upon a disk failure in an n-disk pool, RAID+ performs
fast data recovery to recalculate the lost blocks and dis-
tribute them to the (n−1) surviving disks. Thanks again
to MOLS properties, when n is a valid pool size (power
of prime), the resulted interim data layout preserves uni-
form data distribution. Suppose disk D f ( f ∈ [0,n−1])
fails, below we describe the construction of the interim

layout with k-block stripes, reusing the former example.
Figure 4 illustrates this process, where D f is D0.

Let R be the set of stripes affected by D f ’s failure,
which contain the item f (0 in this example). For any
template, there are a total of n(n−1)k/n= (n−1)k blocks
on each disk. As each stripe cannot have two blocks as-
signed to the same disk, these (n−1)k blocks correspond
to the same number of stripes that are involved in data
recovery, as shown in the middle column of Figure 4.

Recall that a valid pool size n allows for (n−1) n-order
MOLS, out of which k are used for the normal layout.
Now we select any one from the remaining (n−k−1)
MOLS, as Lk (Latin square L3 in Figure 4). This addi-
tional Latin square will be used to guide the placement
of blocks assigned to D f , with the item f in the affected
stripes replaced with a new surviving disk ID.

The intuition is that when we append the new Latin
square to the back of the existing k MOLS “stack” and
read through each position [x,y], we extend the k-block
stripes to (k+1)-block ones, with again uniformly dis-
tributed item-set permutations. Now take each affected
stripe, and replace the (now missing) f with the item r at
the corresponding position in Lk, we relocate the missing
block used to be assigned to D f to the surviving disk Dr.
E.g., in Figure 4, each “0” in these 12 stripes would be re-
placed with another integer in {1,2,3,4}, such as stripe c
transforming from (3,4,0) to (3,4,1), as the correspond-
ing position in the additional Latin square (L3[1,2]) has
item “1”. The first two blocks in this affected stripe, on
D3 and D4 respectively, would not need to move.

Below are the major properties associated with
MOLS-based data layout concerning data recovery and
the interim layout, assuming a valid pool size n.

Property 3. With the n-disk normal layout, all blocks
correlated with those on any given drive (i.e., blocks
sharing stripes with blocks on this disk) are distributed
evenly among the other disks.

The implication here is that when the first disk fails,
the read workload to recover unavailable blocks is evenly
distributed among all surviving disks.

Property 4. With the (n−1)-disk interim layout, any
two blocks within a data stripe are still placed on sep-
arate disk drives.

Property 5. All the (n−1)k missing blocks on any sin-
gle failed disk can be redistributed to all the surviving
(n−1) disks evenly, each receiving k additional blocks.

These two properties imply that (1) the write workload
involved in RAID+ recovery from a single-disk failure is
also uniformly distributed among all surviving disks, (2)
data stripes in the (n−1)-disk interim layout preserves
the same RAID fault tolerance as in the normal layout,
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and (3) the (n−1)-disk interim layout also retains the
uniform data distribution to allow perfectly balanced I/O
servicing even after losing one disk.

The particular significance of (n−1)-disk interim lay-
out lies in the fact that the probability of single-disk fail-
ure is much higher than that of having two or more failed
disks, especially when hot spares are available. Consid-
ering this, plus that disk capacity is relatively abundant
in typical server environments, RAID+ performs an ad-
ditional performance optimization by reserving recovery
data space with normal data layout. More specifically,
RAID+ actually allocates n×k physical blocks per disk
for a data template. (n−1)k of them are used to store
data/parity blocks in the normal layout, while the remain-
ing k blocks (the green area in Figure 4) are reserved for
storing reconstructed data whenever there is a single-disk
failure. This way, under such a failure, the reconstructed
data are physically adjacent to the normal layout blocks,
preserving spatial locality in data accesses. In our im-
plementation, the content of the aforementioned small
lookup table is modified to support fast interim data ad-
dressing, without additional space overhead.

5.2 Parallel Data Recovery
Under a single disk failure, the MOLS-based design lets
both read and write workloads involved in RAID re-
construction and temporary relocation be uniformly dis-
tributed to the entire pool. This breaks the performance
limit of conventional RAID systems, where the recovery
work is only distributed within the RAID array affected.

However, even with uniform data distribution, the par-
allel read/write operations in data recovery could still
generate resource contention, transient load imbalance,
or unnecessary disk seeks, if care is not taken. To this
end, RAID+ orchestrates its all-to-all data reconstruction
by letting the surviving disks work on a subset of the
(n−1)k affected stripes at a time, alternating between
reader and writer roles. Barriers are used in between such
iterations, creating a natural break point for RAID+ to
check upon user I/O requests, potentially slowing down
or temporarily suspending the recovery depending on the
current application request intensity, QoS specifications,
and configurable system policies (such as starvation pre-
vention to ensure the completion of data recovery).

5.3 Multiple Disk Failures
MOLS-based design also handles multiple failures
gracefully. If another disk failure occurs after data recov-
ery from a disk failure, we repeat the process described
in Section 5.1 with another spare Latin square. When
m disks are lost but tolerated by the adopted RAID level,
by appending m spare MOLS to the stack of k used in the
normal layout, we can calculate the eventual (n−m)-disk
interim layout. Recognizing that the affected data stripes

have different degrees of data loss, RAID+ prioritizes the
reconstruction of the more vulnerable stripes.

Due to space limit, we give a brief summary of related
results: when a RAID+ pool keeps losing disks (with-
out disk replacement), Monte Carlo simulation shows
very slight imbalance in data distribution (CoV of up to
0.29%), while system experiments show application per-
formance degradation of up to 6% (except with sequen-
tial read, where RAID+ loses the benefit of its unique
read-friendly addressing when more disks fail).

6 Evaluation

We implemented RAID+ in the MD (Multiple Devices)
driver in Linux Kernel 3.14.35, a software RAID system
that forms a common framework for all RAID systems
tested in our evaluation. Despite theoretical properties
appearing sophisticated, MOLS-based addressing is sim-
ple to implement, taking a mere 12 lines of code.
Test platform Our testbed uses a SuperMicro 4U stor-
age server with two 12-core Intel XEON E5-2650 V4
processors and 128GB DDR4 memory, running Ubuntu
14.04 with Linux kernel v3.14.35. Two AOC-S3008L-
L8I SAS JBOD adapters, each connected to a 30-bay
SAS3 expander backplane via two channels, host 60 Sea-
gate Constellation 7200RPM 2TB HDDs. The I/O chan-
nels afford a total I/O bandwidth of 24GB/s (400MB/s
for each disk), significantly exceeding the aggregate se-
quential bandwidth from the disks. In all experiments,
50GB capacity of each disk is used.
RAID configurations Unless otherwise noted, our tests
use 59 out of the aforementioned 60-disk pool (n = 59).
The stripe width k is set at 7 (6+1 RAID).

For comparison, we evaluate two commonly adopted
conventional RAID organizations utilizing such large
disk pools, both of which build eight 6+1 RAID-5 arrays
with 64KB stripe unit size, consuming 56 disks with the
last 3 reserved as hot spares. RAID-5C divides each ar-
ray into multiple 1GB extents and concatenates them in a
round-robin manner, while RAID-50 stripes across these
8 arrays at block size of 12MB (2MB×6).

We also evaluate two randomized data placement
schemes, RAIDR and RAIDH. Both place blocks within
each stripe to different disks while aiming for balanced
data distribution to all n disks. To assign a block to a
disk, RAIDR utilizes the system random number gener-
ator (with system time as seed) and is therefore nonde-
terministic. RAIDH, instead, uses the Jenkins hash func-
tion [26] adopted by systems such as Ceph [9, 50]. If
a block is mapped to a disk already used in the current
stripe, mapping will be recalculated until collision free
(following CRUSH [51] for RAIDH). Our experiments
find the two schemes often perform similarly, in which
case we show only results of the better one.
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# of disks RAID-50 RAIDR RAIDH RAID+
56+3 307s 60s 102s 41s
28+3 307s 99s 143s 83s

Table 2: Offline rebuild time comparison

Both RAID+ and the random schemes build (6+1)
RAID-4 arrays, with 64KB stripe unit size. Such strip-
ing continues on the same set of disks until a 2MB space
allocation unit is filled per disk, before starting a new 7-
block stripe. We have also implemented RAID-6 and ob-
served similar performance trends, but omit results here
due to space limit.
I/O Workloads We use three types of I/O workloads:

• Synthetic workloads: we use fio [15], a widely used
I/O workload generator to produce four representa-
tive elementary workloads: sequential read, sequential
write, random read, and random write.

• I/O traces: We use 8 public block-level I/O traces,
namely src1 1, usr 1, prn 0, prn 1, proj 0, and
prxy 1 from MSR Cambridge [37], plus Fin2 and
WebS 2 from SPC [1]. Based on load level observed,
we followed existing practice in prior research [17, 27,
48] and accelerated the SPC traces (Fin2 by 5× and
WebS 2 by 3×) while replaying all others a tempo.

• I/O-intensive applications: we also use four I/O-
heavy real applications: GridGraph [60] (an out-of-
core graph engine), TPC-C [46] (in-house implemen-
tation of the well-known RDBMS transaction bench-
mark standard), a Facebook-like photo access work-
load (synthesized using Facebook’s published work-
load characteristics [4, 24]), and a MongoDB [35]
NoSQL workload from the YCSB suite [11].

6.1 Reconstruction Performance
We start by evaluating reconstruction performance, one
major advantage of RAID+ over alternative schemes,
with disk failures created by unplugging random disk(s).
Offline rebuild Table 2 gives the offline rebuild time
with a single-disk failure. RAID+ is tested with two valid
n values, 59 and 31 (shared by the random schemes). The
same pools would give RAID-50 3 hotspares each, with
8 and 4 RAID-5 arrays respectively. RAID-5C results
would be identical to RAID-50 here.

In both cases, RAID+ consistently outperforms RAID-
50, delivering a speedup of 7.5× and 3.7×. Such results
approach the theoretical speedup of 8.29 and 4.29, re-
spectively, given in Table 1. The gap is mainly due to
less sequential reconstruction read/write patterns com-
pared with RAID-50, as RAID+’s recovery load per
disk is much smaller yet non-contiguous. Unlike RAID-
50, with rebuild time independent of the disk pool size,
RAID+ spreads the rebuild workload to larger pools uni-
formly and lowers the rebuild time proportionally.

The two random schemes outperform RAID-50 here
also by having more disks participate in recovery. How-
ever, their rebuild takes significantly longer than that
of RAID+. Further examination reveals that though
they achieve overall balanced data distribution, random
schemes suffer much higher skewness within each win-
dow of dozens/hundreds of blocks. E.g., within a RAID+
template size, the RAIDH has CoV of rebuild read/write
load distribution of 31.9%/38.9%, while RAIDR has
12.72%/33.87%.2 Such “local load balance” is crucial
for RAID rebuild, with sequential and synchronized op-
erations, where overloaded stragglers could easily drag
down the entire array’s recovery progress. RAID+, in
contrast, retains its absolute load balance within such
smaller windows and delivers much higher rebuild speed.

Finally, this advantage grows with the disk pool size
n, as such perfect local load balance gives RAID+
higher profit margin by evenly utilizing n disks. In this
sense, RAID-50 has recovery bandwidth independent of
n by utilizing a small fixed-size sub-pool. The random
schemes perform between these two extremes, achieving
good global yet poor local load balance.
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Figure 5: TPC-C online rebuild w. single-disk failure

Single-workload online rebuild Next, we examine on-
line rebuild by creating a single-disk failure and perform-
ing reconstruction without stopping the execution of ap-
plication(s). Figure 5 illustrates one sample test case
(TPC-C). It plots the number of transactions committed
per 10-second episode along the timeline, with a disk
failure incurred at 300 seconds into the execution.

First, results demonstrate that RAID+ matches the
TPC-C throughput of RAID-50 and RAIDH (all beat-
ing RAID-5C, unsurprisingly) in normal operation. Sec-
ond, RAID+ offers much shorter online rebuild time
than conventional RAID (396 seconds vs. RAID-5C’s
1137 and RAID-50’s 858). RAIDH comes closer, but
still takes 11.4% longer than RAID+. Third, RAID+,
RAID-50, and RAIDH bring similar degrades to TPC-
C performance during rebuild. Although RAID-5C sees
smaller relative performance impact, its degraded perfor-
mance still lags behind due to its lower baseline. Overall,

2Here RAIDR has more even read distribution due to larger read
volume than write in rebuild. RAIDH however exhibits more skewed
distribution of blocks to read involved in recovery, with CoV level ap-
pearing to be dependent on the hash function used.
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App RAID-50 RAID-5C RAIDH RAID+

FaceBook
app perf 1 1.02 1.41 1.42
reb perf 1 1.05 2.29 2.36

TPC-C
app perf 1 0.61 1.00 1.03
reb perf 1 0.75 1.94 2.17

GridGraph
app perf 1 0.27 1.22 1.23
reb perf 1 3.14 2.05 2.06

MongoDB
app perf 1 0.89 0.99 1.01
reb perf 1 1.05 1.60 2.08

Table 3: Online rebuild performance comparison, in
terms of speedup against corresponding RAID-50 results

during the 900 seconds following the disk failure’s on-
set, RAID+ manages to complete 44.43%, 139.70%, and
5.11% more transactions than RAID-50, RAID-5C, and
RAIDH, respectively. TPC-C throughput stays consistent
as recovery progresses, as its degradation is dominated
by the rebuild I/O activities rather than transactions that
happen to hit the failed disk.

Table 3 summarizes online reconstruction perfor-
mance, giving both the application performance and the
rebuild speed, all in the form of speedup with respect
to corresponding RAID-50 results (the higher the bet-
ter). We use the same RAID rebuild rate setting (minimal
at 80MB/s and maximum at 200 MB/s) within the MD
driver for RAID-50 and RAID-5C, and configure RAID+
and RAIDH to avoid application performance degrada-
tion from the RAID-50 baseline during rebuild (with
only one exception where RAIDH achieves 99% of the
baseline performance). The results reveal that RAID+
and RAIDH simultaneously improve both the applica-
tion and rebuild performance from RAID-50. Between
them, RAID+ is consistently better, with significantly
faster rebuild and slightly better application performance
for TPC-C and NoSQL. RAID-5C, at least with the de-
fault rate control setting, loses on both fronts (except for
FaceBook, where it slightly outperforms RAID-50).
Multi-workload online rebuild For multi-workload
evaluation, we use a smaller pool size of 29,3 with stripe
width remaining at 7, to construct 4 logical RAID vol-
umes. RAID-5 builds 4 disjoint 6+1 arrays, plus one
last disk reserved as hot spare. RAID+ constructs 4 vol-
umes with the same deterministic template (n = 29,k =
7) across the entire pool. RAIDH randomly distributes
blocks from 4 virtual 6+1 array volumes to all 29 disks.

In each experiment, we sample 4 out of 8 MSR/SPC
I/O traces as a workload mix to run simultaneously on
the RAID volumes, for 28 minutes. The requests are
replayed using the original timestamps, therefore iden-
tical sets of requests are issued across tests. We create a
single-disk failure in the whole pool at time 0 and per-
form reconstruction without stopping user applications.

3Considering the moderate request levels in test programs/traces,
the smaller pool size allows us to test smaller (and higher number of)
workload mixes, with results easier to plot and analyze.

Figure 6 illustrates one such test case, showing the av-
erage I/O request latency in 60-second episodes along
the execution timeline, for each workload. With RAID-
5, the failure is contained within one volume (running
Fin2 in Figure 6(a)), while with other schemes, it affects
all volumes. The vertical lines indicate time points when
each scheme finishes online rebuild. Similar to single-
workload results, RAID+ has slightly faster rebuild than
RAIDH, both beating RAID-5 by almost 4 times. In-
tuitively, RAID+ and RAIDH excel by spreading re-
build work to all 4 volumes rather than only one, which
also enables them to eliminate dramatic latency increases
brought by RAID-5’s online rebuild (Figure 6(a)). Thus
compared with RAID-5, during the entire reconstruction,
RAID+ and RAIDH reduces the Fin2 workload average
latency by over 90%, and the 99% tail latency by 89%
(48ms vs. 418ms).

As expected, involving all disks expose the failure to
all 4 volumes, roughly doubling the average latency of
RAID+/RAIDH before rebuild completes over RAID-5
for the prxy 1 and WebS 2 workloads. However, the
much shorter rebuild time not only reduces system vul-
nerability, but also prevents any volume to be under dra-
matic performance degradation for prolonged periods.
Note that while inter-volume isolation is broken here,
disk failures are not user application artifacts but anoma-
lies from the underlying platform. Therefore, RAID+ al-
lows a larger disk pool to become more resilient, recover
faster from failures, and provide more consistent perfor-
mance during recovery.

6.2 Normal I/O Performance
Single-workload evaluation Figure 7 gives the normal
synthetic workload performance running fio, with vary-
ing request sizes. The access footprint is large enough to
span all RAID-5 arrays with RAID-5C. All RAID sys-
tems, including RAID+, perform very similarly in ran-
dom read/write tests. Therefore, we only show sequen-
tial performance here.

RAID+ slightly outperforms RAID-50 in most cases,
by using 59 rather than 56 disks. Compared to them,
RAIDH offers moderately lower sequential performance,
again due to poor local load balance and inferior spa-
tial locality within each disk. RAID-5C predictably lags
behind others with sequential accesses, as in most cases
only one RAID-5 array is utilized.

Figure 8 shows results with two sample MSR traces,
plotting latency data points (averaged over 60-second
episodes) along the execution timeline. Again RAID+
outperforms RAID-50, with an average improvement of
6.23% under prxy 1 and 87.04% under usr 1. This
is because RAID+ uses all 59 disks (rather than 56)
and usr 1 is read-dominant [37], with RAID+ adopts
read-friendly addressing in this set of tests. For similar
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Figure 6: Sample multi-workload performance w. online rebuild
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Figure 7: Normal fio sequential performance
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Figure 8: Normal trace workload performance

reasons, RAIDR loses slightly to RAID+ under usr 1,
and wins slightly under prxy 1, as it also uses all disks
and the read-friendly addressing may bring minor side-
effects for the more write-intensive prxy 1 workload.

Finally, Table 4 compares application performance.
Note that unlike other cases, TPC-C uses transactions per
minute committed, the higher the better. With Facebook-
like photo and MongoDB, both having primarily ran-
dom accesses, all four RAID organizations have data
distributed to all disks and report very similar perfor-
mance results. Since GridGraph is primarily sequential,
RAID-5C can mostly utilize only one or two underlying
RAID-5 arrays. Therefore, all three other schemes have
a more than 4-fold speedup over RAID-5C, and RAID+
has minor advantage over RAID-50 by using slightly
more disks, and over RAIDH by having better spatial lo-
cality. With TPC-C, which has both random and sequen-
tial accesses, RAID+ slightly outperforms both RAID-50
and RAIDH. Again RAID-5C clearly underperforms.
Multi-workload system throughput Now we examine
normal performance with multiple workloads sharing the

RAID-5C RAID-50 RAIDH RAID+
FaceBook (s) 168.18 165.85 176.20 168.8
MongoDB (s) 160.85 150.76 147.02 147.34
GridGraph (s) 1021.86 236.96 236.85 220.98

TPC-C (TpmC) 1345.2 2193 2192 2265

Table 4: Normal application performance
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Figure 9: Case study with sample 4-workload mix

underlying disk pool, using the 29-disk, 4-volume set-
ting similar to that in online reconstruction tests (Fig-
ure 6). We evaluated all unique 4-workload combina-
tions from the 8 MSR/SPC traces, executing each of
these 70 workload mixes on 4 RAID volumes built with
RAID-5, RAIDH, and RAID+.

Here we adopt weighted speedup [14], a widely-used
multi-workload performance metric in computer archi-
tecture, to measure the overall system throughput. As
each workload is replayed at fixed speed (by timestamps
given in traces), we use 1/latency to replace the typ-
ical IPC (Instructions Per Cycle) measurement in ar-
chitecture studies, calculating the weighted speedup as
1
n ∑

n
i=1(L

c
i /Li) for an n-application workload mix. Here

Lc
i and Li denote the average latency of the ith workload

using conventional RAID (RAID-5) and the system to be
evaluated, respectively. I.e., RAID-5 is used as the base-
line for measuring performance speedup.

To summarize the results, both RAIDH and RAID+ de-
liver considerable weighted speedup in all 70 test cases,
demonstrating their capability of consistently improving
the overall system throughput by utilizing more disks
simultaneously. More specifically, RAIDH obtains an
average weighted speedup of 1.83 (over 1.33 in 80%
of cases) over the 4-volume RAID-5 baseline, while
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RAID+ performs better, with average weighted speedup
of 2.05 (over 1.5 in 80% of cases).

Figure 9 showcases one sample test case (running
src1 1, usr 1, prn 0, and Fin2), showing the speedup
(based on average latency in each one-minute episode)
of RAID+ over RAID-5 along the timeline. All but one
speedup data points are above 1, with prn 0 reaching
over 25 at one point. By zooming into the request pat-
terns, we find such large profit comes from the bursti-
ness in most workloads. Figure 9(b) illustrates this for
a 100ms-long window, 200ms into the execution, show-
ing the per-ms request count for each workload. At this
granularity, one clearly sees that the workloads have spo-
radic requests and often form interleaving bursts. The
most bursty workloads, prn 0 and src1 1, benefit more
from RAID+ and RAIDH, which use all disks to serve
each volume. In particular, during request peaks these
workloads see faster processing and lower I/O queue
wait time, as confirmed by our detailed profiling, hence
achieving the 25× (transient) speedup.

While the majority of the 70 mixes possess such “com-
plementary” request patterns, there are cases where two
or more workloads have sustained simultaneously inten-
sive I/O activities, leading to slowdown of individual
workload. However, among the total of 280 executions
(70 mixed runs with 4 workloads per mix), there are only
39 cases of slowdown. Again, if a workload has to be
guaranteed stronger performance isolation, RAID+ pools
can be physically partitioned (such as building 41+19
volumes within a 60-disk enclosure).

6.3 Sensitivity to Internal Parameters
Finally, we study the impact of RAID+’s key parameters.
Figure 10(a) shows both the aggregate random read and
write throughput (left y axis) and the offline rebuild time
(right y axis) with RAID+ pool size n, increased from 41
to 59, while fixing k at 7 and block size at 2MB.

These results show that the random read performance
increases linearly with n (by up to 39%), due to uni-
form load distribution to all disks in the pool. The write
throughput, though also growing steadily (by up to 24%),
is much lower, as each of these 64KB write will bring
at least four underlying I/O operations, for reading and
writing back both the concerned data and parity blocks.
In addition, such read-modify-write operations are syn-
chronized, further lowering the aggregate throughput.
The offline rebuild time, unsurprisingly, decreases as n
grows and conforms to the model shown in Table 1.

Figure 10(b) shows similar experiments, with n fixed
at 59 and varying k. With regard to user I/O perfor-
mance, as modeled in Table 1, the aggregate throughput
is mostly independent of k and the rebuild time grows
linearly with it. One unexpected exception is with k=3,
where the write bandwidth appears considerably higher

than any other k values. By using the iostat tool, we
find that with k = 3 there are significantly fewer disk
reads for parity calculation. Here with the 2+1 data-
parity setup, there are higher chances for parity data to
be reconstructed from cached data blocks.

Next, in Figure 10(c) we fix both n (59) and k (7) and
change the block size. As expected, the block size has lit-
tle impact on the random read/write performance. Mean-
while, the rebuild time decreases significantly, though
not linearly. As RAID+’s rebuild access pattern intro-
duces less regular access patterns compared with those of
conventional RAID systems, larger block sizes improve
performance by promoting sequential accesses.

Last, to examine the effect of throughput-friendly
block addressing (Section 4.3), we run the fio sequen-
tial read and write workloads, with I/O sizes of 2MB.
Figure 10(d) shows the results using four stripe order-
ing strategies: 1) “native”, original stripe ordering from a
RAID+ template (stripes a to t in Figure 2), 2) “random”,
randomized stripe ordering using a pseudo-random func-
tion, 3) “read-opt”, our proposed read-friendly ordering,
and 4) “write-opt”, our proposed write-friendly ordering.
Bandwidths shown are normalized to “native”. While the
native and randomized strategies almost perform identi-
cally, the read-friendly strategy does generate a 28% im-
provement with sequential reads. Write-friendly order-
ing, on the other hand, brings a much smaller profit (4%).
Again, unlike the “pure” sequential streams with reads,
writes are not exactly sequential due to read-modify-
write of both data and parity blocks.

7 Related Work

Data Layout Optimization Existing RAID layout op-
timizations roughly form two categories: 1) distributing
either data blocks or parity blocks evenly across all the
disks (e.g., RAID-5 vs. RAID-4), and 2) exploiting spa-
tial data locality (e.g., left-symmetric RAID-5 [30]). In-
spired by them, RAID+ spreads data and parity blocks in
a much larger shared pool, with its throughput-friendly
block addressing promoting access locality.

The parity declustering layout [36] utilizes as few
disks as possible in data reconstruction, further analysed
and extended/optimized by many [2, 10, 18, 20]. How-
ever, unlike with RAID+, rebuild is still capped by the
write speed of the replacement disk, though these solu-
tions do spread rebuild reads to remaining disks.

ZFS [6] uses “dynamic striping” to distribute load
across “virtual devices”, dynamically adjusting strip-
ing width and device selection to facilitate fast out-of-
place updates and balanced capacity utilization. Systems
such as IBM XIV [25] and the Flat Datacenter Stor-
age (FDS) [38] use pseudo-random algorithms to dis-
tribute replicated data across all drives. If used for build-
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Figure 10: Impact of several factors on RAID+’s performance

ing logical RAID volumes, in stripe placement ZFS and
FDS would follow round-robin order (with optimizations
on starting point selection), resulting in limited recov-
ery bandwidth as a fixed “neighborhood” of disks would
carry data relevant to recovery. XIV behaves similar to
the RAIDR/RAIDH schemes we evaluated.

Work also exists on designing data organizations sen-
sitive to workload characteristics or application scenar-
ios. E.g., Disk Caching Disk (DCD) [23, 39] uses an ad-
ditional disk as a cache to convert small random writes
into large log appends. HP’s AutoRAID [53] parti-
tions RAID storage and differentiates the handling of
hot and cold data. ALIS [22] and BORG [5] reorga-
nize frequently accessed blocks (and block sequences) to
place them sequentially in a dedicated area. These tech-
niques are orthogonal to ours and can be incorporated by
RAID+ to improve application performance.
Optimizations on RAID Reconstruction Prior stud-
ies have targeted improving reconstruction performance.
Many of them focus on designing better data layout in
a disk group [18, 29, 33, 52, 56], to minimize I/O for
recovery or distribute rebuild I/O as evenly as possi-
ble. Other approaches optimize the RAID reconstruc-
tion workflow to make full use of higher sequential
bandwidth, such as DOR (Disk-Oriented Reconstruc-
tion) [20], PR [31], and others [18, 42, 52, 55, 56]. In ad-
dition, PRO [45] rebuilds frequently-accessed areas first
and S2-RAID [48] optimizes reads and writes separately
for faster recovery. Finally, task scheduling techniques
optimize reconstruction rate control [32, 44, 47].

Except for WorkOut [54], which outsources part of
user requests to surrogate disks during reconstruction,
existing studies focus on improvement within one RAID
group. RAID+ takes a different path from all, with built-
in “backup” layouts to utilize all disks in a larger pool in
reconstruction, while maintaining the fault tolerance and
flexibility of smaller, logical RAID arrays.
RAID Scaling Adding disks to an array requires data
movement to regain uniform distribution. Zhang et al.
proposed batch movement and lazy metadata update to
speed up data redistribution [57, 58]. FastScale [59]
uses a deterministic function to minimize data migra-
tion while balancing data distribution. CRAID [34] uses
a dedicated caching partition to capture and redistribute

only hot data to incremental devices.
Another approach is randomized RAID, which ran-

domly chooses a fraction of blocks to be moved to newly
added disks. Prior work to this end [8, 16, 41] re-
duces migration, but produces unbalanced distribution
after several expansions [34]. Also, existing randomized
RAID systems require extra book keeping and look-up.

RAID+, in contrast, allows large disk enclosures to di-
rectly host user volumes, each using its own RAID con-
figuration, with templates stamping out allocations in all
shapes and sizes. Meanwhile, it is not designed for dy-
namic, heterogeneous distributed environments targeted
by methods like CRUSH [51].

8 Conclusion

This paper proposes RAID+, a new RAID architecture
that breaks the resource isolation between multiple co-
located RAID volumes and allows the decoupling of
stripe width k from disk group size n. It uses a novel
Latin-square-based data template to guarantee uniform
and deterministic data distribution of k-block stripes to
all n disks, where n could be much larger than k. It also
delivers near-uniform distribution in both user data and
RAID reconstruction content even after one or several
disk failures, as well as fast RAID rebuild.

With RAID+, users can deploy large disk pools with
virtual RAID volumes constructed and configured dy-
namically, according to different application demands.
By utilizing all disks evenly while maintaining spatial
locality, it enhances both multi-tenant system throughput
and single-workload application performance.
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Abstract
A standard feature of enterprise data storage systems

is synchronous replication: updates received from clients
by one storage system are replicated to a remote stor-
age system and are only acknowledged to clients after
having been stored persistently on both storage systems.
Traditionally these replication schemes require configu-
ration on a coarse granularity, e.g. on a LUN, filesys-
tem volume, or whole-system basis. In contrast to this,
we present a new architecture which operates on a fine
granularity—individual files and directories. To imple-
ment this, we use a combination of novel per-file ca-
pabilities and existing techniques to solve the following
problems: tracking parallel writes in flight on indepen-
dent storage systems; replicating arbitrary filesystem op-
erations; efficiently resynchronizing after a disconnect;
and verifying the integrity of replicated data between two
storage systems.

1 Introduction
Synchronous replication in enterprise data storage sys-
tems allows customers to situate redundant storage sys-
tems at campus or metropolitan distances. This provides
continuous availability in the event of hardware failures,
power or cooling failures, or other disasters. One of the
storage systems acts as primary, responsible for accept-
ing IO from clients. The peer storage system acts as
secondary and is responsible for accepting replicated IO
from the primary system. In the common case when both
storage systems are in a synced state, a cluster failover
involving a role reversal between the primary and sec-
ondary can occur without loss of data.

To handle temporary outages (e.g. minor network
glitches, non-disruptive software upgrades of either stor-
age system), the primary and secondary coordinate to
bring both the storage systems into a consistent state,

∗Currently at Google.
†Currently at Lyft.

without timing out client operations. To handle outages
of arbitrary duration (e.g. power failure, lengthy network
disruptions, or maintenance related activities) where the
secondary is offline or unreachable by the primary, some
mechanism for efficient resynchronization is required—
once the secondary comes back on line, the primary sys-
tem should be able to generate and replicate the delta
changes that occurred while the secondary was offline.

A related feature that is often supported is transparent
failover. In the event of a failure of the primary storage
system, it enables the secondary system to take over in
a way that does not disrupt client applications—with no
loss of data and no loss of availability. This failover can
be manually driven or automated. Figure 1 illustrates a
typical deployment.

We have addressed the problems of synchronous repli-
cation and transparent failover by designing, implement-
ing, and deploying a system that is flexible, efficient,
and intuitive to use. Our system supports logical syn-
chronous replication—the ability to only replicate a por-
tion of the file system namespace, specified as a top-level
directory. Designing this system involved solving several
sub-problems:

• maximizing the overlap of write execution on the
Primary and Secondary storage systems to mini-
mize latency overhead of mirroring; a novel filesys-
tem metadata mechanism is used for this purpose
(Section 4).

• replicating complex, arbitrary filesystem opera-
tions; a two-phase commit protocol is used for this
(Section 5).

• efficiently resynchronizing the two storage systems
after extended disconnects (Section 6).

Finally, we have implemented a novel distributed in-
tegrity check that allows us to verify periodically or on
demand that Primary and Secondary contain identical
data (Section 7).
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Figure 1: Generic synchronous replication deployment topol-
ogy with multiple client hosts, a primary storage system, a sec-
ondary storage system, and a quorum service to facilitate auto-
matic failover.

2 VMstore Background
In this section we discuss specific characteristics of our
workloads and why they motivate logical replication, and
our technology base.

2.1 Workload
As its name suggests, VMstore is a specialized storage
system designed for virtualization workloads. By default
the system exposes a single NFS (or SMB) mount point.
On NAS storage, virtual machines (VMs) are typically
stored in self-contained directories named after the VM.
VM directories typically contain on the order of ten to
twenty files, which are either small (e.g. text configu-
ration files) or very large—virtual disk image files cor-
responding to the virtual disks associated with the VM.
VMstore does not support general purpose NFS work-
loads. As a result, the system can be substantially sim-
plified in one dimension: the number of files it is required
to support. VMstore models vary, but support on the or-
der of 100,000 files per system. The median usage is
far below these limits, with most systems having under
10,000 files. This simplification affects our replication-
related design choices and will be discussed in further
sections. A final important aspect of our workload is
that file writes comprise in excess of 99.9% of muta-
tion events; file and directory creation, deletion, renames,
etc are not uncommon but are generally associated with
VM provisioning activities, not with ongoing application
workloads running within VM’s themselves.

Another aspect of the system is the desire to maxi-
mize simplicity for the user. A high priority is placed
on making the system usable by IT generalists and vir-
tualization administrators. As a result, the system does
not expose traditional storage abstractions such as RAID
groups, filesystem volumes, or LUNs to users. Con-
sequently, apart from conceivably replicating the entire

storage array, there is no obvious storage abstraction on
which to expose synchronous replication for configura-
tion purposes. 1

From our prior experience with asynchronous replica-
tion, we know that many customers choose not to repli-
cate significant portions of their workloads. As an exam-
ple, a development/test customer may choose to repli-
cate virtual machines housing important data (source
code control system, bug database, etc) but not virtual
machines running automated continuous integration test
workloads. Customers generally are very aware of the
relative differences in value of the data inside the dif-
ferent types of virtual machines in their environments.
Commonly, a minority of VM’s are actually configured
for replication. This varies on a continuum, of course,
but in rough numbers, it is common for, say, 25% of vir-
tual machines to be configured for replication.

Based on these requirements—that enterprise cus-
tomers be able to simply express replication policy on a
subset of the files and their systems and efficiently repli-
cate that data across geographically disparate locations,
we introduce logical synchronous replication as a mech-
anism to continuously replicate fine-grained subsets of
file system state.

2.2 Filesystem Architecture
The VMstore file system is a purpose-built storage sys-
tem implementing all layers of the storage stack from
RAID to file access protocols (NFS and SMB) in a user
level filesystem process. Features expected of an enter-
prise storage system, such as durable writes, automatic
crash recovery (from NVRAM), compression, dedupli-
cation, snapshots, writable clones, and asynchronous
replication are present.

The VMstore file system is a log-structured file sys-
tem [9]. As such, data is never overwritten in place.
Additionally, it implements a transaction system allow-
ing arbitrarily complex metadata updates with ACID se-
mantics. (This system is based on Stasis [10] but with
significant local enhancements to integrate with the VM-
store log-structured storage system.) We use this facil-
ity to construct novel mechanisms to track file writes in
progress and to implement per-file content checksums;
these are discussed in further sections.

For high availability (HA) within a given system, a
VMstore system contains two controllers (x86 servers),
each with its own NVRAM and set of network inter-
faces. The controllers access shared storage devices
(SSD and/or HDD, depending on model). High availabil-
ity is implemented in an active/passive model. For pur-

1Per-VM synchronous replication was an option we considered.
However, this does not work well with transparent failover, discussed in
the next section, because it would require a customer-assigned Cluster
IP address on a per-VM basis.
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poses of synchronous replication, we do not assume local
high availability; replication simply runs on whichever
local controller is Active.

3 Replication System Overview
This section introduces our synchronous replication sys-
tem, describes its configuration model for users, dis-
cusses error situations and how we handle them, and out-
lines how we support transparent failover.

3.1 Introduction
A requirement from our customer base is to support not
just synchronous replication but also client-transparent
failover across storage systems; customers do not want to
perform any reconfiguration in the event of a total failure
of one storage system, or a data center outage. To dis-
tinguish between local-system HA-related failover and
failover across VMstores in a synchronous replication re-
lationship, we refer to the former as local failover or HA
failover and to the latter as cluster failover. By trans-
parent we mean specifically that clients are not aware
of failovers occurring, except for brief periods of dis-
connection. In particular, no reconfiguration of client
hosts is needed—failover, either local failover or cluster
failover—requires no manual intervention.

In our environment, virtualized guest operating sys-
tems (Linux and Windows) use internal I/O timeouts of
60 seconds or higher. Within VMstore, we require inter-
nal failovers to complete within 30 seconds. This gives
the hypervisor clients enough time to reconnect and reis-
sue I/Os so that guest operating systems do not time out.

We introduce the notion of a mirrored datastore—
essentially an IP address and a mount point—as the basis
for configuring synchronous replication. We require each
mirrored datastore to have a dedicated Cluster IP address
associated with it. This IP address is mounted by clients
for IO operations and fails over between the two storage
systems, similar to how local system Data IP addresses
are failed over during local HA failover. To make this
concrete, Table 1 provides an example showing a mix of
synchronously replicated and unreplicated datastores.

Cluster IP Mount Point Replicated?

10.200.200.5 /tintri No
10.300.100.60 /tintri/alpha Yes
10.300.100.61 /tintri/beta Yes

Table 1: Example client view of datastores on a VMstore.

The network requirements for Cluster IP addresses are
simple: client hosts must be able to reach this address
regardless of which VMstore happens to be the Primary

at any point in time.2

In our system, synchronous replication is applied re-
cursively to all content under the mirrored datastore. In
practice this means that a virtual machine which the cus-
tomer desires to replicate should simply be placed within
a mirrored datastore top-level directory (e.g. /tintri/al-
pha/ImportantMachine), and one which is not desired to
be synchronously replicated should be placed in the top-
level directory (e.g. /tintri/LessImportantMachine). Note
that the contents of alpha and beta from Table 1 may
be replicated to different peer VMstores, or to the same
peer VMstore; they are configured independently and are
managed independently within VMstore. The cluster IP
addresses associated with these datastores are also inde-
pendently managed and are exported by whichever VM-
store system is the replication primary. To simplify error
checking and to avoid problems with conflicting policies,
we allow only top-level subdirectories to be replicated.
The root directory (exported as /tintri) cannot be config-
ured for replication. Customers wanting to replicate their
entire workload can simply place all VM’s within one or
more mirrored datastore subdirectories.

3.2 Failure Model and Operational Re-
quirements

The failure model we assume is as follows. Machines
may fail at any time, e.g. because of software crashes or
power failures. Datacenters or the network may fail any
time and for extended durations. The network may cor-
rupt packets (and go undetected by the TCP checksum);
we detect this via strong checksums in our messaging
protocol and handle it as we would handle a transient
TCP connection loss (i.e. by simply reconnecting). We
assume peers are not malicious/Byzantine and VMstores
always authenticate each other as the first step in each
connection. Finally, individual devices (SSDs or HDDs)
may fail, but lower levels of the filesystem insulate repli-
cation from having to handle device errors.

We now discuss the operational requirements of our
system. Availability is important but consistency (data
integrity) takes precedence over availability when there
is a tradeoff. Availability, in turn, takes precedence over
absolute redundancy. As discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 3.3, this is done by taking the Secondary out of
sync when necessary, and then resychronizing it when
it comes back on line. An optional mode, which we have
not implemented, would be for the Primary to fail I/Os
which it could not replicate due to the Secondary (or net-
work) being down. This might conceivably be useful for
customers who prioritize absolute redundancy over avail-
ability.

2For cross-site replication, this requires the use of a stretched layer 2
or layer 3 network. Customers who deploy synchronous replication
typically already have this in place.
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3.3 Replication States
Figure 2 depicts a slightly simplified view of the state of
a given mirrored datastore within a given VMstore sys-
tem. Each VMstore maintains its state for a given data-
store separately, so for a given mirrored datastore there
are really two instances of this state machine operating
in a loosely coupled manner.

The following invariants relate to the state machine
and affect allowable state changes.

1. Only one VMstore may be Primary at any given
time. Whichever system is Primary owns the Clus-
ter IP address and advertises it on the network.

2. Upon initial configuration of synchronous replica-
tion, the Primary system may have a significant
amount of data in the configured subdirectory. An
initialization process is required to bring the Sec-
ondary into sync. The initialization process is es-
sentially a special case of resynchronization (dis-
cussed in Section 6) in which the Secondary hap-
pens to be empty at the start of the process. This
process may take a significant amount of time. The
top row of the state machine contains states related
to initialization/resync. The datastore is not in sync
in these states.

3. During initialization and resync, the Secondary
does not have a complete copy of data. Cluster
failover is not possible until initialization/resync
completes.

4. The normal state of operation is that both systems
are connected and in sync (the Primary is in state
3; the Secondary is in state 7). In this state, client
operations are fully replicated and are persisted to
NVRAM on both systems prior to being acknowl-
edged to clients (i.e., normal synchronous replica-
tion semantics are in effect).

5. Automatic cluster failover (of Secondary to Pri-
mary) requires a quorum—two of three systems. An
external quorum service having storage independent
of the two VMstores is provided for this purpose.
Automatic cluster failover is initiated by an in-sync
Secondary after a period of time (30 seconds) for
which it has not heard from the nominal Primary,
provided the Secondary can communicate with the
quorum service.

6. Conversely, to handle a Secondary which is inacces-
sible, a Primary must undergo a transition to mark
the datastore as being “out of sync” (not shown in
Figure 2). There is a subtlety here: the Secondary,
meanwhile, may have initiated a cluster failover in
conjunction with the quorum service. As a result,
a Primary must coordinate with the quorum service
in order to mark a Secondary as being out of sync,
and must be prepared for this to fail (i.e. if the Sec-
ondary already took over). If that fails, the former

Primary must relinquish ownership of the datastore
and must drop in-flight I/O requests and not return
errors to clients.3

A design choice we enforce is that operations which
can succeed on the Primary but which fail on the Sec-
ondary result in the Primary taking the Secondary out of
sync immediately (a transition from state 3 → state 4
→ state 2). The most likely example of this type would
be the Secondary being out of space; less commonly,
the Secondary might encounter some other limit (e.g.,
number of files, number of snapshots) that might prevent
an operation that otherwise can succeed on the Primary.
Again this policy reflects the choice to prioritize avail-
ability over absolute redundancy in some conditions. (To
recover from this condition, the Primary will periodically
reconnect to the Secondary and attempt to resync it; this
will succeed if the user has freed up capacity or otherwise
addressed the constraint that earlier had caused failure.)

The state machine also reflects a practical engineer-
ing consideration: taking the Secondary out of sync then
later resyncing it has a non-trivial minimum cost, and we
seek to avoid taking a Secondary out of sync if possi-
ble. This corresponds to two practical scenarios: brief
network outages, and local HA failovers due to software
crashes and restarts.

In practice this means that we attempt to recover from
brief disconnects (up to approximately 30 seconds) by
pausing client acknowledgments at the Primary, and at-
tempting to reconnect to the Secondary in the back-
ground. If the reconnect attempt succeeds within the
timeout, the Primary will resend buffered, unacknowl-
edged updates (and only then ack the client), and the
system will stay in Sync. The states in the second
row of Figure 2 reflect these activities. “Catching Up”
in the state descriptions refers to replicating (possibly
re-replicating) buffered updates from the Primary; Sec-
tions 4 and 5 discuss this in detail.

The protocol between the VMstores and the quorum
service solves a standard distributed consensus problem
and will not be discussed in detail. The quorum service is
provided by a standalone software application which can
be installed by the customer in a virtual machine either
on premises or in the public cloud; the main operational
requirements are that the storage for the quorum service
must be independent from the VMstores for which it is
arbitrating, and network connectivity to the quorum ser-
vice should be good.

3In practice, a soon-to-be-former Primary that becomes isolated on
the network must relinquish ownership of the mirrored datastore, and
must give up the Cluster IP, before the Secondary takes over, to prevent
both systems from attempting to advertise the Cluster IP on the net-
work. The Primary transitions out of the Primary/Synced/Connected
state using a smaller timeout (e.g. 25 seconds) than the timeout driving
the Secondary’s attempt to initiate cluster failover. These transitions
are not shown on the diagram for brevity.
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Primary state machine Secondary state machine

Figure 2: Replication System State Machine. This is shown from the point of view of a mirrored datastore in a single VMstore.
The other VMstore will be in one of the other states. For brevity, states relating to automatic cluster failover are not shown.

3.4 Client Transparency
Implementing transparent cluster failover requires that
clients of a failed storage system be able to reconnect to
the Cluster IP address and see a view of the world exactly
consistent with what they previously saw. This includes
file content, user-visible metadata (path names, file at-
tributes, etc) and client system-visible metadata (e.g.,
NFS file handles). To implement this, we assign internal
file identifiers and NFS file handles as follows. The Pri-
mary makes all such assignments without having to co-
ordinate with the Secondary—the fact that it is Primary
gives it the right to assign these values.4

• File Global Identification. We identify each file
in every mirrored datastore with a globally unique
FileId. This consists of a 128-bit datastore-specific
UUID and a datastore-relative 64-bit monotonically
increasing counter. The global FileID value is used
extensively within the replication system, as the val-
ues are the same on both systems.

• NFS File Handles must be stable across cluster
failovers. File handles are based on the global

4A side effect of this scheme is that at initialization, if the source
datastore directory contains existing content, that content must be re-
assigned new file identifiers—and consequently, file handles—to avoid
possible conflicts with unrelated existing content on the Secondary. We
require that this content be off-line while this occurs, as clients will en-
counter stale file handles if accessing content during this process. In
practice, customers almost always configure synchronous replication
on empty source directories and migrate data into the mirrored datas-
tore by using live storage migration features (e.g., Storage vMotion) in
the virtualization system.

FileId. Because only the Primary system assigns
FileId’s, and because FileId’s are unique within a
datastore (due to containing the datastore UUID as
a prefix), we avoid any need for granular synchro-
nization to negotiate assignment of these values.

• Operation sequencing: Operation Sequence Num-
bers (OSN’s) are used to globally order all opera-
tions within a mirrored datastore. An OSN consists
of a 64-bit cluster generation number, incremented
whenever a cluster failover occurs, and a 64-bit lo-
cal sequence number, assigned and incremented on
the cluster Primary for every new incoming opera-
tion. Replicated operations are tagged with OSN’s
for bookkeeping purposes.

During a cluster failover in which a Primary loses
ownership of a datastore, the system must be able to iden-
tify stale operations and drop them, rather than execute
them. A full description of the solution to this problem is
beyond the scope of this paper, but to summarize, we tag
all requests entering the system with tokens which con-
tain among other things the cluster generation number.
Requests tagged with generation numbers older than the
current generation number must be dropped.

4 Data Path: Writes
Minimizing write latency is an important consideration
in primary storage systems. Users expect write latencies
on unreplicated systems to be at most small numbers of
milliseconds. Replication distances are typically small.
Industry-wide guidance typically calls for not more than
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Figure 3: IO stack with operation splitting and handshake for
synchronous replication between a pair of storage systems.

10ms RTT between storage systems; customers com-
monly deploy with 1-2ms RTT. In order to maximize
overlap between write execution on the Primary, repli-
cation of writes to the Secondary, and write execution
on the Secondary, we perform replication processing as
early in the pipeline as possible.

Figure 3 depicts logical steps in write processing
inside the VMstore file system. The top box indi-
cates protocol processing for Microsoft SMB [1] or
RPC/XDR [11, 12] processing for NFS. The module la-
beled “operation splitter” refers to front-end synchronous
replication processing—it splits write operations for lo-
cal processing and enqueues them for transmission to
the Secondary. The operation can then traverse various
stages of the pipeline in parallel on both the storage sys-
tems. In case one storage system is under contention, the
operation would experience queueing delays only on that
individual storage system.

The modules labeled “FileOps Write/Read”, and
“FileOps Other” correspond to existing IO stack process-
ing for reads, writes, and all other operations (file cre-
ations, deletions, truncations, directory operations, etc).
Once operations have executed locally within the Pri-
mary VMstore, flow returns to synchronous replication
in the box labeled “Handshake Module”. On the Primary,
the handshake module will hold onto the write operation
until the Secondary sends an acknowledgement for this
write or until such time as synchronous replication al-
lows the operation to be acknowledged to the protocol
client, whichever is sooner. The latter corresponds to
when the response from the Secondary takes longer than
the allowed time forcing the Primary to go out of sync (as
described in Section 3.3). On the Secondary, the hand-

shake module will hold onto the write operation until the
Primary has acknowledged completing the write to the
Secondary. This step is required because the Secondary
keeps track of writes that are still pending execution on
the Primary and the acknowledgement from the Primary
is used to free up metadata for the write on the Secondary
(discussed below).

4.1 File Locks
The desire to achieve maximum parallelism within the
system must be balanced against concerns for correct-
ness. Here are some cases that illustrate these considera-
tions:

1. Suppose a file is created and then is immediately
written. What happens on the Secondary if, because
of queueing at different points in processing within
the system, the write operation is able to be pro-
cessed on the Secondary before the file create oper-
ation completes its processing? The Secondary may
have allowed the Primary to acknowledge the file
creation to the client before the Secondary has ac-
tually finished processing the file creation—the op-
eration may have been intent-logged only (this is
discussed in Section 5).

2. What happens if a client issues a write to a given
file, at a given [Offset, Byte Count], and then issues
a separate, overlapping write before the first write
has acknowledged? How do we ensure that these
writes are processed in the same order on the two
systems?

In designing our replication system, an important con-
sideration was to avoid modifying a lot of the existing
file system logic as far as possible. In VMstore, meta-
data operations (e.g. file creates) are executed by threads
in a particular thread pool. Write operations are executed
separately by a software pipeline involving a different set
of threads.

To address these issues, the operation splitter module
(Figure 3) imposes two kinds of file locks: per-file oper-
ation locks and range locks. The per-file operation locks
are acquired by reads, writes, and metadata operations
prior to their execution. Reads and writes acquire oper-
ation locks in a shared mode, whereas metadata opera-
tions like truncate, file create, rename, etc acquire them
in an exclusive mode. This causes metadata operations
to be executed in isolation on both the storage systems
and solves case 1 above. To address case 2, we introduce
range locks maintained on a tuple consisting of < FileID,
StartOffset, RequestSize >. Write and read operations
acquire locks using the respective offset and byte count
values specified in the operation. This allows reads and
writes to non-overlapping byte ranges to execute in par-
allel. In practice lock contention is not a problem be-
cause clients do not issue update patterns that inherently
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race. This is because guest operating systems are gener-
ally careful to avoid issuing multiple outstanding writes
to overlapping ranges of disk blocks.

4.2 Metadata Support and Distributed Re-
covery of Writes

As noted earlier, one of the challenges of any syn-
chronous replication system is to keep track of all writes
in progress. We leverage a combination of NVRAM and
our flexible metadata transactional system for this pur-
pose. For each synchronous replication datastore, we
maintain a persistent hash table that contains one en-
try per in-flight write. Entry tuples are <FileId, OSN,
byte offset, length> with OSN being the key. We re-
fer to these tuples as PAW Entries (“Primary Acknowl-
edgement Waiting”) on the Primary. On the Secondary,
the same set of tuples are maintained for writes which
have been received and executed and we refer to them as
SAW entries (“Secondary Acknowledgement Waiting”).
To summarize, the presence of a PAW entry means that
the Primary is waiting for an acknowledgement from the
Secondary and the presence of a SAW entry means that
the Secondary is waiting for an acknowledgement from
the Primary.

PAW/SAW metadata is associated with each write op-
eration as it proceeds through various write processing
stages within VMstore. As part of the metadata trans-
action which updates file metadata to point to a newly-
written block, the transaction also commits a PAW entry
identifying the block in question. This is done both on
the Primary and the Secondary. Identifying all blocks
which may be dirty on both sides requires iterating over
all PAW/SAW records in the mirrored datastore. The
cost of this is proportional to the number of in-flight IOs
in the system, which is bounded. If the system under-
goes a local HA failover before the transaction commits
and persists, the PAW/SAW information can be retrieved
from NVRAM along with the data and other information
about the write.

The PAW/SAW update sequence across the two sys-
tems is as follows:

1. When processing a write, the Primary will create a
local PAW entry;

2. After receiving the write, the Secondary will have
stabilized the write to NVRAM and will subse-
quently create a SAW entry for itself; the Secondary
then acks the write to the Primary;

3. At this point (and after its local NVRAM update
is finished), the Handshake Module on the Primary
acks the write to the client;

4. Simultaneously, the Primary acks the Secondary’s
ack and releases its PAW entry;

5. Upon receipt of the second ack, the Secondary can
free its SAW entry.

Note that the Secondary commits writes to NVRAM
and SSD storage independent of the Primary. As a result,
scenarios like the following are possible:

1. Primary receives writes W1 and W2 (could be to the
same or different files).

2. These writes are mirrored to Secondary and are en-
queued for local processing on Primary.

3. Primary writes W2 persistently. However, before
writing W1 to NVRAM, the Primary crashes and
performs a local HA failover.

4. Secondary writes W1 persistently. However, before
writing W2 to NVRAM, the Secondary crashes and
also performs a local HA failover.

5. The Primary and Secondary complete local HA
failovers independently.

6. After recovering, the Primary is able to connect to
the Secondary and must now reconcile W1 and W2.

To handle this situation and really any situation where
a Primary and Secondary have become disconnected
(and one or both may have restarted), after every recon-
nect we perform what we call distributed recovery. This
happens regardless of whether the systems are in-sync or
not. To handle in-progress unacknowledged writes, both
sides iterate over all the PAW/SAW entries in the datat-
store. The Secondary sends its set to the Primary which
merges it with its own. Then, the Primary simply reads
out its copy of data for all blocks involved and sends the
data to the Secondary to rewrite the relevant blocks. This
ensures that the datastore contents are identical upon the
completion of distributed recovery (for the in-sync case).
Once this completes, new writes are allowed into the sys-
tem on the Primary.

In the scenario described above, W2 is persisted on
Secondary for the first time as part of distributed recov-
ery. With respect to W1, the data on Secondary under-
goes a rollback to the contents as dictated by the Primary.
This is correct because neither W1 nor W2 was acknowl-
edged to the client prior to the sequence of crashes.5

At some point it is necessary to remove PAW/SAW en-
tries to bound the work involved in distributed recovery.
If the write has persisted on the Secondary, and the Pri-
mary has an acknowledgement of that, the correspond-
ing PAW entry is deleted on the Primary. Similarly, if the
write has persisted on the Primary, and the Secondary has
an acknowledgement for that, the corresponding SAW
entry is deleted on the Secondary. PAW and SAW entry
deletions correspond to Steps 4 and 5 respectively in the
PAW/SAW update sequence described above.

5Presumably the client will reconnect per its normal logic and reis-
sue both writes to the Primary. However, if the client also crashes—
which is fine—then both the Primary and Secondary end up with only
write W2 written persistently. This is also fine: there is no guarantee
about whether the storage systems stabilized an unacknowledged write,
and there is no ordering guarantee between simultaneously executing
unacknowledged writes.
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5 General Filesystem Operations
We use the term metadata operations (or just metadata
ops) to refer to all filesystem modifications other than file
writes. Many of these operations are familiar POSIX/N-
FSv3 operations: file creation and deletion, directory cre-
ation and deletion, rename, setattr, link creation, and so
on. Additionally, we implement several proprietary op-
erations. A full description of these operations is beyond
the scope of this paper, but to summarize, the operations
are space reservation (in which the system attempts to re-
serve physical capacity for the full logical size of a given
file); file-level snapshot creation and deletion; and file-
level clone creation.6

Metadata ops differ from writes in several important
ways. While they are not infrequent (they may occur tens
to hundreds of times per second, in active provisioning
workloads), they are much less frequent than writes, giv-
ing us more implementation flexibility. Second, whereas
writes can be undone simply by reading out data from
the Primary and overwriting whatever data may exist on
the Secondary (Section 4.2), there is no equivalent mech-
anism available to undo metadata operations. Thus, a
more general mechanism is required to track in-flight
metadata ops.

5.1 Operation Logging and States
We implement a scheme similar to two-phase commit to
ensure that both systems track metadata ops and agree
that they can be executed prior to executing them. Prior
to being executed, metadata operations along with their
respective OSN’s, operation-specific arguments, etc., are
intent logged on both sides. Physically, the log is simply
a space-reserved file in a hidden, unreplicated portion of
the file system. One intent log is maintained for each mir-
rored datastore. Log updates are efficient: we utilize the
existing file write path which provides low-latency stable
writes via NVRAM. The log size is not large because the
log can be logically truncated regularly with no impact
on performance. Note that the log is not used when the
datastore is out of sync, so there are no limitations arising
from log storage capacity.

Figure 4 depicts the general flow for metadata opera-
tions. To summarize, both sides log each operation along
with an operation state:

• PENDING
• COMMITTED
6VMstore implements VM level snapshots as point-in-time snap-

shots over the set of files comprising the physical embodiment of the
virtual machine: various metadata files and the virtual disk files, and
possibly files capturing dynamic state, e.g. memory and swap. Within
VMstore, a VM level snapshot consists of a set of file-level snapshots,
taken atomically, and a certain amount of snapshot-wide metadata. VM
level clones are implemented by instantiating a set of file-level clones,
writable files which reference an underlying base snapshot in a read-
only manner.

Figure 4: Metadata operation execution scheme that imple-
ments a two-phase commit protocol.

• ROLLED BACK
Either side may decide that an operation may not suc-

ceed, for a variety of operation-specific reasons. For ex-
ample, space reservation may fail on the Secondary but
not on the Primary. In general, the protocol gives the
Secondary the opportunity to determine if an operation
should fail.

The first step in processing is for the Primary to vali-
date the request (arguments are valid, resources are avail-
able, etc). If this fails, an immediate failure is returned
to the client. If this succeeds, the operation is logged in
the PENDING state and the operation is replicated to the
Secondary. This Secondary then decides whether the op-
eration can succeed. For operations which the Secondary
cannot execute, it simply sends a ROLLED BACK reply
to the Primary. For successful operations, the Secondary
first logs them in the COMMITTED state, then executes
them, then sends a COMMIT reply back to the Primary.
At this point the Primary executes the operation.

As part of executing metadata operations, the exist-
ing code paths all utilize the VMstore transaction mech-
anism. We augment these code paths to tag each file with
the OSN of each completed operation for reasons dis-
cussed in the next section. Finally, when both sides fin-
ish executing the operation, file locks are released, and
the Primary is allowed to acknowledge the operation to
the client.

5.2 Distributed Recovery For Metadata
Operations

Crash recovery for metadata operations must handle the
same sort of considerations that were discussed above
for write operations: messages may be lost; local HA
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failovers may occur at any time; etc. To recover in-flight
metadata operations, we adopt an approach conceptually
similar to what we used for in-flight write operations. We
consolidate intent log entries on both sides by finding all
entries in the COMMITTED state in both systems’ intent
logs. Note that, as it is implemented currently, the Sec-
ondary always commits a given entry first: it does this
before sending a reply to the Primary that, upon receipt,
allows the Primary to commit the operation. Thus, dis-
tributed recovery for metadata ops involves scanning the
live portion of the intent log on the Primary for commit-
ted operations and simply sending them all to the Sec-
ondary. By definition, every log entry in the intent log
that is in the COMMITTED state needs to be reapplied
if it has not already been applied. Both the Primary and
Secondary also take care of this during system start up.

In general, metadata operations are not idempotent.
Some are, but we handle the general case and ensure that
all metadata operations are executed exactly once. Log
replay handles this simply and efficiently by comparing
each operation’s OSN with the last-executed OSN on
the respective files. Operations which have already been
done are simply ignored. The same OSN based compar-
ison is also used in the replay of write operations where
these writes are just discarded if the corresponding files
have subsequently been deleted.

Because of the need to correctly interleave meta-
data operations with file writes, the relationship between
metadata distributed recovery and file write distributed
recovery is simple: metadata distributed recovery is done
first, then file writes are recovered. This ensures that files
are created prior to writes being recovered.

6 Data Path: Resync
Efficient resynchronization is important in any syn-
chronous replication scheme, because the alternative is
basically untenable: rereplicate the entire copy of data
from the Primary, possibly tens to hundreds of terabytes.
This section describes how we perform resynchroniza-
tion using file-level snapshots.

As discussed in Section 3, our threshold for extended
disconnects is 30 seconds, after which one of two things
can happen—the Secondary takes over and becomes Pri-
mary (in conjunction with a Quorum Server), or the Pri-
mary marks the Secondary as being “out of sync”. In
the latter case, the Primary stops replicating operations
to the Secondary but continues to execute them locally.
This will be the state of the datastore on the Secondary
until the Secondary becomes reachable again, at which
point we begin the process of resync. To allow for effi-
cient resync some method is needed to track incremental
changes that occurred after the systems went out of sync.

In VMstore we leverage efficient per-file snapshots
that are implemented internally as a linked list of per-

sistent delta B-trees by the filesystem metadata layer. At
the time of going out of sync, the Primary will create a
special resync snapshot on all file(s) within the affected
mirrored datastore. (This is possible because our snap-
shots are relatively cheap, and the number of files, as
mentioned earlier, is bounded and small.) The state of
the Secondary can be determined by the Primary in the
future when it is time to perform resync, from the com-
bination of the data captured in the resync snapshots and
the metadata about writes in-flight tracked via the PAW/-
SAW entries. When resync begins, the Primary is able to
efficiently identify data written after going out of sync by
observing the delta between the time at which the resync
snapshots were created and the current filesystem state.
No work is required to materialize these deltas; they are
maintained directly by the underlying filesystem meta-
data layer and can simply be read out on a per-file basis.

When the systems are out of sync, arbitrary filesystem
manipulations may occur on the Primary—files and di-
rectories may be deleted, renamed, created from scratch,
etc. One of the goals for resync is to avoid replicating
updates to files which have subsequently been deleted
on the Primary. Of course, the basic requirement is that
resync must bring the Secondary into a state of being
identical with the Primary. With this in mind, we per-
form resync processing in three steps:

1. Bring the Secondary into a state of being identical
with the content in the resync snapshots. This ap-
plies to files which existed at the time the Secondary
went out of sync, and is skipped for files created af-
ter the systems went out of sync. Arbitrary meta-
data operations that were in-flight when going out
of sync are also reapplied on the Secondary.

2. Bring the Secondary directory namespace into sync
with the Primary. This handles all deletions, re-
names, and file creations that occurred while out of
sync. This also enables us to replicate new names-
pace manipulation operations while resyncing.

3. Resync file content on a file by file basis. Within
each file, resync on an offset range by offset range
basis.

Step (1) is similar to the distributed recovery proce-
dure discussed above that we run immediately after con-
necting in-sync systems that have been briefly discon-
nected; the difference is that with resync, the file content
must be read from the file-level resync snapshots on the
Primary, not from the current live version of the file. As
with the distributed recovery scheme, the PAW/SAW per-
sistent metadata identifies blocks which were subject to
in-flight writes at the time the systems went out of sync.
Note that after going out of sync, the PAW/SAW meta-
data is essentially frozen to preserve the knowledge of
which blocks had ongoing writes until the time we can
use this information in resync. For files which exist on
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both Secondary and Primary (this is the normal case for
long lived workloads), after this step, the Secondary is
now identical in content to the Primary at the time the
resync snapshot was taken on the Primary.

Step (2) allows us to optimize out writes that occurred
to files which were subsequently deleted on the Primary,
and to generally reclaim these files on the Secondary as
early as possible. This reduces pressure for filesystem
capacity on the Secondary and avoids scenarios where
the Secondary may run out of space simply because it
hasn’t yet deleted files that we know have been deleted
from the Primary.

Finally in Step (3) we iterate over all files on the Pri-
mary. The delta between the current file’s content and
the resync snapshot can be extracted efficiently on the
Primary and the data read out and sent. Internally in
VMstore, files are identified by a local FileId value, a 64-
bit monotonically increasing sequence number. Files are
resynced in increasing order of local FileId. This makes
it fairly simple to persistently track resync progress;
within a given mirrored datastore, we store a single lo-
cal FileId value persistently during resync. Similarly, the
offset within the resync snapshot is checkpointed as well.
This allows resync to resume without performing a large
amount of re-replication of data in the event of a local
crash and restart on the Primary while it is performing
resync. Checkpointing resync progress at a granular level
is important because large virtual disk files (e.g., in ex-
cess of 10TiB) are not uncommon.

New writes to files which have been created after the
systems begin resync and writes to offset ranges in files
that have already been resynced are handled by mirroring
them synchronously. This ensures that resync converges
toward completion, i.e. it does not run the risk of falling
behind incoming live writes and never completing.

6.1 Handling user-created snapshots
VMstore implements VM-level snapshots (scheduled or
manual) using per-file snapshots. These per-file snap-
shots are atomically created across the set of files com-
prising a given VM. This complicates resync. At the start
of resync, there may exist file level snapshots on the Pri-
mary which were created while the systems were out of
sync. Conversely, there may exist file-level snapshots
on the Secondary which were deleted from the Primary
while the systems were out of sync. Similar to how file
deletions are replicated during resync prior to sending
incremental data, we replicate discrete snapshot deletion
operations first, prior to replicating snapshot contents.

With the exception of clone create, snapshot create,
and snapshot delete operations, most of the metadata op-
erations that the Primary receives while resyncing are
replicated to the Secondary immediately because the
namespaces are in-sync. New snapshot creates are only

replicated if the files involved are in-sync on the Sec-
ondary. Snapshot deletes are only replicated if the snap-
shot has been resynced to the Secondary. Clone creates
are only replicated if the required backing snapshot is
present on the Secondary. The resync process must even-
tually take care of replicating any of these operations if
they are delayed from being replicated at the time they
were issued to the Primary. Note that these operations
themselves are not logged; the resulting file system state
(the set of snapshots and clones) is discovered by the lo-
cal FileId-based iteration described above.

7 Distributed Integrity Verification
The VMstore file system implements an incrementally-
updated per-file content checksum for purposes of data
integrity verification. The checksum is neither a cryp-
tographic checksum nor a guarantee that corruption has
not occurred; rather it is a probabilistic mechanism de-
signed as an extra check on top of many other mech-
anisms (transactions, crash recovery, NVRAM, careful
design, code review, thorough testing, etc) used collec-
tively to ensure data integrity.

The checksum physically comprises approximately
1KB of metadata; file writes update portions of this
checksum based on the file offset being written and the
block content itself. Each block write updates the check-
sum using 7 bits derived from data in the write. The
checksum metadata updates are performed efficiently us-
ing the transactional metadata mechanism noted in Sec-
tion 2 (essentially the related metadata updates—system-
wide statistics, file statistics, B-Tree updates to point to
new blocks, etc—are logged together). Additionally, at
the time of snapshot creation, a file’s current checksum
is stored with the associated file-level snapshot metadata.

The checksum values are used in several places. Dur-
ing file deletion, each block’s checksum contribution is
logically subtracted from the remaining file checksum
value, and at the end of deletion, the checksum must be
logically zero. Similar logic is used when truncating a
file to zero bytes in size.

In synchronous replication, the basic requirement to
maintain identical copies of files on both systems (as
long as the systems are in sync) enables us to leverage
the file content checksums for integrity verification. In-
tegrity verification involves the following steps. First,
writes and other operations are temporarily paused using
the exclusive file-level lock mechanism described in Sec-
tion 4.1. Next, in-flight operations are flushed through
the system. Following this, the Primary reads out its per-
file checksum values and sends them to the Secondary,
which reads out its values and compares them. These
checksums are expected to match across the two systems.

In order to avoid blocking file operations for an ex-
tended period of time, which could be the case if the data-
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store contains several thousands of files, distributed in-
tegrity checking is done in a batched manner. This allows
us to acquire file-level locks one batch at a time as op-
posed to for the entire datastore. The batch size is chosen
such that integrity checking is transparent to clients—it
lasts at most a few seconds for any given file—and such
that it minimizes network communication.

Content checksum mismatches are expected never to
occur in practice. However, if they are encountered, the
system takes the Secondary out of sync and lets the Pri-
mary continue servicing client IOs, to avoid interruption
of service. Additionally the system logs the affected files
and their checksum values on both sides. The differences
in the checksums allow us to identify a set of candidate
file blocks that may be different, and if the number of
blocks in this set is below a threshold, the systems ad-
ditionally read out and save off the affected blocks for
later inspection. This mechanism has been occasionally
useful in debugging the system during development.

In production we run the verification procedure such
that each file is checked once every 24 hours, provided
that the datastore is in-sync. Additionally, we also proac-
tively perform checksum verifications at certain points,
e.g. just prior to user-initiated cluster failover and at the
end of resync.

8 Evaluation
We have implemented a heavily multithreaded write
pipeline, each stage of which does asynchronous pro-
cessing. This improves performance and also isolates
processing of mirrored and non-mirrored datastore re-
quests. We evaluated our implementation to answer the
following questions:

• What is the overhead of synchronous replication on
read and write throughput?

• What is the impact of the VMstore network RTT on
client latency for various write workloads?

CPU Xeon E5-2630 v2 (2x6 cores, 2.60GHz)
RAM 64GB DDR3 at 1600 Mhz
Flash 11x480GB SATA SSDs
Disks 13x4TB SAS SED HDDs
NIC Intel X540-T2 at 10Gbps

Table 2: VMstore hardware configuration used in experiments.

Experiment setup: We used two VMstores running
Tintri OS 4.3 (see Table 2 for hardware configuration7);
one as the Primary and the other as the Secondary con-
nected to each other through a 10Gbps ethernet link. We

7As it happens, we used model T850, introduced in 2014, for these
experiments. Two generations of newer hardware families have suc-
ceeded this model, so performance on current systems will be higher.
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Figure 5: Throughput comparison between baseline perfor-
mance and performance with synchronous replication for dif-
ferent IO sizes. The RTT was 100 µs; no additional delay was
induced in the network.

also had a Linux-based physical client machine which
was connected to the Primary through a 10Gbps ether-
net link. A tool that drives synthetic IO traffic over NFS
was used to generate random read and write IO traffic
with 8KiB, 64KiB and 256KiB block sizes. These IO
sizes were chosen because they represent the majority
of workload sizes observed in VM workloads. The net-
work RTT between both the VMstores and between the
client and the primary VMstore as measured by ping us-
ing a packet size of 64 bytes was observed to be 100µs
on average. In some experiments, we used the tc (traffic
control) Linux utility to vary the RTT between the two
VMstores.

8.1 Throughput
Figure 5 graphs read and write throughput for various IO
sizes—8KiB, 64KiB and 256KiB under two scenarios:
i) baseline performance when synchronous replication
is not enabled, and ii) performance when synchronous
replication is enabled.

Synchronous replication imposes a 43% overhead in
throughput for 8KiB writes, 11% for 64KiB writes and
6-7% for 256KiB writes. The difference is significant for
8KiB writes because of the per-request processing over-
head of replication in our system. This is due to file range
locks, sending the request through various queues, mem-
ory allocation, and other assorted software overhead.

Synchronous replication imposes a very minor over-
head on read performance; about 8% for 8KiB reads.
This is because reads to files in synchronously replicated
datastores also have to acquire shared file locks. Larger
64KiB and 256KiB IO size reads end up saturating the
10 Gbps network link even when synchronous replica-
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Workload Throughput(MiB/sec)
0.1 ms 1 ms 5 ms 10 ms

8KiB 205 167 80 50
64KiB 725 660 340 250

256KiB 754 671 380 240

Table 3: Write throughput for different RTT values. The client-
side load was fixed for each workload as the RTT was varied.

tion is enabled because bulk data movement dominates
the fixed processing costs in the file system.

Performance in our system is subject to continuous im-
provement; with techniques like batching of small writes
and write acknowledgements over the network, tuning of
TCP connection performance and optimizing read-only
workloads, we are confident that we can improve the
performance of small reads and writes in subsequent re-
leases of our software.

8.2 Latency
Figure 6 graphs the average client visible latency for var-
ious write workloads and for different values of RTT be-
tween the two VMstores. For all IO sizes, the trend ob-
served is expected. The client visible latency increases
as the RTT increases because every write has to be syn-
chronously replicated to the Secondary. Additionally, as
discussed in Section 4, the execution of writes on the
Primary and Secondary is allowed to overlap. So, for
lower values of RTT, the individual VMstore IO process-
ing times will dominate the client latency and there is a
value of RTT beyond which the RTT will start to domi-
nate the client latency. This RTT crossover point depends
on the cost of IO processing in the file system as well as
the cost of mirroring and is hence workload dependent.

We also observe that the client latencies for 8KiB
writes and 64KiB writes are close to each other at lower
RTT values even though the latter has a higher mirroring
cost. This is because various parts of the Tintri VMstore

file system are optimized for 64KiB IO requests.
The difference in the client latency and the RTT gives

the average overhead from synchronous replication and
IO processing. From Figure 6, we observe that this over-
head remains constant at around 3-4 ms for all work-
loads. This is expected because for a fixed client-side
queue depth, any increase in the RTT should only affect
the end-to-end client latency and not the latency over-
head from synchronous replication. Of course, another
consequence of this is reduced throughput. Table 3 cap-
tures the actual throughput observed at different RTT val-
ues.

9 Implementation Experience and Lessons
Learned

Currently the system is in production use at dozens of
sites globally. This section discusses our experiences in
designing, building, testing, and deploying the system.

Usability: Space limitations prevent us from present-
ing our user interfaces for configuring the system, oper-
ational monitoring, and latency visualization. However,
it is fair to say that the feedback from customers about
the usability of the system has been extremely positive.
The one area where there is a usability challenge relates
to functionality which we deferred implementing, dis-
cussed next.

Functionality: From the beginning we designed for
automated cluster failover. However, there was acute
pressure to deliver some functionality to customers as
quickly as possible. As a result, we elected to deliver
functionality in a phased manner, and did not make au-
tomatic cluster failover available initially. In retrospect,
demand for automatic cluster failover was higher than
anticipated, and lack of this support has delayed adop-
tion of the system to some extent.

Performance: Apart from the up-front design work
to integrate replication carefully with the existing write
pipeline (Section 4) to allow maximal parallelization, we
did a modest amount of performance tuning specifically
on the replication data paths. There is more that could
be done to reduce the throughput gap between unrepli-
cated writes and replicated writes, especially at 8KiB.
However, as anticipated, the ability to let customers eas-
ily not replicate large portions of their workloads, com-
bined with the performance-related work that we did do,
has had the net result that there have been minimal per-
formance problems in practice.

Complexity: Prior to undertaking synchronous repli-
cation, we had implemented asynchronous snapshot-
based replication in VMstore. Synchronous replica-
tion is significantly more complex for a number of rea-
sons. First, it necessarily involves fairly significant sur-
gical modifications to various write paths and high level
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filesystem operation implementations. By comparison,
asynchronous replication on the source system only has
to consume snapshots after their creation, and the snap-
shot abstraction generally insulates asynchronous repli-
cation from the dynamic churn of ongoing filesystem
operations. Second, synchronous replication must at-
tempt to ensure both low latency and high through-
put; asynchronous replication only needs to deliver suf-
ficient throughput. Third, asynchronous replication has
no equivalent of client transparent failover or automated
cluster failover; failovers involve external reconfigura-
tion of the customer’s virtualization environment, imple-
mented by higher level disaster recovery orchestration
software, not by the filesystem replication system.

As a result, the synchronous replication implemen-
tation required roughly three times as many lines of
code compared to asynchronous replication (approxi-
mately 100,000 and 35,000, respectively). Additionally,
the asynchronous replication code is more self-contained
and hence simpler to reason about. To a first approxima-
tion synchronous replication took perhaps five times the
number of person-months of engineering effort, spread
over roughly twice as much calendar time.

Correctness: The distributed data integrity verifica-
tion mechanism (Section 7) proved invaluable during de-
velopment and testing. The per-file content checksums
on which this mechanism depends had previously been
implemented a number of years before we began the syn-
chronous replication project, and had been used exten-
sively in internal testing. We had not enabled file content
checksums in production due to lingering performance
issues in certain scenarios. As part of the synchronous
replication project, we decided early on to do the work
necessary to allow us to enable the file content check-
sums in production. This allowed us to build the dis-
tributed integrity checking mechanism on top of the file
content checksum mechanism. This took several months
of effort on the part of several engineers, but was surely
worth it. This mechanism caught a handful of subtle bugs
during development and internal testing. However, in a
year of shipping the system to dozens of customers, we
have not experienced a single data path related customer
found defect; the distributed data integrity check has not
failed in production.

10 Related Work
In general, synchronous replication schemes in commer-
cial enterprise storage systems are not well described in
the literature. Seneca [7] describes a detailed taxonomy
of design choices for remote mirroring, and a design for a
remote mirroring protocol with correctness validation us-
ing I/O automata-based simulation. It also presents some
details of existing systems as of 2003, many of which are
still in use. Snapmirror [8] discusses an asynchronous

replication scheme of using self-consistent snapshots of
the data mirrored from a source to a destination volume.
The focus is on system performance at the cost of data
loss. The tolerance to data loss is proportional to the fre-
quency of taking and mirroring snapshots.

For resynchronization, some enterprise data storage
systems (e.g., Symmetrix [4] and Linbit [2]) use bitmaps
to keep track of writes that have been processed on the
primary but not yet replicated to the secondary. Other
systems (e.g., MetroCluster [6]) use filesystem volume
level snapshots or system-wide snapshots to achieve this.
In contrast, our system uses granular per-file metadata
and file-level snapshots.

Some enterprise storage systems also implement syn-
chronous replication to guarantee zero divergence in
data between a pair of storage systems. EMC Recov-
erPoint [4] supports synchronous replication over IP or
over FibreChannel network. Their host-based I/O split-
ting technology is used to mirror application writes with
minimal perceivable impact on host performance. HP
3PAR Peer Persistence [5] maintains a synchronized
copy of data between a pair of storage nodes, with
the host maintaining an active path to one array and a
standby path to the other array. A transparent failover
and failback between this pair of storage nodes is made
possible using a Quorum Witness. These systems oper-
ate on the basis of LUNs and thus require significantly
more operational expertise compared to our system.

Veritas Volume Replicator [3] is a host-based soft-
ware system. It makes use of Storage Replicator Log
which is essentially a circular buffer to persistently re-
member writes to be queued for replication to the sec-
ondary. Writes have to be first written to this storage
replicator log, then replicated to the secondary for persis-
tence. This serialization of IOs is suboptimal compared
to our scheme where writes occur in parallel on the pri-
mary and secondary.

11 Conclusion

We have implemented logical synchronous replication, a
new approach to solving an old problem. We have intro-
duced novel mechanisms to track writes in-flight and rec-
oncile them across systems after reconnects. Addition-
ally, we leverage two-phase commit to replicate complex
filesystem operations, and granular per-file snapshots to
implement efficient resynchronization. A datastore-wide
distributed data integrity verification procedure built on a
novel per-file checksum scheme ensures that the system
is operating correctly. The flexibility of replicating only
a selected portion of a filesystem has proven intuitive and
easy to use by users.
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Abstract

Data deduplication has been widely applied in storage
systems to improve the efficiency of space utilization.
In data deduplication systems, the data restore perfor-
mance is seriously hindered by read amplification since
the accessed data chunks are scattered over many con-
tainers. A container consisting of hundreds or thousands
data chunks is the data unit to be read from or write to
the storage. Several schemes such as forward assem-
bly, container-based caching, and chunk-based caching
are used to reduce the number of container-reads dur-
ing the restore process. However, how to effectively use
these schemes to get the best restore performance is still
unclear.

In this paper, we first study the trade-offs of using
these schemes in terms of read amplification and com-
puting time. We then propose a combined data chunk
caching and forward assembly scheme called ALACC
(Adaptive Look-Ahead Chunk Caching) for improving
restore performance which can adapt to different dedu-
plication workloads with a fixed total amount of mem-
ory. This is accomplished by extending and shrinking
the look-ahead window adaptively to cover an appro-
priate data recipe range and dynamically deciding the
memory to be allocated to forward assembly area and
chunk-based caching. Our evaluations show the restore
throughput of ALACC is higher than that of the optimum
case of various configurations using the fixed amount of
memory allocated to forward assembly and to chunk-
based caching.

1 Introduction

Coming into the second decade of the twenty-first cen-
tury, social media, cloud computing, big data, and other
emerging applications are generating an extremely huge
amount of data daily. Data deduplication is thus widely
used in both primary and secondary storage systems to
eliminate the duplicated data at chunk-level or file-level.
In chunk-level data deduplication systems, the original
data stream is segmented into data chunks and the du-

plicated data chunks are eliminated (not to store). The
original data stream is then replaced by an ordered list
of references, called recipe, to the unique data chunks.
A unique chunk is a new data chunk which has not ap-
peared before. At the same time, only these unique data
chunks are stored in the persistent storage. To maxi-
mize the I/O efficiency, instead of storing each single
data chunk separately, these unique chunks are packed
into containers based on the order of their appearances in
the original data stream. A container which may consist
of hundreds or thousands of data chunks is the basic unit
of data read from or written to storage with a typical size
of 4MB or larger.

Restoring the original data is the reverse process of
deduplication. Data chunks are accessed based on their
indexing order in the recipe. The recipe includes the
metadata information of each data chunk (e.g., chunk
ID, chunk size, container address and offset). The corre-
sponding data chunks are assembled in a memory buffer.
Once the buffer is full, it will be sent back to the request-
ing client such that one buffer size data is restored. Re-
questing a unique or duplicate data chunk may trigger a
container read if the data chunk is not currently available
in memory, which causes a storage I/O and impacts re-
store performance. Our focus is specifically on restore
performance in secondary storage systems.

In order to reduce the number of container-reads, we
may read ahead the recipe and allocate the data chunks
to the buffers in the Forward Assembly Area (FAA).
We can also cache the read-out container (container-
based caching) or a subset of data chunks (chunk-based
caching) for future use. If a requested data chunk is not
currently available in memory, it will trigger a container-
read. It is also possible that only a few data chunks in
the read-out container can be used in the current FAA.
Therefore, to restore one container size of the original
data stream, several more containers may have to be read
from the storage causing read amplification. Read am-
plification causes low throughput and long completion
time for the restore process. Therefore, the major goal of
improving the restore performance is to reduce the num-
ber of container-reads [1]. For a given data stream, if
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its deduplication ratio is higher, its read amplification is
potentially more severe.

There are several studies that address the restore per-
formance issues [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The container-based
caching scheme is used in [3, 4, 5, 7]. To use the mem-
ory space more efficient, a chunk-based LRU caching
is applied in [1, 6]. In the restore, the sequence of fu-
ture accesses is precisely recorded in the recipe. Using
a look-ahead window or other methods can identify the
future information to achieve a more effective caching
policy. Lillibridge et al. [1] propose a forward assem-
bly scheme. The proposed scheme reserves and uses
multiple container size buffer in FAA to restore the data
chunks with a look-ahead window which is the same size
as FAA. Park et al. [7] use a fixed size look-ahead win-
dow to identify the cold containers and evict them first in
a container-based caching scheme.

The following issues are not fully addressed in the
existing work. First, the performance and efficiency of
container-based caching, chunk-based caching and for-
ward assembly vary as the workload locality changes.
When the total size of available memory for restore is
fixed, how to use these schemes in an efficient way and
make them adapt to the workload changing are very chal-
lenging. Second, how big is the look-ahead window and
how to use the future information in the look-ahead win-
dow to improve the cache hit ratio are less explored.
Third, acquiring and processing the future access infor-
mation in the look-ahead window requires computing
overhead. How to make better trade-offs to achieve good
restore performance, but limit the computing overhead is
also an important issue.

To address these issues, in this paper we design a hy-
brid scheme which combines chunk-based caching and
forward assembly. We also propose new ways of exploit-
ing the future access information obtained in the look-
ahead window to make better decisions on which data
chunks are to be cached or evicted. The sizes of the look-
ahead window, chunk cache, and FAA are dynamically
adjusted to reflect the future access information in the
recipe.

In this paper, we first propose a look-ahead window
assisted chunk-based caching scheme. A large Look-
Ahead Window (LAW) provides the future data chunk
access information to both FAA and chunk cache. Note
that the first portion of the LAW (as the same size as that
of FAA) is used to place chunks in FAA and the second
part of the LAW is used to identify the caching candi-
dates, evicting victims and accessing sequence of data
chunks. We will only cache the data chunks that appear
in the current LAW. Therefore, a cached data chunk is
classified as either an F-chunk or a P-chunk. F-chunks
are the data chunks that will be used in the near future
(appear in the second part of LAW). P-chunks are the

data chunks that only appear in the first part of the LAW.
If most of the cache space is occupied by the F-chunks,
we may want to increase the cache space. If most of the
cache space is occupied by P-chunks, caching is not very
effective at this moment. We may consider to reduce the
cache space or to enlarge the LAW.

Based on the variation of the numbers of F-chunks,
P-chunks, and other measurements, we then propose a
self-adaptive algorithm (ALACC) to dynamically adjust
the sizes of memory space allocated for FAA and chunk
cache, and the size of LAW. If the number of F-chunks
is low, ALACC extends the LAW size to identify more
F-chunks to be cached. If the number of P-chunks is ex-
tremely high, ALACC either reduces the cache size or
enlarges LAW size to adapt to the current access pattern.
When the monitored measurements indicate that FAA
performs better, ALACC increases the FAA size, thus
reduces the chunk caching space, and gradually shrinks
LAW. Since we consider a fixed amount of available
memory, a reduction of chunk cache space will increase
the same size of FAA or vice versa. For the reason that
LAW only involves meta-data information which takes
up a smaller data space, we ignore the space required by
LAW, but focus more on the computing overhead caused
by the operations of LAW in this paper.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We comprehensively investigate the performance
trade-offs of container-based caching, chunk-based
caching and forward assembly in different work-
loads and memory configurations.

• We propose ALACC to dynamically adjust the sizes
of FAA and chunk cache to adapt to the changing of
chunk locality to get the best restore performance.

• By exploring the cache efficiency and overhead of
different LAW size, we propose and implement an
effective LAW with its size dynamically adjusted to
provide essential information for FAA and chunk
cache and avoid unnecessary overhead.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section
2 reviews the background of data deduplication and the
current schemes of improving restore performance. Sec-
tion 3 compares and analyzes different caching schemes.
We first present a scheme with the pre-determined and
fixed sizes of the forward assembly area, chunk cache,
and LAW in Section 4. Then, the adaptive algorithm is
proposed and discussed in Section 5. A brief introduc-
tion of the prototype implementation is in Section 6 and
the evaluation results and analyses are shown in Section
7. Finally, we provide some conclusions and discuss the
future work in Section 8.
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2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first review the deduplication and re-
store process. Then, the related studies of improving re-
store performance are presented and discussed.

2.1 Data Deduplication Preliminary

Data deduplication is widely used in the secondary
storage systems such as archiving and backup systems
to improve the storage space utilization [8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15]. Recently, data deduplication is also ap-
plied in the primary storage systems such as SSD array
to make better trade-offs between cost and performance
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. To briefly summarize
deduplication, as a data stream is written to the storage
system, it is divided into data chunks, which are repre-
sented by a secure hash value called a fingerprint. The
chunk fingerprints are searched in the indexing table to
check their uniqueness. Only the new unique chunks are
written to containers, and the original data stream is rep-
resented with a recipe consisting of a list of data chunk
meta-information including the fingerprint.

Restoring the original data stream back is the reverse
process of deduplication. Starting from the beginning of
the recipe, the restore engine identifies the data chunk
meta-information sequentially, accesses the chunks ei-
ther from memory or from storage, and assembles the
chunks in an assembling buffer in memory. To get a
chunk from storage to memory, the entire container hold-
ing the data chunk will be read, and the container may be
distant from the last accessed container. Once the buffer
is full, data is flushed out to the requested client.

In the worst case, to assemble N duplicated chunks,
we may need N container-reads. A straightforward so-
lution to reduce the container-reads is to cache some of
the containers or data chunks. Since some data chunks
will be used very shortly after they are read into memory,
these cached chunks can be directly copied from cache
to the assembling buffer which can reduce the number of
container-reads. Another way to reduce the number of
container-reads is to store (re-write) some of the dupli-
cated data chunks together with the unique chunks during
the deduplication process in the same container. There-
fore, the duplicated chunks and unique chunks will be
read out together in the same container and thus avoids
the needs of accessing these duplicated chunks from
other containers. However, this approach will reduce the
effectiveness of data deduplication.

2.2 Related Work on Restore Performance Im-
provement

Selecting and storing some duplicated data chunks
during the deduplication process and designing efficient

caching policies during the restore process are two ma-
jor research directions to improve the restore perfor-
mance. In the remaining of this subsection, we first
review the studies of selectively storing the duplicated
chunks. Then, we introduce the container-based caching,
chunk-based caching and forward assembly.

There have been several studies focusing on how to se-
lect and store the duplicated data chunks to improve the
restore performance. The duplicated data chunks have al-
ready been written to the storage when they first appeared
as unique data chunks and dispersed over different phys-
ical locations in different containers, which creates the
chunk fragmentation issue [3]. During the restore pro-
cess, restoring these duplicated data chunks causes po-
tential random container-reads which lead to a low re-
store throughput. Nam et al. [3, 4] propose a way to
measure the chunk fragmentation level (CFL). By stor-
ing some of the duplicated chunks to keep the CFL lower
than a given threshold in a segment of the recipe, the
number of container-reads is reduced.

Kaczmarczyk et al. [2] use the mismatching de-
gree between the stream context and disk context of the
chunks to make the decision of storing selected dupli-
cated data chunks. The container capping is proposed by
Lillibridge et al. [1]. The containers storing the dupli-
cated chunks are ranked and the duplicated data chunks
in the lower ranking containers are selected and stored
again. In a historical-based duplicated chunk rewrit-
ing algorithm [5], the duplicated chunks in the inherited
sparse containers are rewritten. Due to the fact that re-
writing some selected duplicated data chunks again sac-
rifices the deduplication ratio and the selecting and re-
writing can be applied separately during the deduplica-
tion process, we will consider only the restore process in
this paper.

Different caching policies are studied in [1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 24, 25]. Kaczmarczyk et al. [2] and Nam et al. [3, 4]
use container-based caching. Other than using recency
to identify the victims in the cache, Park et al. [7] pro-
pose a future reference count based caching policy with
the information from a fixed size look-head window. Be-
lady’s optimal replacement policy can only be used in a
container-based caching schema [5]. It requires extra ef-
fort to identify and store the replacement sequence dur-
ing the deduplication. If a smaller caching granularity
is used, a better performance can be achieved. Instead
of caching containers, some of the studies directly cache
data chunks to achieve higher cache hit ratio [1, 6]. Al-
though container-based caching has lower operating cost,
chunk-based caching can better filter out the data chunks
that are irrelevant to the near future restore and better im-
prove the cache space utilization.

However, the chunk-based caching with LRU also has
some performance issues. The historical based LRU may
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Table 1: Data Sets
Data Set Name ds 1 ds 2 ds 3

Deduplication Ratio 1.03 2.35 2.11
Reuse Distance (# containers) 24 18 26

fail to identify data chunks in the read-in container which
are not used in the past and current assembling buffers,
but they will be used in the near future. This results in
cache misses. To address this issue, a look-ahead win-
dow which covers a range of future accesses from the
recipe can provide the crucial future access information
to improve the cache effectiveness.

A special fashion of chunk-based caching proposed by
Lillibridge et al. is called forward assembly [1]. Multiple
containers (say k) are used as assembling buffers called
Forward Assembly Area (FAA) and a look-ahead win-
dow of the same size is used to identify the data chunks
to be restored in the next k containers. FAA can be con-
sidered as a chunk-based caching algorithm. It caches
all the data chunks that appear in the next k containers
and evicts any data chunk which does not appear in these
containers. Since data chunks are directly copied from
container-read buffer to FAA, it avoids the memory-copy
operations from the container-read buffer to the cache.
Therefore, forward assembly has lower overhead com-
paring with the chunk-based caching. Forward assembly
can be very effective if each unique data chunk will re-
appear in a short range from the time it is being restored.

As discussed, there is still a big potential to improve
the restore performance if we effectively combine for-
ward assembly and chunk-based caching using the fu-
ture access information in the LAW. In this paper, we
consider the total amount memory available to FAA and
chunk cache is fixed. If the memory allocation for these
two can vary according to the locality changing, the num-
ber of container-reads may be further reduced.

3 Analysis of Cache Efficiency

Before we start to discuss the details of our proposed de-
sign, we first compare and analyze the cache efficiency
of container-based caching, chunk-based caching, and
forward assembly. The observations and knowledge we
learned will help our design. The traces used in the ex-
periments of this section are summarized in Table 1. ds 1
and ds 2 are the last version of EMC 1 and FSL 1 traces
respectively which are introduced in detail in Section 7.1.
ds 3 is a synthetic trace based on ds 2 with larger re-use
distance. The container size is 4MB. Computing time is
used to measure the management overhead. It is defined
as the total restore time excluding the storage I/O time
which includes the cache adjustment time, memory-copy
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Figure 1: The cache efficiency comparison between
chunk-based caching and container-based caching

time, CPU operation time, and others.

3.1 Caching Chunks vs. Caching Containers

Technically, caching containers can avoid the
memory-copy from the container-read buffer to the
cache. If the entire cache space is the same, the cache
management overhead of container-based caching is
lower than that of chunk-based caching. In most cases,
some data chunks in a read-in container are irrelevant to
the current and near-future restore process. Container-
based caching still caches these chunks and wastes the
valuable memory space. Also, some of the useful data
chunks are forced to be evicted together with the whole
container which increases the cache miss ratio. Thus,
without considering managing overhead, caching chunks
can achieve better cache hit ratio than caching containers
if we apply the same cache policy in most workloads.
This is especially true if we use LAW as a guidance of
future accesses. Only in the extreme cases that most data
chunks in the container are used very shortly and there
is very high temporal based locality, the cache hit ratio
of caching containers can be better than that of caching
chunks.

We use the ds 2 trace to evaluate and compare the
number of container-reads and the computing overhead
of caching chunks and caching containers. We imple-
mented the container-based caching and chunk-based
caching with the same LRU policy. The assembling
buffer used is one container size. As shown in Fig-
ure 1(b), the computing time of restoring 1GB data of
caching chunks is about 15-150% higher than that of
caching containers. Theoretically, the LRU cache in-
sertion, lookup and eviction are O(1) time complexity.
However, the computing time drops in both designs as
the cache size increases. The reason is that with larger
memory size more containers or data chunks can be
cached and the cache eviction happens less frequently.
There will be fewer memory-copy of containers or data
chunks, which leads to less computing time.
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Figure 2: The cache efficiency comparison between for-
ward assembly and chunk-based caching

Also, due to fewer cache replacements in the
container-based caching, the computing time of caching
containers drops quicker than that of caching chunks.
However, as shown in Figure 1(a), the number of
container-reads of caching chunks is about 30-45% fewer
than that of caching containers. If one container-read
needs 30ms, about 3% fewer container-reads can cover
the extra computing time overhead of caching chunks.
Therefore, caching chunks is preferred in the restore pro-
cess, especially when the cache space is limited.

3.2 Forward Assembly vs. Caching Chunks

Comparing with chunk-based caching, forward as-
sembly does not have the overhead of cache replacement
and the overhead of copying data chunks from container-
read buffer to the cache. Thus, the computing time of for-
ward assembly is much lower than that of chunk-based
caching. As for the cache efficiency, the two approaches
have their own advantages and disadvantages with dif-
ferent data chunk localities. If most of the data chunks
are unique or the chunk re-use locality is high in a short
range (e.g., within the FAA range), forward assembly
performs better than chunk-based caching. In this sce-
nario, most of the data chunks in the read-in containers
will only be used to fill the current FAA. In the same
scenario, if chunk-based caching can intelligently choose
the data chunks to be cached based on the future access
information in LAW, it can achieve a similar number of
container-reads but it has larger computing overhead.

If the re-use distances of many duplicated data chunks
are out of the FAA range, chunk-based caching per-
forms better than forward assembly. Since these dupli-
cated data chunks could not be allocated in the FAA, ex-
tra container-reads are needed when restoring these data
chunks via forward assembly. In addition, a chunk in the
chunk cache is only stored once while in forward assem-
bly it needs to be stored multiple times in its appearing
locations in the FAA. Thus, chunk-based caching can po-
tentially cover more data chunks with larger re-use dis-
tances. When the managing overhead is less than the

time saved by the reduction of container-reads, chunk-
based caching performs better.

We use the aforementioned three traces to compare the
efficiency of forward assembly with that of chunk-based
caching. The memory space used by both schemes is
64MB. For chunk-based caching, it uses the same size
LAW as FAA to provide the information of data chunks
accessed in the future. It caches the data chunks that ap-
pear in the LAW first, then adopts the LRU as its caching
policy to manage the rest of caching space. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the computing time of forward assembly is
smaller than that of chunk-based caching. The restore
throughput of forward assembly is higher than that of
chunk based caching except in ds 3 as shown in Figure
2(b). In ds 3, the re-use distances of 77% of the dupli-
cated data chunks are larger than the FAA range. More
cache misses occur in forward assembly, while chunk-
based caching can effectively cache some of these data
chunks. In general, if the deduplication ratio is extremely
low or most of the chunk re-use distances can be cov-
ered by the FAA, the performance of forward assembly
is better than that of chunk-based caching. Otherwise,
chunk-based caching can be a better choice.

4 Look-Ahead Window Assisted Chunk-
based Caching

As discussed in the previous sections, combining for-
ward assembly with chunk-based caching can potentially
adapt to various workloads and achieve better restore
performance. In this section, we design a restore algo-
rithm with the assumption that the sizes of FAA, chunk
cache and LAW are all fixed. We call the memory space
used by chunk-based caching chunk cache. We first dis-
cuss how the FAA, chunk-based caching and LAW coop-
erate together to restore the data stream. Then, a detailed
example is presented to better demonstrate our design.

FAA consists of several container size memory buffers
and they are arranged in a linear order. We call each con-
tainer size buffer an FAB. A restore pointer pinpoints the
data chunk in the recipe to be found and copied to its cor-
responding location in the first FAB at this time. The data
chunks before the pointer are already assembled. Other
FABs are used to hold the accessed data chunks if these
chunks also appeared in these FABs. LAW starts with the
first data chunk in the first FAB (FAB1 in the example)
and covers a range bigger than that of FAA in the recipe.
In fact, the first portion of the LAW (equivalent to the
size of FAA) is used for the forward assembly purpose
and the remaining part of LAW is used for the purpose
of chunk-based caching.

An assembling cycle is the process to completely re-
store the first FAB in the FAA. That is, the duration af-
ter the previous first FAB is written back to the client
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and a new empty FAB is added to the end of FAA to
the time when the new first FAB is completely filled up.
At the end of one assembling cycle (i.e., the first FAB is
completely assembled), the content of the FAB is written
back to the requested client as the restored data and this
FAB is removed from the FAA. At the same time, a new
empty FAB will be added to the end of the FAA so that
FAA is maintained with the same size. For the LAW, the
first portion (one container size) corresponding to the re-
moved FAB is dropped and one more segment of recipe
(also one container size) is appended to the end of LAW.
Then, the restore engine starts the next assembly cycle to
fill in the new first FAB of the current FAA.

During the assembling cycle, the following is the pro-
cedure of restoring the data chunk pointed by the restore
pointer. If the data chunk at the restore pointer has al-
ready been stored by previous assembling operations, the
pointer will be directly moved to the next one. If the data
chunk has not been stored at its location in the FAB, the
chunk cache is checked first. If the chunk is found in the
cache, the data chunk is copied to the locations where
this data chunk appears in all the FABs including the lo-
cation pointed by the restore pointer. Also, the priority
of the chunk in the cache is adjusted accordingly. If the
chunk is not in the chunk cache, the container that holds
the data chunk will be read in from the storage. Then,
each data chunk in this container is checked with LAW
to identify all the locations it appears in the FAA. Then,
the data chunk is copied to the corresponding locations
in all FABs if they exist. Next, we have to decide which
chunks in this container are to be inserted to the chunk
cache according to a caching policy, and it will be de-
scribed later. After this data chunk is restored, the restore
pointer moves to the next data chunk in the recipe. The
read-in container will be replaced by the next requested
container. An example is shown in Figure 3, and it will
be described in detail in the last part of this section.

When inserting data chunks from the read-in container
to the chunk cache, we need to identify the potential us-
age of these chunks in the LAW and treat them accord-
ingly. Based on the second portion of LAW (i.e., the
remaining LAW after the size of FAA), the data chunks
from the read-in container can be classified into three cat-
egories: 1) U-chunk (Unused chunk) is a data chunk that
does not appear in the current entire LAW, 2) P-chunk
(Probably used chunk) is a data chunk that appears in the
current FAA but does not appear in the second portion of
the LAW, and 3) F-chunk (Future used chunk) is a data
chunk that will be used in the second portion of the LAW.
Note that a F-chunk may or may not be used in the FAA.

F-chunks are the data chunks that should be cached. If
more cache space is still available, we may cache some
P-chunks according to their priorities. That is, F-chunks
have priority over P-chunks for caching. However, each
of them has a different priority policy. The priority of
F-chunks is defined based on the ordering of their ap-
pearance in the second portion of the LAW. That is, an
F-chunk to be used in the near future in the LAW has a
higher priority over another F-chunk which will be used
later in the LAW. The priority of P-chunks is LRU based.
That is, the most recently used (MRU) P-chunk has a
higher priority over the least recently used P-chunks. Let
us denote the cache space used by F-chunks (P-chunks)
as F-cache (P-cache). The boundary between the F-cache
and P-cache is dynamically changing as the number of
F-chunks and that of P-chunks vary.

When the LAW advances, new F-chunks are added to
the F-cache. An F-chunk that has been restored and no
longer appeared in the LAW will be moved to the MRU
end of the P-cache. That is, this chunk becomes a P-
chunk. The priorities of some F-chunks are adjusted ac-
cording to their future access sequences. The new P-
chunks are added to the P-cache based on the LRU order
of their last appearance. Some P-chunks may become
F-chunks if they appear in the newly added portion of
LAW. When the cache eviction happens, data chunks are
evicted from the LRU end of the P-cache first. If there
is no P-chunk in P-cache, eviction starts from the lowest
priority end of the F-cache.

Figure 3 is an example to show the entire working pro-
cess of our design. Suppose one container holds 4 data
chunks. The LAW covers the data chunks of 4 contain-
ers in the recipe from chunk 18 to chunk 28. The data
chunks before the LAW have been assembled and writ-
ten back to the client. The data chunks beyond the LAW
is unknown to the restore engine at this moment. There
are two buffers in the FAA denoted as FAB1 and FAB2.
Each FAB has a size of one container and also holds 4
data chunks. FAA covers the range from chunk 18 to
chunk 17. The rest information of data chunks in the
LAW (from chunk 22 to chunk 28) are used for the chunk
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cache. The red frames in the figure show the separations
of data chunks in containers. The labeled chunk number
represents the chunk ID and is irrelevant to the order of
the data chunk appearing in the recipe.

In FAB1, chunks 18, 2, 5 have already been stored and
the current restore pointer is at data chunk 10 (pointed
by the red arrow). This data chunk has neither been allo-
cated nor been cached. The container that stores chunk
10, 12, 13 and 17 is read out from the storage to the con-
tainer read buffer. Then, the data of chunk 10 is copied
to the FAB1. At the same time, chunk 10 also appears
in the FAB2 and the chunk is stored in the corresponding
position too. Next, the restore pointer moves to the chunk
14 at the beginning of the FAB2. Since FAB1 has been
fully assembled, its content is written out as restored data
and it is removed from FAA. The original FAB2 becomes
the new FAB1 and a new FAB (represented with dotted
frames) is added after FAB1 and becomes the new FAB2.

All the data chunks in the container read buffer are
checked with the LAW. Data chunk 10 is used in the FAA
but it does not appear again in the rest of LAW. So chunk
10 is a P-chunk and it is inserted to the MRU end of the
P-cache. Chunk 12 and chunk 13 are not used in the cur-
rent FAA but they will be used in the next two assembling
cycles within the LAW. They are identified as F-chunks
and added to the F-cache. Notice that chunk 12 appears
after chunk 22 and chunk 13 is used after chunk 12 as
shown in the recipe. Therefore, chunk 13 is inserted into
the low priority end and chunk 12 has the priority higher
than chunk 13. Chunk 17 has neither been used in the
FAA nor appeared in the LAW. It is a U-chunk and it will
not be cached. When restoring chunk 14, a new con-
tainer will be read into the container read buffer and it
will replace the current one.

5 The Adaptive Algorithm

The performance of the look-ahead window assisted
chunk-based caching is better than that of simply com-
bining the forward assembly with LRU-based chunk
caching. However, the sizes of FAA, chunk cache and
LAW are pre-determined and fixed in this design. As
discussed in the previous sections, FAA and chunk cache
have their own advantages and disadvantages for dif-
ferent workloads. In fact, in a given workload like a
backup trace, most data chunks are unique at the begin-
ning. Later in different sections of the workload, they
may have various degrees of duplication and re-usage.

Therefore, the sizes of FAA and chunk cache can be
dynamically changed to reflect the locality of the cur-
rent section of a workload. It is also important to figure
out what the appropriate LAW size is to get the best re-
store performance given a configuration of the FAA and
chunk cache. We propose an adaptive algorithm called
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Figure 4: The restore performance and computing over-
head variation as the LAW size increases

ALACC that can dynamically adjust the sizes of FAA,
chunk cache and LAW according to the workload vari-
ation during the restore process. First, we evaluate and
analyze the restore performance of using different LAW
sizes. Then, we present the details of ALACC.

5.1 Performance Impact of LAW Size

We did an experiment that varies the LAW sizes for a
given workload and compared the restore throughput and
required computing overhead. We use an 8MB (2 con-
tainer size) FAA and a 24MB (6 container size) chunk
cache as the memory space configuration and increase
the LAW size from 12 container size to 768 container
size (it covers the original data stream size from 48MB to
3GB). As shown in Figure 4, the computing time contin-
uously increases as the LAW size increases due to higher
overhead to process and maintain the information in the
LAW. When the size of LAW is larger than 96, the restore
throughput starts to decrease. The performance degrada-
tion is caused by the increase of computing overhead and
less efficiency of chunk cache. Thus, using an appropri-
ate LAW size is important to make better trade-offs be-
tween cache efficiency and computing overhead.

We can explain the observation by analyzing the chunk
cache efficiency. Suppose the LAW size is SLAW chunks,
the FAA size is SFAA chunks, and the chunk cache size is
Scache chunks. Note that we use a container size as the ba-
sic unit for allocation and the number of containers can
be easily translated to the number of chunks. Assume
one data chunk Ci is used at the beginning of the FAA
and it will be reused after DCi chunks (i.e., the reuse dis-
tance of this chunk). If DCi < SFAA, it will be reused in
the FAA. If SFAA < DCi , this chunk should be either an F-
chunk or a P-chunk. However, the chunk category highly
depends on the size of SLAW . If the LAW only covers
the FAA range (SFAA = SLAW < DCi ), the proposed algo-
rithm degenerates to the LRU-based chunk caching algo-
rithm. If SFAA < DCi < SLAW , we can definitely identify
this chunk as an F-chunk and decide to cache this chunk.
However, if SLAW < DCi , this chunk will be identified as
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a P-chunk and it may or may not be cached (this depends
on the available space in cache). Therefore, at least we
should ensure SFAA +Scache ≤ SLAW .

If the LAW size is large enough and most of the chunk
cache space are occupied by F-chunks, the cache effi-
ciency is high. However, once the cache is full of F-
chunks, the newly identified F-chunk may or may not
be inserted into the cache. This depends on its reuse
order. Thus, continuing increase the LAW size would
not further improve the cache efficiency. What is worse,
a larger LAW size requires more CPU and memory re-
sources to identify and maintain the future access infor-
mation. As we discuss before, if SLAW is the same as
SFAA, all cached chunks are P-chunks and chunk caching
becomes an LRU-based algorithm.

Thus, the best trade-off between cache efficiency and
overhead is when the total number of P-chunks is as low
as possible but not 0. However, it may be hard to main-
tain the number of P-chunks low all the time, especially
when there is a very limited number of F-chunks identi-
fied with a large LAW size. In this case, the size of LAW
should not be extended or it should be decreased slightly.

5.2 ALACC

Based on the previous analysis, we propose an adap-
tive algorithm, which dynamically adjusts the memory
space ratio of FAA and chunk cache, and the size of
LAW. We apply the adjustment at the end of each as-
sembling cycle right after the first FAB is restored. Sup-
pose at the end of ith assembling cycle, the sizes of FAA,
chunk cache and LAW are Si

FAA, Si
cache and Si

LAW con-
tainer size respectively. Si

FAA + Si
cache is fixed. To avoid

an extremely large LAW size, we set a maximum size of
LAW (MaxLAW ) that is allowed during the restore.

The algorithm of ALACC optimizes the memory allo-
cation to FAA and chunk cache first. On one hand, if the
workload has an extremely low locality or its duplicated
data chunk re-use distance is small, FAA is preferred. On
the other hand, according to the total number of P-chunk
in the cache, the chunk cache size is adjusted. Then, ac-
cording to the memory space allocation changing and the
total number of F-chunk in the cache, the LAW size is
adjusted to optimize the computing overhead. The de-
tailed adjustment conditions and actions are described in
the following part of this section.

In our algorithm, the conditions of increasing the FAA
size are examined first. If any of these conditions is sat-
isfied, FAA will be increased by 1 container size and the
size of chunk cache will be decreased by 1 container ac-
cordingly. Otherwise, we will check the conditions of
adjusting the chunk cache size. Notice that the size of
FAA and chunk cache could remain the same if none of
the adjustment conditions are satisfied. Finally, the LAW
size will be changed.

FAA and LAW Size Adjustment. As discussed in
Section 3.2, FAA performs better than chunk cache when
1) the data chunks in the first FAB are identified mostly
as unique data chunks and these chunks are stored in
the same or close containers, or 2) the re-use distance
of most duplicated data chunks in this FAB is within the
FAA range. Regarding the first condition, we consider
that the FAB can be filled in by reading in no more than
2 containers and none of the data chunks needed by the
FAB is from the chunk cache. When this happens, we
consider this assembling cycle FAA effective. For Con-
dition 2, we observed that if the re-use distances of 80%
or more of the duplicated chunks in this FAB is smaller
than the FAA size, forward assembly performs better.

Therefore, based on the observations, we use either of
the following two conditions to increase the FAA size.
First, if the number of consecutive FAA effective assem-
bling cycles becomes bigger than a given threshold, we
increase the FAA size by 1 container. Here, we use the
current FAA size, Si

FAA, as the threshold to measure this
condition at the end of ith assembling cycle. When Si

FAA
size is small, the condition is easier to satisfy and the
size of FAA can be increased faster. When Si

FAA is large,
the condition is more difficult to satisfy. After increasing
the FAA size by one, the count of consecutive FAA ef-
fective assembling cycles is reset to 0. Second, the data
chunks used during the ith assembling cycle to fill up the
first FAB in FAA are examined. If the re-use distances
of more than 80% of these examined chunks during the
ith assembling cycle are smaller than Si

FAA + 1 container
size, the size of FAA will be increased by 1 container.
That is, Si+1

FAA = Si
FAA +1.

If the FAA size is increased by 1 container, the size
of chunk cache will decrease by 1 container accordingly.
Originally, Si

LAW −Si
FAA container size LAW information

is used by Si
cache container size cache. After the FAA

adjustment, Si
LAW −Si

FAA +1 container size LAW is used
by Si

cache− 1 container size cache, which wastes the in-
formation in the LAW. Thus, the LAW size is decreased
by 1 container size to avoid the same size LAW used
by a now smaller size chunk cache. After the new sizes
of FAA, chunk cache and LAW are decided, two empty
FABs (one to replace the re-stored FAB and the other re-
flects the increasing size of FAA) will be added to the end
of FAA and the chunk cache starts to evict data chunks.
Then, the (i+1)th assembling cycle will start.

Chunk Cache and LAW Size Adjustment. If there
is no adjustment to the FAA size, we now consider the
adjustment of chunk cache size. After finished the ith as-
sembling cycle, the total number (NF−chunk) of F-chunks
in the F-cache and the total number (NP−chunk) of P-
chunks in the P-cache are counted. Also, the number
of F-chunks that are newly added to the F-cache during
the ith assembling cycle is denoted by NF−added . These
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newly added F-chunks either come from the read-in con-
tainers in the ith assembling cycle or are transformed
from P-chunks due to the extending of the LAW. We ex-
amine the following three conditions.

First, if NP−chunk becomes 0, it indicates that all the
cache space is occupied by F-chunks. The current LAW
size is too large and the number of F-chunks based on
the current LAW is larger than the chunk cache capacity.
Therefore, the chunk cache size will be increased by 1
container. Meanwhile, the size of LAW will decrease by
1 container to reduce the unnecessary overhead. Second,
if the total size of NF−added is bigger than 1 container,
it indicates that the total number of F-chunks increases
very quickly. Thus, we increase the chunk cache size by
1 container and decrease LAW by 1 container. Notice
that a large NF−added can happen when NP−chunk is either
small or large. This condition will make our algorithm
quickly react to the changing of the workload.

Third, if NP−chunk is very large (i.e., NF−chunk is very
small), the chunk cache size will be decreased by 1 con-
tainer. In this situation, the LAW size is adjusted dif-
ferently according to either of the following two con-
ditions: 1) In the current workload, there are few data
chunks in the FAB that are reused in the future, and
2) The size of LAW is too small, it cannot look ahead
far enough to find more F-chunks for the current work-
load. For Condition 1, we decrease the LAW size by
1 container. For Condition 2, we increase the LAW
size by K containers. Here, K is calculated by K =
(MaxLAW − Si

LAW )/(Si
FAA + Si

cache). If LAW is small, its
size is increased by a larger amount. If LAW is big, its
size will be increased slowly.

LAW Size Independent Adjustment If none of the
aforementioned conditions are satisfied (the sizes of FAA
and chunk cache remain the same), the LAW size will
be adjusted independently. Here, we use the NF−chunk
to decide the adjustment. If NF−chunk is smaller than a
given threshold (e.g., 20% of the total chunk cache size),
the LAW size will be slightly increased by 1 container
to process more future information. If NF−chunk is higher
than the threshold, the LAW size will be decreased by 1
to reduce the computing overhead.

ALACC makes the trade-offs between computing
overhead and the reduction of container-reads, such that
a higher restore throughput can be achieved. Instead
of using a fixed value as the threshold, we tend to dy-
namically change FAA size and LAW size. It can slow
down the adjustments when the overhead is big (when
the LAW size is large) and it can speed up the adjust-
ment when the overhead is small to quickly reduce the
container-reads (when FAA size is small).

6 Prototype Implementation

We implemented a prototype of a deduplication system
(a C program with 11k LoC) with several restore designs:
FAA, container-based caching, chunk-based caching,
LAW assisted chunk-based caching, and ALACC. For
the deduplication process, it can be configured to use dif-
ferent container size and chunk size (fixed size chunking
and variable size chunking) to process the real world data
or to generate deduplication traces.

To satisfy the flexibility and efficiency requirements
of ALACC, we implemented several data structures. All
the data chunks in the chunk cache are indexed by a hash-
map to speed up the searching operation. F-chunks are
ordered by their future access sequence provided by the
LAW and P-chunks are indexed by an LRU list. The
LAW maintains the data chunk metadata (chunk ID, size,
container ID, address and offset in the container) in the
same order as they are in the recipe. Although the in-
sertion and deletion in the LAW is O(1) by using the
hashmap, identifying the F-chunk priority is O(log(N)),
where N is the LAW size.

A Restore Recovery Log (RRL) is maintained to en-
sure reliability. When one FAB is full and flushed out,
the chunk ID of the last chunk in the FAB, the chunk
location in the recipe, the restored data address, FAA,
chunk cache and LAW configurations are logged to the
RRL. If the system is down, by using the information in
the RRL, the restore process can be recovered to the lat-
est restored cycle. The FAA, chunk cache and LAW will
be initiated and reconstructed.

7 Performance Evaluation

To comprehensively evaluate our design, we imple-
ment five restore engines including ALACC, LRU-based
container caching (Container LRU), LRU-based chunk
caching (Chunk LRU), forward assembly (FAA), and
fixed combination of forward assembly and chunk-based
caching. However, in the last case, we show only the Op-
timal Fix Configuration (Fix Opt). Fix Opt is obtained
by exhausting all possible fixed combinations of FAA,
chunk cache, and LAW sizes.

7.1 Experimental Setup and Data Sets
The prototype is deployed on a Dell PowerEdge

R430 server with a 2.40GHz Intel Xeon with 24 cores
and 32GB of memory using Seagate ST1000NM0033-
9ZM173 SATA hard disk with 1TB capacity as the stor-
age. The container size is configured as 4MB. All five
implementations are configured with one container size
space as container read buffer and memory size of S con-
tainers. Container LRU and Chunk LRU use one con-
tainer for FAA and S− 1 for container or chunk cache.
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Table 2: Characteristics of datasets

Dataset FSL 1 FSL 2 EMC 1 EMC 2
Size 103.5GB 317.4GB 29.2GB 28.6GB
ACS1 4KB 4KB 8KB 8KB
DR2 3.82 4.88 1.04 4.8
CFL3 13.3 3.3 14.7 19.3
1 ACS stands for Average Chunk Size
2 DR stands for the Deduplication Ratio, which is the original

data size divided by the deduplicated data size.
3 CFL stands for the Chunk Fragmentation Level, which

is the average number of containers that stores the data
chunks from one container size of original data stream.
High CFL value leads to low restore performance.

FAA uses LAW of S container size and all S memory
space as the forward assembly area. The specific config-
uration of Fix Opt is given in Section 7.2. In all experi-
ments, ALACC is initiated with S/2 container size FAA,
S/2 container size chunk cache and 2S container size
LAW before the execution. For the reason that ALACC
requires to maintain at least one container size space as
FAB, the FAA size varies from 1 to S and the chunk cache
size varies from (S−1) to 0 accordingly. After one ver-
sion of backup is restored, the cache is cleaned.

We use four deduplication traces in the experiments
as shown in Table 2. FSL 1 and FSL 2 are two differ-
ent backup traces from FSL /home directory snapshots
of the year 2014 [26]. Each trace has 6 full snapshot
backups and the average chunk size is 4KB. EMC 1 and
EMC 2 are the weekly full-backup traces from EMC and
each trace has 6 versions and 8KB average chunk size
[27]. EMC 1 was collected from an exchange server and
EMC 2 was the /var directory backup from a revision
control system.

To measure the restore performance, we use the speed
factor, computing cost factor and restore throughput as
the metrics. The speed factor (MB/container-read) is
defined as the mean data size restored per container
read. Higher speed factors indicate higher restore per-
formance. The computing cost factor (second/GB) is de-
fined as the time spent on computing operations (sub-
tracting the storage I/O time from the restore time) per
GB data restored and the smaller value is preferred. The
restore throughput (MB/second) is calculated from the
original data stream size divided by the total restore time.
We run each test 5 times and present the mean value. No-
tice that, for the same trace using the same caching pol-
icy, if the restore machine and the storage are different,
the computing cost factor and restore throughput can be
different while the speed factor is the same.

Table 3: The FAA/chunk cache/LAW configuration (# of
containers) of Fix Opt for each deduplication trace

FSL 1 FSL 2 EMC 1 EMC 2
Size 4/12/56 6/10/72 2/14/92 4/12/64
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Figure 5: The restore throughput of different FAA, chunk
cache and LAW size configurations

7.2 Optimal Performance of Fixed Configura-
tions

In LAW assisted chunk-based caching design, the
sizes of FAA, chunk cache and LAW are fixed and are
not changed during the restore process. To find out the
best performance of a configuration for a specific trace
with a given memory size, in our experiments we run all
possible configurations for each trace to discover the op-
timal throughput. This optimal configuration is indicated
by Fix Opt. For example, for 64MB memory, we vary
the FAA size from 4MB to 60MB and the chunk cache
size from 60MB to 4MB. At the same time, the LAW size
increases from 16 containers to 96 containers. Each test
tries one set of fixed configuration and finally, we draw a
three-dimensional figure to find out the optimal results.

An example is shown in Figure 5, for FSL 1, the op-
timal configuration has 4 containers of FAA, 12 con-
tainers of chunk cache and a LAW size of 56 contain-
ers. One throughput peak is when the LAW is small.
The computing cost is low while the container-reads are
slightly higher. The other throughput peak is when the
LAW is relatively large. With more future information,
the container-reads are lower but the computing cost is
higher. The optimal configuration of each trace is shown
in Table 3, the sizes of FAA and chunk cache can be cal-
culated by the number of containers times 4MB.

7.3 Restore Performance Comparison

Using the same restore engine and storage as discover-
ing the Fix Opt, we evaluate and compare the speed fac-
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Figure 6: The restore performance results comparison of Container LRU, Chunk LRU, FAA, Fix Opt and ALACC.
Notice that the speed factor, computing cost factor and restore throughput vary largely in different traces, we use
different scales among subfigures to show the relative improvement or difference of the five designs in the same trace.
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Table 4: The percentage of memory size occupied by
FAA of ALACC in each restore testing case

Version # 0 1 2 3 4 5
FSL 1 50% 38% 39% 38% 40% 38%
FSL 2 67% 67% 64% 69% 64% 57%
EMC 1 26% 24% 14% 17% 16% 16%
EMC 2 7% 8% 8% 8% 8% 7%

tor, computing cost and restore performance (through-
put) of the four traces with 64MB total memory. The
evaluation results are shown in Figure 6. As indicated in
Table 2, the CFL of FSL 2 is much lower than the oth-
ers, which leads to a very close restore performance of
all the restore designs. However, when the CFL is high,
ALACC is able to adjust the sizes of FAA, chunk cache,
and LAW to adapt to the highly fragmented chunk stor-
ing, and achieves higher restore performance.

The computing cost varies in different traces and ver-
sions. In most cases, the computing cost of FAA is rela-
tively lower than the others, because it avoids the cache
insertion, look-up, and eviction operations. As expected,
the computing overhead of Chunk LRU is usually higher
than that of Container LRU due to more management
operations for smaller caching granularity. However, in
EMC 2, the computing overhead of Container LRU is
much higher than the other four designs. The overhead
is caused by the high frequent cache replacement and
extremely high cache miss ratio. The cache miss ra-
tio of Container LRU is about 3X higher than that of
Chunk LRU. The time of reading containers from stor-
age to the read-in buffer dominates the restore time.
Thus, the speed factor can nearly determine the restore
performance. Comparing the speed factor and restore
throughput of the same trace, for example, trace FS 1 in
Figure 6(a) and 6(c), the curves of the same cache policy
are very similar.

For all 4 traces, the overall average speed factor
of ALACC is 83% higher than Container LRU, 37%
higher than FAA, 12% higher than Chunk LRU and 2%
higher than Fix Opt. The average computing cost of
ALACC is 27% higher than that of Container LRU, 23%
higher than FAA, 33% lower than Chunk LRU and 26%
lower than Fix Opt. The average restore throughput
of ALACC is 89% higher than that of Container LRU,
38% higher than FAA, 14% higher than Chunk LRU
and 4% higher than Fix Opt. In our experiments, the
speed factor of ALACC is higher than those of Con-
tainer LRU, Chunk LRU, and FAA. More importantly,
ALACC achieves at least a similar or better performance
as Fix Opt. By dynamically adjusting the sizes of FAA,
chunk cache and LAW, the improvement of the restore
throughput is higher than the speed factor. Notice that we

Table 5: The average LAW size (# of containers) of
ALACC in each restore testing case

Version # 0 1 2 3 4 5
FSL 1 31.2 30.5 31.4 32.2 32.0 30.7
FSL 2 44.6 44.1 40.1 32.3 32.8 36.9
EMC 1 77.1 83.1 88.7 84.2 76.1 82.6
EMC 2 95.3 95.2 95.1 95.3 94.8 95.2

need tens of experiments to find out the optimal config-
urations of Fix Opt which is almost impossible to carry
out in a real-world production scenario.

The main goal of ALACC is to make better trade-
offs between the number of container-reads and the re-
quired computing overhead. The average percentage of
the memory space occupied by FAA of ALACC is shown
in Table 4 and the average LAW size is shown in Table
5. The percentage of chunk cache in the memory can be
calculated by (1−FAA percentage). The mean FAA size
and LAW size vary largely in different workloads. The
restore data with larger data chunk re-use distance usu-
ally needs smaller FAA size, larger cache size, and larger
LAW size, like in traces FSL 1, FSL 2, and EMC 2.
One exception is trace EMC 1. This trace is very spe-
cial, only about 4% data chunks are duplicated chunks
and they are scattered over many containers. The per-
formances of Container LRU, Chunk LRU and FAA are
thus very close since extra container-reads will always
happen when restoring the duplicated chunks. By adap-
tively extending the LAW to a larger size (about 80 con-
tainers and 5 times larger than FAA cover range) and us-
ing larger chunk cache space, ALACC successfully iden-
tifies the data chunks that will be used in far future and
caches them. Therefore, ALACC can outperform others
in such an extreme workload. Assuredly, ALACC has
the highest computing overhead (about 90% higher than
others in average) as shown in Figure 6(h).

Comparing the trend of varying FAA and LAW sizes
of Fix Opt (shown in Table 3) with that of ALACC
(shown in Tables 4 and 5), we can find that ALACC
usually applies smaller LAW and larger cache size than
Fix Opt. Thus, ALACC achieves lower computing cost
and improves the restore throughput as shown in Figures
6(b), 6(e) and 6(k). In EMC 2, ALACC has a larger
cache size and a larger LAW size than those of Fix Opt.
After we exam the restore log, we find that the P-chunks
occupied 95% the cache space in more than 90% of the
assembling cycles. A very small portion of data chunks
is duplicated many times, which can explain why the
Chunk LRU performs close to Fix Opt. In such an ex-
treme case, ALACC makes the decision to use a larger
cache space and a larger LAW size such that it can still
adapt to the workload and maintain a high speed factor
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Figure 7: The variation of P-chunk numbers per con-
tainer size chunk cache, FAA size, chunk cache size, and
LAW size during the restore of FSL 1 in version 0

and high restore throughput as shown in Figures 6(j) and
6(l). In general, ALACC successfully adapts to the lo-
cality changing and delivers high restore throughput for
a given workload.

7.4 The Adaptive Adjustment in ALACC

To verify the adaptive adjustment process of ALACC,
we write the log at the end of each assembling cycle
and using P-chunk as an example to show the size ad-
justment of FAA, chunk cache and LAW by ALACC.
The log records the P-chunk numbers per container size
cache , the sizes of FAA, chunk cache, and LAW. We use
FSL 2 version 1 as an example and the results are shown
in Figure 7. The number of P-chunks per container size
cache is very low at the beginning and varies sharply as
assembly cycle increases as shown in Figure 7(a). One
container size cache can store about 1000 data chunks
in average. During the assembling cycle range (1000–

1500), most of the chunk cache space is occupied by
the P-chunks and there are few duplicated data chunks.
Thus, ALACC uses a larger FAA and a smaller LAW.

If the number of P-chunk is relatively low, more
caching space is preferred. For example, in the assem-
bling cycle range (700–900), the number of P-chunks is
lower than 200 (i.e., more than 80% of the chunk cache
space is used for F-chunks). As expected, the FAA size
drops quickly and the chunk cache size increases sharply
and stays at a high level. Meanwhile, since the cache
space is increased, the LAW size is also increased to
cover larger recipe range and to identify more F-chunks.
In general, ALACC successfully monitors the workload
variation and self-adaptively reacts to the number of P-
chunks variation as expected, and thus, delivers higher
restore throughput without manual adjustments.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Improving restore performance of deduplication system
is very important. In this paper, we studied the effec-
tiveness and the efficiency of different caching mecha-
nisms applied to the restore process. Based on the ob-
servations of the caching efficiency experiments, we de-
sign an adaptive algorithm called ALACC which is able
to adaptively adjust the sizes of the FAA, chunk cache
and LAW according to the workload changes. By mak-
ing better trade-offs between the number of container-
reads and computing overhead, ALACC achieves much
better restore performance than container-based caching,
chunk-based caching and forward assembly. In our ex-
periments, the restore performance of ALACC is slightly
better than the best performance of restore engine with
all possible configurations of fixed sizes of FAA, chunk
cache and LAW. In our future work, duplicated data
chunk rewriting will be investigated and integrated with
ALACC to further improve the restore performance of
data deduplication systems for both primary and sec-
ondary storage systems.
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Abstract
In cloud computing, deduplication can reduce memory

footprint by eliminating redundant pages. The respon-

siveness of a deduplication process to newly generated

memory pages is critical. State-of-the-art Content Based

Page Sharing (CBPS) approaches lack responsiveness as

they equally scan every page while finding redundancies.

We propose a new deduplication system UKSM, which

prioritizes different memory regions to accelerate the

deduplication process and minimize application penalty.

With UKSM, memory regions are organized as a distill-

ing hierarchy, where a region in a higher level receives

more CPU cycles. UKSM adaptively promotes/demotes

a region among levels according to the region’s estimated

deduplication benefit and penalty. UKSM further in-

troduces an adaptive partial-page hashing scheme which

adjusts a global page hashing strength parameter accord-

ing to the global degree of page similarity. Experiments

demonstrate that, with the same amount of CPU cycles in

the same time envelop, UKSM can achieve up to 12.6×
and 5× more memory saving than CBPS approaches on

static and dynamic workloads, respectively.

1 Introduction
In cloud computing, multiple virtual machines (VMs)/

containers (e.g., dockers)/ processes are consolidated to

share a physical sever. For a public cloud, the more

VMs that can be packed into one host, the more VMs

can be sold to tenants. For a private cluster, the more

processes that can be packed into one host, the fewer the

number of hosts needs to be purchased and maintained.

In this context, available memory space can be a major

bottleneck which limits the number of VMs/container-

s/processes that can be consolidated [1].

Memory deduplication can reduce memory footprint

by eliminating redundant pages. This is particularly

true when similar OSes/applications/data are used across

different VMs. For instance, Chang et al. [2] observed

as much as 86% redundant pages in real-world ap-

plications. Essentially, memory deduplication detects

those redundant pages, and merges them by enabling

transparent page sharing. It is important to mention

that deduplication has penalty besides benefit. These

shared pages are managed in a copy-on-write (COW)

fashion, that is, when a write request happens to one

of the transparently shared pages, this specific page can

not be shared any more. A new copy of this page will

be generated in the memory so that the write request is

applied there, which is called page COW-broken.

The responsiveness of the deduplication process to

newly generated pages is critical. For a production

system, the memory is always dynamic, where pages

come and go. As demonstrated by our typical cloud com-

puting workload experiment (Section 8), if an approach

cannot catch up with the generation speed of memory

redundancy, memory pages would be swapped out to the

disk, and the whole system is slowed down.

State-of-the-art Content Based Page Sharing (CBPS)

approaches lack responsiveness as they equally scan

every page to find redundancies. CBPS is a major

deduplication method in Linux, Xen and VMware [3, 4,

5]. It is capable of full memory scan and it is easy to

be integrated into main stream systems. For example,

Linux’s Kernel Same-page Merging (KSM) is a kernel

feature that deduplicates pages for both virtualized and

non-virtualized environments. In short, CBPS uses a

scanner to calculate the hash value for every candidate

page. If two pages share the same hash value, a byte-by-

byte memory comparison is performed. If duplication

confirmed, one page is merged to the other. It should

be noted that: NOT all pages are created equal. Due to

their applications’ nature, some pages have little chance

of being identical to others. These so called sparse pages

should be tested in the last place. Some pages, although

identical to others at the very beginning, can quickly

become either COW-broken or freed. We refer to them

as COW-broken pages and short-lived pages respectively.

An ideal candidate page for deduplication should remain
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static (i.e., not COW-broken or freed) for a reason-

able period of time. A deduplication approach should

prioritize these statically-duplicated pages. Further,

deduplication operations performed on different pages

may have different degrees of performance impacts on

applications. We should also minimize deduplication’s

penalty on running applications due to operations such

as page table locks and recovery of COW-broken pages.

Our observation is that pages within the same memory
region present similar duplication patterns (Section 3).

Here a memory region refers to a continuous virtual

memory region allocated by an application (i.e., allo-

cated by malloc, brk, mmap etc). In some regions,

most pages are statically-duplicated. In other regions,

most identical pages may quickly become COW-broken

or freed. According to the dominant page pattern, we

can label a region as one of the four types of sparse,

COW-broken, short-lived and statically-duplicated (i.e.,
with a high duplication ratio, long-lived and seldom-

changed). Intuitively, if we can prioritize pages in

statically-duplicated regions for testing redundancy, the

deduplication speed could be significantly accelerated.

However, the challenge is how to distill these regions

without testing every page at the first place?

Our key insight is that for each memory region, we can

estimate its duplication ratio by sampling only a portion

of all pages, at the same time monitor its degree of

dynamics and lifetime. We can then distinguish sparse,

short-lived and frequently COW-broken regions from

statically-duplicated regions. To this end, we propose

a new deduplication system Ultra KSM (UKSM). Build

on top of KSM, UKSM improves traditional CBPS

designs by prioritizing statically-duplicated regions over

other regions to accelerate the deduplication process and

minimize application penalty (Section 4).

UKSM introduces a hierarchy of sampling levels, each

of which maintains a linked-list of memory regions.

Each time an application mmap-s a new memory region,

this region is immediately inserted into the list of the

bottom level, which has the lowest scanning speed hence

the lowest sampling density. A single thread iterates

over levels to sample and deduplicate pages in each

level. After each round of sampling, the duplication

ratio and COW ratio of each region are compared with

a set of threshold values. Once a memory region is

identified as a potential statically-duplicated region, it

is promoted from the current level to the next higher

level which has a higher scanning speed hence a higher

sampling density. This hierarchical architecture ensures

system responsiveness by investing more CPU resources

in regions in higher levels (Section 5).

To minimize the computational cost, we further devel-

op a new partial-page hashing scheme called Adaptive

Partial Hashing (APH). Let page hash strength denotes

the number of bytes hashed in each sampling page.

We define profit as the time saved compared to the

strongest page hash strength and penalty as the wasted

time of futile memory comparison due to hash collision.

APH adaptively selects a global page hash strength to

maximize the overall benefit which is profit subtracting

penalty. Our novel progressive hash algorithm can sup-

port hash strength adaptation with incremental cost. Note

that APH can improve other deduplication approaches as

well since they are mostly hash-based (Section 6).

UKSM is implemented in both Linux kernel and

Xen. The approach can detect and merge duplicated

memory pages in real-time without intruding other parts

of a system (e.g., I/O, file system, etc). Experiments

demonstrate that, with the same amount of CPU cycles

in the same time envelop, UKSM can achieve up to

12.6×/5× more memory saving than CBPS approaches

(e.g., KSM) on static/dynamic workloads, respectively.

UKSM also significantly outperforms XLH (i.e., 50%

more memory saving with the same amount of CPU

consumption), a state-of-the-art I/O hint based approach.

UKSM introduces negligible CPU consumption (around

0.2% of one core) when the host has no more page to be

deduplicated, at the same time can respond to emerging

duplicated pages rapidly (Sections 7 and 8).

UKSM is an open source project and benefits a

wide range of applications [6]. Its patches for Linux

kernel were first released in 2012 and have been kept

synchronized with upstream kernel releases ever since.

UKSM has been downloaded for over 30,000 times (at

our site [6] alone, not including those re-distributed by

other developers) at the time of the paper’s publication.

Besides the default versions, UKSM was also ported to

kernels for desktop/server Linux systems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

and Android systems [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] by third-party

developers.

2 Related Work
Content-based Page Sharing (CBPS) VMWare ESX

server [5] is the pioneer of content based page sharing ap-

proaches, where memory pages are scanned one-by-one.

To control realtime CPU overhead, pages are randomly

selected at a fixed scanning speed. A hash function is

applied to each page for checking the similarity among

pages. Pages that hash to the same value are byte-by-byte

fully compared before they can be shared through copy-

on-write. IBM Active Memory Deduplication [17] uses

a similar approach for hypervisors in Power systems.

CBPS for Xen was proposed by Kloster et al. [4] and lat-

er extended by XDE [18]. They detect page similarity by

SuperFastHashing 64-byte blocks at two fixed locations

in each page [19].

Linux Kernel Same-page Merging (KSM) [20] allows

applications (including KVM [21]) to share identical
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memory pages via full page comparison. KSM works

well for deduplicating fairly static pages. Singleton [22]

extends KSM to consider host disk cache in a VM envi-

ronment and improves the scanner from full-page com-

parison to SuperFastHash-based hash comparison. Red

Hat Enterprise Linux uses a dedicated user space daemon

named ksmtuned [23] to adjust KSM scanning speed

under certain circumstances. For example, it increases

the scanning speed when memory usage exceeds some

threshold and the system is starting virtual machines. It

is a very limited approach that simply adjusts scanning

speed according to coarse grained system information

which may not always imply page duplication. KSM

would waste CPU resources if this kind of implication

fails. It is hard for ksmtuned to achieve maximum saving

across different workload patterns [3], although it does

improve performance if optimized case by case.

Instead of treating every page equally, UKSM pri-
oritizes different memory regions to accelerate the
deduplication process. APH shares partial page hashing
ideas [18] but can adapt the global page hash strength
according to page similarity in the whole system.

Catalyst [24] offloads page hashing computation to

GPU to improve deduplication performance. The need of

special hardware support increases deployment complex-

ity. SmartMD [25] uses page access information moni-

tored by lightweight schemes to improve the efficiency of

large page (e.g. 2M-pages) deduplication. This work is

orthogonal to UKSM since we address the more general

problem of page deduplication.

I/O hint based page sharing KSM++ [26] proposed

a deduplication scanner based on I/O hints. XLH [27]

utilizes cross layer I/O hints in the host’s virtual file

system to find sharing opportunities earlier without rais-

ing the deduplication overhead. A generalized memory

deduplication was proposed in [28] that leverages the

free memory pool information in guest VMs. It treats

free memory pages as duplicates of an all-zero page

to improve the efficiency of deduplication. I/O-hinted

approaches cannot detect dynamically created duplicated

pages (e.g., anonymous pages created by applications in

Docker containers).

CMD [29] is a classification-based deduplication ap-

proach. Pages are classified according to their access

characteristics. Comparison trees introduced in KSM

are subsequently divided into multiple trees dedicated to

each class. Thus, page comparisons are performed only

in the same class which reduces futile comparison among

different classes. However, the above strategies require

dedicated hardware monitors to capture system I/O or

page access characteristics, which incurs significant de-

ployment complexity.

In this paper, we focus on improving CBPS because of
its capability of full memory scan and easy integration to

all existing systems, neither of which is the case for I/O
hint based page sharing option.
Storage deduplication is different Deduplication

projects in disk storage systems [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]

are important related works. However, there exist two

significant differences.

First, UKSM faces the challenge of responsiveness

which is not the case for disk storage deduplication

projects. For instance, when a large volume of dupli-

cated pages are generated, memory deduplication system

needs to quickly identify and remove these duplicates

before they exhaust available physical memory and cause

memory swap out.

Second, since memory is dynamically updated while

disk storage is relatively static, memory deduplication

pays attention to more characteristics than just a dupli-

cation ratio that is the centerpiece for disk deduplication

As reflected in this work, UKSM also considers COW

ratio and lifetime characteristics of memory regions.

3 Observations
This section discusses two key observations that motivate

the design of UKSM.

Observation # 1: Most pages within the same
region present similar duplication patterns.
All heap memory allocation operations end up relying

on mmap to claim memory spaces. For each call, mmap

allocates a memory region that encompasses one or

multiple virtual pages with continuous virtual addresses.

Our intuition is that pages in the same memory region

might exhibit same characteristics for deduplication. For

instance, KVM exploits mmap to allocate memory space

for each guest VM’s OS. If two memory regions from

different VMs store the same disk content for a long

term, pages in them are friendly to deduplication. As

a comparison, if a region of a network program serves as

its busy network socket buffer, pages in it may not worth

to be deduplicated even if many of them are identical. It

will lead to frequent COW-broken operations.

Settings We use KVM and Docker as workloads

for analysis of duplicated, COW-broken and short-lived

pages. For the container workload, we make a Docker

image from a Ubuntu based system with Apache web

server and MySQL database serving a WordPress web-

site. We then start three Docker containers from this

image. For the KVM workload, we start three KVM

virtual machines all installed with Ubuntu 16.04.

Results Page duplications demonstrate strong locality

with respect to application memory regions. For both

KVM and Docker, we evenly divide their virtual memory

spaces (each contains many small memory regions) to

1,000 buckets. The number of duplicated pages in each

bucket is presented in Figure 1(a). It is clear that most

duplicated pages concentrate on a portion of memory
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Figure 1: Memory regions in VM and container environments.

regions. We randomly demonstrate a bucket, which

contains 18 memory regions from different processes, of

one Docker’s memory space. Note that some regions

are so small in size (e.g., regions 3, 6, 8) that they

are almost invisible in the bar illustration. As shown

in Figure 1(b), most pages in the same region share

similarity in redundancy. Some regions are sparse and

contain little duplications (e.g., regions 1 and 2). Some

are highly statically-duplicated (e.g., region 12). Regions

5 and 16 are more complicated, where different kinds of

pages coexist in the same region. Figure 1(c) presents the

region distribution, whose lifetime is less than 5 seconds,

of the Docker workload. We can see that a huge number

of regions are short-lived.

Observation # 2: Partial page hashing need
to be adaptive
XDE [18] has demonstrated that partial page hashing

can improve scan performance. We further observe

that hashing a fixed number of bytes for each page,

albeit partially, can limit the benefits of partial page

hashing because different scenarios may have drastically

different workloads.

For example, image display application renders a

dotted image with the same color background. In this

case, we need to hash more bytes in order to differentiate

highly similar (but not identical) pages to avoid time-

consuming byte-by-byte page comparison. While for

other workloads, pages may be quite different to each

other. An crypto application tends to hold memory

regions with encrypted data as content. Hashing one

or two bytes is already enough to identify the difference

between pages.

Real world systems may be filled with all kinds of

workloads. The workload might even evolve with time.

For example, a container may hold a remote desktop,

the user may close a paint application and open a https

browser.

4 Overview
UKSM consists of two unique components, that is,

memory region hierarchical distilling (in Section 5) and

adaptive partial page hashing (in Section 6). Figure 2

demonstrates how these two components identify dupli-

cated pages with minimal scanning overhead through

a simple example. There are nine memory regions

(R0 - R8). Figure 2(a) and 2(b) demonstrate two whole

memory sampling rounds (i.e., round 1 and 10).

Memory region hierarchical distilling manages mem-

ory regions by levels. There are N levels as shown in

Figure 2, and every region falls into one of the N levels.

Level N is the highest level and level 1 is the lowest

level. A higher level has a higher scanning speed hence

a higher sampling density. Let each gray bar represents a

sampled page. Demonstrated in the figures, the sampling

interval decreases as the level increases. Each newly

allocated memory region is first inserted into level 1 of

the hierarchy. Newly added pages may not be statically-

deduplicated. Computing power should not be invested

on these regions before they are proved worthwhile. That

is why we put them into the lowest level of the hierarchy.

During each sampling round, every memory region is

sampled and filtered with a group of distilling parameters

to decide whether it should be “promoted” to the next

higher level or “demoted” to the next lower level . If

all duplicated pages in a region are merged at some scan

level, it goes back to level 1. If a region is unmapped it

will be tagged and removed from the linked level later

by the scanner. For example, in round 1 of Figure 2(a),

regions R3 and R8 reside in level 2 and N respectively.

When the scan thread proceeds to round 10, regions R3

has been promoted to level N while R8 has been demoted

to level 2. Further elaboration of this technique are

discussed in Section 5.

To further minimize the computational overhead,

UKSM introduces the Adaptive Partial page Hashing

(APH) approach. The key idea is that we will adjust

a global hash strength after each global page sampling

round in order to achieve a more cost-effective scanning.

For example, in Figure 2, each star represents a hashing

byte in each page. In round 1 of Figure 2(a), the hash

strength is one byte per page. Based on the feedback

from preceding sampling rounds, in round 10 of Fig-

ure 2(b), we increase the hash strength to two bytes per
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Figure 3: Results with different workloads (Y-axis in

each figure is exponential).

page. This design significantly improves per-page scan

speed so that the overall system can respond to emerging

duplicated pages rapidly and at the same time remains

very low CPU consumption when no good candidates

for deduplication exist. Details about hashing strength

and feedback controls are discussed in Section 6.

5 Hierarchical Region Distilling
This section introduces design details of memory region

hierarchical distilling. By analyzing the deduplication

gain and lose of each kind of memory regions, we

discuss distilling and scan principals (Section 5.1). Then

whether a memory region is “promoted” or “demoted”

is dominated by a set of threshold values (Section 5.2).

At last, we present the hierarchical sampling procedure

(Section 5.3).

5.1 Memory region characterization
Intuitively, a memory region should contain many

statically-duplicated pages in order to be deduplication-

friendly. In contrast, the unfriendly one could be

frequently COW-broken, short-lived, or contain little

identical content.

We uses three metrics to study the deduplication ef-

fects over a specific kind of regions. The first two metrics

measure the gain and lose associated with deduplication,

which are memory saving and CPU consumption, respec-

tively. The third metric is performance impact, which re-

flects the slowdown ratio a deduplication method brought

to a running application. Note this parameter is more

comprehensive than the CPU consumption metric be-

cause a slowdown can result from cache/memory con-

tention even if the deduplication worker (e.g., ksmd – the

kernel thread worker of KSM) executes on a dedicated

CPU core. Ideally, we would like to maximize the first

metric and minimize the other two.

This section utilizes four application configurations to

emulate different workloads. Particularly, we use a mem-

ory footprint of about 2 GB for each of the statically-
duplicated, COW-broken and sparse workloads. The

compiling of the Linux kernel serves as an benchmark

for short-lived workload which consumes about 30 MB

memory space (only the anonymous pages, not including

the file cache). We take KSM as the representative of ex-

isting CBPS approaches to demonstrate the complexity

of balancing among three metrics. We record the max-

imum time needed for deduplicating all eligible pages

of the statically-duplicated workload when using 100%

capacity of a single CPU core. Then we normalize the

time in x-axes of Figure 3, to demonstrate the progress

of deduplicating each workload.

Memory saving vs. CPU consumption. Figure 3(a)

shows how average memory saving progresses with time

for statically-duplicated, COW-broken and short-lived
workloads. Firstly, more CPU consumption does bring

more memory saving, until the last duplicated page is

merged. The deduplication speed, which is the slope of

each line, drops rapidly as time goes on for statically-
duplicated workload. Secondly, the memory saving of

statically-duplicated workload is two orders of magni-

tude higher than that of COW-broken and short-lived
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Table 1: Distilling and sampling parameters

Vcow Only regions whose COW-broken ratios are lower

than this threshold can be promoted.

Vdup Only regions whose duplication ratios are larger

than this threshold can be promoted.

Vli f e Only regions lived longer than this threshold can be

effectively scanned.

Ts The sleep time in each sleep-scan cycle of the scan

thread.

tl The expected time of sampling round for level l (in

seconds).

t The expected time of a global sampling round (in

seconds).

p The invested CPU percentage).

s The estimated CPU cost of sampling one page.

workloads, which is consistent with our expectation. So

we conclude that, for statically-duplicated workloads,

invested computation is effective at the beginning. After

all candidate pages are merged, further scan needs to be

slowed down. For dynamic workloads (COW-broken and

short-lived), higher CPU consumption is required to save

the same amount of memory. Users may need to decide

if the trade-off is worthwhile.

In Figure 3(b), we let each workload mixed with

a sparse workload. The amount of memory saving

decreases significantly. It is clear that scan of sparse
regions in a system should be delayed, if not totally

avoided, as much as possible.

Performance impact. We further study the performance

impact to CPU intensive workloads brought by this hash-

based KSM. One workload is a full SPEC-CPU2006

benchmark, and the other is the COW-broken Linux

compiling workload mentioned above. If the scanning

thread works at full speed with enough CPU resources

(i.e., scanning thread and workload threads each has its

dedicated CPU core), the performance impact to COW-
broken workload is 29.7%, and the impacts to other

workloads range from 1.5% to 22.9%.

In-depth profiling shows that: 1) even with abundant

CPU cores to separate workloads and the scanner, in-

tensive scanning of CPU bound workloads makes the

scanning thread contending more for memory manage-

ment locking (i.e., VMA locks, page table locks, etc),

which introduces higher overhead for these workloads;

2) deduplication on frequently COW-broken pages may

not bring much memory saving, but will bring many

COW-broken page faults on merged pages, thus deteri-

orate performance.

5.2 Candidate region identification
The key characteristics (i.e., COW ratio, duplication
ratio, and average page lifetime) that indicate the du-

plication qualities of each memory region should be

obtained first. This section introduces corresponding

quantitative threshold values that can decide whether we

“promote” or “demote” a memory region. Table 1 details

these three thresholds, i.e., Vdup, Vcow and Vli f e. In partic-

ular, a regions with duplication ratio above Vdup, COW-

broken ratio below Vcow and life longer than Vli f e can be

identified as a good candidate for statically-duplicated.

To control CPU overhead, we make the scanner work

in a sleep-scan cyclic pattern with sleep time Ts. This

parameter is related to the life time threshold.

For a memory region, the first parameter duplication

ratio is estimated by dividing the duplicated page counter

by the number of the pages sampled in this round. To

compute its COW ratio, we need to obtain the number of

COW-broken page faults on merged pages during each

sampling round. This information can be easily obtained

by hooking the page fault handler function. The last

parameter lifetime is decided by the sleep time Ts and

the sampling round time t (sum of tl for each level in

Table 1). Only those regions which live across this sleep-

scan cycle time may get sampled.

How to choose threshold values? Threshold values

of duplication ratio, COW-broken threshold, lifetime are

critical parameters for UKSM. We design UKSM as a

general system and it targets a wide range of scenarios.

The default settings of 10%, 50%, 100ms are obtained

empirically and are shown to work well for a wide range

of systems. The global sampling round time can be

configured in the range of 2 - 20s with further details

explained in Section 7. However, we also leave these

parameters configurable for expert users who can tune

UKSM to meet their application-specific needs. As far

as we know, many follow-up production systems extend

various configurations of UKSM to meet their particular

needs [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The auto-tuning

of these parameters could be a future work.

Why use the same set of threshold values across all
levels? The higher the level is, the higher the page

scanning frequency is. There is a larger chance of false
positive in a lower level, where a low duplication ratio

region may accidently get promoted. Hence, even with

the same set of threshold values at all levels, we can

successfully demote false positive regions and promote

real positive regions. Further, UKSM performs merge

together with the scanning. Every time a new duplicated

page is found, besides being counted in the duplication

ratio calculation, the page is merged directly. Statisti-

cally, even with the same threshold, regions in a higher

level should have a larger duplication ratio than those in

a lower level.
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For ( ; ; ) {
A g l o b a l s a m p l i n g round {

S l e e p Ts ;

promote / demote r e g i o n s ;

For ( l = 1 , l<= N, l ++) {
s can l e v e l l w i th bu dg e t t i me tl ;

}
}

}
Figure 4: Workflow of UKSM hierarchical sampling.

5.3 Hierarchical sampling procedure
Now that UKSM has the information of the key features

of each memory region and the promotion criteria, this

section discusses our hierarchical sampling approach

which manages memory regions by levels and each

region only belongs to one level. For instance, Figure

2(a) and 2(b) manage 9 regions by N levels. Figure 4

shows the workflow.

Scan a level When sample a specific level, all memory

regions are grouped to be one flat linear space. The

memory scanner starts at page offset of zero in this linear

space and picks sample points by the length of interval.
Note that a higher level possesses a smaller interval. If a

sample point falls in a region, one page will be selected

from this region. Particularly, we introduce a region

specific offset permutation scheme to avoid sampling the

same page repeatedly. For instance, although R2 from

level 1 is sampled in both rounds of Figure 2(a) and

Figure 2(b), different pages are picked.

Once the page is selected, our scanner will get the

page’s hash value according to current hash strength (i.e.,
bytes hashed in each page), and looks it up in two red-

black trees trying to find a collision. One of the red-

black trees (Trs) tracks the “merged” pages whereas the

other one (Trus) records the “unmerged” ones. If the

sampled page has an identical page in Trs, we increase

the region’s counter by one. If the sampled page is

found to be identical to one of the pages in Trus, we

move the page to Trs and increase the counters of both

regions. Eventually, we update the page table and release

redundant pages accordingly. UKSM keeps “merged”

and “unmerged” page hashes in separate trees because

merged pages should be managed in a read-only tree.

Write to any node in this tree causes a COW operation.

This scan continues until the sample point reaches the

boundary of the linear space. We call it a sampling round

in this level. The scanner then proceeds to the next level.

A global sampling round A global round is finished

after the level N sampling. then the scanner restarts from

level 1. After each global round, the scanner estimates

each region’s duplication and COW-broken ratios. It is

easy to see that with sufficient lifetime, every page of a

memory region will be scanned. If a region is unmapped
before every page is scanned, it will be removed from

that level.

Sampling time control For each level, we can easily

get the number of pages in one level as Ll . With invested

CPU computation p and the estimated time of sampling

one page s, we get the average page processing speed

as p/s. Assuming the expected sampling round time

for this level is tl , the number of sample points in one

round is n = t · p/s. The sampling interval in each level

is determined by Ll/n = Ll · s/(tl · p). The sleep time

is Ts, so the active time of each sleep-active cycle is

Ts · p/(1− p). Then we can get the number of pages to

scan during each active cycle as Ts · p/(s · (1− p)).
In summary, users can configure two parameters

which are p and t, as the invested CPU computation time

and global sampling round time, respectively. According

to our empirical study, p and t can be configured in the

ranges of 0.2% - 95% and 2 - 20s, respectively.

6 Adaptive Partial Hashing
We propose a new page hashing function to reduce per-

page scan and deduplication cost. The key idea is to

partially hash a page. if the hash value is already

sufficient to distinguish different pages, we do not need

to hash a full page. Generally, the new hash function

should have the following features:

• The hash strength (i.e. bytes hashed in a page)

should be adjustable. If the memory pages are

“quite different”, a weaker strength is used. Oth-

erwise, a stronger strength is applied.

• With the strongest strength, the hashing function

should have a comparable speed and collision rate

to SuperFastHash for arbitrary workloads.

• With weak strength values, the hash function should

be significantly faster than SuperFastHash.

• The hash function should be bidirectional progres-

sive with cost proportional to the delta of strength,

hence the page hash values with an updated strength

can be incrementally computed from previous val-

ues.

6.1 Hash strength adaptation
A weak hash strength may increase the possibility of

false positive, which can result in additional overhead

on memcmp. For each sampling round, we quantify the

profit for using some hash strength by the time saved

compared to that of using the strongest strength. We

quantify its penalty by the additional time of memcmp
due to collision. The calculation for both profit and

penalty is instrumented in the scan functions. The aim

of hash strength adaptation is to maximize the overall

benefit of profit-penalty. In what follows, we explain

how our adaptive algorithm finds the optimal strength for

the hash function.

When the system starts up, the hash strength is ini-

tialized with half of the strongest strength. After the
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# d e f i n e STREN FULL ( 4 0 9 6 / s i z e o f ( u32 ) )

u32 s h i f t r , s h i f t l ;

u32 r a n d o m o f f s e t s [ STREN FULL ] ;

u32 random sample hash ( u32 h a s h i n i t ,

void ∗ p age add r , u32 s t r e n g t h ) {
u32 hash = h a s h i n i t ;

u32 i , pos , l oo p = s t r e n g t h ;

u32 ∗key = ( u32 ∗ ) p a g e a d d r ;

i f ( s t r e n g t h > STREN FULL )

loop = STREN FULL ;

f o r ( i = 0 ; i < l oop ; i ++) {
pos = r a n d o m o f f s e t s [ i ] ;

hash += key [ pos ] ;

hash += ( hash << s h i f t l ) ;

hash ˆ= ( hash >> s h i f t r ) ;

}
re turn hash ;

}
Figure 5: Progressive hash procedure.

first sampling round, the system enters a “probing” state

trying to search for a strength that leads to a better overall

benefit and finally stays in a dynamically “stable” state.

The searching in the probing state simulates the TCP

slow start process. The system firstly decreases the hash

strength by a size variable named delta (initialized with

1) and checks if this change results in larger benefit. If it

does, the system goes on trying until the benefit begins

to decrease. During this process, delta will be doubled

each time till the max value 32. Then the system records

the maximum benefit point achieved and reset delta to 1.

Similarly, the system will search in the other direction

when increasing the hash strength. Once the system

reaches an optimal point, it enters a stable state.

The state changes from stable to probing is triggered

by one of the following conditions: 1) The benefit of the

last sampling round deviates more than 50% from the

benefit value when the system enters a stable state; 2)

There is no memcmp caused by hash collision in the last

two sampling rounds; 3) Every 1000 sampling rounds

have been passed.

6.2 Progressive hash algorithm
We decide to use random sampling to fulfill the feature

of dynamically adjustable strength. A universal random

permutation of all the 32-bit-aligned offsets in a page is

computed when the deduplication system is initialized.

This is important because randomization is necessary

in cases where some pages have specific patterns (e.g.,
leading zeros). When a page is hashed with strength I,
only the first I 32-bit data units are read and calculated

from the page with the corresponding offsets in the

permutation. In order to limit the execution time for the

strongest strength, we derive the hash algorithm based

on Jenkins’s “one-at-a-time hash” [35] which is also the

ancestor of SuperFastHash. The algorithm framework is

shown in Figure 5. In the code, random offsets is the

Key bitsHash Bits

Bias value100

0

-100

(a) SuperFastHash avalanche

Key bitsHash bits

Bias value100

0

-100

(b) Random sample hash avalanche

Figure 6: The avalanche effects over a 4KB page.

buffer holding the random permutation of offsets; shiftl
and shiftr are the two values we need to parameterize to

further satisfy other features required for collision rate

and incremental/decremental calculation; STREN FULL
is the strength for hashing a full 4 KB page content.

Achieve low collision To ensure a low collision rate,

we study the avalanche effect [36, 37, 38] of the hash

function in our algorithm when hashing a full page with

different shiftl and shiftr values. Avalanche is a desirable

property of hash algorithms to achieve low collision

rate wherein if the input is changed slightly the output

can change significantly in pseudo-random manner. We

evaluate the avalanche effect with an initially zeroed two

dimensional matrix which we call avalanche bias matrix.

Given a randomly generated key of page size, we flip

the i-th bit. If this operation leads to the flipping of

the j-th bit of the hash value, we increase point (i, j)
in bias matrix by one, and if the j-th bit of hash value

is not affected, we decrease bias matrix(i, j) by one.

This process is repeated for multiple times, then we

calculate the average value of bias matrix(i, j) for all

i ∈ [0,32767], j ∈ [0,31]. Ideally, one bit changes in

the key will affect the output of hash value with 50%

probability. Therefore, the corresponding bias matrix
entry should approximate 0 on average.

Figure 6(a) is the 3D visualization for such an

avalanche bias matrix of SuperFastHash. We can see

that most of the points are closed to the bias value = 0
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u32 r e v e r s e a d d e q s h i f t l ( u32 n ) {
u32 r e t = n , t u r n = 1 ;

n <<= s h i f t l ;

whi le ( n != 0) {
i f ( t u r n )

r e t −= n ;

e l s e
r e t += n ;

t u r n = ! t u r n ;

n <<= s h i f t l ;

}
re turn r e t ;

}

u32 r e v e r s e x o r e q s h i f t r ( u32 n ) {
u32 r e t = n ;

n >>= s h i f t r ;

whi le ( n != 0) {
r e t ˆ= n ;

n >>= s h i f t r ;

}
re turn r e t ;

}
Figure 7: Reverse functions for progressive hash.

plane except for the last several key bytes. We therefore

evaluate the avalanche effect of the hash algorithm by

the number of the “bad points” whose deviation from the

bias value = 0 plane exceeds a threshold (for our case,

we take 50). We conduct an exhaustive search of all

possible (shiftl, shiftr) value pairs and generate a priority

list of them (omitted due to space limitation). The

avalanche behavior of our hash algorithm with maximum

strength is illustrated in Figure 6(b). It is better than that

of SuperFastHash as illustrated.

Achieve progressive hashing Assume the recorded

hash value of a page is achieved at strength S1 but the

current strength is S2, the updated hash value can be

achieved with additional computation using the recorded

result for S1. If S2 > S1, this can be done by filling the

hash init parameter (in Figure 5) with the hash value at

strength S1. If S2 < S1, the hash calculation must be

reversed. The “+=” operation can be reversed with “-

=”. The “+=” and “ˆ=” operations combined with “<<”

and “>>” can be reversed by the code in Figure 7.

Small values of shiftl and shiftr will increase the cost

of reverse operations. We choose the pair of (19, 16)

from the priority list for (shiftl, shiftr) which brings

very good avalanche effect and at the same time makes

the cost of the reverse operation comparable to that of

progressive hash operation. We compare the speed of

random sample hash with maximum strength and Su-

perFastHash and find that our algorithm is only about 2%

slower than SuperFastHash. The final avalanche effect

result of our hash algorithm with maximum strength is

slightly better (fewer “bad points” as we state above)

than that of SuperFastHash.

Why use a global hash strength design instead per-
region or per-app hash strength? Here hash strength

denotes how many 32-bit words are hashed to generate

a fixed length hash value. If we use different numbers

of 32-bit words for two different pages, these two pages

cannot be compared directly. That is why we use a global

hash strength, so that every pair of pages can compare

their hash values directly.

Why develop APH based on SuperFastHash? There

are some newly developed fast hash algorithms, such as

Spooky [39], xxHash [40], and Murmur [41], which are

much faster than SuperFastHash. Whether an algorithm

can derive an adaptive version depends on its design

details. Using one of those hashes in our adaptive hash

framework could be an interesting future work.

7 Implementation and Configuration

UKSM is implemented in both Linux kernel and Xen,

each with more than 6,000 lines of C code. In Linux,

UKSM hooks the Linux kernel memory management

subsystem for monitoring the creation and termination

of application memory regions. The kernel page fault

routine is also hooked to log COW-broken events in each

region. UKSM scanner is created as a kernel thread

uksmd. In Xen, UKSM scanner is implemented as a

softirq service routine of the Xen hypervisor. The Xen

memory management subsystem is also hooked in the

same way as in Linux kernel.

To facilitate drop-in utilization of UKSM, we borrow

the idea of “CPU governors” with which the Linux

kernel simplifies the configuration for Intel CPU fre-

quency [42]. We define several default parameter sets

named as “governors” to represent “how aggressive” the

scanner should be. These “governors” are Full, Medium,

Low, and Quiet. With the Full governor, it can use up

to 95% CPU and finishes one global sampling round in

2 seconds. From Full to Low, each governor doubles

the global sampling round time and reduces the top CPU

usage by half. The Quiet governor is designed to be

used in battery powered systems where workloads are

static most of the time (e.g., Android). It has a top CPU

consumption of 1% and a global sampling round time

up to 20 seconds. We use the workload of booting 25
VMs in Section 8 to depict the performance metrics of

UKSM under different governors. The results are shown

in Figure 8(a) (plotting only Full and Quiet for clarity)

and Figure 8(b). We can see that with the Low governor,

UKSM can already catch up with the booting process

(about 260 seconds). The main difference is how fast

a governor can catch up. We also observe that the CPU

cycles consumed by the governors are proportional to the

number of pages they deduplicate. It is consistent with

our design purpose. Since the Full governor is more

responsive, we choose Full as the default governor and

use it for all later evaluations unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 8: Performance metrics under different configurations

For the scan levels, the bottom level serves as a

baseline sampling with CPU consumption as low as pos-

sible. We believe 0.2% should be acceptable for general

systems. The CPU consumption of the top level is given

by the “governor”. The CPU consumption for each

intermediate level is halved. The sampling round time

for each level is evenly derived from global sampling

round time. The number of scan levels determines how

smooth the promoting process could be: more levels

will make a memory region more carefully sampled

before it is intensively scanned. On the other hand,

less levels will make the system response more quickly

to emerging duplication but may suffer false positives

caused by sampling singularity (i.e., a region is falsely

identified as “good” after one scanning round). We

tested the configuration from 2 levels to 5 levels with

real world benchmarks used in Section 8. As shown in

Figure 8(c), for larger regions of the KVM workload,

sampling singularities are less likely to happen. So 3-

level-sampling is the best choice. For smaller regions

of the docker workload, 5 level is the best choice. We

choose 4 levels as UKSM default.

Till the time of this paper being written, the feedbacks

from different sources have demonstrated that while

the system design stems from a server environment, its

design and parameters are shown to work in a wide

range of environments such as a mobile system (e.g.
Android). Only very few people adjusted the individual

parameters according to their specific requirement. We

leave comprehensive parameters tuning under different

types of workload as our future work.

8 Evaluation
We evaluate our UKSM implementation in comparison

with the Linux kernel KSM. The operating system for

our benchmarks is CentOS 7 with vanilla Linux kernel

4.4. The hardware setting is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU

920 with four 2.67GHz cores and with 12 GB RAM. The

benchmarks include emulated workloads and real-world

workloads. For fair comparison, the native Linux KSM

scanner is upgraded to use SuperFastHash, which has a

better performance. Our evaluation centers around five

key questions:

How efficient is UKSM on different workloads? Us-

ing emulated workloads each focusing on a single type,

we show that UKSM can be up to 12.6× more efficient

than KSM on densely/sparsely 1:1 mixed workloads and

can be up to 5× more efficient than KSM on frequently

COW-broken workloads (Section 8.1).

How flexible is UKSM with customization? On

the same set of workloads, we show that UKSM can

filter different types of memory regions with different

thresholds. With UKSM, users can customize their

trade-offs, while previous approaches like KSM cannot

(Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3).

What is the performance v.s. overhead tradeoff of
UKSM on production workloads? By experiments

on KVM VMs and Docker containers, we show that

UKSM significantly outperforms ksmtuned-enhanced

KSM in VM benchmarks. It can deduplicate the typical

setup of Docker containers (which cannot be handled by

KSM) with negligible CPU consumption (less than 1%

of one core). The results also prove that our approach

outperforms XLH even without I/O hints. The experi-

ments on desktop servers with mixed workloads shows

that UKSM can deduplicate newly generated pages in

seconds (Section 8.2).

How does Adaptive Partial Hashing perform com-
pared to non-adaptive algorithms? We analyze the

effectiveness of APH on densely and sparsely duplicated

pages. We find that APH alone can make the scanning

speed of UKSM up to 7× that of KSM on typical cloud

workloads (Section 8.3).

How large is the application penalty of UKSM? For

native environments, UKSM’s penalty is less than 3%.

For virtualized environments, UKSM’s penalty is less

than 1.8% (Section 8.4).

8.1 Deduplication efficiency analysis
8.1.1 Statically mixed workload
We first evaluate the deduplication efficiency of

UKSM and KSM on a static workload. This workload

is composed of two programs. Each program creates 4

GB memory. One fills memory with identical page data.

The other program fills memory with random data. After

they complete filling pages, we start the UKSM/KSM
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Figure 9: Benchmark performance comparison.

daemon. Since the default scanning speed (100 pages

each cycle) of KSM is very low, we also obtain the results

of KSM when scanning 1000 and 2000 pages each cycle.

As illustrated in Figure 9(a), it takes only 5 seconds

for UKSM to merge all duplicated pages. While the

deduplication time for KSM at 100, 1000, 2000 pages

are 611, 95, 61 seconds respectively.

We then analyze the CPU usage of UKSM and KSM

in the above benchmark. As shown in Figure 9(b), the

CPU consumption pattern of UKSM is composed of

very thin spikes and with average CPU of less than 1%.

UKSM only reaches its peak CPU consumption (around

95%) at the 5th second. KSM constantly demonstrates

very high CPU consumption especially at high scanning

speed. This phenomenon reflects the fact that UKSM re-

acts rapidly to emerging duplicated pages and has a very

low background CPU usage (recall that the pre-defined

value for sampling level 1 is 0.2%) when all duplicated

pages are already merged.

We then calculate the deduplication efficiency as

memory saving over deduplication CPU consumption,

where deduplication CPU consumption is the sum of

CPU consumption ratios of each second before al-

l pages are deduplicated. From calculation, we find

that UKSM is 8.3×, 12.6×, 11.5× more efficient than

that of KSM at scan speed of 100, 1000, 2000 pages

respectively.

8.1.2 COW-broken workload
We then demonstrate how UKSM improves over KSM

on frequently COW-broken workloads. We emulate this

case with a program that maps 2GB of memory and

repeatedly memset one full page (with the same content)

every 10 ms from the start to the end of the region.

With the default setting of UKSM (COW-broken ratio

threshold of 50%), it totally avoids intensively scanning

this workload. However, UKSM can be configured

to scan this workload if we disable the COW-broken

filtering (note that KSM cannot be customized to avoid

scanning this workload).

We make both KSM and UKSM consume about the

same CPU power (2%, 10% and 20% of one core) and

then compare the memory saving of them as shown in

Figure 9(c). We can see that KSM saves only about 1/3

to 1/5 of the memory that could be saved by UKSM.

Furthermore, the performance of UKSM is quite stable,

in contrast, the memory saving of KSM suffers from

large variations.

8.1.3 Short-lived workload
We emulate this case by a program that infinitely repeats

a cycle of “mmap a region of 500MB pages of the same

content, sleep for time of T , then unmap this region and

sleep for another T ”. We observe that even with very

aggressive settings of KSM (sleep time sets to 20ms,

pages to scan sets to 2000, consuming about 50% CPU),

it cannot merge a single page if T is less than 2 seconds.

Although it totally filters out this case with its default

settings, it is possible to make UKSM sensitive to short-

lived pages. After we assign its sleep time to 20ms, its

max CPU consumption to 50% and its sampling round

time of each level to be 50ms, 20ms, 10ms, and 5ms,

respectively, UKSM can merge almost all the pages even

if T is less than 200ms.

8.2 Real world benchmarks
8.2.1 KVM virtual machines
Booting 25 VMs with abundant memory We uss

the same benchmark used in XLH [27], As XLH is

not an open-source implementation, we use an almost

identical hardware/software platform settings. Thus we

can compare our results with theirs. We booted 25

VMs (installed with Ubuntu server 16.04) each with a

single VCPU and 512MB of memory in parallel, with

starting time of 10 seconds apart. KSM is configured

with the settings as that in XLH. UKSM uses the default

settings. After about 260 seconds, all VMs are fully

booted. Up to this point, UKSM has merged 5.3GB of

memory, about 3× of what KSM has merged (Figure

10(a)). We need a warming up time to build rb-tree,

offset and figure out duplications. That explains why in

around 100 sec we have a jump. KSM and UKSM use

about the same amount of CPU resources during this

process. [27] reported that XLH can achieve only 2×
the memory saving compared to KSM with same CPU

resources. This implies that UKSM outperforms XLH

significantly.
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Figure 11: (a) Deduplication for Docker containers; (b), (c) Performance impact of UKSM.

Booting 40 VMs with memory overcommit We boot

40 VMs (with a single VCPU and 1GB of memory) in

parallel, with starting time of 10 seconds apart. We

record the total boot time, memory and swap usage

until the system stabilized. In this benchmark, we

compare UKSM (with default settings) with KSM set-

tings adjusted by ksmtuned. As mentioned in related

work, ksmtuned can dynamically increase and decrease

the KSM scanning speed according to memory usage.

Figure 10(b) illustrates the CPU utilization of UKSM and

KSM during the deduplication process; from calculation,

the aggregated CPU utilization of UKSM is about half of

KSM. Figure 10(c) shows that, with KSM and ksmtuned,

the system triggers about 1.3GB of swap and this slows

down the boot process of the VMs significantly (from

about 420 seconds to 550 seconds). UKSM uses only

half of physical memory and requires no swap usage

when the system stabilizes. The peak memory usage

with UKSM is only 32% of that with KSM. With KSM,

the last VM booted still waits for a long time before

it can be logged in after ksmtuned shuts down KSM at

480 seconds. Moreover, when the swapping storm is

triggered, the system suffers bad responsiveness, which

would be a devastating user experience.

8.2.2 Docker containers
We start 3 Docker containers each running a WordPress

website in LAMP environment (i.e., Linux, MySQL,

Apache and PHP). Each website contains a page with

the same set of images and texts. Then we uses Firefox to

emulate normal user connections by making it refreshing

Table 2: UKSM introduced space saving and time con-

sumption for mixed workload.
Application Okular PDF Firefox FlashPlayer GIMP

Space saving (MB) 415 27 63 39

Time (s) 2 5 4 1

each website’s page every second. Figure 11(a) shows

the amount of the anonymously mapped memory in this

process when UKSM is enabled or disabled. We find that

the average memory used with UKSM enabled is only

61% of that when it is disabled. The CPU consumption

during this process of uksmd is mostly less than 1% (one

core) with few spikes to around 3%. At the time of this

paper is written, no other open source implementation

to our knowledge can deduplicate memory of containers,

hence we do not compare with others in this benchmark.

It’s worthy to note that Docker containers try hard

to share the underlying files with aufs [43]. There

may not be that much duplication in file cached pages.

UKSM only handles anonymous pages for containers by

now. File cache deduplication is left as our future work.

8.2.3 Mixed workload on desktop server
In this Ubuntu desktop server, we run four applications,

i.e., Okular PDF reader, Firefox browser, FlashPlayer,

and GIMP painter, simultaneously. The default memory

is around 1,248 MB. We then perform operations with

each software separately. At the same, we record the

time and deduplication gain of UKSM, by monitoring

the htop tool. With UKSM, it takes only 2/5/4/1

seconds to deduplicate 415/27/63/39 MB memory for
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Okular/Firefox/FlashPlayer/GIMP in this mixed wowrk-

load environment. Consistent with our design principal,

UKSM works well in real world systems.

8.3 Analysis of Adaptive Partial Hashing
In the first two experiments, we use two extreme sce-

narios, one system contains no duplication, and one full

of duplicated pages. Thus, UKSM hierarchical region

distilling has no effect at all, since all regions are at either

the highest level, or the lowest level. In this case, the only

difference between UKSM and KSM is that UKSM turns

on APH.

8.3.1 Effectiveness of Adaptive Partial Hashing
Scanning speed in regions with low redundancy We

first demonstrate how fast the optimized system can scan

regions with low page redundancy. One extreme case is

when the system is full of “quite different” pages, that

is, no two pages have the identical 32-bit words at the

same offset. That makes the hash strength drop to 1, or

in other words, the hashing cost is about 1/1000 of the

SuperFastHash hashing. The maximum scanning speed

of UKSM in this case is about 5.9× higher than that of

the hash-based KSM or 7.4× higher than the original

KSM. On the other hand, if the pages are quite similar

but not equal, the strength of hash function may rise to

1,024 words. In this worst case, the maximum scanning

speed is about the same as the hash-based KSM, which

is expected by the fact that the hash algorithm with the

strongest strength is comparable to SuperFastHash.

Deduplication speed on highly redundant regions We

then measure the maximum speed for merging identical

pages when hash strength is 1. It’s approximately 2.5×
higher than that of the hash-based KSM or 7× higher

than that of the original KSM. When increasing the

strength of hash function to the maximum value, the

merge speed becomes comparable to hash-based KSM

or about 3× that of the original KSM.

8.3.2 Strength of hash function
The actual scan/deduplication speed on real workloads

depends on the memory content pattern and our system

adapts its page hash strength accordingly. A comprehen-

sive testing on a variety of workloads has shown that

the hash strength is usually within 100 words (recall

that the highest value is 1,024). The scan speed of

UKSM at this hash strength is about 6 to 7× higher

than that of the original KSM or 2 to 5× higher than

that of the hash-based KSM. We expect even smaller

strength values in scientific computing or data processing

environments. For example, the hash strength for all

12 SPEC-CPU2006 benchmarks ranges from 2 to 17,

with the average of 7.5. These results validate the

effectiveness of our hashing design.

8.4 Performance Impact
We evaluate the runtime overhead of UKSM using CPU

intensive workloads of Standard Performance Evaluation

Corporation (SPEC) CPU2006 benchmarks with uksmd
under the Full governor. The experiments are firstly run

on the host and then inside KVM virtual machines.

CPU2006 on host We evaluate UKSM in two scenarios,

where 1) UKSM and CPU2006 are running within one

CPU core; 2) The system has enough CPU resources so

that UKSM will not compete with CPU2006. The result

of CPU2006 float point benchmarks in the first scenario

is shown in Figure 11(b). We can see that the average

overhead is less than 3.0%. The average overhead in

the second scenario is about 1.5%. We observe similar

results with CPU2006 integer benchmarks (2.7%). We

do not show the other figures due to space limitation.

CPU2006 in KVM The benchmarks run inside 2 VMs.

Two CPU cores are enabled on the host for VMs. Each

VM is assigned with 1 VCPU. As illustrated in Figure

11(c), the average overhead for CPU2006 float point is

1.8% (0.9% on CPU2006 integer group).

It is worth noting that these results are the worst case

upper bound under the Full governor. We achieved

almost the same memory saving for these benchmarks

under the Low governor with negligible overhead.

9 Conclusion
We design a novel memory deduplication system called

UKSM that (1) samples the whole memory with an en-

hanced hashing scheme to estimate the duplication ratio

and dynamics of each memory region; and (2) performs

different scanning policies for different regions to max-

imize computation efficiency and minimize application

penalty. Experiments on both emulated workloads and

real-world benchmarks show substantial improvements

compared to standard Linux KSM and I/O hints based

approach XLH.
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